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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Product Names and Abbreviations
Lists the products and abbreviations that appear in the messages.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Dynam®/T for VM (Dynam/T)
• Activator
• ASM2® Backup and Restore (ASM2)
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• CIS
• Driver® Job Management for z/VSE (Driver)
• Dynam®/B (Dynam/B)
• Dynam®/D (Dynam/D)
• Dynam®/F1 (Dynam/F1)
• Dynam®/TLMS (Dynam/TLMS)
• Earl™
• Scheduler® Job Management (Scheduler)
• Sort
• SRAM (Sort Random Access Method)
• Taskman
• Top Secret® (Top Secret)
• VM:Backup™ for z/VM HiDRO Component (VM:Backup HiDRO)
• VM:Schedule™ (VM:Schedule)
• VTERM
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Getting Started
With the increased use of VM as a production operating system, the need for control of tapes becomes critical. The
inability to locate tapes quickly when jobs call for them can be costly to a corporation in both time and money. When a
data center is running tape management software on a VSE or MVS system under VM, it would be especially desirable to
have an integrated tape catalog across all operating systems.

With Dynam®/T for VM (Dynam/T), your installation can have an integrated approach to tape management. Either in a
stand-alone environment, or in conjunction with Dynam/T for VSE or Dynam/TLMS® MVS, the catalog structure of Dynam/
T provides protection for user tapes.

Dynam/T overcomes the restrictions and impracticalities of VM concerning usage and control of tape data sets. Tape drive
allocation and usage is governed by Dynam/T as a result of user commands and attempts to process a tape data set or
tape volume. Consequently, whenever an input or output tape is required, the VM operator simply needs to mount the
requested tape on any available tape drive. Dynam/T locates the tape and dynamically attaches the tape drive to the user
who required the specified tape. When processing of the tape data set is complete, Dynam/T releases the tape drive, thus
making the drive available again to any user.

If a guest VSE system operates with Dynam/T, a powerful communication facility may be employed to provide complete
tape drive sharing between the VSE system and all CMS users. Tape drives no longer need to be dedicated to a VSE
guest system operating under VM. Facilities are also available to dynamically share tape drives between real physical
CPUs. If each real CPU is running under the control of VM or VSE and is executing Dynam/T, they may share a common
LOCK file to control access to tape drives. There is no need to vary them offline to limit access.

Dynam/T provides the VM user with the capabilities and flexibility necessary to remove the operational headaches which
have been associated with management of tape data sets in a VM environment. Dynam/T always ensures that the most
current version of a tape data set is used for input (unless another version is explicitly requested), and safeguards against
premature scratching of an active tape data set.

IBM Environments Supported
Dynam/T operates under VM/ESA and z/VM.

Dynam/T operates in a standard CMS virtual machine and requires no modifications to either CP or CMS. All interactions
with Dynam/T are totally transparent to the user's virtual machine. No modifications, other than the establishment of a VM
system directory entry, are required to install or operate the product.

Access and Security Facilities

Catalog Control

Dynam/T achieves control over tape data sets and volumes through the use of DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT user
commands, based upon the information in the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL). The Dynam/T catalog provides a central
repository for information relative to all of the tape and VSE disk files in the installation. The same data base is shared by
Dynam/T running on VSE, Dynam/T on VM, and Dynam/TLMS so that file management may be centralized for maximum
security, efficiency, and control. In addition to information about the tape volumes which contain the current versions of a
data set, specific information is retained about the format of the data, logical record length, block size, number of blocks,
creation date, last access date, and various other items of interest. This information is available and can be displayed
through both online and utility type reports running under CMS. For CMS and VSE users, the Dynam/T catalog provides
the functionability of the MVS Data Set Catalog.
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If Dynam/T has been activated but is unable to access the catalog for any reason, it will insure that no file is written to
a volume which has been initialized to Dynam/T, as determined by the special identification characters. This is done
to protect controlled data sets from being overwritten even in exceptional situations. For DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT
requests of tape files which have not been placed under Dynam/T control, (that is FOREIGN), the tape operator is
required to specify the address of the tape drive on which the required tape volume is mounted. Dynam/T automatically
attaches the indicated device to the user, after ensuring that the tape does not contain any Dynam/T-controlled data sets.

Under no circumstances will the system permit an active tape, which is a member of a controlled data set, to be opened
for use as an output tape.

When the user issues the DYNCLOSE command, Dynam/T updates the catalog for output controlled data sets to indicate
that a new generation has been created. Since Dynam/T obtains control through the DYNOPEN command, programs
and utility packages which do not open and close files (DITTO, for example) and programs which perform physical I/O
operations that violate MVS and VSE logical I/O conventions are not supported by Dynam/T.

Dynam/T was designed to process and control IBM standard labeled and unlabeled tape files. Support is not provided
for tape files for which nonstandard or user label processing has been specified, for READ-BACKWARD tape files, for
DTFMT TYPE=WORK tape files (CMS/DOS), or for tape files which are opened as input, then processed as output.

Control of Personal Tape Libraries

Individual CMS users may be authorized to create output tape volumes using the Dynam/T's tape volume management.
Upon creation, Dynam/T considers the volume as belonging exclusively to the requesting userid. CMS users can perform
online maintenance, and display or print hard copy reports for tape volumes assigned to their userids only. Dynam/T will
protect each user's data from access by other userids and accidental scratching. Full-screen displays with online HELP
facilities are provided to aid the management of tapes. Scratched volumes are returned and available to other users.

Disaster Recovery

Dynam/T provides the information needed for the implementation of an effective disaster recovery plan. The Dynam/
T audit trail file keeps detailed records of all activity in Dynam/T catalog. In the event of catalog destruction, the latest
catalog backup can be restored and the catalog may be brought up-to-date using the audit trail file.

Password Protection

Dynam/T provides password protection for both the catalog and user-specified data sets. The catalog password is an
eight-character literal specified on the DYNCAT INITIAL command when the catalog is first created. This password should
be retained in a safe place, since, once specified, it may only be modified during a RESTORE/REORG operation. The
catalog password is required before online update through the CMS interface is allowed. It is also required to gain access
to the passwords of individual data sets which may be password-protected. The following DYNCAT command initializes
the catalog and specifies a catalog password of PASSWORD:

INITIAL id='COMPANY ID NAME' PASSWORD='PASSWORD'

In order to produce a list of all password-protected data sets showing their associated passwords, the following TDYNUTL
command would be submitted:

LIST PASSWORD='PASSWORD'

Access to the catalog password should be controlled.

Individual data sets may be protected from unauthorized maintenance and access by specification of a data set password
in the DYNCAT DEFINE command, as follows:
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DEF 'PAYROLL FILE' NGEN=7 PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

The above would associate a password of RESTRICT with the data set, which would be required before manual
maintenance could be performed to modify the characteristics of the data set. In order for the number of generations of
retention for PAYROLL FILE to be modified, the following command would be required:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' PASSWORD='RESTRICT' NGEN=5

Access to the data set inline and modifications in the form of ADD or DELETE commands would not require the password.
If it is desired to prohibit all modifications to the data set, the ALTER command may be used to lock the data set as
follows:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

If a data set is locked, no maintenance of any kind may be performed, except to unlock it if the proper password is
supplied, and no new versions may be created. The existing versions of the data set may still be called for as input. If it is
desired to prohibit access as input as well, the versions may be locked, also:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' UNLOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' VERSION=1 LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

Note that in order to lock a particular version, the data set as a whole must first be unlocked. In this last condition, the data
set can neither be modified in any way, nor can it be accessed for input.

The ALTER command may be used to modify a data set password as follows:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' PASSWORD='RESTRICT' NEWPSWD='SECURITY'

The new password associated with PAYROLL FILE would be SECURITY.

NOTE
If the password is not specified when the catalog is initialized, blanks will be assumed.

Tape Management Facilities
One of the major problems in the native VM environment is the allocation of tape resources to end users. Often, a user
may be finished with a tape drive, but will not release it to others for hours, resulting in lost time and lower productivity.

When a user requires the use of a tape drive, a message is sent to the operator console to request the resource. If the
operator clears the console without noticing the request, the user may be waiting for the tape resource for an excessive
period of time.

Additionally, there is no support in VM to find individual tape files at the data set level. Users must either retain one file per
tape (resulting in high tape costs), or know the location of the file on the tape. In this case, the tape must be positioned at
the exact location of the required data set.

Dynam/T addresses these shortcomings by providing automated solutions for these important tape management
functions.

Tape Drive Utilization

When a scratch tape is needed for an output data set, Dynam/T scans all available tape drives, searching for a controlled
volume in scratch status. When a volume is found, the system automatically attaches the tape drive to the user. If no
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scratch tape is mounted, the system will inform the operator that a scratch tape is needed. The operator can then mount
any Dynam/T scratch tape on any available tape drive.

With Dynam/T, the CMS user no longer needs to send messages or call the operator to request a tape. Tape requests are
entered directly at the user's terminal and the information is transmitted to the system or tape operator.

Automatic Volume Recognition (AVR)

CMS users may request a tape for an input data set by specifying the desired data set name or the volume serial number
of the tape. Dynam/T scans all available tape drives to locate the requested tape volume and attaches it to the appropriate
CMS user. If a tape is required for an output data set, Dynam/T scans the drives for a controlled volume in scratch status.
If the required volume is not found already mounted on an available drive, a message is sent to the operator requested
that it be mounted. When the proper tape is mounted, the tape drive will automatically be attached to the requesting user.
In addition, the system may require that controlled input tapes be mounted in file-protected status so that the user cannot
inadvertently overwrite them.

The communication between users and the Dynam service machine is performed via the Dynam/T user commands. CMS
users are relieved of the problem of messaging the operator to mount the correct tape on the correct drive. The operators
are relieved of the problem of dealing with CMS user messages and responses in various formats. In most cases, no
message interaction at all is required.

When Dynam/T operates in a VSE guest system under VM, or on a VSE system on a separate physical CPU, both
systems may fully and dynamically share all real tape resources. A powerful Dynam/T interface allows all real tape
devices to be dynamically attached or detached to and from the VSE system as required, without any modifications to
either VM or VSE.

Tape Label Support

Dynam/T offers many extensions to the standard CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands by allowing all
characteristics of a tape file to be specified on one command. These extensions are used to request specific versions or
volumes of a particular data set, as well as to control tape positioning when the data set is closed.

Dynam/T provides processing to support standard tape labels for both input and output files, even for commands and
programs without such support.

Data Set Usage and Retention

A unique feature of Dynam/T is the optional management of tapes by data set name. Each tape data set may be assigned
a unique name and unique retention characteristics. CMS users need not be concerned by which tape volume a data set
is located, but merely the data set name and version. Once these retention characteristics are established, Dynam/T will
assume the responsibility of scratching expired versions of the data sets which the system controls, and returning scratch
tapes to the scratch pool.

Retention can be established as a specific number of versions, number of days, date, number of days since last accessed
or any combination of these criterion. Another feature of Dynam/T allows retention to be established for the last tape
created "as of" a particular cutoff date. The system will keep the last tape created each time the "as of" date changes.

If multiple retention requirements are specified, all requirements must be met before any version of a data set is
scratched.

Vault Location Control

Each individual data set may be rotated among as many as 26 different vault locations. The user specifies to the Dynam/
T catalog the desired vault and optionally the slot within the vault for each version of the data set to be rotated. Each time
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a new version of such a data set is created and the Vault Location Control reports are run, Dynam/T produces movement
and inventory reports for each vault.

Programmer Test Facility

Dynam/T provides a facility which enables tests to be run using production JCL without cataloging any new version of
output data sets. One of the system generation options is the specification of a $TEST job name, if desired. If no user-
defined name is entered, a default of $TEST is used. When a DYNOPEN command is entered, specifying the option,
JOB, with a job name which begins with these five characters, the system functions exactly as usual except that at close
for output data sets, the catalog file is not updated. All input files are selected through the automatic volume recognition
(AVR) facility and output SCRATCH tapes are allocated. Instead of becoming new versions of the data sets, output tapes
are cataloged as TEST status tapes, to be retained until the next DYNCAT SCRATCH function is run which returns them
to SCRATCH status. Note that tapes in TEST status are protected from being used as scratch tapes until the SCRATCH
function is run, and are not called for as input to production runs. If the data set name to which they were cataloged is
requested as input during a subsequent step of a $TEST job, the most current $TEST version is called for exactly as
though it were a member of the data set. This allows full testing of JCL for jobs which create a file in one step, then read
the newly created file in a later step. If a data set is requested on input which contains no test versions, the appropriate
production version is input.

If test versions are to be input to production runs, they must be input as uncontrolled files, or through use of the ACCEPT
option, or else be added to the production data set by DYNCAT maintenance.

Additional Facilities

Multivolume Support

Dynam/T provides automatic volume switching and linkage within the catalog, at end-of-volume (EOV) time, for CMS
programs which utilize OS simulation. OS simulation is used by CMS programs which make use of the PUT and GET
macros, as well as the MOVEFILE command.

Multiple Dynam/T Operator Support

With standard VM, all messages relating to the tape drives are directed to the operator console. In some installations, a
separate operator is assigned to control just tape processing.

Dynam/T allows for the use of multiple operators which ensures more flexibility and greater control of the data center.
Dynam/T provides automatic volume switching and linkage within the catalog at end of volume (EOV) time for CMS
programs which utilize OS simulation. OS simulation is used by CMS programs which make use of the PUT and GET
macros, as well as the MOVEFILE command. Dynam/T allows multiple operators, thus allowing the control of Dynam/T to
be decentralized.

Comprehensive Reporting

The Dynam/T audit trail file retains information about all tape file usage, as well as exceptional operator responses
that might affect the catalog status or data set usage. The audit system reporting utility provides a flexible method of
generating user-defined reports from the audit trail file.

Interfaces to other Broadcom Products
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Interface to Dynam/B

A unique communication facility allows Dynam/B to share tape usage information with Dynam/T and provide complete
tape security and control for all operating systems or users. All tapes contained within the Dynam/T catalog can be
protected, scratched when expired, or used regardless of the particular operating system that created the tape data set.

Interface to Dynam/T for VSE and Dynam/TLMS MVS

Users of Dynam/T, who also run Dynam/T for VSE and/or Dynam/TLMS under MVS (Broadcom tape management
products for the VSE and MVS environments), benefit from sharing tape information between the systems. All of the tapes
in the installation can be controlled as a single library, with organization, security and control. A tape which contains an
active data set is protected regardless of the operating system which created it, and a tape in scratch status may be used
for output on any system. Tape data sets created on any of the systems may be read from any other system ensuring that
the correct version of the correct data set is used for input.

Interface to CA 1 MVS

Users of CA 1 MVS release 4.9 or higher may share information about tape volume status through the XSYSTEM
function. A tape which contains an active data set is protected, regardless of the operating system which created it.

Interface to VM:Backup HiDRO

BrightStor(R) VM:Backup(R) High-Speed Disaster Recovery Option (VM:Backup HiDRO) has a seperate service machine.
Dynam/T will not scratch tapes created by VM:Backup HiDRO during normal scratch processing. For VM:Backup HiDRO
product and instllation information, see the VM:Backup HiDRO documentation.

Shared Tape Drives

When Dynam/T operates in a VSE guest system under VM, or on a VSE system on a separate physical CPU, both
systems may fully and dynamically share all real tape drives with Dynam/T. Dynam/T VM will ATTACH and DETACH real
tape devices to and from the VSE systems or CMS users as required, without any modification to either VM or CMS.

Dynam/T also provides tape drive locking across real CPUs running either VM or VSE if tape drives are allocated by
Dynam/T.

System Components
The Dynam/T system consists of the following components:

• Online HELP utilities
• Taskman
• I/O Subsystem
• TRACE Facility
• CMS System Adapter
• Catalog Management
• Dynam/T
• Dynam/T Catalog
• Dynam/T Audit Data Set
• Dynam/T Message Queue File (for Dynam/TLMS)
• Dynam/T Message Path Files (for CA 1)
• Lock File
• Dynam Service Machine
• Activator
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Activator provides the modules, EXECs and screens necessary to install and maintain the Dynam/T system. Activator
is included on the supplied Dynam/T installation tape, and it is the first component loaded during installation.

• Online HELP Utilities
Two online HELP utilities are available to provide immediate assistance with Dynam/T screens, diagnostic messages
and command syntax. You can obtain HELP for any screen or message by pressing PF1 from any screen, or by typing
HELP on the command line and pressing ENTER. To view the syntax for any Dynam/T command, online, press PF6
from any screen or type COMHELP and press ENTER.

• Taskman
Taskman is a CMS application which alters a normal CMS virtual machine from a single-user, single-tasking, serial
execution environment, to a real multi-tasking system, without any visible or permanent changes to CMS. All of the
modules comprising Taskman reside in the Subsystem Associates-supplied CADYNAM TXTLIB.

•  I/O Subsystem
The I/O subsystem provides general I/O scheduling for Dynam/T. The subsystem provides complete I/O scheduling,
queuing, and interrupt handling. The I/O subsystem maximizes the system throughput by scheduling and queuing
all the operations based on the channel, control unit and device characters. I/O requests are queued at the channel,
control unit and device level.

• TRACE Facility
The TRACE Facility captures all interrupts and all I/O on the Dynam service machine.

• CMS System Adapter
The System Adapter permits system-independent operation of Catalog Management and the various utility programs in
all environments by providing both cross-product interfaces and interfaces to the Task Manager.

• Catalog Management
Catalog Management performs all DYNAM/T catalog and audit operations. All of the System Adapter and Catalog
Management modules are included in the Broadcom supplied CAILIB TXTLIB.

• Dynam/T
The Dynam/T component provides all administrator, operator and user components necessary to provide the extensive
facilities of Dynam/T tape data set and volume management. The Dynam/T runtime system resides in the Dynam
service machine and executes under the control of Taskman. The Dynam/T administrator, operator and user interface
components execute in a standard CMS virtual machine. All of the Dynam/T modules reside in the CADYNAMT
TXTLIB.

• Dynam/T Catalog
Dynam/T maintains one online catalog to track all tape data sets and tape volumes. The Dynam/T catalog records
when data sets were created, the volumes on which data sets reside, optional density and length information, and the
retention and expiration criteria for all Dynam/T controlled files and tape volumes.

• Dynam/T Audit Data Set (optional)
The Dynam/T audit data set provides a permanent record of any access to the Dynam/T catalog. Each time Dynam/T
processes a file, an Audit record is added to the audit data set. Through the use of AUDTUTIL, custom-defined audit
trail reports may be generated.

• Dynam/T Message Queue File (optional)
The Dynam/T message queue facility provides an interface to Dynam/TLMS MVS. All transaction and audit
information, which is stored in the message queue file, may be passed between the Dynam/T and VSE systems, and
posted to the MVS system executing Dynam/TLMS.

• Dynam/T Message Path Files (optional)
The Dynam/T message path files contain transaction and audit information which may be passed between the Dynam
VM and VSE systems, and posted to an external tape management system, such as CA 1 MVS at release 4.9 or
higher.

• Dynam/T Lock File (optional)
The lock file records information concerning tape drive allocation, so that cross-CPU synchronization of tape drive
access may be accomplished.
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The lock file facility provides an interface between real (physical) CPUs. Each time a tape drive is assigned by a CPU,
a logical record is written to the lock file so that the tape drive will not be assigned by another CPU.

• Dynam Service Machine
The Dynam/T runtime components execute in a virtual machine referred to as the Dynam service machine. Running
under control of the Task Manager, any number of requests may be processed at one time. A tape mount request
which requires intervention from the tape operator does not interfere with requests issued by other users. One service
machine can process requests from all tape users on a single real CPU. If installed, Dynam/B will operate in the same
service machine as Dynam/T.
The Online HELP facilities, Taskman, Catalog Management, System Adapter and Dynam/T components are all
distributed on the Dynam/T-supplied installation tape. Once the installation materials are loaded from tape, a series of
installation tasks are executed under the control of Activator. These installation tasks allow you to create the Dynam
service machine, the Dynam/T catalog, audit file, message queue file, and lock file.
When all of the installation tasks are complete and Dynam/T is active, the tape volumes and data sets, which are
defined to Dynam/T, may be easily controlled. Designated Dynam/T operators may issue commands to control
the allocation of tape resources and the execution of tape allocation requests from general users. The Dynam/T
administrator may change processing options, maintain the system and perform problem reporting.

Preparing Dynam/T For Use
Dynam/T provides an extensive array of options to tailor the system to your individual needs. Control of the Dynam/T
operational parameters is facilitated by the Dynam/T Product Control Table, and the Dynam/T system and user profiles.
The product control table is present in all Dynam/T configurations (including Dynam/T VSE and Dynam/T TLMS MVS),
while the Dynam/T system and user profiles are present only in the Dynam/T VM system.

 

The Dynam/T Product Control Table
The Dynam/T product control table is used to enable or disable various processing options, and to establish installation
defined defaults. It contains all of the options and specifications necessary to tailor Dynam/T to the your environment.

The Dynam/T product control table is composed of the following macros:

• DYNAMT macro - selects processing options which control the execution of Dynam/T within the service machine. The
DYNAMT macro is required.

• DTPOOL macro - defines the real tape drives which are to use AVR and on which CPU. This macro is optional.
• DTLOCK macro - used in conjuction with the LOCK file to define specific lock names for each tape drive on each CPU.

This macro is optional.
• DTMAPVSE macro - defines the addresses in the VSE PUB table for each device.
• XSYSTEM macro - used in conjunction with an external tape system, allows the sharing of volume usage information

with Dynam/T. This macro is optional.

The product control table is automatically generated by Activator during installation. The following example shows the
DYNAMT macro, generated with all the defaults, as it is cataloged upon initial installation. The DTPOOL, DTLOCK and
DTMAPVSE macros are shown for syntax purposes. Standard IBM syntax rules apply for assembling a macro. Each of
the macro parameters are described on the following pages.

DYNAMT  ,    DYNAM/T OPTIONS           +

      ACCEPT=YES,                      +

      ACSSERV=userid,                  +

      ALARM=NO,                        +

      ALTER=NO,                        +

      AUDIT=YES,                       +

      AUTCATD=NO,                      +
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      AUTCVER=,                        +

      AUTOCAT=NO,                      +

      AUTOSCR=NO,                      +

      AVRLCK=NO,                       +

      CATCHK=YES,                      +

      CLSHOOK=,                        +

      CTLSCR=ALL|(start,end),          +

      DENSITY=,                        +

      FLT=YES,                         +

      LMSSERV=userid,                  +

      LOGINFO=YES,                     +

      MFEOV=UNLOAD,                    +

               MSGHOOK=,                        +

               MULTCPU=NO,                      +

               NOTIFY=YES,                      +

               OPENH=8,                         +

               OPNHOOK=,                        +

               OWNCHK=YES,                      +

               OWNID=,                          +

               PREV=NO,                         +

               PROHIBT=NO,                      +

               PROTECT=NO,                      +

               REELSIZ=ANY,                     +

               RERUN=NO,                        +

               RETAIN=,                         +

               REUSE=NO,                        +

               RPLHOOK=,                        +

               SECHECK=NO,                      +

               SECURE=NO,                       +

               SID=,                            +

               STOP=NO,                         +

               TAPECHK=YES,                     +

               TAPEINT=YES,                     +

               TESTJOB=$TEST,                   +

               TLMS=NO,                         +

               UCTLSCR=ALL|(start,end),         +

               UID=,                            +

               VAULT=NO,                        +

               VOLSER=ANY,                      +

               WORKRET=2,                       +

               END=YES    END OF DYNAMT OPTIONS

         DTPOOL ,         TAPE POOL DEFINITION  +

               TAPE=(281,282,283),              +

               CPU=A

         DTLOCK ,         AVR LOCK DEFINITIONS  +

               NAME=001,                        +

               TAPE=(281,481)

         DTLOCK ,         AVR LOCK DEFINITIONS  +

               NAME=002,                        +

               TAPE=(282,482)

         DTMAPVSE,                              +
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               DEVTYPE=6250,                    +

               CPU=A,                           +

               TAPE=(780,781,782)

         DTMAPVSE,                              +

               DEVTYPE=6250,                    +

               CPU=B,                           +

               TAPE=(480,481,482)

         DTMAPVSE,                              +

               DEVTYPE=6250,                    +

               CPU=C,                           +

               TAPE=(280,281,282)

         XSYSTEM TYPE=BEGIN

         NODE,                                  +

               NODEID='DYNVM.A',                +

               CPUID=A

NODE,                                  +

      NODEID='DYNVSE.B',               +

      CPUID=B

NODE,                                  +

      NODEID='CA1MVS',                 +

      CPUID=Z

PATH,                                  +

      PATHID='DYN2CA1',                +

      FROM=A,                          +

      TO=Z,                            +

      RWAIT=20,                        +

      VERIFY=40

PATH,                                  +

      PATHID='DYN2CA1',                +

      FROM=B,                          +

      TO=Z,                            +

      RWAIT=30,                        +

      VERIFY=50

PATH,                                  +

      PATHID='CA12DYN',                +

      FROM=Z,                          +

      TO=A,                            +

      RWAIT=10,                        +

      VERIFY=20

XSYSTEM TYPE=END

END

The DYNAMT Macro
The parameters available for the DYNAMT product definition macro are as follows. The default specification is listed first.

ACCEPT=YES | NO
Specification of 'YES' allows the operator to force Dynam/T to allow input of a tape other than the one called for
in a controlled data set by responding 'ACCEPT' to the CADT805 message at input open. Specification of 'NO'
prevents the use of ACCEPT in response to this message. Note that specification of this option does not affect the
use of the 'ACCEPT' response to the CADT810 message.
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ACSSERV=userid
Specifies the ID of the service machine for the Automated Cartridge Subystem, which Dynam/T interfaces with.
Must be specified to enable support for the interface.

ALARM=NO | YES
Specification of 'YES' causes Dynam/T to ring the console alarm whenever a message which requires operator
action is issued. This is especially useful if the AUTO-RETRY facility has been selected, since the operator will be
notified by the alarm that a mount is pending for a tape even though no operator response is required.

ALTER=YES | NO
This option is included for consistency with Dynam/T on VSE, but does not apply to CMS.

AUDIT=YES | NO
Specification of 'YES' provides support for the Dynam/T audit subsystem. With AUDIT=YES, Dynam/T records
information about each open and close of a tape file and about each update of the Dynam/T catalog. Complete
reporting and catalog recovery support are also included. AUDIT=YES generates the OPEN/CLOSE/MAINT
reporting functions of audit and allows audit recording of all catalog activity. AUTCATD=NO | YES
This parameter controls the functioning of the Dynam/T deletion of automatically cataloged data sets. If NO is
specified, automatically cataloged data sets will be treated as normal data sets. If YES is specified, automatically
cataloged data sets will be deleted from the catalog when the last active version is scratched.

AUTCVER=, | nnnn
This parameter specifies the default number of generations to save for an automatically cataloged data set. Up to
four digits may be entered.

AUTOCAT=NO | YES
Specification of YES causes Dynam/T to create a new catalog entry whenever an output open occurs for
a tape file for which a DYNOPEN command is issued and which contains a valid file ID not already in the
catalog. Specification of AUTOCAT=NO does not disable the automatic cataloging feature, but requires that the
'AUTOCAT' option be specified on all DYNOPEN commands.

AUTOSCR=NO | YES | ALL
This parameter controls the functioning of the Dynam/T automatic scratch facility. With NO specified, automatic
scratch is not performed, regardless of the indication in the data set record in the catalog. With YES specified,
automatic scratch is performed for data sets defined in the catalog with TAPEOPT=AUTOSCR. With ALL
specified, automatic scratch is performed for all eligible data sets, regardless of the TAPEOPT specified in the
catalog.

AVRLCK=NO | YES
Specify NO to prevent use of the VSE LOCK file in a single-CPU environment. Specify YES to issue an external,
exclusive LOCK for the resource name defined in the DTLOCK macro for any tape drive before it is accessed
during automatic volume recognition (AVR). This lock protects shared tape drives from interference by another
CPU in a multi-CPU environment, and remains in effect until it is released by Dynam/T.

CATCHK=YES | NO
Specification of YES causes Dynam/T to require that any output scratch tape selected by AVR have a matching
catalog owner ID (actually on the VOL1), assuring that the tape is owned by the requesting catalog. The catalog
owner ID is established when the catalog is initialized via the id='CATALOG NAME' parameter of the DYNCAT
INITIAL function and may be modified by the DYNCAT OWN function. It may be desirable, for new installations,
to specify CATCHK=NO (the default) temporarily in order to build a pool of tapes with the correct catalog owner.
CLSHOOK=, | filename
Specification of this parameter provides support in Dynam/T for a user exit during CLOSE processing. For more
information, see User Exits.

CTLSCR=ALL | (start,end)
Specifies a range of volsers within the Automated Cartridge Subsystem which are to be used as Dynam/T
controlled volumes for scratch tape request. The default of ALL is recommended.
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DENSITY=, | 800 | 1600 | 6250 | 90 | 60 | 50 | 30 | CART | 20,08,28,00
The value specified is used as a default density specification for any data set which is defined to the catalog
without an explicit density specified. This includes data sets defined with the automatic cataloging facility. The
default (none specified) is recommended.

END=YES
This parameter is required to specify the end of the DYNAMT macro.

FLT=YES | NO
This parameter specifies whether Forced Label support is to be active. YES is the default and is recommended.

LMSSERV=userid
Specifies the ID of the service machine for the Libarary Management Software, which Dynam/T interfaces with.
This must be specified to enable support for the interface.

LOGINFO=YES | NO
Specification of YES causes Dynam/T to log significant events (allocation of the proper input volume, and close
of input volumes with catalog update) on the console at the time they occur. A specification of YES is strongly
recommended. The following two messages are provided by a specification of YES:
CADT831I:  *CLOSED* userid rdev volser dsn

CADT832I:  ATTACHED userid rdev volser data set name

MFEOV=UNLOAD | REWIND
Specification of UNLOAD causes a multi-file volume to be unloaded at EOV. REWIND causes the tape to be
rewound at EOV. This is in effect for controlled tapes only.

MSGHOOK=, | filename
Specification of this parameter provides support in Dynam/T for a user exit during Message processing. For more
information, see User Exits.

MULTCPU=NO | YES
Specification of YES generates support for multi-CPU shared tape drive protection. YES should be specified
in any multiple real or virtual CPU installation. A specification of NO should be used in a single-CPU (or single-
system) environment. Note that this specification does not provide for shared catalog or audit files. SHARE=YES
must be specified for those files when they are initialized.

NOTIFY=YES | NO
A specification of YES causes Dynam/T to print a notification message on the Dynam/T service machine console
any time a program issues an open request for a tape file, and the CAICATL catalog cannot be accessed for
some reason. A specification of NO allows tape files to be processed with access to the catalog denied and no
notification given. NOTIFY=YES is forced if SECURE=YES is also specified.

OPENH=, | nn
The value specified (nn) indicates the number of hours that an open tape can exist before becoming available for
scratch.

OPNHOOK=, | filename
Specification of this parameter provides support in Dynam/T for a user exit during OPEN processing. For more
information, see User Exits.

OWNCHK=YES | NO
Specification of YES provides for data set owner ID checking during automatic volume recognition (AVR).
Specification of NO prevents data set owner ID checking, reducing the data set owner to a comment field for
reporting purposes.

OWNID=, | nn
The value specified (nn) is used as a default owner ID for any data set which is defined to the catalog without an
explicit owner ID specified. Included are data sets defined to the catalog with the automatic cataloging facility. The
default (not specified) is recommended.
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PREV NO | YES
Specification of "YES" causes Dynam/T to process the PREV response to CADT804/805/8850 messages. The
OPEN is reissued, inputting the next most current version. Specification of NO will ignore the PREV response.

PROHIBT=NO | YES
Specification of YES causes Dynam/T to prevent the use of Dynam/T controlled scratch tapes for uncontrolled
data sets. Specification of NO allows scratch tapes (never active data sets) to be used for uncontrolled
processing.

PROTECT=NO | YES
A specification of YES causes Dynam/T to consider as under control any volume with a serial number matching
one in the catalog to prevent uncontrolled use of Dynam/T scratch tapes. This option should be used if tapes have
been entered into the catalog without having been written by Dynam/T (as, for instance, from a conversion from
another tape management system) and PROHIBT=YES has been specified.

REELSIZ=, | XS | S | MS | M | ML | L
The specified value is used as a default length specification for any data set which is defined to the catalog
without an explicit length specified. Included are data sets defined to the catalog with the automatic cataloging
facility. The default (none specified) is recommended.

RERUN=NO | YES
Specification of YES allows the operator to respond 'RERUN' to the CADT804 mount message, immediately
scratching the most current version of the data set being processed. The OPEN is then reissued, resulting in input
of what was originally version 2 of the data set. Specification of NO disallows this response, forcing any such
maintenance to be performed through the batch utility program.

RETAIN=0 | nnnn
The specified value is used as a default file retention in days for any data set which is defined to the catalog
without an explicit retention. This includes data sets defined to the catalog with the automatic cataloging facility.
This specification is also used to force a minimum retention on every tape file created. At close, the expiration
date for that version is calculated using the greatest of: the number of days retention as specified for the data
set, or the number of retention days specified on the DYNOPEN command, or the default number of retention
days from this parameter. Thus, if RETAIN=3, new data sets will have a default retention of three days, and every
version of every data set created will be retained at least three days. The default for this parameter is zero.

REUSE=NO | YES
Specification of YES allows Dynam/T to select, for output, tapes which were opened for output, but never closed
(indicating an abnormal user termination condition). A specification of NO causes these volumes to be retained,
unusable for scratch tapes, until the DYNCAT SCRATCH function has been run. Note that only volumes currently
in the process of being created are eligible for reuse. Prior volumes of a multi-volume file are retained until the
SCRATCH function has been run.

RPLHOOK=, | filename
Specification of this parameter provides support in Dynam/T for a user exit during operator reply processing. For
more information, see User Exits.

SECHECK=NO | YES
A specification of YES enables Dynam/T command validation with an available external security package. The
command must be authorized by a security package for the user issuing the command in order for that command
to be processed by Dynam/T.
A specification of NO disables the external security package interface and only internal command validation will
be performed by Dynam/T. NO is the default for this option.

SECURE=NO | YES
A specification of YES causes Dynam/T to immediately cancel any job in which an open request is issued for a
tape or potential tape file, and the Dynam/T catalog cannot be located for some reason. A specification of NO
allows tape files to be processed with access to the catalog file denied.
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SID=, | nn
The specified value (nn) is used as a default system ID for any data set which is defined to the catalog without an
explicit system ID specified. Included are data sets defined to the catalog with the automatic cataloging facility.
The default (not specified) is recommended.

STOP=(n1,n2)
This parameter provides support for the Dynam/T AUTO-RETRY facility. The first integer, n1, represents a time
interval in seconds, and n2 represents a number of repetitions before reissuing the mount messages. If this
facility has been chosen, the mount message will be issued; then the task will be placed in a wait state. After
n1 seconds have elapsed, an AVR scan is performed to attempt to locate the specified tape volume or scratch
tape. If the desired tape is located, processing continues without further operator intervention. If the desired
tape is not located, the task is again placed in a wait state, until another n1 seconds have elapsed. This process
continues for the number of repetitions specified in n2, at which time, if the tape has not yet been located, the
mount message is reissued and an operator response is invited. During the stopped periods between AVR scans,
the task is quiesced awaiting the passage of a time interval. Care should be taken in the election of (n1,n2) to
assure that excessive wait time is not incurred for input files which must be processed using the ACCEPT option,
if it has been generated. Only messages which may be satisfied by AVR (CADT804, CADT808, and CADT820)
are eligible for auto-retry.

TAPECHK=YES | NO
Specification of "YES" causes Dynam/T to AVR only Dynam/T scratch tapes. Specifying "NO" allows Dynam/T to
AVR non-Dynam/T scratch tapes.

TAPEINT=YES | NO
Specification of "YES" allows tapes to be initialized immediately. Specifying "NO" will prevent tapes from being
initialized 'on the fly'.

TESTJOB=($TEST,n) | (xxxxxxxx,n)
Specify a character string and the position within the job name that will signal a request for $TEST processing.
Enter a 1 to 8-character string, followed by the position at which the string will occur within the job name. The
default is $TEST at position 1.

TLMS=NO | YES
This parameter controls the functioning of the Dynam/T interface to Dynam/TTLMS. Dynam/TTLMS provides
tape management in the MVS environment. For users of both VSE and MVS, if Dynam/T and Dynam/TTLMS are
both used and TLMS=YES is specified, Dynam/T automatically logs all tape information to the Dynam/T message
queue file (CAIMACC). At this point, Dynam/TTLMS takes it and keeps the two tape information data bases in
synchronization.
This parameter determines whether transactions are to be logged to the CAIMACC system data set. If specified
as NO, the CAIMACC file is not required.

UCTLSCR=ALL | (start,end)
Specifies a range of volsers within the Automated Cartridge Subystem which are to be used by Dynam/T as
uncontrolled volumes for scratch processing. The default of ALL is recommended.

UID=, | nn
The value specified (nn) is used as a default user ID for any data set which is defined to the catalog without an
explicit user ID. This includes data sets defined to the catalog with the automatic cataloging facility. The default
(not specified) is recommended.

VAULT=NO | YES | a
Specification of YES generates support for the Dynam/T vault location control system. Specification of 'a' (any
single alphabetic character) provides support for vault location control, and also specifies a default vault location
to be used for any data set which is defined without an explicit vault default location. VOLSER=ANY | NUMERIC |
(n1,n2)
A specification of ANY permits tape volumes to be entered into the Dynam/T catalog with any combination of
characters for a volume serial number. A specification of NUMERIC permits only numeric volume serial numbers
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to be entered, and a specification of (n1,n2) permits only numeric volume serial numbers in the range n1 (lower
limit) to n2 (upper limit).

WORKRET=2 | n
The specified value is used for retention of work tapes which were not released. The value may be any positive
integer, but any value less than 2 (the default) is strongly discouraged since, for example, if 0 were chosen, all
currently active work tapes would be returned to scratch status whenever the DYNCAT scratch function was run.

 

DTPOOL Tape Drive Pool Definition
The DTPOOL macro is used to define which tape drives will be eligible for automatic volume recognition (AVR) by CPU.
One DTPOOL macro may be coded for each CPU ID, as defined in the CPUID macro. The The DTPOOL macros must
follow the DYNAMT macro in the assembly of the product control table. If a DTPOOL macro is assembled for a particular
CPU, only tape drives specified in the macro will be scanned in the desired order during AVR processing by Dynam/T. If
no DTPOOL macro is assembled for a particular CPU, AVR will scan all available drives in device address order.

ALTCU=(alt1,alt2,...,altn)
The ALTCU parameter allows specification of an alternate channel/control unit address for a tape drive to be used
when the drive is attached to the service machine for use by AVR or DYNSTAT. This is to be used only with VM
HPO5 systems where drives are defined on channel addresses above channel 0F. These must correspond to
addresses specified on TAPE=parameter.

TAPE=(rdev,...,rdev)
The TAPE parameter is required and provides a list of physical addresses of tape drives to be searched by
Dynam/T during AVR, in the order of search desired. Drives which do not appear in the list will not be searched
during AVR, but may still be used by explicit operator command in response to MOUNT type messages. TAPE=,
may be used to effectively disable AVR by Dynam/T.

CPU=c
The CPU parameter is optional and defines the CPUID to which this DTPOOL definition applies. If omitted, this
DTPOOL is assumed to apply to all CPUs.

The DTLOCK Macro
The DTLOCK macro may be used to allow the user to define a unique logical 'name' for each tape drive and associate
that name with all of the addresses through which the drive is accessed in a multiple-CPU environment. Dynam/T uses
this name to generate the resource name that is LOCKed using the Lock Facility and the lock file (CAILOCK). The
DTLOCK macro must follow the DYNAMT or DTPOOL macro in the assembly of the product control phase.

This table is also used to provide a mapping of 4-digit vdev tape addressed to a 3-digit vdev tape address to allow such
tapes to be attached to VSE. A matching lock name for the 4-digit address on a VM CPUID and a 3-digit address on a
VSE CPUID must exist to allow that address to be used by a VSE system.

NAME=nnn
The NAME parameter is required and specifies one physical tape drive. The NAME must be 3 numeric or hex
(0-9,A-F) bytes which will be appended to the literal 'TAPES' to form an 8-byte resource name for the LOCK
macro.

TAPE=(rdev,...,rdev)
The TAPE parameter is required and provides a list of the physical addresses under which this tape unit is to
know the CPUs that share it.

CPU=c
The CPU parameter is optional and provides a qualification on a tape drive address when the same address on
different CPUs describes different physical tape units. CPU defines the CPU ID.
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Example:

A drive which is 281 on CPU A may be 481 on CPU B. A different drive that is 581 on CPU A may be 281 on CPU B. You
can resolve this situation by coding the following:

DTLOCK NAME=001,TAPE=281,CPU=A

DTLOCK NAME=001,TAPE=481,CPU=B

DTLOCK NAME=009,TAPE=581,CPU=A

DTLOCK NAME=009,TAPE=281,CPU=B

NAME=001 describes the drive which is 281 on CPU A, and NAME=009 describes the drive which is 281 on CPU B.

Usage Notes:

• If AVRLCK=YES is generated and no DTLOCK macro is coded, the lock name generated will be TAPESrdev, where
rdev is the real tape drive address.

• The assembly of the DYNAMT, DTPOOL and DTLOCK macros result in the creation of the DTPARMS TEXT file. This
file is placed in the CAUSRLIB TXTLIB.

The DTMAPVSE Macro
The DYMAPVSE macro is used to allow users to define addresses to Dynam/T VM at which tape drives should be
attached to VSE guests running Dynam/T VSE but communicating with Dynam/T VM.

DEVTYPE=dens
The DEVTYPE parameter is required and specifies the density of the tape drive. DEVTYPE must be specified as
1600, 6250, 3480 or 3490.

TAPE=(rdev,...,rdev)
The TAPE parameter is required and provides a list of physical addresses (or virtual addresses if this definition is
for a VSE guest) by which this tape unit is known to this CPU.

CPU=c
The CPU parameter is required and indicates which system these tape addresses are valid for. CPU defines the
CPU id defined in the VM System Adapter.

NOTE
For the VSE virtual address mapping to function, there must be a DTMAPVSE macro defined for the VM
CPU running Dynam/T VM with the real addresses that are to be mapped.

Example:

Tapes exist on VM (CPU A) at addresses 780, 781 and 782. A VSE guest running Dynam/T VSE (CPU B) has PUB table
entries for tapes at 780, 781 and 782. The disaster recovery site (CPU C), has tapes at D80, D81 and D82. The VSE
guest IPLed at the disaster recovery site is a copy of the production VSE, which has CPU=D defined for the disaster
recovery site. The VSE guest does not have tapes defined for D80, D81 and D82.

This situation can be resolved by coding the following information:

         DTMAPVSE

             DEVTYPE=6250,                                     +

             TAPE=(D80,D81,D82),                               +

             CPU=C

         DTMAPVSE

             DEVTYPE=6250,                                     +
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             TAPE=(780,781,782),                               +

             CPU=D

The XSYSTEM Macro
The configuration table generated using the XSYSTEM macro is intended to be a description of the complete
configuration of all systems participating in volume sharing and the data flow between them. The description is
independent of the position within the configuration of the system it is used by, which allows a single description to be
centrally maintained and used by all participants.

At initialization, each system determines, using the table produced by the XSYSTEM macro, whether a receiver task must
be started and which paths the receiver is to read and the node ID and pathnames to be used for sending transactions.

In the example in The Dynam/T Product Control Table in this article, the XSYSTEM macro generates communication
between three systems, one running Dynam/T VM, one running Dynam/T VSE and the other running CA 1 for MVS The
two Dynam/T systems share a catalog, and as such only one receiver (running on the VM system) is active. Two data sets
with pathids of 'DYN2CA1' and 'CA12DYN', are used to describe the two physical links, with separate PATH descriptions,
for communication in each direction.

TYPE=BEGIN
TYPE=BEGIN is a mandatory initial parameter which signals the beginning of the cross system configuration
macro.

NODE
The NODE parameter and its associated operands is used to describe a participating system. A separate NODE
statement must be coded for every system participating in cross system tape volume management, with the
exception of Dynam/TTLMS releases up to and including 5.3.
The NODE parameter is used to associate a logical name for reporting purposes with a single character CPU ID.
In the case of Dynam/T, the CPUID must match that defined in the CPUID macro of the CPUPROF control phase.
The NODE statement must begin in column 10.

NODEID='node name'
NODEID defines the node identification of the participating system. This description may be up to 8 alphanumeric
characters, enclosed in apostrophes. For communication with CA 1 MVS, the nodeid of the CA 1 system must be
'CA1MVS'.

CPUID=x
CPUID defines the CPU ID as specified in the CPUID macro. This may be one alphabetic character.

PATH
The PATH parameter identifies the communication paths between the products participating in the cross system
tape volume management. The PATH statement must begin in column 10.

PATHID='path id'
The PATHID operand is required and identifies the inter-node communication vehicle. This name, from 1-
to 8-characters enclosed in apostrophes, is used as the DD/DTF name for the files used for cross system
communication. The DD/DTF name must be the same for both users of any PATH. For PATHs with VSE
participants, logical IOCS limits this value to 7-characters.

FROM=x
The FROM operand is required and identifies the sending node. This value must correspond to a CPUID specified
in a NODE statement.

TO=x
The TO operand is required and identifies the receiving node. This value must correspond to a CPUID specified in
a NODE statement
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RWAIT=nnnn
RWAIT is an optional operand used to specify the duration of the wait following all transactions processed by
a receiver task, until the next check for incoming activity is performed. This value may be from 1- to 4-digits,
representing seconds. The default is 60 seconds.

VERIFY=nnnn
VERIFY is an optional operand used to specify the number of intervals of time to wait for a transaction to be
processed by the receiver. If the transaction remains unprocessed after the VERIFY interval has elapsed, a
special verify transaction is sent on the corresponding path as a test of the XSYSTEM network. This value may be
from 1- to 4-digits; the default is 10 intervals.

TYPE=END
TYPE=END is the mandatory trailing parameter which signals the completion of the cross system configuration
macro.

Usage Notes:

• All NODE parameters must be grouped together and must be coded before any PATH parameters are specified.
• In the case of a shared Dynam/T VM-VSE catalog participating in cross system tape volume management with CA 1,

NODE specifications are required for all three systems, even though PATH specifications specify receive processing in
only one of the two systems.

• It is highly recommended that the CPU parameter for the VM system be 'A' in any shared environment. This is due
to the fact that utilities may be executed in a virtual machine that has a virtual CPUID not matching any in the CPUID
macro. In this case the default A will be taken.

• For proper TDYNSYNC EXTRACT processing, a NODE parameter must be specified for all CPUIDs currently
assigned in the Dynam/T catalog. If TDYNSYNC encounters a CPUID not defined within the XSYSTEM macro, then
that volume will be flagged as not extracted (return code = 1).

The Dynam/T System Profile
The Dynam/T VM system profile is used to establish system-wide default parameters for Dynam/T VM execution and
control. In addition, the Dynam/T system profile is used to designate Dynam/T operators and to exclude specified users
from executing certain Dynam/T functions.

The system profile is a card image file (LRECL 80 RECFM F) which must have the file ID CADYNAMT SYSPROF. Only
positions 1-72 of each record will be scanned for a profile command. As asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment.

When the Dynam/T runtime component is loaded in the Dynam/T service machine, the profile processing routine of
Dynam/T will locate the first CADYNAMT SYSPROF file (using the CMS ESTATE facility) and read it. If not found, Dynam/
T system initialization is terminated.

Any valid Dynam/T profile or operator command may be issued in the system profile. However, only the profile commands
are interpreted immediatedly, during profile processing. All other command processing will be performed by Dynam/T after
initialization has completed. For a complete list of all Dynam/T operator commands, see Operator Commands.

The following is a sample Dynam/T system profile:

SET AUTOQUE  OFF

SET CPMSG    OFF

SET IMSG     ON

SET RINGTEST OFF

SET WAITMSGS OFF

SET OPERMSGS OFF

FREETAPS  __

MAXWAIT   1  HRS
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OPENWAIT  8  HRS

QUEWAIT   1  HRS

DISPATCH  1_ MIN

DETNOUNL VDEVBLOK

TAPEOPER OPERATOR

OPERATOR MAINT

OPERATOR OPERATOR

OPERATOR CAIMAINT

CMSLOCK

MIASERV MIMGRCVG

MIASRVS 0E00-0E01

HIDROID HIDRSERV

INCLUDE  _

EXCLUDE  _ RESERVE

The system profile is generated through Activator. The following pages describe each of the Dynam/T system profile
commands.

 

ACCOUNT Command
The ACCOUNT command enables Dynam/T accounting record support. If this option is omitted, no Dynam/T accounting
records will be produced. Dynam/T accounting records are generated only for work performed by Dynam/T in the Dynam/
T service machine. They do not replace any of the standard accounting records created by CP.

Command Syntax:

ACCOUNT    |

Usage Notes:

• If the ACCOUNT command is specified, creation of accounting records remains subject to the parameters defining the
accounting support in the CP nucleus (SYSACNT macro in the DMKSYS ASSEMBLE file).

• Use of the Dynam/T accounting facility requires that the CP directory option, ACCT, be specified for the Dynam/T
service machine. Failure to enable this option causes the accounting facility to be disabled.

• For details on the accounting records generated by Dynam/T, see Accounting Facilities.

ATTWAIT Command
The ATTWAIT command is used during tape drive attach and detach processing on VM/XA systems. Since the CP
ATTACH and DETACH commands are asynchronous in the VM/XA system, Dynam/T will attempt to verify all ATTACH
and DETACH requests. The ATTWAIT command allows you to specify the amount of time a task will wait before
attempting another verification of ATTATCH/DETACH command.

Command Syntax:

ATTWAIT |  nnn      [ microsec]

        |           [ sec     ]

nnn
is the amount of time, in microseconds, a task will wait.

microsec
specified time in microseconds.
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sec
specified time in seconds.

Usage Notes:

• Dynam/T will attempt to verify that an ATTACH or DETACH command has completed successfully immediately after
the ATTACH or DETACH command is issued. If the command has not completed successfully, the individual task is
placed in a wait state for nnn microseconds (allowing other tasks to execute), before attempting another verification.

• (For VM/XA systems only.) If the ATTWAIT command is not specified, the default wait time is 100 microseconds.
• The number of verifications performed is determined by the value of ATTRETRY.

ATTRETRY Command
The ATTRETRY command is used in conjunction with ATTWAIT during ATTACH and DETACH processing on VM/
XA systems. The ATTRETRY command allows you to specify the amount of verifications of an ATTACH or DETACH
command to be performed before issuing message CADT894 for ATTACH/DETACH failure.

Command Syntax:

ATTRETRY  |  nn

nn
is the number of verifications to be performed.

Usage Notes:

• (For VM/XA systems only.) If the ATTRETRY command is not specified, the default value is 3 verifications.
• The wait time between verifications is determined by the value for ATTWAIT.

CMSLOCK Command
Specifies if Dynam/T is to be the only system controlling the DOS lock file.

Command Syntax:

CMSLOCK | {on|off}

ON
Enables DYNAM T/VM to control tape drive locking for VSE.

OFF
Disables DYNAMT's lockfile. This is the default setting.

CPU Command
The CPU command associates a system profile command with a specific CPU ID. This allows a single Dynam/T system
profile to be shared among several CPUs.

Command Syntax:

CPU=id   |  command
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id
is the desired one-character CPU ID associated with the particular CPU, as defined in the Dynam/T CPU ID
control table. Valid characters are A to Z, 0 to 9 and *, inclusive. If CPU=id is omitted or specified as CPU=*, the
command is executed on all CPUs.

command
is the desired Dynam/T system profile command to be processed in the specified CPU.

Usage Note:

If the CPU=id prefix does not match the CPU ID from the Dynam/T CPU ID control table, the Dynam/T system profile
command following the prefix is not processed in this CPU.

DETNOUNL Command
The DETNOUNL command defines the method used to disable tape volume unloading during a DYNDET command. For
more information, see Detach Processing.

Command Syntax:

         |    {VDEVBLOK        }

         |    {RDEVBLOK        }

DETNOUNL |    {USERMOD         }

         |    {USERCMND command}

         |    {USEROPTN option }

         |    {USERPARM parm   }

VDEVBLOK
(for non-VM/XA and non-VM/ESA systems) requires that the Dynam/T service machine have class C privileges
and results in a dynamic change to the VDEVBLOK upon detach.

RDEVBLOK
(for VM/XA systems only that do not support "USERPARM LEAVE") requires that the service machine have class
C privileges and results in a dynamic change to the RDEVBLOK upon detach.

USERMOD
does not require class C privilege and causes DYNDET to rely upon a user modification to disable tape unloads.

USERCMND
uses a local user command to detach the tape drive without unloading.

USEROPTN
uses a local user option appended to the DETACH command to detach without unloading.

USERPARM
uses a local user parameter appended to the DETACH command to detach without unloading or the IBM supplied
LEAVE parameter.

DISPATCH Command
This command defines the time slice interval at which the Dynam/T status task will awaken and test for MAXWAIT,
QUEWAIT, and OPENWAIT exceptions, as well as optionally sending any waiting user or tape operator a status message.

Command Syntax:

DISPATCH  |  nn  MIN|HRS
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nnn
is the number of minutes or hours that the task status remains idle between status scans.

EXCLUDE Command
The EXCLUDE command optionally identifies specific or generic userids which will not be allowed to execute certain
Dynam/T commands. If an asterisk (*) is used to specify the userid, the command cannot be used by any user (unless
explicitly specified in a non-generic INCLUDE command). A generic userid may be specified by combining an asterisk with
the characters common to the IDs that are being excluded (e.g., RD*).

Command Syntax:

        |            [DYNMOUNT]

        |            [DYNOPEN ]

        |            [DYNSTAT ]

EXCLUDE |    userid  [DYNTAPE ]

        |            [NOQUEUE ]

        |            [RESERVE ]

        |            [SCRATCH ]

userid
is the CMS userid of the user(s) to exclude.

DYNMOUNT
indicates that the DYNMOUNT command may not be executed by this user(s).

DYNOPEN
indicates that the DYNOPEN command may not be executed by this user(s).

DYNSTAT
indicates that the DYNSTAT command may not be executed by this user(s).

DYNTAPE
indicates that the DYNTAPE command may not be executed by this user(s).

NOQUEUE
indicates that the NOQUEUE option of the DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands may not be executed by this
user(s).

RESERVE
indicates that the RESERVE option of the DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands may not be executed by this
user(s).

SCRATCH
indicates that the DYNMOUNT command may not be used to request a scratch tape, but only already owned
volumes.

Examples:

In the following example, only those userids beginning with PR are

allowed to issue DYNOPEN commands, except for the userid PRODTEST.

INCLUDE * DYNMOUNT DYNTAPE

INCLUDE PR* DYNOPEN

EXCLUDE PRODTEST DYNOPEN

In the following example, user CAIMAINT is the only userid allowed to
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use the RESERVE option.

INCLUDE *

INCLUDE CAIMAINT DYNMOUNT DYNOPEN DYNTAPE DYNSTAT NOQUEUE RESERVE SCRATCH

EXCLUDE * RESERVE

Usage Notes:

• The specification of DYNOPEN means that the associated commands, DYNCLOSE and DYNTFDEF are also
excluded.

• The determination of whether a user/function is included or excluded is as follows:
a. The INCLUDE list is searched first for the user/function pair. If there is no INCLUDE list, INCLUDE * is assumed,

and the INCLUDE match for the user/function pair is considered to be generic.
b. If the user/function pair are explicitly (non-generically) INCLUDEd, the EXCLUDE list is not searched and the user

is allowed to perform the requested function.
c. If the user/function pair is not explicitly INCLUDEd, the match is considered to be generic, and the EXCLUDE list is

searched.
d. If the user/function pair is found in the EXCLUDE list, the user is not allowed to perform the requested function, and

message CADT718E is produced.

FREETAPS Command
This command is used in conjunction with the automatic request queuing facility (SET AUTOQUE command) and defines
the number of 'free' tape drives which are to be reserved for other systems (e.g. a VSE guest minisystem or another
physical CPU if cross-CPU locking is enabled). If the automatic request queuing facility is enabled and a request is
received when the number of free tape drives is less than the specified FREETAPs, the request is stacked in the request
queue.

Command Syntax:

FREETAPS  |  nnn

nnn
is the minimum number of free tape drives that must be available to prevent a request from being automatically
placed in the request queue.

HIDROID Command
If using VM:Backup HiDRO with Dynam/T, then enter the name or user ID of the HiDRO service machine.

INCLUDE Command
The INCLUDE command optionally identifies specific or generic userids that can execute certain Dynam/T commands. If a
generic userid is specified, the command can be used by all users satisfying the generic specification (unless the userid is
explicitly or generically specified in an EXCLUDE statement).

Command Syntax:

        |            [DYNMOUNT]

        |            [DYNOPEN ]

        |            [DYNSTAT ]

INCLUDE |    userid  [DYNTAPE ]

        |            [NOQUEUE ]
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        |            [RESERVE ]

        |            [SCRATCH ]

userid
is the CMS userid of the user(s) to include.

DYNMOUNT
indicates that the DYNMOUNT command may be executed by this user(s).

DYNOPEN
indicates that the DYNOPEN command may be executed by this user(s).

DYNSTAT
indicates that the DYNSTAT command may be executed by this user(s).

DYNTAPE
indicates that the DYNTAPE command may be executed by this user(s).

NOQUEUE
indicates that the NOQUEUE option of the DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands may be executed by this
user(s).

RESERVE
indicates that the RESERVE option of the DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands may be executed by this
user(s).

SCRATCH
indicates that the DYNMOUNT command may be used to allocate a new scratch volume.

Examples:

In the following example, only those userids beginning with PR are

allowed to issue DYNOPEN commands, except for the userid PRODTEST.

INCLUDE * DYNMOUNT DYNTAPE

INCLUDE PR* DYNOPEN

EXCLUDE PRODTEST DYNOPEN

In the following example, user CAIMAINT is the only userid allowed to

use the RESERVE option.

INCLUDE *

INCLUDE CAIMAINT DYNMOUNT DYNOPEN DYNTAPE DYNSTAT NOQUEUE RESERVE SCRATCH

EXCLUDE * RESERVE

Usage Notes:

• If an explicit INCLUDE list is specified, the statement INCLUDE * must also be specified to allow the tape operator to
issue operator commands.

• The determination of whether a user/function is included or excluded is as follows:
a. The INCLUDE list is searched first for the user/function pair. If there is no INCLUDE list, INCLUDE * is assumed,

and the INCLUDE match for the user/function pair is considered to be generic.
b. If the user/function pair are explicitly (non-generically) INCLUDEd, the EXCLUDE list is not searched and the user

is allowed to perform the requested function.
c. If the user/function pair is not explicitly INCLUDEd, the match is considered to be generic, and the EXCLUDE list is

searched.
d. If the user/function pair is found in the EXCLUDE list, the user is not allowed to perform the requested function, and

message CADT718E is produced.
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MAXWAIT Command
This command defines the maximum length of time that an open, close or mount request may wait for an operator
response or for the Dynam/T catalog in the service machine. If the request waits for an operator response or the Dynam/T
catalog for longer than the specified maximum length of time, the processing task is canceled and the requesting userid is
notified.

Command Syntax:

MAXWAIT  |  nnn  MIN|HRS

nnn
is the time in either minutes (MIN) or hours (HRS). If omitted, MAXWAIT 1 HRS is assumed.

MIADRVS Command
Specifies the drives controlled by MIA that DYNAM/T is allowed to use. Enter the real cuu of the drive.

MIASERV Command
Specifies the MIA for VM server ID. All attach and detach requests will be routed through this server, if available. Enter the
name of the MIASERV machine.

OPENWAIT Command
This option defines the maximum amount of time that a CMS user may own an opened tape drive. If the data set is open
for longer than the specified OPENWAIT time, the tape is detached from the user, the request is canceled, and the user is
notified.

Command Syntax:

OPENWAIT  |  nnn  MIN|HRS

nnn
is the time in either minutes (MIN) or hours (HRS). If omitted, OPENWAIT 8 HRS is assumed.

Usage Note:

This parameter is ignored for VSE interface requests.

OPERATOR Command
The OPERATOR command is used to define privileged Dynam/T system operators. Several operators may be defined
may be specified, but a separate OPERATOR command is required to define each operator or each generic group of
operators. (Generic operators are defined by using an asterisk as a wildcard character in the operator ID.) The list of
Dynam/T operators may only be changed by altering the Dynam/T system profile.

Command Syntax:

OPERATOR  |  userid

userid
is the CMS userid of the user to be defined as a Dynam/T operator.

Usage Notes:
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• An unlimited number of OPERATOR commands may be specified, but each command may only specify one userid.
• The userid may be specified generically with an asterisk, that is, TAPEOP*.
• The list of operators is built by Dynam/T during system initialization. There is no way to alter the list of operators

dynamically. To alter the list, the Dynam/T system profile must be edited and the system restarted.

QUEWAIT Command
This command defines the maximum amount of time that a request may wait on the request queue. If the request waits
longer than the specified maximum length of time, the processing task is canceled and the requesting userid is notified.

Command Syntax:

QUEWAIT  |  nnn  MIN|HRS

nnn
is the time, in either minutes (MIN) or hours (HRS). If not specified, QUEWAIT 1 HRS is assumed.

SET Command
The SET command may be used to set various Dynam/T system options.

Command Syntax:

     |   [ACSALLOW {ON|OFF}]

     |   [ACSDIALG {ON|OFF}]

     |   [AUTOQUE {ON|OFF} ]

     |   [CPMSG {ON|OFF}   ]

     |   [IBMALLOW {ON|OFF}]

SET  |   [IMSG {ON|OFF}    ]

     |   [LMSALLOW {ON|OFF}]

     |   [OPERMSGS {ON|OFF}]

     |   [RINGTEST {ON|OFF}]

     |   [VSEMSGS {ON|OFF}]

     |   [WAITMSGS {ON|OFF}]

ACSALLOW
indicates whether volumes not owned by the Automated Cartridge Subsystem are allowed to be mounted on
drives owned by the sybsystem. The Default is OFF.

ACSDIALG
indicates if the operator interaction with the Automated Cartridge Subsystem is allowed for abnormal conditions.
Also indicates if EJECTs from the sybsystem are allowed. The default is OFF.

AUTOQUE
is used in conjunction with FREETAPS to determine if an incoming request is to be processed immediately or
placed in the request queue.

CPMSG
indicates whether the system operator console is to receive CP messages when Dynam/T attaches and detaches
tape drives to and from VM userids. If SET CPMSG OFF is specified, the standard CP message which is issued
to the system operator when a class B userid issues a CP ATTACH or DETACH command is suppressed. If
the SET CPMSG ON option is used, the system operator console may receive many undesired messages.
Since Dynam/T attaches and detaches free tape devices to the Dynam/T service machine to perform automatic
volume recognition (AVR), two or more messages may appear on the system console for each tape device in
the installation. The operation of this command requires class C privileges. On non-VM/XA machines, neither
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the operator nor the service machine will receive the CP ATTACH or DETACH messages. For VM/XA machines,
the service machine will still receive the ATTACH and DETACH messages. For VM/ESA machines, the service
machine will still receive the ATTACH messages.

IBMALLOW
Specifies whether non-IBM 3494/3495 Tape Library volumes may be mounted on IBM 3494/3495 owned drives.

IMSG
specifies whether informational messages are to be issued to the Dynam/T tape operator's console. These
messages include tape labelling information (CADT807I) and work data set release (CADT828I).

LMSALLOW
indicates whether volumes not owned by the Memorex Library Management Software are allowed to be mounted
on drives owned by the software. The default is OFF.

OPERMSGS
indicates whether the Dynam/T tape operator is to automatically re-receive all outstanding reply type messages
at regularly scheduled time intervals. If this option is set on, the tape operator will automatically receive all
outstanding messages, which require a reply, at every DISPATCH time slice.

RINGTEST
indicates whether a user is allowed to open an input tape data set with a file protect ring (write ring) in the tape.
If SET RINGTEST ON is specified and the proper tape volume is found for an input open request, the message
'CADT812E REMOVE WRITE RING vdev' is issued to inform the tape operator of the error.

VSEMSGS
Specifies whether VSE OPEN and CLOSE messages should be logged to the DYNAM/T VM console.

WAITMSGS
specifies whether a user requesting a Dynam/T service is to be notified, at regular time intervals, of the status of
uncompleted requests.

Usage Note:

All of the parameters specified by the Dynam/T system profile SET command may be dynamically altered by the Dynam/T
operator SET command.

TAPEOPER Command
The TAPEOPER command defines the userid of the Dynam/T tape operator. The specified userid is established as the
operator in charge of tape processing requests. All necessary communications for the control of tape processing are
directed to this userid. This userid also has the ability to request specific real tape drive attaches or detaches to and from
other userids. If this option is not specified in the system profile, the userid of the Dynam/T service machine is assumed as
the tape operator.

Command Syntax:

TAPEOPER  |  userid

userid
is the CMS userid of the user to be defined as the Dynam/T tape operator.

Usage Notes:

• The Dynam/T tape operator may be redesignated by means of the Dynam/T operator command, TAPEOPER, but
there can only be one Dynam/T tape operator at a time (in addition to the Dynam/T service machine). Since there can
only be one Dynam/T tape operator at a time, the tape operator cannot be specified generically (using an asterisk in
the ID specification).

• It is suggested that the userid specified as the tape operator also be included as a normal Dynam/T operator.
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The Dynam/T User Profile
The Dynam/T user profile allows the individual user to tailor the Dynam/T system to his own particular needs. If two or
more user profiles exist on the accessed CMS minidisks, the first profile located in the CMS search order will apply. If
none exists on any accessed CMS minidisk, all default options are assumed. The file must have the fileid CADYNAMT
USERPROF.

The Dynam/T user profile may be used to specify certain processing criteria which will apply to any user using that
Dynam/T user profile. This profile may also be used to specify the VM userid of the Dynam/T service machine when the
default userid, DYNAMCMS, is not used.

If the Dynam/T disk data set automatic volume recognition (AVR) facility is employed, any number of CP LINK commands
may be specified in the user profile. These commands are executed, as required, in the order of their specification in the
user profile.

The following is a sample Dynam/T user profile:

SERVICE DYNAMCMS

SET AUTODET ON

SET IMSG ON

SET OMSG OFF

For more information about the Dynam/T user profile, commands and syntax, see Using .

Starting and Communicating With Dynam/T for z/VM
Dynam/T is run on a special CMS virtual machine called a service machine, which is a user ID that runs Dynam/T from a
disconnected state. A virtual machine normally permits only one user to execute only one task (or run one product) at a
time. Taskman, a Computer Associates multi-tasking facility, enables the CMS service machine to simultaneously process
multiple tasks from multiple users.

You can communicate with Dynam/T by issuing commands to its service machine. You may also query other service
machines running other Computer Associates products installed in your data center that respond to the CP SMSG
command. An online command screen is provided with Dynam/T to permit this interaction.

Before Dynam/T can be used, the service machine must be logged on. The most convenient methods for starting the
service machine are:

• Automatic logon by the IBM AUTOLOG1 ID
• Scheduled logon by VM:Schedule

Although it is not recommended, the service machine may also be manually logged on or started with the CP AUTOLOG
command.

Define all service machines in the CP directory with PARM=AUTOCR. Also, the last line of the PROFILE EXEC must be
"&STACK. CAISTART" for EXEC and EXEC2, or "PUSH CAISTART" for REXX. Otherwise, you will have to manually log
on to the service machine, and enter CAISTART.

The name of the service machine (SERVER) is set at installation time; however, we suggest you use these names for the
products listed in the following table:

Service Machine Name Product
DYNAMCMS Dynam/B and Dynam/T
VTERM
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Sending Queries

There are several ways of communicating with the service machine:

• On a command screen
• Using the CP SMSG command
• By logging on to the service machine
• Through the IBM Single Console Image Facility

You may communicate with the service machine by issuing commands from the online command screen provided with
Dynam/T. For information on starting the online screens and accessing the command screen, see Operator Functions.

1. The name of the service machine that runs Dynam/T is displayed next to the SERVER prompt. If you wish to query
another service machine, type the server to be queried over the current service machine name next to the SERVER
prompt.

2. Type a command directly on the command line, and press ENTER. Your command can be a:
– Dynam/T command
– Taskman command
– Query for any product that responds to the CP SMSG command

Here is the command screen for Dynam/T:

 DYNT-4500                   Command Processing                   CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 Please enter required information.

 Server:  ________

 Command: ________________________________________________________________

 

 PF1=Help      2=          3=End        4=Return    5=          6=?

 PF7=Backward  8=Forward   9=          10=         11=         12=Cursor

Information is received from the server at irregular intervals. Each time you press ENTER, the system looks for output
received from the server since the last ENTER and adds it to previous information on the screen (the screen scrolls down
automatically). You may have to press ENTER several times until the response is complete.

 

The CP SMSG Command

The CP SMSG command enables you to communicate with the service machine from the command line of any screen.

[CP] SMSG    |  userid product command

userid
Is the VM name of the service machine.

product
Is the name of the product as it is known to Taskman. The name is required only if more than one Computer
Associates product is installed in the service machine. You may specify either the complete task name or its
abbreviation. These are displayed in the following chart:

Complete Task Name Abbreviation
DYNAMCMS:
CADYNAMB
CADYNAMT

 
DB
DT
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VTERM MC

command
Is any valid product operator command.

Logging On to the Service Machine

You can also communicate with the service machine by issuing commands while logged on to the service machine ID:

1. Enter the logon sequence for the service machine ID.
2. Issue the desired commands.
3. Enter CP DISC to exit, leaving the service machine in a disconnected state.

Single Console Image Facility (SCIF)
Another way for you to communicate with the service machine is using the IBM Single Console Image Facility. SCIF
permits a second virtual machine to be established as a secondary user to the service machine. If your user ID is
designated as the secondary user, whenever the service machine is disconnected (as is the case when Dynam/T is
running), your user ID can control the service machine.
First, your user ID must be established as the secondary user to the service machine with the CONSOLE directory
control statement:

CONSOLE    |  vaddr   devtype   class   userid

4. vaddr
Is the virtual device address expressed as a hexadecimal number, one to three characters long.

5. devtype
Is one of the following device types:
1052 3210 3215 3270

6. class
Is the spooling class expressed as one character. Default: T

7. userid
Is your user ID.
Your logged-on userid gains control of the service machine as soon as the service machine disconnects:
– Whatever would appear on the service machine console now appears on your screen instead. For instance, if

the message "CAMC023I 3278-2: 020 HAS BEEN RESET, RC=4" would have appeared on the  service machine
console, your terminal screen would display:

VTERM: CAMC023I  3278-2: 020 HAS BEEN RESET, RC=4

– You can issue commands to the disconnected service machine with the SEND command:

CP SEND    |  service-machine-ID text

For more information, see the IBM z/VM CP Command and Utility Reference.

Responding to Messages

All messages from a service machine that require an operator response are preceded by a reference number.

To Enter
display
your outstanding messages
outstanding messages for all users

CP SMSG userid QUERY REPLY
CP SMSG userid QUERY REPLY
ALL

respond to a specific message CP SMSG nnn response
where: nnn is the message number and response is your reply
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HELP Utilities
The HELP utilities provide immediate online assistance with Dynam/T screens, diagnostic messages and command
syntax and usage.

HELP with Screens
You can obtain HELP for any screen or message by pressing PF1 or by typing HELP and pressing ENTER. When you
do this, you will see a main menu of HELP selections. The selections on the menu lead down to other HELP screens on
lower levels. A sample menu screen is shown on the next page.

Sample Menu Screen

 HELP                                                               CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                        PANEL ID.n.n.n

                          +---------------------+

                          |    Name Of Screen   |

                          +---------------------+

           +----------------------------------------------------+

           | For help with                    | Enter           |

           |----------------------------------+-----------------|

           | using this screen                | 1               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | prompts                          |                 |

           | . as they appear on the screen   | 2               |

           | . in alphabetical order          | 3               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | PF keys                          | 4               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | messages                         | HELP MSG <msg#> |

           +----------------------------------------------------+

 PF1=Help        2=           3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic 9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor

HELP
Identifies the screen as a HELP screen.

===>
This is the command area. Enter HELP commands or menu choice numbers here.

Dynam/T
This is the product you are using.

PANEL ID
This is the ID of this HELP panel. The prefix is the panel ID number of the screen you wanted help with. The
numbers following the period represent the various levels in the HELP hierarchy of screens.

Name Of Screen
Identifies the screen you wanted help with.

menu
Lists the HELP choices and tells you what to enter for each choice.
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PF Keys
PF key options for movement within HELP.

Using HELP
To choose an item from a main menu like the one shown, simply type the number of your choice in the command area and
press ENTER. If you want help with an error message or with special keys, enter the commands shown on the menu.

HELP screens are designed as a hierarchy. At the top is the main menu screen you have already seen. One selection
explains how to use the product screen from which you called for HELP. Another selection offers you another menu of
choices, so that you can get help with a specific prompt. Sometimes other selections are available that lead to help with
other aspects of a product screen.

Once you are in HELP, you can move around within the HELP data base by pressing PF (program function) keys or
entering HELP commands.

By requesting HELP while you're currently viewing a HELP screen, you can nest one HELP branch within another. You
can do this as often as you like, and then go back to a previous HELP screen or to the product screen at which you
started.

Program Function Keys

Key Function Description

PF1 HELP Calls HELP from any BrightStor Dynam/T
screen, calls HELP for HELP from within
the utility

PF3 End Ends the current branch of HELP and
returns to the screen that originally called it

PF4 Return Ends HELP and returns to the product
Primary Menu

PF7 Prev Level Returns to the HELP menu from which you
selected the current HELP screen

PF8 Next Topic Displays the next HELP topic

PF10 Prev Page Displays the previous page of a multi-
screen HELP

PF11 Next Page Displays the next page of a multi-screen
HELP

PF12 Cursor Moves the cursor to the command line

Getting Help with Other Dynam/T Screens

If you need assistance with a Dynam/T screen other than the one from which you accessed HELP and you know the
panel ID number, enter:

HELP panelid

Entering this instruction in the command area will move you to the top HELP menu associated with that Dynam/T screen.

Getting Help with HELP

If at any time you need help with HELP, press PF1 or enter HELP in the command area.
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 HELP                                                               CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                                  HELP

                            +------------------+

                            |    Using HELP    |

                            +------------------+

            +-------------------------------------------------+

            | To                                      | Press |

            |-----------------------------------------+-------+

            | return to the                           |       |

            | . screen from which you requested HELP  | PF3   |

            | . product Primary Menu                  | PF4   |

            | . HELP menu from which you selected the |       |

            |   current HELP screen                   | PF7   |

            |-----------------------------------------+-------|

            | scroll                                  |       |

            | . to the next HELP topic                | PF8   |

            | . down to a continuation screen         | PF11  |

            | . up from a continuation screen         | PF10  |

            +-------------------------------------------------+

 PF1=Help        2=           3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic 9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor

This screen tells you how to move around within HELP or return to Dynam/T.

Additional HELP Commands

?

Displays the last command entered in the command area.

=

Repeats the last command entered.

&

When placed before a command, causes the command to remain in the command area until typed over.

Cursor-Sensitive HELP

If you want to get help with a particular prompt without going through several HELP menus, simply tab the cursor to that
prompt and press PF1. You will then go directly to the appropriate HELP screen. Once there, you can move around within
the HELP data base in the usual manner, by pressing PF keys or entering HELP commands.

Ending HELP

To end HELP at any time, simply press PF3 or PF4:

• if you press PF3, you return to the screen from which you most recently requested help.
• if you press PF4, you end HELP and return to the product Primary Menu.

Since you can request HELP while you're viewing a HELP screen, you can nest one HELP branch within another. If you've
nested the HELPs, press PF3 to return to a previous branch of HELP, or press PF4 to end all HELP.
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HELP with Messages
If you get an error message while using Dynam/T, and want an explanation of it, enter:

HELP MSG msg#

in the command area of a product or HELP screen. HELP with messages is available directly from the product or from
within HELP.

When you enter this instruction, you will see a screen explaining the reason for the message displayed and the action you
should take. The message information shown on the screen is the same as that shown in your manual. A sample screen
is shown below:

 HELP                             Messages                          CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                          MSG_CADT006W

 DSN='dsn' IN CATALOG IS NOT A TAPE DATA SET

  Reason:  The data set name specified on the TLBL exists in the CA-DYNAM

           Catalog as a disk or other type of data set. CA-DYNAM/T requires

           unique data set names. The data set is treated as uncontrolled.

  Action:  Refer the problem to the systems programmer for correction. The

           DYNCAT ALTER command may be used to change the data set in the

           Catalog to TAPE if necessary.

 PF1=Help        2=           3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic 9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor

The format of the message number is:

CAccnnnx

cc
is the component code

nnn
is a three-digit number

x
is the severity code

NOTE
Make sure that you have issued the CP SET EMSG ON command, or you will get error messages without
message numbers. You must know the message number to get help with an error message.

HELP with Commands
Broadcom provides a command syntax help facility which allows you to display, online, all information pertinent to any
Dynam/T command.

To access the Command HELP facility, press PF6 from any Dynam/T product screen. This will display the syntax for the
command directly associated with the function of the current screen. If the screen is a menu screen, or if there is more
than one command associated with the screen function, then a menu of all Dynam/T commands (for which HELP exists)
is displayed. From this menu you may select the command you wish to view and press ENTER or PF2.

Additionally you may access the Command HELP facility by way of the COMHELP command. The syntax is:
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COMHELP   |    [ product  [ command ] ]

product
is an optional parameter specifying the name of the Dynam/T product for which you require help.

command
is an optional parameter specifying the command you wish to display.

The COMHELP command may be executed from the CMS Ready prompt, or from the command line of any Dynam/T
product screen.

If you enter "COMHELP" (without any parameters), the Command HELP Main Menu is displayed. This screen displays all
of the Broadcom VM products for which Command HELP exists. Select the product you are using (Dynam/T), then press
ENTER or PF2.

If you enter "COMHELP CADYNAMT", (or if you select Dynam/T from the Main Menu), a product specific menu is
displayed. This screen lists all of the Dynam/T commands for which Command HELP exists. Select the command you
need help with, then press ENTER or PF2. The command specific help screen is displayed.

If you enter "COMHELP CADYNAMT command", the command specific help screen is immediately displayed.

You may also use the following syntax to obtain immediate help for any Dynam/T command:

command  |    { ? | HELP | COMHELP }

command
is the product command.

?|HELP|COMHELP
are equivalent, and call the Command HELP facility.

Command Notation
This documentation uses the following command notation.

Enter the following exactly as they appear in command descriptions:

UPPERCASE
Identifies commands, keywords and keyword values which must be coded exactly as shown.

MIXed Cases
Identify command abbreviations. The uppercase letters are the minimum abbreviation; lowercase letters are
optional.

symbols
All symbols, such as commas, equal signs and slashes, must be coded exactly as shown.

The following clarify command syntax; do not type these as they appear:

lowercase
Indicates that you must supply a substitution (a user-supplied value).

[ ]
Identify optional keywords or parameters.

» º
Require choosing one of the keywords or parameters listed.

underlining
Shows default values which need not be specified.
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|
Separates alternative keywords and/or parameters, choose one.

...
Means the preceding items or group of items can be repeated more than once.

Sample Command span=rest Explanation  
REad field1 [field2] [A|I|R] RE Command abbreviation.
 field1 Required value you must supply.
 field2 Optional value you may specify.
 A|I|R Optional parameters. Choose one.
DYNSTAT [DIAG]
[(SERvice userid ]

DYNSTAT Command, no abbreviation.

 DIAG Optional, positional keyword.
 SER Optional keyword abbreviation.
 userid A value must be supplied.
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Administrating
This section contains reference information and instructions for the following areas that pertain to administrating Dynam/T:

• System Features
• System Usage
• Administer Utility Programs
• TLMS Online Inquiry and Update
• Dynam/T Report Examples
• Accounting Facilities

System Features
The many features of Dynam/T are discussed in this section.

Catalog Control
Dynam/T achieves control over tape data sets and volumes through the use of DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT user
commands, based upon the information in the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL). The Dynam/T catalog provides a central
repository for information relative to all of the tape and VSE disk files in the installation. The same data base is shared by
Dynam/T running on VSE, Dynam/T on VM, and Dynam/TLMS so that file management may be centralized for maximum
security, efficiency, and control. In addition to information about the tape volumes which contain the current versions of a
data set, specific information is retained about the format of the data, logical record length, block size, number of blocks,
creation date, last access date, and various other items of interest. This information is available and can be displayed
through both online and utility type reports running under CMS. For CMS and VSE users, the Dynam/T catalog provides
the functionability of the MVS Data Set Catalog.

If Dynam/T has been activated but is unable to access the catalog for any reason, it will insure that no file is written to
a volume which has been initialized to Dynam/T, as determined by the special identification characters. This is done
to protect controlled data sets from being overwritten even in exceptional situations. For DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT
requests of tape files which have not been placed under Dynam/T control, (that is FOREIGN), the tape operator is
required to specify the address of the tape drive on which the required tape volume is mounted. Dynam/T automatically
attaches the indicated device to the user, after ensuring that the tape does not contain any Dynam/T-controlled data sets.

Under no circumstances will the system permit an active tape, which is a member of a controlled data set, to be opened
for use as an output tape.

When the user issues the DYNCLOSE command, Dynam/T updates the catalog for output controlled data sets to indicate
that a new generation has been created. Since Dynam/T obtains control through the DYNOPEN command, programs
and utility packages which do not open and close files (DITTO, for example) and programs which perform physical I/O
operations that violate MVS and VSE logical I/O conventions are not supported by Dynam/T.

Dynam/T was designed to process and control IBM standard labeled and unlabeled tape files. Support is not provided
for tape files for which nonstandard or user label processing has been specified, for READ-BACKWARD tape files, for
DTFMT TYPE=WORK tape files (CMS/DOS), or for tape files which are opened as input, then processed as output.

Initializing Scratch Tape Volumes
Tapes to be used as output for Dynam/T-controlled data sets must be defined to the catalog initially as SCRATCH tapes.
This must be done using the DYNCAT INT (or INTR) functions of the DYNCAT utility program. As the volume is entered
into the catalog, a search is made to verify that it has a unique volume serial number, and recognition characters are
placed in the VOL1 and HDR1 labels to identify it as a Dynam/T-controlled tape. The utility program TDYNLBL may be
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used to create block printed serial number labels which, when placed on initialized tapes, enable the operator to recognize
at a glance tapes which are under the control of Dynam/T.

Automatic Volume Recognition
The Automatic Volume Recognition facility (AVR) of Dynam/T frees controlled tape files from specific physical unit
assignments and allows the operator much greater flexibility in using the tape resources available. AVR occurs when
a DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT request is issued for a controlled tape file or volume. Dynam/T determines which tape is
required (either a specific volume for an input file, or a SCRATCH tape for an output file) and searches all available tape
drives for the tape. A tape drive is considered available if:

1. The unit is defined as a CP tape device.
2. The unit is not currently attached to any other user, or if cross system locking support is enabled and has not been

allocated by another real CPU.
3. The unit is a member of a defined pool of tape drives available for the CPU issuing the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT

(see DTPOOL macro), or no tape drive pools have been defined with DTPOOL macros.
4. The unit is physically accessible (has not been varied offline).
5. The unit is ready and contains a tape which is at load point.
6. The tape on the unit is accessible that is, its recording density is compatible with the tape drive, and no I/O error

occurs when the VOL1/HDR1 labels are read.

If all six of these conditions are met, the tape on the unit is read by Dynam/T to determine if it is the desired volume. If so,
the tape drive is attached to the requesting user, and a message is issued to the operator informing him of the volume,
data set (if applicable), ddname (if applicable), and tape drive which have been selected. If the volume is not the one
desired, the tape is returned to load point and the search continues until all available tape units defined in the applicable
DTPOOL table have been searched. If no DTPOOL macros have been defined, the search continues through all tape
drives in the CP device table. If the correct volume has not been located, the operator is instructed to mount the desired
volume (input) or a SCRATCH volume (output). When the operator responds, Dynam/T is again activated and processing
continues.

Valid responses to the Dynam/T MOUNT messages are:

1. Mount the volume requested and reply (EOB)/(END) in which case AVR will again be performed to locate it;
2. STATUS, which will result in the present status of each tape unit in the tape pool for that CPU. If no pool definitions

exist, all tape devices in the CP device table will be displayed upon the console, so the operator may determine which
are available for use;

3. rdev, which will direct Dynam/T to a specific tape unit if it is available. If a SCRATCH tape is being requested, this
response will cause the tape on the indicated drive to be initialized as a controlled SCRATCH if it is eligible; note that
responses of rdev are not limited by the DTPOOL specifications. All available tape units in the CP device table are
eligible.

4. RERUN, (by generation option, and for input files only) which will cause the most current generation of the requested
data set to be flagged for scratch and the DYNOPEN request to be re-issued. The tape will be returned to SCRATCH
status when the next SCRATCH function is run.

5. Any of the tape control commands, as follows:

RUN rdev|ALL Rewind and unload the indicated tape(s).
REW rdev|ALL Rewind the indicated tape(s).
FSF rdev,nnn Forward space the indicated number of

files.
BSF rdev,nnn Back space the indicated number of files.
FSR rdev,nnn Forward space the indicated number of

records.
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BSR rdev,nnn Back space the indicated number of
records.

These commands are eligible for use with any tape drive which is in FREE (unlocked) status; for example, the tape drive
is not currently attached to any user, or allocated on another CPU.

In addition to locating the desired volume, the AVR facility provides for automatic positioning of multi-file data sets, if
necessary.

Early Drive Release
In conjunction with automatic volume recognition Early Drive Release (EDR) provides for the release of any tape unit
assignment as soon as the file being accessed is closed using the DYNCLOSE command, or if the request is canceled,
using the DYNCANCL command. Together, these facilities allow greater utilization of tape drives in a VM environment by
providing users with the means to obtain access to tape data sets when needed, and thus encourages them to release
tape devices when the data sets have been processed.

Tape Drive Pooling
The DTPOOL macro may be used to provide tape drive pooling support for Dynam/T. The available tape drives are
defined into pools either for the installation as a whole, or by CPU ID. When the Dynam/T automatic volume recognition
(AVR) facility attempts to locate a tape, only the specified tape drives in the pool will be searched, in the desired order.
If no DTPOOL macros have been provided, AVR will search all available drives in the CP device table. Thus, DTPOOL
macros may be used to restrict Dynam/T AVR from certain tape units, such as dummy tape units used for communication
with minicomputer-based teleprocessing networks or tape units restricted in speed or mode capability which the user
does not wish to use in normal production. It may also be used to change the search order of the tape drives in order to
facilitate the mounting of tapes; that is, search the drives nearest the tape library first, and so on.

Note that DTPOOL only affects Dynam/T during AVR scans; the user may select any drive defined in the CP device table
via a rdev response to any MOUNT message. See the DTPOOL macro for further information.

Data Set Retention
The retention characteristics associated with a data set control the length of time each generation will be retained, and
under what conditions it will be scratched. These characteristics are established through the DYNCAT DEFINE function
and may be modified through the DYNCAT ALTER function. Dynam/T provides for several schemes which may be used
individually or in combination to provide a great deal of flexibility in the retention of data sets. Additionally, individual
generations within a data set may be modified to call for exceptional (or even permanent) retention, independently of the
characteristics of the data set as a whole. Before the system will allow a generation to be scratched, it must be eligible for
scratch under all the retention schemes associated with the data set.

The retention methods are:

1. Retention for a specified number of days or until a specified expiration date has been reached;
2. Retention for a specified number of generations
3. Retention for a specified number of AS-OF-DATE cycles
4. Retention for a specified number of days since last access.

AS-OF-DATE retention will be discussed in detail below. Note that the terms AS-OF-DATE and PERIOD ENDING DATE
may be used interchangeably.

The first method, date retention, is based upon a calculation of an expiration date from the creation date and the number
of days retention as specified either in the catalog or on the CMS LABELDEF command used in the creation of the
generation. If both are specified, the larger of the two is used to provide the longest possible retention. When the
expiration date has been reached, the version is eligible for scratch under this scheme.
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The second method, generation retention, is based upon the number of cycles specified in the catalog. If three cycles
have been specified, when four versions have been created, the fourth, or oldest version, is eligible for scratch under this
scheme.

The third method, AS-OF-DATE retention, is unique to Dynam/T and is based upon the number of AS-OF-DATE cycles
specified in the catalog. The AS-OF-DATE is a characteristic of each version of a data set. When a version is created for a
data set with AS-OF-DATE control, the AS-OF-DATE for that version is established based upon one of two values:

1. If a permanent AS-OF-DATE has been established for the data set with the DEFINE or ALTER function of DYNCAT,
that value will be used.

2. If no permanent AS-OF-DATE has been established, the current date (from DIAGNOSE X'0C') will be used.

When the DYNCAT SCRATCH function is performed to scratch eligible data set versions, if a data set has AS-OF-DATE
cycles specified, as many versions will be retained as have AS-OF-DATES different from the next most current version.

Once a version of a data set has been created, its retention characteristics may be modified using the ALTER command
of DYNCAT. In order to assure that a particular version will never be scratched, specify an expiration date of December
31, 1999.

The fourth method, retention based upon last access, is based upon the number of days since the version was last
accessed, as stored in the catalog. Each time a version is accessed, the last access date field in the catalog is updated.
This value is compared with the current date, and if the last access date plus the NOACC value is less than the current
date, the version is eligible for scratch under this scheme.

The SCRATCH function of the utility program, DYNCAT, is responsible for analyzing each data set and scratching eligible
versions. Even though a version of a data set may become eligible for scratch at midnight (if it reaches its expiration date),
the version will remain a protected member of the data set until the SCRATCH function has been run, providing control
over the process through which tapes are returned to the SCRATCH pool. Several exceptions to this rule exist:

1. If the DYNCAT DELETE command is used on a version of a data set, it will become a SCRATCH tape, available for
use immediately.

2. A version of a WORK data set which is released becomes a SCRATCH, available for use immediately.
3. If the automatic scratch option has been specified for the data set, any expired versions will automatically be scratched

when a new version is closed and cataloged.
4. If the ROTATE option has been specified for the data set, the oldest version will be used for output when a new

version is created and will be implicitly scratched.

Work Data Sets
It is often convenient to use a tape as intermediate storage for a file during the processing of a program, return it to the
SCRATCH pool when processing is completed. Dynam/T provides this capability with the work data set. A work data set
is established in the usual manner through DYNCAT, with the inclusion of the WORK=YES parameter in the DEFINE
command.

A data set which is designated a work data set may have no other retention criteria (cycles, days, or AS-OF-DATE), since
it is by definition a temporary data set. Work data sets possess two characteristics which differentiate them from normal
data sets:

1. Work data sets may be released and returned to the SCRATCH pool immediately at close by specifying the REL
option on the DYNOPEN command, and

2. Work data sets which have not been released will be retained a specified number of days (before being scratched by
the system). The number of days may be specified as a generation option in the DYNAMT macro. Work data sets are
completely protected while in use and may be released during DYNCLOSE processing.
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Mode Control
Dynam/T provides the capability of establishing a desired recording density, or mode, as an attribute of a data set.

During automatic volume recognition for an output, only a scratch tape on a drive capable of writing the desired mode will
be selected. If no such tape is found, message CADT808 is issued with a mode specified, as:

CADT808R MOUNT SCRATCH userid ddname DSN= OWNER= MODE= SIZE=

All of the responses outlined previously are valid; if a particular drive is specified, it is checked to verify that the requested
mode can be written before being assigned. The operator may respond rdevmm to override the requested mode for this
version only, if he desires. For example, a reply of 280C0 to the MOUNT message above would result in the tape being
created on drive 280 in C0 mode (1600 BPI). If no mode is specified for the data set, no checking or mode set is done by
Dynam/T, so the mode remains unaltered.

Recording density may also be specified for uncontrolled tape files as a response to the CADT801 unassigned output
message. An operator response of rdevmm causes the specified mode to be set when the assignment is made.

The desired recording density may be specified in the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT commands as well. The DYNOPEN or
DYNMOUNT specification, if provided, overrides the specification in the catalog for the data set.

Programmer Test Facility

Dynam/T provides a facility which enables tests to be run using production JCL without cataloging any new version of
output data sets. One of the system generation options is the specification of a $TEST job name, if desired. If no user-
defined name is entered, a default of $TEST is used. When a DYNOPEN command is entered, specifying the option,
JOB, with a job name which begins with these five characters, the system functions exactly as usual except that at close
for output data sets, the catalog file is not updated. All input files are selected through the automatic volume recognition
(AVR) facility and output SCRATCH tapes are allocated. Instead of becoming new versions of the data sets, output tapes
are cataloged as TEST status tapes, to be retained until the next DYNCAT SCRATCH function is run which returns them
to SCRATCH status. Note that tapes in TEST status are protected from being used as scratch tapes until the SCRATCH
function is run, and are not called for as input to production runs. If the data set name to which they were cataloged is
requested as input during a subsequent step of a $TEST job, the most current $TEST version is called for exactly as
though it were a member of the data set. This allows full testing of JCL for jobs which create a file in one step, then read
the newly created file in a later step. If a data set is requested on input which contains no test versions, the appropriate
production version is input.

If test versions are to be input to production runs, they must be input as uncontrolled files, or through use of the ACCEPT
option, or else be added to the production data set by DYNCAT maintenance.

Forced Standard Label Support
When a DYNOPEN command is issued with the option WRITESL, Dynam/T performs standard label processing
immediately, without waiting for open processing. This option is necessary in order to provide standard tape label
processing for those programs and commands which do not perform label processing or which perform physical I/O. If
used in conjunction with the AUTOCAT option on the DYNOPEN command, such data sets are automatically cataloged as
controlled data sets, thus ensuring that they are protected by Dynam/T at all times.

Opening and Closing Disk Data Sets
Dynam/T provides a DASD automatic volume recognition (AVR) facility for disk data sets created under the control of
the Dynam catalog and the Broadcom Disk Space Management system, Dynam/D. Disk data sets, created on a VSE
operating system under the control of Dynam/D, may be automatically accessed for input in a user's CMS virtual machine
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without knowing the volume serial of the DASD device on which the data set resides. Through the use of the DYNOPEN
command, the user needs to specify only the ddname, data set name, and optionally a specific version.

The Dynam service machine accesses the Dynam catalog to obtain the volume serial number of the requested version of
the data set. Once the volume serial of the data set is known to the user's machine, AVR is performed on all DOS and OS
formatted disks which are accessed by CMS (that is, a CMS ACCESS command issued for the disk).

If the required volume is not found to be an accessed disk, the Dynam/T user profile is searched for CP LINK commands.
If LINK commands are found in the file, CADYNAMT USERPROF, they are executed one at a time to locate the desired
DASD volume. The dynamically linked disks are accessed with an unused CMS filemode, and the volume serial number
determined. Dynamically linked disks which are not the correct volume are detached and the CMS access released. Once
the volume is located, the existence of the data set is verified, and either a CMS FILEDEF command is issued, or existing
FILEDEF information for the ddname is updated to specify the correct access mode.

If CMS/DOS is active, CMS ASSGN and DLBL commands are issued or replaced as necessary.

After the data set has been read or updated, the DYNCLOSE command is issued to close the data set. If the disk was
dynamically linked by DYNOPEN, it is detached by DYNCLOSE. The FILEDEF/DLBL information is also cleared if it was
dynamically defined by the DYNOPEN command.

Automatic Cataloging of Data Sets
If the DYNAMT generation macro has been generated with AUTOCAT=YES, automatic cataloging of data sets not
previously in the catalog will be effective. This facility allows the user to introduce new data sets into the catalog when
the first output open is issued, without requiring a DYNCAT define for the data set. For automatic cataloging to occur, the
following conditions must be met:

1. A DYNOPEN command was issued specifying output processing
2. The DYNOPEN command specified a valid DSN
3. The specified DSN does not exist in the catalog.

If all three of the above conditions are met, a catalog data set base record is generated for the data set name in the
DYNOPEN command, with default values as specified in the DYNAMT macro for retention, density, and reel size. The
DYNCAT ALTER function may be used later, if necessary, to change the values.

Data sets which have been added to the catalog by the AUTOCAT feature may be automatically removed from the catalog
at user option. If AUTCATD=YES is specified in the DYNAMT macro, the system automatically deletes any data set added
by AUTOCAT when the last active version in the data set is scratched. This option provides a powerful tool for testing
and controlling temporary data sets on tape without requiring maintenance to the catalog. A programmer can create a
test version under a unique data set name, with specific retention, by simply coding options on the DYNOPEN command.
When the specified retention has passed, the tape is returned to scratch status, and the test data set name is removed
from the catalog automatically. For example:

DYNOPEN MYFILE DSN JOES.TEST (AUTOCAT EXDTE 90001

would result in the data set JOES.TEST being created and retained until 1990. On January 1, 1990, the data set would be
deleted without any manual catalog intervention.

Tape Length Specification
To provide better utilization of magnetic tape resources, Dynam/T provides a facility which allows the user to specify the
size of tape reel to be used for a specific data set. This specification may be made through the catalog entry or as an
option in a DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command. Six length codes are provided, ranging from extra short to long.
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Any tape size desired may be associated with any of the length codes, at the user's discretion. The length associated with
a particular volume is established when the volume is initialized to Dynam/T using the DYNCAT INT, INTR, or SCRPOOL
commands. The length/volume association is maintained in the catalog, not on the physical VOL1/HDR1 of the tape.

If no length is specified when a tape is initialized, no length attribute will be associated with it. Such a tape will not be
selected for any data set which has a length specified. Likewise, if no length is specified for a data set, no length will be
associated with it. Any length tape will be considered eligible for use during automatic volume recognition processing for a
data set with no length specified.

It is possible to change the specified length for an existing scratch tape through the DYNCAT SCRPOOL command.
Length checking is done only during AVR scanning. If it is necessary to use a tape of a length other than that specified
for the data set, the operator must direct Dynam/T to the drive containing the scratch tape to be used. No other operator
override is necessary, and the tape will be used if it is in scratch status. Such a use does not modify the length attribute
associated with the tape.

For users whose tape libraries consist entirely of one size of tape reel, length specification is unnecessary. For users with
a variety of tape reel sizes, however, many hundreds of feet of magnetic tape can be utilized more efficiently, and valuable
processing time saved by directing small files to short tapes, saving the tape which would be wasted on a large reel and
by assuring that large files are directed to long tapes, keeping volume switches to a minimum.

Catalog Ownership
Dynam/T places a 16-character owner identity in the VOL1 label of every tape created under its control. The first ten
characters of this identity are used to associate the volume with the Dynam/T catalog controlling it. The 16-character
name is established when the catalog is initialized and is taken from the ID parameter of the DYNCAT INITIAL command,
for example:

INITIAL id='COMPANY ID NAME' PASSWORD='PASSWORD'

If the catalog is initialized with no ID parameter, the default Dynam/T will be used. The catalog identity may be changed
using the OWN function of DYNCAT at any time; however, it is recommended that a unique identity be established when
the catalog is first initialized and maintained for the life of the catalog.

The purpose of the catalog owner identity is to allow Dynam/T to verify the ownership of tapes during automatic volume
recognition (AVR) to assure that tapes which may have been received from other installations using Dynam/T are
not confused with the installation's own tapes. Since most installations use numeric volume serial numbers, a tape
received from another Dynam/T user could easily contain a volume serial identical to one in the catalog as a scratch
tape. By placing a unique owner identity on the VOL1 label of tapes associated with a particular catalog and specifying
CATCHK=YES in the DYNAMT control macro, Dynam/T can be directed to require output scratch tapes to have an owner
identity matching that of the installation. If CATCHK=NO is generated, the owner identity will be placed in the VOL1, but
no catalog ownership checking will be performed during AVR.

If it becomes necessary to change the owner identity of a tape, it should be reinitialized using the INTR function of
DYNCAT.

Data Set Ownership
The ownership associated with a data set, as established through the DYNCAT DEFINE and ALTER commands, is
distinct from catalog ownership. Data set ownership is a facility with which the tape library may be segregated into
sublibraries. These two-character ownership attributes are maintained in the catalog file and are most usually employed
to limit the tapes which may be allocated for a data set to a particular group of volumes. Tapes may be initialized with an
ownership code using the DYNCAT INT and INTR functions. When an output scratch tape is required for a data set with
ownership established, only a scratch tape with a matching owner will be selected during automatic volume recognition
(AVR). If none are available, the operator will be instructed to mount a scratch with a matching owner. He may optionally
re-initialize an existing scratch tape which has no owner, or a different owner, to the requested owner. Thus, all active
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versions of a data set with ownership established will be OWNED tapes. When a version is scratched, it retains the
ownership associated with it. Ownership, if established, is reported on all data set reports.

Note that the data set ownership code associated with a volume is an attribute that is recorded in the catalog file, not as
a physical part of the VOL1 or HDR1 of the tape. Thus, if a scratch volume is added to a data set which has a certain
owner code, the volume is immediately considered a member of that owner group. It is not necessary for such a tape to
be reinitialized. When the volume in its turn is scratched, it will retain the ownership of the last data set of which it was a
member.

Multi-File Tape Volumes
Dynam/T provides extensive support for multi-file volume data sets. Each file is cataloged to the system and controlled
separately, but always in the sequence desired. The DEFINE command of DYNCAT is used to define multi-file data sets
to Dynam/T. The first file is cataloged in the usual manner. All of the attributes to be associated with the multi-file data sets
are specified for the first file only. The second and subsequent files are cataloged using a special format of the DEFINE
command, which specifies only the data set name for the file being cataloged and the data set name for the previous file
on the volume, as follows:

DEFINE 'DATA SET NAME' PREVFILE='PRIOR FILE'

The retention attributes defined for the first file will be used for each of the subsequent files as well. If different retention
characteristics are desired for the second or subsequent files of multi-file data sets, they may be changed using the
ALTER function of DYNCAT. The maximum number of files in a multi-file set is 255.

Care should be taken in the naming of multi-file data sets so that when sorted alphabetically, they will appear together on
the Dynam/T reports.

An example of the DYNCAT definitions for a multi-file volume follows:

DEFINE 'FILE 1' NGEN=003

DEFINE 'FILE 2' PREVFILE='FILE 1'

DEFINE 'FILE 3' PREVFILE='FILE 2'

DEFINE 'FILE 4' PREVFILE='FILE 3'

These control statements will catalog four files for a multi-file volume. All files will have a retention of three cycles. The
files will always be written in the sequence specified, FILE 1 being the first file on the tape and FILE 4 being the last.

It is permissible to add a file to the end of the tape. In the example, this would be done by simply cataloging FILE 5 as
follows:

DEFINE 'FILE 5' PREVFILE='FILE 4'

It is not permissible to catalog a file between two existing files on a multi-file volume data set. If this becomes necessary,
delete the first DSN (which will delete all following DSNs) and recatalog all DSNs correctly.

Dynam/T processing of multi-file volumes varies, depending on the circumstances and is described in more detail below.

There is no need to specify a file number in the DYNOPEN command. Dynam/T takes that information from its catalog.

DYNCAT maintenance to be performed on multi-file volume data sets is subject to several restrictions:

1. The RENAME function is not permitted for any file of a multi-file set.
2. If the DEL (delete) function is performed on a file, it will be performed on all subsequent files of the multi-file set as

well.
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3. If the ALT (alter) function is performed on a file, it will be performed only on the named file, not on all files of a multi-
file set. 4. If the ADD function is to be used for a multi-file data set, the ADD commands must be performed in proper
order. For example:

ADD 'FILE 1' VOLSER=(4685)

ADD 'FILE 2' VOLSER=(4685)

ADD 'FILE 3' VOLSER=(4685)

ADD 'FILE 4' VOLSER=(4685)

ADD 'FILE 5' VOLSER=(4685)

In the above example, volume 4685 would be added as the most current version of FILE 1, FILE 2, FILE 3, FILE 4, and
FILE 5.

Automatic volume recognition (AVR) processing for multi-file data sets is simply governed by means of the DYNOPEN
command. By specifying the data set name, the tape volume will be correctly positioned at the opening of each data set
with no intervention required. When a file other than file one is to be created, all files prior to the one being created must
already exist on the tape. If they do not, the job will be canceled with an error message.

If the ACCEPT override is to be used for multi-file data sets, it must be in response to the CADT804 MOUNT message,
not the CADT805 WRONG TAPE message, and must be of the form:

ACCEPT DSN='data set name',VER=nnn

ACCEPT DSN='data set name',VOL=nnnnnn

so that the proper, controlled multi-file version can be read. It is only through the definition in the catalog for controlled
multi-file versions that correct positioning can be performed.

Using Automatic Multi-file Data Sets
Dynam/T incorporates a special feature to automatically generate multi-file data set names at output open time. Provided
the first DSN on the multi-file set was cataloged with this option and the special DSN is present in the DYNOPEN
command for the file, the system will add another DSN to the multi-file set when it is opened as output.

The presence of three asterisks (***) in the DYNOPEN's DSN indicates to Dynam/T that this could be an automatic multi-
file (AMF) data set. If so, the three asterisks are replaced by a three-digit number. This number is generated by the system
by adding one to the number of the previous file on the AMF set (if the file is being opened as output). If the file is opened
as input and the three asterisks are found in the DSN, they are replaced by the correct number, from the catalog, as
determined by:

1. The file sequence number from the DYNOPEN command, or
2. the version number from the DYNOPEN command, or
3. the three numbers of the last-created AMF data set, if neither of the above two fields is supplied.

Creating an Automatic Multi-File Data Set
An automatic multi-file data set is created with the DEFINE function of DYNCAT. The parameter MF=AUTO on the
DEFINE statement indicates this is an AMF DSN. The DSN must contain three asterisks (***), or it will be rejected. The
DSN actually cataloged will have the characters 001 in place of the three asterisks. This is the base data set name for the
AMF set, and it should always remain in the catalog. On this type of DEF statement, the PF parameter is not allowed. For
example:

DEF 'AMF***' NGEN=1 MF=AUTO
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The above DYNCAT DEF statement will create a multi-file DSN AMF001. This is file one on the AMF set. A program
creating this file using filename OUTFILE would require a DYNOPEN as follows:

DYNOPEN  OUTFILE  DSN  AMF***

The first time this job is run, version one of DSN AMF001 will be created. The next time, a new DSN, AMF002, will be
created as the second file of the AMF set, as the system would find a valid version for AMF001 and know to add a new
multi-file DSN to the set. If, for some reason, the DSN AMF002 was not closed (due to an ABEND, for example) or it was
closed and later manually scratched, this same DSN would be used the next time the job was run. In other words, the last
file on the existing AMF set is checked to see if it contains a good version. If not, the DSN is used again. If so, the system
will add one to the DSN and create a new DSN as the last file on the AMF set. Each data set created will have the same
characteristics (retention, owner, and so on) as the base data set.

Volume Switching with AMF Data Sets
Although CMS may not currently support end-of-volume switching for some access methods, AMF data sets may be
created on different tape volumes.

Whenever the user desires to start the next file on a separate volume due to internal reasons (sending the current tape
off-site, for example), the ALT function of DYNCAT must be used:

ALT 'AMF***' MF=NEW

This function will create the next AMF data set name in sequence. If the last DSN on the current set happened to be
AMF008, then DSN AMF009 would be created and placed in the catalog as file one of a new AMF set. The next time the
job creating the AMF DSN is run, this DSN, AMF009, will be used. After this happens, the user may, if desired, delete
DSNs AMF002 through AMF008 (using the data set names in this example). This will free space in the CAICATL file. The
base DSN, AMF001, must remain in the catalog, as it contains pointers to the data set names currently in use. However,
all versions of AMF001 could be manually scratched in order to free the physical reels, if desired.

Scratching other than the Last AMF DSN
If other than the last DSN of an AMF set is manually scratched, Dynam/T must be informed which DSN to use next for
output. This only refers to scratching other than the last DSN of the current AMF set. As an example, suppose data sets
AMF001 through AMF008 had been created and it was determined that data sets AMF005 through AMF008 contained
bad data and had to be recreated. The procedure would be as follows:

1. Using DYNCAT, scratch DSN AMF005. This would scratch AMF005 through AMF008, since Dynam/T always
scratches forward on multi-file data sets.

2. Using DYNCAT, process the following update statement:
ALT 'AMF***' MF=005
This update statement will inform Dynam/T to next use DSN AMF005 for outputting the next file of this AMF set. The
same procedure must be followed when members of the current AMF set are deleted.

AMF Data Sets as Input
Several methods are available to call for the desired input AMF data set. The following examples assume that AMF001
through AMF014 have all been created on the same tape. AMF014 is the latest (last) file. Each of the following will result
in DSN AMF007 being the data set requested (provided the data set is being opened for input):

1. DYNOPEN INFILE DSN AMF*** (VER 7        (version number field)

2. DYNOPEN INFILE DSN AMF*** (FILE 7       (file sequence number field)
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3. DYNOPEN INFILE DSN AMF007               (use the real DSN)

4. DYNOPEN INFILE DSN AMF*** (VER 7 FILE 2 (file sequence overrides version)

When an AMF DSN with three asterisks is opened as input, Dynam/T will replace the three asterisks with the file
sequence number field, if present. If not, the version number will be used to calculate the correct number. If these are not
present, the system will use the name of the last file on the current AMF set. If both file sequence number and version
number are supplied, the file sequence number will be used to replace the three asterisks. The file sequence number and
version number fields are ignored for output files.

The DSN AMF*** used in these examples should not be construed as the only AMF DSN available. Any combination of
letters and numbers can be used, as with any other DSN. The only restriction is that there must be three asterisks (***)
somewhere in the DSN, as they indicate where the three-digit numbers will be inserted. The following are all examples of
valid data set names for AMF data sets;

DEF 'PAYROLL BACKUP***' MF=AUTO OWNER=PR

DEF 'FILE***PR TRANS'  MF=AUTO RETAIN=PERM

DEF '*** MF DSN' MF=AUTO

The last example is not recommended, because the data sets will not appear together on the DSN listings if the
replacement numbers appear in the high-order positions.

It should be noted that subsequent files of AMF sets are also subsequent generations; thus, cyclic control of these data
sets does not apply. Retention dates may be set, and the MF=NEW option may be used to break the AMF data sets in
easily manageable groups of tapes.

Renaming and Resetting AMF Data Sets
For ease of use, it is sometimes desirable to rename an entire AMF group to another name and to begin the AMF
group processing over again with file one and 001 as the name. This may be accomplished with the DYNCAT RENAME
function. For example, suppose that three versions of the AMF group PAY*** were created in December, and that it is
desirable to save the December versions but begin processing anew in January. One way would be to create a new AMF
name and to update the JCL used to create the data set. A simpler method would be to use the AMF RENAME function.
For example:

Existing AMF versions

PAY001  (file 1)    

PAY002  (file 2)    

PAY003  (file 3)    

RENAME OLDNAME='PAY***' MF=RESET  NEWNAME='PAYDEC***'

New multi-file data sets

PAYDEC001      (file 1)

PAYDEC002      (file 2)

PAYDEC003      (file 3)

The versions created in December will be retained and may be easily recogized as such. The next time the AMF name
PAY*** is used to create a file, the data set will be created as file one of the scratch tape, using the name PAY001. The
PAYDECnnn data sets are changed from AMF status to normal multi-file status, which prevents anyone from accidentally
adding another file to the tape after PAYDEC003. Normal retention may be applied to the new data set names.
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Password Protection

Dynam/T provides password protection for both the catalog and user-specified data sets. The catalog password is an
eight-character literal specified on the DYNCAT INITIAL command when the catalog is first created. This password should
be retained in a safe place, since, once specified, it may only be modified during a RESTORE/REORG operation. The
catalog password is required before online update through the CMS interface is allowed. It is also required to gain access
to the passwords of individual data sets which may be password-protected. The following DYNCAT command initializes
the catalog and specifies a catalog password of PASSWORD:

INITIAL id='COMPANY ID NAME' PASSWORD='PASSWORD'

In order to produce a list of all password-protected data sets showing their associated passwords, the following TDYNUTL
command would be submitted:

LIST PASSWORD='PASSWORD'

Access to the catalog password should be controlled.

Individual data sets may be protected from unauthorized maintenance and access by specification of a data set password
in the DYNCAT DEFINE command, as follows:

DEF 'PAYROLL FILE' NGEN=7 PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

The above would associate a password of RESTRICT with the data set, which would be required before manual
maintenance could be performed to modify the characteristics of the data set. In order for the number of generations of
retention for PAYROLL FILE to be modified, the following command would be required:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' PASSWORD='RESTRICT' NGEN=5

Access to the data set inline and modifications in the form of ADD or DELETE commands would not require the password.
If it is desired to prohibit all modifications to the data set, the ALTER command may be used to lock the data set as
follows:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

If a data set is locked, no maintenance of any kind may be performed, except to unlock it if the proper password is
supplied, and no new versions may be created. The existing versions of the data set may still be called for as input. If it is
desired to prohibit access as input as well, the versions may be locked, also:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' UNLOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' VERSION=1 LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' LOCK PASSWORD='RESTRICT'

Note that in order to lock a particular version, the data set as a whole must first be unlocked. In this last condition, the data
set can neither be modified in any way, nor can it be accessed for input.

The ALTER command may be used to modify a data set password as follows:

ALT 'PAYROLL FILE' PASSWORD='RESTRICT' NEWPSWD='SECURITY'

The new password associated with PAYROLL FILE would be SECURITY.

NOTE
If the password is not specified when the catalog is initialized, blanks will be assumed.
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Volume Serial Number Standards
Dynam/T provides the user with an automatic method of enforcing standards for volume serial numbers to be used. The
VOLSER= parameter of the DYNAMT macro may be coded to require that all volume serial numbers introduced into the
Dynam/T catalog be numeric, or to require that all serial numbers fall within a certain user-specified range. An attempt
to introduce a non-standard serial number into the Dynam/T catalog will result in an error, if a DYNCAT function is being
used, or in the operator response being ignored, if the operator is initializing a tape via the inline initialization facility. For
instruction in the coding and use of the DYNAMT macro, see Preparing Dynam/T For Use.

Maximum Wait Limit Facility
At Dynam/T system initialization, a time-dispatched subtask is initiated to monitor activity within the Dynam service
machine. This task uses several values which may be specified in the Dynam/T system profile. The profile command,
DISPATCH, defines how often this subtask is to be activated. After initialization, the subtask is automatically activated by
Taskman when the specified length of time has passed.

The OPENWAIT profile command defines the maximum length of time that a user may retain ownership over a Dynam/T
attached tape drive.

The QUEWAIT profile command defines the maximum amount of time a user request may remain in the request queue.

The profile command, MAXWAIT, defines the maximum length of time that a DYNMOUNT, DYNOPEN, or DYNCLOSE
request may wait in the service machine. If the request waits longer than the specified maximum length of time for either
a tape operator response or for the enqueue on the Dynam/T catalog data set, the processing task is canceled, and
the requesting userid notified. Both Dynam/T system profile values may be specified in either minutes or hours. If not
specified, the defaults are:

DISPATCH    10   MIN

MAXWAIT     1    HRS

OPENWAIT    8    HRS

QUEWAIT     1    HRS

Dynam/B (if installed), and Dynam/T VSE requests are specifically excluded from all wait limit checking.

Reserving and Releasing Real Tape Devices
The DYNOPEN option, RSV, may be used to request that a specific real device be reserved for the requesting userid. The
option is specified on a DYNOPEN command, but no data set open is performed. If the real device, specified as RADDR
rdev, is available, it is reserved so that it may not be used for another user. A following DYNOPEN command should be
issued specifying the same real device address to actually perform the data set open.

If it is later determined that a reserved device is not required, it is the user's responsibility to issue a DYNOPEN command
with the RLS option to release the device for use by other users.

The DYNOPEN option, RLS, is used to release a real tape device which was previously reserved by use of the RSV
option. The specified device is immediately made available for use by other users. It is not necessary to use the RLS
option if a data set is opened on the reserved device. The reserve will be automatically released when a DYNCLOSE
command is issued for the data set.

The following illustrates the use of the RSV and RLS options:

/* Example of RSV and RLS options  */

'DYNOPEN (RADDR 590 RSV NOMSG'

if rc = 0 then do

    say 'Tape drive 590 not currently available'
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    exit -1

    end

'DYNOPEN INFILE DSN MY FILE (INPUT NOMSG RUN RADDR 590'

if  rc=0 then exit 0

saverc = rc

'DYNOPEN (RADDR 590 RLS NOMSG'

    say 'Error on OPEN of MY.FILE'

    exit saverc

Supplementary Message Support
Many times, there is a need to communicate with the operations staff concerning specific processing to be done with a
particular file at a particular time. Supplementary Message support provides a flexible means of sending user-defined
messages to the tape operator at up to four points in file processing. The messages are defined as attributes of the data
set in the catalog, using the DYNCAT DEFINE or ALTER functions, and will be issued automatically by the system at the
indicated point. For example:

DEF 'CONVERT.FILE' COMSG='SEND TAPE TO DALLAS WITH COURIER TONIGHT'

would result in the following message being issued at close for output for the file:

CADT999I SEND TAPE TO DALLAS WITH COURIER TONIGHT

Supplementary messages may be specified as follows:

OIMSG='msg text' results in CADT996I message at Open Input.

OOMSG='msg text' results in CADT997I message at Open Output.

CIMSG='msg text' results in CADT998I message at Close Input.

COMSG='msg text' results in CADT999I message at Close Output.

Supplementary messages are supported for both Dynam/D and Dynam/T users. If a data set contains a supplementary
message, the message is issued regardless of whether the file is processed as a tape or a disk file.

Reporting of Exceptional Occurrences
Dynam/T provides for recording of exceptional occurrences and reports these upon request or whenever the DYNCAT
SCRATCH function is performed. The occurrences which are recorded include:

1. A version of a data set was manually cataloged
2. A tape which has not been initialized under Dynam/T has been returned to SCRATCH status;
3. A Dynam/T initialized SCRATCH tape has been used as output for an uncontrolled file (generation option);
4. The operator has used ACCEPT to force input of a data set or version other than the one called for by the system

(generation option).

In addition, all transactions are logged to the audit data set and may be reported upon using AUDTUTIL.

System Usage
This section explains how Dynam/T issues requests to:
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• Open tape data sets
• Mount specific tape volumes
• Close tape data sets
• Detach tape drives

Opening Tape Data Sets
The DYNOPEN command is used to obtain access to a specific tape data set. The open request is transmitted to the
Dynam service machine using the VM Communications Facility (VMCF). The request is processed by the service machine
and completion information is transmitted back to the requestor's virtual machine. The service machine accesses the
Dynam catalog to determine which tape volume is required for input processing, or to validate scratch tape status for
output processing. Automatic volume recognition (AVR) is performed to locate the desired volume, and a mount message
is issued to the tape operator, if necessary.

If the NOWAIT option of the DYNOPEN command is not specified, the requestor's virtual machine is placed in a wait
state until processing has completed in the service machine. When the request is complete, the service machine informs
the waiting machine using VMCF protocol. If NOWAIT is specified on the DYNOPEN command, control is returned to
CMS once the initial VMCF message has been sent to the Dynam service machine. Processing may then continue in the
user's virtual machine while the service machine is processing the open request. When the service machine completes
processing, a CP message is sent to the requestor's virtual machine informing it of the request completion. If the request
was successful, a tape drive containing the requested data set (for input requests) or a scratch tape (for output data sets)
will be attached to the user's virtual machine with the specified virtual address.

If desired, the DYNOPEN command may be issued from within a CMS EXEC or program. The command issues CMS
return codes which may be checked and processed by EXEC statements. The NOMSG option may be specified to
prevent messages appearing on the virtual console when DYNOPEN is issued from an EXEC or program.

DYNOPEN Command - Administrators
Dynam/T requires that a DYNOPEN command be executed for each file to be controlled. Most keyword parameters
associated with the CMS FILEDEF, LABELDEF, ASSGN, and DLBL commands may be specified. DYNOPEN, therefore,
is a single command which functionally provides all necessary and additional information to Dynam/T, thus allowing the
user to better control the processing of disk and tape data sets. Some of the extensions provided are as follows:

Additional Retention

For output files, the DYNOPEN EXDTE expiration date field may be used to specify an expiration date, in Julian format,
for the version of the data set to be created. This value will override the number of days' retention specified in the
catalog only if it results in longer retention than the standard. It applies only to the version created using that DYNOPEN
command.

Version (Generation) Specification

For input files, Dynam/T defaults to the most current version of the data set requested. If other than the most current
version is desired, the user may select a specific version on the DYNOPEN command as follows:

DYNOPEN ...... ( VER 0    calls for the current version. DYNOPEN ...... ( VER 1    calls for the father. DYNOPEN ...... ( VER 2    calls for the grandfather.

If a disk data set is to be opened for input, the option GEN nn may be used to specify an absolute generation number.
Note that this option is applicable to disk data sets only and is mutually exclusive with the option VER.

Volume Serial Number Specification
For input files, the File Serial Number field of the DYNOPEN command may be used to select a specific volume
within a data set with which to begin processing. The volume specified may be any reel of any version but must
be a member of the data set requested. If the requested volume is not a member of the data set, a mount for
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volume serial number 000000 will be issued. Valid entry is a one to six character volume serial number. For
example:
DYNOPEN ........ ( VOLID 000765  calls for volume number 765.

Volume Sequence Number Specification

For input files, the Volume Sequence Number field may be used to select a specific volume of a multi-volume version of a
data set with which to begin processing. The default is to begin with volume one. If a volume is specified which does not
exist, a mount for volume serial number 000000 will be issued. Valid entry is a one to four digit volume sequence number.
CMS access methods do not support volume switching. For example:

DYNOPEN ........ ( VOLSEQ 2  calls for volume sequence number two.

Tape Control Options

Dynam/T allows the user to control certain system actions at data set close time through the use of DYNOPEN options.
These options are:

REW
Rewind the tape to load point.

NOREW
Do not rewind the tape to load point.

RWD
Rewind the tape to load point.

RUN
Rewind and unload the tape.

UNL
Rewind and unload the tape.

For example:

DYNOPEN ........ ( REW

would result in the REWIND option being performed at close time. If multiple options are specified, only the last one
specified will be executed.

All tape positioning and tape drive disposition options specified on a DYNOPEN command are preserved in the Dynam
service machine and are processed when a DYNCLOSE command is issued for the data set. Therefore, these type of
options may be specified at either open or close time. Any conflicting option specified at close overrides options specified
when the data set was opened.

LENGTH Specification

LENGTH specification may be made on the DYNOPEN command. The length specification may also be stored in the
catalog as an attribute of the data set, and logically, this is where it belongs rather than as a processing option applicable
only to the DYNOPEN command being processed. If the LEN option is to be used in the DYNOPEN command, it must be
specified as follows:

EXTRA SHORT  - specified by XS

SHORT        - specified by S

MEDIUM SHORT - specified by MS

MEDIUM       - specified by M
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MEDIUM LONG  - specified by ML

LONG         - specified by L

MODE Specification

Recording density can be specified on the DYNOPEN command using the DENsity option, but recording density is more
properly a characteristic of a data set than of a particular execution. If specified in the DYNOPEN command, the recording
density must be specified as 800, 1600 or 6250, or as 30, 50, 60, or 90 for 8809 tape drives, or as 38K or CART for 3480
cartridges.

Catalog Data Set Name Option

Specification of the AUTOCAT option on the DYNOPEN command causes the data set name to be added to the catalog
as a controlled data set when it is opened for output for the first time. If the data set name already exists in the catalog,
this option is ignored. The AUTOCAT option is effective even if AUTOCAT=NO is specified in the DYNAMT control table.

Standard Label Processing

The use of the WRITESL option on the DYNOPEN command indicates that standard label processing is to be performed
at the time the DYNOPEN command is issued, instead of open/close time. This option is useful for programs and CMS
commands which do not support tape label processing and which treat all tape data sets as unlabeled.

Note that any FILEDEF, LABELDEF or ASSGN statement in effect for the data set is automatically reissued when the data
set is opened.

For a complete description of all DYNOPEN options, see DYNOPEN Command - Users.

Requesting Specific Tape Volumes to be Mounted
The DYNMOUNT command is used to request processing for specific tape volumes. This command is similar to the
DYNOPEN command, the main difference being that DYNOPEN is used to request processing for tape data sets rather
than tape volumes. The service machine performs automatic volume recognition (AVR) to locate the desired volume
before issuing a mount message to the tape operator. All tape positioning options specified on a DYNMOUNT command
are preserved in the Dynam service machine and are processed when a DYNDET command is processed for the device.

Use the DYNMOUNT command to request processing for tape volumes. The DYNMOUNT command allows some of the
extensions to the CMS FILEDEF, LABELDEF, ASSGN, and DLBL commands that the DYNOPEN command permits.

Additional Retention
For output files, the DYNMOUNT EXDTE expiration date field may be used to specify an expiration date, in Julian
format, for the tape being created. This value overrides the number of days' retention specified in the catalog only
if it results in longer retention than the standard.

Tape Control Options
Dynam/T allows the user to control certain system actions when the tape is detached. These options are:
REW

Rewind the tape to load point.
NOREW

Do not rewind the tape to load point.
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point.
RUN

Rewind and unload the tape.
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UNL
Rewind and unload the tape.

LENGTH Specification
LENGTH specification may be made on the DYNMOUNT command. The length specification may also be stored
in the catalog as an attribute of the data set. If it is used on the DYNMOUNT command, it must be specified as
follows:

Extra Short
specified by XS.

Short
specified by S.

Medium Short
specified by MS.

Medium
specified by M.

Medium Long
specified by ML.

Long
specified by L.

MODE Specification
Specification of recording density may be made on the DYNMOUNT command using the DENsity option. If
specified, it must be 800, 1600, or 6250, or as 30, 50, 60 0r 90 for 8809 tape drives, or as 38K or CART for 3480
and 3490 cartridges.

Closing Tape Data Sets
The DYNCLOSE command is used to request close processing of a tape data set. This command operates in a manner
similar to DYNOPEN. A VMCF message is issued to the Dynam service machine, and a wait state is entered until
processing of the request has completed.

The service machine updates the catalog to reflect the current status of the data set and tape volume, performs tape
positioning if required, and determines what the status of the real tape device is to be. If either tape positioning or
standard label processing is required, the tape drive is detached from the user's machine and attached to the service
machine so that the I/O may be performed. If the drive is not to be given back to the original user, it is detached from the
service machine and left in free status. If the user is to maintain ownership of the device, it is reattached to that user.

The default for the DETACH/NODETACH option is determined by tape positioning. If the tape is unloaded at close, the
default is DETACH. In all other instances, the default is NODETACH. Tape positioning is properly and automatically
maintained for multi-file data sets.

Note that any FILEDEF, LABELDEF or ASSGN statement in effect for the data set is automatically deleted when the data
set is closed. For a complete description of all DYNCLOSE options, see  DYNCLOSE Command - Users.

Detaching Tape Devices
If a tape drive is attached to a virtual machine but the mounted tape data set is not opened (by Dynam/T), the tape device
may be detached without unloading the tape by means of the DYNDET command. Normally, any time a tape device is
detached from a virtual machine, CP automatically unloads the tape volume. The DYNDET command is therefore useful
when it is necessary to detach a tape drive, but leave the tape volume mounted and positioned for another user. Only the
tape operator may detach a tape device from another user.

For more information, see DYNDET Command - Users.
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Administrator Utility Programs
Dynam/T provides utility programs for catalog and audit data set maintenance as well as for reporting and auditing
purposes.

Almost all of the utility programs run under control of the CMS utility adapter. Those that run under the control of the CMS
utility adapter must be invoked by the CAICMS MODULE. Thus to invoke AUDTUTIL, you would enter the command
CAICMS AUDTUTIL. The exceptions to this are indicated in the Utility Program Summary in this article.

The CMS utility adapter dependencies are resolved for the user if the utility programs are executed using the
DYNAMCMS EXEC. Thus, to execute DYNCAT, you should enter the command DYNAMCMS DYNCAT.

List of Utilities

The Dynam/T utility programs are:

DYNCAT
The administrator maintenance utility for the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL).

DYNT
The full screen interface program for CAICATL.

AUDTUTIL
The administrator maintenance utility for the Dynam/T audit data set (CAIAUDT).

TDYNSYNC
Administrator utility used to create the update files and reports necessary to re-synchronize two catalogs which
are using the XSYSTEM function for volume status sharing.

TDYNUTL
The secondary administrator report program for CAICATL.

TDYNCLEN
Administrator utility that reports on opens/errors.

TDYNLBL
Administrator/operator utility that prints tape labels.

TDYNLIST
Administrator/operator pull list report generator.

TDYNVLT
Administrator utility that produces vault movement report.

DYNTSERV
The user tape library maintenance program. DYNTSERV is executed on the service machine via the DYNTAPE
commands. For more information, see DYNTAPE Command.

TDYNLMS
Utility to Synchronize Dynam/T and Memorex automated cartridge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch
volumes.

TDYNACS
Utility to Synchronize Dynam/T and STK automated cartridge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch
volumes.

TDYNIBM
Utility to Synchronize Dynam/T and IBM automated cartridge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch volumes.

There are additional utility programs which are generated as part of Taskman and System Adapter. These programs are:
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CAICATDK
System programmer disk initialization program.

CACNUTIL
System programmer data set display/alter utility.

Utility Summary

 

              ________________________________________________________ _____

              |  Required access to    |        |        |Spec.|Spec.|     |

              |________________________|Executes|Executes|Priv.|  F  |     |

              |   C  |  C  |  C  |  X  | under  | in the |  C  |  I  |  N  |

              |   A  |  A  |  A  |  S  |   C    |Service |  L  |  L  |  O  |

              |   I  |  I  |  I  |  Y  |   A    |Machine |  A  |  E  |  T  |

              |   C  |  A  |  M  |  S  |   I    |        |  S  |  D  |  E  |

              |   A  |  U  |  A  |  T  |   C    |        |  S  |  E  |  S  |

              |   T  |  D  |  C  |  E  |   M    |        |  E  |  F  |     |

              |   L  |  T  |  C  |  M  |   S    |        |  S  |  S  |     |

              |      |     |     | DD= |   S    |        |  S  |  S  |     |

  _________________________________________________________________________|

U | DYNCAT    | R/W  | R/W | R/W | R/W |    Y   |        |     |  2  |     |

T |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

I | DYNT      | R/O  |  3  |  3  |  3  |        |        |     |     |     |

L |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

I | AUDTUTIL  |      | R/W |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  1  |     |

T |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

Y | TDYNSYNC  | R/W  | R/W |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  8  |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | TDYNUTL   | R/O  |     |     |     |    Y   |        |     |     |  4  |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | TDYNCLEN  | R/O  |     |     |     |    Y   |        |     |     |     |

P |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

R | TDYNLBL   |      |     |     |     |        |        |     |     |     |

O |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

G | TDYNLIST  | R/O  |     |     |     |    Y   |        |     |     |     |

R |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

A | TDYNVLT   | R/W  |     |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  8  |  5  |

M |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

S | DYNTSERV  | R/W  | R/W | R/W |     |    Y   |    Y   |     |     |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | TDYNLMS   | R/W  | R/W |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  8  |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | TDYNACS   | R/W  | R/W |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  8  |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | TDYNIBM   | R/W  | R/W |     |     |    Y   |        |     |  8  |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | CAICATDK  |      |     |     |     |        |        |     |     |     |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|

  | CACNUTIL  | R/O  | R/O |     |     |    Y   |        |     |     |  7  |

  |___________|______|_____|_____|_____|________|________|_____|_____|_____|
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Notes:

1. May require FILEDEF for DYNHIST and/or DYNOLD.
2. May require FILEDEF for IJSYSBK.
3. R/W access required if in update mode.
4. R/W access required for certain functions.
5. May require catalog conversion.
6. R/W access required for replace functions.
7. FILEDEF for WORK1 (on a VSE-formatted R/W disk) is required for TDYNVLT MOVEMENT reports.
8. Requires FILEDEFs for CAT1OUT (for EXTRACT), CAT1IN, CAT2IN, CAT1OUT and CAT2OUT (for SYNC) and

CAT1IN (for APPLY).

Each of the administrator utility programs are described in detail in the following articles.

 

The DYNCAT Utility
The DYNCAT utility program is used to create, maintain, and report upon the catalogs used by the Dynam/T system.
These include the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL) and the VTOC index catalogs if indexed VTOC support is being used by
Dynam VSE. The DYNCAT program provided with Dynam/T is identical to the one provided with Dynam/B VSE.

DYNCAT functions are requested via control statements and are accepted from the ddname SYSIN. SYSIN may be
FILEDEFed to a card reader, terminal, magnetic tape unit, or disk file and must consist of 80-byte records.

The control statements are free-form and may begin in position 1 through position 71. Each statement must begin with a
command (unless it is a continuation) followed by one or more operands, if required. One or more blanks must separate
the command from the operands. One or more blanks must also separate each operand.

Any control statement may be continued by placing a non-blank character in position 72, pressing ENTER, and beginning
the continuation information between positions 1 and 71 of the next statement. Up to 10 continuations may be supplied.
If a control statement is continued between quotes or parentheses, the continuation must begin in position 1 of the next
statement.

Some DYNCAT commands and operands may be abbreviated by truncating the command code. Those abbreviations are
indicated with capital letters as the required characters and lowercase for the rest.

For example, in the DEFINE command, the minimum allowable specification is DEF, but DEFI, DEFIN, and DEFINE may
also be coded, so it appears in the manual as DEFine.

Dates are processed as indicated by the operating system in which DYNCAT is executed. All dates shown in American
format (MM/DD/YY) will be accepted in European format (DD/MM/YY) if the operating system is so generated. All 21st
century dates must be indicated by using mm/dd/yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy. A "yyyy" of 2001 represents the year 2001.

Comments are not allowed on any DYNCAT control statement.

DYNCAT must be executed in a virtual machine with at least 240K bytes of user storage available and is invoked by the
command, EXEC DYNAMCMS DYNCAT.

The output from DYNCAT is directed to ddname SYSPRINT. SYSPRINT may be FILEDEFed to the printer, terminal,
magnetic tape unit or disk file.

DYNCAT performs the following functions:

ADD
Add a version manually to an existing data set in the catalog or define externally owned tape volumes.

DEFINE
Add a new data set or sort key record to the catalog.
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ALTER
Change an entry in the catalog.

RENAME
Change an existing data set name to a new name, or move a version of a data set to a new data set.

SCRPOOL
Define a pool of scratch tapes, or modify the characteristics of a scratch tape.

DELETE
Delete an entry from the catalog or to delete any active generation from a data set, immediately returning its
associated volume to SCRATCH status.

STATUS
Display the catalog utilization statistics.

OWN
Establish or change the catalog identification.

VAULT
Establish a vault description for any vault location to be used.

INITIAL
Format the catalog.

VTOC
Format or delete a VTOC index catalog on a DASD volume if Dynam/B indexed VTOC support is to be used on
Dynam/B VSE.

INT
Initialize a tape reel for use by Dynam/T and unload the initialized tape.

INTR
Initialize a tape reel without unloading it.

MACC
Initialize or dequeue the Dynam/TLMS or other external system multiple access (M/ACC) file.

LISTCAT
List the contents of the catalog.

DEQUEUE
Release the physical enqueue from a catalog in a multi-CPU environment.

ACTION
Request DYNCAT processing options.

RESTORE
Retrieve a saved copy of the catalog from a tape or to reorganize the catalog.

SCRATCH
Return eligible tape volumes to the scratch pool, and produce tape data set reports.

BACKUP
Save the catalog on tape.

END
Terminate DYNCAT processing.
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Summary of Control Statement Syntax

Statement Operands Comments
ACTION CANCEL|NOCANCEL

ERR|NOERR
LOG|NOLOG

Required to change processing
options.

ADD 'data set name'
VOLser=(xxxxxx,...)
APPEND={YES|NO}
CREate=date
DISK
EXPdate={date|RETAIN
|PERM}
EXTOwner=c
GDSid=nn
JOBname='jobname'
PED=date
PERM={YES|NO}
VERsion=nnn
VLTloc=c

Required to manually add a
data set version to the Catalog
or to define an externally
owned tape volume.
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ALTER 'data set name'
ALLOC=(volser,unit,q1,q2,q3,
SYSnnn)
BLKSZ={nnnnn|OPTimize
|'OPT,nnnnn'}
CATOPEN={YES|NO}
CIMSG={'text,r'|NO}
CLOSE={NORWD|RWD
|UNL|NO}
COMment={'text'|NO}
COMSG={'text,r'|NO}
CREate=date
DEFvlt=c
DENsity={cccc|NO}
DISKOPT=
{[A] [,B] [,D] [,E][,F]}
({[,I] [,K] [,L] [,M] [,N]})|NO
{[,O] [,P] [,S] [,T] [,W]}
{[,X] [,NA]}
DYNAMFI={YES|NO}
EXPdate={ate|RETAIN|PERM
|RT+nnn|CD+nnn|NO}
FILETYPE={SD|IS|DA}
[ AUDIT ]
[ ,NOCNTRL ]
[ ,NOTM ]
FIopt=( [ ,NOTRUNC ] )|NO
[,RELEASE|NORELSE]
[ ,SB|DB ]
[ ,SL|UL ]
[ ,VERIFY ]
INDex=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
JOBname='jobname'
LENgth={XS|S|MS|M|ML|L|NO}
LOCK|UNLOCK
LRECL=nnnnn
MF={NEW|nnn|NO}
MINDEX=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
NEWPSWD='password'|"
NEXTGEN=nn
NGEN=nnn
NOACC=nnnn
OIMSG={'text,r'|NO}
OOMSG={'text,r'|NO}
OPEN={NORWD|RWD|NO}
OVRfl=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
OWner={cc|NO}
PASSword='password'
PED=date
PEDCYC=nnn
PERM={YES|NO}
PRIme=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
RECFM={F|FB|V|VB|U|NO}
RETain={nnnn|NO}
SYsid={cc|NO}
TAPE|DISK|FI
[AUTOSCR|NOAUTOSC]
[,DROP|NODROP]
[,HOLD|NOHOLD]
TAPEopt=( [,LABEL|NOLABEL] )|NO
[,MODIFY|NOMODIFY]
[,RELEASE|NORELSE]
[,ROTATE|NOROTATE]
USerid={cc|NO}
VERsion=nnn|VOLser=(xxxxxx)|GDSid=nn
VLTloc=(A,B,C,...,Z)
WORK={YES|NO}

Required to change the
characteristics of a data set or
version of a data set.
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ALTER SKNAME='skname'
FIELDS=(nnnn,nnnn,
format,{A|D}....)
FORMAT={CH|BI|ZD
|PD|FI|FL|CSL
|CTO|CST|CLO|AQ}
LRECL=nnnnn
RECFM={F|V}

Required to change the
characteristics of the sort key
name record.

ALTER volser
CLean={nnn|YES}
DENsity={cccc|NO}
LENgth={cc|NO}
OWner={cc|NO}
SCRatch={YES|NO}
SERvice={IN|OUT}

Required to change the
characteristics of a tape
volume.

BACKUP RECOVER Required to create a tape
backup of the Catalog.

DYNCAT Functions
The ACTION function of DYNCAT describes the processing options that are to be in effect during this execution of
DYNCAT. More than one ACTION statement may appear in the input stream. Only the option(s) specified will be modified.
The rest will remain unchanged. This command does not update the catalog.

        |  [CANCEL|NOCANCEL]

ACTION  |  [LOG|NOLOG      ]

        |  [ERR|NOERR      ]

CANCEL
cancels the job if an error is encountered in the input stream.

NOCANCEL
does not cancel the job if an error is encountered in the input stream. This is the default.

LOG
logs each control statement on the console as it is processed.

NOLOG
does not log control statements on the console. This is the default.

ERR
issues message CADC801 on the console if an error is encountered in the input stream. CADC801 is written only
once per execution. This is the default.

NOERR
does not issue CADC801 if an error is encountered in the input stream.

Examples:

ACTION LOG CANCEL

 .

 .

ACTION NOCANCEL
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The above example sets the LOG and CANCEL options for the first part of the run, then changes to NOCANCEL for the
remainder of the run. The ERR option was not affected by either ACTION statement. Also the LOG option set by the first
ACTION statement was not affected by the second ACTION statement.

ADD Function

The ADD function of DYNCAT is used to add additional versions to data sets that are already in the catalog file. This
provides a convenient method for placing tape files under Dynam/T's control after they have been created.

    |                                     [APPEND={YES|NO}           ]

    |                                     [CREate=date               ]

ADD | 'data set name' VOLser=(xxxxxx,...) [DISK                      ]

    |                                     [EXPdate={date|RETAIN|PERM}]

    |                                     [EXTOwner=x                ]

    |                                     [GDSid=nn                  ]

    |                                     [JOBname='jobname'         ]

    |                                     [PED=date                  ]

    |                                     [PERM={YES|NO}             ]

    |                                     [VERsion=nnn               ]

    |                                     [VLTLoc=c                  ]

data set name
specifies the data set to which volumes are to be added. This is a required, positional parameter. Enter a 1 to 44-
character data set name, enclosed in apostrophes.

VOLser
is a required operand that specifies the volume serial number(s) to be added to this data set. Enter a 1 to 6-
character volume serial number(s) enclosed in parentheses. If multiple volsers are specified, they must be
separated by commas. A maximum of fifty may be added on one ADD statement. If more are needed, use
multiple ADD statements with APPEND=YES.

APPEND
indicates whether the volume(s) will be added to an existing version. A new version is not defined. YES indicates
the volume(s) will be appended to the existing version. NO specifies that the volume(s) will be defined for the
new version being added. NO is the default. If APPEND=YES, only the DISK and VERSION parameters may be
specified.

CREate
indicates the date on which this file was created. This parameter is optional. Acceptable formats are:

mm/dd/yy dd/mm/yy yyddd
mm/dd/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy yyyyddd

For European formats (dd/mm/yy), be sure to assemble the DYNAM macro with DATE=DDMM. All 21st century dates
must be indicated using the yyyy format.

DISK
specifies the version added is to be the disk version. This parameter is optional. If you are appending volumes to
an existing disk version, the DISK parameter must be specified.

EXTOWner
indicates the owner ID of the volume(s) for externally owned volumes. No other optional parameters may be used
with EXTOWNER. The data set name specified will be considered the "last data set name on the volume". A data
set record will not be created for the data set. Enter a one character CPUID as defined by the XSYSTEM macro.
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Specify this parameter when you want to catalog tape volumes "owned" by another system. Dynam/T will
consider these volumes uncontrolled. Information about the external volume being defined is not passed to the
external system. It is the responsibility of the owning system to maintain its own volumes. However, information
about Dynam/T owned volumes is passed to the other system.

EXPdate
is an optional parameter that specifies the date on which this version is to expire. Enter a date, (in the form mm/
dd/yy, mm/dd/yyyy, yy/ddd or yyyy/dddd), the keyword RETAIN (which will be replaced with 2099365), or the
keyword PERM (which will be replaced with 2099366). All 21st century dates must be indicated by using mm/dd/
yyyy or dd/mm/yyyy.

GDSid
indicates the generation data set id to be added. Enter a 1 or 2-digit numberic generation id in the range 1-99.
This parameter is optional. If the file is a GDS data set, you must specify GDSID if adding a new disk version.

JOBname
specifies the job name of the job which created this tape. Enter a 1 to 8-character job name, enclosed in
apostrophes. This parameter is optional.

PED
is an optional parameter that specifies the period-ending or as-of-date for this version of the data set. Enter a date
in the form mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy.

PERM
indicates whether this version of the data set is to remain in the vault specified by the VLTLOC parameter. Enter
YES to permanently retain this version in the vault specified by VLTLOC. Enter NO to rotate this version to the
vaults specified when the data set was defined in the catalog.

VERsion
is an optional parameter that specifies the version to be added. Enter a 1 to 3-digit number, in the range 1-255. If
omitted, version 1 is assumed.

VLTLoc
is an optional parameter that specifies the vault location where this version of the data set resides. Enter 1
alphabetic character to indicate the desired vault location.
If this parameter is omitted, the vault location defaults to A or to the value set when the data set was defined.

Examples:

ADD 'PAYROLL BACKUP' VOLSER=(386) VER=3

ADD 'PATRANS' VOLSER=(7337,844) EXPDATE=06/13/92

ADD 'SALES INPUT' VOLSER=(4667) PED=**/31/**

ADD 'SALES INPUT' VOLSER=(4668) APPEND=YES

ADD 'CA1.FILE' VOLSER=(7218) EXTOWNER=B

The first line adds volume 386 as version 3 of PAYROLL BACKUP.

Line 2 adds the two volumes 7337 and 844 as version 1 of PATRANS with an expiration date 6/13/92.

The third line adds volume 4667 as version 1 of SALES INPUT with the variable as-of-date.

The fourth example appends volume 4668 to version 1 of SALES INPUT.

The last line defines tape volume 7218 as externally owned by B.

Usage Note:
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If the variable as-of-date facility is to be used, code two asterisks for any or all of the date fields. DYNCAT will replace the
asterisks with the corresponding fields from the date in the partition COMREG. For example: If PED=**/31/** was coded
on the ADD statement, the date placed in the catalog would be 05/31/91 if this job was run during May of 1991. If the job
was run during June of 1991, the date placed in the catalog would be 06/31/91. Note that the dates placed in this field are
not validated. Also valid is any 1- to 8-character string.

ALTER Function

Use the ALTER command to modify the characteristics of entities defined in the catalog. There are three different types of
information you can change, depending on the positional operand you supply.

To Modify Command Required Operand
characteristics of tape and disk files ALTER data set name
status of tape volumes ALTER volser
characteristics of sort key entries ALTER SKNAME='skname'

Modifying Tape and Disk Characteristics

To modify the characteristics of tape and disk files, use the ALTER 'data set name' function. If you include a parameter
(VERsion, VOLser, or GDSid) which uniquely identifies an existing version, the particular version of the specified data
set will be altered. If no parameter is specified, the default characteristic of the data set will be altered. With the VERsion,
VOLser and GDSid parameters, only the following operands may be included:

• BLKSZ
• CREATE
• EXPDATE
• JOBNAME
• LOCK/UNLOCK
• LRECL
• OWNER
• PED
• PERM
• RECFM
• RECFM
• SYSID
• TAPE/DISK/FI
• USERID
• VTLLOC

      |                 [{VERsion=nnn|VOLser=xxxxxx|GDSid=nn}        ]

ALTER | 'data set name' [BLKSZ={nnnnn|OPTimize|'OPT,nnnnn'}          ]

      |                 [CATOPEN={YES|NO}                            ]

      |                 [CLOSE={NORWD|RWD|UNL|NO}                    ]

      |                 [COMment={'text'|NO}                         ]

      |                 [CIMSG={'text,r'|NO}                         ]

      |                 [OIMSG={'text,r'|NO}                         ]

      |                 [COMSG={'text,r'|NO}                         ]

      |                 [OOMSG={'text,r'|NO}                         ]

      |                 [CREate=date                                 ]
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      |                 [JOBname='jobname'                           ]

      |                 [PERM={YES|NO}                               ]

      |                 [DEFvlt=c                                    ]

      |                 [DENsity={cccc|NO}                           ]

      |                 [DISKOPT={[options|NO}                       ]

      |                 [DYNAMFI={YES|NO}                            ]

      |                 [EXPdate={date|RETAIN|PERM|RT+nnn|CD+nnn|NO} ]

      |                 [FILETYPE={SD|IS|DA}                         ]

      |                 [FIOPT= [AUDIT          ]                    ]

      |                 [       [NO             ]                    ]

      |                 [       [NOCNTRL        ]                    ]

      |                 [       [NOTM           ]                    ]

      |                 [       [NOTRUNC        ]                    ]

      |                 [       [RELEASE|NORELSE]                    ]

      |                 [       [SB|DB          ]                    ]

      |                 [       [SL|UL          ]                    ]

      |                 [       [VERIFY         ]                    ]

      |                 [ALLoc=(volser,unit,q1,q2,q3,SYSnnn)         ]

      |                 [PRIme=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)   ]

      |                 [MINDEX=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)           ]

      |                 [INDex=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)            ]

      |                 [OVRfl=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)            ]

      |                 [LENgth={XS|S|MS|M|ML|L|NO}                  ]

      |                 [{LOCK|UNLOCK}                               ]

      |                 [LRECL=nnnnn                                 ]

      |                 [MF={AUTO}                                   ]

      |                 [NGEN=nnn                                    ]

      |                 [NEXTGEN=nn                                  ]

      |                 [NOACC=nnnn                                  ]

      |                 [OPEN={NORWD|RWD|NO}                         ]

      |                 [OWner={cc|NO}                               ]

      |                 [NEWPSWD={'password'|''}                     ]

      |                 [PASSword='password'                         ]

       |                 [PED=date                                    ]

       |                 [PEDCYC=nnn                                  ]

ALTER  | 'data set name' [RECFM={F|FB|V|VB|U|NO}                      ]

cont'd |                 [RETain={nnnn|NO}                            ]

       |                 [ROBOT={YES|NO}                              ]

       |                 [SYsid={cc|NO}                               ]

       |                 [{TAPE|DISK|FI}                              ]

       |                 [TAPEopt=( [AUTOSCR|NOAUTOSC] )              ]

       |                 [          [RELEASE|NORELSE ]                ]

       |                 [          [ROTATE|NOROTATE ]                ]

       |                 [          [DROP|NODROP     ]                ]

       |                 [          [HOLD|NOHOLD     ]                ]

       |                 [          [NOLABEL|LABEL   ]                ]

       |                 [          [MODIFY|NOMODIFY ]                ]

       |                 [          [NO              ]                ]

       |                 [USerid={cc|NO}                              ]

       |                 [VLTLoc=(a,b,c,...,z)                        ]

       |                  WORK={YES|NO}
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data set name
is an optional, positional parameter which specifies the data set name to be altered. Enter a 1 to 44-character
data set name, enclosed in apostrophes.

VERsion
specifies the generation to be modified. Enter a 1 to 3-digit version number, in the range 1-255. This parameter is
optional.
Either the version number, volume serial number, or GDSID operand must be present when altering a specific
generation.

VOLser
indicates the first, or only volume of the data set generation to be modified. Enter a 1 to 6-character volume serial
number. This parameter is optional.
Either the volume serial number, version number, or GDSID must be present when altering a specific generation.

GDSid
specifies the generation data set ID of the disk data set to be modified (for Dynam/D-controlled data sets only).
Enter a 1 or 2-digit numeric generation ID, in the range 1-99. This parameter is optional.
The GDSID, serial number, or version number must be present when altering a specific generation.

ALLoc=(volser,unit,q1,q2,q3,SYSnnn)
defines the new allocation characteristics of a disk data set, if it is to be allocated by the Dynam/D component.
Where:
volser

is the volume serial number upon which the extent is to reside. This may be either a real, virtual (pool), or
generic volser. If not specified, the default is

unit
is the unit of allocation for the extent, one of TRK (tracks), CYL (cylinders), BLK (FBA blocks), RCD
(number of records). If not specified, TRK is the default.

q1
is the number of units to allocate for primary allocation, 1-999999. If not specified, 1 is the default.

q2
is the number of units to allocate for each secondary allocation, 1-999999. If not specified, the default is
0. Zero must be specified to activate automatic secondary allocation for the data set, if generated in the
DYNAMD macro.

q3
is the number of secondary allocations to perform, 1-255. If not specified, and if q2 is not present, the
default is 0. If not specified and if q2 is greater than zero, the default is 1.

SYSnnn
is the logical unit to use for the extent(s) generated, if none was specified in the DTF. None is included if
not specified.

NOTE
All of the characteristics of the allocation information are replaced when an ALTER is
processed. Complete ALLOC information must be entered on the command. The ALLOC
parameter may not be used for ISAM files. For ISAM, the PRIME, INDEX, MINDEX, and OVRFL
parameters must be used.

The parameters provided within the parentheses for ALLOC, PRIME, MINDEX, INDEX, and OVRFL are
positional; that is, substitute a comma if you omit one, unless the comma would immediately precede the closing
parenthesis.
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BLKSZ
specifies the block size of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, the DTF for the
file will be modified to the value specified. Enter a 1 to 5-digit numeric value, in the range 0-32767, OPTimize, or
'OPT,nnnnn' (within apostrophes).
When optimal blocking (OPT) is specified, Dynam/FI will calculate the optimum block size for the physical
device on which the file is being created. The catalog is updated when the file is closed for output to record the
actual block size used for the file. When the file is opened for input, FI must use this value to build the input DTF
correctly.

CATOPEN
indicates whether newly opened output versions of this data set are to be marked as valid versions, so that they
may be cataloged at OPEN. This will ensure that the version being created will always be considered a good
version even if it is never closed. Specify YES to enable CATOPEN or NO to disable it. This parameter is optional.

CLOSE
changes the rewind option set by the Dynam/T component in the DCB/DTF for CLOSE. Specify NORWD to
suppress rewinding of the tape, RWD to force rewind, UNL to force rewind and unload the tape, or NO to remove
the CLOSE option. This parameter is optional.

CIMSG=
optional parameters used to change the user-specified messages for the data set. These messages will be issued
at Open Input (OIMSG=), Open Output (OOMSG=), Close Input (CIMSG=), and/or Close Output (COMSG=) for
the data set, as specified, and will be directed to the service machine console and/or to the user's virtual machine
console, as indicated by the routing code. The routing codes are as follows:
C

the service machine console (VM) or the VSE console
P

the user's virtual machine console (VM) or the printer (VSE)
B

both the service machine and the user's consoles (VM) or both the VSE console and the printer (VSE)
Enter up to 70 alphanumeric characters of message text, and a single character routing code, separated by
a comma and enclosed in apostrophes. For example, OIMSG='MY MESSAGE,C'. Specify NO to remove the
message. This facility is limited to tape data sets when used with Dynam/B.

COMment
is used to change the comment field associated with this data set. Enter up to 100 alphanumeric characters,
enclosed in apostrophes. This parameter is optional.

COMSG=
refer to CIMSG for a detailed description.

CREate
changes the version creation date in the catalog. Enter the new creation date, using one of the following formats:
mm/dd/yy dd/mm/yy yyddd
mm/dd/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy yyyyddd
For European formats (dd/mm/yy), be sure to assemble the DYNAM macro with DATE=DDMM. All 21st century
dates must be indicated using the yyyy format.
The parameter VERsion, VOLSER, or GDSID must be specified for this function.

DEFvlt
is used to change the default vault location for any version of data set not specified by VLTLOC parameter. Enter
an alphabetic character (A-Z). If omitted, vault A (the main vault) will be assumed.

DENsity
is used to change the default recording density for the data set. This is an optional parameter. Valid entries are:
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800
for 800 BPI

1600
for 1600 BPI

6250
for 6250 BPI

CART
for tape cartridge (3480)

NO
to remove tape density value

DISK
is used to specify that the data set is to be used only as a disk data set, under the control of Dynam/D. It is not
eligible for dynamic device switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

DISKOPT
is used to modify one or more of the processing options specified for the disk data set when it is processed under
the control of the Dynam/D component. For an explanation of the effect of each of the various options, see the
Dynam/D section of the Dynam/B VSE User Guide.
Valid entries are: A, B, D, E, F, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, S, T, W, X, or NA. Enclose options in parentheses, separated by
commas or blanks. Specify NO to remove all options.

DYNAMFI
indicates whether the data set is to be eligible for modification by Dynam/FI. Specify NO to disable all modification
of the DTF for the data set by Dynam/FI, regardless of other parameters which may have been specified. NO is
the default.

EXPdate
changes the expiration date for this data set. Enter the new date, using one of the following formats:
mm/dd/yy dd/mm/yy yyddd
mm/dd/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy yyyyddd
For European formats (dd/mm/yy), be sure to assemble the DYNAM macro with DATE=DDMM. All 21st century
dates must be indicated using the yyyy format.
Enter RETAIN to set the expiration date to 2099365, or enter PERM to set the expiration date to 2099366. Specify
RT+nnn to produce a new expiration date, by adding nnn days to the current expiration date. Specify CD+nnn to
produce a new expiration date by adding nnn days to the creation date. Both RT+ and CD+ are valid only when
modifying a version.

FI
is used to specify that the data set is to be used as either a tape or disk data set and is eligible for dynamic device
switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

NOTE
TAPE, DISK, and FI are mutually exclusive parameters. DYNCAT ALTER may be used to switch
between them for a file, if desired. If not specified, TAPE is the default.

FILETYPE
is used to modify the type of label record to be built by the Dynam/D component when the disk file is opened.
Enter a 2-character value, which indicates the label type. IS for ISAM, DA for direct access, or SD for sequential
disk. SD is the default.

FIOPT
changes the processing options of the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, they will be
affected. Valid entries are:
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AUDIT
perform Dynam/FI AUDIT recording for this file, even though no other characteristics of the file have
been modified. This function may be used, either from the catalog or as a Dynam/FI DLBL/TLBL option to
cause audit information to be recorded about selective files.

VERIFY
verify output by reading the disk record just written. This operates by enabling the verify option in the
user's DTF.

NOCNTRL
ignore CNTRL requests for this file (see the IBM VSE/AF Application Programming Macro Reference
manual for details of the CNTRL macro).

NOTM
modify the DTF so as not to write a tape mark at close.

NOTRUNC
ignore TRUNC requests for this file (see the IBM VSE/AF Application Programming Macro Reference
manual for details of the TRUNC macro).

SB
single buffering desired. This operand is applicable to disk or tape files.

DB
double buffering desired. This operand is applicable to disk or tape files.

SL
modify the DTF to provide for standard label processing for tapes.

UL
modify the DTF to provide unlabeled processing for tapes.

RELEASE
release the logical assignment when the disk or tape file is closed.

NORELSE
do not release the logical assignment when the disk or tape file is closed.

NO
removes all options.

INdex=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
defines the allocation characteristics of the index extent to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set if it is to be
allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation (except for the
sequence option).

JOBname
changes the creation job name in the catalog. Enter the new job name, up to 8-characters, enclosed in
apostrophes.

LENgth
changes the length specification for the data set. This parameter is optional. Enter NO to remove the length
specification, or one of the following:
XS

extra short
S

short
MS

medium short
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M
medium

ML
medium long

L
long

LOCK
prevents access to a specific version of the data set or to the entire data set.
If the LOCK function is used for a specific version, only that version will be locked for input. New versions may still
be created.
If the LOCK function is used to LOCK the entire data set, no new versions will be cataloged, but existing versions
will be available to be used as input. If the entire data set has been locked and the data set is used for output, the
output will not be cataloged and the output tape is changed from SCRATCH to LOCK status. The next scratch
function will return this tape to scratch status.
No batch maintenance may be performed on a data set that is LOCKed, except to UNLOCK it.

LRECL
specifies the logical record length of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If specified, and Dynam/FI is active, the
DTF for the file will be modified to the value specified. For further information on the effect of this parameter, see
the Dynam/FI section of the Dynam/B VSE User Guide Enter a 1 to 5-digit numeric value, in the range 0-32767.

MF
specifies that the data set is to be an automatic multi-file data set.
AUTO

indicates that the data set is an automatic multi-file data set.
MINdex=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)

defines the allocation characteristics of the master index extent to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set if it is
to be allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation (except
for the sequence option).

NEWPSWD
specifies the new password to be used when accessing this data set. Enter a 1 to 8-character password, enclosed
in apostrophes. To remove password protection, enter two consecutive apostrophes ('').
If this data set is already password-protected, then the PASSWORD parameter must also be specified.

NEXTGEN
is used to modify the next disk generation ID number, to be used for Dynam/D controlled disk generation data
sets. Enter a 1 or 2-character numeric value, in the range 1-99.
Dynam/D creates a disk GDG by appending G#nn as the last 4 characters of the 44-byte file ID. Normally, each
successive generation receives the next sequential number, beginning with 1 through 99. If it is necessary to
reset this number to a lower value, the VTOC entries for the already existing files above this number should
be removed from the DASD devices upon which they reside (with DYNUTIL DELETE), and their associated
version records removed from the catalog file (with DYNCAT DELETE) before the generation ID is updated with
NEXTGEN.

OVRfl=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
defines the allocation characteristics of the independent overflow to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set
if it is to be allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation
(except for the sequence option).

NGEN
is an optional parameter that changes the number of generations to be saved for this data set. Enter a 1 to 3-digit
number, in the range 0-255, for a TAPE data set. Enter a 1 or 2-digit number, in the range 1-98, for a DISK data
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set. See the DYNCAT DEFINE command for further discussion of the implications of the NGEN parameter for
TAPE and DISK data sets.

NOACC
specifies the number of days a version is to be retained after the last access, before it becomes eligible for
scratch. Enter a 1 to 4-digit number, in the range 1-9999. This parameter is optional.

OIMSG=
see CIMSG for a complete description.

OOMSG=
see CIMSG for a complete description.

OPEN
changes the rewind option set by the Dynam/T component in the DCB/DTF for OPEN. Specify NORWD to
suppress rewinding of the tape, RWD to force rewind, or NO to remove the OPEN options. This parameter is
optional.

OWner
is an optional parameter that changes the ownership code for this data set. Enter a 1 or 2-digit character code.
NO removes the owner value.

PASSword
specifies the password required to perform maintenance on the data set. Enter the 1 to 8-character password,
enclosed in apostrophes.
This parameter should be specified only if a password has been defined for the data set.

PED
is used to change the as-of date for the data set or version. Specify a date, in the form mm/dd/yy, or dd/mm/yy.
Enter NO to remove the as-of date. This is an optional parameter.
No validation is done on the eight bytes specified for period ending date. Dates are normally used, but this field
may also be used to store eight bytes of user information about the version, if desired. If a period ending date field
contains non-blank characters, or a date different from the creation date, the contents of the field will be printed
on applicable reports. When used for a data set with PEDCYC=0, the PED field becomes simply a user comment
field associated with each version.

PEDCYC
is used to change the number of versions of this data set being retained by period ending date. Specify a 1 to 3-
digit integer value, in the range 0-255. Zero (0) indicates the PED field is a comment. This parameter is optional.

PERM
is used to indicate that the data set's current vault location is to be permanent and that it is to be rotated no
further. Enter YES to make the current vault location permanent, or NO to allow the data set to be rotated among
the vault locations.
The parameter VERsion, VOLSER, or GDSID must be specified for this function.

PRIme=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
modifies the characteristics of a particular prime data extent to be generated for a disk data set, if it is to be
allocated by the Dynam/D component. Where:
sequence

is the extent sequence number to be modified by ALTER. The sequence must be a number between 0
and 255.

volser
is the volume serial number upon which the extent resides. This may be either a real, virtual (pool), or
generic volser.
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unit
is the unit of allocation for the extent, one of TRK (tracks), CYL (cylinders), BLK (FBA blocks), RCD
(number of records), or ABS (absolute quantity, indicating fixed extent file). Applies to sequential files
only; for non-sequential files (DA, ISAM), the unit will always be treated as tracks.

q1
is the number of units to allocate for primary allocation, 1-999999. If unit was specified as ABS, specifies
the beginning location of extent.

q2
is the number of tracks or blocks if unit was specified as ABS. Not valid unless ABS is specified.

SYSnnn
is the logical unit to use for the extent(s) generated if none was specified in the DTF.

RECFM
specifies the record format of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, the DTF for
the file will be modified to the value specified. Valid entries are:
F

Fixed-length
FB

Fixed Blocked
V

Variable-length
VB

Variable Blocked
U

Undefined records
NO

To remove the RECFM specification
RETain

changes the number of days retention used to calculate the expiration date for this data set. Enter a 1 to 4-digit
number, in the range 0-9999 or NO to remove the retention value. This parameter is optional.

ROBOT
indicates if the data set can be written to a tape controlled by the Memorex or STK robot devices.

SYsid
is used to change the system ID field. Enter a 2-character ID to be used for reporting purposes, or NO to remove
the system ID. This parameter is optional.

TAPE
is used to indicate that the data set is to be used only as a tape data set, under the control of Dynam/T. It is not
eligible for dynamic device switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

TAPEopt
changes the default processing options performed during OPEN and CLOSE functions by the Dynam/T
component. Enclose options in parentheses, separated by commas or blanks. Valid options are:
AUTOSCR

causes Dynam/T to analyze this data set for versions eligible to be scratched at every close for output.
Valid only for single file tape data sets, the processing of this option is also dependent upon the setting
of the AUTOSCR parameter in the DYNAMT macro. If specified, the CADT864 message will be issued
whenever a version is scratched due to AUTOSCR. NOAUTOSC defeats this option.
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RELEASE
to cause a WORK data set to be scratched at CLOSE. This parameter is only valid for data sets specified
as WORK=YES. NORELSE defeats this option.

ROTATE
causes Dynam/T to process tapes within this data set in a cyclical fashion, so that the newest output
version will be written over the oldest version of the data set, if the number of versions specified by the
NGEN parameter for the data set is filled. All expiration and retention criteria are ignored when rotating.
That is, even if EXPDATE=PERM, the oldest version will be scratched. Note that ROTATE cannot be
used with multi-file data sets. NOROTATE defeats this option.

DROP
to force the Dynam/T for VSE DROP option at CLOSE. NODROP defeats this option.

HOLD
to force the Dynam/T for VSE HOLD option at CLOSE. NOHOLD defeats this option.

NOLABEL
causes Dynam/T to process tapes within this data set as UNLABELED. LABEL defeats this option.

MODIFY
to force the Dynam/T for VSE MODIFY option at OPEN. NOMODIFY defeats this option.

NO
removes all options. The VSE-only options for OPEN and CLOSE (HOLD, DROP, and MODIFY) would
usually be specified on the TLBL, not in the catalog as data set attributes. For an explanation of the effect
of these options, see the  Dynam/T for VSE User Guide.

UNLOCK
reverses the effect of the LOCK parameter. To unlock a specific version for input, specify the VERsion or VOLSER
parameters that were supplied when the data set was locked.
To unlock the entire data set for output, specify only the data set name.

USerid
changes the user ID field. Enter a 2-character ID to be used for reporting purposes, or NO to remove the user ID.
This is an optional parameter.

VLTLoc
changes the vault location for each version fo the data set. Specify from 1 to 100 alphabetic characters, enclosed
in parentheses and separated by commas. Each character represents a vault location. Its relative position in the
string represents the generation of the data set that is to be in that vault. This parameter is optional.
For example, (A,A,B,A) specifies that versions 1 and 2 are to be in vault A. Version 3 is to go to vault B and
version 4 is to return to vault A. The first 100 versions of a data set may have vault location control. All versions
after 100 will be kept in vault A. If a version is specified, the version will be moved to the vault specified.

WORK
indicates whether this data set is to be processed as a work data set. Enter YES to enable work processing, or
NO to disable work processing. This is an optional parameter.

Examples:

1.  ALTER 'SALESTRANS' NGEN=3 LENgth=S CLOSE=UNL

2.  ALTER 'PAYMAST' VERS=1 LOCK

3.  ALTER 'AR SUSPENSE' EXPdate=EX+14 VOLser=(486)

4.  ALTER 'AP DAILY' WORK=NO PED=**/31/** PEDCYC=3

5.  ALTER 'CUSTMAST' PASSword='CUSTOMER' NEWPSWD=''

6.  ALTER 'EOM.TRANS.FILE' ALLoc=(POOL01,TRK,39,19,3)

7.  ALTER 'FIXED.FILE'     PRIme=(0,SYSRES,ABS,1938,57)
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Example 1 sets to 3 the number of generations to be retained for SALESTRANS. It also sets the length code to short and
forces the data set to be rewound and unloaded at close.

Example 2 locks Version 1 of PAYMAST so that it cannot be read.

Example 3 adds 14 days to the expiration date of AR SUSPENSE on volume 486.

Example 4 changes AP DAILY from a work file to one using automatic as-of-date control and retaining 3 AOD versions.

Example 5 removes the password from CUSTMAST.

Example 6 changes the disk allocation specified for EOM.TRANS.FILE to a primary allocation of 38 tracks, on volser
POOL01, and three secondary allocations of 19 tracks each.

Example 7 informs the catalog that the actual location of FIXED.FILE has changed and now begins on volser SYSRES at
track 1938 for 57 tracks.

Usage Note:

Two asterisks (**) may be substituted for any or all of the date fields. When Dynam/T encounters the asterisks it will
replace them with that field from the job date (temporary COMREG date for VSE users). For example: **/31/** would be
changed to 05/31/90 for each version of the data set created in May of 1990.

Modifying Tape Volume Status

To modify the status of tape volumes, use the following format:

       |         [SCRatch={YES|NO} ]

       |         [SERvice={IN|OUT} ]

ALTER  |  volser [OWner={cc|NO}    ]

       |         [LENgth={cc|NO}   ]

       |         [CLean={nnn|YES}  ]

       |         [DENsity={cccc|NO}]

volser
identifies the volume serial number of the tape whose status is to be changed. This parameter is mutually
exclusive with the 'data set name' and SKNAME parameters. Enter a 1 to 6-character volume serial number. This
is a required, positional parameter.

SCRatch
is an optional parameter, valid only if the Dynam/TLMS interface is active. Enter YES to change the scratch
indicator for a Dynam/TLMS active tape to scratch status, or NO to change a the tape from scratch to active
status.

SERvice
is an optional parameter valid only if the Dynam/TLMS interface is active. Modifies the status of the volume's
service indicator. Specify IN to change the service indicator to in-service, or OUT to change the indicator to out-of-
service.

NOTE
An out-of-service tape is not allowed for output use. If an in-service tape is read as input, the service
indicator is automatically changed to in-service status.

OWner
modifies the volume's ownership code. Specify a 1 or 2-character ownership code, or NO to remove the code.
This parameter is optional.
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LENgth
changes the length specification for the volume. This is an optional parameter. Specify NO to remove the length
specification, or one of the following to change the length.
XS

extra short
S

short
MS

medium short
M

medium
ML

medium long
L

long
CLean

specifies the maximum number of tape errors to be allowed for this volume before Dynam/T flags it to be cleaned.
This is a cumulative total that is retained in the Catalog until the tape is reinitialized. Specify a 1 to 3-digit number
to be used as the maximum, or YES to indicate that the tape has been cleaned the error counter in the volume
record is reset. Specify YES if the volume has been cleaned, but not reinitialized. This parameter is optional.

DENsity
indicates the recording density for the tape. Specify NO to remove the density specification, or one of the following
values:
800

for 800 BPI
1600

for 1600 BPI
6250

for 6250 BPI
CART

for tape cartridge (3480)

Modifying Sort Key Records

To modify the characteristics of sort key entries, the following operands apply to the ALTER command:

ALTER |  SKNAME='skname' [FIELDS=(s1,l1,t1,m1,s2,l2,t2,m2,...)         ]

      |                  [FORMAT={CH|BI|ZD|PD|FI|FL|CSL|CTO|CST|CLO|AQ}]

      |                  [RECFM={F|V}                                  ]

      |                  [LRECL=nnnnn                                  ]

SKNAME
is an optional parameter which is used to specify the sort key record name to be altered. This parameter is
mutually exclusive with the data set name and volser parameters of the ALTER function. Specify a 1 to 8-
character sort key name, enclosed in apostrophes.

FIELDS=(s1,l1,t1,m1,s2,l2,t2,m2,. . .)
specifies the control information for the sort key record defined by the SKNAME parameter. SKNAME must be
specified in order to use this parameter. Valid entries are as follows:
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sn
is the control field position relative to the beginning of the record.

ln
is the control field length.

tn
is the control field data format (same as FORMAT parameter).

mn
is either A for ascending, or D for descending.

FORMAT
is an optional parameter which specifies the format of the data in the sort key field(s) defined by the SKNAME
parameter. Valid entry is one of the data types acceptable to SRAM or Sort, as follows:
CH

Character
BI

Binary
ZD

Zoned Decimal
PD

Packed Decimal
FI

Fixed Point
FL

Floating Point
CSL

Numeric, Separate Leading Sign
CTO

Numeric, Trailing Overpunch Sign
CST

Numeric, Separate Trailing Sign
CLO

Numeric, Leading Overpunch Sign
AQ

Alternate Collating Sequence
RECFM

is an optional parameter which specifies the record format of the records to be sorted using the sort key
information defined by SKNAME. Specify one of the following:
F - Fixed-length records
V - Variable-length records.
If used without the SKNAME parameter, RECFM specifies the filetype to Dynam/FI.

LRECL
is an optional parameter used to specify the logical record length of the sort key name. Specify a 1 to 5-digit
numeric, in the range 0-32767.
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BACKUP Function

The BACKUP function of DYNCAT is used to write the contents of the Dynam/T catalog to tape for security purposes and
to logically verify the integrity of the catalog so that if an error has occurred, steps may be taken immediately to correct it.
BACKUP may be run in two modes, a normal BACKUP, which uses the catalog directory for optimum performance, and a
BACKUP RECOVER which reads the catalog sequentially without accessing the directory. BACKUP RECOVER may be
used to recover the contents of the catalog if the directory has been damaged.

The tape created by BACKUP may be used for both RESTORE (physical restore) and RESTORE REORG (logical
reorganizing restore). The tape created by BACKUP RECOVER may only be used to perform RESTORE REORG, since it
does not contain a reliable index.

When the BACKUP function is executed, the Dynam/T catalog is enqueued as soon as the tape file has been opened and
is not dequeued until the BACKUP function is complete.

If the BACKUP tape file is a controlled data set, the most current version will not be a part of the data dumped to the
BACKUP tape. If this tape is later restored with the RESTORE command, the volume containing the BACKUP will appear
in the catalog as OPENED BUT NOT CLOSED It is the user's responsibility to manually catalog this tape if the backup
tape is used for a restore. DYNCAT ALTER/DEFINE CATOPEN=yes may be used for this purpose.

If the backup is restored with the RESTORE REORG command and CATOPEN=yes was not specified, the volume
containing the backup will appear in the catalog as scratched and the version will be deleted.

If errors are encountered during the course of the BACKUP, messages will be issued describing the nature of the error.
The printed output from the BACKUP should be reviewed daily to assure that the catalog is intact. In the event an error
has been noted, the BACKUP RECOVER function should be run to assure that no data sets are lost due to directory
errors, then the RESTORE REORG function of DYNCAT may be used to rebuild the catalog, correcting the error.

The BACKUP function uses the ddname IJSYSBK for the BACKUP tape file. For CMS/DOS users, the logical unit used is
SYS006.

The BACKUP function should be performed at least once each day, immediately prior to the SCRATCH function. It must
be performed when Dynam/T is quiesced and when all other VSE partitions are idle or not running any jobs which use
files under Dynam/T catalog control.

If any kind of error or problem is suspected with the catalog, the first step which should be taken, before any other
recovery is attempted, is a BACKUP of the catalog. In most cases, a BACKUP, RESTORE REORG, and SCRATCH
function will correct any errors which may occur. If it is necessary to run BACKUP RECOVER, the tape containing the
original BACKUP file which produced the error should be retained for analysis.

DYNCAT BACKUP/RESTORE Reports

In order to provide more detailed and meaningful information about the internal status of the catalog, BACKUP and
RESTORE REORG will produce reports of the number of records of each type in the catalog whenever they are run.
These reports should be retained for the normal cycle of backup tapes, so that if questions arise, they will be available.
The report shows the physical count, logical count, and difference between the two for each record type, as well as the
number of tape blocks of each type on the backup tape. There will always be a difference between the physical and
logical counts for most record types, since only the data records (DBRs,VBRs, and so on) are restored directly; most of
the linkage and control records in the catalog (DIRs, VIRs, etc.) are rebuilt by RESTORE REORG.

BACKUP  |  [RECOVER]

RECOVER
specifies that only a logical backup of the catalog is to be performed.

Usage Notes:
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• An example of an EXEC which backs up the Dynam/T catalog to a controlled data set is provided in . Special Usage
Considerations.

• The tape must be attached to the user issuing the BACKUP command as VDEV 181. It can be attached via DYNOPEN
or DYNATT.

DEFINE Function

The DEFINE function of DYNCAT is used to define new entities of various types in the Dynam/B catalog. There are two
different types of information you can define, depending upon the positional operand you supply.

To Define Command Required Operand
characteristics of tape and
disk files

DEFINE 'data set name'

characteristics of sort key
entries

DEFINE SKNAME='skname'

Defining Tape and Disk Characteristics

To define the characteristics of tape and disk files, use the following information.

        |                  [BLKSZ={nnnnn|OPTimize|'OPT,nnnnn'}          ]

        |                  [CATOPEN={YES|NO}                            ]

        |                  [CLOSE={NORWD|RWD|UNL}                       ]

        |                  [OPEN={NORWD|RWD}                            ]

DEFINE  |  'data set name' [COMment='text'                              ]

        |                  [CIMSG='text,r'                              ]

        |                  [OIMSG='text,r'                              ]

        |                  [COMSG='text,r'                              ]

        |                  [OOMSG='text,r'                              ]

        |                  [DEFvlt=c                                    ]

        |                  [DENsity={cccc|NO}                           ]

        |                  [DISKOPT=[options]                           ]

        |                  [DYNAMFI={YES|NO}                            ]

        |                  [EXPdate={date|RETAIN|PERM}                  ]

        |                  [FIOPT=( [AUDIT          ])                  ]

        |                  [        [VERIFY         ]                   ]

        |                  [        [NOCNTRL        ]                   ]

        |                  [        [NOTM           ]                   ]

        |                  [        [NOTRUNC        ]                   ]

        |                  [        [SB|DB          ]                   ]

        |                  [        [SL|UL          ]                   ]

        |                  [        [RELEASE|NORELSE]                   ]

        |                  [FILETYPE={SD|IS|DA}                         ]

        |                  [ALLoc=(volser,unit,q1,q2,q3,SYSnnn)         ]

DEFINE  |  'data set name' [PRIme=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)   ]

cont'd  |                  [MINDEX=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)           ]

        |                  [INdex=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)            ]

        |                  [OVRfl=(volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)            ]

        |                  [LENgth={XS|S|MS|M|ML|L|NO}                  ]

        |                  [LRECL=nnnnn                                 ]
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        |                  [MF=AUTO                                     ]

        |                  [MODEL='data set name'                       ]

        |                  [NGEN=nnn                                    ]

        |                  [NOACC=nnnn                                  ]

        |                  [OWner=cc                                    ]

        |                  [PASSword='password'                         ]

        |                  [PED=date                                    ]

        |                  [PEDCYC=nnn                                  ]

        |                  [PrevFile='data set name'                    ]

        |                  [RECFM={F|FB|V|VB|U}                         ]

        |                  [RETain=nnnn                                 ]

        |                  [ROBOT={YES|NO}                              ]

        |                  [SYsid=cc                                    ]

        |                  [{TAPE|DISK|FI}                              ]

        |                  [TAPEopt= [AUTOSCR]                          ]

        |                  [         [DROP   ]                          ]

        |                  [         [HOLD   ]                          ]

        |                  [         [NOLABEL]                          ]

        |                  [         [MODIFY ]                          ]

        |                  [         [RELEASE]                          ]

        |                  [         [ROTATE ]                          ]

        |                  [USerid=cc                                   ]

        |                  [VLTLoc=(a,b,c,...z)                         ]

        |                   WORK={YES|NO}

data set name
is an optional, positional parameter that specifies the data set name. Valid entry is:

• 1 to 17 characters enclosed in apostrophes for TAPE or FI.
• 1 to 44 characters enclosed in apostrophes for DISK.

ALLoc=(volser,unit,q1,q2,q3,SYSnnn)
defines the new allocation characteristics of a disk data set, if it is to be allocated by the Dynam/D component.
Where:
volser

is the volume serial number upon which the extent is to reside. This may be either a real, virtual (pool),
or generic volser. If not specified, the default is ******, which indicates that any volser may be used for
allocation of the file.

unit
is the unit of allocation for the extent, one of TRK (tracks), CYL (cylinders), BLK (FBA blocks), RCD
(number of records). If not specified, TRK is the default.

q1
is the number of units to allocate for primary allocation, 1-999999. If not specified, 1 is the default.

q2
is the number of units to allocate for each secondary allocation, 1-999999. If not specified, the default is
0. Zero must be specified to activate automatic secondary allocation for the data set, if generated in the
DYNAMD macro.

q3
is the number of secondary allocations to perform, 1-255. If not specified, and if q2 is not present, the
default is 0. If not specified and if q2 is greater than zero, the default is 1.
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SYSnnn
is the logical unit to use for the extent(s) generated, if none was specified in the DTF. None is included if
not specified.

NOTE
All of the characteristics of the allocation information are replaced when an ALTER is
processed. Complete ALLOC information must be entered on the command. The ALLOC
parameter may not be used for ISAM files. For ISAM, the PRIME, INDEX, MINDEX, and OVRFL
parameters must be used. The parameters provided within the parentheses for ALLOC, PRIME,
MINDEX, INDEX, and OVRFL are positional; that is, substitute a comma if you omit one, unless
the comma would immediately precede the closing parenthesis.

BLKSZ
specifies the block size of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, the DTF for the
file will be modified to the value specified. Enter a 1 to 5-digit numeric value, in the range 0-32767, OPTimize, or
'OPT,nnnnn' (within apostrophes).
When optimal blocking (OPT) is specified, Dynam/FI will calculate the optimum block size for the physical
device on which the file is being created. The catalog is updated when the file is closed for output to record the
actual block size used for the file. When the file is opened for input, FI must use this value to build the input DTF
correctly.

CATOPEN
indicates whether newly opened output versions of this data set are to be marked as valid versions, so that they
may be cataloged at OPEN. This will ensure that the version being created will always be considered a good
version even if it is never closed. Specify YES to enable CATOPEN or NO to disable it. This parameter is optional.

CLOSE
changes the rewind option set by the Dynam/T component in the DCB/DTF for CLOSE. Specify NORWD to
suppress rewinding of the tape, RWD to force rewind, UNL to force rewind and unload the tape, or NO to remove
the CLOSE option. This parameter is optional.

CIMSG=
optional parameters used to change the user-specified messages for the data set. These messages will be issued
at Open Input (OIMSG=), Open Output (OOMSG=), Close Input (CIMSG=), and/or Close Output (COMSG=) for
the data set, as specified, and will be directed to the service machine console and/or to the user's virtual machine
console, as indicated by the routing code. The routing codes are as follows:
C

the service machine console (VM) or the VSE console (VSE)
P

the user's virtual machine console (VM) or the printer (VSE)
B

both the service machine and the user's consoles (VM) or both the VSE console and the printer (VSE)
Enter up to 70 alphanumeric characters of message text, and a single character routing code, separated by
a comma and enclosed in apostrophes. For example, OIMSG='MY MESSAGE,C'. Specify NO to remove the
message. This facility is limited to tape data sets when used with Dynam.

COMment
is used to change the comment field associated with this data set. Enter up to 100 alphanumeric characters,
enclosed in apostrophes. This parameter is optional.

COMSG
see CIMSG, for a detailed description.

DEFvlt
is used to change the default vault location for any version of data set not specified by VLTLOC parameter. Enter
an alphabetic character (A-Z). If omitted, vault A (the main vault) will be assumed.
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DENsity
is used to change the default recording density for the data set. This is an optional parameter. Valid entries are:
800

for 800 BPI
1600

for 1600 BPI
6250

for 6250 BPI
CART

for tape cartridge (3480)
NO

to remove tape density value
DISK

is used to specify that the data set is to be used only as a disk data set, under the control of Dynam/D. It is not
eligible for dynamic device switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

DISKOPT
is used to modify one or more of the processing options specified for the disk data set when it is processed under
the control of the Dynam/D component. For an explanation of the effect of each of the various options, see the
Dynam/D section of the Dynam/B VSE User Guide.
Valid entries are: A, B, D, E, F, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, S, T, W, X, or NA. Enclose options in parentheses, separated by
commas or blanks. Specify NO to remove all options.

DYNAMFI
indicates whether the data set is to be eligible for modification by Dynam/FI. Specify NO to disable all modification
of the DTF for the data set by Dynam/FI, regardless of other parameters which may have been specified. NO is
the default.

EXPdate
changes the expiration date for this data set. Enter the new date, using one of the following formats:
mm/dd/yy dd/mm/yy yyddd
mm/dd/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy yyyyddd
For European formats (dd/mm/yy), be sure to assemble the DYNAM macro with DATE=DDMM. All 21st century
dates must be indicated using the yyyy format.
Enter RETAIN to set the expiration date to 2099365, or enter PERM to set the expiration date to 2099366. Specify
RT+nnn to produce a new expiration date, by adding nnn days to the current expiration date. Specify CD+nnn to
produce a new expiration date by adding nnn days to the creation date. Both RT+ and CD+ are valid only when
modifying a version.

FI
is used to specify that the data set is to be used as either a tape or disk data set and is eligible for dynamic device
switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

NOTE
TAPE, DISK, and FI are mutually exclusive parameters. DYNCAT ALTER may be used to switch
between them for a file, if desired. If not specified, TAPE is the default.

FILETYPE
is used to modify the type of label record to be built by the Dynam/D component when the disk file is opened.
Enter a 2-character value, which indicates the label type. IS for ISAM, DA for direct access, or SD for sequential
disk. SD is the default.
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FIOPT
changes the processing options of the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, they will be
affected. Valid entries are:
AUDIT

perform Dynam/FI AUDIT recording for this file, even though no other characteristics of the file have
been modified. This function may be used, either from the catalog or as a Dynam/FI DLBL/TLBL option to
cause audit information to be recorded about selective files.

VERIFY
verify output by reading the disk record just written. This operates by enabling the verify option in the
user's DTF.

NOCNTRL
ignore CNTRL requests for this file (see the IBM VSE/AF Application Programming Macro Reference
manual for details of the CNTRL macro).

NOTM
modify the DTF so as not to write a tape mark at close.

NOTRUNC
ignore TRUNC requests for this file (see the IBM VSE/AF Application Programming Macro Reference
manual for details of the TRUNC macro).

SB
single buffering desired. This operand is applicable to disk or tape files.

DB
double buffering desired. This operand is applicable to disk or tape files.

SL
modify the DTF to provide for standard label processing for tapes.

UL
modify the DTF to provide unlabeled processing for tapes.

RELEASE
release the logical assignment when the disk or tape file is closed.

NORELSE
do not release the logical assignment when the disk or tape file is closed.

NO
removes all options.

INdex=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
defines the allocation characteristics of the index extent to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set if it is to be
allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation (except for the
sequence option).

LENgth
changes the length specification for the data set. This parameter is optional. Enter NO to remove the length
specification, or one of the following:
XS

extra short
S

short
MS

medium short
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M
medium

ML
medium long

L
long

LRECL
specifies the logical record length of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If specified, and Dynam/FI is active, the
DTF for the file will be modified to the value specified. For further information on the effect of this parameter, see
the Dynam/FI section of the Dynam/B VSE User Guide Enter a 1 to 5-digit numeric value, in the range 0-32767.

MF
specifies that the data set is to be an automatic multi-file data set.
AUTO

indicates that the data set is an automatic multi-file data set.
MINdex=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)

defines the allocation characteristics of the master index extent to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set if it is
to be allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation (except
for the sequence option).

MODEL
copies a data set definition. The new data set will be defined with the same attributes as the specified model data
set. Enter a 1 to 44-character data set name, enclosed in apostrophes.

NOTE
If you use this operand, do not specify any other operands of the DEFINE command.

OVRfl=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
defines the allocation characteristics of the independent overflow to be generated for the (ISAM) disk data set
if it is to be allocated by the Dynam/D component. Valid entries are the same as for the PRIME data allocation
(except for the sequence option).

NGEN
is an optional parameter that changes the number of generations to be saved for this data set. Enter a 1 to 3-digit
number, in the range 0-255, for a TAPE data set. Enter a 1 or 2-digit number, in the range 1-98, for a DISK data
set. See the DYNCAT DEFINE command for further discussion of the implications of the NGEN parameter for
TAPE and DISK data sets.

NOACC
specifies the number of days a version is to be retained after the last access, before it becomes eligible for
scratch. Enter a 1 to 4-digit number, in the range 1-9999. This parameter is optional.

OIMSG
see CIMSG, for a complete description.

OOMSG
see CIMSG, for a complete description.

OPEN
changes the rewind option set by the Dynam/T component in the DCB/DTF for OPEN. Specify NORWD to
suppress rewinding of the tape, RWD to force rewind, or NO to remove the OPEN options. This parameter is
optional.

OWner
is an optional parameter that changes the ownership code for this data set. Enter a 1 or 2-digit character code.
NO removes the owner value.
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PASSword
specifies the password required to perform maintenance on the data set. Enter the 1 to 8-character password,
enclosed in apostrophes.
This parameter should be specified only if a password has been defined for the data set.

PED
is used to change the as-of date for the data set or version. Specify a date, in the form mm/dd/yy, or dd/mm/yy.
Enter NO to remove the as-of date. This is an optional parameter.
No validation is done on the eight bytes specified for period ending date. Dates are normally used, but this field
may also be used to store eight bytes of user information about the version, if desired. If a period ending date field
contains non-blank characters, or a date different from the creation date, the contents of the field will be printed
on applicable reports. When used for a data set with PEDCYC=0, the PED field becomes simply a user comment
field associated with each version.

PEDCYC
is used to change the number of versions of this data set being retained by period ending date. Specify a 1 to 3-
digit integer value, in the range 0-255. Zero (0) indicates the PED field is a comment. This parameter is optional.

Prevfile
indicates the previous filename when defining a multi-file data set. Specify a 1 to 17 character data set name,
enclosed in apostrophes.

PRIme=(sequence,volser,unit,q1,q2,SYSnnn)
modifies the characteristics of a particular prime data extent to be generated for a disk data set, if it is to be
allocated by the Dynam/D component. Where:
sequence

is the extent sequence number to be modified by ALTER. The sequence must be a number between 0
and 255.

volser
is the volume serial number upon which the extent resides. This may be either a real, virtual (pool), or
generic volser.

unit
is the unit of allocation for the extent, one of TRK (tracks), CYL (cylinders), BLK (FBA blocks), RCD
(number of records), or ABS (absolute quantity, indicating fixed extent file). Applies to sequential files
only; for non-sequential files (DA, ISAM), the unit will always be treated as tracks.

q1
is the number of units to allocate for primary allocation, 1-999999. If unit was specified as ABS, specifies
the beginning location of extent.

q2
is the number of tracks or blocks if unit was specified as ABS. Not valid unless ABS is specified.

SYSnnn
is the logical unit to use for the extent(s) generated if none was specified in the DTF.

RECFM
specifies the record format of the file to the Dynam/FI component. If present, and Dynam/FI is active, the DTF for
the file will be modified to the value specified. Valid entries are:
F

Fixed-length
FB

Fixed Blocked
V

Variable-length
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VB
Variable Blocked

U
Undefined records

NO
To remove the RECFM specification

RETain
changes the number of days retention used to calculate the expiration date for this data set. Enter a 1 to 4-digit
number, in the range 0-9999 or NO to remove the retention value. This parameter is optional.

ROBOT
indicates if the data set can be written to a tape controlled by the Memorex or STK robot devices.

SYsid
is used to change the system ID field. Enter a 2-character ID to be used for reporting purposes, or NO to remove
the system ID. This parameter is optional.

TAPE
is used to indicate that the data set is to be used only as a tape data set, under the control of Dynam/T. It is not
eligible for dynamic device switching under Dynam/T for VSE.

TAPEopt
changes the default processing options performed during OPEN and CLOSE functions by the Dynam/T
component. Enclose options in parentheses, separated by commas or blanks. Valid options are:
AUTOSCR

causes Dynam/T to analyze this data set for versions eligible to be scratched at every close for output.
Valid only for single file tape data sets, the processing of this option is also dependent upon the setting
of the AUTOSCR parameter in the DYNAMT macro. If specified, the CADT864 message will be issued
whenever a version is scratched due to AUTOSCR. NOAUTOSC defeats this option.

RELEASE
to cause a WORK data set to be scratched at CLOSE. This parameter is only valid for data sets specified
as WORK=YES. NORELSE defeats this option.

ROTATE
causes Dynam/T to process tapes within this data set in a cyclical fashion, so that the newest output
version will be written over the oldest version of the data set, if the number of versions specified by the
NGEN parameter for the data set is filled. All expiration and retention criteria are ignored when rotating.
That is, even if EXPDATE=PERM, the oldest version will be scratched. Note that ROTATE cannot be
used with multi-file data sets. NOROTATE defeats this option.

DROP
to force the Dynam/T for VSE DROP option at CLOSE. NODROP defeats this option.

HOLD
to force the Dynam/T for VSE HOLD option at CLOSE. NOHOLD defeats this option.

NOLABEL
causes Dynam/T to process tapes within this data set as UNLABELED. LABEL defeats this option.

MODIFY
to force the Dynam/T for VSE MODIFY option at OPEN. NOMODIFY defeats this option.

NO
removes all options.
The VSE-only options for OPEN and CLOSE (HOLD, DROP, and MODIFY) would usually be specified on
the TLBL, not in the catalog as data set attributes. For an explanation of the effect of these options, see
the  Dynam/T for VSE User Guide.
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USerid
changes the user ID field. Enter a 2-character ID to be used for reporting purposes, or NO to remove the user ID.
This is an optional parameter.

VLTLoc
changes the vault location for each version fo the data set. Specify from 1 to 100 alphabetic characters, enclosed
in parentheses and separated by commas. Each character represents a vault location. Its relative position in the
string represents the generation of the data set that is to be in that vault. This parameter is optional.
For example, (A,A,B,A) specifies that versions 1 and 2 are to be in vault A. Version 3 is to go to vault B and
version 4 is to return to vault A. The first 100 versions of a data set may have vault location control. All versions
after 100 will be kept in vault A. If a version is specified, the version will be moved to the vault specified.

WORK
indicates whether this data set is to be processed as a work data set. Enter YES to enable work processing, or
NO to disable work processing. This is an optional parameter.

Examples:

DEFINE 'MULTI-FILE1'  NGEN=3  DENSITY=D0

DEFINE 'MULTI-FILE2'  PREVFILE='MULTI-FILE1'

DEFINE 'MULTI-FILE3'  PREVFILE='MULTI-FILE2'

DEFINE 'BACKUP'  NGEN=5  VLTLoc=(A,C,C,)  DEFVLT=A

DEFINE 'PRBACKUP'  RETAIN=180  CLOSE=UNL                         +

        PASSWORD='PROTECT'  SYSID=PR  LENGTH=L

DEFINE 'EDIT BATCHES ***'  MF=AUTO  COMMENT='PROTOTYPE AMF DSN'

DEF 'BG.CPU-A.WORK1' ALLOC=(POOL01,TRK,57,19,3) DISK

DEF 'F1.CPU-A.WORK'  ALLOC=(POOL01,TRK,57,19,3) DISK

DEF SKNAME='PAY220KY' FIELDS=(20,14,CH,A) RECFM=F LRECL=150

DEF 'FICHE.FILE' TAPE BLKSZ=12100 SL FB DB NOCNTRL NGEN=2

DEF 'MASTER.PAYROLL' DISK PRIME=(0,PAY001,ABS,1900,1900,SYS099)  +

                          PRIME=(1,PAY002,ABS,1900,1900,SYS098)  +

                          PRIME=(2,PAY003,ABS,1900,1900,SYS097)

In the above examples, lines 1-3 define a three data set multi-file set. The define statement for MULTI-FILE1 establishes
the characteristics for the entire set while MULTI-FILE2 and MULTI-FILE3 are chained to it with the PREVFILE operand.

Line 4 defines a data set BACKUP that is to have 5 generations. Version 1 is to be in vault A. Versions 2 and 3 are to be in
vault C, Versions 4 and 5 default back to vault A.

Line 5 defines PRBACKUP that is to be retained for 180 days. Whenever the file is closed, it is to be unloaded. To perform
maintenance on the data set, the password PROTECT must be supplied. It is to have a system ID of PR and is to be
written on a long tape. Note the continuation of this DEFINE statement onto line 6 by placing a non-blank character in
column 72 and continuing the operands on the next statement.

Line 7 defines EDIT BATCHES*** as an automatic multi-file data set.

Lines 8 and 9 define the DASD work files for BG and F1 to be used in conjunction with the partition and CPU-independent
data set name feature of Dynam/D. The files are to be allocated in the POOL01 pool with a primary allocation of 57 tracks
and up to 3 secondary allocations of 19 tracks each.

Line 10 defines a sort key record in the catalog, with a name of PAY220KY. The sort key to be used is as indicated. This
information may be used by either Sort or Dynam/FI for automatic sorting through the SRAM interface.

Line 11 defines a catalog entry with information to be used by Dynam when processing FICHE.FILE. Dynam/FI will modify
the DTF to a tape DTF and reblock it as indicated; double buffering will be used, and Dynam/T will control the tape,
retaining 2 generations. Any CNTRL macros issued by the original program will be ignored.
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Line 12 defines to the catalog an existing file MASTER.PAYROLL which is a fixed extent file consisting of 3 extents on
three volumes, as indicated.

Usage Note:

Two asterisks (**) may be substituted for any or all of the data fields. When Dynam/T encounters the asterisks it will
replace them with that field from the job date (temporary COMREG date for DOS users). For example: **/31/** would be
changed to 05/31/90 for each version of the data set created in May of 1990.

Defining Sort Key Records

To define the characteristics of sort key entries, the following operands apply to the DEFINE command.

        |                  [FIELDS=(s1,l1,t1,m1,s2,l2,t2,m2,...)         ]

DEFINE  |  SKNAME='skname' [FORMAT={CH|BI|ZD|PD|FI|FL|CSL|CTO|CST|CLO|AQ}]

        |                  [LRECL=nnnnn                                  ]

        |                  [RECFM={F|V}                                  ]

SKNAME
is an optional parameter, used to specify the sort key record name to be defined. This parameter is mutually
exclusive with the data set name parameter. Enter a 1 to 8-character sort key name.

FIELDS
specifies the control information for the sort key record defined by the SKNAME parameter. Entries are as follows:
sn

control field position relative to the beginning of the record.
ln

control field length.
tn

control field data format (same as FORMAT parameter).
mn

A for ascending, or D for descending.
FORMAT

specifies the format of the data in the sort key field defined by the SKNAME parameter. Valid entry is one of the
data types acceptable to SRAM or to Sort:
CH

Character
BI

Binary
ZD

Zoned Decimal
PD

Packed Decimal
FI

Fixed Point
FL

Floating Point
CSL

Numeric, Separate Leading Sign
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CTO
Numeric, Trailing Overpunch Sign

CST
Numeric, Separate Trailing Sign

CLO
Numeric, Leading Overpunch Sign

AQ
Alternate Collating Sequence

LRECL
is used to specify the logical record length of the sort key name. Specify a 1 to 5-digit value, in the range 1-32767.

RECFM
specifies the record format of the records to be sorted using the sort key information defined by SKNAME. Enter F
for fixed-length records, or V for variable-length records. The default is F.

DELETE Function

The DELETE function of DYNCAT is used to remove records from the Dynam catalog. Various types of records may be
removed to achieve various results. Entire data sets may be deleted, one or more versions of a data set may be deleted,
volume serial numbers may be deleted, and sort key records may be deleted. Deleting a version of a data set will result in
all of its associated tape volumes being returned to SCRATCH status.

You can control the scope of record deletion by using one of the following positional operands:

To Delete Entries For Command Required Operand
one or all versions of a data
set

DELETE 'data set name'

a volume DELETE VOLser=xxxxxx
a sort key name DELETE SKNAME-'skname'

Deleting Data Set Records

To delete data set records, provide the following information:

DELETE |  'data set name' [{ALL|VERsion=nnn|GDSid=nn|VOLser=xxxxxx}]

       |                  [PASSword= 'password'                    ]

data set name
is an optional, positional parameter used to specify the data set name to be deleted or from which a version is to
be deleted. Specify a 1 to 44-character data set name, enclosed in apostrophes.

ALL
is used in conjunction with the data set name to delete an entire data set from the catalog and return all
associated tape volumes to SCRATCH status. Existing disk generations will not be affected; that is, no VTOC
entries will be removed, but the data set will no longer exist in the Dynam catalog.

VERsion
specifies the generation to be deleted. Either the version number, volume serial number, or GDSID parameter
must be present when deleting a specific generation. When a generation is deleted, its associated tape volumes
become SCRATCH tapes immediately. Enter a 1 to 3-digit number in the range 1-255.
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GDSid
specifies the generation data set ID of the disk data set to be deleted (for Dynam/D-controlled disks only). The
GDSID, serial number or version number must be present when deleting a specific generation. Specify a 1 or 2-
digit numeric generation ID, in the range 1-99.
When a generation of a Dynam/D-controlled disk data set is deleted, the generation record is removed from
the catalog, but the file continues to exist on its disk volume until it is removed from the VTOC by other means.
Deleting a disk generation does not affect the next GDSID to be used by Dynam/D when the file is opened for
output. The ALTER function may be used to modify this value, if desired.

VOLser
specifies the first or only volume of a tape data set generation to be deleted. Either the volume serial number,
version number, or GDSID must be present when deleting a specific generation. This parameter, if used without
the data set name, will delete the volume serial number record from the catalog altogether, if the volume is
currently in SCRATCH status. Specify a 1 to 6-character volume serial number.

PASSword
is used to specify the password required to delete the data set, or a version of the data set. Specify a 1 to 8-
character, alphabetic password, enclosed in apostrophes.
This operand is only required if a password was defined to the data set.

Deleting Volume Records

To delete volume records, provide the following information:

DELETE  |  VOLser=xxxxxx [EXTERNAL={NO|YES}]

VOLser
specifies the first or only volume of the tape data set generation to be deleted. Either the volume serial number,
version number, or GDSID must be present when deleting a specific generation. This parameter, if used without
the data set name, will delete the volume serial number record from the catalog altogether, if the volume is
currently in SCRATCH status. Specify a 1 to 6-character volume serial number.

EXTERNAL
indicates whether the volume is externally owned that is, owned by another system. To delete an externally owned
volume, specify YES. The default is NO.
Information about the deletion of the externally owned volume is not passed to the external system. It is the
responsibility of the owning system to maintain its own volumes. However, information about Dynam/T VM owned
volumes is passed to the other system.

Deleting Sort Key Records

To delete sort key records, provide the following information:

DELETE  |  SKNAME='skname'

SKNAME
indicates that the sort key record named is to be deleted. Specify a 1 to 8-character sort key name, enclosed in
apostrophes.

Examples:

DELETE 'OLD TRANS' VER=3

DELETE 'SORTED AR' VOL=(1766)

DELETE VOLSER=(1766)

DELETE 'TEST FILE' ALL
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DELETE VOLSER=333333 EXTERNAL=YES

In the above example, line 1 scratches the volume that contains Version 3 of data set OLD TRANS. The volume serial
number is unknown.

Line 2 deletes the version of SORTED AR on volume 1766, and returns 1766 to SCRATCH status. If the SORTED AR
version contains multiple volumes, all will be scratched.

Line 3 deletes 1766 from the catalog.

Line 4 deletes the data set TEST FILE from the catalog and returns all of the tapes associated to the scratch pool.

Line 5 deletes the externally owned volume 333333.

Usage Note:

The DELETE function is effective immediately.

DEQUEUE Function

The DEQUEUE function of DYNCAT is used in a multi-CPU environment to release a catalog lockout condition. This
condition can occur if the DYNCAT program is canceled while updating the catalog.

DEQUEUE  |

Usage Note:

Before using the DEQUEUE function, assure that no catalog update is actually in progress in any partition in any system.
If the catalog is enqueued by a looping program, cancel the program before issuing the DEQUEUE command.

END Function

The END command is used to terminate the TDYNUTL program.

END  |

INITIAL Function

The INITIAL function of DYNCAT is used to format the CAICATL catalog file.

INITIAL | [ID='text'             ]

        | [PASSword='password'   ]

        | [SHARE={YES|NO|VSELOCK}]

        | [DATAsets=nnnnnn       ]

        | [SORTkeys=nnnnnn       ]

        | [VOLumes=nnnnnn        ]

ID
is used to establish a catalog owner ID for all tapes associated with a particular Dynam catalog. The owner ID is
placed in the VOL1 label of the tapes belonging to the catalog. Any tape that does not have a matching owner
ID will not be recognized during AVR, if catalog checking is specified in the DYNAMT macro. Enter a 1 to 16-
character ID, enclosed in apostrophes.
It is possible to establish a catalog owner ID that will be written on all output tapes but not checked by AVR. To do
this, specify CATCHK=NO in the DYNAMT macro and code the id= operand when initializing the catalog. Once all
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tapes have the owner ID in the VOL1 label, the checking feature may be turned on by regenerating DYNAMT with
CATCHK=YES. If no ID is specified, a default of Dynam/T will be used.
If you have used the catalog ownership feature on earlier releases of Dynam/T and wish to continue using it, you
must ensure that the first 10 characters of the ownership codes are the same between the two releases. If they
are not, AVR will not recognize the tapes.

PASSword
specifies the password required to update the catalog from the online interface (DYNT). Enter a 1 to 8-character
password, enclosed in apostrophes.

SHARE
is used to indicate that the catalog file will be shared by multiple systems. Specify YES to shared the catalog file,
or NO to not share the catalog file. (The VSELOCK option is unsupported in VM, and is equivalent to specifying
NO.) NO is the default.

DATASETS
indicates the number of data sets to be contained in the catalog. This value should be chosen carefully, since it
helps determine the amount of space in the catalog reserved for index area. Specify a 1 to 6-digit number. If no
value is specified, the default is 250.

SORTKEYS
is used to specify the number of sort key records which the catalog will contain. This value should be chosen
carefully, since it helps determine the amount of space in the catalog reserved for index area. Specify a 1 to 6-
digit number. If no value is specified, the default is 0.

VOLUMES
is used to specify the number of volume serial numbers which the catalog will contain. This value should be
chosen carefully, since it helps determine the amount of space in the catalog reserved for index area. Specify a 1
to 6-digit number. If not value is specified, the default is 1000.

Examples:

INITIAL id='PRODUCTION CATLG' PASS='SECURITY' DATA=200

The above example will initialize the Dynam catalog to be used on a single CPU. Space for 200 data sets is to be
reserved in the index area, and the catalog owner and password are specified.

Usage Note:

When initializing a catalog, the initializing system and all sharing systems should be in a quiesced state, otherwise
unpredictable results may occur. To prevent accidental destruction of the catalog file, the following message is issued:

CADC421D  REALLY INITIALIZE CATALOG?

If you respond YES, the catalog file will be formatted. When the job has completed, the catalog is ready for use. If an
existing catalog is reinitialized, any existing entries are destroyed.

INT and INTR Functions

The INT function of DYNCAT is used to initialize (and unload) a tape as a Dynam/T tape. These tapes will contain
standard labels and are marked as Dynam/T initialized tapes. The INTR function is identical to the INT function, except
that the tape is rewound, but not unloaded after being initialized.

INT|INTR | unitnumber [CLean=nnn              ]

         |            [DENsity=cccc           ]

         |            [LENgth={XS|S|MS|M|ML|L}]
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         |            [NEW                    ]

         |            [OWner=cc               ]

         |            [VOLser=(xxxxxx)        ]

unitnumber
is a required parameter, used to specify the virtual address of the device where the tape to be initialized resides.
Enter the virtual address of the tape drive (vdev).

CLean
is used to specify the maximum number of tape errors to be allowed for this volume before Dynam/T flags it to be
cleaned. This is a cumulative total that is retained in the catalog until the tape is reinitialized. Specify a 1 to 3-digit
number.

DENsity
specifies the recording density of the tape. Valid entries are:

800 = 800 BPI

1600 = 1600 BPI

6250 = 6250 BPI

CART for tape cartridge

LENgth=
specifies the length of the tape. Valid entries are:
XS

Extra Short
S

Short
MS

Medium Short
M

Medium
ML

Medium Long
L

Long
NEW

is used to specify that the tape to be initialized is a new tape. Specification of this parameter will cause Dynam/T
to immediately write a VOL1/HDR1 on the tape without attempting to read the tape to determine if it contains valid
data, since to do so would result in an I/O error if the tape has never been initialized. This parameter should be
used carefully.

OWner
is used to specify the tape ownership code to be assigned to this tape. If selected, this tape may only be used for
data sets with matching ownership codes. Enter a 1 or 2-character ownership code.

VOLser
specifies the volume serial number to be written on the tape and placed in the catalog. Specify the 1 to 6-
character volume serial number, enclosed in parentheses.
If this parameter is not specified, the tape will be read to determine its volume serial number and operator is
prompted to verify the accuracy of the VOLSER found.

Examples:
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INT 280 VOL=(011256) CLEAN=100 DEN=1600 LEN=L

INT 281 VOL=(718)

In the above example, the tape on drive 280 (SYS006) will be initialized with the volume serial number 011256. It will be
flagged for cleaning after 100 tape errors. It will be initialized at 1600 BPI and is a long tape.

Line 2 will initialize the tape on 281 with the volume serial number 718. It will not have a tape error threshold or a length
code and it will be initialized with the recording density currently in effect for this tape drive.

Usage Note:

The tape volume must be attached before the INT or INTR function executes.

LISTCAT Function

The LISTCAT function of DYNCAT is used to report upon each of the various entries in the catalog, either individually or
as a whole. LISTCAT requires no external work area and does not enqueue the catalog while accessing it. A separate
LISTCAT command must be submitted for each type of record to be reported upon.

For a sample report produced by the LISTCAT function, see Dynam/T Report Examples.

LISTcat {'data set name'|TAPE ['dsn']|DISK ['dsn']|ALL}

LISTcat VOL={volser|ALL}

LISTcat SKR={'skname'|ALL}

LISTcat {VCR|CCR}

data set name
is an optional, positional parameter that specifies the data set to be reported upon. Specify a 1 to 44-character
data set name, enclosed is apostrophes, or the first n characters of a group of data set names to be used for a
generic report.

TAPE|DISK|ALL
identifies the generic group of data sets to be reported upon.
TAPE or DISK restricts the report to either TAPE or DISK data sets, respectively. If no data set name is entered,
all data sets will be displayed within the indicated group. The listing is presented in alphabetical sequence.

VOL
specifies the volume serial number record(s) to be reported upon. Volume serial numbers will be presented in
alphanumeric sequence. Enter a 1 to 6-character volume serial number, or ALL to display information about all
volume serial records in the catalog.

SKR
is an optional, positional parameter that specifies the sort key record to be reported upon, or, if used with the
qualifier ALL, specifies that a generic group of sort key records are to be reported upon. Listing will be presented
in alphabetic sequence. Specify a 1 to 8-character sort key name, or the first n characters of a group of sort
key names to be used for generic report, if qualified by ALL. If SKR=ALL is entered, all sort key records will be
displayed.

VCR
specifies that the Vault Control Records are to be displayed.

CCR
specifies that the Catalog Control Record is to be displayed.

Examples:
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LISTCAT 'PAY'  DISK

LISTCAT 'TRAN'  TAPE

LISTCAT CCR

LISTCAT VOL=ALL

LISTCAT SKR='PAY220SK'

In this example, line 1 will display all catalog-controlled disk data sets whose data set names begin with PAY.

Line 2 will display all catalog-controlled tape data sets whose data set names begin with TRANS.

Line 3 will display the catalog control record for the catalog.

Line 4 will display the all volume serial records in the catalog.

Line 5 will display the sort key record named PAY220SK.

MACC Function

Use the MACC function of Dynam/T to initialize or dequeue the Multiple/Access (MACC) file. This command is needed
when the Dynam/TLMS interface or another cross-system interface is active.

MACC | {INITIAL|DEQUEUE}  [DDNAME=ddname]

INITIAL
initializes the M/ACC file.

DEQUEUE
dequeues the M/ACC file.

DDNAME
is the name of the queue file to be initialized or dequeued. The default is CAIMACC. Valid entry is 1- to 7-
alphanumeric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic.

Usage Notes:

• The INITIAL and DEQUEUE parameters are mutually exclusive.
• DDNAME=CAIMACC is reserved for use with Dynam/TLMS only. You must use the name specified by the PATHID

parameter of the XSYSTEM macro to initialize or dequeue those data sets.

MCAT Function

Use the MCAT function to catalog an active version of a data set as an active version of one or more additional data
sets. The volumes of a multi-cataloged version are eligible for scratch only when all of the multi-cataloged versions are
scratched.

NOTE
Only single file volumes may be cataloged in this fashion.

The MCAT and MCATAL commands perform the same function, but MCAT is the preferred command. The MCATAL
command allows for easier conversion from EPAT.

Format:

  MCAT    FROMDSN='dsn' TODSN='dsn' [FROMVERS=nnn]

                                    [TOVERS=nnn  ]

  MCATAL  FROMDSN=dsname{.(0)|.gen},TODSN=dsname{.(0)|.rgen}
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FROMDSN=
Required, positional parameter. Specifies the data set to which the original version belongs. This data set must
currently exist in the catalog.

TODSN=
Required, positional parameter. Specifies the name of the data set into which the version is to be cataloged. This
data set must currently exist in the catalog.

FROMVERS=
Optional parameter. Indicates the version to be copied into the TODSN data set. The default is version 1.

TOVERS=
Optional parameter. Indicates the version to be multi-cataloged. The default is version 1.

.gen
Optional parameter. Specifies the absolute or relative generation of the version. If omitted, relative generation 0 is
assumed.

.rgen
Optional parameter. Indicates the position of the generation in TODSN. If omitted, relative generation 0 is
assumed.

Example:

Assume that version 2 of data set 'PAYROLL' contains volsers PAY001 and PAY002.

Invoke DYNCAT by issuing 'DYNAMCMS DYNCAT'.

At THE 'ENTER COMMAND' prompt, type:

MCAT FROMDSN='PAYROLL' FROMVERS=2 TODSN='TEST.PAYROLL'

In the above example, MCAT causes version 1 of 'TEST.PAYROLL' to be added to the Catalog. This version will reside on
volumes PAY001 and PAY002.

Following is an example of the MCATAL format:

Invoke DYNCAT by issuing 'DYNAMCMS DYNCAT'.

At the 'ENTER COMMAND' prompt, type:

MCATAL FROMDSN=ARJNDLY,TODSN=ARJNWKLY

MCATAL FROMDSN=ARJNWKLY.(-3),TODSN=ARJNMTH

MCATAL FROMDSN=KPS7063.G207,TODSN=KPSSAVE

OWN Function

The OWN function of DYNCAT is used to establish or change the catalog ownership code.

OWN  |  id=ownership code'

ID
is a required parameter, used to specify the ownership code to be associated with the catalog. Enter a 1 to 16-
character ownership code, enclosed in apostrophes.

Examples:

OWN id='TEST CATALOG'

The above example establishes the ownership code TEST CATALOG.
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RENAME Function

The RENAME function of DYNCAT is used to assign a new name to an entire data set or to assign a new name and
version number to a specific version of a tape data set. Individual versions of disk data sets may not be modified with
RENAME.

RENAME | OLDNAME='data set name' NEWNAME='data set name' [ALL            ]

       |                                                 [VOLser=(xxxxxx)]

       |                                                 [MF=RESET       ]

       |                                                 [OLDVERS=nnn    ]

       |                                                 [NEWVERS=nnn    ]

OLDNAME
is a required parameter used to specify the data set to be renamed. Specify a 1 to 44-character data set name,
enclosed in apostrophes.

NEWNAME
is a required parameter used to specify the new data set name. Specify a 1 to 44-character data set name,
enclosed in apostrophes.

NOTE
When renaming all the versions of a data set, ALL, the NEWNAME must not exist in the catalog.

When renaming just one version of a data set, OLDVERS or VOLSER, the NEWNAME must already exist in the
catalog.

ALL
specifies that all versions of the old data set are to be renamed. NEWVERS, OLDVERS and VOLSER must not
be specified when ALL is specified. The data set name specified by NEWNAME must not exist in the catalog
when the ALL operand is used.
When ALL is specified, the name of the entire data set is changed. When ALL is not specified, a version is moved
from one data set to another.

VOLser
specifies the volume serial number of the first or only volume of the data set to be renamed. VOLSER and
OLDVERS are mutually exclusive parameters. Enter a 1 to 6-character volume serial number, enclosed in
parentheses.

MF=RESET
allows you to automatically reset the prototype record of the AMF data set to indicate 001 (as the next output data
set name to be used) as file 1 of the tape to be created, while renaming all existing members of the AMF group to
a new name, as specified by the NEWNAME parameter.
If MF=RESET is used, the data set names specified for both OLDNAME and NEWNAME must contain three
asterisks *** to identify the position for the numeric AMF numbers in the old and new data set names.

OLDVERS
indicates the version of the data set to be renamed. OLDVERS and VOLSER are mutually exclusive parameters.
Enter a 1 to 3-digit number, in the range 0-255.

NEWVERS
specifies the new version number to be assigned to the renamed version. Enter a 1 to 3-digit number, in the range
0-255.

Examples:

RENAME OLDNAME='DSN1' NEWNAME='DSN2' ALL

RENAME OLDNAME='DSN3' NEWNAME='DSN4' OLDVERS=3 NEWVERS=13
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RENAME OLDNAME='DSN5' NEWNAME='DSN6' VOLser=7528 NEWVERS=7

RENAME OLDNAME='PAY***' MF=RESET NEWNAME='PAYDEC***'

In the above example, line 1 renames data set DSN1 to DSN2. The relative generations remain the same, under the new
name.

Line 2 renames Version 3 of DSN3 to Version 13 of DSN4.

Line 3 specifies that the version of DSN5, of which volume 7528 is the first or only volume, is to be renamed to DSN6
Version 7.

Line 4 renames the multi-file data set 'PAY***' to 'PAYDEC***' and resets the next multi-file data set to 'PAYDEC***'.

RESTORE Function

The RESTORE function of DYNCAT is used to recover the Dynam catalog from the backup tape created by the BACKUP
function. This may be done in two different ways, as a RESTORE or as a RESTORE REORG.

The RESTORE function reads the tape using the filename, IJSYSBK. For VSE users, the logical unit used is SYS005.

The RESTORE command submitted with no operands causes DYNCAT to perform a physical, mirror-image restore of the
catalog file from the backup tape produced by the BACKUP function. The catalog as restored is physically identical to the
catalog as it was backed up. This function may be used to move the catalog from one device type to another, or from one
extent to another. If the catalog is destroyed due to disk I/O failure, this physical restore may be used in conjunction with
the audit facility catalog recovery feature to automatically bring the catalog up to date. The physical RESTORE function
runs very quickly, since no analysis of the file need be done. The catalog need not be initialized before the physical
restore is performed, since the records are restored exactly as they previously had existed.

NOTE
The physical RESTORE function may be used to enlarge the catalog, change the extents of the catalog, move
the catalog to a different device type, or simply restore the catalog to its previous location. It may not be used to
change catalog characteristics as specified when the catalog was initialized.

The RESTORE command, submitted with the REORG operand, causes DYNCAT to perform a logical reorganizing restore
of the catalog file from the backup tape produced by the BACKUP function. This tape contains sufficient information to
perform either function. The catalog produced by the RESTORE REORG is logically identical to the catalog as it was
backed up, but is physically quite different. Index blocks are rebuilt, free space is concatenated, and disk utilization
is optimized. In addition, if any logical errors are encountered during the reorganization, they are corrected and error
messages are sent to the device file defined as SYSPRINT to document the actions taken.

RESTORE REORG should be scheduled periodically to assure optimum performance.

Unlike the physical RESTORE function, the RESTORE REORG function allows the user to modify the characteristics
of the catalog as originally established via the INITIAL command, and to MERGE one catalog into another. Ordinarily,
the DATASETS, VOLUMES, and SORTKEYS operands would not be submitted for a RESTORE REORG, since this
information is present on the backup tape and RESTORE REORG uses it to optimize performance dynamically. However,
they are supported as overrides, if desired. Any that are submitted override those already in effect in the catalog. Any that
are omitted are taken from the BACKUP tape.

  RESTORE

  RESTORE REORG   [ SHARE={YES|NO|VSELOCK}]

                  [ id='text'            ]

                  [ PASSword='password'  ]

                  [ DATAsets=nnnnnn      ]

                  [ VOLumes=nnnnnn       ]
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                  [ SORTkeys=nnnnnn      ]

                  [ MERGE                ]

REORG
is an optional, postional parameter which indicates that a reorganizing restore is desired.

SHARE
(Only valid when the REORG option is specified.) indicates whether the catalog is to be shared between two real
or virtual systems. Enter YES to indicate that the catalog is to be shared. NO indicates that the catalog is not
to be shared. If omitted, the specification from the catalog as backed up will be used. (The VSELOCK option is
unsupported in VM and is equivalent to specifying NO.)

ID
(Only valid when the REORG option is specified.) is used to establish a catalog owner. Enter a 1 to 16-character
owner ID, enclosed in apostrophes. Only in very exceptional circumstances should this specification be changed
after once having been provided. If omitted, the specification from the catalog as backed up will be used.

PASSword
(Only valid when the REORG option is specified.) is used to specify the catalog password. Enter the 1 to 8-
character password, enclosed in apostrophes. If omitted, the specification from the catalog as backed up will be
used.

DATASETS
VOLUMES
SORTKEYS

(Only valid when the REORG option is specified.) These three operands may be used to override the values
found on the backup tape if it is necessary to reserve additional space for a larger catalog than that being
restored. As a general rule, however, they should not be specified since RESTORE REORG was written to be
self-optimizing. Valid entry is a 1 to 6-digit numeric value, indicating the number of records, of the specified type,
expected to be in the catalog.

MERGE
will cause RESTORE REORG to skip the catalog initialization phase and simply merge the contents of the input
tape into the existing catalog as found. This may be used to merge two existing Dynam catalogs. If a MERGE
operation is to be done, first a RESTORE REORG of one catalog should be done to build the catalog with its
desired characteristics (including specification of additional index area to accommodate the merged catalog).
Then the second catalog should be added to the first via a second RESTORE REORG using the MERGE
operand.

NOTE
Duplicate data set name entries are not resolved during a MERGE function. If a data set name, from the
MERGE tape, already exists in the catalog, its version will be added, as the first one, to the data set in
the catalog.

Examples:

RESTORE REORG PASSWORD='SECURITY'

The catalog will be restored and reorganized, and the password will be changed to SECURITY.

Usage Notes:

• The RESTORE REORG function may be used to increase or decrease the size of the catalog to a different extent,
device, or device type, modify catalog characteristics, improve access performance, and correct any catalog errors
which may have been noted on the BACKUP function.

• In most cases where a problem with the catalog is indicated, recovery from audit is not necessary. The RESTORE
REORG function was designed in part to diagnose and correct catalog errors. If an error is suspected, a BACKUP
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and RESTORE REORG should be run, followed by a SCRATCH function. If the sequence completes successfully, the
integrity of the catalog can be assured.

• If a RESTORE REORG is attempted which would result in the SHARE option of the catalog being changed from
SHARE=YES to SHARE=NO, a message will be issued warning the operator that this is being done.

• An example of an EXEC which restores the Dynam/T catalog from a controlled data set is provided in Special Usage
Considerations.

• The tape drive must be attached to the user issuing the RESTORE or RESTORE REORG command as VDEV 181. It
can be attached via DYNOPEN or DYNATT.

• The tape must be positioned at the start of the BACKUP data prior to issuing the RESTORE or RESTORE REORG
command.

• When you use RESTORE REORG to make a copy of a production catalog on a test system the date that is used to
reference the CATALOG BACKUP date and time is 00/00/00 00:00:00. After a backup of the test catalog is created, the
time and date will change accordingly.

SCRATCH Function

The SCRATCH function of DYNCAT is used to return eligible tapes to the scratch pool and perform internal housekeeping
in the catalog. It should be run at least once per day.

The SCRATCH function, if executed with no other operands, will produce a group of data set reports as a by-product
and will periodically dequeue the catalog and wait for a short interval to allow concurrent processing in other partitions
and CPUs to continue. If NOLIST is specified, only SCRATCH tape listings are produced, not regular data set reports. If
executed with NODEQ specified, the entire scratch run is performed without periodic dequeues, resulting in shorter run
time since catalog buffers need not be refreshed. If NODEQ is specified, almost all other tasks which share the catalog or
audit files can be expected to wait until SCRATCH is complete.

Use the VAULT parameter to specify that a volume residing in a vault other than the main tape vault (A) will be eligible for
scratch. Once an entire volume becomes eligible for scratch a Vault Movement Exit report will show the volume moving
to the main tape vault. Specify VAULT=NO to indicate that a volume must reside in the main tape vault in order to be
considered eligible for scratch.

SCRATCH |  [NOLIST|NODEQ|VAULT={YES|NO}]

NODEQ
Optional operand. Eliminates periodic dequeues during the SCRATCH run. Catalog buffers need not be
refreshed, thereby shortening the run time.
Note, however, that if NODEQ is specified, almost all other tasks which share the Catalog or Audit files can be
expected to wait until SCRATCH is complete.

NOLIST
Optional operand. Creates only SCRATCH tape listings -- not regular data set reports.

VAULT=
Optional operand.
YES

Specifies that a volume residing in a vault other than the main tape vault will be eligible for scratch. Once
an entire volume becomes eligible for scratch, a Vault Movement Exit Report will show the volume moving
to the main tape vault.

NO
This is the default. Specifies that a volume must reside in the main tape vault to be considered eligible for
scratch.
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NOTE
The main tape vault is always vault 'A'.

The following tapes will be made available as scratch tapes:

• Tapes that have exceeded all retention criteria. That is, tapes whose cycle retention and/or date retention and/or as-of-
date cycle retention has passed.

• All tapes created under data set names locked for output.
• All tapes created under $TEST job processing.
• All tapes opened for output but never closed which have been open longer than the number of hours specified in the

OPENH parameter of the DYNAMT macro. The default is 8 hours.
• All work tapes not released by TLBL or catalog option that have exceeded the standard work tape retention.
• All tapes scratched by RERUN option.

The following daily reports are produced by the SCRATCH function:

• List of tapes scratched by this function, in volume serial number sequence.
• List of exceptions encountered.
• List of all data sets with this associated version in alphabetic sequence.
• List of all tape volumes in numeric sequence.
• List of all tapes in SCRATCH status.
• Status Report for the catalog.
• Vault Movement Exit list (if VAULT=YES is specified).

Usage Note:

The BACKUP function should always immediately precede the SCRATCH function.

SCRPOOL Function

The SCRPOOL function of DYNCAT is used to define scratch tapes in the Dynam/T catalog file without initializing the
tapes. Characteristics of existing SCRATCH volumes may also be modified by the SCRPOOL command.

SCRPOOL | VOLser=(xxxxxx,xxxxxx,...) [OWner=cc                  ]

        |                            [CLean={nnn|YES}           ]

        |                            [LENgth={XS|S|MS|M|ML|L|NO}]

        |                            [DENsity={cccc|NO}         ]

VOLser
is a required parameter that specifies the volume serial numbers to be added to the catalog, or be modified. Enter
the 1 to 6-character volume serial numbers, enclosed in parentheses, and separated by commas.

OWner
specifies the tape ownership code to be assigned to this tape. If selected, this tape may only be used for data sets
with matching ownership codes. Enter a 1 or 2-character ownership code.

CLean
specifies the maximum number of tape errors to be allowed for this volume before Dynam/T flags it to be cleaned.
This is a cumulative total that is retained in the catalog until the tape is reinitialized. Enter a 1 to 3-digit number.
Specify YES YES to indicate that the tape has been cleaned and to reset the error counters in the volume record.
The CLEAN threshold is not modified. YES should be specified if the volume has been cleaned without having
been reinitialized.

LENgth
indicates the length of the tape. Enter one of the following tape lengths, or NO to remove the length setting for the
tape.
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XS
Extra Short

S
Short

MS
Medium short

M
Medium

ML
Medium long

L
Long

DENsity
specifies the recording density for the tape. Enter one of the following recording densities, or NO to remove the
density setting for the tape.
800

800 BPI
1600 =

1600 BPI
6250 =

6250 BPI
CART

for tape cartridge
00

CART buffered, noion
08

CART buffered,ion
20

CART unbuffered, noion
28

CART unbuffered, noion

Examples:

SCRPOOL VOL=(601,602,603) CL=50 LEN=L DEN=6250

The above example places three volume serial numbers in the catalog. Each one is to be flagged for cleaning after 50
tape errors. They are long tapes and are to be written at 6250 BPI.

STATUS Function

The STATUS function of DYNCAT is used to display the current catalog file utilization statistics on SYSPRINT.

STATUS |

The information displayed consists of:
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• Number of tape volumes in the catalog
• Number of tape volumes containing active data sets
• Number of active versions of data sets recorded in the catalog
• Number of tape volumes available for use as SCRATCH tapes
• Number of data sets recorded in the catalog
• Percentage of available space in the catalog
• Percentage of reserved index area in the catalog used
• Percentage of all space in the catalog used
• Percentage of all space in the catalog used when catalog was most full

Usage Note:

This command will display a percentage greater than 100% for the index area used, if the allocated index is full. This
causes some of the space allocated for DATA to be used for the INDEX. To correct this situation, issue a DYNCAT
BACKUP, then a DYNCAT RESTORE REORG.

VAULT Function

The VAULT function of DYNCAT is used to establish vault descriptions for any or all vaults to be used. You may also
assign or delete storage slots to be used for a particular vault location. The vault descriptions are used for reporting
purposes only.

VAULT | VLTloc=c DESC='x' [SLOTS=(x1,y1..x10,y10)|DELETE=(x1,y1..x10,y10)]

VLTLOC
is a required parameter that identifies the vault being described. Enter a single alphabetic character vault ID.

DESC
is a required parameter that describes the vault location. Up to 100 characters may be entered, enclosed in
apostrophes. A blank space enclosed in apostrophes ' ' deletes the vault description.

SLOTS
is an optional parameter that assigns ranges of slot numbers for the vault described.

x - identifies each range's starting number

y - identifies each range's ending number

x1,y1 - specifies the first range of slot numbers

Each range value (start and end) may be up to 5 digits in length, and up to 10 ranges of slot numbers may be specified for
each vault location, accounting for a maximum of 65,535 slots.

DELETE
is an optional parameter that deletes ranges of slot numbers for the vault described. Valid entries are the same as
described for the SLOTS parameter.

Examples:

 1 VAULT VLTLOC=A DESC='TAPE LIBRARY'

 2 VAULT VLTLOC=B DESC='TAPE VAULT AT BANK' SLOTS=(1001,1250)

   VAULT VLTLOC=B DESC='TAPE VAULT AT BANK' SLOTS=(2001,2250)

   VAULT VLTLOC=B DESC='TAPE VAULT AT BANK' SLOTS=(3001,3250)

 3 VAULT VLTLOC=B DELETE=(1001,1250)

   VAULT VLTLOC=B DELETE=(2001,2250)

   VAULT VLTLOC=B DELETE=(3001,3250)
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 4 VAULT VLTLOC=B DESC=' '

The first example establishes a description for the tape library itself. Vault A is always the tape library.

Example 2 establishs a description for vault B, which is at the bank. vault B has three cabinets, each containing 250 slots
for tape reels.

The third example deletes the slot numbers defined in example 2.

The last example deletes vault B's description of 'TAPE VAULT AT BANK' as defined in example 2.

VTOC Function

The VTOC command of DYNCAT is used to create and delete the VTOC indices used by the Dynam/D VSE component
for Indexed VTOC support. Each VTOC Index is a small disk file containing an index to the entries in the unmodified
VTOC for the device. These files have a standard name of DYNAM.VTOC.INDEX. The VTOC INITIAL function opens
a disk file for output, using as a dtfname the volume serial number of the DASD device upon which it is to reside, as
indicated by the VOLUME= parameter. The location for the index is thus under user control, through specification on the
EXTENT statement. For performance reasons, it is recommended that the VTOC index be located as near to the VTOC
of the volume as possible, ideally on the same cylinder with the VTOC, immediately preceding it. As a general guideline,
the VTOC index file should be the same size (number of tracks) as the VTOC on CKD devices and twice the size (twice
the number of blocks) as the VTOC on FBA devices. The minimum size for the VTOC index is two tracks on CKD and 64
blocks on FBA.

The DELETE function disables Dynam Indexed VTOC support for the volume and removes the index file.

Both the INITIAL and DELETE functions require that the label information for the Index files be available. It is
recommended that these labels be placed in standard labels for ease of reference. Dynam/D may not be used to allocate
the VTOC Index files. When the INITIAL function creates the files, they will be created with the standard file ID as shown
and with an expiration date of 99/366. It is recommended that they be made data-secured files also, though this is at
user option. These files must never be deleted except with the DYNCAT VTOC DELETE function, or the results will be
unpredictable.

VTOC | VTOC {INITIAL|DELETE} VOLser=xxxxxx

INITIAL VOLser=volser
The INITIAL function requires one parameter, VOLser=xxxxxx, to indicate the DASD device upon which the VTOC
index is to be built. The volume serial number submitted must be unique.

DELETE VOLser=volser
The DELETE function requires one parameter, VOLser=xxxxxx, to indicate the DASD device from which the
VTOC index is to be removed. The volume serial number submitted must be unique.

Examples:

VTOC INITIAL VOLSER=335001

VTOC INITIAL VOLSER=337501

VTOC INITIAL VOLSER=SYSWK1

The above commands will build Dynam VTOC indices on each of the three DASD volumes: 335001, 337501, and
SYSWK1. The file ID and expiration date are included in the DLBLs for the three files for documentation purposes. These
labels should be included in standard labels for the same reason.

The standard name DYNAM.VTOC.INDEX will override whatever is specified by the user. The logical units chosen will be
used only to open the three files, not to access them once built. The logical units chosen must be assigned properly to the
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devices described by the DLBL and EXTENT only for the duration of the DYNCAT job and may be subsequently assigned
elsewhere.

Once initialized, the VTOC index will be rebuilt at each IPL, or at about 8:00 A.M. each morning automatically. The VTOC
INITIAL function will result in automatic deletion of all expired files (using Dynam/B Release 5.0) which are found on the
volume, in order to further improve performance.

If you wish to retain expired files which currently exist, use the DYNUTIL ALTER command to modify the expiration date
of the file before running VTOC INITIAL. Only expired files created using Dynam/D Release 5.0 will be so deleted. Other
expired files will be retained until explicitly deleted by the user.

Under no circumstances should the VTOC Index, once built, be deleted except with the DYNCAT VTOC DELETE function
while Dynam is active.

Usage Note:

When initializing a VTOC Index on a shared volume, be sure to run the VTOC INITIAL function on both CPUs or else IPL
soon after building the index.

The DYNT Utility
The Dynam/T online screens allow you to display and update information stored in the Dynam/T Catalog. The screens are
menu-driven, which means that you choose which functions you want to perform. Once you make a choice, you control
the display or input by responding to prompts on screens or by pressing program function keys (PF keys).

Some screens are online reports -- they just display requested information in a list. You cannot update these screens.

Starting the Online Screens
To start the online interface to the Catalog, enter: EXEC DYNAMCMS DYNT

Program Function Keys 1
You can use the program function (PF) keys, or you can type the commands that they represent on the command line.
The PF keys and commands are both displayed at the bottom of each screen. For example, you can either press PF1/13
or type 'HELP' on the command line to get help with a particular screen.

The following chart shows the PF keys and their corresponding commands:

PF1/13 HELP Calls HELP from any screen.
PF2/14 VER Calls Version Display from Dataset Display.
PF3/15 QUIT Returns to previous screen.
PF4/16 RETURN Displays Selection Menu.
PF5/17 LIST Calls List Display from Dataset Display.

Calls Datasets on Volume screen from
Volume
Display.

PF6/18 AUX Calls Auxiliary Record Display from Dataset
Display.

PF8/20 FORW Scrolls forward one screen on multi-screen
displays.

PF9/21 GENOPT Displays the Dynam/T System
Processing Options screen.
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PF10/22 GENOPD Displays the Dynam/D System
Processing Options screen.

PF11/23 GENOPF Displays the Dynam/FI System
Processing Options screen.

PF12/1243 CANCEL Exits immediately from the DYNT
transaction
from any screen.

The online screens are presented in this section in alphabetical order. This table summarizes the purpose of each. The
flow chart on the next page shows how you move between the screens, and which screens are dependent on others.

To Use
sign on to the online interface to
the Catalog

LOGON Screen (DYNT-00)

choose next screen Selection Menu (DYNT-01)
display information about Catalog
configuration and current
generation options for:
Dynam/D Dynam/D System Processing Options Screen (DYNT-GD)
Dynam/FI Dynam/FI System Processing Options Screen (DYNT-GF)
Dynam/T Dynam/T System Processing Options Screen (DYNT-GT)
display the most current version
of the data set

Version Display (DYNT-D5)

display information about a
particular volume

Volume Display (DYNT-V2)

list each data set in a group Data set Name Directory Screen
(DYNT-D1)

list active versions of a data set List Display (DYNT-D3)
list multi-file data sets on a
volume

Data sets on Volume Screen (DYNT-V3)

list each volume in a group Tape Directory Screen (DYNT-V1)
update a particular data set Data set Display Screen (DYNT-D2)
update COMMENT type
information associated with a data
set

Auxiliary Record Display (DYNT-D4)

You move through the screens by branching down from the Dynam/T Selection Menu. For example, if you specify a
specific data set name at the Selection Menu, the Data Set Display screen will be displayed.

Screen Flowchart

                                 type 'DYNT'

                                      |

                                      |

                                  ____|____

                                 | DYNT-00 | <==== LOGON Screen

                                 |____ ____|
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                                      |

                                      |

                                  ____|____

                                 | DYNT-01 | <==== Selection Menu

                                 |____ ____|

                                      |

                                      |

    _____________________________________________________________________

    |          |           |          |          |           |          |

    |          |           |          |          |           |          |

____|____  ____|____   ____|____  ____|____  ____|____   ____|____  ____|____

|DYNT-D1|  |DYNT-D2|   |DYNT-GT|  |DYNT-GD|  |DYNT-GF|   |DYNT-V1|  |DYNT-V2|

_________  _________   _________  _________  _________   _________  ________|

Data set   Data set|    DYNAM/T    DYNAM/D    DYNAM/FI    Tape       |Volume

Name       Display |    Options    Options    Options     Directory  |Display

Directory          |                                                 |

                   |                                                 |

                   |                                                 |

                   |                                                 |

      _____________|_____________                               _____|_____

      |            |            |                               | DYNT-V3 |

 _____|_____  _____|_____  _____|_____                          ___________

 | DYNT-D3 |  | DYNT-D4 |  | DYNT-D5 |                           Data sets

  _________    _________    _________                            on Volume

  List         Auxiliary    Version

  Display      Record       Display

               Display

Screen Summary
What is Seen

VOLSER
volume serial number.

DSN
last data set name on volume.

OWNER
owner ID of volume.

LENGTH
length of tape (XS, S, MS, M, ML, L).

VERSION
version number.

STATUS
status of volume (active, scratch, externally owned, and so on).

VOLUME
volume number.

VAULT
vault location.

FILES
number of files on volume.
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CREATE
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when created.

ACCESS
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when last accessed.

EXPIRE
expiration date.

SLOT
slot location in the vault.

OUTPUT OPENS
number of output opens.

INPUT OPENS
number of input opens.

ERRORS
number of input/output errors.

INITIALIZED
date volume was initialized.

REINITIALIZED
date volume was reinitialized.

EXT OWNER
external owner, if this is an externally owned volume.

SCRATCHED
date volume was last scratched.

CLEANED
date volume was last cleaned.

How to Leave How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
go to the Data sets on volume screen PF5/17
go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/T

PF9/21

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/D

PF10/22

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/FI

PF11/23

return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Auxiliary Record Display

 DYNT-D4                     AUXILIARY RECORD DISPLAY               CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= _________________
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 COMMENT= _________________________________________

 OIMSG= ___________________________________________

 OOMSG= ___________________________________________

 CIMSG= ___________________________________________

 COMSG= ___________________________________________

 1/13= HELP                      3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

                                                               12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display and change current comments and auxiliary messages, delete existing messages, and add new
messages associated with a data set.

How to Display
From the Dataset Display screen,

• type AUX on the command line and press ENTER, or
• press PF6/18

What is Seen:

DSN
data set name

COMMENT
comment field

OIMSG
message issued at open input

OOMSG
message issued at open output

CIMSG
message issued at close input

COMSG
message issued at close output

What to Enter
To change or add a message, type the new message in the corresponding message field. To delete a message
blank out the old message.

How to Leave

PF4/16
return to the Selection Menu
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PF3/15
return to Dataset Display

PF12/24
cancel the transaction

Data Set Display

 DYNT-D2                         DATASET DISPLAY                    CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= _________________                         TYPE= ____ PASSWORD= _______

 NGEN=   __   RET=   __   PED= __/__/__   PEDCYC=   ___   EXPDATE=  __/__/__

 LOCK=  ___   AMF=  ___   LENGTH=    __   DENSITY= ____   WORK=     ___

 OWNER=  __   SYSID= __   USERID=    __   LRECL=   ____   BLKSZ=    ___

 RECFM=  __   NOACC=   __                 CATOPEN=  ___   DYNAMFI=  ___

 OPENS=  __   NEXT DISK GENID= __

 FILE=   __   PREV FILE=  ___

              NEXT FILE=  ___

 DASD PRIMARY ALLOCATION:

 VOL= ______  UNIT= ____  PRIMARY= ______  SEC= ______  SECNO= ____ SYS= ___

 TAPEOPT= ______

 DISKOPT= ______

 FIOPT=   ______

 DEFVLT=  ______

 VLTLOC=  _______

 1/13= HELP     2/14= VER       3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN    5/17= LIST

 6/18= AUX      9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display and/or change information about a specific data set or to define a new data set.

How to Display
On the Selection Menu,

• type the name of a fully-qualified data set after DATASET NAME = and press ENTER or
• type DEF on the command line and press ENTER to define a new data set.

On the Dataset Name Directory screen, place the cursor to the left of a particular DATASET NAME and press ENTER.

What to Enter
To modify or define the contents of a field, type the new data starting at the beginning of the field and space-fill
the remainder of the field. After you press ENTER, the changes you made will be recorded by the catalog update
facility.
Alternatively, you can

• define a new field by typing a DYNCAT DEFINE command on the command line or
• alter an existing field by typing a DYNCAT ALTER command on the command line.
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To use a model data set to define a new data set:

1. Display the model data set by typing its name after DATASET NAME= on the Selection Menu screen and
pressing ENTER, or by using the cursor on the Dataset Name Directory screen as described above.

2. Type in the new data set name after DSN= and press ENTER. Do not change any other information in the
model.
The only fields you cannot change are:
OPENS
FILE
NEXT FILE
'COMMAND COMPLETE' will be displayed if the changes have been successfully completed.
For a detailed explanation of the parameters on this screen, see the DYNCAT ALTER and DEFINE functions.

What is Seen

DSN
data set name

TYPE
data set type (DISK, TAPE, FI)

PASSWORD
password required to update this data set

NGEN
number of generations to be saved

LOCK
whether access to this data set is prevented

OWNER
ID code for owner of this tape data set

RECFM
record format (F, FB, V, VM, U)

OPENS
number of opens for data set

FILE
file sequrence of this tape file in a multi-file data set

RET
retention specification (number of days)

AMF
whether this is an automatic multi-file tape data set

SYSID
system ID for tape data set

NOACC
number of days to retain version, after last access, before it is eligible for scratch

NEXT DISK GENID
next disk generation ID number

PREV FILE
prior file name if multi-file tape data set

NEXT FILE
next file name if multi-file tape data set
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PED
period-ending date for tape data set

LENGTH
length speification (XS, S, MS, M, ML, L)

USERID
user ID code to appear in each version record

PEDCYC
number of versions being retained by period

DENSITY
ending date

LRECL
logical record length

CATOPEN
whether output versions of this tape data set will be marked as valid versions when opened instead of when
closed

EXPDATE
expiration data for this data set

WORK
whether this is a tape work data set

BLKSZ
block size

DYNAMFI
whether this data set is eligible for modification by Dynam/FI

VOL
volume serial number where the extent will reside

UNIT
unit of allocation for extent (TRK, CYL, BLK, RCD)

PRIMARY
number of units for primary allocation

SEC
number of units for secondary allocation

SECNO
number of secondary allocations to perform

SYS
default logical unit for extent(s)

TAPEOPT
Dynam/T default processing options for OPEN/CLOSE

DISKOPT
Dynam/D processing options

FIOPT
Dynam/FI processing options

DEFVLT
default vault for the data set
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VLTLOC
vault location scheme for versions of this tape file

How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
go to the Auxiliary Record Display PF6/18
go to the Version Display PF2/14
go to the List Display PF5/17
go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/T

PF 9/21

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/D

PF 10/22

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/FI

PF 11/23

return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Data Set Name Directory

 DYNT-D1                     DATASET NAME DIRECTORY                 CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

   DATASET NAME                                  TYPE  NGENS PSWD LOCK

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

   _________________                             ____     __  ___  ___

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW     9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To alphabetically display lists of data set names in a data set group. You cannot update on this screen.
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How to Display
From the Selection Menu,

• type an * after DATASET NAME = and press ENTER for a directory of all data sets
• type a character string prefixed or suffixed with an * after DATASET NAME = and press ENTER for a directory

of data sets that begin or end, respectively, with that character string.

What is Seen
For each data set in the group specified, you will see:
TYPE

TAPE or DISK or FI
NGENS

number of generations/cycles to retain
PSWD

whether a password is required to access this data set
LOCK

whether the data set is locked to prevent access
If the list overflows one screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8/20.

What to Enter
To select a particular data set, place the cursor to the left of the DATASET NAME you want and press ENTER.
This causes the Dataset Display screen to be displayed.

How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
go to the Auxiliary Record Display PF6/18
go to the Version Display PF2/14
go to the List Display PF5/17
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/T PF 9/21
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/D PF 10/22
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/FI PF 11/23
return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Data Sets on Volume

 DYNT-V3                       DATASETS ON VOLUME                   CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 VOL= ______

 FILE SEQ       DATASET NAME

   __           _________________

   __           _________________

   __           _________________
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   __           _________________

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW                                                    12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display a list of multi-file data sets residing on a particular volume.

How to Display
From the Volume Display screen, either

• type LIST on the command line and press ENTER, or
• press PF5/17

What is Seen

VOL
volume serial number.

FILE SEQ
file sequence on volume.

DATASET NAME
multi-file data set name.

If the list overflows one screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8/20.

How to Leave

To Shows
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
return to Volume Display PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

DYNAM/D System Processing Options Screen

 DYNT-GD                DYNAM/D SYSTEM PROCESSING OPTIONS           CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 CATALOG  =  ___     DEFAULT RETENTION    = ___     AVR CONTROL   =  ___

 PRINT    =  ___     DYNUTIL SUPPORT      = ___     CA-SORT       =  ___

 LOG      =  ___     AUTO SECONDARY ALLOC = ___     ROTATE OPTION =  ___

 TRIGGER  =  ___     CATALOG RECOVERY     = ___     POOL MANAGEMT =  ___

 AUDIT    =  ___     MINIMUM ALLOCATION % = ___     AUTO DELETE   =  _____
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 DASDDI   =  ___     MAXIMUM NUMBER ASA   = ___     MANUAL DELETE =  _____

                     ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT = ___     PRIMARY ASA % =  ___

                     OPTION CODES         = ___

                     EC FLAGS (MODONS)    = _________________

   RELEASE INFO        DEFAULT ALLOCATION             CATALOG  INFO

 RELEASE = __        VOLUME SERIAL    = ______      DDNAME  =  _______

 MOD-LVL = __        PRIMARY ALLOC    =    ___      CICSIZE =     ____

 PTF-LVL = __        SECONDARY ALLOC  =    ___      BUFFERS =     ____

 GEN-LVL = _________ NUMBER SECONDARY =    ___      BUFSIZE =     ____

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

                9/21= GENOPT                   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display the current generation options for Dynam/D and information about the configuration of the Catalog.
(You cannot change these options online.)

How to Display

If you are on any of these Press
another System Processing Options Screen
Dataset Name Directory Screen
Dataset Display PF10/22
Selection Menu

What is Seen

CATALOG
whether there is catalog management of data sets.

PRINT
whether informative messages about allocation and access of files will be sent to SYSLST (printer).

LOG
whether informative messages about allocation and access of files will be sent to the SYSLOG (operator console).

TRIGGER
value placed in relative track/block position in EXTENT statement to initiate Dynam/D processing.

AUDIT
whether activity will be logged to the audit data set.

DASDDI
support for device independence.

DEFAULT RETENTION
default retention (number of days).

DYNUTIL SUPPORT
whether there is support for DYNUTIL.

AUTO SECONDARY ALLOC
whether automatic secondary allocation is enabled.

CATALOG RECOVERY
level of auditing support
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MINIMUM ALLOCATION %
minimum percentage of original allocation request that will be accepted.

MAXIMUM NUMBER AS
maximum number of automatic secondary allocations.

ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT
DYNT update permission.

OPTION CODES
default option codes used in creating or accessing files under Dynam/D control.

EC FLAGS (MODONS)
internal flags (MODONS).

AVR CONTROL
automatic volume recognition.

Sort
whether the Sort interface is enabled.

ROTATE OPTION
whether there is allocation control of volumes within a POOL.

POOL MANAGEMENT
whether there is support for POOL volume serial numbers as defined by DYNPOOL macro.

AUTO DELETE
automatic deletion date of equal file IDs.

MANUAL DELETE
manual deletion date of equal file IDs.

PRIMARY ASA %
percentage of primary allocation to be used for eac secondary allocation.

RELEASE INFO
specific information about the release and genlevel of Dynam/D you are running.

VOLUME SERIAL
default volume serial number.

PRIMARY ALLOC
default primary allocation.

SECONDARY ALLOC
default secondary allocation.

NUMBER SECONDARY
maximum number of secondary allocations.

CATALOG INFO
specific information about the name and size of the catalog

How to Leave

To Press
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/T PF9/21
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/FI PF11/23
display the Selection Screen PF4/16
return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24
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DYNAM/FI System Processing Options Screen

 DYNT-GF                DYNAM/FI SYSTEM PROCESSING OPTIONS          CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 CATALOG  =   ___    NUMBER FCT ENTRIES   =  __     DEF DISK TYPE = ______

 RECOVERY =   ___    OPTIMUM TAPE BLKSIZE = ____    CA-SRAM OPT   =  ___

 AUDIT    =   ___    OPTIMUM DISK BLK/TRK = ____    FI-VSAM       =  ___

 VCKD     =   ___    DEFAULT EXEC SIZES   = ____

 MAX CI   =  ____    ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT = ___

                     DEVICE SWITCHING     = ___

                     CD/PR/DI/CP SUPPORT  = ________

   RELEASE INFO                                       CATALOG  INFO

 RELEASE = __                                       DDNAME  =  _______

 MOD-LVL = __                                       CICSIZE =     ____

 PTF-LVL = __                                       BUFFERS =       __

 GEN-LVL = ________                                 BUFSIZE =       __

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

                9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD                   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display the current generation options for Dynam/FI and information about the configuration of the Catalog.
(You cannot change these options online.)

How to Display

If you are on any of these Press
another System Processing Options
Screen
Dataset Name Directory Screen
Dataset Display PF11/23
Selection Menu

What is Seen

CATALOG
whether Dynam/FI will access catalog information.

RECOVERY
whether OPEN/CLOSE updates are logged to the audit data set.

AUDIT
audit trail support.

VCKD
support for direct access on fixed-block architecture devices.
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MAX CI
maximum control interval size.

NUMBER FCT ENTRIES
number of entries in file control table.

OPTIMUM TAPE BLKZSIZE
optimum block size for tape.

OPTIMUM DISK BLK/TRK
optimum number of blocks or tracks.

DEFAULT EXEC SIZES
default execute size for EXEC.

ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT
whether online updating on DYNT is allowed.

DEVICE SWITCHING
support for operator device switching (tape-to-disk, disk-to-tape).

CD/PR/DI/CP SUPPORT
unit record support (SEARCH option).

DISK TYPE
default disk type specifications for block size calculations.

SRAM OPT
Dynam/FI dynamic sorting feature (If YES, level of SRAM supported is shown.).

FI-VSAM
Dynam/FI support for VSAM files.

RELEASE INFO
specific information about the release and genlevel of Dynam/FI you are running.

CATALOG INFO
specific information about the name and size of the catalog.

How to Leave

To Press
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/D PF10/22
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/T PF9/21
display the Selection Screen PF4/16
return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF2/24

DYNAM/T System Processing Options Screen

 DYNT-GT                DYNAM/T SYSTEM PROCESSING OPTIONS           CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 ACCEPT   =  ___     MULTIPLE CPUS        = ___     VOLSER        =   ______

 ALTER    =  ___     INFORMATIONAL MSGS   = ___     VOLSER LOW    =   ______

 RERUN    =  ___     NON/DYNAMT TAPE PROT = ___     VOLSER HIGH   =   ______
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 FLT      =  ___     RETENTION (DAYS)     = ___     DEF DENSITY   =   ______

 AVRLCK   =  ___     WORK RETENTION       = ___     DEF REEL SIZE =   ______

 ALARM    =  ___     OWNER IDENTIFIER     = ___     AUTOSTOP OPT  =   ___

 NOTIFY   =  ___     SYSTEM IDENTIFIER    = ___     SECURITY OPT  =   ___

 VAULT    =  ___     USER IDENTIFIER      = ___     PROHIBIT OPT  =   ___

 REUSE    =  ___     OWNER ID CHECKING    = ___     DEF VAULT LOC =   ___

 AUTCVER  =  ___     CATALOG CHECKING     = ___     DUMMY DEVICES =   ___

 SCR PROT =  ___     AUTO STOP REPEAT     = ___     TESTJOB       =   ___

 DEL PROT =  ___     AUDIT RECORDING      = ___

                     AUTOMATIC CATALOGING = ___       CATALOG INFO

   RELEASE INFO      ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT = ___     DDNAME  = ________

 RELEASE = __        AUTOMATIC DELETION   = ___     CICSIZE = ____

 MOD-LVL = __        AUTOMATIC SCRATCH    = ___     BUFFERS = ___

 PTF-LVL = __        TLMS                 = ___     BUFSIZE = ___

 GEN-LVL = _________                                SHARE   = ___

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

                               10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display the current generation options for Dynam/T and information about the configuration of the Catalog.
(You cannot change these options online.)

How to Display

If you are on any of these Press
another System Processing Options
Screen
Dataset Name Directory Screen
Dataset Display Screen PF9/21
Selection Menu

What is Seen

ACCEPT
whether operator can mount an input tape other than the one called for and respond ACCEPT to message
CADT005.

ALTER
whether operator may respond ALTER to a mount message.

RERUN
whether operator may respond RERUN to message CADT004.

FLT
support for forced label tape processing.

AVRLCK
protection support for shared tape drives.

ALARM
whether alarm will ring when a message requiring operator action is issued.

NOTIFY
whether a message will be printed on SYSLOG when there is an open request for a tape file, but the Catalog
cannot be accessed.
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VAULT
support for vault location control system.

REUSE
whether tapes that were opened for output, but never closed, may be selected for output.

AUTCVER
default number of generations to be saved for an automatically-cataloged data set.

SCR PROT
number of hours tapes are allowed to be in OPEN status before being eligible for scratch (OPENH parameter).

DEL PROT
number of hours tapes are allowed to be in OPEN status before being eligible for delete (DELETEH parameter).

MULTIPLE CPUS
support for multi-CPU shared tape drive protection.

INFORMATIONAL MSGS
whether Dynam/T processing messgaes will be issued to the console.

NON/DYNAMT TAPE PROT
protection of uncontrolled use of Dynam/T scratch tapes.

RETENTION (DAYS)
default retention period.

WORK RETENTION
retention specification for work tapes.

OWNER IDENTIFIER
default owner ID.

SYSTEM IDENTIFIER
default system ID.

USER IDENTIFIER
default user ID.

OWNER CHECKING
whether owner ID ill be checked during AVR.

CATALOG CHECKING
whether output scratch tapes selected for AVR are checked for matching catalog owner IDs.

AUTO STOP REPEAT
control of responses to mount messages (see STOP parameter in the DYNAMT macro).

AUDIT RECORDING
support for audit trail facility.

AUTOMATIC CATALOGING
whether new catalog entries are created as output open for tape files.

ONLINE UPDATE PERMIT
whether online updating on DYNT is allowed.

AUTOMATIC DELETION
whether automatically cataloged data sets will be automatically deleted.

AUTOMATIC SCRATCH
support for automatic scratch facility.

TLMS
support for Dynam/TLMS interface.
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VOLSER
type of volser accepted by Catalog (alphanumeric/numeric only).

VOLSER LOW, HIGH
range of numeric volsers allowed (NO-CHK indicates no checking for range.).

DEF DENSITY
defalt density specification.

DEF REEL SIZE
default length specification.

AUTOSTOP OPT
whether system automatically STOPs partition after first mount message without asking for operator response.

SECURITY OPT
whether system immediately cancels any job with an open request for a tape when Catalog cannot be located
whether new catalog entries are created at output.

PROHIBIT OPT
whether system prevents use of Dynam/T- controlled scratch tapes for uncontrolled data sets.

DEF VAULT LOC
the default vault location.

DUMMY DEVICES
range of dummy devices to be used by TDYNASN.

TESTJOB
signal a request for $TEST processing.

RELEASE INFO
specific information about the release and genlevel of Dynam/T you are running.

CATALOG INFO
specific information about the name and size of the catalog.

How to Leave

To Press
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/D PF10/22
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/FI PF11/23
display the Selection Screen PF4/16
return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

List Display

 DYNT-D3                          LIST DISPLAY                      CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= _________________

 VER  VOL  VOLSER    DATE    TIME  CUU MODE FILS ERRS  JOBNAME  EXPIRES  VLT

 ___  ___  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___  ________ __/__/__  __

      ___  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___       ___  ___  ________ __/__/__  __

      ___  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___       ___  ___  ________ __/__/__  __
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      ___  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___       ___  ___  ________ __/__/__  __

      ___  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___       ___  ___  ________ __/__/__  __

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW                                                    12/24= CANCEL

This information is displayed for tape versions of a data set.

List Display 1

 DYNT-D3                          LIST DISPLAY                      CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= _________________

 GEN EXT   VOLSER    DATE     TIME                      JOBNAME   EXPIRES

 ___ ___   ______  __/__/__  __.__                      ________  __/__/__

     ___   ______  __/__/__  __.__                      ________  __/__/__

     ___   ______  __/__/__  __.__                      ________  __/__/__

     ___   ______  __/__/__  __.__                      ________  __/__/__

     ___   ______  __/__/__  __.__                      ________  __/__/__

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW                                                    12/24= CANCEL

This information is displayed for disk versions of a data set.

Purpose
To display selective information about active data set versions in a "batch report" format rather than one version at
a time. You cannot update this screen.
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How to Display
On the Dataset Display screen,

• type LIST on the command line and press ENTER, or
• press PF5/17

What is Seen

This Value Shows
DSN data set name
VER Version
VOL volume sequence
VOLSER volume serial number
DATE date created
TIME time created
CUU device address
MODE Density
FILS file sequence
ERRS number of input/output errors
JOBNAME name of job
EXPIRES expiration date
VLT vault location
GEN disk generation ID, if any
EXT volume sequence

If the list overflows one screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8/20.

How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
return to Dataset Display PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Logon Screen

 DYNT-00                    ****     LOGON     ****                 CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 CATALOG UPDATE PASSWORD ===> __________

 1/13= HELP

                                                               12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To gain access to Dynam transaction screens and to prevent unauthorized users from accessing your data.
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How to Display
Type DYNT on a clear screen.

What to Enter
Your password.
The required password is the catalog password, established when the Dynam Catalog was created. Both READ
and WRITE access are controlled by this password. Without it access to the Catalog is denied regardless of the
specification of the CICS parameter in the DYNAMT macro. The password also provides access to any data set
passwords which may have been established.

How to Leave
As soon as you enter your correct password, the Dynam Selection Menu is automatically displayed.

Selection Menu

 DYNT-01                    **** SELECTION MENU ****                CA-Dynam/T

 ====>

 DATASET NAME  = _________________

 VOLUME SERIAL = ______

                          HIGH WATER MARK =      __%

                          DATASET COUNT   =      ___

                          VOLUME  COUNT   =      ___

                          CATALOG OWNER   = ________________

                          CATALOG BACKUP  = __/__/__ __.__.__

 1/13= HELP

                9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To choose a screen on which you can display and/or update Catalog information.

How to Display
On the Logon screen, type in your password and press ENTER.
On any other screen press PF4/16 or type RETURN on the command line.

What is Seen

This value Shows
DATASET NAME name of the data set
VOLUME SERIAL volume serial number
HIGH WATER MARK amount of the Catalog used
DATASET COUNT number of data sets in Catalog
VOLUME COUNT number of volumes in Catalog
CATALOG OWNER Catalog owner ID
CATALOG BACKUP date and time of last backup
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What to Enter

To Do this
display specific information about a data set type the data set name after DATASET NAME = and press

ENTER
display a blank DATASET DISPLAY screen to define a new data
set

Type DEF on the command line after ==> and press ENTER

display a directory of all the data sets in the Catalog type * after DATASET NAME = and press ENTER
display generic groups of data sets type the partial data set name prefixed or suffixed with a * . (For

example, PAY* would produce a directory of data sets beginning
with PAY.)

display information about a
volume

type the volume serial number after VOLUME SERIAL = and
press ENTER

display a directory of all volumes type * after VOLUME SERIAL = and press ENTER
display a directory of volumes
in scratch status
with same owner code
with same length
with same owner code in
scratch status
with same length and in
scratch status

after VOLUME SERIAL =
type *S
type *O=owner
type *L=length
type *SO=owner
type *SL=lengthv

display a directory of volumes beginning type the partial volume serial number with the same characters
suffixed with *. (For example, AB* would produce a directory of all
volumes beginning with AB.)

How to Leave

To Press
go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/T

PF9/21

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/D

PF10/22

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/FI

PF11/23

cancel the transaction PF12/24

Tape Directory

 DYNT-V1                         TAPE DIRECTORY                     CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

   VOLSER  LEN  OWN  SCRATCH  INITIAL  CLEANED  OPENS  ERRORS

 * ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

 * ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

 * ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __
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 * ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

   ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

   ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

   ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

   ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

   ______   __   __  __/__/__ __/__/__ __/__/__    __      __

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW     9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display volumes in a directory. You cannot update on this screen.

How to Display

On the Selection Menu after VOLUME SERIAL = ,

Type this and press ENTER For a directory of
* all volumes
*S volumes in scratch status
*O=owner volumes with same owner
*L=length volumes with same length
*SO=owner volumes with same owner code in scratch status
*SL=length volumes with same length and in scratch status

You can also suffix the partial volume serial number with an * to display a directory of volumes beginning with the same
characters.

What is Seen

This value Shows
VOLSER volume serial number
LEN Length specification (XS, S, MS, M, ML, L)
OWN Owner of this volume
SCRATCH date last scratched
INITIAL date initialized
CLEANED date last cleaned
OPENS Number of opens
ERRORS Number of open errors

An * to the left of a VOLSER indicates a volume in scratch status.

If the list overflows one screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8/20.
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What to Enter
To select a particular volume, place the cursor to the left of the volume serial number and press ENTER. This will
take you to the Volume Display screen.

How to Leave

To Press
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/T PF9/21
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/D PF10/22
go directly to System Processing Options Screen for DYNAM/FI PF11/23
display the Selection Screen PF4/16
return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Version Display

 DYNT-D5                         VERSION DISPLAY                    CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= ______________

    VER= ___ CREATE= __/__/__ __.__ ______   ______  __ __

             ACCESS= __/__/__ __.__ ______   ______  __ __

             EXPIRE= __/__/__ PED= __/__/__  RF=   __

             LRECL=  ____     BLKSIZ=  ____  NTRK/NBLK=  ____

     VOL  VOLSER    DATE    TIME  CUU MODE FILS ERRS TOTAL CLEANED OPENS VLT

      __  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ __/__/__  ___  __

      __  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ __/__/__  ___  __

      __  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ __/__/__  ___  __

      __  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ __/__/__  ___  __

      __  ______  __/__/__ __.__  ___  ___  ___  ___   ___ __/__/__  ___  __

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW                                                    12/24= CANCEL

This information is displayed for tape versions of a data set.

Version Display 1

 DYNT-D5                         VERSION DISPLAY                    CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 DSN= ______________
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    VER= ___ CREATE= __/__/__ __.__ ______   ______  __ __

             ACCESS= __/__/__ __.__ ______   ______  __ __

             EXPIRE= __/__/__ PED= __/__/__  RF=   __

             LRECL=  ____     BLKSIZ=  ____  NTRK/NBLK=  ____

     EXT  VOLSER    DATE     TIME

     ___  ______  __/__/__  __.__

     ___  ______  __/__/__  __.__

     ___  ______  __/__/__  __.__

     ___  ______  __/__/__  __.__

     ___  ______  __/__/__  __.__

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN

 8/20= FORW                                                    12/24= CANCEL

This information is displayed for disk versions of a data set.

Purpose
To display information about the most current version of the data set. You cannot update on this screen.

How to Display
From the Dataset Display screen, either

• type VER on the command line and press ENTER or
• press PF2/14

What is Seen

DSN
data set name.

VER
version number.

CREATE
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when version was created.

ACCESS
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when version was last accessed.

EXPIRE
expiration date for version.

LRECL
logical record length.

PED
period ending date.

BLKSIZ
block size.

RF
record format.
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NTRK/NBLK
number of blocks.

VOL
volume sequence number.

VOLSER
volume serial number.

DATE
date volume was created.

TIME
time volume was created.

CUU
device address.

MODE
density.

FILS
file sequence number.

ERRS
number of input/output errors for the volume.

TOTAL
number of input/output errors for the version.

CLEANED
date last cleaned.

OPENS
number of opens.

VLT
vault location.

GEN
disk generation ID.

EXT
volume sequence.

If the list overflows one screen, scroll forward through the list by pressing PF8/20.

How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
return to Dataset Display PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

Volume Display

 DYNT-V2                         VOLUME DISPLAY                     CA-Dynam/T

 ===>
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 VOLSER= ______   OWNER= __ LENGTH=  ___   STATUS= _______ VAULT=  __

 DSN= _________________     VERSION= ___   VOLUME=    ___  FILES=  __

     CREATE= __/__/__ __.__ ________ ________  _  __

     ACCESS= __/__/__ __.__ ________ ________  _  __

     EXPIRE= __/__/__       SLOT= _____

     OUTPUT OPENS=     ___  INPUT OPENS=        ___        ERRORS=    ___

     INITIALIZED= __/__/__  REINITIALIZED= __/__/__        EXT OWNER= ______

     SCRATCHED=   __/__/__  CLEANED=       __/__/__

 1/13= HELP                     3/15= QUIT      4/16= RETURN    5/17= LIST

                9/21= GENOPT   10/22= GENOPD   11/23= GENOPF   12/24= CANCEL

Purpose
To display information about a specific volume. You cannot update on this screen.

How to Display
On the Selection Menu, enter a specific volume serial number after VOLUME SERIAL = .
On the Tape Directory screen, place the cursor to the left of a particular volume serial number and press ENTER.

Screen Summary 1
What is Seen

VOLSER
volume serial number.

DSN
last data set name on volume.

OWNER
owner ID of volume.

LENGTH
length of tape (XS, S, MS, M, ML, L).

VERSION
version number.

STATUS
status of volume (active, scratch, externally owned, and so on).

VOLUME
volume number.

VAULT
vault location.
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FILES
number of files on volume.

CREATE
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when created.

ACCESS
date, time, job name, step name, vault location and partition when last accessed.

EXPIRE
expiration date.

SLOT
slot location in the vault.

OUTPUT OPENS
number of output opens.

INPUT OPENS
number of input opens.

ERRORS
number of input/output errors.

INITIALIZED
date volume was initialized.

REINITIALIZED
date volume was reinitialized.

EXT OWNER
external owner, if this is an externally owned volume.

SCRATCHED
date volume was last scratched.

CLEANED
date volume was last cleaned.

How to Leave How to Leave

To Press
return to the Selection Menu PF4/16
go to the Data sets on volume screen PF5/17
go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/T

PF9/21

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/D

PF10/22

go directly to System Processing Options Screen
for DYNAM/FI

PF11/23

return to previous screen PF3/15
cancel the transaction PF12/24

The AUDTUTIL Utility
The Dynam Audit Trail facility provides a permanent record of Dynam/T file activity. Each time Dynam/T processes a
data set, or whenever an update is made to the catalog, an audit record is logged (added) to the audit data set. The audit
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report generator program, AUDTUTIL, is also supplied with the system. With this program, you can generate custom-
defined reports.

The audit facility records detailed information about file OPEN/CLOSE processing, including:

• data set name
• filename
• job and phase name
• volume serial number
• file and volume sequence number
• version number
• system date
• time of processing
• exceptional occurrences, such as operator responses of ACCEPT, RERUN, or CANCEL
• all maintenance performed on the Dynam/T Catalog.

This is a complete auditing facility, designed to increase security and efficiency for your installation. For instance, you can
generate reports to track various conditions regarding data set use. You can also track unauthorized access to data sets
and volumes, or locate and correct bottlenecks.

The audit facility also records internal catalog recovery information. Therefore, you can use this facility to recreate or
recover the Dynam/T catalog if it is destroyed or corrupted. No information relating to file management activity is lost.

The audit report generator provides several predesigned reports, or allows you to design your own reports

• by specifying page and heading titles and
• by selecting records and fields to be reported upon with easy to use keywords and selection logic.

Maintaining the Audit Data Set

The Audit Data Set

The audit data set is a sequential data set which is accessed by the system directly using physical I/O. If AUDIT support
is generated, the audit data set must always be present and available. For this reason, it is necessary that the FILEDEF
for the audit data set be present in the Dynam/T initialization EXECs, and that the minidisk which contains the data set be
linked in write mode to the Dynam service machine.

For the sake of performance, the location of the audit data set is retained in storage after Dynam/T initialization. If it is
necessary to move the audit data set or to remove the DASD volume which contains the audit data set, the AUDTUTIL
program must be used to reinitialize the new data set. Taskman must also be reinitialized. The audit data set should not
be manipulated, backed up, or copied with any utility except those provided with the Dynam/T system. See the DATASET
command of AUDTUTIL for more information about initializing the audit data set.

You can run the Audit Trail facility in either basic or extended mode.

• BASIC mode only performs logging of Catalog recovery information. You may use the Catalog recovery facility with this
mode, but none of the reporting facilities will be available. The logmode is set when the audit data set is initialized and
may be modified at any time by the AUDTUTIL DATASET command.

• Run the Audit system in LOGMODE=EXTENDED if you require audit reports concerning file management activity.

NOTE
The filename (DDNAME) for the audit data set is CAIAUDT.

If access to the audit data set is denied (FILEDEF is missing, or the DASD volume is made not ready), Dynam/T cancels
any job which requires access.
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Audit Data Set Logging

The system generation macros -- DYNAM, DYNAMD, DYNAMT, and DYNAMFI -- provide several options through which
you can control the level and amount of logging performed by the Audit subsystem in each Dynam subset. This control
gives you maximum flexibility with minimum overhead.

DYNAM macro
AUDIT=YES|NO controls catalog recovery and auditing globally. If auditing support at any level is desired,
AUDIT=YES must be specified.
RECOVER=YES|NO controls the logging of catalog recovery information by the catalog management component.
If RECOVER=NO, recovery information is not logged.
AUDTMNT=YES|NO controls the logging of catalog update requests by DYNCAT and the DYNT transaction in a
reportable fashion. If the AUDIT report facility is desired for catalog update requests made from batch or through
DYNT, AUDTMNT=YES must be specified. These updates may be reported upon via the AUDTUTIL REPORT
MAINT report.

DYNAMT macro
AUDIT=YES|NO controls logging of tape data set activity and operator responses to Dynam/T messages. If
reporting for tape activity is desired, AUDIT=YES must be specified.

DYNAMD macro
RECOVER=YES|NO|GDG controls logging of catalog update information for disk data sets. In most installations,
RECOVER=YES should be specified, since this provides for full logging of all catalog updates by Dynam/D. In
exceptional circumstances, this parameter may be used to limit logging of catalog updates for Dynam/D controlled
data sets to generation data sets only (RECOVER=GDG) or to stop logging altogether (RECOVER=NO). This
parameter may be used to tune performance since, typically, disk files are used much more heavily than tape
files, and, except for generation data sets, the information recorded (date and time of last access, and so on) is
not necessary for recovery of a usable catalog. If RECOVER=NO is specified and recovery must be performed,
additional overhead will be noted in Dynam/D until all existing input disk files have been re-created.

DYNAMFI macro
AUDIT=YES|NO controls logging of sequential file activity for files processed by Dynam/D. If reporting for these
files is desired, AUDIT=YES must be specified.
RECOVER=YES|NO performs the same function for the Dynam/FI component with regard to catalog recovery
auditing that it does in the DYNAMD macro for Dynam/D. In most installations, RECOVER=YES should be
specified. If AUDIT=YES and RECOVER=NO are specified together, information will be recorded for reporting
purposes, but no catalog information relative to catalog updates performed by Dynam/FI will be recorded.

Audit records will be created under a wide variety of conditions, depending upon the settings of the above macros.
Assuming that the most extensive auditing is specified, the following conditions will cause reportable audit records to be
produced:

• A tape or disk file (controlled or uncontrolled) is opened or closed.
• An end-of-volume condition is encountered on tape (controlled or uncontrolled).
• An exceptional condition occurs for a tape file, such as:
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– ACCEPT of a tape file
– ALTER of the specified tape file
– RERUN of the current tape file
– Use of a locked file
– Unlabeled tape processing
– Uncontrolled tape processing
– CANCEL response to a Dynam/T message
– password violation

• A DYNCAT utility command is entered which causes the catalog to be modified (including the SCRATCH function).
• Dynam/FI is used to modify the characteristics of a DTF for processing or the -FI AUDIT option is used on a file which

is not modified.

The Audit Trail Facility can report all of these conditions through the AUDTUTIL report generator. It also logs special
catalog recovery entries whenever the catalog is modified. However, these are processed only during catalog recovery.

Whenever an audit trail record is created, the following information is captured:

• catalog record entry (new entries)
• system date and time of processing
• job name, program name
• partition ID / VM userid
• tape drive address
• filename (ddname / DTFname)
• tape recording mode

Before any logging of file activity can be directed to the audit data set, the data set must be initialized by using the
DATASET command of the AUDTUTIL program.

Usage Notes:

• A software enqueue/dequeue technique is used to protect against multiple accesses of the audit data set at any given
time.

• The audit trail data set must be a single extent file.
• Messages are written to the console as each ten-percent-full mark is reached. If the file fills up, logging stops and audit

entries are lost until a BACKUP of the data set is performed. Dynam/T records the number of entries lost.

Using the Catalog Recovery Facility
The Dynam/T Catalog Recovery facility enables you to recreate the Catalog file in the event of disaster. Using a previous
backup tape of the file in conjunction with the Audit data set, you can recover the Catalog without concern for system
integrity and reliability. Dynam/T uses an enqueue technique that protects the Catalog during recovery from being updated
by any other jobs running on the system and programs running on other CPUs, real or virtual.

By default, only audit records created after the last BACKUP of the Catalog file are considered during Catalog recovery.
However, you can process multiple backup tapes of the Audit data set. You may override the starting date and time from
which Audit records are selected for processing.

Catalog recovery is a two-step process:

1. Issue the DYNCAT RESTORE command to restore the latest backup of the Catalog file to disk. Be careful not to issue
a RESTORE REORG; this resets pointers required by the recovery function and should only be used if recovery is not
possible after a RESTORE.

2. Issue the AUDTUTIL CATALOG RECOVERY command. This permits you to load selected Audit records from a
backup tape of the Audit data set, the Audit data set itself, or both. You can also write the Audit data set to tape by
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issuing the AUDTUTIL BACKUP command. For a description of the CATALOG RECOVERY and BACKUP commands,
see the next section, "AUDTUTIL Commands."

Usage Note:

The Audit facility is designed for Catalog recovery from a catastrophic loss. If you suspect a non-critical or logical Catalog
error, execute the DYNCAT BACKUP, RESTORE REORG, and SCRATCH functions to correct the Catalog error instead.
Audit recovery is unnecessary under these circumstances; RESTORE REORG resolves non-critical problems.

AUDTUTIL Commands
AUDTUTIL enables you to perform various functions on the accumulated audit trail data. The chart below lists each
AUDTUTIL command and briefly describes its functions. The rest of this section details the command syntax more
completely.

BACKUP
Backs up the audit data set, merging the audit data to a history tape. The data set is then cleared of all active
entries.

CATALOG
Updates the existing catalog file with the tape file activity captured in the audit data set (catalog recovery).

DATASET
Performs functions on the audit data set. These include initialization, status reports, and so on.

PROGRAM
This command indicates to the AUDTUTIL program whether a Dynam/T or Dynam/FI report is to be generated.
This command is only needed when both Dynam/T and Dynam/FI are installed on the user's system.

REPORT
Generates an audit trail report. Either a pre-defined report may be specified, or the user can supply report
specification commands following the report command. The specification commands describe how the report is to
be generated.

Syntax Notes:

• Command names can begin in any position of the card-image record.
• All operands are separated by one or more blanks.
• Commands can be continued onto a maximum of six continuation records. The first non-blank
• Only positions 1-72 are examined by the AUDTUTIL program.
• Any number of audit trail commands can be entered (in any sequence) in a single execution of the AUDTUTIL

program.
• All output is written to SYSPRINT except for some initial messages which are also displayed at the user's console.
• Continuation requires a non-blank character in position 72 of the statement to be continued.
• The AUDTUTIL program is invoked by the command, EXEC DYNAMCMS AUDTUTIL.

BACKUP Command

This command writes the audit data set to tape.

BACKUP  |  [{INITIALIZE|ADD}]

        |  [DISP=KEEP       ]

        |  [TAPE=SYSnnn     ]

        |  [INPUT=SYSnnn    ]
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INITIALIZE
Initialize tape for output. The audit trail data is written at the beginning of the tape.

ADD
The period-to-date audit information is copied from the input (previous period-to-date tape) to the output tape and
new information is added. ADD is the default if only BACKUP is specified.

TAPE=SYSnnn
(CMS/DOS) The output tape is assigned by logical unit SYSnnn (default is SYS006).

DISP=KEEP
This operand ensures that the audit data set is not cleared after the BACKUP function is performed. This operand
is only valid on a BACKUP INITIALIZE command. Use DISP=KEEP only for generating tapes to be used for
reporting and testing. This reduces the possiblity of creating multiple copies of the same information.

INPUT=SYSnnn
(VM/VSE) If ADD is used, the input tape is assigned by logical unit SYSnnn (default is SYS005).

Examples:

BACKUP INITIALIZE DISP=KEEP

BACKUP INITIALIZE TAPE=SYS008

BACKUP ADD INPUT=SYS010 TAPE=SYS011

Usage Notes:

• The audit data set is reinitialized when the BACKUP is complete unless DISP=KEEP is specified.
• A FILEDEF for DYNHIST is required for the history tape.
• A FILEDEF for DYNOLD is required for the ADD function for the input period-to-date tape.
• If the audit data set becomes full, perform a BACKUP immediately. Records cannot be logged until the BACKUP is

executed.
• If the AUDTUTIL job cancels during a BACKUP, and the audit data set has been specified as SHARE=YES, execute

the DATASET UNLOCK command. The BACKUP function LOCKS the audit data set while it is writing the data records
to tape. The file is not UNLOCKED until the BACKUP completes successfully.

• An example of an EXEC which backs up the Dynam/T audit data set to a controlled data set is provided in . Special
Usage Considerations.

CATALOG Command

The CATALOG command provides for the recovery of tape activity information lost from the catalog files. This command
uses the information on the audit trail tape(s) and audit trail data set to update the existing catalog file.

CATALOG |   RECOVERY [TAPE=SYSnnn  ]

        |            [MULTITAPE    ]

        |            [NODISK       ]

        |            [NOTAPE       ]

        |            [LIST         ]

        |            [DATE=mm/dd/yy]

        |            [TIME=hh.mm.ss]

RECOVERY
This required operand instructs Dynam/T to perform Catalog Recovery.

TAPE=SYSnnn
(CMS/DOS) The input audit trail tape is assigned by logical unit SYSnnn (default is SYS005).
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MULTITAPE=n
This optional operand specifies the number of logical audit backup tape files to be used in the recovery. The
catalog recovery will read the specified number of files. This operand is not required for a single file which spans
multiple volumes. End-of-volume conditions are supported by catalog recovery.

NODISK
This optional operand instructs Dynam/T not to process the audit trail data set after all audit tapes are read. Use
this operand with caution as the entries contained in the audit data set indicate the most recent Dynam/T activity.

NOTAPE
This optional operand instructs Dynam/T not to process any audit trail backup tapes. Audit trail information will be
read solely from the audit data set.

LIST
This optional operand causes a listing of catalog recovery operations to be printed as each catalog entry is
recovered. A message is printed indicating the function performed, the data set name, volume serial number, ...
etc.

DATE=mm/dd/yy
This optional operand indicates the starting date from which audit trail records will be processed. All audit records
with an older date will be ignored. Use this operand with caution. The date supplied overrides the last backup
date which is contained in the catalog time-stamp record. If this operand is omitted, the date and time of the last
catalog backup is used.

TIME=hh.mm.ss
This optional operand indicates the time of day (using a 24-hour clock) for the first audit entry to be used in the
catalog recovery operation. Note that this operand is allowed only if the DATE= operand is specified. If the DATE=
operand is supplied without the TIME=operand, then a time of 00.00.00 is assumed.

Examples:

CATALOG RECOVERY TAPE=SYS005

CATALOG RECOVERY MULTITAPE=3 DATE=01/01/90

In the first example, the audit trail tape is assigned by logical unit SYS005.

In the second example, only audit records with a date after January 1, 1990 are to be processed and three audit trail
history tapes are to be used.

Usage Notes:

• The audit trail records to be processed are retrieved in the following order:
a. audit trail history tape(s) (if any)
b. audit data set.

• If the DATE= operand is omitted, only audit trail records which were logged after the last BACKUP of the catalog file
will be processed by the CATALOG RECOVERY command. All other audit trail records will be ignored.

• The catalog recovery operation does not clear the audit data set. The audit data set is cleared only by the BACKUP
function.

• Audit trail history tapes used as input during the recovery operation are always processed by the Dynam/T system as
uncontrolled data sets. This is done even if the tape file's data set name is in the Dynam catalog. During the recovery
operation, the data contained in the catalog may be unreliable.

• The LIST option is highly recommended for use when catalog recovery is performed, since each operation is thereby
logged.
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DATASET Command

The DATASET command allows various general-purpose functions to be performed on the audit trail data set. The
operands are the sub-functions which are to be performed.

DATASET |  {INITIALIZE [LOGMODE={BASIC|EXTENDED}] [SHARE={VSELOCK|YES|NO}]}

        |  {STATUS                                                        }

        |  {UNLOCK                                                        }

INITIALIZE
Initializes the audit trail data set for use by the audit trail report generator facility.

STATUS
Reports on the status of the data set.

UNLOCK
Unlocks the data set when a lockout condition occurs. This condition may occur when a job was canceled while
the audit trail data set was in the process of being updated if SHARE=YES is in effect.

LOGMODE=
BASIC, causes Dynam/T to log to the audit data set only information necessary for catalog recovery.
EXTENDED, causes Dynam/T to log to the audit data set all tape file activity (including uncontrolled tape file
activity). This option provides support for audit logging of reportable records by Dynam/T.

SHARE=
YES provides VM and multi-CPU users with audit data set enqueue/dequeue. Indicates the audit data set is
shared.
NO (default) non-VM single-CPU users should specify SHARE=NO.
VSELOCK is unsupported in VM and is equivalent to specifying NO.

Examples:

DATASET INITIALIZE LOGMODE=EXTENDED SHARE=YES

DATASET STATUS

Usage Notes:

• Data set status information is printed automatically after the INITIALIZE, LOCK, or UNLOCK functions are executed.
• If the audit data set is locked, then any program attempting to update the audit file from another partition is kept waiting

until the audit data set is unlocked. Standard IBM macros for same system enqueue (VSE and LOCK) are used within
a system. A private Broadcom enqueuing technique is used cross-system (SHARE=YES) which does not employ
SENSE RESERVE.

• If LOGMODE is omitted, EXTENDED mode is assumed.

PROGRAM Command

This command indicates whether a Dynam/T, Dynam/D or Dynam/FI report is to be generated. (The records logged by
each subset for audit reporting contain different information.)

PROGRAM  |  { DYNAM/T | DYNAM/FI | DYNAM/D }

DYNAM/T
Generates a Dynam/T report.
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DYNAM/FI
Generates a Dynam/FI report.

Dynam/D
generates a Dynam/D report.

Usage Notes:

• The PROGRAM command is only needed when an installation has the Dynam/T, Dynam/D and Dynam/FI products
installed, or if a predefined report is to be produced.

• If needed, the PROGRAM command must precede the REPORT command specified.

REPORT Command

The REPORT command specifies the generation of audit trail reports. The operands are a list of pre-defined reports to be
generated. Reports may also be defined by the user using REPORT with no operand supplied and the required additional
REPORT commands. A maximum of seven reports may be requested on one input record.

REPORT |  name1 [ name2  ... name7 ]

name1 [ name2 ... ]
are any of the available pre-defined reports on information logged by Dynam/T, Dynam/D, or Dynam/FI.

The report names for  Dynam/T  are:

CANCEL
indicates all jobs which canceled due to an operator response to a Dynam/T message.

CREATION
indicates all tape file creations.

DATASET
indicates all Dynam/T-controlled tape processing by data set name.

DEVICES
indicates tape device activity.

MAINT
indicates all catalog management maintenance performed by the Dynam utility programs.

OPERATOR
represents operator responses relating to tape file processing.

SYSTEM
indicates OPEN/CLOSE/EOV processing by data set name.

UNCNTRLD
indicates all Dynam/T-uncontrolled tape processing by data set name.

UNLABELD
indicates all unlabeled tape files.

The report names for Dynam/FI are:

DATASETS
indicates creation or access of Dynam/FI modified files.

TIMES
indicates which files have been used at what times.

The names of the predefined reports for information logged by Dynam/D are:
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CANCEL
indicates all jobs which canceled due to an operator response to a Dynam/D message.

DATASET
indicates all Dynam/D-controlled disk processing by data set name.

DEVICES
indicates disk device activity.

MAINT
indicates all catalog management maintenance performed by the Dynam utilities.

OPERATOR
lists all operator responses relating to disk file processing.

PASSWORD
indicates all password violations relating to disk files.

PERMDEL
indicates all deleted permanent disk files.

SYSTEM
indicates OPEN/CLOSE and exception processing by data set name.

UNCNTRL
indicates all Dynam/D-uncontrolled disk processing by data set name.

Generating Reports

All reports are defined by four lists:

• a selection list
• a report definition list
• a page title list
• a field title list

Enter the following commands immediately after the REPORT command if you require user-defined reports. These
commands override the predefined report list or titles.

SELECT
Specifies which records to select from the audit trail of field names to compare to specific values. Records are
selected by comparing a given value with an area of the input record. If the result is TRUE, the record is used.
This command is optional.

FIELDS
Specifies which fields to include in the report and the order in which they are to appear. You cannot issue this
command for a predefined report. (This command is invalid when a predefined report is used and required when a
user-defined report is used.) This command is optional.

TITLE
Specifies page and field titles for the report. You can specify field titles for use with predefined field titles. This
command is optional.

GENERATE
Generates the report based on all commands issued since the REPORT command. This command is required.

INPUT
Specifies the input device for audit trail data. Input is taken either from the audit trail data set or from an audit trail
history tape. The default is the audit trail data set. This command is optional.

Usage Notes:
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• GENERATE is the only required command for pre-defined reports and must always appear last. You can enter the
other report commands in any order.

• You can dynamically generate alternate report lists by issuing commands at execution time.
• You can generate multiple reports with one execution of the AUDTUTIL program. However, after it executes each

GENERATE command, AUDTUTIL clears all report definitions.
• Fields within the audit record are given a field name which is used whenever referencing that field.

INPUT Command

The optional INPUT command specifies the location of the audit trail data set to be used for generating an audit report.

INPUT |  [DATASET] [TAPE=SYSnnn [MULTITAPE=nn]] 

DATASET
Report is generated using the audit trail data set on disk.

TAPE=SYSnnn
(CMS/DOS) Report is generated using the audit trail history tape assigned by logical unit SYSnnn. Default is
SYS005.

MULTITAPE=nn
Specifies the number of input files to be processed. DEFAULT is one.

Examples:

INPUT DATASET

INPUT TAPE=SYS004

INPUT TAPE=SYS010 MULTITAPE=3

Usage Notes:

• A FILEDEF statement with the filename DYNHIST is required for the history tape if it is to be used. If this FILEDEF is
not in effect, the function will fail, and the program will be canceled.

• If the INPUT command is not issued, the default is DATASET.
• The MULTITAPE operand is not required for one file which spans several volumes. End-of-volume switching is handled

normally.

SELECT Command

The SELECT command specifies the conditions under which a record is selected from the audit trail data set. As many
SELECT commands as desired may be supplied, and as many conditions as desired may be supplied on any one
SELECT statement. A record is selected if and only if it satisfies all of the conditions on any one SELECT statement.
Therefore, the conditions on any one SELECT statement are considered to be connected by logical ANDs while distinct
SELECT statements are considered to be connected by logical ORs. If the SELECT command is not used, all records in
the audit trail data set will be selected for report processing.

SELECT  |  condition1  [ condition2 ... ]

Where conditions can be any of the following:

Generic class name
Selects a class of records.
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Field name value
Selects all records whose field has the specified value.

Field name low-value or high-value
Selects all records whose field has a value in the specified range.

Usage Note:

Records are logically grouped into generic classes based upon the contents of one or more fields. A class name may be
used to reference these records (on the SELECT command). This removes the necessity of specifying the actual values
of fields.

Dynam/T

Class Name Description
INPUT All input files.
OUTPUT All output files.
OPEN All OPEN activity.
CLOSE All CLOSE activity.
EOV All EOV activity.
ACCEPT All instances of ACCEPT.
ALTER All instances of ALTER.
RERUN All instances of RERUN.
EXCEPTION All exceptional occurrences.
MANUAL All DYNCAT commands which were logged.

Dynam/FI

Class Name Description
INPUT All input files.
OUTPUT All output files.
ACCEPT All files accepted for processing by Dynam/FI.
REJECT All files rejected for processing by Dynam/FI.

Dynam/D

Class Name Description
INPUT All input files.
OUTPUT All output files.
OPEN All open activity.
CLOSE All close activity.
MANUAL All DYNCAT commands which were logged.

Field names and their contents are described in the "Audit Report Generator Field Names" section of this article.

Field Values For SELECT Command

The following types of field values are permissible:
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• Numeric value
• Alphanumeric value
• Date value (MM/DD/YY)
• Time value (HR.MIN.SEC)

When comparing alphanumeric field values, only the number of characters supplied on the SELECT statement is used,
regardless of the actual length of the field. For example, to select all job names beginning with the characters EL, use the
command:

SELECT (JOB EL)

Usage Notes:

• For alphanumeric strings, if the string contains embedded blanks, commas, or parentheses, enclose it in apostrophes.
For a string enclosed in apostrophes, code double apostrophes to include a single apostrophe.

• The time of day value has the format HH.MM.SS. For example, to select entries logged between 7 A.M. (07.00.00) and
5 P.M. (17.00.00)
SELECT (TIME 07 17)
which is equivalent to:
SELECT (TIME 07.00.00 17.00.00)

• Numeric values are right-justified within their respective fields all other values are left-justified.

FIELDS Command

The FIELDS command specifies which fields are to be included in the report and in which order.

FIELDS  |   fieldname1  [ fieldname2  ... ] [ $SPn|$SP ]

Examples:

FIELDS DSNAME $SP5 VOLSER $SP4 JOBNAME DATE

FIELDS PHASE VOLSER $SP2 DSNAME

Usage Notes:

• The FIELDS command is not valid when the predefined reports are generated.
• Fields are printed in the order specified on the FIELDS command.
• The length of each field differs and is listed along with the field definitions in "Audit Report Generator Field Names"

section of this article.
• Spaces between fields may be specified by the $SPn field, where n denotes the number of spaces to be inserted.
• If two fields are specified with no intervening $SPn field, two (2) spaces will be inserted between the fields.
• Record fields and their contents are described in the "Audit Report Generator Field Names" section of this article.
• Each FIELDS command defines a separate report line. If more than one FIELDS command is given, each audit entry

will have more than one output line on the report. To insert a blank line into the report, issue a FIELDS command with
the single field name $SP. For example, to print the data set name on one line, the volser on the second line, and a
third blank line, enter the three commands:

FIELDS DSNAME

FIELDS VOLSER

FIELDS $SP

• If all or part of any field falls outside position 120, then that field will be omitted in its entirety.
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TITLE Command

The TITLE command is used to specify titles for the printed report and to specify alternatives to those names set as
defaults within Dynam/T, to be printed over the various fields.

TITLE |  'page-title' [LEFT|RIGHT]

      |

TITLE |  (field-name line-number position -nn) 'field-title'

'page-title'
specifies a user-defined title to be printed at the top of each page of the report. Several TITLE commands may be
supplied and will be printed in the sequential order of their specification.
LEFT and RIGHT are optional parameters to specify left- or right-justification for the page title. If neither is
specified, the title will be centered across the page, and the parentheses may be omitted.

'field-title'
specifies a user-specified title-field name to be printed at the top of each page of the report over the identified
field. As many of these user-defined title fields may be specified as is desired and will replace the default field
names title defined with Dynam/T.
Line-number is the title line on which this field title is to be printed: 1 for the first field title line, 2 for the second
field title line, and so on.
Position is the print position at which the field title is to begin, relative to the beginning of the field on the report
line.
-nn specifies that the title is to begin nn characters after the start of the field.
If either or both the line number and position are omitted, the default values are 1 and 0, respectively. If both
are omitted, the enclosing parentheses may be omitted. If the line-number is omitted, the position must not be
specified.

Examples:

TITLE '-CA Dynam/T AUDIT TRAIL REPORT'

TITLE DSNAME 'DATE-SET NAME'

TITLE VOLSER 'VOLUME'

TITLE (VOLSER 2) 'SERIAL'

TITLE (VOLSER 3 - 1) 'NUMBER'

In this example, the title lines appear as follows:

VOLUME
SERIAL
NUMBER (note NUMBER is shifted 1 character to the left)

Usage Notes:
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• The first character of each page title should be an ANSI control character (blank, 0, +, or -). If the first character is not a
valid ANSI control character, Dynam will force single-line spacing.

• If the TITLE text (within apostrophes) exceeds position 72, then the user can continue the text starting in position 1 on
the next input record.

• The maximum length of a page title is 120 characters (excluding the ANSI control character). If a large title is specified,
only the leftmost 120 characters will be printed.

• A total of seven titles (both page and file) is the maximum that should be specified. If more than seven titles are
specified, the first seven are printed and the remainder ignored.

• In order to code an apostrophe as part of the title text, insert two consecutive apostrophes.
• (CMS/DOS) The total number of lines per page is the value defined during the VSE supervisor generation or specified

on the Job Control command SET LINECT=nnn.
• The maximum length of a field-title is 120 characters. The titles are moved into the output line in the order of their

specification, and if any overlap occurs, only the last specified title will be printed correctly.
• The position operand, +nn, may have any value, but if the specification causes part of the title to be positioned outside

the report line, then truncation will occur, and only the contents of the report line will be printed.
• If all or part of any field-title falls outside positions 1 to 120, inclusive, that field-title will be omitted in its entirety.

GENERATE Command

The GENERATE command executes the report generation function, using all commands supplied since the previous
REPORT command. No operands are required with this command.

GENERATE  |

Examples:

Initializing the data set

DATASET INITIALIZE

Generating several audit trail reports.

REPORT

SELECT (I/O INPUT)

SELECT (DSNAME PAYROLL)

SELECT (DATE 11/01/81 01/01/82)

GENERATE

REPORT

FIELDS DSNAME VOLSER

GENERATE

Usage Notes:

• This command is required in order to generate a REPORT and must be the last command entered for a given
REPORT.

• Numeric values are right-justified within their fields, and all other values are left-justified.
• The default field title for DSNAME is a character string with the words DATASET NAME double-spaced and padded

with hyphens to a length of 44 characters.
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Audit Report Generator Field Names

5Dynam/T Fields:

Field Name Length Description & Possible Values Default Field Values
FILENAME 8 DTF/DCB filename FILENAME
DSNAME 17 Data set name (file ID) DATA SET NAME
DEVICE 6 Device type values:

2400 3410
3420 8809

DEVICE TYPE

VOLSER 6 Volume serial number VOLUME SERIAL
JOB 8 Job name JOB NAME
PHASE 8 Phase name PRGRM NAME
PARTID 2 Partition ID ID
DATE 8 Date, as MM/DD/YY DATE
DATES 5 Date, as MM/DD DATES
TIME 8 Time of day, as HH.MM.SS TIME
TIMES 5 Time of day, as HH.MM. TIMES
UNIT 4 Tape drive address UNIT
CPUID 3 CPU ID character CPU ID
I/O 3 Input or Output I/O
FUNCTION 8 Function performed FUNCTION

(OPEN, CLOSE, EOV
ALTER, RERUN,
ACCEPT, CANCEL,
RELEASE, ASSIGN,
DYNCAT function)

OWNER 5 Ownership code OWNER
MODE 4 Recording mode used MODE
VOLSEQ 4 Volume sequence Number VOLSEQ
FILESEQ 4 File sequence number FILESEQ
CREATE 8 Creation date (Gregorian) CREATION
COND 8 Condition code, Possible

values: OPERATOR Operator
resp. occurred LOCKED
Job canceled; file locked
PROTECT Write on protected
tape BADLUB Invalid logical
unit used BADFILE Invalid file
# requested LBLTFULL User
label track full DNFULL DN
file is full SNFULL SN file is
full BADVERS Invalid vers.#
supplied NOJIBS No more
available JIBs

CONDITION
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CONTROL 4 Indicates whether the tape and/
or file controlled or uncontrolled
(not in catalog). Possible values:
'YES' controlled tape 'NO'
uncontrolled tape 'NODN' not
in catalog file 'NOSN' not in
catalog file

CTRL

NUMFILES 5 Number of files on tape NUMB.FIL
BLKCOUNT 8 Number of blocks on tape or

'SCRATCH' if a scratch tape
'OUTSIDE' if tape not defined in
BrightStor Dynam catalog file

BLK COUNT

COMMENTS 20 Descriptive comments COMMENTS
NCYCLE 6 Number of cycles CYCLES
EXPIRE 8 Expiration date EXPIRE
COMMAND 44 DYNCAT command COMMAND
SID 4 System ID SYST ID
UID 4 User ID USER ID
VAULT 5 Valud ID VAULT
STATUS 6 Reel status STATUS
NEWDSN 17 New data set name (rename) NEW DSNAME
NEWVER 4 New version number (rename) NEW VERS
VERSION 4 Version number VERS NUMB

Dynam/FI Fields:

Field Name Length Description & Possible Values Default Field Title
DTFTYPE 8 OLD DTF type

Possible values:
READER PUNCH
PRINTER DISK TAPE
DI

OLD DTF TYPE

FILENAME 8 DTF file name DTF NAME
REJECT 8 Rejection code

possible values:
BLKSIZE - inconsistent
block size. LBLTYPE -
unsupported label type.
DEVICE - unsupported
DTF device. DTFFEAT
- unsupported DTF
feature. RECFORM -
unsupported record
fmt. IGNORED - NOFI
option used.

REJECT REASON

DSNAME 17 Data set name (file ID) DATA SET NAME
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DEVICE 6 Device type values:
2400 3410
3420 8809 2311 2314
3330 3340 3350 3375
3380 FBA

DEVICE TYPE

LBLTYPE 6 Label type found TAPE
SD VSAM ISC ISE DA

LABEL FOUND

VOLSER 6 Volume serial number VOLUME SERIAL
JOB Job name JOB NAME
PHASE 8 Phase name PHASE NAME
PARTID Partition ID
DATE ID Date, as MM/DD/YY DATE
TIME 8 Time of day, as

HH.MM.SS
TIME

BLKSIZE 8 New block size BLKSI
OLDBLKSZ 5 Old block size OLD BLKSZ
LRECL 5 New record length LRECL
OLDLRECL 5 Old record length OLD LRECL
RECFM 5 New record format

F FB V VB U
OLD RECFM

OLDRECFM 5 Old record format
F FB V VB U

I/O 5 Input or Output
INPUT or OUTPUT

INPUT or OUTPUT

BUFRMODE 6 Buffering mode - SB or
DB

BM

TAPEPOS 2 Tape position indicators
REW RUN NORWD
SKR NOTM

TAPE POSITION

TAPELBL 6 Tape label type SL or
UL

TL

MISCFLAG 2 Miscellaneous flags
RELEASE or VERIFY

MISC FLAGS

Dynam/D Fields:

Field Name Length Description & Possible Values Default field Title
DDNAME 8 DTF file name DDNAME
DSNAME 44 Dataset name DATASET NAME
JOB 8 Job name JOB NAME
PHASE 8 Phase name PHASE NAME
PARTID 3 Partition ID PART ID
DATE 8 Date, as MM/DD/YY DATE
DATES 5 Date, as MM/DD DATE
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TIME 8 Time of day, as
HH.MM.SS

TIME

TIMES 5 Time of day, as
HH.MM

TIME

FUNCTION 8 Function being
performed
(open,close,cancel,V=,
REC-DEL, GDG-DEL,
CHG-ALLC,BAD-PSWD,
PERM-DEL)

FUNCTION CODE

CPUID 1 CPU ID CPU-ID

Field Name Length Description & Possible Values Default Field Title
ORIGDEV 6 Original device type

3330,3340,3344,3350,3375
3380,2311,2314,2319,3310,
3370

ORIG DEVICE

ACTDEV 4 Actual device type
3330,3340,3344,3350,3375
3380,2311,2314,2319,3310,337
0

UNIT 4 Disk drive address UNIT
NUMEXTS 4 Number of extents used by DSN NUM EXTS
GDSVERID 2 GDS VERSION ID GDS ID
ORIGALLC 6 Original ALLOC quantity

(OPEN)
ORIG ALLOC

TRKTRUNC 6 TRKS/BLKS truncated (CLOSE) TRACKS TRUNC
CONTROL 4 Indicates whether the file

is processed, controlled, or
uncontrolled (YES|NO)

OVERRIDE ALLOC

I/O 3 input or output (IN|OUT) I/O
OVERRIDE 8 operator override allocation OVERRIDE ALLOC
ACTALLOC 6 Actual allocation ACTUAL ALLOC
PASSWORD 8 Incorrect password entered

(BAD-PSWD)
INVALID PASSWORD

OPERVOL 6 Operator responded VOLSER OPER VOLSER
LASTMSG 4 Last DYNAM/D message issued LAST MSG
OVOLSER0 6 Original extent VOLSER VOLSER OEXT00
OEXTYPE0 6 Original extent type

(PRIME,OVRFL OR INDEX)
TYPE OEXT00

OEXTSEQ0 6 Original extent sequence EXTSEQ OEXT00
ORELTRK0 6 Original extent relative TRK RELTRK OEXT00
ONUMTRK0 6 Original extent number of TRKS NUMTRK OEXT00
AVOLSER0 6 Actual extent VOLSER VOLSER AEXT00
AEXTYPE0 6 Actual extent type

(PRIME,OVRFL OR INDEX)
TYPE AEXT00
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AEXTSEQ0 6 Actual extent sequence EXTSEQ AEXT00
ARELTRK0 6 Actual extent relative TRK RELTRK AEXT00
ANUMTRK0 6 Actual extend number of TRKS NUMTRK AEXT00

The following fields are valid only for NON-SD data sets. A total of 15 additional extents is possible.

Field Name Length Description & Possible Values Default Field Title
OVOLSER1 6 Original extent 1 volser VOLSER OEXT01
OEXTYPE1 6 original extent 1 type

(PRIME, OVRFL OR INDEX)
TYPE OEXT01

OEXTSEQ1 6 Original extent 1 sequence EXTSEQ OEXT01
ORELTRK1 6 original extent 1 relative TRK ELTRK OEXT01
ONUMTRK1 6 original extent 1 number of

TRKS
NUMTRK OEXT01

AVOLSER1 6 Actual extent 1 volser VOLSER AEXT01
AEXTYPE1 6 Actual extent 1 type

(PRIME,OVRFL OR INDEX)
TYPE AEXT01

AEXTSEQ1 6 Actual extent 1 sequence EXTSEQ AEXT01
ARELTRK1 6 Actual extent 1 relative TRK RELTRK AEXT01
ANUMTRK1 6 Actual extent 1 number of TRKS NUMTRK AEXT01

For each extent the original and actual extent information is logged. The field name of the extend is the same as above,
but it ends with the appropriate extent number (1-F).

The TDYNSYNC Utility
The TDYNSYNC utility program provides tape volume synchronization between two catalogs which share tape volume
status information using the (cross-system XSYSTEM) interface. Dynam/T and CA 1 MVS are two systems which utilize
this interface. XSYSTEM may also be shared among multiple Dynam/T catalogs running on separate physical or virtual
CPU's.

Before establishing a cross-system interface, review all relevant documentation for all sharing systems. For more
information, see The XSYSTEM Macro.

The TDYNSYNC utility provides the following functions:

CATNAME
Optional. Defines the source catalog for the EXTRACT function, and the target cataolg for the APPLY and
REMOVE functions.

END
Terminates execution of TYDYNSYNC.

EXTRACT
Produces a file (filedef=CAT1OUT) and a report that represent all entries in the catalog.

SYNC
Takes as input the files produced by the EXTRACTs of the two catalogs (filedefs of CAT1IN and CAT2IN),
synchronizes the information, then produces two output files, one for each catalog (filedefs of CAT1OUT and
CAT2OUT). A report of catalog entries is also produced.

APPLY
Takes as input one of the output files (filedef=CAT1IN) from the SYNC function and updates the catalog.
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REMOVE
Removes all catalog entries for a particular CPUID. Optional.

Creating the Message Queue Files for an External Tape System

In order to use the XSYSTEM interface, you must define message queue files formatted as VSE- or MVS-formatted files.
The message queue files serve as data transmission media. They are defined in the PATHID parameter of the XSYSTEM
macro. A separate message queue file must be created and initialized once for each path ID specified in the XSYSTEM
macro.

The message queue files must reside on DASD devices accessible by the FROM and TO systems using the
corresponding paths defined in the XSYSTEM macro.

Message queue files are accessed by the system using direct physical IOCS and should be defined as SD files for label
purposes. It is recommended that you locate message queue files on physical disk volumes other than those which
contain the Catolog or Audit Trail data sets.

For example:

VSE:

// JOB DEFINE FORMAT1 LABEL

// DLBL DYN2CA1,'CA1.FROM.DYNAM.FILE',99/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,DOSVSE,,,1,15

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'205'

/&

Where DYN2CA1 is the pathid as specified by one of the PATHID statements of the XSYSTEM macro.

MVS:

//DEFINE JOB CA

//       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//LABEL  DD   DSN='CA1.FROM.DYNAM.FILE',DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//            VOL=SER=OSWRK1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//

If neither a VSE nor MVS system is available to create the necessary format-one label in the disk's VTOC, use the
Dynam/T utility program, CAICATDK, to format the minidisk and create the required label. This utility will quickly format
a minidisk as a VSE disk, create a small VTOC, create a format one label for the non-existent portion of the disk if any,
and also create the format one label for the message paths according to the user's specifications. This utility program may
also be used to add the necessary format one label to an existing VSE or MVS disk, without having to reformat the disk.

Once the disk is formatted, it must be initialized. Execute the MACC INITIAL function of the DYNCAT utility program as
follows:

MACC INITIAL  DDNAME=DYN2CA1

DDNAME must be one of the PATHID values specified in the XSYSTEM macro.

The MACC INITIAL function of the DYNCAT utility must be executed for each unique PATHID specified in the XSYSTEM
macro.

When DYNCAT has completed processing, the message paths will be ready for use.

Usage Note:
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The message paths should be allocated on MVS to ensure inclusion in the MVS master catalog. If created with
CAICATDK, the message paths will not be defined to the MVS master catalog.

Creating Multi ACCESS Queue Files For An External Tape System
In order to use the XSYSTEM interface, you must define Multi:ACCESS (MACC) queue files formatted as DOS- or OS-
formatted files. The MACC queue files serve as data transmission media, or message paths. They are defined in the
PATHID parameter of the XSYSTEM macro. A separate MACC queue file must be created and initialized once for each
pathid specified in the XSYSTEM macro.

The MACC queue files must reside on DASD devices accessible by the FROM and TO systems using the corresponding
paths defined in the XSYSTEM macro.

Message paths are accessed by the system using direct physical IOCS and should be defined as SD files for label
purposes. It is recommended that you locate MACC queue files on physical disk volumes other than those which contain
the Catalog or Audit Trail data sets.

Initializing Multi ACCESS Queue Files
Use the MACC INITIAL command of the DYNCAT utility program:

MACC INITIAL  DDNAME=DYN2CA1

The DDNAME must be one of the PATHID values specified in the XSYSTEM macro.

Execute the MACC INITIAL command once for each unique PATHID specified in the XSYSTEM macro. When DYNCAT
has completed processing, the message paths will be ready for use.

NOTE
If any of the participating systems run MVS, the MACC queue files should be allocated on MVS to ensure
inclusion in the MVS Master Catalog.

Performing Catalog Synchronization
Catalog synchronization is a process by which a catalog on one system is updated with information extracted from
another system, so that both systems maintain the same volume status information.

An extract facility is supplied with each system to convert tape database information into a common format so that it may
be compared to determine if any discrepancies exist between the two systems. Volumes from each system are marked as
either in active or scratch status.

The synchronization facilities accept the extracts from each system as input and perform the analysis. All discrepancies
are indicated on an exception report, and the information needed to resolve the discrepancies is written to two distinct
update files, one for each system.

Each system also provides a product-specific update utility used to apply synchronization information to its respective
database. Any updates that cannot be performed are detailed in error reports. These errors may require additional
research and manual correction.

The synchronization process is diagrammed below:

(( CATALOG 1 ))                                    (( CATALOG 2 ))

      |                                                  |

  _________                                          ____|____

 | EXTRACT |                                        | EXTRACT |
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 |_________|                                        |____ ____|

      |                                                  |

      |____(( EXTRACT ))                (( EXTRACT )) ___|

           (( FILE 1  )) _____    _____ (( FILE 2  ))

                              |  |

                           ___|__|___

                          |   SYNC   |

                          |___ __ ___|

                              |  |

           (( APPLY  ))_______|  |_______(( APPLY  ))

       ____(( FILE 1 ))                  (( FILE 2 )) ____

      |                                                  |

      |                                                  |

  ____|____                                          ____|____

 |  APPLY  |                                        |  APPLY  |

 |  UPDATE |                                        |  UPDATE |

 |____ ____|                                        |____ ____|

      |                                                  |

(( CATALOG 1 ))                                    (( CATALOG 2 ))

Before catalog synchronization is performed, it is highly recommended that the Catalogs on both systems be backed up
using the product specific utilities provided by each system.

Avoid updating the Catalogs between EXTRACT and APPLY functions. The APPLY uses the status information in effect at
the time when the EXTRACT was performed; any intermediate updates followed by an APPLY may cause serious errors.

The TDYNSYNC utility provides the following functions:

CATNAME
Optional. Defines the source catalog for the EXTRACT function, and the target catalog for the APPLY and
REMOVE functions.

END
terminates execution of TYDYNSYNC.

EXTRACT
produces a file (filedef=CAT1OUT) and a report that represent all entries in the catalog.

SYNC
takes as input the files produced by the EXTRACTs of the two catalogs (filedefs of CAT1IN and CAT2IN),
synchronizes the information, then produces two output files, one for each catalog (filedefs of CAT1OUT and
CAT2OUT). A report of catalog entries is also produced.

APPLY
takes as input one of the output files (filedef=CAT1IN) from the SYNC function and updates the catalog.

REMOVE
removes all catalog entries for a particular CPUID. Optional.

CATNAME Control Statement
The CATNAME control statement is used to define the source catalog for the EXTRACT function, and the target catalog
for the APPLY and REMOVE functions.

CATNAME= |  ddname
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ddname
is the ddname of the catalog. A FILEDEF must be specified for the ddname.

Usage Notes:

• If the CATNAME control statement is not specified, the default ddname for the catalog is CAICATL.
• If the CATNAME control statement is used, it must be specified before the EXTRACT, APPLY or REMOVE functions.

END Control Statement
The END control statement is used to terminate execution of the TDYNSYNC utility program.

END  |

EXTRACT Function
The EXTRACT function is used to extract volume status information and produce an output file from the input catalog. The
output file is created using ddname=CAT1OUT.

EXTRACT  |

Examples:

FILEDEF CAT1OUT TAP1 SL (LRECL 216 BLKSIZE 2160 RECFM FB

DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC

CATNAME=CAICATL

EXTRACT

END

Usage Notes:

• TDYNSYNC can only extract volume status data from the Dynam catalog. To extract information from the CA 1
catalog, use the CA 1 supplied DYNEXTR utility.

• Since the TDYNSYNC utility uses OS simulation facilities, the output files may be created on disk or on tape. However,
because MVS cannot read CMS files, the output from the EXTRACT function should be defined to tape. On the other
hand, CMS can read MVS files, so the output from the CA 1 DYNEXTR function may be to disk.

• The default ddname of the catalog from which the volume status information is to be extracted is CAICATL. If you are
extracting data from another catalog, use the CATNAME control statement to specify the ddname of the catalog.

• The EXTRACT function is controlled by the XSYSTEM macro. Each CPUID present in the input Dynam catalog must
be defined by a corresponding NODE statement in the XSYSTEM macro.

• The input catalog will be left enqueued after execution of the EXTRACT function. This prevents further updates being
performed before the APPLY step.

• Ensure that a tape drive is attached to the CMS userid before the EXTRACT is performed. The LRECL must be
specified as 216 and the BLKSIZE must be 2160. DO NOT use the Dynam/T commands to allocate or control the
EXTRACT file, CAT1OUT.

SYNC Function
The SYNC function takes as input two extract files (one from each of two systems) and creates two output files (one
for each of the systems) which contain updates to synchronize the two tape catalogs. The input files are assigned to
ddnames CAT1IN and CAT2IN. The output files are created using ddnames CAT1OUT and CAT2OUT. The output file
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CAT1OUT is an update file for the catalog used to create the file CAT1IN, while the file CAT2OUT is an update file for the
catalog used to create the file CAT2IN.

SYNC  |

Examples:

FILEDEF CAT1IN TAP1 SL (LRECL 216 BLKSIZE 2160 RECFM FB

FILEDEF CAT2IN Q DSN CA1.EXTRACT.FILE

FILEDEF CAT1OUT DISK DYNAM UPDATES A (LRECL 216 BLKSIZE 2160 RECFM FB

FILEDEF CAT2OUT TAP2 SL (LRECL 216 BLKSIZE 2160 RECFM FB

DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC

SYNC

END

In the above example CAT1IN was created using the TDYNSYNC EXTRACT function, while CAT2IN was created using
the DYNEXTR utility of CA 1 MVS. CAT1IN is a tape file, while CAT2IN is an MVS disk data set.

CAT1OUT, which will be used to update the Dynam catalog, is produced to a CMS file, while CAT2OUT, which will be
used to update the CA 1 TMC, is output to tape.

Usage Notes:

• The SYNC function of TDYNSYNC is equivalent to the DYNSYNC utility of CA 1 MVS.
• Since the TDYNSYNC utility uses OS simulation facilities, the output files may be created on disk or on tape. However,

because MVS cannot read CMS files, the output from the SYNC function should be defined to tape. On the other hand,
CMS can read MVS files, so the output from the CA 1 DYNSYNC function may be to disk.

• Ensure that a tape drive is attached to the CMS userid before the SYNC is performed. The LRECL must be specified
as 216 and the BLKSIZE must be 2160. DO NOT use the Dynam/T commands to allocate or control any SYNC files.

APPLY Function
The APPLY function takes as input one of the two output files from the SYNC processing and updates the Dynam catalog
with tape volume status information. When the Dynam/T TDYNSYNC APPLY and CA 1 MVS DYNUPDTE functions are
completed, the two tape management systems will be synchronized with respect to tape volume status.

APPLY  |

Examples:

FILEDEF CAT1IN DISK DYNAM UPDATES A (LRECL 216 BLKSIZE 2160 RECFM FB

DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC

CATNAME=CAICATL

APPLY

END

Usage Notes:
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• Since the TDYNSYNC utility uses OS simulation facilities, the output files may be created on disk or on tape. However,
because MVS cannot read CMS files, the output from the APPLY function should be defined to tape. On the other
hand, CMS can read MVS files, so the output from the CA 1 DYNSYNC function may be to disk.

• Ensure that a tape drive is attached to the CMS userid before the APPLY is performed. The LRECL must be specified
as 216 and the BLKSIZE must be 2160. DO NOT use the Dynam/T commands to allocate or control the APPLY file,
CAT1IN.

• The FILEDEF for the input file must be specified as CAT1IN, even if the file being used input was created using
ddname CAT2OUT from the SYNC step.

• TDYNSYNC can only APPLY data to the Dynam catalog. To update volume status information for the CA 1 TMC use
the CA 1 supplied DYNUPDTE utility.

• The default ddname of the catalog from which the volume status information is to be extracted is CAICATL. If you are
extracting data from another catalog, use the CATNAME control statement to specify the ddname of the catalog.

REMOVE Function
The REMOVE function is used to remove externally controlled volume records from the Dynam catalog. In effect, the
REMOVE function reverses the processes of the APPLY function for the specified node (CPUID).

REMOVE  |  CPUID=cpu

CPUID=cpu
corresponds to the CPUID as specified by the NODE statement of the XSYSTEM macro.

Examples:

DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC

CATNAME=CAICATL

REMOVE CPUID=Z

END

Usage Note:

The default ddname of the catalog from which the volume status information is to be extracted is CAICATL. If you are
extracting data from another catalog, use the CATNAME control statement to specify the ddname of the catalog.

TDYNSYNC Utility Execs
The following EXECs are supplied with Dynam/T to facilitate use of the TDYNSYNC utility functions:

SYNCEXTR
performs a TDYNSYNC EXTRACT to tape.

SYNCSYNC
performs a TDYNSYNC SYNC using one tape file and one MVS disk data set as input, and creates one tape file
for MVS and one CMS disk file for Dynam/T.

SYNCAPPL
performs a TDYNSYNC APPLY using the CMS disk file to update the Dynam/T catalog.

The SYNCEXTR EXEC

/* */
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/* ============================================================= */

/*                  S Y N C E X T R   E X E C                    */

/* ============================================================= */

/* This EXEC will perform a TDYNSYNC EXTRACT from the CA-Dynam/T */

/* catalog. A CMS file (EXTROUT FILE1 A) will be created which   */

/* contains records detailing volume status information.  The    */

/* output of this EXEC is one of 2 input files to the            */

/* synchronization step (SYNCSYNC EXEC for CMS).  In addition    */

/* a print file and console file will be created.                */

/* ============================================================= */

/* If synchronization is required with CA-1, and if the          */

/* synchronization step is to be performed on MVS, then the      */

/* output file should be created on tape.  To create tape        */

/* output (to an uncontrolled tape volume) replace the FILEDEF   */

/* for CAT1OUT with the following:                               */

/*                                                               */

/* FI CAT1OUT TAP1 SL 1 (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160         */

/*                                                               */

/* and make sure a tape drive is attached as 181 prior to EXEC   */

/* execution.                                                    */

/* ============================================================= */

UID = userid()

address '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME' UID ' CONSOLE'

address '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'

say ' '

say '======== S Y N C E X T R   E X E C ========'

say ' '

address '' 'FI CAT1OUT DISK EXTROUT FILE1 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI SYSPRINT PRINT (LRECL 133 RECFM FA'

push 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME SYNCEXTR CONSOLE'

push ' '

push 'EXTRACT'

push 'CATNAME=CAICATL'

push 'EX DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC'

exit

The SYNCSYNC EXEC

/* */

/* ============================================================= */

/*                  S Y N C S Y N C   E X E C                    */

/* ============================================================= */

/* This EXEC will perform the synchronization step using 2 CMS   */

/* files as input to TDYNSYNC (EXTROUT FILE1 A and EXTROUT FILE2 */

/* A).  1 of these 2 input files (EXTROUT FILE1 A) was created   */

/* by the SYNCEXTR EXEC.  This EXEC will result in the creation  */

/* of 2 output files (SYNCOUT FILE1 A and SYNCOUT FILE2 A) which */
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/* contain records detailing volume status changes to be applied */

/* to both catalogs.  SYNCOUT FILE1 (ddname CAT1OUT) contain     */

/* changes to be applied to the catalog from which EXTROUT FILE1 */

/* was created, while SYNCOUT FILE2 (ddname CAT2OUT) contain     */

/* changes to be applied to the catalog from which EXTROUT FILE2 */

/* was created.  A console log and printout will also be         */

/* produced.                                                     */

/* ============================================================= */

/* If synchronization is to be performed with BrightStor CA-1.   */

/* then the input file CAT2IN would have been created            */

/* on MVS and should have been created on tape.  In this         */

/* instance the output file CAT2OUT should be created on tape.   */

/* To change the file definitions for CAT2IN and CAT2OUT, alter  */

/* the FILEDEFs as follows:                                      */

/* FI CAT2IN  TAP1 SL 1 (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160         */

/* FI CAT2OUT TAP2 SL 1 (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160         */

/* and make sure tape drives are attached as 181 and 182 prior   */

/* to EXEC execution.                                            */

/* ============================================================= */

UID = userid()

address '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME' UID ' CONSOLE'

address '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'

say ' '

say '======== S Y N C S Y N C   E X E C ========'

say ' '

address '' 'FI CAT1IN  DISK EXTROUT FILE1 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI CAT2IN  DISK EXTROUT FILE2 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI CAT1OUT DISK SYNCOUT FILE1 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI CAT2OUT DISK SYNCOUT FILE2 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI SYSPRINT PRINT (LRECL 133 RECFM FA'

push 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME SYNCSYNC CONSOLE'

push ' '

push 'SYNC'

push 'EX DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC'

exit

The SYNCAPPL EXEC

/* */

/* ============================================================= */

/*                  S Y N C A P P L   E X E C                    */

/* ============================================================= */

/* This EXEC will perform a TDYNSYNC APPLY using, as input, 1    */

/* of the files created by the synchronization step.  When       */

/* executed, the target catalog will be updated with tape        */

/* volume information regarding another tape management system.  */

/* This EXEC uses as input the file SYNCOUT FILE1 from the       */
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/* SYNCSYNC EXEC.                                                */

/* ============================================================= */

/* If synchronization is required with BrightStor CA-1, and if   */

/* the synchronization step was performed on MVS, then the file  */

/* definition for CAT1IN should be changed to tape or OS         */

/* disk dataset (depending upon what type of output was created  */

/* by MVS).  Alter the filedef for CAT1IN as follows:            */

/*                                                               */

/* FI CAT1IN  TAP1 SL 1 (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160         */

/* FI CAT1IN  m DSN dsn (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160         */

/*                                                               */

/* where 'm' is the access mode of the linked MVS volume and     */

/* 'dsn' is the MVS dataset name.  If CAT1IN is defined as tape  */

/* then make sure a tape drive is attached as 181 prior to EXEC  */

/* execution.                                                    */

/* ============================================================= */

UID = userid()

address '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME' UID ' CONSOLE'

address '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'

say ' '

say '======== S Y N C A P P L   E X E C ========'

say ' '

address '' 'FI CAT1IN  DISK SYNCOUT FILE1 A (LRECL 216 RECFM FB BLKSIZE 2160'

address '' 'FI SYSPRINT PRINT (LRECL 133 RECFM FA'

push 'CP SP CONS CLOSE NAME SYNCAPPL CONSOLE'

push ' '

push 'APPLY'

push 'CATNAME=CAICATL'

push 'EX DYNAMCMS TDYNSYNC'

exit

TDYNSYNC Utility Reports

EXTRACT Report

CATNAME=CAICATL

EXTRACT

CA                                   CATALOG EXTRACT                                TDYNSYNC        PAGE   1

CA-

Dynam  .                                                                                          22 MAY 1989  TIME 14.07.55

DATASET NAME                                 EXT VOLSER  VER  VOL  FIL VLT  SLOT      MESSAGE

                                             OWN              SEQ  SEQ

JOETEST1                                         000001        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

JOETEST1                                         000002        2         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

DYN21.CATALOG                                    000003        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

DYNAM.CMS.WEEKLY                                 000004        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME
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DYNAM.CMS.DAILY                                  000007        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

DYN21.CATALOG                                    000008        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

DYNAM.DDR.MONTHLY                                000009        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

UPLEX.DDR.MONTHLY                                000010        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

DYNAM.DDR.MONTHLY                                000011        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

UPLEX.DDR.MONTHLY                                000012        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000013        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000014        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000015        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000016        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000017        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

TST21.DDR.MONTHLY                                000018        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

                                                 000020                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000021                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000022                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000023                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000024                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000025                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000026                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000027                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000028                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000029                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000030                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000031                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000032                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000033                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000034                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000035                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000036                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000037                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000038                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

                                                 000039                  A         ** SCRATCH VOLUME

ACCT.MF1                                         000501        1         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF1                                         000502        2         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF1                                         000503        3         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF2                                         000504        4         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF2                                         000505        5         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF3                                         000506        6         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF3                                         000507        7         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF4                                         000508        8         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

ACCT.MF4                                         000509        9         A         ** ACTIVE VOLUME

EXTRACT TRANSACTIONS CREATED

   SCRATCH                                     20

   ACTIVE                                      25

Report Field Definitions

DATA SET NAME

contains the last 17 characters of the data set name.

EXT OWN
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is the CPUID of the current owner of the volume, if already owned by an XSYSTEM macro participant.

VOLSER

contains the volume serial number associated with the data set.

VER

is the relative generation of the data set.

VOL SEQ

is the volume sequence number of the data set.

FIL SEQ

is the file sequence number of the data set.

VLT

is the current vault location.

SLOT

is the current slot location.

MESSAGE

indicates whether the volume is ACTIVE or SCRATCHed.

SYNC Report

SYNC

CA                                 CATALOG SYNCHRONIZATION                          TDYNSYNC      PAGE   1

CA-

Dynam  .                                                                                          22 MAY 1989  TIME 14.07.55

                      CA-Dynam/T                                 CA-1 MVS

VOLSER   DATA SET NAME  STAT   CREATED   SYSTEM    DATA SET NAME  STAT   CREATED   SYSTEM  DEST MESSAGE

JNB002                                                             SCR 89109 1455          SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

JN4281                                           JOETEST           ACT 89118 1421 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000001 JOETEST1          ACT 89129 1503 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000002 JOETEST1          ACT 89129 1531 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000003 DYN21.CATALOG     ACT 89129 1634 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000004 DYNAM.CMS.WEEKLY  ACT 89129 1658 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000007 DYNAM.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89130 1446 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000008 DYN21.CATALOG     ACT 89130 1532 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000009 DYNAM.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1114 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000010 UPLEX.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1114 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT
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000011 DYNAM.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1132 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000012 UPLEX.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1133 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000013 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1210 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000014 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1210 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000015 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1226 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000016 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1226 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000017 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1349 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000018 TST21.DDR.MONTHLY ACT 89142 1350 VM-

CPU1                                            SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000020                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000021                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000022                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000023                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000024                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000025                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000026                   SCR 89142 1403                                                    SYS2 VOLSER NOT ON SYS2 EXTRACT

000027                   SCR 89142 1403          DYN21C.IJSYSBK    ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000028                   SCR 89142 1403          DYN21C.IJSYSBK    ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000029                   SCR 89142 1403          DYN21C.IJSYSBK    ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000030                   SCR 89142 1403          DYN21C.IJSYSBK    ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000031                   SCR 89142 1403          DYN21C.IJSYSBK    ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000032                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000033                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000034                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000035                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000036                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000037                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000038                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000039                   SCR 89142 1403          DYNB21C.DYNBBKUP  ACT 89135 1717 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH

000501 ACCT.MF1          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000502 ACCT.MF1          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP
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000503 ACCT.MF1          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000504 ACCT.MF2          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000505 ACCT.MF2          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000506 ACCT.MF3          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000507 ACCT.MF3          ACT 89142 1352 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000508 ACCT.MF4          ACT 89142 1353 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000509 ACCT.MF4          ACT 89142 1353 VSE-CPU1 DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS2 EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP

000510                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000511                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000512                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000513                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000514                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000515                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000516                                           DYN21.CMS.DAILY   ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000517                                           DYN21.CMS.WEEKLY  ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000518                                           DYN21.CMS.WEEKLY  ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

000519                                           DYN21.CMS.WEEKLY  ACT 89135 1716 VM-

CPU1  SYS1 VOLSER NOT ON SYS1 EXTRACT

                                    SYS1      SYS2

          TOTAL RECORDS READ           45        34

          TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN        25        32

          TOTAL RECORDS INVALID         0         0

Report Field Definitions

VOLSER

represents the volume in error.

DATA SET NAME

contains the last 17 characters of the data set name for the volume being compared. For ANSI version 3 tapes, this is the
last 17 characters before the generation number (GDG). This field may be blank for volumes in a multivolume multi-data
set group, or for scratch tapes that have never been used.

STAT

indicates the status of the volume on the system it is listed under. The value SCR represents volumes in scratch status.
ACT represents volumes that are active (non-scratch status).
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CREATED

represent the creation date and time of the data set currently on the volume.

SYSTEM

represents the NODEID value of the system that currently owns the volume. This field will be blank for volumes in scratch
status.

DEST

indicates the system which will receive the synchronization information for the volume. SYS1 indicates the system
represented by the data sets CAT1IN and CAT1OUT, which is displayed on the left side of the report. SYS2 indicates the
other system. BOTH indicates that both systems are to receive information about this volume. NONE indicates that a
critical data error was detected for the volume. The MESSAGE field contains more information.

MESSAGE

contains additional information for determining why a discrepancy occurred. If this field is blank, a discrepancy was found
in the information stored for the volume (that is data set name, creation date, and so on). The synchronization utility
assumes that the volume with the most current creation date and time is accurate and sends this information to the other
system.

The following messages may be generated:

CREATION DATE/TIME DOES NOT MATCH
indicates that the creation date and time are not the same on both systems. The conflict is resolved automatically
by selecting the volume with the most recent date and time.

DATA SET NAMES DO NOT MATCH
indicates that the data set names are not the same on both systems. The conflict is resolved automatically by
selecting the volume with the most recent creation date and time. If both volumes have the same date and time,
the owning system is assumed to have the correct data set name and will be used to update the other system.

EACH SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP
indicates conflicting ownership of the volume. Each system thinks the tape is under its control. The conflict is
resolved automatically based upon the most recent creation date and time.

NEITHER SYSTEM CLAIMS OWNERSHIP
indicates that each system thinks the other system is controlling the tape. The conflict is resolved automatically by
scratching the volume on both systems. The information from the record with the most recent creation date and
time is used to update the volumes on each system.

SYSTEM NODEIDS DO NOT MATCH
indicates that the NODEIDs (under the column SYSTEM) do not reflect the same information about the owning
system. The conflict is resolved automatically by selecting the volume with the most recent creation date and time.
If both volumes have the same date and time, the owning system is assumed to have the correct NODEID and
will be used to update the other system.

SYSn EXTRACT HAS BAD STATUS/OWNER
the volume or owner information for the volume in question does not contain appropriate values. This may
indicate a problem in the extract utility. If attempting to resolve this error, contact Broadcom Support for the
system indicated in the message.

VOLSER NOT ON SYSn EXTRACT
indicates that the volume is active on one system and either not defined or out-of-service (DELETE status) on
the other system. The system that does not have the volume defined is notified of the status of the volume on the
owning system.
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VOLUME STATUS DOES NOT MATCH
indicates that the volumes are not in the same status on both systems. The conflict is resolved automatically by
selecting the volume with the most recent creation date and time. If both volumes have the same date and time,
the owning system is assumed to have the correct status, and will be used to update the other system.
If processing cannot be performed, the following messages may appear:

END-OF-FILE ON SYSTEMn EXTRACT, EXPECTED SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION RECORD
The extract for the system specified does not contain any data. Verify that the data set is specified correctly and
that it was created by the appropriate extract utility.

END-OF-FILE ON SYSTEMn EXTRACT, EXPECTED VOLUME INFORMATION RECORDS
The extract of the system specified does not contain any volume information. Verify that the data set is specified
correctly and that it was created by the appropriate extract utility. If attempting to resolve this error, contact
Broadcom Support for the system indicated in the message.

FIRST RECORD ON SYSTEMn EXTRACT IS NOT AN IDENTIFICATION RECORD
The extract for the system specified was not created by the appropriate extract utility. Verify that the data set is
specified correctly and that it was created by the appropriate extract utility.

TOTAL RECORDS READ

displays the total number of records (excluding the identification record) that were read from the CATnIN files.

TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN

displays the total number of records (excluding the identification record) that were written to the CATnOUT files.

TOTAL RECORDS INVALID

displays the total number of volumes that contained invalid information. These volumes have the value NONE in the
DEST field of the report.

APPLY Report

CATNAME=CAICATL

APPLY

CA                                   CATALOG APPLY                                  TDYNSYNC       PAGE   1

CA-

Dynam  .                                                                                          22 MAY 1989  TIME 14.27.44

DATASET NAME                                 EXT VOLSER  VER  VOL  FIL VLT  SLOT      MESSAGE

                                             OWN              SEQ  SEQ

                                                 JNB002   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   JN4281   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000027   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000028   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000029   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000030   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000031   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000032   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000033   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000034   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000035   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000036   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000037   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000038   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000039   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED
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                                             B   000510   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000511   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000512   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000513   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000514   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000515   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000516   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000517   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000518   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

                                             B   000519   1              A         ** VOLUME ADDED

APPLY TRANSACTIONS

   SCRATCH                                      0

   ADD                                         25

CATALOG

   ACTIVE VOLUMES SCRATCHED

   VOLUMES ADDED (ACTIVE EXTERNAL OWNER)       23

   VOLUMES ADDED (SCRATCH)                      2

Report Field Definitions

DATA SET NAME

contains the last 17 characters of the data set name to be placed in the volume record.

EXT OWN

is the CPUID of the current owner of the volume, if already owned by an XSYSTEM macro participant.

VOLSER

contains the volume serial number associated with the transaction.

VER

is the relative generation of the data set.

VOL SEQ

is the volume sequence number of the data set.

FIL SEQ

is the file sequence number of the data set.

VLT

is the current vault location.

SLOT

is the current slot location.

MESSAGE

indicates the action performed on the data set.
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Checklist For Synchronization
The following steps should be completed in order to ensure proper synchronization of the Dynam catalog and the CA 1
MVS TMC.

1. Setup the XSYSTEM macro and regenerate the system adapter modules.
2. Execute the EXTRACT function of the Dynam/T TDYNSYNC utility. This creates the file CAT1OUT and a report.

Inspect the report to reconcile any unextracted volumes.
3. Execute the DYNEXTR utility of CA 1 MVS. This creates the file CAT2OUT and a report. Inspect the report to reconcile

any unextracted volumes. Do not allow any tape activity after the EXTRACT until the APPLY function is completed.
4. Setup FILEDEFs to reassign the file CAT1OUT to CAT1IN, and file CAT2OUT to CAT2IN.
5. Execute the SYNC function of the Dynam/T TDYNSYNC utility OR execute the DYNSYNC utility of CA 1 MVS. These

functions create the files CAT1OUT and CAT2OUT (one for Dynam/T and one for CA 1) and a report. Inspect the
report to determine what action to take for conflicting volumes.

6. Setup FILEDEFs to reassign the file CAT1OUT to CAT1IN, and file CAT2OUT to CAT2IN.
7. Execute the APPLY function of the Dynam/T TDYNSYNC utility and inspect the report for errors.
8. Execute the DYNUPDTE utility of CA 1 MVS and inspect the report for errors.
9. Assemble and catalog the DYNAMT macro, including the XSYSTEM macro.
10. Initialize the M:ACC queue files required for communication between systems. This ensures that the M:ACC files will

be available when communication is initiated by the next step, and will discard any unprocessed transactions. Use the
DYNCAT MACC INITIAL DDNAME=filename command or the equivalent MVS utility.

11. Reinitialize the Dynam/T service machine in order to start the XSYSTEM task.
12. Start the DYNCOMM task of CA 1 MVS to initiate communications between Dynam/T and CA 1.

NOTE
If the XSYSTEM task fails from either system, resynchronization of the catalogs will be required.

The TDYNUTL Utility
The TDYNUTL program performs a variety of utility and reporting functions. It can be used to obtain certain standard
information about the tapes being managed by the Dynam/T Tape Management System. For sample TDYNTUL reports,
see Dynam/T Report Examples.

The TDYNUTL program is invoked by the command, EXEC DYNAMCMS TDYNUTL. TDYNUTL functions are requested
via control statements on ddname SYSIN. SYSIN may be FILEDEFed to the console, card reader, magnetic tape unit or a
disk file, and must consist of 80-byte records.

The valid TDYNUTL commands and the function each one performs are as follows:

DISPLAY
Display selected portions of the library on the terminal.

END
Terminate the program.

EXCEPTS
Generate a report of tapes created or accessed under exceptional circumstances.

FORMAT
Set the number of lines and the line spacing on a report page.

LIST
List all or selected portions of the tape library on SYSPRINT.
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DISPLAY Function
The DISPLAY command is used to list selected tapes or data sets on the users' terminal, irrespective of any FILEDEF for
the ddname SYSPRINT. One of two keyword parameters is required. This function would most commonly be executed
from the console to allow the operator immediate inquiry.

Display  |  [DSN='data set name'|VOL=nnnnnn|NVER=nnnnn]

DSN=
This parameter will cause the characteristics of the indicated data set, along with the three most current versions
of the data set, to be displayed. Enter the 1 to 44-character data set name of the file to be displayed, enclosed in
apostrophes.

VOL=
This parameter will cause the characteristics of the indicated volume to be displayed. Enter the 1 to 6-character
volume serial number to be displayed. The volume serial number provided will be left-justified with zeros.

NVER=
This parameter controls the number of versions displayed on the terminal. Any 1 to 5-digit numeric value is valid.
The default is 3.

Examples:

DISPLAY DSN='FILE NAME'

DISPLAY VOL=1234

The above job stream will display on the terminal:

• The first three volumes associated with the file FILE NAME in version number sequence. The current version is listed
first.

• The vital data of the tape with serial number 1234.

END Function 1
The END command is used to terminate the TDYNUTL program.

END  |

EXCEPTS Function
This command is used to generate a report in data set name sequence of all files that were created or processed under
the following exceptional circumstances.

1. Operator accepted an input tape version other than the one called for by the system.
2. Tape was manually cataloged into the system.
3. The alternate input tape for this data set was used.
4. Tape was scratched with the RERUN command.

The condition that causes a tape to appear on this report is cleared as a result of running the report.

EXCEPTS  |

Usage Note:

The Audit Facility provides more complete reporting on unusual occurrences.
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FORMAT Function
The FORMAT command is used to set the number of lines and the line spacing on any of the reports generated by
TDYNUTL. The FORMAT control statement is free-form with the command FORMAT followed by two required positional
parameters. The two parameters are separated by a comma.

FORMAT  |   nn,n

Positional Parameter 1
is a 2-digit number, from 10-99, which specifies the number of lines to be printed on a report page.

Positional Parameter 2
is a 1-digit number, from 1-3, which specifies the number of lines to space between print lines.

Examples:

FORMAT 28,2

Usage Note:

It is the user's responsibility to assure that the number of lines and the line spacing are compatible (that is, if double
spacing and 60 lines is specified, page overrun will occur).

LIST Function
The LIST function is used to create various reports which are output to SYSPRINT. The desired report is selected through
one or more of the following keyword or positional parameters. The format of this function is free-form with the operation
code LIST followed by one or more of the keyword or positional parameters.

ALL
This positional parameter generates a listing of all volumes in the library in volume serial number sequence.

DSN=
Generates a listing of all or selected data sets in the library.
Valid entries are a 1- to 44-character data set name enclosed in quotes or the word ALL.

NEW
This positional parameter generates a listing of all tapes that have been cataloged manually or by the system
since the last time the LIST NEW function was executed.
Two listings are generated, one in volume serial number sequence and the other in data set name sequence. Run
the LIST NEW report only when there are no tape files being created in other partitions.

SCRATCH
This positional parameter generates a listing of all scratch tapes in the library in volume serial number sequence.

VOL=
This keyword parameter generates a listing of all active tapes or tapes selected by volume serial number. The list
is in volume serial number sequence.
Valid entries are a 1- to 6-character volume serial number or the word ALL. (For all active tapes.)

PASSWORD=
This keyword parameter generates a list of all data sets which are password-protected, along with the associated
password. The 8-character catalog password enclosed in quotes is required.

Examples:
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LIST ALL

LIST DSN='ALL'

LIST DSN='FILE NAME'

LIST VOL=ALL

LIST VOL=234

LIST NEW

LIST SCRATCH

The above job stream generates the following reports:

• A listing of all tapes in volume serial number sequence.
• A listing of all data sets in data set name sequence.
• A list of all tapes associated with the file FILE NAME in ascending sequence by version number (the current version is

listed first).
• A list of all active tapes in volume serial number sequence.
• A listing of volume serial number 234.
• Two lists of all tapes cataloged in the library since the last time this function was performed. One list is in volume serial

number sequence and the other one in data set name sequence.
• A listing of all scratch tapes in the library in volume serial number sequence.

NOTE
The LIST NEW report should only be run when no new tape files are being created.

Report Format Description
Each of the reports produced by TDYNUTL and DYNCAT uses a similar format. Following is a description of each field
used in these reports.

DSN
Name of the data set as it appears in the catalog file.

VLT
Present vault location of this version. Blank if no vault control for this data set.

VOLSER
Volume serial number.

VER
Version number of this version (generation), one being most current. An asterisk (*) beside the version number
indicates the version is eligible for SCRATCH and will be returned to SCRATCH status when the DYNCAT
SCRATCH function is performed next.

VOL
Volume sequence number.

FIL
File sequence number for a member of a multi-file data set; blank if not multi-file.

OW ID
Data set owner identification characters. Blank if no ownership for data set.

SY ID
System identification characters used for reporting purposes only.

US ID
User identification characters used for reporting purposes only.

DAY
Number of days from creation date that data set versions are to be retained.
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NGEN
Number of versions to be retained.

NOAC
Number of days to retain this version, since it was last accessed as input.

EXP-DATE
Expiration date of this version. If days retention is specified, this value will be calculated when the version is
created, or taken from the TLBL. May be modified by the ALTER function of DYNCAT.

DATE
Creation date of this version. This is taken from the system date in the operating system and may be modified by
the ALTER function of DYNCAT.

CPU
Alphabetic CPU ID of the CPU on which this version was created, as taken from the Dynam CPU id table
generated by the CPUID macro.

TIME
Time of creation of this version.

PT
Partition in which this version was created. If the version was created using the ADD function of DYNCAT, the
partition in which DYNCAT was executed is used.

VDEV
Tape unit on which this version was created. If the version was created using the ADD function of DYNCAT, the
field will be blank.

MODE
Mode at which the version was created, C8=800 BPI, C0=1600 BPI, D0=6250 BPI.

LEN
Length specified for the data set and/or tape volume.

JOB-NAME
Job name in which this version of the data set was created.

PED CYC
AS-OF-DATE cycles in effect for this data set.

PED
AS-OF-DATE in effect when this version of the data set was created. If the AS-OF-DATE in effect was the same
as the creation date, the field will be blank. To the left of the 8-character AS-OF-DATE is the number of AS-OF-
DATE cycles established for the data set; blank if no AS-OF-DATE control. If the AS-OF-DATE field contains a
value not equal to the creation date (as will be the case if a // DATE was in effect when the version was created),
but no AS-OF-DATE control exists, a C will appear in place of the number of cycles.

TAPE ERRS
Number of recoverable write errors which occurred on this volume when this version was created; blank if zero.

MSG
Additional notes about this version. For example, MF for multi-file data set and AMF for automatic multi-file data
set.

In addition to these fields, each data set has a comment line, if a comment has been established for it. The following chart
details the special comments that may also appear:

SCRATCHED ON mm/dd/yy
date the volume was returned to SCRATCH status.

MANUALLY SCRATCHED
the volume was SCRATCHed using the DYNCAT SCR function.
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NOT INITIALIZED
the volume has never been initialized by Dynam/T.

CREATED AS TEST TAPE
the volume was used as output in a $TEST job.

CREATED WHEN LOCKED FOR OUTPUT
the volume was created when the data set was locked.

NOT CLOSED
the volume was opened but never successfully closed.

TAPE USED FOR UNCONTROLLED FILE
this volume, which is in SCRATCH status, has been used as output for an uncontrolled file.

The TDYNCLEN Tape Cleaning/Error Report
TDYNCLEN is a batch utility program used to list tapes which are due for cleaning, based upon the number of opens and
the number of I/O errors recorded for the volume. TDYNCLEN accesses the Dynam/T catalog in read-only mode and
requires the use of temporary external storage for sorting, using a CMS OS-compatible sort.

Output is to SYSPRINT and input is from the ddname, SYSIN. All statements are 80-byte free-form parameter statements
containing the following keywords.

OPENS=nnn
If the total number of opens, for a tape, is greater than or equal to the value specified for this keyword, the tape
will be included in the DYNCLEN report. nnn may be any 1- to 3-digit number. The OPENS keyword is required.

ERRORS=»nnn|THRº
Valid entry is a 1- to 3- digit number or THR. A tape will be included in the report if the total number of errors is
greater than or equal to the value specified for this keyword. If THR is specified, a tape will be included if the total
number of errors is greater than or equal to the error threshold. The ERRORS keyword is required.

STATUS=»SCRATCH|ALLº
This optional keyword determines which tapes will be examined. If ALL is specified, all Dynam/T tapes will be
scanned. If SCRATCH is specified, only tapes with a scratch status will be scanned. SCRATCH is the default.

Rules for coding a control statement:

• Only positions 1-72 are scanned.
• After each operand, code a blank or a comma.
• Keywords may be entered in any order, starting in any position.
• Tapes will print if they meet either OPENS or ERRORS criteria.

A report will be produced which contains the following information:

• Volser
• Tape status

C = active tape
S = scratch tapes
O = opened, but never closed
L = created when data set was locked
T = created under job $TEST
D = the owning data set was deleted
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If tape status cannot be determined, a question mark will print, preceded by the hexadecimal representation of the
status byte as shown in the Dynam/T catalog.

• Number of opens for input, output, and total.
• Number of errors for input, output, and total.
• Volume threshold - if a tape was initialized using the INT(R) function of DYNCAT with the CLEAN keyword, the value of

the error threshold will be printed.
• Date first and last initialized.
• Date last scratched and last cleaned.

User errors on a control statement will result in an ABEND with one of the following return codes:

101
A required keyword is missing. (OPENS= or ERRORS=).

102
Spelling error.

103
Numeric field is more than 3 digits.

105
The STATUS= keyword has an invalid operand.

106
Numeric field has non-numeric data.

If any other return code appears, a message will print at the end of the report telling which subprogram issued the return
code.

Example:

ERRORS=3,OPENS=5,STATUS=ALL

OPENS=185,ERRORS=00 STATUS=SCRATCH

ERRORS=3,OPENS=7

OPENS=35,STATUS=ALL,ERRORS=7

STATUS=ALL,ERRORS=THR,OPENS=5

The TDYNLBL Tape Label Generator
The TDYNLBL program allows you to print large block alphanumeric characters on gummed labels, to assist operators
in recognizing Dynam/T-controlled tapes. TDYNLBL accepts free-format control statements, from SYSIN, containing the
following keywords:

BEGIN=nnnnnn
a 1- to 6-digit number representing the beginning volume serial number.

END=nnnnnn
a 1- to 6-digit number representing the ending volume serial number. This number must be greater than or equal
to the value specified with the BEGIN= keyword.

PREFIX=xxxxxx
a 1- to 6-alphanumeric character string which is a prefix to the volume serial number.

DIGITS=n
a 1-digit number in the range 1-6, specifying the length of the numeric portion of the volume serial number. If
omitted a value of 6 minus length of prefix is assumed.
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SKIP=n
a 1-digit number, in the range 0-9, specifying the number of lines to skip between labels. If omitted, 9 is assumed.

TEST=n
a 1-digit number, in the range 0-9, specifying the number of test patterns to be printed. If omitted, 0 is assumed.

Examples:

BEGIN=111,END=222,DIGITS=3,PREFIX=DT

BEGIN=100000,END=110000,TEST=5

Usage Note:

If no FILEDEF exists for SYSIN, or if SYSIN is FILEDEFed to the terminal, TDYNLBL will request the number of test
patterns desired, the starting and ending number, the number of digits, a character prefix and the number of blank lines
between labels (normally 9 for Dynam/T labels). This program does not skip to any channels and, therefore, needs to
know the number of blank lines to skip between printed numbers. When operating in this manner, the keyword END or
EOJ is required to terminate program execution.

TDYNLIST - Pull List Utility Program
The TDYNLIST utility reads free-format control statements and generates a report of the tapes necessary to run a job or
series of jobs. In addition to a pull list, comments and instructions can be included to the operator, tape librarian, or data
control clerk. A second report is produced listing all tapes to be pulled, in volume serial number sequence, along with an
estimated number of scratch tapes required.

The following control statement keywords are supported:

Title=text
Causes the report to skip to a new page. Up to 48 characters may be specified as a heading for the new page.
This keyword may be placed anywhere in the input stream.

Step=text
Causes the report to skip two lines and print the text. Up to 48 characters may be specified. TDYNLIST also
numbers each step in order to reference data sets created in a previous step that are needed in the current step
for input.

Note=text
Allows you to place a comment in the report. Up to 53 characters may be entered for each NOTE keyword. With
the NOTE keyword you may add instructions for the operator, tape librarian or control clerk.

ROUTE
Forces a routing sheet to be printed. The routing information serves as a check for each section through which the
report will be routed.

DSN='data set'
Indicates the data set to be used for input or created as output. Enter a 1- to 44-character data set name,
enclosed in apostrophes.
In addition, the following keywords may be specified on the DSN control statement:

VR=n
For input files, a specific version may be specified in the range 1 to 255. The data set name and the volume serial
number(s) will be printed. If no version is specified, version 1 is assumed.

Note={text|COMMENT}
Up to 53 characters of comment information may be entered. The data is printed to the right of the volume serial
number(s). If COMMENT is specified, the comment for this data set is printed.
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Job=xxxxxxxx
Specify a 1 to 8-character job name which will force a new step name. If this name is different from the job name
on the previous DSN control statement, a new step name is printed.

SCRATCH{=nn}
Indicates that a scratch tape is needed, since this step creates the data set. SCRATCH=nn may be specified, to
indicate the number of scratch tapes needed. The SCRATCH keyword indicates the data set is being created as
output and may be later referenced with the NEW keyword.

NEW
The data set was created in a previous step. TDYNLIST will print the step number which created this data set as a
reference for the operator.

Example:

TITLE=PAYROLL SYSTEM PULL LIST

STEP=STEP 1 - EDIT TRANSACTIONS

DN='PR TRANS',SCRATCH,NOTE=EDITED PAYROLL TRANSACTIONS

STEP=STEP 2 - UPDATE PAYROLL MASTER

DN='PR MASTER',NOTE=INPUT PAYROLL MASTER

DN='PR MASTER',SCRATCH

DN='PR TRANS',NEW (TDYNLIST will indicate in which

                   step this data set was created)

NOTE=special handling instructions may appear here

ROUTE

TDYNVLT - Vault Location Control Program
The Dynam/T Vault Location Control is designed to help you control the location of data sets that require off-site storage.
The TDYNVLT program updates, verifies, and reports on vault locations. TDYNVLT compares the current location of each
version of all vault-controlled data sets against the desired location. If the two are not the same,

• the movement reports display the volume serial number and
• TDYNVLT updates the Catalog to reflect the current location.

Dynam/T considers the tape actually moved when it appears on a movement report. If the tape is to be kept somewhere
other than the specified location, inform Dynam/T with a manual update (using DYNCAT).

When a tape movement occurs, the tape is reported in its new location until TDYNVLT is run again. At that time, normal
rotation takes place. If the change is to be permanent (making normal rotation undesirable), be sure to indicate the
PERM specification (PERM=YES) through DYNCAT. This specification remains intact until the the version is altered with
PERM=NO.

There will also be no vault movement if

• the data set is locked
• the version is '$TEST'
• the version is locked
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Dynam/T provides five reports for controlled tape files, which are described in the chart below:

Report Purpose Notes
TDYNVLT-01 Location Exit Report TDYNVLT generates this report every time

volumes are moved from one location to
another. Since up to 26 different locations
can be controlled, TDYNVLT generates up
to 26 different Location Exit reports.

TDYNVLT-02 Location Entry Report TDYNVLT generates this report every time
volumes are moved from one location to
another. Since up to 26 different locations
can be controlled, TDYNVLT generates up
to 26 different Location Exit reports.

TDYNVLT-03 Movement Summary Report Lists all tapes transferred. Listing is by
volume serial number. This is primarily for
auditing or historical purposes.

TDYNVLT-04 Vault Exception Report Lists all tapes in vaults other than the one
specified for normal rotation. This occurs
as the result of a DYNCAT 'PERM=YES'
change or the VERIFY option.

TDYNVLT-05 Location Inventory
(Verification) Report

Lists all tapes in each vault. TDYNVLT can
generate this report for all or specific vault
locations. If the report is by volume serial
number, it lists only the first data set of a
multifile, unless you specify MDSN=YES.

For sample TDYNVLT reports, see Dynam/T Report Examples.

Establishing Vault Locations
To establish the desired location for each version of a data set, you can:

• specify a location for each of the first 99 versions.
• specify up to 26 different locations.
• attach to each location a 77-character description to be printed on the vault reports.

If a version does not have a specified vault location, TDYNVLT uses the data set's default vault location.

You can also define slotnumbers within all vault locations, except vault A. These slotnumbers enable you to further control
the vault locations. For each vault, you

• can define up to 10 ranges of slotnumbers, with a maximum of 65,536 slots per range.
• can define and delete slotnumber ranges using the DYNCAT program.

Converting from Prior DYNAM Releases using Vault Control
The new TDYNVLT program in this release includes a function to convert the DYNAM Catalog so that it satisfies the new
program's requirements. Run this conversion before changing any vault locations with the new TDYNVLT program by
issuing the command, CONVERSION, at the first TDYNVLT prompt.

Defining Slots
Define slots with the DYNCAT program if you want slot support within the vault location. Also issue the VAULT
control statements as follows:
VAULT VLTLOC=x DESC='xxxxx' SLOTS=(x1,y1) . . VAULT VLTLOC=x DESC='xxxxx' SLOTS=(x10,y10)
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You may define up to 10 ranges of slot numbers, but only one range per statement. Each slot range must be
uniquely associated with a VLTLOC= parameter and a VAULT command. For example,
VAULT VLTLOC=B SLOTS=(100,200)

VAULT VLTLOC=B SLOTS=(300,400)

VAULT VLTLOC=B SLOTS=(500,600)

VAULT VLTLOC=C SLOTS=(50,100)

To place slotnumbers within your DYNAM catalog enter, as the first VAULT movement after the conversion,
MOVEMENT. At the next prompt by TDYNVLT, enter VERIFICATION.
The MOVEMENT function activates the vault movement. The VERIFICATION function gets a slotnumber for all
volumes whose vault is not rotated and for whose vault location slot support is defined. You may run this first with
the DUMMY option to avoid DYNAM Catalog update.
See the TDYNVLT Commands section for more information on these functions.

Running TDYNVLT
Run TDYNVLT daily or weekly, depending on how often you transfer tapes from one location to another. By definition,
vault location 'A' is the main tape library. TDYNVLT returns all manually scratched or expired versions to this location. The
DYNCAT SCRATCH function will scratch expired versions only if they currently reside in location 'A.' Therefore, if you run
both programs each day, run TDYNVLT before DYNCAT.

TDYNVLT has four phases of execution:

• Collects vault location changes
• Verifies, frees, and/or gets slot numbers, and updates the DYNAM Catalog
• Generates inventory reports
• Prints the reports

If TDYNVLT cancels for any reason during execution, run the DYNCAT BACKUP function to verify the integrity of the
Catalog: vault movement information may have been lost. (DYNCAT RESTORE is unnecessary if you are running
TDYNVLT with the DUMMY option.)

The TDYNVLT program is invoked by this command:

EXEC DYNAMCMS TDYNVLT

NOTE
All TDYNVLT requires write access to a CMS disk in order to create work files. However, to run TDYNVLT
movement, the TVLTMOVE EXEC must be used. This exec is necessary due to the fact that 'movement'
requires a formatted DOS disk for a workfile. This exec defines TDISK, formats it as a DOS disk, generates
movement, and releases the disk.

Use the DYNCAT maintenance program for:

• vault location descriptions
• vault locations for data sets
• defining slots

TDYNVLT Control Statements

Syntax

The TDYNVLT control statements are free-form. They begin in column 1 and may continue through column 71.
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Unless it is a continuation, each statement must begin with a command. If they are required, one or more operands follow
the command. Use blanks to separate the command from the operands and the operands from each other.

You can continue any control statement by placing a non-blank character in column 72 and continuing the information
between columns 1 and 71 of the next statements. You can have up to 10 continuations per statement. The TDYNVLT
functions are detailed on the following pages.

TDYNVLT Functions
INVENTORY

Generate inventory reports for all or selected vault locations.

INVENTORY EXTRACT

Create a file which contains a list of all the tapes in the Catalog. This file can be downloaded to an ASM/WORKSTATION
basic system.

MOVEMENT

Activate location movement.

MOVEMENT EXTRACT

Create a file to update basic ASM2 data files.

VERIFY

Check all volumes to make sure that the slot numbers are correct and to generate new slots for a vault location (if the
location's slots are changed).

CONVERSION

Convert the Dynam Catalog to support the new TDYNVLT program.

INVENTORY Function

INVentory         |    [SEQ={VLTVOL|SLOT|DSN}               ]

                  |    [INCLVLT=(x,x,..)|EXCLVLT=(x,x..)    ]

                  |    [MDSN={NO|YES}                       ]

                  |

   OR             |

                  |

INVentory EXTRACT |

SEQ
generates inventory reports as follows:
VLTVOL

in vault location and volume serial number sequence (default).
SLOT

in vault location and slotnumber sequence.
DSN

in order of data set name.
The default is VLTVOL.
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INCLVLT
generates inventory reports for the vault locations here defined. If you omit this operand, TDYNVLT generates
inventory reports for:

• all vault locations if EXCLVLT is not defined
• all vault locations except those defined by EXCLVLT

EXCLVLT
generates inventory reports for all vault locations if INCLVLT is not defined or for all vault locations defined in
INCLVLT but not defined in EXCLVLT. If the same vault location is defined in both operands, an inventory report is
not generated for it.

MDSN
prints the data set name of a multifile, if YES is specified. Or prints only the first data set name of a multifile, if NO
is specified. If the report sequence is based on data set name, it is always based on the first data set name of a
multifile. The default is NO.

EXTRACT
creates a file (with a filename of CAIEXTR) which contains a list of all the tapes in the catalog. This file can be
downloaded to an ASM2 basic system.
This command should only be executed once. Use the MOVEMENT EXTRACT function to update the ASM2 data
files.

MOVEMENT Command

MOVement  |  {EXTRACT|DUMmy|TRace}

VERIFY Command

VERify  |  {DUMmy|TRace}

CONVERSION Command

CONVersion  |  {DUMmy|TRace}

EXTRACT
must be the only parameter specified. It creates a file that can be downloaded to a BrightStor Dynam/
WORKSTATION basic system to update basic data files. The ddname of the created file is CAIEXTR.

DUMMY
does not update the Catalog.

TRACE
supplies a trace of all Catalog updates.

Usage Note:

The TDYNVLT MOVEMENT function requires a work file with the ddname 'WORK1'. This work file must be pre-allocated
on a VSE-formatted, R/W disk. An example of an EXEC which creates a WORK1 file on T-disk is provided in Special
Usage Considerations and is distributed in the installation material as "TVLTMOVE EXEC".
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TDYNACS, TDYNIBM, and TDYNLMS Synchronization Utilities
The following three synchronization utilities automate cartridge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch volumes
between Dynam/T and STK, IBM, and Memorex:

• TDYNACS - STK
• TDYNIBM- IBM
• TDYNLMS- Memorex

TDYNACS - STK
The TDYNACS utility synchronizes Dynam/T and STK automated cartidge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch
volumes.

INPUT:
Dynam/T CATALOG (CAICATL).

OUTPUT:
UPDATES TO AUTOMATED CARTRIDGE SUBSYSTEM CATALOG TO SCRATCH VOLUMES THAT ARE
SCRATCH TO Dynam/T REPORT OF VOLUMES SCRATCHED IN ACS AND VOLUME DISCREPENCIES.

TDYNIBM - IBM
The TDYNACS utility synchronizes Dynam/T and IBM automated cartidge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch
volumes.

INPUT:
Dynam/T CATALOG (CAICATL).

OUTPUT:
UPDATES TO AUTOMATED CARTRIDGE SUBSYSTEM CATALOG TO SCRATCH VOLUMES THAT ARE
SCRATCH TO Dynam/T REPORT OF VOLUMES SCRATCHED IN IBM AND VOLUME DISCREPENCIES.

TDYNLMS - Memorex
Synchronizes Dynam/T and Memorex automated cartidge subsystem catalogs with respect to scratch volumes.

INPUT:
Dynam/T CATALOG (CAICATL).

OUTPUT:
UPDATES TO AUTOMATED CARTRIDGE SUBSYSTEM CATALOG TO SCRATCH VOLUMES THAT ARE
SCRATCH TO Dynam/T REPORT OF VOLUMES SCRATCHED IN LMS AND VOLUME DISCREPENCIES.

TLMS Online Inquiry and Update
The TLMS transaction is intended for use with Dynam/TLMS and provides a powerful inquiry and update capability for the
Dynam/TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) in a CMS environment. Although not required for inquiries, the Dynam/TLMS
M:ACC subsystem must be active in the MVS system if update capability is required.

The TLMS transaction provides two types of inquiry/update commands:

• volume related
• data set related

The TLMS transaction commands are discussed under the following categories:
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• data set/volume displays (accessed by volume serial number)
• date conversion
• auxiliary message display
• data set/volume update
• auxiliary message update
• cleaning and certification

Additional inquiry and update capabilities are available with the TLMS transaction when executed in a system such as
TSO. For full details, see the Dynam/TLMS Reference Guide.

Prior to invoking the TLMS transaction, the TLMS EXEC must be updated to reflect the userid and virtual address of the
minidisks that contain the MACC and VMF files, as well as the userid and minidisk that contain the CATLMS LOADLIB.
See the TLMS EXEC for additonal information.

To invoke the TLMS transaction in CMS, enter the command, [ EXEC ] TLMS.

To terminate the TLMS transaction, enter the command, END.

Data Set/Volume Display Commands
The TLMS transaction can immediately display specific information for tape volumes in the Dynam/TLMS Volume Master
File:

• volume status
• data set characteristics
• volume retention and location information
• physical volume history information
• volume maintenance information

For multi-volume data sets and multi-data set volumes, TLMS can display information for a specific volume or data set
with each command. Continuation commands are provided in order to display all related volumes or data sets, one at a
time.

The TLMS transaction provides six display commands by volume serial number (VSN), as follows:

DV    |

DVM   |

DVH   |  volser  [ ,nnnn ]

DVR   |

DVL   |

DVA   |

volser
represents the volume serial number (VSN).

nnnn
represents the optional relative file sequence number.

The DV command displays the volume status and the data set characteristics.

 DV 000686

 VSN=000686   SCRATCH=NO CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN   VOLSEQ=001 VOLCNT=001 FILESEQ=0001 FILECNT=0001

 *

 ACTIVE    DSN=CA.CUSTOMER.ACCT.DAILY

 LRECL=00107     BLKSIZE=12198   RECFM=FB     LABEL=SL  DEN=6250
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 BLKCNT=03536    CPU=A  ABEND=   JACCT=9900-CA

 EXPDT=01/30/90  KEEPDT=         EXPIRED=

 CJOB=CPXACCTS   CSTEP=CPX00010  CDATE=01/15/90

 CUNIT=392       CTIME=04:28:03

 IJOB=           IDATE=          IUNIT=

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

The DVM command displays the volume status and the volume maintenance information.

 DVM 000686

 VSN=000686  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN  VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001  FILESEQ=0001  FILECNT=0001

 CLEANDT=02/01/90  CLEANCNT=0000  CERTDT=02/01/90  CERTCNT=0000

 ERG=0000  MAX-ERG=0000  TMPRDERR=0000  CLN-USE=0001  CER-USE=0001

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

The DVH command displays the volume status and the physical volume history information.

 DVH 000686

 VSN=000686  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN  VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001  FILESEQ=0001  FILECNT=0001

 LOST=N    PURCHDT=12/26/79    TAPETYPE=XX    MFG=3M

 LENgth=1600  DAMAGE=N  DESTROY=N  DESTRYDT=

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

The DVR command displays the volume status and the volume retention and location information.

 DVR 000686  

VSN=000686  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN  VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001  FILESEQ=0001  FILECNT=0001

 *

 ACTIVE  DSN=CA.CUSTOMER.ACCT.DAILY

 EXPDT=02/19/90  SCRDT=         KEEPDT=            MOVEDT=

 LOC=DC  BOX/CCSS=

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

The DVL command displays a list of volume serial number(s) and data set name(s) associated with the specified volume
serial number.

 DVL 037235

 037235 0001 ACTIVE  CA.TEST.PERSONEL

 037235 000309 002595 003342

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

The DVA command displays the volume status, data set characteristics, volume retention and location information,
physical volume history information, and volume maintenance information.

Usage Note:

There are expiration date and keep date fields associated with both volume and data set displays. These dates for
data set displays contain the current information for the active data set name. The volume dates and data set dates will
correspond when this is the only data set on the volume. If a volume contains multiple data sets, the expiration date and
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keep date fields for the volume will indicate the highest date encountered for all the data sets residing on that volume.
These dates may not equal the date fields for the active or controlling data set associated with the volume.

When using the DV command there are three conditions which can result in the need for additional input:

1. If the specified volume serial number is part of a multi-volume data set, the message CPXT2293 MULTIPLE VSN(S)
EXIST - REPLY NV OR COMMAND appears. For example:

 DV 037235

 VSN=037235  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN  VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=004  FILESEQ=0001  FILECNT=0001

 *

 ACTIVE  DSN=CA.TEST.PERSONEL

 LRECL=03004    BLKSIZE=03008   RECFM=V   LABEL=SL  DEN=6250

 BLKCNT=01622   CPU=B  ABEND=   JACCT=DEVPRGCMC

 EXPDT=         KEEPDT=07/31/90 EXPIRED=

 CJOB=CPXTEST   CSTEP=          CDATE=05/25/90

 CUNIT=484      CTIME=04:44:21

 IJOB=          IDATE=          IUNIT=

 CPXT2293 - MULTIPLE VSN(S) EXIST - REPLY NV OR COMMAND

2. If the specified tape volume contains multiple data sets, the message CPXT2292 MULTIPLE DSN(S) EXIST - REPLY
ND OR COMMAND appears. For example:

 DV 045410

 VSN=045410  SCRATCH=NO  CDS=0000

 SERVICE=IN  VOLSEQ=001  VOLCNT=001  FILESEQ=0001  FILECNT=0002

 *

 ACTIVE  DSN=CA.ACCT.LEDGER

 LRECL=00124    BLKSIZE=03024    RECFM=FB  LABEL=SL  DEN=6250

 BLKCNT=03176   CPU=A  ABEND=    JACCT=1995-CA

 EXPDT=05/04/90 KEEPDT=12/30/90  EXPIRED=

 CJOB=CPXLGR    CSTEP=CPX00050   CDATE=09/25/86

 CUNIT=394      CTIME=02:33:16

 IJOB=          IDATE=           IUNIT=

 CPXT2292 - MULTIPLE DSN(S) EXIST - REPLY ND OR COMMAND

It is not necessary to respond to this message each time a specific data set on a multi-data set volume is to be
displayed. Use the relative file number option on the DV command to display only that specific data set.

3. If the specified volume serial number contains multi-data sets on multiple volumes, the message CPXT2294 xxxxxx
CONTAINS MULTI-DATA SETS ON MULTI-VOLUMES - ENTER ND, NV OR COMMAND appears.
If NV is responded to this message, the next volume serial number is displayed.
If ND is responded to this message, the next data set is displayed.
When a new command is entered, the current command is terminated, even if a response is outstanding.
When a specific file number is specified, only that data set is displayed.
If the display terminal cannot display all the information requested, the message CPXT2295 MORE INFORMATION
PENDING - ENTER MORE OR COMMAND is displayed.

In this instance, a response of MORE will cause all remaining information to be displayed.

Date Conversion Command (DDT)
The TLMS transaction provides a date conversion command to easily convert Julian dates to Gregorian and vice versa.
The format of this command is as follows:
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DDT   |  date

date
is either a Julian or Gregorian date. The response for Julian date input is the Gregorian date equivalent. The
response for Gregorian date input is the Julian date equivalent.

Usage Note:

If the Eurodate option is in effect (DATE=dd/mm/yy), the Gregorian format is dd/mm/yy; otherwise, it is mm/dd/yy. Dates
are always eight characters with zero fill and slashes required.

Auxiliary Message Display Command (DM)
If the Dynam/TLMS Auxiliary Message feature is in use, the TLMS transaction provides an additional command which
displays the text of the specified message number:

DM  |  nnn

nnn
is the number of the auxiliary message to be displayed.

 DM 015

 SEND THIS TAPE TO FICHE-ROOM FOR DEVELOPMENT

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

Data Set/Volume Update Commands (UPD &amp; UPV)
The update capabilities of the TLMS transaction provide immediate update processing for individual fields in the Dynam/
TLMS Volume Master File. Each field in the BrightStor Dynam/TLMS volume master record is assigned an identifier
(keyword) for easy reference. This allows a variable value to be assigned to each keyword to update the corresponding
fields in the Dynam/TLMS Volume Master record. To initialize a character field back to spaces, use the appropriate
keyword followed by a quote character for each space required.

The update command is entered as UPD for the data set information and UPV for volume related information, followed by
the associated volume serial number, the keyword(s), and their new values. The command (UPD or UPV), keyword(s),
and their associated values must be entered as a single transaction (that is, a single card image, a single terminal line,
and so on). The first space (blank) encountered after the volume serial number delimits the text. The format of the update
command is:

UPD  |  volser,keyword1=value1 [ ,keyword2=value2...,keywordn=valuen ]

UPV  |

volser
represents the volume serial number

keyword
is a valid Dynam/TLMS keyword.

Usage Notes:
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• When a date field is to be updated, the date may be specified in either Julian or Gregorian format. If one of the EXPDT
keywords (97xxx, 98xxx, 99xxx) is to be altered, the date must be specified in the Julian format.

• For a complete list of valid keywords, see the Dynam/TLMS Reference Guide
• When the update is terminated, the TLMS transaction will display the new information for verification.
• When updating a volume related field, the volume serial number must be specified.
• When updating a data set related field that affects a multi-volume data set, a warning message is issued stating that

it is a multi-volume data set. If a volume is specified which is not the base volume, TLMS generates the warning
message and the volume sequence number of the base volume.

• When a data set is updated that is part of a multi-data set file, the data set's relative file number must be specified
using the FILESEQ keyword.

Scratching Volumes with the Update Command (UPV)
The TLMS transaction may be used to scratch tape volumes. The format of the command is as follows:

UPV  |  volser,SCRATCH=YES/NO  [ ,CDS=nnnn ]

volser
represents the base volume of a multi-volume data set or a multi-volume/multi-data set.

nnnn
represents the file sequence number of the controlling data set.

Examples:

UPV CPX130,SCRATCH=YES,CDS=0004

UPV CPX650,SCRATCH=NO

UPV CPX650,EXPIRED=00000

The first statement will scratch a multi-data set on one or more volumes where CPX130 is VOLSEQ=001 and the data set
whose FILESEQ=0004 is defined as a controlling data set.

The next statement will change the scratch indicator to non-scratch and will protect this volume from being written over.

The last statement will make the data set active and available for TRS processing.

Usage Notes:

• The special keyword, CDS, allows identification of the controlling data set for any volume or set of volumes containing
multiple data sets. This keyword specification is required for all multi-data sets, and the number (nnnn) must be equal
to the file sequence number of the Dynam/TLMS controlling data set for the volume(s). The controlling data set's file
sequence number can be found in the volume status display information.

• Only the CDS keyword may be used in conjunction with the SCRATCH keyword when scratching a volume with the
update command.

• Any time a tape data set is scratched, Dynam/TLMS searches the SYSCTLG for the same data set name and volume
serial number as the one being scratched. If found, the entry is uncataloged in the SYSCTLG.

Changing the Service Indicator with the Update Command
The TLMS transaction provides the ability to change the volume status on the Dynam/TLMS Volume Master File. The
service indicator may also be changed from in-service to out-of-service and vice versa. The format of the command is as
follows:

UPV   |  volser,SERVICE=IN/OUT  [ ,CDS=nnnn ]
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volser
represents the base volume of a multi-volume data set or multi-volume/multi-data set.

nnnn
represents the file sequence number of the controlling data set.

Examples:

UPV  CPX120,SERVICE=OUT

UPV  CPX130,SERVICE=IN,CDS=0004

UPV  CPX123,SERVICE=OUT,DESTRYDT=03/13/90

The first statement will change a single data set status to out-of-service.

The next statement will change a multi-data set status to in-service, where CPX130 is VOLSEQ=001 and the controlling
data set is FILESEQ=0004.

The last statement will change a single data set volume to out-of-service and also update the destroy date field
(DESTRYDT) on the Dynam/TLMS Volume Master File.

Usage Notes:

• The special keyword, CDS, allows identification of the controlling data set for any volume or set of volumes containing
multiple data sets. This keyword specification is required for all multi-data sets and the number (nnnn) must be the file
sequence number of Dynam/TLMS controlling data set for the volume(s). The controlling data set's file can be found in
the volume status display information.

• The following three keywords may also be used when changing the service indicator with the update command:

DAMAGE=

DESTROY=

DESTRYDT=

• Only the CDS, DAMAGE, DESTROY, and DESTRYDT keywords may be used in conjunction with the SERVICE
keyword when changing the service indicator with the update command.

Auxiliary Message Update Commands (AMA &amp; AMD)
If the Dynam/TLMS Auxiliary Message facility is used, the TLMS transaction may be used to add or delete an auxiliary
message. The format of the commands are as follows:

To add an auxiliary message:

AMA   |  nnn,text

To delete an auxiliary message:

AMD  |  nnn

nnn
represents the message number (001-050) to be added or deleted.

text
represents the text of the new message
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Cleaning and Certification Commands (CLN &amp; CER)
To simplify updating the volume cleaning and certification information, the TLMS transaction provides two commands
specifically for this purpose:

CLN  |  volser1  [ ,volser2,..... ]

CER  |

volser1,..
represents the volume serial number(s). Up to 11 volume serial numbers may be specified in one transaction.

Usage Notes:

• The CLN command updates the clean date to the current date, increments the clean count, and zeros the temporary
read errors, temporary write errors, and use count since last cleaned fields.

• The CER command updates all of the CLN fields as noted, then it updates the certification date to the current date,
increments the certification count, and zeros the total temporary write errors and use count since last certified fields.

 CLN 000686

 ** VOLUME(S) CLEAN SUCCESSFUL **

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

 CER 000686

 ** VOLUME(S) CERTIFY SUCCESSFUL **

 CPXT2291 - REPLY WITH VALID INQUIRY COMMAND

Dynam/T Report Examples
The following reports are provided by Dynam/T.

Title Program & Report No. Functions
'DATA SET NAME LISTING'
'ALL TAPES BY VOLUME SERIAL
NUMBER'
'ALL ACTIVE TAPES BY VOLUME SERIAL
NUMBER'
'EXCEPTION REPORT'
'SELECTED DATA SET NAME LISTING'
'INVENTORY OF ALL SCRATCH TAPES'
'CURRENT ACTIVITY BY DATA SET
NAME'
'CURRENT ACTIVITY BY VOLUME
SERIAL
'LIST OF SELECTED VOLUME SERIAL
NUMBERS'

TDYNUTL-01
TDYNUTL-02
TDYNUTL-03
TDYNUTL-04
TDYNUTL-05
TDYNUTL-06
TDYNUTL-07
TDYNUTL-08
TDYNUTL-09

TDYNUTL LIST DSN=ALL
TDYNUTL LIST ALL
TDYNUTL LIST VOL=ALL .sp 1 TDYNUTL
EXCEPTS
TDYNUTL LIST DSN=dsn
TDYNUTL LIST SCRATCH
TDYNUTL LIST NEW
TDYNUTL LIST NEW
TDYNUTL LIST VOL=volser

'TAPES SCRATCHED IN THIS RUN'
'LISTCAT REPORT'

TDYNUTL-05 DYNCAT SCRATCH
DYNCAT LISTCAT
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'LOCATION MOVEMENT EXIT REPORT'
'LOCATION MOVEMENT ENTRY
REPORT'
'LOCATION MOVEMENT SUMMARY
REPORT'
'LOCATION INVENTORY REPORT'

TDYNVLT-01
TDYNVLT-02
TDYNVLT-03
TDYNVLT-05

DYNVLT MOVEMENT
TDYNVLT MOVEMENT
TDYNVLT MOVEMENT
TDYNVLT INVENTORY

'EMPLOYEE SYSTEM PULL LIST'
'DYNAM/T PULL LIST BY VOLUME
SERIAL NUMBER'

TDYNLIST-01
TDYNLIST-02

TDYNLIST
TDYNLIST

Audit Subsystem Report Examples
The &dynam. Audit subsystem includes a report generator which allows the user to create any report using the Audit
records. Several pre-defined reports are also provided.

Audit Trail Utility Program

 CA-

DYNAM 3.0 0412TC30  28 SEP 2005  18.19.03  AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY PROGRAM                                        PAGE    1

 PROGRAM DYNAM/T

 REPORT SYSTEM DATASET DEVICES CREATION MAINT

 INPUT DATASET

 GENERATE

System Activity Report

 CA                                        AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY PROGRAM                                          PAGE    2

 CA-DYNAM 3.0 0412TC30                       CA-Dynam/

T SYSTEM ACTIVITY REPORT                                          28 SEP 2005

                                 FUNCTION                                                           VOLUME VOL.

   DATE     TIME    ID  JOB NAME   CODE   FILENAME I/

O --------  D A T A S E T   N A M E   -------- SERIAL SEQ. ---- COMMENTS ----

 09/28/05 18.16.57 BG   GK53BKUP OPEN     IJSYSBK  OUT DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                            000910    1

 09/28/05 18.17.16 BG   GK53BKUP CLOSE    IJSYSBK  OUT DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                            000910    1

Tape Data Set Activity

 CA                                         AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY PROGRAM                                          PAGE    3

 CA-DYNAM 3.0 0412TC30                       CA-Dynam/

T TAPE DATASET ACTIVITY REPORT                                28 SEP 2005

                              FUNCTION                                                           VERS VOLUME VOL.
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   DATE   TIME   ID  JOB NAME   CODE   I/

O FILENAME --------  D A T A S E T   N A M E   -------- NUMB SERIAL SEQ. ---- COMMENTS -

 09/28/05 18.16 BG   GK53BKUP OPEN     OUT IJSYSBK  DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                                 000910    1

 09/28/05 18.17 BG   GK53BKUP CLOSE    OUT IJSYSBK  DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                                 000910    1

Tape Creation Report

 CA                                          AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY PROGRAM                                          PAGE    4

 CA-DYNAM 3.0 0412TC30                          CA-Dynam/

T TAPE CREATION REPORT                                          28 SEP 2005

                              FUNCTION                                                           VOLUME VOL.

   DATE   TIME   ID  JOB NAME   CODE   I/

O FILENAME --------  D A T A S E T   N A M E   -------- SERIAL SEQ. ---- COMMENTS ----

 09/28/05 18.16 BG   GK53BKUP OPEN     OUT IJSYSBK  DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                            000910    1

 09/28/05 18.17 BG   GK53BKUP CLOSE    OUT IJSYSBK  DYN53.BACKUP.RCVR                            000910    1

Manual Catalog Maintenance

 CA                                          AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY PROGRAM                                          PAGE    5

 CA-DYNAM 3.0 0412TC30                     CA-Dynam/

T MANUAL CATALOG MAINTENANCE REPORT                                28 SEP 2005

                                                                           VERS VOLUME VOL.

   DATE   TIME   ID  JOB NAME --------  D A T A S E T   N A M E   -------- NUMB SERIAL SEQ. --------- UTILITY COMMAND LINE ------

 09/28/05 18.05 BG   GK53DEF                                                                STATUS

 09/28/05 18.16 BG   GK53BKUP                                                               BACKUP RECOVER

 09/28/05 18.17 BG   GK53BKUP                                                               SCRATCH

Accounting Facilities
The Dynam service machine operates as a standard CMS virtual machine. Standard installation accounting options apply
equally to all work performed in that virtual machine.

As individual Dynam/T requests may operate simultaneously in the service machine, it is not feasible to separate or
maintain individual usage statistics for individual tasks. As a consequence, any standard accounting records produced by
VM pertain to the service machine as a whole, and must be always treated as such.

Dynam/T provides your installation with a means of monitoring, and possibly accounting for, activity performed within the
service machine on behalf of the general user. This is achieved by the user accounting records, VM type C0.

User accounting support is optional, and may be enabled as required by the Dynam/T system profile ACCOUNT
command.
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Taskman Account Records
Taskman itself produces accounting information to record product load and termination events under its control in the
Dynam service machine. The information stored in the Taskman account records is described below. All data, unless
otherwise indicated, is in character format.

01 - 08
userid of the service machine.

09 - 16
userid who issued the command.

17 - 22
date (mmddyy).

23 - 28
time (hhmmss).

29 - 76
product dependent information (see below).

77
product Identifier (M=TASKMAN, B=DYNAM/B, T=DYNAM/T).

78
product account record code (L=LOAD, P=PURGE).

79 - 80
user accounting record ID (C0).

The product-dependent information for Taskman accounting records is as follows:

29 - 36
task name.

37
task load code
A=auto load
L=started by LOAD command.

38
task purge code
S=task stopped itself
P=purged by TASKMAN command
T=purged by TASKMAN shutdown.

Dynam/T Run-Time Account Records
Dynam/T also produces accounting information concerning all tape drive allocations and user utility requests, by userid,
performed in the Dynam service machine. The information stored in the Dynam/T run-time account records is described
below. All data, unless otherwise indicated, is in character format.

01 - 08
userid (of the Dynam service machine).

09 - 16
userid requesting service.

17 - 22
date of accounting (mmddyy).
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23 - 28
time of accounting (hhmmss).

29 - 74
DYNTAPE command (for DYNTAPE requests).

35 - 40
time queue was entered.

41 - 46
date tape drive was attached.

47 - 52
time tape drive was attached.

53 - 58
date tape drive was detached.

59 - 64
time tape drive was detached.

65 - 70
volser of attached drive.

71 - 73
vdev of attached drive.

74
I/O code.

75
CPU ID.

76
return code.

77
Dynam/T identifier, T.

78
Dynam/T account code as follows:

• D - DOS interface
• M - DYNMOUNT request
• O - DYNOPEN request
• T - DYNTAPE request.

79 - 80
accounting record identification code (C0).

Usage Notes:

• A machine-readable description of the Dynam/T account record is distributed with the system and is called
ACTBLOCK MACRO.

• For DYNTAPE requests, positions 29-74 contain the first 46 bytes of the DYNTAPE command.
• The accounting records are not created if the ACCOUNT command is omitted from the Dynam/T system profile.
• All Dynam/T accounting records are created by means of the CP Diagnose interface, code x'4C', and are ultimately

controlled by the VM system generation accounting options.
• Use of the Dynam/T accounting interface requires the CP directory option, ACCT, to be specified for the Dynam

service machine.
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Operators
Three different classes of operators are involved in the control of the Dynam/T® VM system. These are Taskman
operators, Dynam/T for VM operators, and one Dynam/T for VM tape operator.

Taskman operators -
Control the operation and use of the Dynam/T for z/VM service machine and Taskman only. All commands are
initially processed by Taskman. For each command entered, Taskman determines which product it is intended for
and routes the command appropriately.

Dynam/T for VM operators -
Control the operation and use of the Dynam/T for VM product running under Taskman.

Dynam/T for VM tape operator -
Controls the operation and use of the Dynam/T for VM product running under Taskman. The Dynam/T for VM tape
operator differs from the Dynam/T for VM operators in that the one tape operator is the only operator authorized to
respond to Dynam/T for VM messages.

The designation of Taskman operator privileges in no way implies Dynam/T for VM operator or tape operator privileges,
nor is the reverse true. Taskman, Dynam/T for VM operator or tape operator privileges must be explicitly given using the
methods applicable to Taskman and Dynam/T for VM. This section describes the Dynam/T for VM operator commands.
For more information on Taskman operator commands, refer to the Taskman Systems Programmer Guide. 

Operator Functions
All Dynam/T commands entered at the Dynam service machine console are processed without exception. Operator
commands from the designated Dynam/T tape operator must be sent using the CP SMSG command. All commands
and responses, irrespective of their origin, are written to the Dynam service machine console and to the system log file if
active.

If no operator or tape operator is designated, commands are accepted only at the Dynam service machine's console.
Userid OPERATOR is not recognized as a Dynam/T operator or as the tape operator, unless explicitly designated as
such.

Two levels of operator control are provided; one for Taskman, and one for the Dynam/T system. Each level has its own
set of operator commands and has a separate list of designated operators. For more information on Taskman operator
commands, see the Taskman Systems Programmer Guide.

Operator Types and Control Levels
Within Dynam/T there are two types of operators. The Dynam/T tape operator is concerned solely with the operation and
control of the Dynam/T task executing under Taskman. The Dynam/T tape operator need not be designated as a Taskman
operator in order to control all aspects of the system. The Dynam/T tape operator is the only operator that may satisfy
Dynam/T replies.

Like the Dynam/T tape operator, the Dynam/T operators are also concerned with the operation of Dynam/T. However,
they cannot respond to outstanding replies in the Dynam service machine.

All commands are initially processed by Taskman. Taskman determines whether a command is intended for a particular
task. This may be indicated by the task name on the command line, or if no task name is specified, it is assumed to be a
Taskman command.

Some Dynam/T user or operator commands may result in additional communication. All communication is with the tape
operator and all necessary responses must be supplied either by the tape operator or at the Dynam service machine
console.
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Any message which requires a response is indicated by a unique reply-ID prefixed to the message number. This reply-ID
must be used to respond to each message requiring a response and is automatically incremented for each such message.

All tape and data set processing in Dynam/T can be invoked through the online screen facility. The Dynam/T screens
cover all functions and commands provided by Dynam/T. This section explains the screens that pertain to the Dynam/T
operators and tape operator. For explanations of the remaining screens, see Using and Administrating.

Starting Dynam/T As an Operator
Before accessing the Dynam/T online screens, check with your system administrator for proper authorization.

To start the online Dynam/T screens, type CADYNAMT. The Primary Menu (DYNT-0000) is displayed.

To begin a ACTIVATOR based product session, type CAI. A logon screen is displayed requesting you to enter your
password. Type in your ACTIVATOR based product password and press ENTER.

The next screen displays a menu of all the ACTIVATOR based products that are installed on your system. Select Dynam/T
from the menu and press ENTER. The Dynam/T Primary Menu, DYNT-0000, is displayed.

The following is an example of the Primary Menu with explanations of the options.

DYNT-0000                       Primary Menu                       CA Dynam/T

 ===>

      Enter the number of your selection and press the ENTER key:

           1 User Tape Library

           2 Tape Processing

           3 Administration

           4 Operations

 PF1=Help       2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=           8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

1. User Tape Library
This selection displays your tape library. From the Tape Library screen you can request details on a tape, or you can
mount or scratch a tape. For more information, see Using .

2. Tape Processing
The Tape Processing selection lets you mount a tape, process a tape data set, and request a status display of a tape
or tape drive. For more information, see Using .

3. Administration
The Administration selection lets the system administrator create and maintain the Dynam/T system profile. Each user
can use this selection to tailor their own user profile. For more information, see Administrating.

4. Operations
The Operations selection is used by the Dynam/T operator to perform all of the Dynam/T operator functions.

Performing Operator Functions
The operator functions are displayed when you select the Operations options of the Dynam/T Primary Menu.

 DYNT-4000               Operations Function Selection              CA-Dynam/T
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 ===>

      Enter the number of your selection and press the ENTER key:

           1 Display Tape Drive Status

           2 Control CA-DYNAM/T Processing

           3 Display Operator IDs

           4 Display System Request Status

           5 Issue Command

           6 Invoke Catalog Maintenance Panels

 PF1=Help       2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=           8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

1. Display Tape Drive Status
This selection displays the current tape drive status. In addition, you can attach or detach a tape, specify that a tape
drive be varied online or offline, and unlock a tape drive.

2. Control Dynam/T Processing
This selection lets you control Dynam/T processing by enabling or disabling options.

3. Display Tape Operator IDs
This selection displays the current operator IDs and their classes.

4. Display System Request Status
This selection displays the current status of system requests. You can also unstack or cancel requests from the
System Request Status screen.

5. Issue Command
The Issue Command selection allows you to enter or respond to Dynam/T commands.

6. Invoke Catalog Maintenance Panels
This selection invokes the DYNT catalog maintenance screens. For more information, see The DYNT Utility.

Viewing And Modifying Tape Drive Status
Select Display Tape Drive Status from the Operations menu (DYNT-4000) to view the current tape drive status and to
attach or detach a tape.

DYNT-4100                  Tape Drive Status Display               CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 Options:   1 Attach    2 Detach   3 Vary On   4 Vary Off   5 Unlock

 Opt Raddr  Volser  User ID  Vaddr  Status    Time Att  Data Set Name

 --- -----  ------  -------- -----  --------  --------  ----------------------

  _   580   123456                  LP/F                SYSTEM.DATA

  _   581           STEVEB    181             12:30:14

  _   582   654321  DYNAMCMS  181             09:42:40  DYNAM.BACKUP.TAPE

 PF1=Help       2=Execute    3=End        4=Return     5=Refresh    6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward   8=Forward    9=STime     10=SUser     11=SRaddr    12=Cursor
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Reading The Screen

The following describes the screen fields:

Opt
Option column. Enter the desired option number
(from 1 to 5) here to perform an operation on a particular volume.

Raddr
Real address of the tape drive.

Volser
Volume serial number of the tape.

User ID
User ID to whom the tape drive is currently attached.

Vaddr
Virtual address of the tape drive.

Status
Status of the tape. Status values are not displayed for attached tape drives.
NOT_RDY

Specifies not ready.
NOT_AVBL

Specifies free, but an error sensing drive, or 7-track device.
LP/W

Specifies tape at load point with a write ring.
LP/F

Specifies tape at load point, but file protected.
NLPW

Specifies tape not at load point with a write ring.
NLPF

Specifies tape not at load point and file protected.
OFFLINE

Specifies varied offline.
ATTACHED

Specifies tape attached to a user ID.
BUSY

Specifies free, but BrightStor Dynam/T cannot access it.
FREE_AVRLOCKed

Specifies tape drive is free on this CPU, but locked on the lock file.
Time Att

Time that the tape was attached.
Data Set Name

Name of the data set.

Selecting An Option

There are five options that may be selected for any of the listed tape drives. Select an option by typing the option number
in the Opt column and pressing PF2.
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Attach
Attaches a tape to a user ID using the DYNATT command.

Detach
Detaches a tape from a user ID using the DYNDET command.

Vary On
Causes Dynam/T to issue the CP VARY command to attempt to vary the tape drive online.

Vary Off
Causes Dynam/T to issue the CP VARY command to attempt to vary the tape drive offline.

Unlock
Unlocks the tape drive using the UNLOCK command.

NOTE
For a description of the CP VARY command, see the IBM CP Commands and Utilities Reference for
your version of VM.

Controlling Dynam/T Processing
The second option of the Operations menu (DYNT-4000) lets you control Dynam/T processing. Select Control Dynam/T
Processing to display this screen:

 DYNT-4200                    Control Processing                    CA Dynam/T

 ===>

 Enable System      _  Enter 1 to enable DYNAM/T.

 DYNOPEN            _  Enter 1 to enable DYNOPEN request processing.

 DYNTAPE            _  Enter 1 to enable DYNTAPE request processing.

 DYNMOUNT           _  Enter 1 to enable DYNMOUNT request processing.

 VSE/VM Interface   _  Enter 1 to enable the DYNAM/T VSE/VM interface.

 Queuing Facility   _  Enter 1 to enable the queuing facility.

 Automatic Queuing  _  Enter 1 to enable automatic request queuing.

 Free Tape Limit    ___ Number of free tapes for automatic queuing.

 Wait Messages      _  Enter 1 to issue messages to user waiting for service.

 Write Ring Test    _  Enter 1 to enable write ring test.

 CP Att/Det Msgs    _  Enter 1 to send attach/detach msgs to system operator.

 Informational Msgs _  Enter 1 to issue informational msgs to DYNAM/T console.

 Quiesce Processing _  Enter 1 to quiesce all DYNAM/T processing.

 Terminate:         _  Enter 1 to shutdown DYNAM/T.

 PF1=Help       2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=           8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

To enable an option, place a '1' next to the option(s) and press ENTER. To disable an option, space over the '1' and press
ENTER.

Enable System
Controls the use of all user functions of Dynam/T.
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DYNOPEN
Controls the use of the DYNOPEN user command/function.

DYNTAPE
Controls the use of the DYNTAPE user command/function.

DYNMOUNT
Controls the use of the DYNMOUNT user command/function.

VSE/VM Interface
Controls the use of the Dynam/T VSE-to-VM interface.

Queuing Facility
Controls the use of the Dynam/T QUEUE function.

Auto. Queuing
Controls the automatic request queuing facility. When enabled, users will be placed on the queue if a tape drive is
requested, but not available.

Free Tape Limit
Defines the number of "free" tape drives which are to be reserved for other systems. This number represents the
minimum number of tape drives to be free at any time.

Wait Messages
When enabled, users will be notified of the status of their request if they are in a DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT wait
state.

Write Ring Test
Determines whether a user is allowed to open an input tape data set with a file protect ring (write ring) in the tape.

CP messages
When enabled, the system operator console will receive CP messages whenever Dynam/T attaches or detaches
a tape device to or from a VM user ID.

Info. Messages
When enabled, informational messages will be sent to the Dynam/T tape operator's virtual console.

Quiesce Proc.
Quiesces Dynam/T processing in a controlled and orderly manner. During quiesce processing, DYNCLOSE and
DYNDET user commands continue to be accepted, but all DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands are rejected.

Terminate
Immediately terminates Dynam/T running in the Dynam service machine. All other tasks operating in the service
machine remain unaffected.

Viewing The Operator IDs
You can view the current operator IDs and their classes by selecting the third option of the Operations menu
(DYNT-4000). This screen appears when you select Display Operator IDs:

 DYNT-4300                         Operators                        CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

      User ID       Class

      --------      -----

      DYNAMCMS        R

      STEVEB          O

      VSESP21         O

      TAPEOPER        R
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 PF1=Help       2=           3=End        4=Return     5=Refresh    6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward   8=Forward    9=SUser     10=SClass    11=          12=Cursor

The class indicates whether the ID is an operator (O) or a respondent (R). An operator has all operator privileges, but
cannot respond to messages. A respondent (tape operator) has all operator privileges, and can respond to Dynam/T
messages. There may only be one tape operator at any given time.

Checking The Status Of System Requests
You can view the status of system requests by selecting the fourth option of the Operations menu (DYNT-4000). This
screen appears when you select Display System Request Status:

 DYNT-4400                   System Request Status                  CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 Options:   1 Unstack  2 Cancel

 Opt    Userid    Status   Time    DDname      Data Set Name

 ---    --------  ------   -----   -------    -------------------------

  _     STEVEB    OPEN     09:10   BACKUP1     A-DISK DUMP

  _     NIKLAI    WAIT     10:23   TEST001     TEST TAPE

 PF1=Help       2=Execute    3=End        4=Return     5=Refresh    6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward   8=Forward    9=SUser     10=STime     11=          12=Cursor

Reading The Screen

The following describes the screen fields:

Opt
Option column. Enter the desired option number here to dequeue or cancel a request.

Userid
User ID that submitted the request.

Status
Status of the request.
QUEUED

Specifies request is queued.
OPEN

Specifies open request is complete.
WAIT

Specifies request is waiting for something before it can complete.
RSRVD

Specifies device is reserved.
Time

The time that the request was submitted.
DDname

The ddname the user specified for the data set.
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Data Set Name
The name of the data set.

Unstacking A Request

To remove a request from the request queue and make it available for processing, enter a '1' in the Opt column next to the
request to be unstacked.

Cancelling A Request

To cancel a request, enter a '2' in the Opt column next to the request to be canceled.

Sorting The List

The list of requests can be sorted by user ID or by time.

Press PF9 to sort by user ID.

• Press PF10 to sort by time.

Processing Commands
You can issue valid operator commands and responses by selecting Issue Command (option '5') from the Operations
menu (DYNT-4000). The Command Processing screen is displayed with distinct entry areas for commands and
responses. Type the desired command or responses in the designated area and press ENTER to process them. For
example:

 DYNT-4500                     Command Processing                   CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 Please enter required information.

 Server:  DYNAMCMS

 Command: DYNSTAT_____________________________________________________________

 580 ATTACH TO STEVEB 181

 581 NOT_RDY

 582 ATTACH TO DYNAMCMS 582

 PF1=Help       2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward   8=Forward    9= =        10= ?        11=          12=Cursor

WARNING
Press PF10 to retrieve the previously processed command. The command is displayed on the command line,
but is not processed again until you press ENTER.

Operator Commands
The following list is a task-oriented summary of the Dynam/T operator commands. It is followed by a complete description
of the commands.

DISABLE
Disables processing of selected user commands.

ENABLE
Enables processing of selected user commands.
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DYNATT
Attaches a tape drive.

DYNDET
Detaches a tape drive.

DYNSTAT
Displays the status of all tape drives.

FREETAPS
Defines the number of FREE tape drives.

DYNCANCL
Cancels outstanding DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests.

LOCK or UNLOCK
Prohibits access to a tape drive in multi-CPU environments or release tape drives which are LOCKed.

TAPEOPER
Designates the Dynam/T tape operator.

QUERY
Displays the status of Dynam/T functions in the service machine.

SET
Overrides the SET parameters of the system profile.

PATH
Manipulates the communication paths defined by the XSYSTEM macro.

ORDER
Changes the order of requests in the request queue.

UNSTACK
Manually dequeue in the request queue.

TRACE
Initiates a trace of Dynam/T requests.

QUIESCE or TERMINATE
Stops Dynam/T processing in a controlled manner or immediately.

DISABLE Command
:il.CP MSGS facility, sending Disable command from The DISABLE command may be used to immediately disable
Dynam/T processing of all or selected user commands in the Dynam service machine. Valid Dynam/T commands may still
be submitted either by a Dynam/T operator, the tape operator, or at the console of the Dynam service machine.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

           |  DOS

           |  DYNTape

           |  DYNOpen

DIsable    |  DYNMount

           |  Queue

           |  CAdynamt

DOS
Disables the VSE-to-VM interface.
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DYNTAPE
DYNOPEN
DYNMOUNT

Disables these user functions.
QUEUE

Disables the DYNAM/QUEUE facility.
CADYNAMT

Disables all Dynam/T user commands.
Usage Notes:

• The Dynam/T operator command, ENABLE, must be used to reenable processing of user requests.
• If no operands are specified, all functions are disabled.

DYNATT Command
The DYNATT command is used by a Dynam/T operator or the tape operator to attach a tape to a specific VM user. It
issues a CP ATTACH command to attach the required tape device to the designated user, if none is already attached at
the specified virtual address.

This command may be processed in a native CMS machine.

Command Syntax:

DYNATT    |  RADdr  rdev  VADdr  vdev  USER  userid

RADdr rdev
Is the real address of the tape device to be attached.

VADdr vdev
Is the virtual address which the tape device will have, when attached to the user's virtual machine.

USER userid
Is the user ID of the VM user to whom the tape device is to be attached.

Example:

DYNATT RADDR 581 VADDR 181 USER MAINT

Usage Note:

If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the userid for which the
command will be processed.

DYNCANCL Command - Operators
The DYNCANCL command may be used by a Dynam/T operator or the tape operator to cancel an outstanding
DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT request for a specific user.

This command may be processed in a native CMS machine.

Command Syntax:

DYNCANCL    |  ddname  (User userid

The following lists the parameters and their descriptions.
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ddname
The ddname for which the request is outstanding. The specified ddname must exactly match the ddname
specified on the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT request which is to be canceled.

USER userid
The user ID that issued the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command.

Example:

DYNCANCL OUTMOVE (USER MAINT

Usage Notes:

• Requests for a RESERVEd tape drive may be canceled by using the ddname RESVE rdev, where rdev is the real tape
drive address of the RESERVEd tape drive.

• If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the userid for which the
command will be processed.

DYNCLOSE Command - Operators
The DYNCLOSE command is used to perform close processing and update the catalog and audit trail data sets.

Command Syntax:

DYNCLOSE  |  ddname  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

          |  options:  [tapecmd       ]

          |            [JOB jobname   ]

          |            [STEP stepname ]

          |            [SERvice userid]

          |            [DIAG          ]

          |            [EJECT         ]     

          |            [USER userid   ]

ddname
Specifies a one to eight character ddname by which the file is referred to in the program. It may consist of
alphanumeric characters, but the first character must be an alphabetic or national character.
Options:
If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

tapecmd
Specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is closed.
Rew

Rewind the tape to load point.
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point.
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape.
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape.
Detach

Issue CP DETACH command for device.
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NODET
Do not detach drive from the user.

REL
Release a work tape.

JOB jobname
Specifies a job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not specified,
a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
Specifies a stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a value of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.

SERvice userid
The user ID of the Dynam/T service machine, and is necessary only if the service machine user ID differs from
that specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DIAG
Enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

EJECT
Specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem when volume is dismounted from the drive.
This option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

USER userid
The user ID that this DYNCLOSE is being issued on behalf of.

Example:

DYNCLOSE PAYMAST (SERVICE DYNTEST

Usage Note:

If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the user ID for which the
command will be processed.

DYNDET Command - Operators
The DYNDET command is used by a Dynam/T operator or the tape operator to detach a tape from a specific VM user.

This command does not rewind or unload the tape volume and, consequently, is an extremely simple method of passing
tape files to another user.

This command may be processed in a native CMS machine.

Command Syntax:

DYNDET    |  RADdr rdev   USER userid

RADDR rdev
Is the tape device to be detached. RADDR indicates that the address specified is the real device address. When
detaching a tape device from another VM userid, the RADDR rdev format must be used.

USER userid
Specifies the VM userid from whom the tape device is to be detached.

Example:
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DYNDET RADDR 581 USER MAINT

Usage Note:

If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the userid for which the
command will be processed.

DYNMOUNT Command - Operators
The DYNMOUNT command is used to request processing for tape volumes. It sends a request to the Dynam/T service
machine which processes it and returns. The Dynam/T service machine locates the necessary volume, issues the
MOUNT message, and performs integrity and security checking. If the requested volume and a tape drive are available
from the system, they are attached to the CMS user. If the request cannot be satisfied, an error message or return code
results.

Command Syntax:

           | {SCRATCH}  [DSN data-set-name  ]

DYNMOUNT   | {volid  }  [DSN qual1 qual2 .. ]  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

           |            [DSN 'data set name']

           |            [DSN ?              ]

           |

           | options: [TAPn      ] [Output]  [BLKSIZE nnnnn]

           |          [SYSxxx    ] [Input ]  [BLOCK nnnnn  ]

           |          [VADDR vdev]

           |          [RADDR rdev]

           |          [EJECT     ]

           |

           |          [WAit [nn]]   [DET  ]  [NOFile]  [FOReign]

           |          [NOWait   ]  [NODET]

           |

           |          [DENsity den]  [LENgth len]  [FILE nnn]  [NOMSg]

           |

           |          [STAck]  [SErvice userid]  [tapecmd]  [JOB jobname]

           |

           |          [STEP stepname]  [RECFM a]  [LRECL nnnnn] [USER userid]

           |

           |          [EXDTE yyddd   ]  [DIAG] [FIDDNAME ddname] [LIMcancl]

           |          [EXDTE yyyyddd ]

           |

           |          [QUEue  ]  [RETain] [ ACS ] [ LMS ]

           |          [NOQueue]           [NOACS] [NOLMS]

           |          [R/W]

volid
Is the volume serial number (1-6 alphanumeric characters). This parameter may be used to request a specific
version or volume of a data set with which to begin processing for input.

SCRATCH
Is any valid DYNAM/T scratch tape.

DSN
Is an optional parameter that specifies the data set name suffix as it appears in the CAICATL catalog. For
DYNMOUNT requests a DSN is created which consists of the VM userid appended with the user-specified DSN.
If a user specified DSN is not provided for the DYNMOUNT OUTPUT command, the appended DSN will be the
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current date and time. If a DYNMOUNT INPUT command is issued, the DSN specified by the user should be the
appended DSN (without the VM userid prefix). Note that the DSN is an optional parameter for the DYNMOUNT
command.
If the data set name is specified as a single token, (up to 44 characters) with no imbedded blanks, it will be
accepted "as is."
If the data set name is specified as several tokens, separated by blanks, an OS-qualified data set name will be
created. Note that tokens longer than 8 characters in length will be truncated.
If the data set name is enclosed in single quotes, any characters (up to 44 characters) may be specified, including
imbedded blanks and quotation marks.
Finally, a question mark (?) may be specified to prompt the user for the data set name.
Options:
If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

TAPn
Specifies the desired tape drive address for tape data sets. n may be 0 through F. Values of 0 to 7 represent
virtual addresses of 180 to 187, while values of 8 to F indicate virtual addresses of 288 to 28F. If TAP is specified
without n, TAP defaults to TAP1. Note that TAP0 and TAP5-TAPF are only valid on releases of VM/SP 4.0 and
above, with or without HPO.

VADDR vdev
Specifies the desired virtual device address. The form, VADDR vdev, must be used to process tape files on
devices other than 180 to 187 and 288 to 28F.

RADDR rdev
Is used to specify a real tape device address. It may be used when reserving or releasing (RSV or RLS options) a
real tape device or when opening a data set on a reserved device.

SYSxxx
(CMS/DOS only) Indicates the system or programmer logical unit that is to be associated with the device on which
the data set resides. The logical unit will be assigned to the correct tape device.

EJECT
This command ejects a volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem,Library Management Software ATL,
or IBM 3494 robot device when a volume is dismounted from the drive. This option becomes automatic if the
FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Output or Input
Specifies whether the tape is to be used for input or output processing. The default is output processing.

BLKSIZE | BLOCK
Is the logical block size of the file. These fields are identical to the BLOCK|BLKSIZE fields in the FILEDEF
command and have the same syntax.

WAit [nn] | NOWait
WAit indicates that if the desired data set is not on any currently attached drive, DYNMOUNT is to wait until it is
mounted or nn minutes have elapsed. If the nn parameter is omitted, the program will wait indefinitely (this is the
default). If nn is set to 0, or if NOWAIT is specified, Dynam/T does not perform any check to see if the volume
is mounted; instead, the open request is submitted to the Dynam/T service machine and control is returned
immediately to the user. A CP MSG will inform the user when the service machine has completed processing of
the request.

NOTE
TIMER REAL must be in effect for WAIT nn requests.

DET or NODET
Indicates whether or not the tape device is to be automatically detached from the virtual machine when a
DYNCLOSE command is issued. If not specified, the tape device will be automatically detached. In all other
cases, the tape device remains attached to the virtual machine.
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NOFile
Specifies that CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands are not to be issued for this data set. This option is
useful when opening a tape data set if CMS standard label processing is not going to be used for the tape. The
use of CMS free storage for retaining label information is avoided.

FOReign
Specifies that the tape data set being mounted is to be processed as an uncontrolled data set by Dynam/T.
Normally, the Dynam/T catalog is searched to determine if a data set is to be processed as a controlled file. This
option may be used to bypass the search of the catalog and to force the data set to be uncontrolled. If the data set
is being open for output, a non-Dynam/T tape must be used.

DENsity den
Is the tape density where den is 800, 1600, or 6250. If the DEN parameter is omitted, the tape is written at the
current density setting. Specify:

• 38K or CART for 3480/3490 cartridges
• 08E for 3490e devices
• 08M for 3590 generic devices
• 08ME for 3590E devices
• 08MH for 3590H devices

Densities for 8809 tape devices are specified as follows:
30

High speed, short gap.
50

Low speed, long gap.
60

Low speed, short gap.
90

High speed, long gap.
Additional 3480/3490 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without data compaction.
08

Buffered write mode with data compaction.
20

Unbuffered write mode without data compaction.
28

Unbuffered write mode with data compaction.
LEN len

Specifies that a specific tape length is required for an output data set. The possible operands are XS, S, MS, M,
ML, and L.

FILE nnn
Is the file sequence number (1-3 numeric characters). FILE may be used to request a specific data set of a multi-
data set tape volume.

NOMSg
Indicates that DYNMOUNT should not issue messages to the user's console. The user must take responsibility for
processing return codes.
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STAck
Indicates that DYNMOUNT should stack the data set name, volser and density derived for the tape in the user's
console stack for later processing.

SERvice userid
Is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

tapecmd
Specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is detached.
Rew

Rewind the tape to load point.
NORew

Do not rewind the tape to load point.
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point.
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape.
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape.
REL

Release a work tape.
DET

Issue a CP DETACH command.
NODET

Do not issue a CP DETACH command.
JOB jobname

Specifies a job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not specified,
a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
Specifies a stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a stepname of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.

RECFM
Is the record format of the file. This field is identical to the RECFM field in the FILEDEF command and has the
same syntax.

LRECL
Is the logical record length of the file. This field is identical to the LRECL field in the FILEDEF command and has
the same syntax.

USER userid
Specifies the userid that this DYNMOUNT is being issued on behalf of.

EXDTE
Is the expiration date of the file. If specified as yyddd, this field is identical to the EXDTE field in the CMS
LABELDEF command and has the same syntax. If yyyyddd is specified, yyyy is the actual year of expiration and
ddd is the julian date of expiration within the year.

DIAG
This option enables the Dynam/T trace routine for requests.
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FIDDNAME
Specifies a ddname for the filedef. The filedef defaults to the VOLID. Use this option if you want to create a
FILEDEF, (when using the WAIT option), that differs from the VOLID.

LIMcancl
If 'wait nn' is specified and the timer in the user machine expires, the request is automatically canceled.

QUEue | NOQueue
QUEue specifies that the DYNMOUNT request should be placed on the request queue. The DYNMOUNT is
not processed until the request is unstacked. NOQueue specifies that the DYNMOUNT request should bypass
the request queue, even if automatic queuing is enabled. This option is ignored if the user is not enabled for
NOQueue.

RETain
Specifies that the created generation is to remain active in the catalog.

ACS | NOACS
Indicates whether or not the DYNMOUNT request can be satisfied by an Automatic Cartridge Subsystem drive.

LMS | NOLMS
Indicates whether or not the DYNMOUNT request can be satisfied by a Library Management Software drive.

R/W
Used with DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT to mount a cart from an automated library when input and write operations
are needed.

Example:

DYNMOUNT SCRATCH (TAP4 NOWAIT

Usage Notes:

• The WRITESL option causes standard IBM tape labels to be written to the allocated tape volume in the Dynam service
machine. This option causes the appropriate tape drive to be temporarily detached from the user's virtual machine
even if the NODET option has been specified.

• A FILEDEF and LABELDEF will be created, when a tape drive and volume are finally attached to the requesting
userid, only if the WAIT or WAIT nn option has been used.

• If the WAIT or WAITnn option is used then the user's CMS machine will be placed in a wait state until the service
machine has processed the request. If the user wishes to exit from this state, the command DYNEXIT or DYNCANCL
may be issued. DYNEXIT will exit the wait state, but leave the command pending on the service machine. DYNCANCL
will exit the wait state and cancel the pending request on the service machine.

• A successful DYNMOUNT command will result in a tape volume attached to the requesting user, positioned at load
point. No tape positioning will be attempted for DYNMOUNT commands, even if the second or subsequent logical file
is requested. It is the user's responsibility to position the tape volume once it has been attached.

• Before the second or subsequent logical file may be requested on a DYNMOUNT command, it must first be added
using the DYNTAPE ADD command. Only the first DYNMOUNT request for a scratch volume will result in a data set
being automatically created in a catalog.

• The ddname specified on the DYNMOUNT command must match the ddname or DCB information used by the
application.

• If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the userid for which the
command will be processed.

DYNOPEN Command - Operators
The DYNOPEN command is used to request processing for tape and disk data sets. It sends a request to the Dynam
service machine which processes it and returns. The DYNOPEN is the functional equivalent of allocation and open
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processing in the batch environment. The necessary resources are located, MOUNT messages are issued if necessary,
and integrity and security checking are performed. If the requested resource is available from the system, it is attached
to the CMS user. No CMS commands (FILEDEF, ASSGN, DLBL, and/or LABELDEF) are issued internally. If the request
cannot be satisfied, an error message or return code results.

In addition to the keyword parameters and options supported by the DYNOPEN command, some of the keyword
parameters associated with the CMS FILEDEF, ASSGN, DLBL, and/or LABELDEF commands may be specified in
DYNOPEN. However, since this command is being issued on behalf of another virtual machine and not on that specific
virtual machine, these are not used to build the CMS control blocks when the DYNOPEN command is processed.

Command Syntax:

          |               {DSN data-set-name  }

DYNOPEN   |  [ ddname ]   {DSN qual1 qual2 .. }  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

          |               {DSN 'data set name'}

          |               {DSN ?              }

          |

          |  options:  [TAPn      ] [Output]  [BLKSIZE nnnnn]

          |            [SYSxxx    ] [Input ]  [BLOCK nnnnn  ]

          |            [VADDR vdev]

          |            [RADDR rdev]

          |            [EJECT     ]

          |

          |            [DISK]   [WAit [nn]]   [DET  ]  [Writesl]

          |                     [NOWait   ]  [NODET]  [NOWSl  ]

          |            [RSV]  [GENid nn]  [NOFile] [FOReign]

          |            [RLS]  [G# nn   ]

          |

          |            [VOLID volid] [VER nnnnn] [VOLSEQ volseq]

          |

          |            [AUTOCat] [DENsity den] [LENgth len] [CATALOG]

          |

          |            [FILE nnn] [NOMSg] [NOMount] [STAck] [USER userid]

          |

          |            [SErvice userid] [tapecmd] [JOB jobname]

          |

          |            [STEP stepname] [RECFM a] [LRECL nnnnn]

          |

          |            [EXDTE yyddd  ]  [LINKs]   [DIAG]   [LIMcancl]

          |            [EXDTE yyyyddd]

          |

          |            [QUEue  ]   [Retain [nn]]  [ ACS ][ LMS ]

          |            [NOQueue]                 [NOACS][NOLMS]

          |          [R/W]

ddname
Specifies a one to eight character ddname (VM/MVS) or file name (VSE) by which the file is referred to in the
program. It may consist of alphanumeric characters, but the first character must be an alphabetic or national
character. This field should be omitted if the options, RSV or RLS, are used.

DSN
Specifies the one to 44 character data set name as it exists in the CAICATL catalog. If the data set name is
specified as a single token, with no imbedded blanks, it will be accepted "as is."
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If the data set name is specified as several tokens, separated by blanks, an OS-qualified data set name will be
created. Note that tokens longer than 8 characters in length will be truncated.
If the data set name is enclosed in single quotes, any characters may be specified, including imbedded blanks
and quotation marks.
Finally, a question mark (?) may be specified to prompt the user for the data set name.

Options:

If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

TAPn
Specifies the desired tape drive address for tape data sets. n may be 0 through F. Values of 0 to 7 represent
virtual addresses of 180 to 187, while values of 8 to F indicate virtual addresses of 288 to 28F. If TAP is specified
without n, and a FILEDEF exists for the specified ddname, the existing TAPn device is used. If no previous TAP
specification exists, TAP defaults to TAP1. Note that TAP0 and TAP5-TAPF are only valid for releases of VM/SP
5.0 and above, with or without HPO.

VADDR vdev
Specifies the desired virtual device address. The form, VADDR vdev, must be used to process tape files on
devices other than 180 to 187 and 288 to 28F.

RADDR rdev
Is used to specify a real tape device address. It may be used when reserving or releasing (RSV or RLS options) a
real tape device or when opening a data set on a reserved device.

SYSxxx
(CMS/DOS only) Indicates the system or programmer logical unit that is to be associated with the device on which
the data set resides. The logical unit will be assigned to the correct tape device.

EJECT
This command ejects a volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem,Library Management Software ATL,
or IBM 3494 robot device when a volume is dismounted from the drive. This option becomes automatic if the
FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Output or Input
Specifies whether the tape is to be used for input or output processing. Default is output processing.

USER userid
Specifies the user ID that this DYNOPEN is being issued on behalf of.

BLKSIZE | BLOCK
Is the logical block size of the file. These fields are identical to the BLOCK/BLKSIZE fields in the FILEDEF
command and have the same syntax.

DISK
Specifies that the data set being opened is a disk data set. The Dynam catalog must specify a DASD device type
for the version being opened.

WAit [nn] | NOWait
Indicates that if the desired data set is not on any currently attached drive, DYNOPEN is to wait until it is mounted
or until nn minutes have elapsed. If the nn parameter is omitted, the program will wait indefinitely (this is the
default). If nn is set to 0, or if NOWAIT is specified, Dynam/T does not perform any check to see if the volume
is mounted; instead, the open request is submitted to the Dynam/T service machine and control is returned
immediately to the user. A CP MSG will inform the user when the service machine has completed processing of
the request.

NOTE
TIMER REAL must be in effect for WAIT nn requests.
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DET | NODET
Indicates whether or not the tape device is to be automatically detached from the virtual machine when a
DYNCLOSE command is issued. If not specified, the tape device will be automatically detached if the tape volume
is unloaded. In all other cases, the tape device remains attached to the virtual machine.

Writesl
Indicates that standard label processing is to be performed at the time the command is issued, instead of at open/
close time. This option is useful for programs and CMS commands that treat tape data sets as unlabeled.

NOWSl
Specifies that any Writesl option in effect from a user profile is to be overridden for this data set.

RSV
This option may be used to request that a specific real device be reserved for the requesting userid. The option
is specified on a DYNOPEN command but no data set open is performed. If the real device specified with the
'RADDR' option is available, it is reserved so that it may not be used for another user. A following DYNOPEN
command should be issued specifying the same real device address to actually perform the data set open. If
it is later determined that a reserved device is not required, it is the user's responsibility to issue a DYNOPEN
command with the 'RLS' option to release the device so that it may be used by others.

RLS
This option is used to release a real tape device which was previously reserved by the use of the 'RSV' option.
The specified device is made available for use by other users. It is not necessary to use the RLS option if a data
set is opened on the reserved device, as the reserve will be automatically released when a close is issued for the
data set.

GENid nn | G# nn
Specifies the absolute generation number of an input Dynam/T generation data set. It may be used to request
a specific version of the data set by the absolute generation number instead of requesting a relative version
number. This option is ignored if specified for a tape data set and is mutually exclusive with the option, VER.

NOFile
Specifies that CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands are not to be issued for this data set. This option is
useful when opening a tape data set if CMS standard label processing is not going to be used for the tape. The
use of CMS free storage for retaining label information is avoided.

FOReign
Specifies that the tape data set being opened is to be processed as an uncontrolled data set by Dynam/T.
Normally, the Dynam/T catalog is searched to determine if a data set is to be processed as a controlled file. This
option may be used to bypass the search of the catalog and to force the data set to be uncontrolled. If the data set
is being open for output, a non-Dynam/T tape must be used.

VOLID volid
Is the volume serial number (1-6 alphanumeric characters). VOLID may be used to request a specific version or
volume of a data set with which to begin processing for input.

VER nnnnn
(input only) Indicates that a particular version of the data set is to be accessed. The current version is version 0.
The previous or 'father' version is version 1, etc.

VOLSEQ volseq
Is the volume sequence number (1-4 numeric characters). VOLSEQ may be used to request a specific volume
of a multi-volume data set with which to be begin processing for input. Note that CMS access methods do not
support volume switching.

AUTOCat
Indicates that the data set is to be entered in the CAICATL catalog if it is not already there.
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DENsity den
Is the tape density where den is 800, 1600, or 6250. If the DEN parameter is omitted, the tape is written at the
current density setting. Specify:

• 38K or CART for 3480/3490 cartridges
• 08E for 3490e devices
• 08M for 3590 generic devices
• 08ME for 3590E devices
• 08MH for 3590H devices

Densities for 8809 tape devices are specified as follows:
30

High speed, short gap.
50

Low speed, long gap.
60

Low speed, short gap.
90

High speed, long gap.
Additional 3480/3490 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without data compaction.
08

Buffered write mode with data compaction.
20

Unbuffered write mode without data compaction.
28

Unbuffered write mode with data compaction.
LEN len

Specifies that a specific tape length is required for an output data set. The possible operands are XS, S, MS, M,
ML, and L.

CATALOG
Indicates that the data set is to be marked as closed in the CAICATL catalog when the DYNOPEN command is
processed. Normally, a DYNCLOSE command is necessary to mark a data set as closed.

FILE nnn
Is the file sequence number (1-3 numeric characters). FILE may be used to request a specific data set of a multi-
data set tape volume.

NOMSg
Indicates that DYNOPEN should not issue messages to the user's console. The user must take responsibility for
processing return codes.

NOMount
Indicates that normal automatic volume recognition (AVR) processing is to be performed. If the requested
tape volume is not mounted on any AVR'ed tape drive, no mount request is issued. The DYNOPEN command
terminates with a message and return code.

STAck
Indicates that DYNOPEN should stack the data set name, volser and density derived for the tape in the user's
console stack for later processing.
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SERvice userid
Is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

tapecmd
Specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is closed.
Rew

Rewind the tape to load point.
NORew

Do not rewind the tape to load point.
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point.
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape.
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape.
REL

Release a work tape.
DET

Issue a CP DETACH command.
NODET

Do not issue a CP DETACH command.
JOB jobname

Specifies the job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not
specified, a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
Specifies the stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a stepname of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.

RECFM
Is the record format of the file. This field is identical to the RECFM field in the FILEDEF command and has the
same syntax.

LRECL
Is the logical record length of the file. This field is identical to the LRECL field in the FILEDEF command and has
the same syntax.

EXDTE
Is the expiration date of the file. If specified as yyddd, this field is identical to the EXDTE field in the CMS
LABELDEF command and has the same syntax. If yyyyddd is specified, yyyy is the actual year of expiration and
ddd is the julian date of expiration within the year.

LINks
Is applicable to disk data sets only and specifies that all CP LINK and CMS ACCESS commands and responses
are to be displayed at the requesting machine virtual console when AVR is being performed for a disk data set,
and a CP LINK command is executed from the user profile. Normally, these messages are suppressed, and this
option is useful for locating errors in LINK commands placed in the Dynam/T user profile. When specified, any
CP or CMS error messages resulting from the execution of the LINK command will appear on the virtual machine
console.

DIAG
This option enables the Dynam/T trace routine for requests.
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LIMcancl
If 'WAIT nn' is specified and the timer in the user machine expires, then the request is automatically canceled.

QUEue | NOQueue
Specifies that the DYNOPEN request should be placed on the request queue. No OPEN processing is performed
until the request is unstacked. NOQueue specifies that the DYNOPEN request should bypass the request queue,
even if automatic queuing is enabled. This option is ignored if the user is not enabled for NOQueue.

RETAIN [nn]
Specifies that the data set is to be retained for 'nn' number of days, or permanently if nn is not specified. This
overrides the default retention for the data set.

NOACS
Indicates whether or not the DYNOPEN request can be satisfied by an Automatic Cartridge Subsystem drive.

NOLMS
Indicates whether or not the DYNOPEN request can be satisfied by a Library Management Software drive.

R/W
Used with DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT to mount a cart from an automated library when input and write operations
are needed.

Example:

DYNOPEN OUTMOVE DSN MASTER.FILE (NOWSL LIMCAN

Usage Notes:

• The WRITESL option causes standard IBM tape labels to be written to the allocated tape volume in the Dynam/T
service machine. This option causes the appropriate tape drive to be temporarily detached from the user's virtual
machine even if the NODET option has been specified.

• If the WAIT or WAITnn option is used then user's CMS machine will be placed in a wait state until the service machine
has processed the request. If the user wishes to exit from this state, the command DYNEXIT or DYNCANCL may be
issued. DYNEXIT will exit the wait state, but leave the command pending on the service machine. DYNCANCL will exit
the wait state and cancel the pending request on the service machine.

• If the request is on behalf of another user, the USER option must be specified, indicating the userid for which the
command will be processed.

DYNSTAT Command - Operators
The DYNSTAT command is used by a Dynam/T operator or the tape operator to request a status report of one or all
Dynam/T tape drives from the Dynam service machine.

This command may be processed in a native CMS machine.

Command Syntax:

DYNSTAT    |  [rdev]

rdev
Is the real address of a single tape device on which you report status.

ENABLE Command
The ENABLE command may be used to enable user request processing in the Dynam service machine following a
DISABLE or QUIESCE operator command. Full Dynam/T processing capabilities are immediately restored.
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This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

          |  DOS

          |  DYNTape

          |  DYNOpen

ENable    |  DYNMount

          |  Queue

          |  Cadynamt

DOS
Enables the VSE-to-VM interface.

DYNTape
Enables the DYNTAPE function of Dynam/T.

DYNOpen
Enables the DYNOPEN function of Dynam/T.

DYNMount
Enables the DYNMOUNT function of Dynam/T.

Queue
Enables the QUEUE function of Dynam/T.

CAdynamt
Enables all Dynam/T user functions.
Usage Note:
This command may be issued only by a Dynam/T operator or at the console of the Dynam service machine.

FREETAPS Command - Operators
See FREETAPS Command for setting up the system profile.

 

LOCK Command
The LOCK command is used to prohibit access to a tape drive in a multi-CPU environment. No system may access this
tape drive until the UNLOCK command is issued.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

LOCK    |  {  raddr | resource  }

raddr
Is the real address of the tape drive to be locked.

resource
Specifies the resource name, as specified in the DT LOCK macro, of the resource to be locked. If a DT LOCK
macro is generated, the resource name must begin with "TAPES".

Example:
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LOCK 581

This example results in a request to lock tape drive 581 with a resource

name of TAPE581.

ORDER Command
The ORDER command is used to change the order of the request queue in the Dynam service machine. The oldest
request in the queue for the specified user is moved to the head of the queue.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

ORDer    |  userid [ddname]

         |         [volser]

userid
Is the user ID of the CMS user whose request is to be moved to the head of the request queue.

ddname
Is the ddname for which the request is outstanding. This option is only necessary if the user has more than one
request in the queue, and the request to be ordered was not the first one issued. If no ddname is specified, the
first request encountered in the queue, for the specified user, is moved to the head of the queue.

volser
Is the volume serial number for the requested volume on the queue. This option is only necessary if the user has
more than one request in the queue, and the request to be ordered was not the first one issued. If no volser is
specified, the first request encountered in the queue, for the specified user, is moved to the head of the queue.

Example:

ORDER MAINT OUTMOVE

PATH Command
The PATH command may be used to query and manipulate the communication paths defined by the XSYSTEM macro.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

        [Query    {ALL|pathid}                    ]

        [ENable   {ALL|pathid}                    ]

        [DISAble  {ALL|pathid}                    ]

        [                                         ]

Path    [TRace    {ON|OFF} {ALL|pathid} [ADAPT]   ]

        [                               [PATH ]   ]

        [                               [CAT  ]   ]

        [                               [ALL  ]   ]

        [                                         ]

        [Log      {ON|OFF} {ALL|pathid} [parml] ]
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        [                               [VERIFY ] ]

        [                               [RECEIVE] ]

        [                               [ALL    ] ]

        [                                         ]

        [DISPatch {ALL|pathid}                    ]

        [RESTART                                  ]

Query
Displays the status of a specific receive path or all receive paths for this CPUID.

ENable
Enables a specific receive path or all receive paths for this CPUID. A receive path is one defined for another
CPUID with a 'TO' value specifying this CPUID.

DISAble
Disables a specific receive path, or all receive paths for this CPUID.

TRace
Enables the trace facility to trace various events for the specified receive path or all receive paths. The events to
be traced may be specified as:
ADAPT

For all adapter type calls, except PATH and
CATALOG

type calls.
PATH

For only PATH function adapter calls.
CAT

For only CATALOG function adapter calls.
ALL

For all adapter type calls. This is the default.
Use this parameter only at the request of Computer Associates Support personnel. You may specify one type of
event or a combination of event types listed above for TRACE.

LOG
Enables logging of various events for the specified receive path or all receive paths. The events to be logged may
be specified as:
PLIST

Displays a list of adapter calls and requesters, to be used in the event of an unexpected return code.
VERIFY

Logs all VERIFY transactions sent or received by this CPUID.
RECEIVE

Logs all VOLUME transactions received by this CPUID.
ALL

Enables logging for the PLIST, VERIFY and RECEIVE. This is the default.
DISPATCH

Forces the specific receive path, or all receive paths for this CPUID to be read, even though it has been disabled.
RESTART

Initializes all receive paths for this CPUID.

Example:
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PATH LOG ON CA12DYN ALL

QUERY Command - Operators
The QUERY command can be used to determine the status of specific functions and requests in the Dynam service
machine.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

Query    |  OPEN      { ALL | userid }

         |  Queue

         |  Reserve

         |  SCratch   [OWNID owner] [REELSIZE size]

         |  TApeoper

         |  OPERator

         |  SEt

         |  TRace

         |  All

OPEN
Requests the status of all open data sets and outstanding open requests.
ALL

Requests the status of all open data sets and outstanding open requests. The VM user ID of the inquiring
user is indicated in all responses.

userid
requests the status of the specified user's open data sets and all outstanding open requests for that user.

Queue
Requests information on the Dynam/T queue.

Reserve
Requests the status of all reserved tape drives.

SCratch
Requests a list of the first ten (10) scratch tapes meeting the specified requirements.
OWNID

Specify the owner of the listed scratch tapes.
REELSIZE

Specify the reel size of the scratch tapes you wish to list. The size may be :

• XS - extra-short
• S - short
• MS - medium-short
• M - medium
• ML - medium-long
• L - longTApeoper

Requests the userid of the Dynam/T tape operator.
OPERator

Requests a list of all Dynam/T operators in the system.
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SEt
Requests a display of all system profile options in effect.

TRace
Requests information on currently active traces in the system.

ALL
Requests a list of all the information from each of the other QUERY command options.
Usage Notes:

• If QUERY OPEN is issued without a userid, QUERY OPEN ALL is assumed.
• If the QUERY SCRATCH command is issued, specifying the OWNID and REELSIZE parameters, but there are

no tape volumes which satisfy the criteria, then the first 10 scratch volumes will be displayed.

QUIESCE Command
The QUIESCE command may be used to quiesce Dynam/T processing in a controlled and orderly manner. DYNCLOSE
and DYNDET user commands continue to be accepted, but all DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands are immediately
rejected.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

QUIesce    |

Usage Notes:

QUIESCE allows all users with open data sets to complete processing, but no new open requests will be accepted.

• The Dynam/T operator command, QUERY OPEN, may be used to determine which data sets are currently open.
When all data sets have been closed, the TERMINATE command may be issued without affecting any data set.

SET Command - Operators
The SET command may be used to override the SET parameters specified in the Dynam/T system profile during system
installation.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

       |  ACSALLOW {ON|OFF}

       |  ACSDIALG {ON|OFF}

       |  AUtoque  {ON|OFF}

       |  WAitmsgs {ON|OFF}

SEt    |  CPmsg    {ON|OFF}

       |  IMsg     {ON|OFF}

       |  INputro  {ON|OFF}

       |  LMSALLOW {ON|OFF}

       |  RIngtest {ON|OFF}

       |  OPERMsgs {ON|OFF}
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ACSALLOW
Indicates whether volumes not owned by the Automated Cartridge Subsystem are allowed to be mounted on
drives owned by the subystem. The default is OFF.

ACSDIALG
Indicates if operator interaction with the Automated Cartridge Subsystem is allowed for abnormal conditions. Also
indicates if EJECTs from the subsystem are allowed. The default is OFF.

AUtoque
Controls the use of the automatic request queuing facility. When enabled, users will be placed on the request
queue if a tape drive is requested, but not available.

WAitmsgs
Controls whether users will be notified of the status of their request, if they are in a DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT
wait state.

CPmsg
Indicates that the system operator console will receive CP messages whenever Dynam/T attaches or detaches a
tape device to or from a VM userid.

IMsg
Indicates whether informational messages are to be issued to the Dynam/T tape operator's virtual console.

INputro
(For VM XA/SP only) Indicates whether a tape drive is to be attached for input with the XA R/O option.

LMSALLOW
Indicates whether volumes not owned by the Library Managment Software system are allowed to be mounted on
drives owned by the software. The default is OFF.

RIngtest
Determines whether a user is allowed to open an input tape data set with a file protect ring (write ring) in the tape.

OPERMsgs
Specifies whether the Dynam/T tape operator will automatically receive any outstanding mount messages at
every DISPATCH time slice interval.

TAPEOPER Command - Operators
The TAPEOPER command is used to designate or alter the VM user ID that is to be the Dynam/T tape operator. Only one
tape operator may be explicitly defined at a time. If none exists, all tape messages must be responded to at the Dynam
service machine console.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

TAPEOper    |  userid

userid
Specifies the VM userid that is to be the Dynam/T tape operator. Any existing tape operator immediately loses
tape operator privileges.
Usage Notes:

• Any messages which have replies outstanding may be responded to only by the VM userid who received the
message initially.

• When the tape operator is defined or altered, the new tape operator cannot query or respond to any previously
outstanding messages.
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Tape Processing Commands
The tape processing commands allow the Dynam/T operator to position a tape or request SENSE information on a
specific tape drive.

REw    |  {  raddr | ALL  }

 

RUn    |  {  raddr | ALL  }

 

BSR    |

FSR    |  raddr    [ nnn ]

BSF    |

FSF    |

 

SNs    |  {  raddr | ALL }

REW
Rewinds the tape to load point.

RUN
Rewinds and unloads the tape.

BSR
Moves the tape back one (or nnn) record(s).

FSR
Moves the tape forward one (or nnn) record(s).

BSF
Moves the tape back one (or nnn) file(s).

FSF
Moves the tape forward one (or nnn) file(s).

SNS
Requests SENSE information. See the IBM documentation for your version of VM.

Options:

raddr
Is the real address of the tape drive.

ALL
Specifies all tape drives.

nnn
Is the number of records or files to backspace or forwardspace.
Usage Note:
The tape drive must be FREE for the command to be successfully executed. No I/O will be performed if the tape
drive is currently attached to a user.

TERMINATE Command
The TERMINATE command is used to immediately terminate Dynam/T in the Dynam service machine. All other tasks
operating in the service machine remain unaffected.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.
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Command Syntax:

TERMinate    |

Usage Notes:

Exercise caution when issuing TERMINATE. All main storage occupied by Dynam/T is immediately released together with
all control blocks for any open data sets.

• If this command is issued while controlled tape data sets are open, these data sets may not be closed, even if the
Dynam/T system is restarted. The Dynam/T operator command, QUERY OPEN, may be used to determine which tape
data sets are currently open. If open data sets exist when this command is issued, each user with an open data set is
automatically notified of the termination of the Dynam/T system.

• This command may be issued only by a Dynam/T operator, the tape operator, or at the console of the Dynam service
machine.

TRACE Command
The TRACE command initiates a TRACE of Dynam/T requests for a specific user ID, and sends a print file with the trace
information to the user. The results of the TRACE command are the same as if the user had issued a DIAG option on
every request.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

TRace    |  userid  [ DOS partition-id ]

userid
Specifies the user ID to trace.

DOS partition-id
is the partition id where the user ID is located. If VSE, specify BG, F1, F2, and so on.

Example:

TRACE VSETEST DOS BG

Usage Notes:

• The TRACE command should be used with discretion, as it degrades performance.
• To end the trace, enter TRACE END.

UNLOCK Command
The UNLOCK command may be used in multi-CPU environments that have cross-CPU locking enabled to release tape
drives reserved by the LOCK command.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

UNLock    |  { raddr | resource | ALL | SYSTEM=cpuid }
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raddr
Specifies the real address of the device to be unlocked. This command is valid only if the lock is held by this
system and can only be used if there is no DT LOCK macro.

resource
Specifies the resource name, as specified in the DT LOCK macro, of the resource to be unlocked. If a DT LOCK
macro is generated, the resource name must begin with "TAPES".

ALL
Specifies that all resources currently LOCKed by this system should be UNLOCKed. When CAISTOP or DT
TERMINATE is issued for the Dynam service machine, UNLOCK ALL will be issued by Dynam/T internally.

SYSTEM=cpuid
Indicates that all resources LOCKed by the specified CPU should be UNLOCKed, making them available for use
by other systems.

NOTE
UNLOCK SYSTEM=cpuid should be used with extreme caution, and ONLY to unlock resources on a
failing CPU.

Example:

UNLOCK 581

This example will try to locate and unlock a resource named TAPE581,

owned by this CPU.

UNSTACK Command
The UNSTACK command is used to manually unstack (dequeue) requests from the queue.

This command must be processed by the Dynam service machine and, consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

UNStack   |   [userid]   [{ddname}]

          |              [{volser}]

userid
Is the user whose request is being unstacked.

ddname
Is the ddname for which the request is outstanding. This option is only necessary if the user has more than one
request in the queue, and the request to be unstacked was not the first one issued. If no ddname is specified, the
first request encountered in the queue, for the specified user, is moved to the head of the queue.

volser
Is the volume serial number for the requested volume on the queue. This option is only necessary if the user has
more than one request in the queue, and the request to be unstacked was not the first one issued. If no volser is
specified, the first request encountered in the queue, for the specified user, is moved to the head of the queue.

Example:

UNSTACK MAINT OUTMOVE

Usage Note:
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If no operands are specified, the queue is unstacked FIFO (first in, first out).
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System Programmers
This section describes the Dynam/T for z/VM tasks performed by system programmers. This section also includes some
reference materials for those tasks.

Use this section in conjunction with Administrating and Getting Started. Where information is applicable to both system
administrators and system programmers, it is documented in Administrating. Post-installation configuration tasks are
documented in Getting Started.

Activator And Online HELP
Activator provides the modules, EXECs, and screens necessary to install and maintain the Dynam/T system. Activator
is included on the Dynam/T-supplied Dynam/T installation tape, and is the first component loaded during installation.
This component is fully described in the Activator User Guide. The use of Activator during the installation of Dynam/T is
described in the Dynam/T for VM Getting Started.

HELP Utilities

The HELP utilities provide immediate online assistance with Dynam/T screens, diagnostic messages and command
syntax and usage.

HELP with Screens

You can obtain HELP for any screen or message by pressing PF1 or by typing HELP and pressing ENTER. When you
do this, you will see a main menu of HELP selections. The selections on the menu lead down to other HELP screens on
lower levels. A sample menu screen follows:

 HELP                                          CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                        PANEL ID.n.n.n

                          +---------------------+

                          |    Name Of Screen   |

                          +---------------------+

           +----------------------------------------------------+

           | For help with                    | Enter           |

           |----------------------------------+-----------------|

           | using this screen                | 1               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | prompts                          |                 |

           | . as they appear on the screen   | 2               |

           | . in alphabetical order          | 3               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | PF keys                          | 4               |

           |                                  |                 |

           | messages                         | HELP MSG <msg#> |

           +----------------------------------------------------+

 PF1=Help        2=            3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic  9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor
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HELP
Identifies the screen as a HELP screen.

===>
This is the command area. Enter HELP commands or menu choice numbers here.

Dynam/T
This is the product you are using.

PANEL ID
This is the ID of this HELP panel. The prefix is the panel ID number of the screen you wanted help with. The
numbers following the period represent the various levels in the HELP hierarchy of screens.

Name Of Screen
Identifies the screen you wanted help with.

menu
Lists the HELP choices and tells you what to enter for each choice.

PF Keys
PF key options for movement within HELP.

Using HELP

To choose an item from a main menu like the one shown, simply type the number of your choice in the command area and
press ENTER. If you want help with an error message or with special keys, enter the commands shown on the menu.

HELP screens are designed as a hierarchy. At the top is the main menu screen you have already seen. One selection
explains how to use the product screen from which you called for HELP. Another selection offers you another menu of
choices, so that you can get help with a specific prompt. Sometimes other selections are available that lead to help with
other aspects of a product screen.

Once you are in HELP, you can move around within the HELP data base by pressing PF (program function) keys or
entering HELP commands.

By requesting HELP while you are currently viewing a HELP screen, you can nest one HELP branch within another.
You can do this as often as you like, and then go back to a previous HELP screen or to the product screen at which you
started.

Program Function Keys

Key Function Description
PF1 HELP Calls HELP from any Dynam/T screen, calls

HELP for HELP from within the utility
PF3 End Ends the current branch of HELP and

returns to the screen that originally called it
PF4 Return Ends HELP and returns to the product

Primary Menu
PF7 Prev Level Returns to the HELP menu from which you

selected the current HELP screen
PF8 Next Topic Displays the next HELP topic
PF10 Prev Page Displays the previous page of a multi-

screen HELP
PF11 Next Page Displays the next page of a multi-screen

HELP
PF12 Cursor Moves the cursor to the command line
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Getting Help with Other Dynam/T Screens

If you need assistance with a Dynam/T screen other than the one from which you accessed HELP and you know the
panel ID number, enter:

HELP panelid

Entering this instruction in the command area will move you to the top HELP menu associated with that Dynam/T screen.

Getting Help with HELP

If at any time you need help with HELP, press PF1 or enter HELP in the command area.

This screen tells you how to move around within HELP or return to Dynam/T.

 HELP                                          CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                                  HELP

                            +------------------+

                            |    Using HELP    |

                            +------------------+

            +-------------------------------------------------+

            | To                                      | Press |

            |-----------------------------------------+-------+

            | return to the                           |       |

            | . screen from which you requested HELP  | PF3   |

            | . product Primary Menu                  | PF4   |

            | . HELP menu from which you selected the |       |

            |   current HELP screen                   | PF7   |

            |-----------------------------------------+-------|

            | scroll                                  |       |

            | . to the next HELP topic                | PF8   |

            | . down to a continuation screen         | PF11  |

            | . up from a continuation screen         | PF10  |

            +-------------------------------------------------+

 PF1=Help        2=           3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic 9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor

Additional HELP Commands

?

Displays the last command entered in the command area.

=

Repeats the last command entered.

&

When placed before a command, causes the command to remain in the command area until typed over.
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Cursor-Sensitive HELP

If you want to get help with a particular prompt without going through several HELP menus, simply tab the cursor to that
prompt and press PF1. You will then go directly to the appropriate HELP screen. Once there, you can move around within
the HELP data base in the usual manner, by pressing PF keys or entering HELP commands.

Ending HELP

To end HELP at any time, simply press PF3 or PF4:

• if you press PF3, you return to the screen from which you most recently requested help.
• if you press PF4, you end HELP and return to the product Primary Menu.

Since you can request HELP while you're viewing a HELP screen, you can nest one HELP branch within another. If you've
nested the HELPs, press PF3 to return to a previous branch of HELP, or press PF4 to end all HELP.

HELP with Messages

If you get an error message while using Dynam/T, and want an explanation of it, enter:

HELP MSG msg#

in the command area of a product or HELP screen. HELP with messages is available directly from the product or from
within HELP.

When you enter this instruction, you will see a screen explaining the reason for the message displayed and the action you
should take. The message information shown on the screen is the same as that shown in your manual. A sample screen
is shown below:

 HELP                 Messages                 CA-Dynam/T

 ====> _                                                          MSG_CADT006W

 DSN='dsn' IN CATALOG IS NOT A TAPE DATA SET

  Reason:  The data set name specified on the TLBL exists in the CA-DYNAM

           Catalog as a disk or other type of data set. CA-DYNAM/T requires

           unique data set names. The data set is treated as uncontrolled.

  Action:  Refer the problem to the systems programmer for correction. The

           DYNCAT ALTER command may be used to change the data set in the

           Catalog to TAPE if necessary.

 PF1=Help        2=           3=End      4=Return       5=           6=

 PF7=Prev Level  8=Next Topic 9=        10=Prev Page   11=Next Page 12=Cursor

The format of the message number is:

CAccnnnx

cc
is the component code

nnn
is a three-digit number

x
is the severity code
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NOTE
Make sure that you have issued the CP SET EMSG ON command, or you will get error messages without
message numbers. You must know the message number to get help with an error message.

HELP with Commands

Broadcom provides a command syntax help facility which allows you to display, online, all information pertinent to any
Dynam/T command.

To access the Command HELP facility, press PF6 from any Dynam/T product screen. This will display the syntax for the
command directly associated with the function of the current screen. If the screen is a menu screen, or if there is more
than one command associated with the screen function, then a menu of all Dynam/T commands (for which HELP exists)
is displayed. From this menu you may select the command you wish to view and press ENTER or PF2.

Additionally you may access the Command HELP facility by way of the COMHELP command. The syntax is:

COMHELP  |  [ product  [ command ] ]

product
is an optional parameter specifying the name of the Dynam/T product for which you require help.

command
is an optional parameter specifying the command you wish to display.

The COMHELP command may be executed from the CMS Ready prompt, or from the command line of any Dynam/T
product screen.

If you enter "COMHELP" (without any parameters), the Command HELP Main Menu is displayed. This screen displays all
of the UNICENTER/II VM products for which Command HELP exists. Select the product you are using (Dynam/T), then
press ENTER or PF2.

If you enter "COMHELP CADYNAMT", (or if you select Dynam/T from the Main Menu), a product specific menu is
displayed. This screen lists all of the Dynam/T commands for which Command HELP exists. Select the command you
need help with, then press ENTER or PF2. The command specific help screen is displayed.

If you enter "COMHELP CADYNAMT command", the command specific help screen is immediately displayed.

You may also use the following syntax to obtain immediate help for any Dynam/T command:

command    |    { ? | HELP | COMHELP }

command
is the product command.

?|HELP|COMHELP
are equivalent, and call the Command HELP facility.

Catalog Management And System Adapter
This section provides information on Dynam/T Catalog Management component and the services provided to the Catalog
Management by the System Adapter. The Catalog Management component allows catalog sharing between different
operating systems and operates under the control of the System Adapter.

Catalog Management Component and the DYNAM Macro
Catalog Management provides routines for logical and physical access to the Dynam/T catalog and audit data set.
The Catalog Management component distributed with Dynam/T is identical to the Catalog Management components
distributed with other Dynam/T products, such as Dynam/T for VSE, and allows for the sharing of catalogs between
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different operating systems. The Catalog Management routines are designed to operate under the control of the System
Adapter. The System Adapter provides the necessary system-dependent logic. The Catalog Management facilities are
automatically invoked in either the service machine or any standard CMS virtual machine, as required. All of the modules
comprising Catalog Management reside in the CAILIB TXTLIB.

Specification of Catalog Management options and parameters are controlled by the Dynam Product Control Table (the
DYNAM Macro). This control table is present in all Dynam/T system configurations. The Dynam product control table is
created and altered using Activator, but each parameter is described on the following pages.

The following example shows the DYNAM macro generated with all the defaults as it is cataloged upon initial installation.
Standard IBM syntax rules for assembling a macro apply.

Dynam ,             SYSTEM ADAPTER/CATALOG MGT OPTIONS            +

     BUFNO=4,         NUMBER OF CATALOG BUFFERS                   +

     ENQTRY1=10,      CATALOG ENQ TRIES BEFORE CADC001 MSG        +

     ENQTRY5=255,     CATALOG ENQ TRIES BEFORE CADC005 MSG        +

     ENQWAIT=5,       SECONDS TO WAIT BETWEEN ENQ TRIES           +

     AUDIT=YES,       AUDIT SUPPORTED BY SYSTEM                   +

     AUDTMNT=YES,     AUDIT MANUAL MAINTENANCE BY DYNCAT          +

     RECOVER=YES,     CATALOG RECOVERY SUPPORTED BY SYSTEM        +

     CICS=UPDATE,     CICS/CMS ONLINE TRANSACTION SUPPORT         +

     DEFTYPE=FI,      DEFAULT FILETYPE FOR DYNCAT                 +

    END=YES           CHECK FOR MISSING COMMAS IN MACRO

    END

The parameters available for the Dynam macro are described below. (The default specification is listed first.)

BUFNO=4|nn
The BUFNO parameter specifies the number of buffers to be requested by Catalog Management when accessing
the system data sets. The size of each buffer is dependent upon the CISIZE specified for the system data sets
when the data sets were last initialized or restored. The default CISIZE for the Dynam/T catalog is 1K. If the
default BUFNO (4) is taken, a buffer space of 4K is used for catalog management. Four (4) is the minimum
number of buffers required for catalog management. If a larger number is specified, access to the catalog and
audit data set will be faster, but additional storage is required.

ENQTRY1=10|nn
In a multi-CPU environment, the ENQTRY1 parameter controls the number of times an external enqueue is
attempted on the catalog and audit data set before the CADC001 message is issued. If CADC001 appears too
frequently, in a highly active multi-CPU shared catalog environment, this value should be increased.

ENQTRY5=255|nnn
In a multi-CPU environment, the ENQTRY5 parameter controls the number of times an external enqueue is
attempted on the catalog and audit trail data set before the CADC005 message is issued and the enqueue
is considered to have failed. If CADC005 appears too frequently, in a highly active multi-CPU shared catalog
environment, this value should be increased.

ENQWAIT=5|nn
In a multi-CPU environment, the ENQWAIT parameter controls the number of seconds to wait between enqueue
tries for the catalog and audit trail data set. While waiting, the VM userid requesting the enqueue is stopped to
allow other processing to continue. In a multi-CPU environment with CPUs of badly mismatched speeds (for
example, 4341 versus a 3090) this value may be adjusted to allow the slower CPU to access the system files at
more frequent intervals by decreasing the wait time in the Dynam macro cataloged for the slower CPU.

AUDIT=YES|NO
(Dynam/T only) The AUDIT parameter controls whether catalog management routines support logging to the audit
data set by Dynam/T.
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AUDTMNT=YES|NO
(Dynam/T only) The AUDTMNT parameter controls whether the Dynam/T utility program, DYNCAT, logs images
of manual maintenance to the audit data set for later reporting.

RECOVER=YES|NO
(Dynam/T only) The RECOVER parameter controls whether catalog management records recovery information
for the Dynam/T catalog in the audit data set.

CICS=UPDATE|YES|NO
(Dynam/T only) The CICS parameter controls the actions of DYNT whether used under CICS, ICCF, CMS, or
another TP monitor.
UPDATE

Also provides support for Dynam/T online update facilities, provided the user submits the Dynam/T
catalog password (defined at catalog initialization) when the transaction is entered.

YES
Generates support for the Dynam/T read-only CMS inquiry transaction, DYNT.

NO
Prevents access to the Dynam/T catalog through the online transaction.

DEFTYPE=FI|TAPE|DISK
(Dynam/T only) The DEFTYPE parameter is used to set the default value for the Dynam/T DYNCAT DEFINE
function, if the device type is not explicitly specified by you. Specification of FI allows the new data set to be used
as either tape or disk; TAPE restricts the use to tape, and DISK to disk only. Regardless of the default established
in the Dynam macro, you may override with any of the specified values on the DEFINE command.

END=YES
The END parameter is required and must be YES. It is used as a check for proper macro syntax.

Usage Note:

Assembly of the Dynam macro results in the creation of the CASAGENA TEXT file. This file is placed in the CAUSRLIB
TXTLIB.

The System Adapter
The System Adapter provides the system-dependent routines necessary for the operation of Catalog Management,
Dynam/T user functions and administrator utility programs.

The System Adapter provides the following services:

• CPU identification
• Lock file I/O
• Dynam/T message queue file I/O
• FILEDEF and LABELDEF manipulation routines
• Physical device identification and information
• Product message and unit record I/O
• Data manipulation and conversion
• Dynam/T to Dynam/B Backup interface
• Product to Catalog Management interface

In addition to the above facilities, the System Adapter will also provide several Task Management type facilities (storage
management, timer request management, and IOCS routines) for the utility and stand-alone programs of the Dynam/T
system. The System Adapter is automatically invoked in either the service machine or any standard virtual machine, as
required. All of the modules comprising the System Adapter reside in the CAILIB TXTLIB.
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Control of the System Adapter is facilitated by the Dynam CPU ID Control Table (CPUID Macro) and the System Adapter
system profile (CAICMS SYSPROF). The Dynam CPU ID control table is present in all Dynam system configurations, but
the System Adapter system profile is present only in the Dynam/T system.

The Dynam CPU ID control table and the System Adapter system profile are created and modified using Activator, but
each is discussed in the following sections.

Dynam CPU ID Control Table (CPUID Macro)

Multi-system users, with either multiple real or multiple virtual systems, must code a CPUID macro statement, with a
unique 1-character identification, for each system which is to share the Dynam/T system data sets. Identification is
based on the CPU serial number, provided by the CP QUERY CPUID command. The CPU ID control table consists of all
possible serial numbers and their associated user-defined id characters. If a match is not found for the CPU serial number
during system initialization, a default CPU id of A is used.

Standard IBM syntax for assembling a macro applies. One macro statement must be coded for each CPU which is to
share the Dynam/T system, including virtual machines. The CPU ID specified is used in conjuction with the CPU option of
various Dynam/T commands and reports, to correctly access and maintain the Dynam/T catalog and the audit data set.

A sample CPUID control table follows:

CPUID id=A,SERIAL=FF01322743810000,GENPHAS=NO

CPUID id=B,SERIAL=0000738730900000

CPUID id=Z,SERIAL=0000739130900000

END

CPUID
CPUID is the name of the macro cataloged when the system is installed.

id=x
The ID operand is required. It specifies the unique, one-character ID to be associated with the CPU indicated by
the SERIAL operand.

SERIAL=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The SERIAL operand is required. It specifies the processor serial number which relates to the ID character
specified in the first operand. SERIAL must specify all sixteen digits (hexadecimal) in the format provided by the
STORE CPU ID instruction.

GENPHAS=YES|NO
The GENPHAS parameter is optional. It is used to indicate whether VSE PHASE and/or INCLUDE control
statements will be present in the object deck created by assembly of this macro. The default specification is
YES, but this parameter must be specified as NO when used with Dynam/T. If this parameter is specified, it must
appear on the first CPUID macro statement.

Usage Notes:

• One CPUID macro statement should be coded for each system in your installation. The table (CPUPROF) is shared
by all members of the Dynam family which access either the DYNBCAT or DYNBARCH, (Dynam/B Backup system
data sets), or CAICATL or CAIAUDT (Dynam/T system data sets) files. When running under VM, the CPU comparison
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ignores the first two characters (X'FF') of the serial number. It is not necessary to code an additional CPUID macro for
a processor which runs VM only occasionally.

• Assembly of the CPUID Macro results in the creation of the CPUPROF TEXT file. This file is placed in the CAUSRLIB
TXTLIB.

• When the CPUID control table has been assembled, it becomes effective with the next initialization of the Dynam/T
service machine. CPUPROF is located by the system only once, during initialization.

• It is highly recommended that id=A be used for Dynam/T. This is because users may change their virtual CPU ID to a
value not present in the CPUID macro. In such cases, the default, A, will be used.

• Multiple CPU serial numbers can be associated with a single CPUID for disaster recovery preparation. Care should be
taken to never have both CPUs accessing the system at the same time.

System Adapter System Profile (CAICMS SYSPROF)

The sole purpose of the System Adapter system profile is to define the location and initialization parameters of the the
Lock File. The Lock File (CAILOCK) provides support for resource sharing across real (physical) CPUs. Implementation of
the Lock File enables the cross-system serialization of real tape drives so that shared tape drives may be allocated to any
CPU without the operator having to VARY the tape drives online or offline.

The Lock File is compatible with the VSE lock file, and may be shared with a stand-alone VSE machine or a VSE guest
machine.

The System Adapter system profile is a CMS card image file (LRECL 80 RECFM F) which must have the file id CAICMS
SYSPROF. An asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment.

The System Adapter system profile is created and altered using the facilities of Activator. For full details, see the &gsg.

When the System Adapter is loaded into the Dynam/T service machine, under the control of Taskman, the External Lock
initialization routine of the System Adapter will locate the first CAICMS SYSPROF file using the CMS ESTATE facility. The
External Lock facility then reads the CAICMS SYSPROF file. The only valid System Adapter system profile command is
the Define Lock File (DLF) command.

Define Lock File (DLF) Command

The VM DLF command has roughly the same format as the VSE DLF command. The command is as follows:

DLF   |  UNIT vdev  [VOLID xxxxxx]  start  number  DSF Y|N  TYPE N|F  NCPU nn

UNIT vdev
Is the virtual vdev address of the lock file. If you are sharing a lock file with a VSE system, this value must agree
with the virtual vdev as specified by the CP LINK command.

VOLID xxxxxx
Is the volume serial number of the minidisk where the lock file resides, if formatted with CAICATDK. If the lock file
was formatted with VSE, this value should correspond to the DASD volume. If the VOLID parameter is omitted,
the volume id is not checked during External Lock initialization.

start
Indicates the decimal cylinder (CYL nnn) or block (BLK nnn) on which the lock file resides. This value must agree
with the value in the VTOC format-1 DSCB.

number
Indicates the decimal number of cylinders (NCYL nnn) or blocks (NBLK nnn) used by the lock file extent. This
value must agree with the extent information found in the VTOC format-1 DSCB for the file.

DSF Y|N
This parameter is available for compatibility only. The value is accepted, but ignored. Data secured files are not
supported for CAICATDK formatted files.
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TYPE N|F
Is used to specify the formatting mode of the External lock initialization program. N indicates that an existing lock
file, defined by the CAILOCK FILEDEF, is to be used, and the current CPU should become a sharing partner. F
indicates that the extent defined by the CYL/NCYL or BLK/NBLK parameters is to be destroyed, and a new lock
file created. N is the default.

NCPU nn
Indicates the number of CPUs that can share resources in the lock file. The maximum number of CPUs is 32.
(In a shared VSE/VM environment, some releases of VSE prior to VSE/SP may support a maximum of 4 CPUs.)
External Lock Initialization will terminate if no more CPU slots exist. If the lock file was created with a different
NCPU value from that specified by this parameter, TYPE F is forced.

Usage Notes:

• The Lock File should only be used when multiple, real, CPUs are to share tape drives. A lock file is not required in
single, real, CPU installations because in such installations CP will prevent multiple virtual machines from accessing
the same tape drive simultaneously.

• A CAICMS SYSPROF file must be present during the System Adapter initialization, even if the External Lock facility is
not required (as in single CPU installations). If the External Lock facility is not required, a comment record should be
included in the "dummy" CAICMS SYSPROF file.

• Access to the lock file is gained using the CMS FILEDEF command with the DDNAME CAILOCK. The following
commands illustrate how to access the lock file:
CP LINK VSESYS 150 206 MW MULTPASS

ACCESS 206 Z

FILEDEF CAILOCK Z DSN DOS.LOCK.FILE

The LINK and ACCESS commands are executed through the DYNLINK EXEC. For more details, see the &gsg..
• The MDISK statement for the minidisk that contains the lock file must be defined with mode MWV (to enable the virtual

reserve/release feature) as in the following example:
MDISK 150 3380 0200 0001 VSEMDK MWV READPASS WRITPASS MULTPASS

If the lock file is to be shared between real CPUs, then the real disk must be capable of reserve/release since lock
file synchronization is accomplished using the hardware reserve/release feature. (The real control unit must have the
reserve/release feature and there must be no alternate paths to the device.)

• If the lock file is to be shared by a VSE system, the data set name must be DOS.LOCK.FILE.
• Parameters may appear in any order and must be separated by one or more spaces.
• If TYPE N is specified, but the lock file is found to be unusable, format mode is automatically entered. This will also

happen if the lock file was created with a different number of sharing CPUs than appear in the NCPU parameter.
• If the Lock File Facility is correctly initiated, but AVRLCK=YES and MULTCPU=YES were not specified in the Dynam/T

product control table (DynamT macro), then the External Lock facility will be effectively disabled.
• Extreme caution should be exercised when any of the parameters of the DLF statement are altered. This may happen

when changing the location (start), size (number) or number of sharing CPUs (NCPU nn). Such changes must be
synchronized with all other users of the lock file since they will result in a re-format of the lock file. If such changes are
required, all sharing, virtual CPUs will have to be re-IPL'd with the correct DLF statement.

• Every VSE guest system or Dynam/T service machine accessing the lock file must have a unique CPU ID. Otherwise,
unpredictable results will occur.

• Tape drives locked on behalf of CMS users, are locked by the Dynam/T service machine prior to the ATTACH. Tape
drives allocated to VSE machines are locked by the VSE guest, after they have been ATTACHed by the service
machine. 

• Tape drives which are accessible by different addresses, on another CPU, must have the correct DTLOCK macro
generated to associate a unique lock name with each real tape drive, regardless of the number of addresses for which
it may be known. For more information, see The DTLOCK Macro.

• If you are planning to use a Lock File a Static link to the catalog is required. This can be done in install step TC30I001,
where it states "Use dynamic link for catalog." It should be set to "N", for No.
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NOTE
If the lock file is formatted while other VSE systems are using the same lock file, the VSE systems will abend.

Memorex Library Management System Interface
Dynam/T VM provides an interface with the Memorex Library Management System (LMS) to aid in mounting and
dismounting cartridge volumes and reduce opeator intervention required to satisfy user requests for tape volumes. The
interface provides a means where the operator is not required to search for and mount a volume for a user request while
also removing the need for a response to Dynam/T to a mount request.

The interface is a 2-way IUCV interface between Dynam/T VM and the service machine for the LMS. It is initialized by
Dynam/T during its initialization process.

Should the interface become disabled for any reason (LMS server is shutdown), Dynam/T will attempt to re-establish the
interface as soon as it becomes available.

Scratch Volume Mounts

For any scratch request that can be allocated a cartridge volume, Dynam/T requests a scratch volume from the LMS to
use for processing. Dynam/T verifies that the volume is a valid scratch tape and then instructs the volume to be mounted
on an available drive. No operator response or effort is needed.

Active Volume Mounts

For any specific volume mounts (Input or Output), Dynam/T makes a request to the LMS to determine if the volume
resides there. If so, Dynam/T then requests the volume to be mounted on an available drive. Again, no operator
intervention is needed.

Recommended Testing Verification Procedures

Once Dynam/T is installed and LMS is running, the following testing verification procedures are recommended:

1. In order to make the time you test more efficient and productive, focus on testing the basic functions, rather than the
new features. This will help you move into production faster. For example, if you have a job to backup the DYNAM
catalog, submit it to a test VSE system without making any changes to it. It is better to test the jobs that are in use now
because you know what the expected results should be.
When all of the basic functions are working correctly, try the normal production run. If this is working properly, then test
the new features that are offered by LMS software.

2. Test the DYNOPENs that are done from CMS users. No changes are required to get the old procedures to work.
Remember that if a user does not want to make use of the robot, the following DYNCAT command should be issued:

ALTER 'DATA.SET.NAME' ROBOT=NO

3. When using the robot in an environment with both &dyntvse. and Dynam/T there are several things to consider.
Testing should begin with the default ALLOCATE DOMAIN FILE (ALLCDOMN MEMPARMS) that is supplied by
Memorex Telex. This is the file that contains the default domain and support for all basic functions needed during the
test period.

4. Ownerid (OWNID) and catalog checking (CATCHECK) should not be used when there is only one catalog for all of the
guest systems. (These options are specified in DTPARMS at installation time). The ALLOCATE DOMAIN file can be
set up so that LMS is forced to check things like jobname (userid), dataset name, ddname and nodeid. Once Dynam/
T is installed you will be able to set up multiple tape pools in the Memorex Telex robot which are available for specific
jobs or data sets.
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5. During the test period there will be a lot of tape activity. TDYNLMS can be run to get a report on scratch volume
availability. This utility will check both the Dynam/T catalog and the LMS CDS (control data set) catalog to see if all of
the cartridges have the same status.

NOTE
Dynam/T has the final word over the status of the cartridges.

Production Considerations

The following list details the production considerations for using the Memorex Telex LMS:

1. Change all data sets to ROBOT=NO if tapes for them are not to be allocated in the robot.
2. Through the ALLOCATE DOMAIN file, tell LMS that there are other units outside the robot. If you are using complex

constructions to determine what domains are to be used, it is possible that a drive outside the robot may have to be
used.

3. If several pools are defined, the CDS (control data set) for LMS must also be updated. (The CDS is described in the
Systems Programmers Guide for LMS).

StorageTek 4400 Automated Cartridge Subsystem Interface
Dynam/T provides an interface with the StorageTek 4400 Automated Cartridge Subsystem (ACS) to aid in mounting and
dismounting cartridge volumes and reduce operator intervention required to satisfy user requests for tape volumes. The
interface provides a means where the operator is not required to search for and mount a volume for a user request while
also removing the need for a response to Dynam/T to a mount request.

The interface is a 2-way IUCV interface between Dynam/T and the service machine for the ACS. It is initialized by Dynam/
T during its initialization process. Should the interface become disabled for any reason (ACS server is shutdown), Dynam/
T attempts to restore the connection as soon as possible.

Scratch Volume Mounts

For any scratch request that can be allocated a cartridge volume, Dynam/T requests a scratch volume from the ACS to
use for processing. Dynam/T verifies that the volume is a valid scratch tape and then instructs the volume to be mounted
on an available drive. No operator response or effort is needed.

Active Volume Mounts

For any specific volume mounts (Input or Output), Dynam/T makes a request to the ACS to determine if the volume
resides there. If so, Dynam/T then requests the volume to be mounted on an available drive. Again, no operator
intervention is needed.

Volume Dismounts

Whenever an ACS volume is unloaded from a drive, Dynam/T requests that ACS remove the volume from the drive and
return it to ACS storage. Should the volume be a FOREIGN volume, or the EJECT option was specified, the volume is
EJECTed from the ACS, in which case the operator has to retrieve it.

Dynam/T for VSE Interface

Mount requests passed to Dynam/T from Dynam/T for VSE are processed in a similar manner as Scratch and Active
mount requests from any CMS user.

Synchronization of Catalogs

The TDYNACS utility programs provide tape volume synchronization between the Dynam/T catalog and the STK
Automated Cartridge Subsystem catalogs. As the ACS catalogs only contain information on volume status(Scratch or
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Active) which is pertinent to Dynam/T, it is desirable to keep the catalogs synchronized as it reduces requests to the ACS
by Dynam/T to get a valid Dynam/T scratch volume mounted. Dynam/T has the final say over scratch volumes to be
used. This job must be run periodically if running with &dyntvse. as tape volumes may be scratched by &dyntvse. without
informing Dynam/T for VM that they have become scratched. The DYNCAT SCRATCH SCRPOOL and DELETE VOLSER
functions, as well as DYNTAPE SCRATCH and DELETE informs the ACS to scratch volumes in its catalog. A report is
generated which lists all scratch volumes in the Dynam/T catalog and the status of the operation which scratches the
volume in the ACS LMS catalog.

This job must be run periodically if running with Dynam/T VSE as tape volumes may be scratched by &dyntvse. without
informing Dynam/T thay they have become scratched. The DYNCAT SCRATCH SCRPOOL and DELETE VOLSER
functions, as well as DYNTAPE SCRATCH and DELETE informs the ACS or LMS to scratch volumes in its catalog. The
DYNCAT ADD command will unscratch volumes in the Memorex Library Management System Catalog.

A report is generated which lists all scratch volumes in the Dynam/T catalog and the status of the operation which
scratches the volume in the ACS or LMS catalog.

Executing TDYNACS utility

TDYNACS is invoked by issuing:

DYNAMCMS TDYNACS

The output report location is defined by the FILEDEF used for DDNAME SYSPRINT.

Upon completion of this utility, the catalogs are synchronized regarding volume status.

NOTE
The user ID issuing TDYNACS must be authorized for commands by the Automated Cartridge Subsystem
server.

Executing TDYNLMS utility

TDYNLMS is invoked by issuing:

DYNAMCMS TDYNLMS

The output report location is defined by the FILEDEF used for DDNAME SYSPRINT.

Upon completion of this utility, the catalogs are synchronized regarding volume status.

NOTE
The user ID issuing TDYNLMS must be authorized for commands by the Library Management System Service.

The Dynam/T Service Machine
The Dynam/T runtime components execute in a virtual machine referred to as the Dynam Service Machine. Running
under control of Taskman, any number of requests may be processed at one time. A tape mount request which requires
intervention from the tape operator does not interfere with requests issued by other users. One service machine can
process requests from all tape users on a single real CPU. If installed, the Dynam/B Backup product will operate in the
same service machine as Dynam/T.

It is recommended that the Dynam/T service machine be run in disconnected mode to provide greater security and faster
operation. Otherwise, if the virtual console enters a CP MORE state, all processing may be suspended until the condition
is cleared. The machine's console log may be spooled for an audit trail of all processing activity.

Dynam/T requires that the service machine has VM class G, B and C command privileges to support full automatic
volume recognition (AVR) and issue ATTACH and DETACH commands for tape devices. It must also either own the
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Dynam/T catalog, audit data set, message queue, and lock file minidisks or have a CP multi-write access link to the
minidisks containing these files.

The default service machine user ID is DYNAMCMS. If a different user ID is desired or if multiple service machines are
being used, the user ID of the service machine may be defined in the Dynam/T user profile or may optionally be specified
on any of the available user commands. For commands and syntax, see Using.

Service Machine Initialization

In a normal CMS virtual machine, (IPL'd with CMS) storage is structured as follows:

    x'0' ____________________________________________________________________

         |                         DMSNUC (NUCON)                           |

         |                System Control Blocks And Pointers                |

 x'5000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |              Low Storage DMSFREE User Free Storage               |

 x'E000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                        CMS Transient Area                        |

x'10000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |             Low Storage DMSFREE Nucleus Free Storage             |

x'20000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |              AUSRAREA (Where User Program Is Loaded)             |

         |                                                                  |

         |                                                                  |

MAINSTRT |__________________________________________________________________|

         |              High Storage DMSFREE User Free Storage              |

         |                                                                  |

         |                                                                  |

FREELOWE |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                      CMS Allocated Storage                       |

NUCALPHA |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                         The CMS Nucleus                          |

         |                                                                  |

NUCOMEGA |__________________________________________________________________|

         |              High Storage DMSFREE User Free Storage              |

ALDRTBLS |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                       System Loader Tables                       |

 VMSIZE  |__________________________________________________________________|

The Dynam service machine is initiated by execution of the CAISTART EXEC. The CAISTART EXEC may be queued in
the Dynam service machine's PROFILE EXEC to enable AUTOLOGging.

The CAISTART EXEC invokes the DYNLINK EXEC. The DYNLINK EXEC performs all the necessary LINKs and
ACCESSes to the minidisks that contain the Dynam/T catalog, and any other required Dynam/T data sets; such as the
audit trail, message queue, and lock files.

The CAISTART EXEC then uses the queue command to execute the Task Manager module (CAITASK MODULE).
The CAITASK MODULE alters the normal CMS virtual machine environment from a single-user, single-tasking, serial
execution environment to a real multitasking system. The CAITASK MODULE is loaded starting at location AUSRAREA
(location x'20000') for the length of the module.

The initialization routines in the CATASKER MODULE grab, for its use and control, most storage between location
MAINSTRT (which is updated during the LOADMOD of Taskman) and FREELOWE. Additional storage above the CMS
nucleus, if available, is also grabbed by Taskman for its use and control.
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During Taskman initialization, all necessary intercepts are dynamically enabled within the Dynam/T service machine.
These are removed when Taskman is terminated, and no permanent changes are made to CMS. Taskman makes use of
two special supervisor call codes, unused in the CMS operating system, for internal communications. These new SVC's
(SVC 222 and 223) are the method employed by the various tasks to communicate with Taskman. Contact Broadcom if it
is necessary to assign different SVC codes for this purpose.

During Taskman initialization, the TASKMAN SYSPROF (system profile) is read to determine which Taskman options are
in effect and the products to be loaded. If the Taskman system profile indicates that the Dynam/T product is to be loaded,
the runtime components of Dynam/T are loaded from the CADYNAMT TXTLIB, and the System Adapter and Catalog
Management components are loaded from the CAILIB TXTLIB.

Once the Taskman and Dynam/T runtime components have been initialized, the layout of the service machine will be as
follows:

    x'0' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                         DMSNUC (NUCON)                           |

         |                System Control Blocks And Pointers                |

 x'5000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                     Low CA-Taskman Storage                       |

 x'E000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                        CMS Transient Area                        |

x'10000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |             Low Storage DMSFREE Nucleus Free Storage             |

x'20000' |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                      CA-Taskman Module                           |

         |                                                                  |

         |___________________end of CA-Taskman module   ____________________|

         |                  CA-DYNAM/T Runtime Components                   |

         |                System Adapter Runtime Components                 |

         |                       Catalog Management                         |

         |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                    High CA-Taskman Storage                       |

         |                                                                  |

         |                                                                  |

FREELOWE |______________ end of CA-Taskman High Free Storage   _____________|

   64K   |                       CMS Storage Cushion                        |

FREELOWE |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                      CMS Allocated Storage                       |

NUCALPHA |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                         The CMS Nucleus                          |

         |                                                                  |

NUCOMEGA |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                     High CA-Taskman Storage                      |

ALDRTBLS |__________________________________________________________________|

         |                       System Loader Tables                       |

 VMSIZE  |__________________________________________________________________|

Dynam/T waits in the service machine until a request is received for processing. These requests may come from several
different sources. The primary source of tape processing requests are general CMS users. Dynam/T commands issued in
the source machine communicate with the service machine through the Virtual Machine Communications Facility (VMCF).
Requests may also originate from &dyntvse. either through SMSG (release 5.1 and above) or IUCV (release 5.3 and
above) communications. When a request is received by the service machine, a new task is dynamically created to handle
it. At completion of the request, if the Dynam/T command is waiting in the user machine, it receives a VMCF or IUCV
message from the service machine informing it of the request status. If the command is not waiting in the user machine,
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the user is notified of the status of his request by a CP message from the service machine (using the CP MSGNOH
facility). Any Dynam/T command may also be submitted from the CP environment by the use of the CP Special Message
Facility (SMSG).

Responses from the service machine for commands or requests sent using the CP SMSG are always in the form of a
CP message to the requesting user. The final source of input to the Dynam service machine is from the the machine's
own console. If the service machine is not being run in disconnected mode, Dynam/T commands may be entered directly
through the console.

Definition and Use of the System Data Sets
This section explains how to create the system data sets and what function these data sets perform.

DYNACC may be used to access the Catalog and obtain information in either data set or volume serial number sequence.
Additionally, information about the Catalog itself, and about vaults may be retrieved.

Creating the Catalog Data Set
The next step in preparing for the use of Dynam/T is the placement and creation of the catalog data set which the system
will use to control the tape library. This file is a direct access file shared by most Dynam software components. This file
is used to store all the information necessary to select the correct input tape, allocate a valid scratch tape, and report
on the controlled tape processing which takes place. It is also used by &dynd. VSE to store information relating to the
management of disk files and by &dynf. VSE to store information relating to the file independence activity of that product.

The Dynam catalog is defined using the ddname CAICATL. It is accessed by the system directly using physical IOCS, but
it should be defined as an SD type file for label purposes. For information about how to determine the size of the Dynam
Catalog, see Dynam/T Catalog DASD Requirements. Once the location and size have been determined, a format one
label must be created on the appropriate disk.

The necessary format one label may be created through the use of Activator or through a DOS or OS system which has
write access to the disk by executing a job stream which simply allocates the catalog data set on disk.

For example:

DOS:

// JOB DEFINE FORMAT1 LABEL

// DLBL CAICATL,'CADYNAM.CATALOG.FILE',99/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,LNKVSE,,,1,58

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'204'

/&

OS:

//DEFINE JOB CA

//       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//LABEL  DD   DSN='CADYNAM.CATALOG.FILE',DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//            VOL=SER=OSWRK2,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,10)

//

If neither a DOS nor OS system is available to create the necessary format one label in the disk's VTOC, use the Dynam/
T utility program, CAICATDK, to format the minidisk and create the required label. This utility will quickly format a minidisk
as a DOS disk, create a small VTOC, create a format one label for the non-existent portion of the disk if any, and also
create the format one label for the catalog data set according to the user's specifications. This utility program may also be
used to add the necessary format one label to an existing DOS or OS disk, without having to reformat the disk.
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Once the necessary label has been created, the catalog data set must be initialized. Execute the INITIAL function of the
DYNCAT utility program as follows:

INITIAL id='catalog name' PASSWORD='password' SHARE=YES       X

DATASETS=nnnn VOLUMES=nnnnnn  SORTKEYS=nnnnnnn

The ID characters specified for the catalog owner may be 1 to 16 alphanumeric characters, which will be used for the
owner identity to appear on the VOL1 label of all tapes controlled by the catalog. The password specified will be required
in order to access the catalog in update mode from the DYNT transaction and to display the passwords associated with
any data sets which are password-protected. Be sure to retain the catalog password specified in a safe place, since it
does not appear on any report and cannot be changed without either reinitializing or REORGing the catalog.

The SHARE parameter must be specified as YES when Dynam/T operates in a VM or multi-CPU environment. This
parameter must not be omitted as the default is SHARE=NO.

The DATASETS, VOLUMES, and SORTKEYS parameters reserve index space for the indicated numbers of data set
names, volume serial numbers, and sort key records, respectively. If not specified, the defaults are 250 for DATASETS,
1,000 for VOLUMES, and zero for SORTKEYS.

This program will issue a console message as follows:

CADC421R REALLY INITIALIZE THE CATALOG?

in order to prevent accidental destruction of the files. A response of YES causes the catalog data set to be formatted.
When the job has completed, the catalog is ready for use. This procedure is only necessary one time, when the catalog
is first defined. If the Dynam catalog already exists when Dynam/T is first activated, DYNCAT may be used to add entries
immediately. If an existing catalog is reinitialized, any existing entries are destroyed. For a complete description of
formatting and initializing the Dynam Catalog, see the Getting Started.

NOTE

• Both the format and initialization of the catalogmay be accomplished using Activator.
• The VSELOCK parameter of the INITIAL command is not supported by Dynam/T. If the catalog is to be

shared between a VSE and VM system, the VSELOCK parameter may not be specified by either system. For
more information, see The DYNCAT Utility.

Creating the Audit Trail Data Set
If the audit option has been selected, the audit trail data set must first be defined and formatted. Since the audit facility
is, like the catalog, shared by several components of the Dynam family, only one format one label for it must be created,
and it must be initialized only once. The Dynam audit facility records information concerning every tape open or close and
every modification to the catalog, as well as audit information as requested by Dynam/VSE if installed with audit support.

The audit data set is defined by the ddname CAIAUDT. It is accessed by the system using direct physical IOCS, but
should be defined as an SD file for label purposes. To determine the placement and size of the audit data set, see Dynam/
T Catalog DASD Requirements. Generally speaking, it should be located on a physical disk volume other than that which
contains the catalog data set so that if a hardware failure occurs which destroys the catalog, the audit data set will be
available for recovery.

The necessary format one label may be created through the use of Activator, or through a DOS or OS system which has
write access to the disk by executing a job stream which simply allocates the audit trail data set on disk.

For example:

DOS:
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// JOB DEFINE FORMAT1 LABEL

// DLBL CAIAUDT,'CADYNAM.AUDIT.FILE',99/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,DOSVSE,,,1,58

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'205'

/&

OS:

//DEFINE JOB CA

//       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//LABEL  DD   DSN='CADYNAM.AUDIT.FILE',DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//            VOL=SER=OSWRK1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,10)

//

If neither a DOS nor OS system is available to create the necessary format one label in the disk's VTOC, use the Dynam/
T utility program, CAICATDK, to format the minidisk and create the required label. This utility will quickly format a minidisk
as a DOS disk, create a small VTOC, create a format one label for the non-existent portion of the disk if any, and also
create the format one label for the audit data set according to the user's specifications. This utility program may also be
used to add the necessary format one label to an existing DOS or OS disk, without having to reformat the disk.

Once the disk is formatted, it must be initialized. Execute the Audit Trail utility program, AUDTUTIL, and enter the
following utility command:

DATASET INITIAL SHARE=YES

The 'SHARE' parameter must be specified as 'YES' when Dynam/T operates in a VM or multi-CPU environment. This
parameter must not be omitted as the default is 'SHARE=NO'.

When AUDTUTIL has been run to completion, the audit data set will be ready for use.

NOTE

• Both the format and initialization of the Audit data setmay be accomplished using Activator.
• The VSELOCK parameter of the DATASET INITIAL command is not supported for Dynam/T. If the audit data set is to

be shared between a VSE and VM system, the VSELOCK parameter may not be specified by either system. For more
information, see DATASET Command.

Creating the Message Queue File For TLMS
If the TLMS option has been selected, then the message queue file must first be defined and formatted. Since the
message queue file is, like the catalog and audit data sets, shared by several components of the Dynam family,
only one format one label must be created and it must be initialized only once. The message queue facility records
information concerning every tape volume modification so that synchronization of the MVS tape volume data base may be
accomplished.

The message queue file is defined by the ddname CAIMACC. It is accessed by the system using direct physical IOCS,
and it should be defined as an SD file for label purposes. Generally speaking, the message queue file should be located
on a physical disk volume other than that which contains the catalog or audit trail data set. The message queue file
is periodically read as a sequential file by &tlms.. Because &tlms. will read the entire file, it is recommended that the
message queue file not exceed 5 cylinders of 3350 (or the equivalent).

Create the necessary format one label using Activator, or through a DOS or OS system which has write access to the
disk, by executing a job stream which allocates the message queue file on disk.

For example:

DOS:
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// JOB DEFINE FORMAT1 LABEL

// DLBL CAIMACC,'CADYNAMT.TLMS.MACC.FILE',99/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,DOSVSE,,,1,15

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'205'

/&

OS:

//DEFINE JOB CA

//       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//LABEL  DD   DSN='CADYNAMT.TLMS.MACC.FILE',DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//            VOL=SER=OSWRK1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//

If neither a DOS nor OS system is available to create the necessary format one label in the disk's VTOC, use the Dynam/
T utility program, CAICATDK, to format the minidisk and create the required label. This utility will quickly format a minidisk
as a DOS disk, create a small VTOC, create a format one label for the non-existent portion of the disk if any, and also
create the format one label for the message queue file according to the user's specifications. This utility program may also
be used to add the necessary format one label to an existing DOS or OS disk, without having to reformat the disk.

Once the disk is formatted, it must be initialized. Execute the MACC INITIAL function of the DYNCAT utility program as
follows:

MACC INITIAL  DDNAME=CAIMACC

DDNAME is an optional parameter. If not specified, the default name is CAIMACC.

When DYNCAT has completed processing, the message queue file will be ready for use.

Creating the Message Queue File For An External Tape System
See The TDYNSYNC Utility.

 

Creating the Lock File
If a DLF statement is present in the System Adapter system profile (CAICMS SYSPROF), then the lock file must be
defined first. Since the lock file will be shared by several components of the Dynam family, only one format one label
must be created for it. Dynam/T lock file records information concerning tape drive allocation, so that cross-CPU
synchronization of tape drive access may be accomplished.

The lock file is defined by the ddname CAILOCK. The lock file must be located on a minidisk defined with mode MWV (to
enable the virtual reserve/release feature) as in the following example:

MDISK 150 3380 200 0001 VSEMDIC MWV readpass writpass multpass

There must be no alternate paths to this device. If the lock file is to be shared by multiple, real CPUs, then the lock file
must be placed on a physical disk which is capable of reserve/release commands.

The necessary format one label may be created through the use of Activator, or through a DOS or OS system which has
write access to the disk by executing a job stream which simply allocates the lock file on disk.

For example:
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DOS:

// JOB DEFINE FORMAT1 LABEL

// DLBL CAILOCK,'DOS.LOCK.FILE',99/365,SD

// EXTENT SYSPCH,DOSVSE,,,1,15

ASSGN SYSPCH,X'205'

/&

OS:

//DEFINE JOB CA

//       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//LABEL  DD   DSN='DOS.LOCK.FILE',DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//            VOL=SER=OSWRK1,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//

If neither a DOS nor OS system is available to create the necessary format one label in the disk's VTOC, use the Dynam/
T utility program, CAICATDK, to format the minidisk and create the required label. This utility will quickly format a minidisk
as a DOS disk, create a small VTOC, create a format one label for the non-existent portion of the disk if any, and also
create the format one label for the lock file according to the user's specifications. This utility program may also be used to
add the necessary format one label to an existing DOS or OS disk, without having to reformat the disk.

Once the disk is formatted, it may be initialized automatically at service machine startup time, when the following System
Adapter message is issued:

CADS030D LOCK FILE ABOUT TO BE INITIALIZED, ENTER DELETE OR EOB TO CANCEL

A reply of DELETE causes initialization of the lock file to be performed. When the initialization is complete, the lock file will
be ready for use.

NOTE
Both the format and initialization of the lock file may be accomplished using the facilities of Activator.

Dynam/T System File Note:

To provide for faster access, the locations of the catalog, audit trail, message queue and lock files are saved when they
are accessed for the first time following Dynam initialization using a special FILEDEF named CASASAVC. Only one file
of each type may be used in a particular system, and it must not be moved except through the use of the appropriate
DYNCAT and AUDTUTIL functions, after which Dynam must be reinitialized to reflect the revised file location.

If any Dynam/T system file is to be moved or enlarged, the FILEDEF for CASASAVC must first be CLEARed and the
DYNLINK EXEC reexecuted.

The Dynam/T Operators
Dynam/T requires that one VM user ID be nominated as the tape operator. This user may be a dedicated tape operator
or may also be responsible for performing other tasks. For example, in large installations, there may be a dedicated tape
operator located in a room away from the computer where only tape drives and the tape library are located. In small
installations, the tape operator may be the same user ID as the VM system operator.

In addition to the tape operator, an installation can specify an unlimited number of Dynam/T general operators. The
difference between the tape operator and a general operator is that only the tape operator may respond to outstanding
requests from the service machine.
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No special privileges are required for the user IDs nominated as the tape operator or a general operator. Only CP class
G commands are required to communicate with Dynam/T to completely control tape processing. The operators are not
required to attach or detach tape devices to or from specific user IDs. They merely respond to Dynam/T messages and let
Dynam/T do the privileged operations. If required, the operators may cause specific devices to be attached or detached by
the Dynam service machine. This is accomplished by use of the commands, DYNATT and DYNDET.

It is not necessary for the operator user IDs to have access to the catalog or audit trail data sets. However, the necessary
links must be provided if the operators will be required to review or update the catalog or audit data sets using the Dynam/
T utility programs.

The tape operator and general operators are defined in the Dynam/T system profile. If specified in the system profile,
the indicated user IDs become the tape operator and general operators automatically at system initialization. If no tape
operator is specified, the Dynam service machine is designated as the tape operator. The tape operator user ID may be
changed at any time by the use of the Dynam/T operator command, TAPEOPER. Dynam/T general operators can only
be specified in the Dynam/T system profile, and cannot be changed once the system is initialized. It is suggested that the
user ID designated as the tape operator also be designated as a general operator.

All messages regarding the processing of tape data sets are sent to the tape operator by the Dynam service machine.
Since Dynam/T requires VM class B privilege, all messages are sent using the CP MSGNOH command. Messages which
require an operator response are prefixed with a reply ID number. This number must be supplied along with the response
to the message. Any number of responses may be outstanding at one time since the service machine operates in a multi-
tasking environment. The processing task in the service machine is placed into a wait state until a response is received
from the tape operator.

Messages and responses are sent to the service machine from the tape operator using the CP SMSG command. If the
service machine is not running in disconnected mode, responses may be entered directly at the Dynam service machine
console.

The following is a sample of a tape operator's console activity:

12:15:08  10-CADT808R MOUNT SCRATCH USER1 PAYFILE DSN=PAYROL.MST

12:16:34  11-CADT804R MOUNT VOLUME 000356 TEST.FILE FILE1 USER5

cp smsg dynamcms DYNSTAT   <--- CP SMSG facility

12:16:50  CADT815I 580 FREE RDY LP/W

12:16:50  CADT815I 581 OFFLINE

12:16:50  CADT815I 582 FREE RDY NLPW

11 cancel

12:16:51  CADT713E OPEN REQUEST FOR DDNAME FILE1 CANCELED BY TAPE OPERATOR

The Dynam/T General User
The general CMS user communicates all tape processing requests to the Dynam service machine using the online
Dynam/T screens, or the commands provided with Dynam/T. The commands available to the general user include:
DYNCANCL, DYNCLOSE, DYNOPEN, DYNMOUNT, DYNDET, DYNTAPE, DYNSTAT and DYNTDEF. The online screens
provide the user with a simple way of maintaining their profiles, accessing their tapes, requesting tapes to be opened or
mounted, and displaying the status of requests.

The DYNOPEN command is used to request open processing of a data set and attachment of a tape drive, if necessary.
DYNMOUNT requests a specific tape volume be mounted. The DYNCLOSE command closes a disk or tape data set,
catalogs it as the most current version if an output data set, positions the tape volume, and detaches the tape device if
necessary. The DYNDET command may be used to request the Dynam service machine to detach a tape device without
unloading the tape volume, as CP normally does.

Dynam/T imposes no special requirements on the general user's virtual machine. Only CP class G commands are
necessary for communications with the Dynam service machine. CP links to the Dynam catalog and audit trail data sets
are not required for normal processing.
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Compatibility With Other Releases
Because Dynam/T operates in isolation in a service machine, there is no need to deactivate any part of an existing Dynam
system when a new release or generation level is to be installed. If an alternate Dynam service machine is available, the
new release or generation level may be installed in the alternate virtual machine.

However, while this method completely isolates the new version of Dynam/T from any existing one, careful consideration
should be given to the compatibility of the catalog data sets.

When replacing one generation level of a release with a later genlevel, no provision need be made for the system data
sets, CAICATL and CAIAUDT. When installing a new release of the system, the following procedure should be followed:

1. Before installing the new system, run
– DYNCAT SCRATCH (clear catalog errors and produce reports)
– DYNCAT BACKUP (retain backup tape for use in step 4)
– AUDTUTIL DATASET BACKUP
If Dynam/T audit support was not used, the AUDTUTIL BACKUP may be ignored.

2. Deactivate the old release of the system. This requires a termination of Taskman and all tasks currently active. Each
active task should be terminated in a normal manner prior to issuing the Taskman CAISTOP command.

3. Install the new release of the system using Activator and reinitiate Taskman.

NOTE
It is important that all of the product control tables be altered before activating the new release, since the
control tables from the prior release of the system may not be compatible with the new release, and errors of
various kinds may result.

If components from a prior release are on a common disk, that disk should not be accessed during product installation.
4. Upgrade all system data sets, using all tapes as uncontrolled.

– DYNCAT RESTORE REORG (using backup tape from step 1)
– DYNCAT SCRATCH (to produce tape reports for comparison)
– DYNCAT LISTCAT ALL (for catalog listing for archive)
– AUDTUTIL DATASET INITIALIZE (if AUDIT support is desired)

NOTE
If user exits are coded, they must be reassembled.

5. Resume normal processing.
It is imperative that you follow the above sequence when upgrading from one release to another.
While the internal format of the disk files has changed, the format of the catalog backup tape produced by the new
release is usually compatible with the RESTORE REORG of the prior release. Unless otherwise stated, a user may
return to the prior release by performing RESTORE REORG under it with the backup tape produced by the new
release.

NOTE
User commands from one release may not be internally compatible with those of another release (although
functional compatibility is maintained when possible). Therefore, the disk containing the user commands
for the current release must be correctly accessed. If the system detects that a user has executed an
incompatible user command program (from a prior release), the following message is displayed:

CADT775E INVALID REQUEST FORMAT RECEIVED - USER=userid

Detach Processing
The operational flexibility of Dynam/T is greatly dependent upon Automatic Volume Recognition (AVR). The AVR routines
of Dynam/T will dynamically ATTACH FREE tape drives to itself and read the VOL1 label in an attempt to locate the
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proper input volume or scratch volume. After the VOL1 label is read, the tape drive is then dynamically DETACHed to
allow AVR of the next tape drive, or, if the proper tape volume is located, to allow the tape drive to be ATTACHed to the
requesting virtual machine.

CP, however, will unconditionally unload the tape drive during each DETACH. This would cause real operational
headaches (with FREE tape volumes unloading during every AVR scan), unless Dynam/T had some mechanism to
intercept the DETACH command within CP. Luckily such a mechanism is provided in the form of the DETNOUNL option of
the Dynam/T system profile.

DETNOUNL VDEVBLOK

An alternative to the DYNTCP00 utility program is to specify DETNOUNL VDEVBLOK.

Usage Notes:

• This option will cause the VDEVBLOK to be altered by Dynam/T before each DETACH issued by the Dynam service
machine.

• This option requires that the Dynam service machine have class C privileges.
• This option is only valid for non-VM/ESA and non-z/VM systems. If this option is selected for a VM/XA or VM/ESA

system, it will be dynamically changed to DETNOUNL RDEVBLOK upon initialization, and the CADT774W message
will be produced.

DETNOUNL RDEVBLOK

Usage Notes:

• This option will cause the RDEVBLOK to be temporarily altered by Dynam/T during the DETACH process. In this way
HCPDTD will not attempt the unload operation for the specified device.

• This option requires that the Dynam service machine have class C privileges.
• This option is only valid for VM/ESA and z/VM systems. If this option is selected for a non-VM/ESA or z/VM system,

it will be dynamically changed to DETNOUNL VDEVBLOK upon initialization, and the CADT774W message will be
produced.

DETNOUNL USERMOD

Another option is for the user to make a local modification to the CP module DMKVDR and specify DETNOUNL
USERMOD. The easiest modification to make would be the following:

In DMKVDR, after the label RELDEDD, replace:

TM   VDEVTYPC,CLASTAPE      IS THIS A TAPE DRIVE?

BO   RELTAPE                ...YES, THEN GO UNLOAD VOLUME

with the following:

        TM   VDEVTYPC,CLASTAPE      IS THIS A TAPE DRIVE?

        BNO  @LOCAL1                ...NO, THEN CONTINUE

        CLC  VMUSER,=CL8'DYNAMCMS'  SERVICE MACHINE DETACH?

        BE   RELDOFF                ...YES, THEN BYPASS UNLOAD

        B    RELTAPE                ELSE GO UNLOAD TAPE VOLUME

@LOCAL  DS   0H

Usage Note:

If this option is selected, then class C privileges are not required for the Dynam service machine.
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DETNOUNL USEROPTN and DETNOUNL USERPARM

The user should specify USERPARM LEAVE for VM/ESA and z/VM. This is the default used during installation. Specifying
"DETNOUNL USERPARM LEAVE" on your VM/ESA and z/VM systems would cause the following command to be
generated internally for each detach issued by the Dynam service machine:

DETACH vdev FROM userid LEAVE

The DETNOUNL USEROPTN and DETNOUNL USERPARM commands use a local DETACH command extension to
detach a tape drive without unloading. For instance, if a local modification has been made to CP to add the REWIND
option, "DETNOUNL USEROPTN REWIND" would be specified in the Dynam/T system profile. This would cause the
following command to be generated internally for each detach issued by the Dynam service machine:

DETACH vdev FROM userid (REWIND

On VM/ESA and z/VM systems "DETNOUNL USERPARM LEAVE" would be specified. This would cause the following
commandto be generated internally for each detach issued by the Dynam service machine:

DETACH vdev FROM userid LEAVE

Usage Note:

The difference between DETNOUNL USEROPTN and DETNOUNL USERPARM is that the command extension literal will
be generated after a "(", if USEROPTN is specified.

Using Dynam/T with Special Environments
This section discusses the considerations for users running Dynam/T with:

• Dynam/TLMS
• CA 1
• Dynam/T for VSE

Considerations for Dynam/TLMS MVS Users
With r3 and above, an installation running Dynam/TLMS under MVS, with either Dynam/T for VM or Dynam/T for VSE,
or both may treat the tape library as a common resource because of internal communication links between the products.
Support for this facility requires that you run at least two of the following:

• Dynam/T for VSE Release 5.3 or above
• Dynam/T for VM Release 2.2 or above
• Dynam/TLMS Release 5.0 or above.

You may wish to run in shared mode to:

• assist in converting from Dynam/T for VM to Dynam/TLMS, or
• manage the tape library in a mixed operating system environment.

In a mixed operating system 'shared' tape library mode, Dynam/T VSE and VM send updates to Dynam/TLMS by writing
transactions to a DASD file. This file must be on a disk shared among the VSE, MVS, and VM systems. Dynam/TLMS
updates the CAICATL and CAIAUDT data sets directly with MVS tape information; therefore, these files must also be on
shared DASD.

On the MVS system, if the CAICATL and CAIAUDT data sets are present when Dynam/TLMS is initiated, Dynam/TLMS
subsequently makes sure that all tape activity is recorded in the CAICATL data set as well as in the Volume Master File. In
this way, tape data sets created on the MVS system are protected but accessible from the VSE and/or VM/CMS systems.
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When either VSE or VM/CMS is present, and the multiple-access queue file (MQF) is present at Dynam/TLMS
initialization, Dynam/TLMS automatically reads the file to collect and process update transactions placed there by Dynam/
T for VM. This multiple-access queue file is accessed from the MVS system using the ddname 'CMSMSGQ', and from the
VSE and/or VM systems using the ddname 'CAIMACC'. This two-way communication assures that the CAICATL and the
VMF maintain synchronization.

Converting to Dynam/TLMS from Dynam/T for VM

The steps and activities required to convert to Dynam/TLMS from Dynam/T for VM depend on the conditions that exist
in your data center at the outset, as well as the configuration to be supported when the conversion is complete. The
conversion, verification, and synchronization programs are all provided as a part of Dynam/TLMS, and run under MVS.
For detailed, step-by-step instructions in creating the Dynam/TLMS environment, refer to the Dynam/TLMS Systems
Programmer Guide and Installation Guide.

The summary that follows is for planning purposes only.

Hardware Considerations

Your existing CAICATL must reside on a shared DASD device accessible to the target system if you are using it as input
to the conversion program. If the shared DASD is available, but CAICATL does not reside on it, restore CAICATL to the
shared resource with the DYNCAT utility program.

• If you plan to run Dynam/TLMS and Dynam/T for VM in a parallel processing mode, shared DASD is a requirement for
both the Catalog and the audit/recovery data set that must accompany it.

• If you plan to run Dynam/TLMS after converting from Dynam/T for VM without using the CAICATL data set at all,
shared DASD is not required.

Sharing Between Dynam/TLMS and Dynam/T for VM

These are the shared mode processing requirements:

• The Catalog file (CAICATL data set) must exist on shared DASD.
• The Audit file (CAIAUDT data set) must exist on shared DASD.
• The multiple-access queue file (CAIMACC data set) must exist on shared DASD.
• TLMS=YES must be specified in the DYNAMT macro.

The DASD devices must be shared among all systems with Dynam/T for VM, Dynam/TLMS, or both and must be active
(VSE, MVS, and VM). Different devices can be used for the different files, or all can exist on one device. Access to the
devices must be read-write from all systems.

DD statements for CAICATL and CAIAUDT must be provided in the JCL for the job which runs OMS/MONITOR and
Dynam/TLMS and in the JCL for any batch job which is to run Catalog utilities under MVS.

CP LINKs to the devices for read-write access must be present, and FILEDEFs must be provided for CAICATL, CAIAUDT,
and CAIMACC as follows:

• Whenever the Dynam/T for VM utilities or VMF online inquiry update programs are to be run under CMS, and
• For the DYNAMCMS service machine, which runs Dynam/T for VM, in the CMS environment.

DLBL and EXTENT statements must be present for CAICATL, CAIAUDT, and CAIMACC in the STDLABEL area for the
VSE systems. The designated logical units must be properly assigned at all times. Note that all three labels should specify
SD as the filetype in the DLBL statement regardless of the filetype specified in the appropriate MVS DD statement.

• The CAMI subsystem of Dynam/TLMS must be present and active.
• The MACC (Multi ACCESS) subsystem of Dynam/TLMS must be present and active.
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Shared Mode Processing Overview

The CAMI and MACC subsystems are included on the Dynam/TLMS distribution load library. The installation of the
system includes placing them in an authorized load library.

Allocating the Multi ACCESS Queue File

Allocate and initialize the Multi ACCESS Queue File as defined in the Dynam/TLMS Installation Guide. This file is the
primary method of passing the Dynam/TLMS transaction data between the shared systems. Allocate it with enough space
to hold several hours worth of tape transaction activity. Whenever the Dynam/TLMS host-shared system is down, this file
is required to hold any VMF-bound activity.

Starting the CAMI and Multi ACCESS Subsystems

The CAMI subsystem is started automatically every time the OMS/MONITOR system is started if:

• The CAICATL DD statement is included in the OMS/MONITOR execution JCL.
• The data set indicated by CAICATL is found.

The Multi ACCESS subsystem is started automatically every time the OMS/MONITOR system is started if:

• The CMSMSGQ DD statement is included in the OMS/MONITOR execution JCL.
• The data set indicated by CMSMSGQ is found.

Using the CAMI and Multi ACCESS Subsystems

Each time the Multi ACCESS subsystem starts, it reads the MQF file and determines if there are any outstanding Dynam/
TLMS transactions to be posted. If MACC finds that the MQF is full, it notifies the operator that the MQF file is full and that
synchronization is necessary. If the MQF contains transactions at startup time, MACC passes the transactions to Dynam/
TLMS using the OMS/MONITOR type 2 SVC.

Dynam/T for VSE and VM use the MQF to pass Dynam/TLMS transactions to Dynam/TLMS. Dynam/TLMS uses the MQF
to send responses back to the initiating system when required.

Any time CAMI is active, Dynam/TLMS sends tape transactions to CAMI for posting to the Catalog and logging to the
Audit file. When running in shared mode, specify SHARE=YES for the Catalog and Audit data sets. If they are not already
generated as SHARE=YES, use the DYNCAT BACKUP/RESTORE REORG and AUDTUTIL DATASET INITIALIZE
functions to generate them as shared.

Shared Mode Operational Considerations

From the operator's point of view, Dynam/TLMS and Dynam/T for VM appear as individual systems in their respective
host operating system environments. The only noticeable difference in processing is that tapes created as active data sets
on either system are protected on both. VM/CMS operators use the Dynam/T for VM VSE operators use the Dynam MVS
operators use the Dynam/TLMS

From the point of view of the tape librarian, the situation is slightly more complex. Since the MVS data set Catalog is the
'controller' in the MVS environment and does not exist in either VSE or VM, some accommodations must be made:

• Tapes created under MVS may only be scratched under MVS.
• Tapes created under VSE or VM may be scratched under VSE, VM, or MVS.
• Vault Location Control must be maintained under MVS.
• Only tape volume serial numbers defined to the VMF can be used.

When an MVS cataloged tape data set is to be scratched, you must remove the Catalog entry for the data set. Since
Dynam/T for VM running in the VSE or VM environment has no access to the MVS data set Catalog, you cannot use
either DYNCAT or the DYNT transaction from the VSE or VM environments to perform maintenance to versions of data
sets created on MVS. You can use only the Dynam/TLMS utility programs to maintain or scratch these versions. Also,
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some of the retention and tape movement schemes supported by Dynam/TLMS require access to the MVS data set
Catalog for proper operation.

To assure that tapes created under VSE or VM are adequately protected in the MVS environment, they are added to the
Dynam/TLMS VMF with a keep date of 2099/365 to prevent automatic scratching under normal circumstances by the
Dynam/TLMS retention system. You can maintain or scratch these tapes using the Dynam/TLMS utilities, including the
online inquiry/update.

Synchronizing the Catalog and VMF

From time to time it is necessary to synchronize the Catalog and the VMF. This is usually because of extended downtime
on the Dynam/TLMS host system. When this system is down, the external system has no way of updating the VMF. A
complete set of utility programs are provided with Dynam/TLMS to perform these functions.

Considerations for Dynam/XSYSTEM (CA 1) Users
With Release 2.2 and above, an installation running Dynam/T for VM may share tape volume status information with other
systems supporting the XSYSTEM interface, such as CA 1 under MVS Release 4.9.

Support for this facility requires that you run one or both of the following:

• Dynam/T for VM r2.2 or above, and/or
• Dynam/T for VSE r5.5 or above

with either:

• CA 1/MVS r4.9 or above, or another set of
• Dynam/T for VM r2.2 or above, and Dynam/T for VSE r5.5 or above.

You may wish to run in this mode to:

• Manage a common tape library in a CA 1/Dynam/T for VM mixed operating environment.
• Manage a common tape library while running a production Dynam/T for VM and/or VSE, and testing new releases of

Dynam/T for VM and/or VSE using separate CAICATL and CAIAUDT data sets.

Hardware Considerations

Shared DASD is required for each of the Multi ACCESS Queue files specified with the PATHID keyword of the XSYSTEM
macro.

Dynam/T for VM-VSE XSYSTEM Design

All communication between Tape Management Systems is through shared files residing on common DASD. This
implementation is independent of the existing Multi ACCESS file facility; however, the format of the transactions is a
superset of the existing Multi ACCESS record structure to cater for a possible future facility which could be upwardly
compatible from the existing Dynam/T for VM interface.

Queue data set serialization is accomplished by Read-then-Write chained channel program. Reserve/Release is not used.

RECEIVE transactions provoke updates to a participating Dynam catalog. All catalog updates for each participating
Dynam catalog (which may be shared by multiple Dynam/T for VSE, Dynam/T for VM, Dynam/B VM, and future Dynam
products) are performed by a single service task running in either the Dynam/T for VM service machine or attached as a
VSE system service subtask by the VSE System Adapter.

Each participating product writes SEND transactions to the Queue file independently. A separate queue file exists for
communication between each catalog facility. Multiple senders may write to, but only one receiver reads from, each queue
file. In any cross system volume sharing configuration, at least two queue files are required, one for communication in
each direction.
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A separate transaction is generated by each originating catalog server for each target catalog. Each RECEIVE transaction
is deleted after processing by the target catalog server.

Dynam/T for VM-VSE Implementation Restrictions with CA 1

Shared DASD is required for residence of queue files.

Volume status tracking only - no automatic input of non-native volumes by data set name.

There is no common vault processing.

There is no common scratch processing.

Allocating the Multi ACCESS Queue File for XSYSTEM Usage

To initialize the Multi ACCESS Queue File for XSYSTEM usage, you must specify a name other than CAIMACC (which is
reserved for TLMS) in the optional DDNAME parameter of the DYNCAT MACC INITIAL function.

For example: MACC INITIAL DDNAME=DYN2CA1

The DDNAME used should be the same as that chosen with the PATHID keyword of the XSYSTEM macro.

DLBL and EXTENT statements for CAICATL, CAIAUDT, and the DDNAME= specified in the MACC INITIAL command,
must be present for the STDLABEL area of VSE systems. The designated logical units must be properly assigned at all
times. Note that all three labels should specify SD as the filetype in the DLBL statement regardless of the filetype specified
in the appropriate MVS DD statement.

The Multi ACCESS Queue File may also be initialized from MVS.

Starting the XSYSTEM Function

In a system in which the XSYSTEM macro has been coded and the Multi ACCESS Queue Files have been initialized, the
function will start automatically.

Synchronizing the Tape Catalogs

A utility called TDYNSYNC extracts the pertinent information from each catalog and, after analyzing the extracts,
produces synchronizing information for each catalog. For more information, see The TDYNSYNC Utility.

Considerations for Dynam/T for VSE Users
Dynam/T for VM users who operate VSE as a guest operating system under VM and share the Dynam Catalog data set
with Dynam/T for VM, may use the interface between the two components to have tape devices dynamically attached to
and detached from the VSE virtual machine.

The interface is activated by specifying the VM user ID of the Dynam/T for VM service machine in the CMSUSER
parameter of the DYNAMT macro for the VSE system. This interface will communicate either through the SMSG facility or
through IUCV, depending on which release level of Dynam/T for VSE you have installed on your VSE system.

When a tape data set is closed or end-of-volume occurs, and Dynam/T for VM releases the VSE assignment to the tape
device, the interface causes the VM service machine to detach the drive from the VSE virtual machine. It may then be
used by another VM or VSE user ID.

A pool of tape devices can be dedicated to a VSE machine. For each tape device which is to remain attached (not to be
dynamically detached), the device address is specified in the CUI VSE screen CAYD-1240.

The VSE-to-VM SMSG Interface

The VSE-to-VM communication interface using SMSG is enabled by specifying:
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• The service machine name in the Dynam/T for VM userid parameter.
• A space for parameter Activate IUCV Interface in screen CAYD-1213 from the VSE CUI transaction or CMSUSER

option of the CACCDBU0 utility in VSE.

For more information, see DTOPTIONS (DYNAM/T System Option Record) in the Dynam/T for VSE Systems
Programmer Guide.

If a CMSUSER is specified, and a tape volume request can not be satisfied by Dynam/T for VSE automatic volume
recognition (AVR), then a SMSG DYNOPEN request is sent to the Dynam/T for VM system at the specified user ID.

Dynam/T for VM will receive the DYNOPEN request at the Dynam service machine and attempt to locate an appropriate
tape volume to satisfy the request (on a FREE tape drive). If a suitable tape volume is located, the tape drive will then be
attached to the VSE requestor.

At this point Dynam/T for VSE AVR (automatic volume recognition) is used to access the tape drive and locate the correct
tape volume. To accomplish this you should:

• Enter a value for the Auto Retry Time Interval.
• Enter a value for the Auto Retry Repetitions.
• Enter a value for the Auto Stop Partition after MOUNT MSG.
• Enter a value of No in screen CAYD-1214 from the VSE CUI transaction or use the STOP option of the CACCDBU0

utility in VSE. An appropriate value must be entered for STOP=(n1,n2) in DTPARMS on VM.

NOTE
For more information, see DTOPTIONS (DYNAM/T System Option Record) in Dynam/T for VSE Systems
Programmer Guide.

Sufficient AVR scans can be enabled to allow Dynam/T for VSE to locate the tape volume once it has been attached by
Dynam/T for VM.

Usage Notes:

• If exceptional processing is to be performed, (ACCEPT or RERUN), then it will be necessary to reply to messages from
both the Dynam service machine and the VSE guest system. The replies from the Dynam service machine are not
reflected to VSE using the SMSG interface.

• At close time, a SMSG DYNCLOSE request is sent to the Dynam/T for VM system at the specified user ID, so that the
allocated tape drive may be detached from the VSE guest.
Tape drives can be left permanently attached to a VSE guest by specifying the guest address in CUI VSE screen
CAYD-1240 or DT NODET option of the CACCDBU0 utility in VSE. Tape drives can also be temporarily attached by
specifying the HOLD option of the VSE TLBL.

NOTE
For more information see DTOPTIONS (DYNAM/T System Option Record) in the Dynam/T for VSE Systems
Programmer Guide.

The VSE-to-VM IUCV Interface

The VSE-to-VM IUCV communication interface is enabled by specifying the required system options for Dynam/T for VSE.
You must specify the CMSUSER option of screen CAYD-1213 from the VSE CUI transaction or the CMUSER option of the
CACCDBU0 utility in VSE with both a user ID and mode of operation, either MASTER or SLAVE.

NOTE
For more information, see DTOPTIONS in the Dynam/T for VSE Systems Programmer Guide. The mode
determines where the Dynam/T for VM reply type messages will be produced.

If a requested tape volume cannot be located by Dynam/T for VSE on any VSE attached tape drive, an IUCV message is
sent to the appropriate service machineuser ID, and the VSE partition is placed in a wait state.
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When Dynam/T for VM receives the IUCV message, it scans the FREE tape drives for the appropriate tape volume. If
it is located, a tape drive is attached to the VSE requestor and an IUCV reply message is sent specifying the tape drive
address. If the tape volume cannot be located, a single reply-type message is produced on either VM or VSE, depending
upon the mode of operation (MASTER or SLAVE).

Usage Notes:

• IUCV communication can only occur between virtual machines running under the same CP.
• If IUCV communication is to be enabled, the directory entries for both communicators (the Dynam service machine and

the VSE virtual machine) must have the appropriate IUCV statements.
• If the VSE IUCV request fails (if the service machine is logged off or if the communication has been disabled through

the Dynam/T for VM operator DISABLE command) the following Dynam/T for VSE message will be produced:

CADT087W UNABLE TO CONTACT SERVER RTC=xx IUCVCODE=xx

This message will be produced once for each open in VSE. This warning message may be ignored, as normal Dynam/
T for VSE processing will be in effect (no dynamic ATTACH or DETACH).

• If the IUCV communication path is reestablished, IUCV processing will be automatically reenabled.
• At close time, a SMSG DYNCLOSE request is sent to the Dynam/T for VM system at the specified user ID, so that the

allocated tape drive may be detached from the VSE guest.
• If desired, tape drives can be left permanently attached to a VSE guest by specifying their address in the CUI VSE

screen CAYD-1240 transaction, or the DTNODET option of the CACCDBU0 utility in VSE.

For more information, see the Dynam/T for VSE Systems Programmer Guide. Tape drives can also be left temporarily
attached by specifying the HOLD option of the VSE TLBL.

The Lock Facility

The lock facility makes use of the lock file to serialize access to tape drives across multiple, real CPUs. This facility is
enabled by associating a unique lock name for each real tape drive available.

Before Dynam/T for VM will AVR a real tape drive, the lock file is first checked to ensure that the logical lock name is not
already in use. The logical lock name is defined by the DTLOCK macro or, if no DTLOCK macro has been generated, the
logical lock name will be TAPEScuu (where cuu is the real tape drive address).

If there is no lock name outstanding for the available tape drive, the logical lock name is enabled (locked) in the lock
file. The tape drive will then be attached to the service machine to verify volume and HDR labels. Once the tape volume
satisfies the request, the next step depends on which type of system the tape drive is to be attached to. To attach to:

• A general CMS user, the drive is detached from the service machine and attached to the requested user ID. The
logical lock name is not disabled (unlocked) in the lock file. This means that the tape drive is locked under the control
of the Dynam/T for VM service machine.

• A VSE IUCV requestor, the tape drive will be placed off load point, the logical lock is disabled (unlocked) in the lock
file, the drive is attached, and an IUCV reply is sent to the VSE requestor. Dynam/T for VSE will reenable the lock,
place the drive at load point and reawaken the partition. This results in a drive locked under the control of the VSE
guest.

• A VSE SMSG requestor, the logic is similar to IUCV requests, except that the drive must be attached to the VSE guest
at load point so that VSE AVR may scan the attached tape drive.

If a tape drive is to be manually attached to a VSE guest, the CP ATTACH command, or the DYNAMT command followed
by a Dynam/T for VM UNLOCK command, should be issued. This will allow Dynam/T for VSE to correctly lock the tape
drive under its control.

The VSE Lock file may be shared between multiple VSE real or virtual machines and the Dynam/T for VM service
machine. It is a requirement for all VSE machines to share the same VSE lock file.
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Interface Requirements

For efficiency and ease of use, tape devices are always attached to the VSE virtual machine with a virtual address that is
the same as the real address of the device. This means that the VSE system must have a tape device defined for every
possible real tape drive that might be dynamically attached under VM. To accomplish this, supply an ADD statement in the
VSE IPL procedures for each real tape device address that may be processed by the Dynam/T for VM service machine.

The following items are necessary for the use of the VSE and VM Dynam/T interface:

• The Dynam/T for VM service machine user ID must be specified in the CATYD-1213 from the VSE CUI transaction
or CMSUSER option of the CACCDBU0 utility in VSE. For more details, see the information in DTOPTIONS in the
Dynam/T for VSE Systems Programmer Guide.

• The VSE system must contain a PUB table entry for each possible real tape device address.
• The Dynam catalogs and audit data sets must be shared between the active Dynam/T for VM systems.

Summary of Shared System Data Sets
Support for sharing system data sets between like operating systems is provided by both VSE and MVS. Explicit support
is not provided for sharing the same DASD volume between VSE and MVS, but in practice, such DASD sharing is easily
accomplished.

By maintaining a common source of file information on a DASD device shared among operating systems, the Dynam File
Management Systems will ensure that resources are protected and that file information is accurate and synchronized
across all operating systems.

For Dynam/T for VM tape management, in a multiple operating system environment (VSE, VM, MVS), the relevant system
data sets are:

• Dynam Catalog (CAICATL)
• Dynam Audit File (CAIAUDT)
• MVS Data Set Catalog
• System Master File (SMF) File
• Volume Master File (VMF)
• Retention Master File (RMF)
• Message Queue File (CAIMACC) for TLMS
• Message Queue File (user selected) for XSYSTEM
• Lock File (CAILOCK)

Dynam Catalog

The Dynam catalog (CAICATL) is accessed directly by VSE, VM, and MVS. CAICATL is an indexed file which contains
volume, data set and retention information. Volume information, keyed by volser, includes the status of the volume (active,
scratch, and so on) and the data sets contained on the volume. Data set information, keyed by data set name, includes
the creation and generation information, along with the volumes on which the versions reside. Retention information
specifies the rules that determine when and how particular versions return to scratch status.

Dynam Audit File

The Dynam audit file (CAIAUDT) is accessed directly by VSE, VM, and MVS. CAIAUDT is a sequential file which contains
the transaction audit and maintenance information, along with disaster recovery information.
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MVS Data Set Catalog

The MVS data set catalog is accessed directly by MVS only. The MVS data set catalog contains system information
concerning active versions of data sets, keyed by data set name, which were created with the CATL disposition. Also
included is retention information for generation data sets only (no expiration date information is recorded).

System Master File (SMF) File

The SMF file contains limited system audit data on data set creation. It is accessed directly by MVS only.

Note that native MVS does not have a file for volume-related information. The volume serial numbers recorded in the
MVS data set catalog are related only to data set name, and the same VOLSER can appear attached to multiple data sets
concurrently.

This information is supplemented by Dynam/TLMS which stores more complete information regarding tape resources in
two files:

• Volume Master File (VMF)
• Retention Master File (RMF)

Volume Master File (VMF)

The VMF is accessed directly by MVS and by the TLMS transaction, which may be executed from CMS. The VMF is
a BDAM file which contains volume and data set information. Volume information, keyed by volser, includes volume
status and the data sets stored on the volume. Data set information, keyed by volser, includes more complete information
concerning all active generations along with the volumes on which they reside.

There is a separate physical file called the VMFINDEX. This is a VSAM file which is intended to allow access to the VMF
directly by data set name.

Retention Master File (RMF)

The RMF is accessed directly by MVS. The RMF is a BDAM file which contains the rules and criteria that govern when an
active data set is to be scratched.

Message Queue File

The message queue file contains transaction and audit information which may be passed between the VM and VSE
systems and posted to the MVS system. VSE and VM write information into this file. The MVS system will read this
information, process it, and clear the record.

The default definition for the TLMS message queue file is CAIMACC. The XSYSTEM message queue file is defined by the
PATHID in the XSYSTEM macro.

Lock File (CAILOCK or DOS.LOCK.FILE)

The lock file is required when the cross-CPU locking facility is to be used to control the allocation of tape drive resources
between VM and VSE. This file contains lock names which correspond to resources shared between real or virtual CPUs.
In shared VM/VSE/MVS environments, the CAICATL, CAICAUDT, CAIMACC, and CAILOCK must reside on shared
DASD. The VMF must also be placed on shared DASD if the TLMS transaction (TLMSCMS) is to be used in the VM
environment. The following diagram illustrates this relationship.

 _________

 | C M S |                _________________

 |_______|                | MVS Data Set  |

 |   T   |                |   Catalog     |___
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 |   L   |                |               |   |

 |   M   |                |_______________|   |

 |   S   |______                              |

 |   C   |      |         |_______________|   |

 |   M   |      |         |               |   |

 |   S   |      |         |     SMF       |___|

 |_______|      |         |               |   |

                |         |_______________|   |

                |                             |        __________________

                |         |_______________|   |        |     M V S      |

 _________      |         |   Retention   |   |        |________________|

 | C M S |      |         |  Master File  |___|________| DYNAM/TLMS | O |

 |_______|      |         |               |   |        |   O L R    | M |

 |   D   |      |         |_______________|   |        |____________| S |

 |   Y   |      |                             |   _____| DYNAM/TLMS |   |

 |   N   |      |         |_______________|   |  |     |  I N Q U   | M |

 |   A   |      |         |    Volume     |___|  |     |____________| O |

 |   M   |      |_________|  Master File  |      |   __| DYNAM/TLMS | N |

 |   /   |                |   (SHARED)    |______|  |  |  C A M I   | I |

 |   T   |                |_______________|      |  |  |____________| T |

 |_______|                                       |  |  | DYNAM/TLMS | O |

   |   |                  _________________      |  |  |  M A C C   | R |

   |   |                  |   CAILOCK     |      |  |  |________________|

   |   |__________________|   (SHARED)    |      |  |  |

   |        |             |_______________|      |  |  |

   |        |                                    |  |  |

   |________|___          _________________      |  |  |

            |   |    _____|   CAICATL     |______|  |  |

 _________  |   |   |     |   (SHARED)    |_________|  |

 | V S E |  |   |   |     |_______________|         |  |

 |_______|  |   |   |                               |  |

 |   D   |__|   |   |     _________________         |  |

 |   Y   |      |   |     |   CAIAUDT     |         |  |

 |   N   |______|___|_____|   (SHARED)    |_________|  |

 |   A   |          |     |_______________|            |

 |   M   |          |                                  |

 |   /   |          |     _________________            |

 |   T   |          |     |   CAIMACC     |            |

 |_______|          |_____|   (SHARED)    |____________|

                          |_______________|

In a shared environment in which Dynam/T for VSE, Dynam/T for VM, and CA 1 MVS participate, the following data sets
are used.

   CPU A

 _________

 | V S E |                       _________________

 |_______|   I/O                 |    VOLUME     |_____

 |   D   |______________         |  MASTER FILE  |     |

 |   Y   |   I/O       |         |_______________|     |

 |   N   |____________ |     ________________________  |

 |   A   |   I/O     | |     |   _________________  |  |

 |   M   |_________|_|_|_____|___|   CAILOCK     |  |  |
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 |   /   |   OUT   |_|_|_____|___|   (SHARED)    |  |  |

 |   T   |________ | | |     |   |_______________|  |  |

 |_______|       | | | |     |                      |  |      ___________

               __|_|_|_|     |   _________________  |  |      |  M V S  |

               | | | |_______|___|   CAICATL     |  |  | I/O  |_________|

   CPU B       | | | |_______|___|   (SHARED)    |  |  |______|    C    |

 ________      | | | |       |   |_______________|  |     IN  |    A    |

 |  V M  |     | | | |       |                      |  _______|    -    |

 |_______| I/O | | | |       |   _________________  |  |      |    1    |

 |   D   |_____|_|_|_|_______|___|   CAIAUDT     |  |  |      |_________|

 |   Y   | I/O   |   | ______|___|   (SHARED)    |  |  |           |O

 |   N   |_______|___| |     |   |_______________|  |  |           |U

 |   A   | I/O   |     |     |______________________|  |           |T

 |   M   |_______|_____|     |______________________|  |           |

 |   /   |       |           |   _________________  |  |           |

 |   T   | OUT   |___________|___|   DYN2CA1     |__|__|           |

 |       |___________________|___|   (SHARED)    |  |              |

 |_______|                   |   |_______________|  |              |

     | I                     |                      |              |

     | N                     |   _________________  |              |

     |_______________________|___|   CA12DYN     |__|______________|

                             |   |   (SHARED)    |  |

                             |   |_______________|  |

                             |______________________|

In a shared environment in which Dynam/T for VSE and Dynam/T for VM are running in production and a new release of
Dynam/T for VSE is tested, the following relationships exist.

        OLD                                                        NEW

       CPU A                                                      CPU C

     _________                                                   _________

   P | V S E |                   _________________               | V S E |                                       |               |

   R |_______|___________________|   CAILOCK     |_______________|_______|

   O |   D   ____________________|   (SHARED)    |_______________    D   |9

 9 D |   Y   |                   _________________            |  |   Y   |1

 0 U |   N   _______________________________________    __________   N   |0

 1 C |   A   | |           |  |  _________________ |    |     |  |   A   |

1                                    |

 0 T |   M   |_|_________| |__|__|   CAICATL     | |    | ____|

__|   M   |                                      |               |

   I |   /   | | ________|____|

__|   (SHARED)    | |    | |   |  |   /   |                                      |               |

   O |   T   |_| |_____  |    |  |_______________| |    | | __|__|   T   |

   N |_______| | |     | |    |                    |    | | | |  |_______|

               | |     | |    |  _________________ |    | | | |

               | |     | |____|__|   CAIAUDT     | |    | | | |

       CPU B   | | ____|______|__|   (SHARED)    | |    | | | |

     _________ | | |          |  |_______________| |    | | | |  _________

     |  V M  | | | |          |____________________|    | | | |  |  V M  |

     |_______| | | |             ________________|      | | | |  |_______|

   9 |   D   ___ | |   __________|   OLD2NEW     |______|_|_|_|___|   D  |9

   0 |   Y   |   | |   __________|   (SHARED)    |      | | | |   |   Y  |0
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   1 |   N   |___| |   |         |_______________|      | | | |__ |   N  |1

   0 |   A   |     |   |                                | | |     |   A  |0

     |   M   |_____|   |         _________________      | | | ____|   M  |

     |   /   |         |         |   NEW2OLD     |______| | | |   |   /  |

     |   T   |_________|  _______|   (SHARED)    |________|_|_| __|   T  |

     |_______|            |      |_______________|        | |   | |______|

         |                |                               | |   |     |

         |________________|   _______________________     | |   |     |

                              |  _________________  |     | |   |     |

                              |  |   CAICATL     |__|_____| |   |     |

                              |  |   (SHARED)    |__|_______|___|     |

                              |  |_______________|  |       |         |

                              |                     |       |         |

                              |  _________________  |       |         |

                              |  |   CAIAUDT     |__|_______|         |

                              |  |   (SHARED)    |__|_________________|

                              |  |_______________|  |

                              |_____________________|

In a shared environment in which Dynam/T for VSE and CA 1 MVS participate, the following data sets are used.

                                 _________________

                                 |    VOLUME     |______

                                 |  MASTER FILE  |     |

                                 |_______________|     |

                             ________________________  |

                             |    _______________   |  |

                  ___________|___|   CAILOCK     |  |  |

                  |          |   |               |  |  |

                  |          |   |_______________|  |  |

 ________         |          |                      |  |      ___________

 | V S E |        |          |    _______________   |  |      |  M V S  |

 |_______|  I/O   |  ________|___|   CAICATL     |  |  | I/O  |_________|

 |   D   |________|  |       |   |               |  |  |______|    C    |

 |   Y   |  I/O      |       |   |_______________|  |     IN  |    A    |

 |   N   |___________|       |                      |  _______|    -    |

 |   A   |  I/O              |    _______________   |  |      |    1    |

 |   M   |___________________|___|   CAIAUDT     |  |  |      |_________|

 |   /   |  OUT              |   |               |  |  |           |O

 |   T   |____________       |   |_______________|  |  |           |U

 |_______|           |       |______________________|  |           |T

     |               |        ______________________   |           |

     | I             |       |    _______________   |  |           |

     | N             |_______|___|   DYN2CA1     |__|__|           |

     |                       |   |               |  |              |

     |                       |   |_______________|  |              |

     |                       |                      |              |

     |                       |    _______________   |              |

     |_______________________|___|   CA12DYN     |__|______________|

                             |   |               |  |

                             |   |_______________|  |
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                             |______________________|

Catalog Synchronization
The TDYNSYNC utility program provides tape volume synchronization between two catalogs which share tape volume
status information through the XSYSTEM interface. Dynam/T and CA 1 MVS are two systems which utilize the XSYSTEM
interface. XSYSTEM may also be shared among multiple Dynam/T catalogs running on separate physical or virtual
CPU's.

For information about performing catalog synchronization, see The TDYNSYNC Utility.

Special Usage Considerations
This section discusses considerations for using:

• SVC 202
• Multi-file volume support
• Multi-volume file support
• Controlled catalog and audit data set backups

SVC 202
The DYNOPEN, DYNCLOSE, DYNMOUNT, DYNATT, DYNDET, DYNCANCL, and DYNTAPE commands execute in the
CMS transient area. The use of command transients allow user commands to be issued, through SVC 202, from a user
program. Following is an example:

        LA   R1,DYPLIST    LOAD REGISTER 1 WITH PLIST ADDRESS

        SVC  202           ISSUE CMS SVC

        DC   AL4(ERRADD)   ERROR ROUTINE IS ERRADD

         .

         .

DYPLIST DS   0F            ALIGN ON FULLWORD

        DC   CL8'DYNOPEN'  DYNOPEN

        DC   CL8'INMOVE'   DDNAME = INMOVE

        DC   CL8'DSN'      DSN = PAYROLL.MASTER.FILE

        DC   CL8'PAYROLL'

        DC   CL8'MASTER'

        DC   CL8'FILE'

        DC   CL8'('        DYNOPEN OPTIONS

        DC   CL8'IN'

        DC   CL8'WSL'

        DC   CL8'WAIT'

        DC   2F'-1'        FENCE TO END COMMAND

The transient program results in loading the CMS utility adapter, where the main command processing takes place.
Because the CMS utility adapter is loaded as a nucleus extension (loaded in free storage), it will not interfere with
programs running in the user area. To see which programs are currently loaded as nucleus extensions, execute the CMS
NUCXMAP command.

Multi-File Volume Support
The tape volume labels are always written on the service machine. This may cause apparent conflict between the
WSL and NODET options, where the tape drive must temporarily be detached from a CMS user during DYNCLOSE
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processing. This is so tape positioning may be performed and standard EOF labels may be written. Following is a sample
EXEC for multi-file volume processing.

/* SAMPLE EXEC TO CREATE A CONTROLLED MULTIFILE TAPE               */

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'       /* SPOOL CONSOLE LOG */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'USER.FILE1' AND TEST RETCODE.            */

/*   NOTE THAT ANY DDNAME CAN BE USED.                             */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'USER.FILE1' EXISTS IN CATALOG.       */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN DDOUT DSN USER.FILE1 (OUT WSL TAP1'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR USER TAPE FILE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */

ADDRESS '' 'TAPE DUMP * EXEC A'               /* EXECUTE DUMP CMD  */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE DDOUT (REW '             /* EXECUTE DYNCLOSE  */

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR USER TAPE FILE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'USER.FILE2' AND TEST RETCODE.            */

/*   NOTE THAT ANY DDNAME CAN BE USED.                             */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'USER.FILE2' EXISTS IN CATALOG AND    */

/*   HAS PREVFILE DEFINED AS 'USER.FILE1'.                         */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN DDOUT DSN USER.FILE2 (OUT WSL TAP1'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR USER TAPE FILE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */
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ADDRESS '' 'TAPE DUMP * ASSEMBLE A'           /* EXECUTE DUMP CMD  */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE DDOUT (REW '             /* EXECUTE DYNCLOSE  */

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR USER TAPE FILE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'                 /* CLOSE CONSOLE LOG */

EXIT RC

Multi-Volume File Support
Dynam/T VM provides for EOV support when OS simulation is being used in CMS. OS simulation is used by programs
which make use of the PUT and GET macros, as well as the MOVEFILE command. (The CMS TAPE command and DDR
do NOT make use of OS simulation and no automatic EOV support will be provided for these facilities.)

Controlled Catalog and Audit Data Set Backups
Following are sample EXECs to backup and restore the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL) and the Dynam/T audit data set
(CAIAUDT), using Dynam/T controlled data sets.

Backup the Catalog to a Controlled Tape DSN

/*                                                                 */

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'       /* SPOOL CONSOLE LOG */

ADDRESS '' 'EXEC DYNLINK'                     /* SETUP LINK/ACCESS */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN TERM'               /* SETUP FOR UR I/O  */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT TERM (LRECL 133 RECFM FA  '

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'CAICATL.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.        */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DDNAME MUST BE 'IJSYSBK'.                       */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'CAICATL.BACKUP' EXISTS IN CATALOG.   */

/*   NOTE THAT THE 'CATALOG' OPTION MAY BE USED TO ENSURE THAT     */

/*   THE VERSION IS RECORDED AS CLOSED ON THE CREATED BACKUP TAPE. */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF IJSYSBK CLEAR'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN IJSYSBK DSN CAICATL.BACKUP (OUT NOWSL TAP1 CATALOG'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR CATALOG BACKUP TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */
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/* *************************************************************** */

/*   STACK CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR DYNCAT AND THEN EXECUTE.         */

/*   NOTE THAT CAICMS IS UTILITY ADAPTER AND MUST BE USED TO       */

/*   INVOKE DYNCAT (THIS IS NORMALLY DONE AUTOMATICALLY FOR THE    */

/*   USER IF THE DYNAMCMS EXEC IS USED TO INVOKE DYNCAT).          */

/*                                                                 */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DYNAMCMS EXEC MAY BE ALTERED TO PERFORM THIS    */

/*   FUNCTION.  IF THE STATEMENT DEFINING THE FILEDEF FOR IJSYSBK  */

/*   IS DELETED FROM THE DYNAMCMS EXEC THEN WE MAY USE THE         */

/*   FOLLOWING COMMANDS TO BACKUP THE CATALOG FROM THE CONSOLE:    */

/*   =>  DYNOPEN IJSYSBK DSN CAICATL.BACKUP (OUT NOWSL TAP1 CATALOG*/

/*   =>  DYNAMCMS DYNCAT                                           */

/*   =>  BACKUP                                                    */

/*   =>  END                                                       */

/*   =>  DYNCLOSE IJSYSBK (REW                                     */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'                          /* STACK DYNCAT CMDS */

QUEUE 'BACKUP'

QUEUE 'END'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNAMCMS DYNCAT'                  /* EXECUTE DYNCAT    */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNCLOSE FOR 'CAICATL.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.       */

/*   THE DDNAME MUST BE 'IJSYSBK'.                                 */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE IJSYSBK (REW '

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR CATALOG BACKUP TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'                 /* CLOSE CONSOLE LOG */

EXIT RC

Backup the Audit Data Set to a Controlled Tape DSN

/*                                                                 */

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'       /* SPOOL CONSOLE LOG */

ADDRESS '' 'EXEC DYNLINK'                     /* SETUP LINK/ACCESS */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN TERM'               /* SETUP FOR UR I/O  */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT TERM (LRECL 133 RECFM FA  '

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'AUDIT.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.          */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DDNAME MUST BE 'DYNHIST'.                       */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'AUDIT.BACKUP' EXISTS IN CATALOG.     */

/*   DSN FORMAT IS DEFINED USING RECFM=VB, BLKSIZE=4096,LRECL=1000 */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF DYNHIST CLEAR'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN DYNHIST DSN AUDIT.BACKUP (OUT WSL TAP1'
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IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR AUDIT BACKUP TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   STACK CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR AUDTUTIL AND THEN EXECUTE.       */

/*   NOTE THAT CAICMS IS UTILITY ADAPTER AND MUST BE USED TO       */

/*   INVOKE AUDTUTIL (THIS IS NORMALLY DONE AUTOMATICALLY FOR THE  */

/*   USER IF THE DYNAMCMS EXEC IS USED TO INVOKE AUDTUTIL).        */

/*                                                                 */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DYNAMCMS EXEC MAY BE ALTERED TO PERFORM THIS    */

/*   FUNCTION.  IF THE STATEMENT DEFINING THE FILEDEF FOR DYNHIST  */

/*   IS DELETED FROM THE DYNAMCMS EXEC THEN WE MAY USE THE         */

/*   FOLLOWING COMMANDS TO BACKUP THE AUDIT FILE FROM THE CONSOLE: */

/*   =>  DYNOPEN DYNHIST DSN AUDIT.BACKUP (OUT WSL TAP1            */

/*   =>  DYNAMCMS AUDTUTIL                                         */

/*   =>  BACKUP INITIALIZE                                         */

/*   =>                                                            */

/*   =>  DYNCLOSE DYNHIST (REW                                     */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'                          /* STK AUDTUTIL CMDS */

QUEUE 'BACKUP INITIALIZE'

QUEUE ' '

ADDRESS '' 'DYNAMCMS AUDTUTIL'                /* EXECUTE AUDTUTIL  */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNCLOSE FOR 'AUDIT.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.         */

/*   THE DDNAME MUST BE 'DYNHIST'.                                 */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE DYNHIST (OUT REW NOWSL'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR AUDIT BACKUP TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'                 /* CLOSE CONSOLE LOG */

EXIT RC

Backup the Audit Data Set to a Controlled Audit History Tape

/*                                                                 */

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'       /* SPOOL CONSOLE LOG */
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ADDRESS '' 'EXEC DYNLINK'                     /* SETUP LINK/ACCESS */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN TERM'               /* SETUP FOR UR I/O  */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT TERM (LRECL 133 RECFM FA  '

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'AUDIT.HISTORY' AND TEST RETCODE.         */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DDNAME MUST BE 'DYNOLD'.                        */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'AUDIT.HISTORY' EXISTS IN CATALOG.    */

/*   NOTE THAT THIS IS THE INPUT TAPE OF 'OLD' PERIOD-TO-DATE      */

/*   TAPE.                                                         */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF DYNOLD CLEAR'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN DYNOLD DSN AUDIT.HISTORY (IN WSL TAP1'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR AUDIT HISTORY (IN) : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'AUDIT.HISTORY' AND TEST RETCODE.         */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DDNAME MUST BE 'DYNHIST'.                       */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'AUDIT.HISTORY' EXISTS IN CATALOG     */

/*   NOTE THAT THIS IS THE OUTPUT TAPE OF 'NEW' PERIOD-TO-DATE     */

/*   TAPE.                                                         */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF DYNHIST CLEAR'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN DYNHIST DSN AUDIT.HISTORY (OUT WSL TAP2'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR AUDIT HISTORY (OUT) : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   STACK CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR AUDTUTIL AND THEN EXECUTE.       */

/*   NOTE THAT CAICMS IS UTILITY ADAPTER AND MUST BE USED TO       */

/*   INVOKE AUDTUTIL (THIS IS NORMALLY DONE AUTOMATICALLY FOR THE  */

/*   USER IF THE DYNAMCMS EXEC IS USED TO INVOKE AUDTUTIL).        */

/*                                                                 */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DYNAMCMS EXEC MAY BE ALTERED TO PERFORM THIS    */

/*   FUNCTION.  IF THE STATEMENT DEFINING THE FILEDEF FOR DYNHIST  */

/*   AND DYNOLD ARE DELETED FROM THE DYNAMCMS EXEC THEN THE        */

/*   FOLLOWING COMMANDS MAY BE USED TO PERFORM THE MERGING OF THE  */

/*   AUDIT HISTORY TAPE:                                           */

/*   =>  DYNOPEN DYNOLD  DSN AUDIT.HISTORY (IN WSL TAP1            */
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/*   =>  DYNOPEN DYNHIST DSN AUDIT.HISTORY (OUT WSL TAP2           */

/*   =>  DYNAMCMS AUDTUTIL                                         */

/*   =>  BACKUP INITIALIZE ADD=                                    */

/*   =>                                                            */

/*   =>  DYNCLOSE DYNOLD                                           */

/*   =>  DYNCLOSE DYNHIST                                          */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'                          /* STK AUDTUTIL CMDS */

QUEUE 'BACKUP ADD'

QUEUE ' '

ADDRESS '' 'DYNAMCMS AUDTUTIL'                /* EXECUTE AUDTUTIL  */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNCLOSE FOR DYNHIST AND DYNOLD AND TEST RETCODES.    */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE DYNOLD (NOWSL'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR AUDIT HISTORY (IN) : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE DYNHIST NOWSL'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR AUDIT HISTORY (OUT) : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'                 /* CLOSE CONSOLE LOG */

EXIT RC

Restore the Catalog from a Controlled Tape DSN

/*                                                                 */

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS START TO * HOLD'       /* SPOOL CONSOLE LOG */

ADDRESS '' 'EXEC DYNLINK'                     /* SETUP LINK/ACCESS */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN TERM'               /* SETUP FOR UR I/O  */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT TERM (LRECL 133 RECFM FA  '

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNOPEN FOR 'CAICATL.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.        */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DDNAME MUST BE 'IJSYSBK'.                       */

/*   NOTE WE ASSUME THAT DSN 'CAICATL.BACKUP' EXISTS IN CATALOG.   */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF IJSYSBK CLEAR'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNOPEN IJSYSBK DSN CAICATL.BACKUP (IN NOWSL TAP1'

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO
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       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNOPEN FOR CATALOG RESTORE TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

/*   THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE USEFUL FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES   */

ADDRESS '' 'FILEDEF'                          /* DISPLAY FILEDEFS  */

ADDRESS '' 'LABELDEF'                         /* DISPLAY LABELDEFS */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   STACK CONTROL STATEMENTS FOR DYNCAT AND THEN EXECUTE.         */

/*   NOTE THAT CAICMS IS UTILITY ADAPTER AND MUST BE USED TO       */

/*   INVOKE DYNCAT (THIS IS NORMALLY DONE AUTOMATICALLY FOR THE    */

/*   USER IF THE DYNAMCMS EXEC IS USED TO INVOKE DYNCAT).          */

/*                                                                 */

/*   NOTE THAT THE DYNAMCMS EXEC MAY BE ALTERED TO PERFORM THIS    */

/*   FUNCTION.  IF THE STATEMENT DEFINING THE FILEDEF FO IJSYSBK   */

/*   IS DELETED FROM THE DYNAMCMS EXEC THEN WE MAY USE THE         */

/*   FOLLOWING COMMANDS TO BACKUP THE CATALOG FROM THE CONSOLE:    */

/*   =>  DYNOPEN IJSYSBK DSN CAICATL.BACKUP (IN WSL TAP1           */

/*   =>  DYNAMCMS DYNCAT                                           */

/*   =>  RESTORE REORG                                             */

/*   =>  YES                                                       */

/*   =>  END                                                       */

/*   =>  DYNCLOSE IJSYSBK (REW                                     */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'                          /* STACK DYNCAT CMDS */

QUEUE 'RESTORE REORG'

QUEUE 'YES'

QUEUE 'END'

ADDRESS '' 'DYNAMCMS DYNCAT'                  /* EXECUTE DYNCAT    */

/* *************************************************************** */

/*   EXECUTE DYNCLOSE FOR 'CAICATL.BACKUP' AND TEST RETCODE.       */

/*   THE DDNAME MUST BE 'IJSYSBK'.                                 */

/* *************************************************************** */

ADDRESS '' 'DYNCLOSE IJSYSBK (REW '

IF RC <> '0' THEN

   DO

       SAY 'ERROR IN DYNCLOSE FOR CATALOG RESTORE TAPE : RC =' RC

       DTRC = RC

       ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'

       EXIT DTRC

   END

ADDRESS '' 'CP SP CONS CLOSE'                 /* CLOSE CONSOLE LOG */

EXIT RC

TDYNVLT Function Using TDISK for Allocation of WORK1

This EXEC is included in the installation material as "TVLTMOVE EXEC".
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/* ALLOCATE TEMP DASD WORK SPACE FOR TDYNVLT MOVEMENT FUNCTION */

/* ALTER ANY OF THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES DEPENDING UPON REQUIREMENTS  */

WFALOC = 10                     /* NUM OF CYLS OF TDISK TO ALLOCATE  */

WFDASD = T3380                  /* TYPE OF DASD FOR TDISK ALLOCATION */

WFADDR = 199                    /* VIRTUAL ADDR OF TDISK WORK SPACE  */

WFVOL  = TMPDOS                 /* VOLID OF TDISK WHEN FORMATTED     */

WFDSN  = TDYNVLT.WORK.FILE      /* DATASET NAME OF TDISK WORK FILE   */

WFACC  = B                      /* ACCESS MODE FOR TDISK             */

/* ATTEMPT TO DEFINE TDISK FOR TEMP WORK SPACE */

ADDRESS '' 'CP DEFINE ' WFDASD WFADDR WFALOC

DRC = RC

IF  DRC&caret.= 0

    THEN DO

        SAY '** ERROR DEFINING TEMP WORK SPACE **'

        EXIT DRC

    END

/* NOW FORMAT TDISK AND ALLOCATE TDYNVLT WORK FILE */

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'

QUEUE   WFDSN

QUEUE   ' '

queue   'YES'

ADDRESS '' 'CAICATDK' WFADDR WFVOL

FRC = RC

ADDRESS '' 'DROPBUF'

IF  FRC&caret.= 0

    THEN DO

        SAY '** ERROR FORMATTING TEMP WORK SPACE **'

        EXIT FRC

    END

/* NOW ACCESS TDISK AND ISSUE FILEDEF FOR DDNAME WORK1 */

ADDRESS '' 'ACCESS ' WFADDR WFACC

ARC = RC

IF  ARC&caret.= 0

    THEN DO

        SAY '** ERROR ACCESSING TEMP WORK SPACE **'

        EXIT ARC

    END

ADDRESS '' ' FILEDEF WORK1 ' WFACC ' DSN ' WFDSN

/* NOW EXECUTE TDYNVLT MOVEMENT */

ADDRESS '' 'GLOBAL TXTLIB CAILIB '

ADDRESS '' 'EX DYNLINK'

ADDRESS '' 'MAKEBUF'

QUEUE   MOVEMENT

QUEUE   ' '
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ADDRESS '' 'DYNAMCMS TDYNVLT'

/* NOW RELEASE AND DETACH TDISK */

ADDRESS '' 'RELEASE ' WFACC ' ( DET'

EXIT RC

User Exits
User exits are provided at various points during Dynam/T processing that give the sophisticated user greater control over
the processing of tape files. Five exits have been provided, which may be used individually or together. Support for any of
the exits is provided by supplying the text file name of the user exit program to Dynam/T in the DYNAMT macro parameter
for the specific exit. During initialization, Dynam/T loads the user exit text file into storage for execution during processing
and passes control to the user program. A processing control block is passed, which includes working storage for use by
the exit program. The exit program must pass back a return code to Dynam/T directing further processing for the file. Exit
programs must be reentrant and must not perform any CMS I/O. The following register conventions are used:

Register 0
Vector identifying the exit point which has been taken:

• 00 = Label exit
• 04 = MESSAGE Exit
• 08 = OPEN Exit
• 0C = CLOSE Exit
• 10 = REPLY Exit

Register 1
Address of User Exit Block.

Register2-12
Unpredictable.

Register 13
Address of Save Area in Exit Block for User.

Register 14
Return address to Dynam/T.

Register 15
Base to User Exit Program upon Entry.

Register 15
Return code for Dynam/T upon Exit.

No registers need be saved for Dynam/T upon entry. The return code must be passed back in Register 15, and Register 1
must be left intact. The user exit must return to Dynam/T through Register 14. The five exits provided are as follows:

1. An exit from LABEL processing to pass any tape label to the user for inspection and modification. The user may pass
a return code as follows:

0
No changes. Continue processing.

4
Label record has been modified. Continue processing.

8
Process file as uncontrolled.
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12
Unauthorized processing. Cancel job.

2. An exit from MESSAGE processing to pass any message about to be issued to the user for inspection, and
modification. The user may pass a return code as follows:

0
No changes. Issue message.

4
Message has been modified by user. Continue processing. (issue message -- user must not modify length or
message number.)

8
User has issued message elsewhere. User passes reply back if reply is required. Process user's reply.

12
Unauthorized processing. Cancel job.

3. An exit from OPEN processing to pass completed TDCB information to the user before tape final allocation for input or
output, so that processing may be validated. The user may pass a return code as follows:

0
No changes. Continue processing.

4
Not used.

8
Not used.

12
Processing is invalid. Cancel job.

4. An exit from CLOSE processing to pass completed TDCB information to the user after tape close (IBM), but before
catalog final update, for validation. User may pass a return code as follows:

0
No changes. Continue processing.

4
Not used.

8
Do not update catalog, but continue processing.

12
Processing is invalid. Cancel job.

5. An exit from message REPLY processing to pass to the user for inspection the operator's response to any message
which was issued with a reply requested. The user may pass a return code as follows:

0
No changes. Continue processing.

4
Not used.

8
Reply has been modified, use new reply.

12
Reply is not authorized, cancel the job.

A source copy member, DTEXIT, is provided in CADYNAMT MACLIB for inclusion in the user exit program for standard
exit block DSECTs. In addition, a sample user exit is provided in source form, DYNHOOKS ASSEMBLE. This is a general
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purpose skeleton user exit which at present does nothing except return to Dynam/T. This is provided as a convenience to
the user and is not supported by Broadcom.

NOTE
User exits are loaded as TEXT files. They must be available as TEXT files on an accessed disk at product
initialization time, or they may be added to the CAUSRLIB TXTLIB.

Utilities
Dynam/T utilities are discussed in this article and include:

• DYNAMCMS EXEC and Utility Program
• CAICATDK
• CACNUTIL

The DYNAMCMS EXEC and Utility Program Execution
The DYNAMCMS EXEC must be used to invoke the Dynam/B Backup and Dynam/T VM utility programs. Most of the
utility programs are not capable of executing without being controlled by the CMS utility adapter. The utility adapter is a
facility which allows for the use of common code across operating systems.

Following is the DYNAMCMS EXEC along with explanations of the various functions:

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 *                  CA-DYNAM/CMS UTILITY STARTUP EXEC                  *

 *                            RELEASE  3.0                             *

 *      (C) 2004 COPYRIGHT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.     *

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 *  THIS EXEC IS USED TO INVOKE THE CA-DYNAM/CMS UTILITY PROGRAMS      *

 *  AND, BY INVOKING THE YCLINK EXEC, ESTABLISHES ALL NECESSARY LINKS  *

 *  AND ACCESSES OF THE SYSTEM DATASETS.                               *

 *                                                                     *

 *  IN ADDITION, FILEDEF'S ARE ISSUED FOR TAPE DATA SETS PROCESSED     *

 *  BY THESE UTILITY PROGRAMS. REFER TO THE INDIVIDUAL UTILITY         *

 *  PROGRAMS FOR DETAILS OF THESE FILEDEF'S.                           *

 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

arg utility junk

if utility = '' then call ERR1

if junk ¬= '' then call ERR2

select

   when utility = 'DYNCAT'   then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'DYNT'     then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNUTL'  then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNCLEN' then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNACS'  then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNSYNC' then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNLIST' then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNLBL'  then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'TDYNVLT'  then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'AUDTUTIL' then call INVOKE_IT
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   when utility = 'BDYNUTL'  then call INVOKE_IT

   when utility = 'BDYNLIST' then call INVOKE_IT

   otherwise call ERR3

end

INVOKE_IT:

address '' 'STATE' utility 'MODULE *'

if rc&caret.= 0 then call ERR4

:cragphic. /* Test for appropriate CMS environment */ address '' 'CAITCMOD'                            see

 note (1) below if rc > 12 then call ERR5

/* Setup abend exit to collect documentation in case of abend */ /* CAIABEND SET NOMSG */

/* Initialize variables that determine if FILEDEFs already exist */ inrc  = no prtrc  = no catlrc = no oldrc =

 no histrc = no bkrc  = no

/***********************************************************************/ /*             Establish

 SYSIN and SYSPRINT FILEDEFs                   */ /* If no FILEDEF exists for SYSIN, read

 all input from the terminal.   */ /* NOTE: BDYNUTL will require a FILEDEF for SYSIN for some

 functions,  */ /* especially CATINIT to initialize the catalog.                       */ /

***********************************************************************/ address '' 'CAITFDEF SYSIN' if rc >=

 28 then do address '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN TERM (RECFM F BLOCK 80 LRECL 80' inrc = ours                            

          see note (2) below end

/***********************************************************************/ /* If no FILEDEF exists

 for SYSPRINT, write all responses to the       */ /* terminal. Some reports produced, especially by

 the CA-DYNAM/T       */ /* utility programs, are written only to SYSPRINT, not the terminal.   */ /

***********************************************************************/ address '' 'CAITFDEF SYSPRINT' if rc

 >= 28 then do    address '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT TERM (RECFM FA BLOCK 133 LRECL 133'    prtrc = ours            

                      see note (3) below end

/*****************************************************/ /* Issue FILEDEF commands for system tape data sets:

 */ /*****************************************************/ address '' 'CAITFDEF TAPCATL' if rc >= 12 then do 

   address '' 'FILEDEF TAPCATL TAP1'    catlrc = ours end

address '' 'CAITFDEF DYNOLD'

if rc >= 12 then do

   address '' 'FILEDEF DYNOLD TAP1'

   oldrc = ours

end

address '' 'CAITFDEF DYNHIST'

if rc >= 12 then do

   address '' 'FILEDEF DYNHIST TAP2'

   histrc = ours

end

address '' 'CAITFDEF IJSYSBK'                   see note 4

if rc >= 12 then do

   address '' 'FILEDEF IJSYSBK TAP1'

   bkrc = ours

end

/***********************************************************************/

/* Establish all necessary catalog links and FILEDEFs using YCLINK:    */

/***********************************************************************/

if utility&caret.= 'TDYNLBL' then address '' 'EXEC YCLINK'

/***********************************************************************/

/* Execute the utility program.                                        */

/* Note that a GLOBAL TXTLIB statement is required for CA-SRAM.        */
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/***********************************************************************/

non = none

address '' 'QUERY TXTLIB ( STACK LIFO'

parse pull . . libs

address '' 'GLOBAL TXTLIB CAILIB'                see note 5

if utility = 'DYNT' | utility = 'TDYNLBL' then call CALL_NOADPT

              else call CALL_ADPT

utilrc = rc

address '' 'GLOBAL TXTLIB'

if libs&caret.= 'NONE' then address '' 'GLOBAL TXTLIB' libs

if inrc    = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF SYSIN    CLEAR'

if prtrc   = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF SYSPRINT CLEAR'

if catlrc  = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF TAPCATL  CLEAR'

if oldrc   = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF DYNOLD   CLEAR'

if histrc  = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF DYNHIST  CLEAR'

if bkrc    = OURS then address '' 'FILEDEF IJSYSBK  CLEAR'

/********************/

/* CLEAR ABEND EXIT */

/********************/

/* CAIABEND CLR */

exit utilrc

CALL_NOADPT:                                      see note 6

address '' utility

return

CALL_ADPT:                                    see note 7

address '' 'CAICMS' utility

return

ERR1:

say 'CADC701E' Utility name omitted'

exit 10

ERR2:

say 'CADC702E Only the utility name may be entered'

exit 12

ERR3:

say 'CADC703E' utility 'is an invalid utility name for the DYNAMCMS exec'

exit 14

ERR4:

say 'CADC704E' utility 'utility module not found'

exit 16

ERR5:

say 'CADC705E ERROR:' utility 'cannot be executed in XA-mode'

exit 18

Usage Notes:

1. CAITCMOD is a module which tests the CMS operating environment. CAITCMOD has no parameters. It will return the
following return codes:
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0
CMS is prior to release 5.5

4
CMS is release 5.5 (or above) in BCMODE

8
CMS is release 5.5 (or above) in ECMODE

12
CMS is release 5.5 (or above) in XAMODE or ESA mode

2. Most utility programs will require control statements. All control statements are read from ddname SYSIN. Using this
version of the DYNAMCMS EXEC, all prompts for input will be to the CMS console. By altering this FILEDEF, input
may be read from a disk file as follows:

FILEDEF SYSIN DISK DYNCAT INPUT A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLOCK 80

3. Utility programs which produce reports will write their output to ddname SYSPRINT. Using this version of the
DYNAMCMS EXEC, all output will be directed to the CMS console. By altering this FILEDEF, output may be directed
to the virtual printer or disk as follows:

FILEDEF SYSPRINT PRT (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLOCK 133

FILEDEF SYSPRINT DISK DYNCAT OUTPUT A (RECFM FA LRECL 133 BLOCK 133

4. The DYNCAT and AUDTUTIL utility programs which backup the catalog or audit data sets or perform catalog restore
or recovery operations will require the following ddnames:

IJSYSBK
Used by DYNCAT for BACKUP and RESTORE (REORG)

TAPCATL
Used by AUDTUTIL for RECOVER operations of the Dynam/T catalog using a catalog backup tape produced by
DYNCAT

DYNHIST
Used by AUDTUTIL for BACKUP of the audit data set to tape

DYNOLD
Used by AUDTUTIL for INPUT of the old audit backup tape to a BACKUP ADD command.

The functions of DYNCAT and AUDTUTIL utilize OS simulation to create these files. If you wish to backup these files
to disk, then FILEDEFs may be altered as follows:

FILEDEF IJSYSBK DISK DYNAM BACKUP A

If you want to use the facilities of Dynam/T to control these data sets, then the appropriate DYNOPEN commands will
be issued prior to the invokation of the utility program.
CAITFDEF is a module that checks for the presence of the appropriate FILEDEF.
The format of the CAITFDEF command is as follows:

CAITFDEF  |  ddname

The return codes from CAITFDEF are as follows:
0

ddname assigned to DUMMY
4

ddname assigned to TAPE
8

ddname assigned to DISK
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12
ddname assigned to printer

16
ddname assigned to punch

20
ddname assigned to reader

24
ddname assigned to console

28
ddname not found

The DYNAMCMS EXEC will check for the presence of these FILEDEFs and if they are not assigned to DUMMY,
TAPE, or DISK, then the default FILEDEFs will be issued.

5. For utility programs that do not require the catalog or the CMS utility adapter, DYNLINK and utility adapter execution
are bypassed.

6. The CMS utility adapter is invoked by the CAICMS module. The CAICMS module will load the specified utility program
into user free storage, load the System Adapter as a nucleus extension and then invoke the specified utility. Thus,
to execute DYNCAT from the console (without using the DYNAMCMS EXEC), the command to be entered would be
'CAICMS DYNCAT'. If the command entered was simply 'DYNCAT' a program check would occur.

7. For programs which require SRAM (such as DYNCAT SCRATCH), the CAILIB TXTLIB must be GLOBALed.

CAICATDK Minidisk Utility Program
The Dynam VM utility program, CAICATDK, is provided for those installations which have neither a VSE nor MVS system.
In these circumstances, the CAICATDK program must be used to format a minidisk to contain the Dynam/T system data
sets and to create the necessary FORMAT1 labels in the VTOC.

CAICATDK performs the necessary disk initialization (CKD or FBA), and creates a small VTOC with the required file
FORMAT1 label. An additional FORMAT1 VTOC label is created defining any nonexistent portion of the disk as a
permanent direct access file. This prevents any attempt to read or write beyond the extent of the minidisk. The CAICATDK
program may also be used to add the necessary FORMAT1 labels to an existing minidisk VTOC.

The CAICATDK program does not initialize the catalogs or audit data set; the Dynam/T utility programs, DYNCAT and
AUDTUTIL, must be used for this purpose.

  CAICATDK   vdev  volser  [ ( options  [ ) ]] 

             options:  [NOMSG]

                       [FULL ]

                       [MULT ]

vdev
Is the address of the minidisk to be initialized. This minidisk must be attached to the virtual machine with write
access, and may be any type of disk device supported by CP (CKD or FBA).

volser
Is the volume serial number to be assigned to the minidisk.

Options:
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NOMSG
Indicates that no console messages are required. If specified, this option suppresses all messages which require
a response, and consequently, no FORMAT1 labels for the catalogs are created.

FULL
Indicates that a full initialization is required (all tracks or blocks are to be erased). If this option is specified for a
CKD disk device, it is honored only when CAICATDK creates the VTOC and clears all tracks on the minidisk. If
specified for an FBA disk device, only the specified catalog extent is cleared, even if a VTOC already exists. If this
option is omitted, only the requested FORMAT1 labels and the VTOC are created (if none exists).

MULT
Specifies that the minidisk is one volume of a multi-volume catalog. In this instance, additional prompting for
volume sequence is issued.

Examples:

CAICATDK  201  DYNAMC  (FULL

CAICATDK  205  333333  (MULT

Usage Notes:

• If the option NOMSG is specified, CAICATDK initializes the minidisk and creates a VTOC if necessary. No file ID is
created in the VTOC, other than that which defines the nonexistent portion of the minidisk.

• If the option NOMSG is omitted, CAICATDK prompts you for a one- to 44-character data set name as follows:

CADS908I ENTER 44 CHARACTER CATALOG FILEID

If a null response is provided (END/EOB), CAICATDK formats the minidisk without creating a FORMAT1 label for the
catalog. If a response is provided, it is assumed to be the exact data set name (including periods, special characters,
and so on) to appear in the VTOC.

• If a data set name is supplied and the option MULT was specified, CAICATDK prompts for volume sequence
information as follows:

CADS909I ENTER VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR FILE .... ON VOLUME ....

If a null response is provided (END/EOB), CAICATDK assumes the catalog is a single volume data set and indicates
this in the VTOC. A valid response to this message is a volume sequence number (relative to one), and, optionally, the
keyword LAST which indicates that this is the last volume of the multi-volume data set. If LAST is not specified, the
data set entry in the VTOC indicates the data set continues on another volume.

• If a data set is to be allocated (that is, a valid data set name was provided in response to message CADS908I),
CAICATDK prompts for the required extent information as follows:

CADS910I ENTER START TRACK (AND NUMBER OF TRACKS) FOR FILE .....

If a null response is provided (END/EOB), CAICATDK assumes the data set occupies the entire minidisk (from VTOC
to end of minidisk). If a single number is provided, CAICATDK allocates the data set from that track to the end of the
minidisk. If the data set does not extend to the end of the minidisk, specify the number of tracks as a second number. If
the minidisk is an FBA device, all messages and responses indicate blocks rather than tracks.

• Subsequent prompts may be produced by CAICATDK which require a response of YES to continue. Such a response
is required when existing data will be destroyed on the minidisk or the volume serial number differs from that specified
on the CAICATDK command line. Any response other than YES immediately terminates CAICATDK.

• The minidisk to be formatted must not be accessed as a CMS disk. If the minidisk is currently accessed by CMS, the
program terminates with an error message.

• If the Dynam/T catalog consists of a single extent, or of multi-extents on a single minidisk, the VTOC must indicate all
such extents. A single FILEDEF command is sufficient to access these extents.
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However, if each extent is on a separate minidisk, each minidisk must be accessed and the following types of FILEDEF
commands must be issued, in order, to correctly access the catalog:
FILEDEF CAICATL DISK fm1 DSN data set name (CONCAT
FILEDEF CAICATL DISK fm2 DSN data set name (CONCAT
FILEDEF CAICATL DISK fm3 DSN data set name (CONCAT
FILEDEF CAICATL DISK fm4 DSN data set name (CONCAT
Each of the above FILEDEFs must refer to a different filemode, but the real dataset name must be the same for all
commands. The order of the FILEDEF commands must also agree with the volume sequence number for the catalog.

Catalog Management Internal Display Utility - CACNUTIL Program
This utility lets you easily find and display various records in the Dynam catalogs.

CACNUTIL is a program designed to serve as a Dynam catalog display aid. It enables you to find and display the various
records of the Dynam catalogs, in hexadecimal format, on SYSPRINT. You may display all records associated with a
specific data set or volume or display a record located at a given relative byte address (RBA) within the catalog. This
simplifies the problem of locating and printing a record within the catalog.

The program is executed by entering the command, EXEC DYNAMCMS CACNUTIL. Input is read from ddname SYSIN,
and all output is written to ddname SYSPRINT. Multiple control statements may be entered in one execution.

The following control statements may be entered:

DDNAME = CAICATL    (default) CA Dynam/T Catalog

       = CAIAUDT    display CA Dynam/T Audit Data Set

       = DYNBCAT    display &dynb. Catalog

       = DYNBARCH   display &dynb. Archive Data Set

CISIZE = 1024       CISIZE of file to be displayed. 1024 is the default.

       = 4096       required for ddname DYNBCAT or DYNBARCH

DSN    = data set name

Data set name may be a maximum of 44 characters. No quotes are required.

The data set will be located and all associated records printed:

DBR
Data set base record.

ACR
Allocation control record (Disk).

COR
Comment record.

VLR
Vault location record.

GBR
Generation base record.

VPR
Volume pointer record.

(Additional GBR/VPR pairs that exist).

VOL =volser 
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Volume serial number must be 6 characters. The volume serial number will be located and all associated records printed:

VBR
Volume base record.

DPR
Data set pointer record.

VCR =x

Vault ID may be one character, A-Z. The associated vault control record will be located and printed.

SKR =sort key

A sort key name may be 1-8 bytes. The associated Sort Key Record (SKR) will be located and printed.

RBA =xxxxxxxx

The Relative Byte Address, within the catalog, must be an 8-digit hexadecimal relative byte address. The control interval
containing the requested RBA will be displayed.

The output on SYSPRINT of each CACNUTIL command will include:

• The control statement being processed.
• The actual seek (CKD) or locate (FBA) address used to retrieve each record.
• The records to be displayed, in dump format. The address shown in the left column is the RBA for the first byte in the

line.

NOTE
Any documentation sent to Broadcom concerning a suspected problem with any Dynam catalog should
be accompanied by CACNUTIL displays of all records suspected to be associated with the problem and of
RBA=00000000, the catalog control record.

Following the RBA= command, additional commands will be accepted to modify records in the catalog.

RBA=1FE00

+180

The second command modifies the location offset x'180' bytes past the RBA indicated. A valid entry is a hexadecimal
value which cannot exceed the CISIZE for the file (x'400') nor cause access of an address in another CI. The contents of
the location is displayed.

VER=0001E400

The verify statement is optional and is used to verify the accuracy of the change location.

REP=00000000

The REP command indicates the hexadecimal value to be placed in the indicated location. A valid entry is a 1- to 16-
character hexadecimal value, no commas or spaces.

NOTE
The VER and REP commands should be used with caution. If improperly used, unrecoverable catalog corruption
may result. Contact Broadcom before attempting manual catalog changes using CACNUTIL.
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DYNACC Catalog Interface
The DYNACC facility provides an interface to the Dynam Catalog. DYNACC accepts data requests, navigates the Catalog
and returns data suitably formatted for building reports. Conceptually, access may be obtained to almost every data item
in the Catalog apart from internal navigational pointers.

DYNACC may be used to access the Catalog and obtain information in either data set or volume serial number sequence.
Additionally, information about the Catalog itself, and about vaults may be retrieved.

Supported Languages

Since DYNACC adheres to standard IBM linkage conventions, calling programs may be written in any language which
generates external program calls in a manner which complies with these rules. This includes, among others, COBOL,
Assembler and Earl. Copy text defining the DYNACC DYNINFO parameter list is supplied for these three languages. To
link a user-assembled DYNACC program into an executable module, ensure that the CADYNAMT TXTLIB is GLOBALed.
Additionally, the RXDYNACC function may be used to invoke DYNACC from EXEC2 or REXX.

To execute a user-created DYNACC module (or to use the RXDYNACC REXX interface), the CADYNAMT TXTLIB and
CAILIB TXTLIB must be GLOBALed and the system adapter module (CASANUCC) must be available. In addition, the
Dynam/T catalog must be LINKed and ACCESSed, and the appropriate FILEDEF for CAICATL must be defined. This may
be done by executing the DYNLINK EXEC.

Using DYNACC

DYNACC is supplied as a relocatable program text file and is linked with the calling program. It is designed to be Dynam
release independent. It runs in both the CMS and VSE environments. DYNACC and all its called service routines are self-
relocating, re-entrant and operating system independent.

DYNACC is approximately 1K bytes in length. It has one entry point. DYNACC uses Dynam system functions and so will
only execute if the CADYNAMT TXTLIB, the CAILIB TXTLIB and the system adapter module (CASANUCC) are available.

DYNACC communicates with calling programs via a communications area or parameter list called DYNINFO.

Testing DYNACC Programs

The DYNATEST macro has been provided as an easy way of learning about DYNACC, and for prototyping strategies
for retrieving Catalog information. DYNATEST will generate a program to exercise any DYNACC function and will print a
report detailing the results.

To assemble a DYNACC program, ensure that the CADYNAMT MACLIB is GLOBALed.

To load a DYNACC program, issue the LOAD command with the MAP and RESET options. For example, to load a
DYNTEST text that calls DYNATEST, issue

'LOAD DYNTEST (MAP RESET DYNTEST'

DYNINFO Parameter List Generation

The DYNINFO parameter list used to control DYNACC is generated by copying a definition in the appropriate language
from the library in which Dynam is installed. Assembler programs should invoke the DYNINFOA macro directly. See
"The DYNINFO Parameter List" section of this article, or perform a test assembly invoking the DYNINFOA macro with no
parameters for a description.

Detailed documentation on DYNINFO and DYNACC function and return codes has been built into DYNINFOA and is
printed when that macro is invoked with INFO=YES (the default) as a parameter. DYNINFOA is included in the Dynam/T-
supplied CADYNAMT MACLIB.
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Linkage Conventions

DYNACC is called using standard IBM linkage conventions.

Linkage register usage on entry is as follows:

R1
points to the parameter list.

R13
points to a standard format save area (XL72).

R14
points to the return address in the calling program.

R15
points to the entry point in DYNACC

On return, R15 will contain a return code and the condition code is set to facilitate error processing. The return code is
also stored in a field in the DYNINFO header (DYNRTCOD) for use by high-level languages.

Parameter List Contents

The parameter list is in IBM standard format as generated by the Assembler CALL macro and equivalent higher level
constructs. Assembler programmers should use the CALL macro to ensure strict adherence to linkage conventions, upon
which DYNACC relies.

The parameter list contains one entry, as follows:

+0 A(DYNINFO)   - address of DYNINFO    

The high-order bit should be on to denote end-of-list. This ensures compatibility should a future release support additional
calling parameters.

Service Module Processing

On initial entry, DYNACC determines what version parameter list has been passed by the caller. To maintain compatibility
with VSE, prior releases of DYNACC (version 1) are also supported with the new interface. Depending on the version
level of the caller's parameter list, an appropriate service module is dynamically invoked. The service module returns
directly to the caller. If the caller uses a Version 1 format parameter list, the service module invoked is CACUDA10. If the
caller uses a Version 2 format parameter list, the service module invoked is CACUDA20.

This ensures that programs which yielded correct results using DYNACC Version 1 will continue to execute correctly when
relinked with DYNACC Version 2.

DYNACC sets a return code and returns immediately to the caller if it is unable to locate the System Adapter or the
appropriate service module.

The DYNINFO Parameter List
The DYNINFO parameter list may be generated in a number of ways:

Invoking DYNACC from COBOL and Earl Programs
High level language processors may use a source (copybook) description. Copybooks are supplied for COBOL and Earl.
The name of the copybook is obtained by appending a language identifier character to the name DYNINFO. For COBOL it
is DYNINFOC and for Earl it is DYNINFOE.
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Invoking DYNACC from Assembler Programs
Assembler programmers should use the DYNINFOA macro. For compatibility with Version 1, an Assembler copy unit
called DYNINFO is also supplied. This contains a DYNINFOA macro call with parameters set to generate a Version 1
format parameter list. This ensures that programs which were written to use the earlier version will not be impacted unless
the programmer explicitly changes the version level of the parameter list.

The DYNINFOA macro generates a parameter list in the correct format for either Version 1 or for Version 2.

The macro has the following syntax:

name   DYNINFOA   [TYPE={DS|CSECT|DSECT},]

                  [V=2|1,                ]

                  [INFO=YES|NO,          ]

                  [LEN=nnnnn             ]

The first value specified after the equals sign is the default. Where:

name
Required parameter. This is the label used in the CALL to DYNACC.

INFO=
Optional parameter. Determines whether explanatory material will be generated. Specify YES or NO, the default is
YES.

LEN=nnnnn
Optional parameter. Determines the value assigned to DYNRQLEN and the amount of storage reserved for
DYNINFO. (Determines how many records DYNINFO can accommodate.) Choose a number greater than the
value of DYNCOMLN, up to 5 digits in length.
Defaults to a number sufficient to accommodate 20 sets of volume information for a single multi-volume data set
version. To calculate this value, multiply the number of volumes minus one by DYNVBRLN and add DYNCOMLN.
One volume is already included in DYNCOMLN.

TYPE=
Optional parameter. Determines the type of label generated by DYNINFO. The values DS, CSECT, and DSECT
are mutually exclusive; choose only one value. The default, if not specified, is DS.

V=
Optional parameter. Indicates which version of the parameter list is generated. Specify 2 for Version 2 or 1 for
Version 1. Version 1 aids compatibility for Dynam VSE users. The default is the current release.

DYNACC modifies the current program mask but restores it before returning to the caller.

DYNINFO is the parameter list used to communicate between the calling program and DYNACC. The address of
DYNINFO must be passed in a standard format parameter list as produced by the CALL macro, for example:

         .

         .

         LA    R13,DYNASAVE        ESTABLISH SAVE AREA

         CALL  DYNACC,(DYNINFO)    INVOKE CATALOG ACCESS

         LTR   R15,R15             TEST RETURN CODE

         .

         .

DYNINFO  DYNINFOA ,                GENERATE PARAMETER LIST

         .
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DYNINFO Layout

Segment Communicates:
DYNREQST User requests
DYNRETRN DYNACC status and communication fields
DYNCCREC Catalog Control Information
DYNVCREC Vault Control Information
DYNDBREC Data Set Information
DYNGBREC Version/Generation Information
DYNVBREC Volume/Extent Information

For a list of the component fields and their contents, see "DYNACC Version 2 Parameter List Contents" in this article.

DYNACC Request Codes

To Request Use Code
direct retrieve by data set
direct retrieve by volser

DD
DV

generic retrieve by data set
generic retrieve by volser

GD
GV

get control information CC
get next file for volser
get next generation/version for data set
get next volumes/extents for version

NF
NG
NX

get vault description information VC
reset catalog processing RC
reset sequential data set processing
reset sequential volume processing

RD
RV

sequential retrieve by data set
sequential retrieve by volser

SD
SV

set EARL flat file retrieval option OE

DYNACC Request Code Descriptions
CC

Retrieves information describing the Catalog data set.

Required fields
None

Optional fields:
None

Return codes:
None

DD
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Initiates a direct retrieval of the data set whose DSN matches DYNRQDSN. If a generation or version selection field
is specified (DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, or DYNRQVOL) the appropriate generation will be returned.
Otherwise, the most current generation will be returned.

If DYNRQDVC is specified, only data sets and versions of the required device class will be returned. If DYNRQVSQ is
specified, volumes starting at the volume sequence number specified are returned. Otherwise volumes starting with the
first volume for the version are returned. As many volumes as exist and fit in DYNINFO are returned in one call.

If more volumes or extents exist than will fit, DYNRTCOD is set to 28. DYGNVOL always contains the number actually
returned. DYGVOLS always contains the total number active for the version. DYNRTLEN contains the DYNINFO length in
bytes required to hold all volumes available, starting at the specified volume sequence number.

Required fields:
DYNRQDSN
This variable must be left-justified with trailing spaces to a length of 44 characters.

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW, DYNRQDVC, DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, DYNRQVOL, DYNRQVSQ
The fields DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, and DYNRQVOL are mutually exclusive and are evaluated
in the order given. The first non-blank field in this sequence is used and all of the subsequent fields are ignored.

Return code 4
Data set has no active versions.

Return code 8
Version or Volume not found.

Return code 12
Specified data set not found.

Return code 28
Insufficient length for all volumes.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (either invalid packed field on DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, or DYNRQVSQ; or, DYNRQDVC is
invalid. See DYNERCOD and DYNERLOC.)

Return code 40
Invalid password.

DV

Initiates a direct retrieval of the tape volume whose VOLSER matches DYNRQVOL. If DYNRQFSQ is specified, the
version and data set for that file sequence number on the volume is returned. Otherwise the first data set version on the
tape is returned.

Required fields:
DYNRQVOL

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW, DYNRQFSQ

Return code 6
Volume is SCRATCH - no active data sets.

Return code 8
Specified volser or filseq not found.

Return code 16
Password-protected data set.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (Invalid packed field - DYNRQFSQ)
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GD

Initiates or continues a scan of the Catalog in DSN sequence starting at the first data set whose name matches the partial
key supplied in DYNRQDSN up to the first blank. If DYNRQDVC is specified, only data sets and versions of the required
device class will be returned.

Required fields:
DYNRQDSN

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW, DYNRQDVC

Return code 4
No active versions.

Return code 16
Password-protected data set.

Return code 20
No more data sets.

Return code 28
Insufficient length for all volumes

Return code 32
Syntax error. (DYNRQDSN all spaces or DYNRQDVC invalid)

GV

Initiates or continues a scan of the Catalog in volser sequence starting at the first volume whose volser matches the
partial key supplied in DYNRQVOL up to the first blank.

Required fields:
DYNRQVOL

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW

Return code 6
Volume is SCRATCH - no active data sets.

Return code 16
Password-protected data set.

Return code 24
No more volumes.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (DYNRQVOL all spaces)

NF

Is used after an SV, GV, DV, or NF call to return the next file on a multifile tape volume without reaccessing the volume
information. It is functionally equivalent to a DV with the DYNRQFSQ value incremented by one, but is significantly faster.
DYGFILSQ indicates the actual file sequence number returned.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
None

Return code 16
Password-protected data set.
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Return code 26
No more files for volume.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (Previous command was not SV, GV, DV, or NF)

NG

Is used after a SD, GD, DD, NX, or NG call to return the next generation for the data set without reaccessing the data
set information. It is functionally equivalent to a DD call with DYNRQVER incremented by 1, but is significantly faster. If
DYNRQDVC is specified, only data sets and versions of the specified device class will be returned. If DYNRQVER is non-
blank, it will be validated as a packed field. A valid packed number is assumed to be the number of versions retrieved for
this data set so far, and is incremented by one. It is not used in any other way. Scratched, test and invalid generations are
ignored and do not count in calculating the relative generation number.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
DYNRQDVC, DYNRQVER

Return code 18
No more versions for data set.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (Previous command was not SD, GD, DD, NX, or NG. DYNRQDVC is invalid or DYNRQVER is not
spaces and is not a valid packed field. See DYNERCOD and DYNERLOC.)

NX

Is used after an SD, GD, DD, NG, or NX call to return as many volumes or extents as exist and will fit in DYNINFO,
starting with the volume which follows the last volume or extent retrieved. The data set and version information is not
rebuilt. This is functionally equivalent to a DD call for the same version with the volume sequence number incremented by
one, but is considerably faster.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
None

Return code 22
No more volumes for version.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (Previous command was not SD, GD, DD, NG, or NX.)

OE

Is used to set an option to ensure that no more than one volume or extent is returned for a given data set version per call,
regardless of how many will fit in DYNINFO. This option, once set, only affects data set calls (SD, GD, DD, NG, or NX). It
is reset whenever the Catalog is reset explicitly by an RC call or implicitly by logical end of file for a sequential or generic
retrieve or by a significant error (DYNRTCOD > 36).

If more than one volume or extent remains, DYNRTCOD will be set to 28. DYGNVOL will always be equal to 1.
DYNRTLEN always reflects the length in bytes of DYNINFO necessary to accommodate all available volumes starting at
the relevant volume sequence number. DYGVOLS reflects the total number of volumes or extents for the version.

Required fields:
None
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Optional fields:
None

Return codes:
None

RC

RD

RV

Resets catalog processing. A subsequent sequential or generic retrieve will start again from the beginning. All dynamic
work areas and catalog buffers are released and will be reallocated on a subsequent call. Automatically invoked on logical
end-of-file for sequential and generic retrieves and on significant errors.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
None

Return codes:
None

SD

Initiates or continues a scan of all data sets in the Catalog in DSN order. The most current valid version and its associated
volumes are returned. If DYNRQDVC is specified, only data sets and versions of the requested device class will be
returned.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW, DYNRQDVC

Return code 4
Data set has no active versions.

Return code 16
Password-protected data set.

Return code 20
No more data sets.

Return code 28
Insufficient length for all volumes.

Return code 32
Syntax error. (Device type is invalid.)

SV

Initiates or continues a scan of all tape volumes in the Catalog in VOLSER order. The first data set version on the tape is
returned.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
DYNRQPSW

Return code 6
No active data sets. (Volume is a scratch)
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Return code 16
Password-protected data set.

Return code 24
No more volumes.

VC

Is used to retrieve descriptions of vaults defined in the Catalog.

Required fields:
None

Optional fields:
None

Return code 28
More vaults exist than fit in DYNINFO. The only way to retrieve these descriptions is to enlarge DYNINFO.
DYNRTLEN contains the length in bytes to which DYNINFO must be enlarged to accommodate all vault
descriptions.

DYNINFO Request Fields
DYNSTAMP

DYNRQID

DYNRQLEN

These DYNINFO header fields containing the sentinel, release identifier and parameter list length are required. If
DYNINFO is generated with TYPE=CSECT or TYPE=DS (the default), these fields will contain the correct values at
execution time. However, if generated as a DSECT (TYPE=DSECT), these values must be initialized as shown by the
caller before invoking DYNACC.

If DYNSTAMP is not equal to 'DYNINFO', DYNACC will set DYNRTCOD 28.

DYNRQLEN

DYNNVBRS

For data set calls (SD, GD, DD, NG, and NX), for each data set (DYNDBREC) and version (DYNGBREC) retrieved,
DYNACC builds an array of volume/extent (DYNVBREC) entries in DYNINFO. Usually this starts with volume sequence
one for the file version and continues for as many volumes or extents as exist and will fit in DYNINFO. If the DD call is
used, specifying the DYNRQVSQ parameter, then the array will commence with the specified volume sequence number.
If the NX call is used, the array will commence with the next volume in sequence after the last volume returned by the
preceding SD GD DD NG or NX call.

By default, enough space is reserved in DYNINFO to accommodate twenty tape volumes for a given data set version. The
actual number that may be accommodated is indicated by the DYNNVBRS field. At assembly time, the DYNINFOA macro
calculates the DYNNVBRS value by dividing the length of DYNINFO, minus the length of other segments, by the length of
a tape DYNVBREC (DYNVBRLN).

As DYNACC builds DYNINFO while processing each call, the length of each segment is added to DYNRTLEN. The
segment is not moved into DYNINFO if there is insufficient space to accommodate it. This is determined by comparing the
value in DYNRTLEN with that specified by DYNRQLEN. When DYNRTLEN is greater than DYNRQLEN, DYNACC sets
DYNRTCOD to 28.

DYNRTLEN contains the length in bytes of DYNINFO required to accommodate all volumes for the requested data set
version, starting at the volume sequence number specified in DYNRQVSQ (DYNRQVSQ is only valid for DD calls). The
DD function may be used to retrieve the additional volumes for the version.
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The LEN parameter of the DYNINFOA macro may be used to reserve a greater or smaller number of bytes for
DYNINFO in total. The LEN value specifies the length reserved for DYNINFO and the value to be placed in DYNRQLEN.
Consequently, a greater or smaller number of of VBRs may be accommodated. The minimum length is equal to the value
specified by DYNCOMLN. Calculate the required value by adding the value specified by DYNCOMLN to the result of
multiplying the number of volumes desired, minus one, by the length of the appropriate segment (DYNVBRLN for tapes or
DYNEXTLN for disk extents).

If the OE call is used to set the EARL flat file option, no more than one volume or extent will ever be returned at a time by
DYNACC. If the file version is spread over more than one volume or extent, DYNRTCOD will be set to 28 regardless of
the amount of space reserved for DYNINFO. DYGNVOLS in this case will never be greater than one.

DYNREQST

The DYNREQST segment contains all input variables to DYNACC. If an optional field is to be omitted, it must be
cleared to spaces before calling DYNACC. Selection fields which contain other values, for example, binary zeros, will be
evaluated by DYNACC as selection fields.

DYNRQDSN

Required for DD and GD calls. Otherwise, it must be spaces.

For GD calls, all data sets which match all characters before the leading space will be returned. On DD calls, if an exactly
matching DSN is not found, DYNRTCOD 12 is set. On GD calls, on the call after all matching data sets have been
returned (if any) DYNRTCOD 20 is set. For GD calls, DYNRQDSN must contain at least one non-blank character, else
DYNRTCOD 32 SYNTAX ERROR and DYNERCOD 8 GENERIC KEY ALL SPACES is set.

DYNRQPSW

For password-protected data sets, if no password is supplied, for any call except a DD, DYNRTCOD 16 is set and
only the DSN is returned. On a DD call for a password-protected data set, if no password is supplied or doesn't match,
DYNRTCOD 40 is set and the call is terminated.

DYNRQVER

Optional for DD calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It is the disk or tape data set version number, relative to the most
current version, (version one), to be retrieved. Test ($TEST job), scratch and invalid versions (such as, open not closed)
are ignored. If not found, DYNRTCOD 8 is set. May not be specified in conjunction with DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, or
DYNRQVOL. If DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, and DYNRQVOL are all spaces, the most current version
(version one) is returned.

DYNRQGEN

Optional for DD calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It is the DYNAM/D disk data set generation number to match against
in the catalog. If not found, DYNRTCOD 8 is set. May not be specified in conjunction with DYNRQVER, DYNRQGDG or
DYNRQVOL.

DYNRQGDG

Optional for DD calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It is the OS or MVS Generation Data Group identifier to match against
in the Catalog. If not found, DYNRTCOD 8 is set. May not be specified in conjunction with DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN, or
DYNRQVOL.

DYNRQVOL

Required for DV and GV calls. Optional for DD calls. Otherwise must be spaces.

For DV calls, it is used to specify the exact volser to retrieve. If not found, DYNRTCOD is set to 8. If the volser contains no
active files (is a scratch), complete volume information but no data set or version information except for the most recently
active dsn is returned, and DYNRTCOD is set to 6.

For GV calls, tape volumes which match the characters before the leading space are returned. On the call after the
last matching volser has been returned, DYNRTCOD 24 is set. DYNRTCOD 6 is set for volumes with no active files
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(scratches). A key of at least one non-blank character must be supplied, otherwise DYNRTCOD 32 SYNTAX ERROR and
DYNERCOD 16 VOLSER GENERIC KEY ALL SPACES is set.

For DD calls, it is used to request that the version of the tape data set which resides on a specific volume is returned. If
the volume does not contain an active version of the data set, DYNRTCOD 8 is set. May not be specified in conjunction
with DYNRQVER, DYNRQGEN or DYNRQGDG.

DYNRQVSQ

Optional for DD calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It may be specified in conjunction with version selectors (DYNRQVER,
DYNRQGEN, DYNRQGDG, or DYNRQVOL).

It is used to specify the starting volume sequence sequence number for a multi-volume tape file (relative to 1) or the
relative extent sequence number for multi-extent disk files (relative to 1). is DYNRQVSQ is useful where DYNINFO is
not large enough to hold all volumes or extents for a data set version. If a SD, GD, DD, or NG call results in DYNRTCOD
being set to 28, set up a DD call for the data set with DYNRQVSQ set to one greater than the number of volumes
retrieved so far. The DYNVBREC array is filled with as many volumes as exist and will fit, starting at this volume sequence
number.

DYGNVOL always contains the number of tape or disk entries actually returned for a specific call. DYGVOLS contains the
total number of volumes or extents that exist for a data set version. DYNNVBRS indicates the number of tape volumes
which will fit in DYNINFO. More than this number of disk entries will fit, as disk entries are smaller. If more exist than
will fit, as many as will fit are returned, DYNRTCOD is set to 28, and DYNRTLEN is set to indicate the length that would
have been required to accommodate all that exist, starting at the volume sequence number specified in DYNRQVSQ.
(DYNRQVSQ is only valid for DD calls.)

DYNRQFSQ

Optional for DV calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It is used to indicate which file on a multi-file tape volume is to be
returned, relative to 1. If this file sequence does not exist, DYNRTCOD is set to 8. If this field is not set, the first active file
version on the tape volume is returned.

DYNRQDVC

Optional for SD, GD, DD, and NG calls. Otherwise must be spaces. It is used to select the device class of data sets and
generations to be retrieved from the Catalog. Selection values are as follows:

(blank)
all data sets and generations

T
TAPE and FI data sets and tape generations

D
DISK and FI data sets and disk generations

F
FI data sets and all generations

Any other value will cause DYNRTCOD 32 (SYNTAX ERROR) and DYNERCOD 28 (INVALID DEVICE CLASS) to be set.

Note that a data set defined as FI will qualify as both disk and tape, and so FI data sets will be returned for DYNRQDVC
= T or D. However, for FI data sets, only those versions actually created on tape will be returned for T and only those
versions actually created on disk will be returned for D. FI data sets which have only versions of the excluded type will
have the data set information returned, no version or volume information, and DYNRTCOD will be set to 4 (NO ACTIVE
VERSIONS).

DYNCBUFN

Specifies the number of Catalog buffers to be allocated by Catalog Management. Minimum is two and default is twelve.
Buffers are the same size as the Catalog control interval size, usually 1K.
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DYNCATNM

Specifies the DD name or DTF name to be used to access the Catalog. May be used to access a snapshot of the Catalog
by restoring a backup tape and referring to the restored file by another name than the active system Catalog. Defaults to
CAICATL.

DYNEROPT

DYNACC never intentionally aborts, but sets a return code and returns to the caller. If this field is set to D, on any
significant error (DYNRTCOD > 32), DYNACC will produce snap dumps of areas of interest before returning. It is up to the
caller to terminate processing.

DYNINFO Return Fields
This section provides a description of each DYNINFO DYNRTCOD return and error code.

DYNINFO DYNRTCOD Return Codes

0

Requested information has been returned.

4

DSN exists, but has no active generations.

6

VOL exists, but has no active files.

8

Requested VERSION or VOLSER does not exist.

12

Requested DSN or VOLSER does not exist.

14

Catalog information is missing.

16

Data set is password protected.

18

No more versions for DSN - NG.

20

No more DSNS - SD or GD.

22

No more volumes for version - NX.

24

No more volumes - SV or GV.

26

No more files for volume - NF.
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28

More volumes exist for DSN than fit in DYNINFO.

32

Syntax error in call - reason code in DYNERCOD.

34

DYNINFO DYNRQLEN below minimum (DYNCOMLN).

36

DYNACC/DYNINFO version mismatch (DYNRQID).

38

DYNINFO sentinel not found (DYNSTAMP).

40

Password is incorrect (DYNRQPSW).

44

Physical I/O error during catalog read.

46

Logical I/O error during catalog read.

48

Catalog is inaccessible.

56

GETVIS denial for buffers.

64

Catalog saver memory management error.

68

DYNACC logical error - location in DYNERLOC.

92

GETVIS denial for dynamic storage.

96

Unable to locate CACUDAX0 phase.

DYNINFO DYNERCOD Error Codes

For DYNRTCOD 14 - CATALOG INFORMATION MISSING:

04
Invalid GBRVPRPT pointer.

08
Missing DBR for VOLSER.

12
Missing GBR for VOLSER.
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16
Invalid GBRLINK pointer.

20
Invalid VCRLINK pointer.

For DYNRTCOD 32 - SYNTAX ERROR IN CALL:

04
Invalid function code.

08
DSN generic key is all spaces.

12
Invalid previous command for NG.

16
VOLSER generic key is all spaces.

20
Invalid previous command for NF.

24
Invalid packed field - DYNERLOC has location.

28
Invalid device class selection.

32
Invalid previous command for NX.

DYNACC User Exits
DYNACC supports two types of user exit processing. The first type of exit provided is an EXCP exit. Each time Dynam
Catalog Management issues an EXCP, if the exit is active, control will be passed to it. This is designed to allow the
exit to perform a WAIT operation on the event control block which is passed as a parameter. This permits users who
call DYNACC from within a data communications environment or multi-tasking environment to perform their own WAIT
processing and to avoid an operating system level WAIT operation which might be detrimental to performance.

The exit may also be used for other purposes, such as performance metrics. DYNATEST programs use the exit to count
EXCPs, for example.

The other type of exit supported is a logical error exit. This is supplied for debugging purposes and for error analysis of
Catalog errors. If the exit is active, if DYNACC catalog search routines encounter an unexpected error condition, the exit
will be invoked. DYNATEST for example can generate code to dump areas of interest in such a situation.

DYNAEXIT EXCP Exit
The exit is activated by including a user exit module called DYNAEXIT with the DYNACC root module when the user
application program is link edited. The routine will receive control immediately after an EXCP on the Catalog is issued.
Control must be returned to Dynam or results are unpredictable. After control is returned from the user exit, Catalog
Management will check to see whether a WAIT is still necessary. If none was performed by the exit, Dynam will issue one
in the normal fashion. Upon entry to the users exit, the following conditions will exist:

R0
Points to the save area provided by the caller on entry to DYNACC. This is assumed to be a standard format save
area of 72 bytes. DYNACC stored the caller's registers R14 through R12 starting at offset decimal 12 on entry
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from the calling program. This save area may be used by the exit to obtain addressability to code and data in the
caller's program.

R13
Points to a standard format save area in which the exit must save its registers on entry and restore them on exit.
The first three words contain save area chain pointers and should not be changed.

R14
Will point to the return address in Dynam.

R15
Will point to the user exit entry point and may be used to obtain addressability.

DYNACC Version 2 differs in DYNAEXIT processing from Version 1 in the following way: For Version 1, R0 on entry
pointed to an area containing the callers registers R2 through R15. It should be noted that R0 now points to the save area
containing all registers. The user needs to note the change to an IBM standard save area format and the consequent
change in offsets to particular registers. This change will only impact callers using Version 2 parameter lists, as a Version
1 parameter list will cause the original service module to be invoked, which will continue to store the registers in the old
manner.

DYNEEXIT Catalog Logical Error Exit
This exit is new in DYNACC Version 2. The exit is activated by including a user exit module called DYNEEXIT with
the DYNACC root module when the user application program is link edited. Upon entry to the user's exit, the following
conditions will exist:

R0
Points to the save area provided by the caller on entry to DYNACC. This is assumed to be a standard format save
area of 72 bytes. DYNACC stored the caller's registers R14 through R12, starting at offset decimal 12 on entry
from the calling program. This save area may be used by the exit to obtain addressability to code and data in the
caller's program.

R1
Points to the Catalog Management parameter list.

R2
Contains the Catalog Management function code.

R13
Points to a standard format save area in which the exit must save its registers on entry and restore them on exit.
The first three words contain save area chain pointers and should not be changed.

R14
Will point to the return address in Dynam.

R15
Will point to the user exit entry point and may be used to obtain addressability.

Test Program Generator - DYNATEST
This section explains the DYNATEST macro and syntax.

DYNATEST Functions
DYNATEST is a macro which generates an assembler program to access the DYNAM Catalog using either the Version 1
or Version 2 format parameter list. The program is executable either on CMS or DOS/VSE.
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While DYNACC operation is system independent, the program generated by DYNATEST requests operating system
services using standard interfaces; therefore, the program only executes on the operating system for which it was
generated.

DYNATEST is intended to demonstrate how to use DYNACC Version 2.0. It also illustrates the differences between
DYNACC Version 1 as shipped with Dynam VSE release 5.3, and DYNACC Version 2 as shipped with Dynam VSE
release 5.4.

DYNATEST can generate a program which calls either version of DYNACC correctly. When a retrieval which executes
correctly on Version 1 is repeated using Version 2, identical results should be achieved, but the performance advantages
of Version 2 should be apparent.

DYNATEST can also be used to experiment with the effect of changing various parameters such as the number of
volumes which may be accommodated in DYNINFO so that the effect on EXCP counts may be observed.

DYNATEST Syntax
The macro has the following syntax:

name   DYNATEST   [INFO=YES|NO,                ]

                  [V=2|1,                      ]

                  [SYSTEM=DOS|CMS,             ]

                  [NCALLS=nnnnnn,              ]

                  [PCOMM=NO|YES,               ]

                  [FLAT=NO|YES,                ]

                  [NVBRS=nnnn,                 ]

                  [REQ=SD|GD|DD|SV|GV|DV|CC|VC ]

                  [DSN=dsn,                    ]

                  [PSW=xxxxxxxx,               ]

                  [VER=nnn,                    ]

                  [GEN=nnn,                    ]

                  [GDG=xxxxxxxx,               ]

                  [VOL=xxxxxx,                 ]

                  [VSQ=nnnn,                   ]

                  [FSQ=nnnn,                   ]

                  [DVC=D|T|F,                  ]

                  [BUFN=nnnn,                  ]

                  [CATN=dtfname,               ]

                  [AEXIT=YES|NO,               ]

                  [EEXIT=NO|YES,               ]

                  [EROPT=D                     ]

The first value specified after the equals sign is the default.

name
Required parameter. It is the name of the CSECT to be generated.

AEXIT=
Optional parameter. Determines whether a DYNAEXIT routine is to be generated. Specify either YES or NO. The
default is YES.

BUFN=nnnn
Optional parameter. Specifies the number of Catalog buffers to be allocated. Each buffer is the size of the Catalog
CI size, usually 1K. Enter a 1- to 4-digit number in the range 3-9999 (defaults to 12).
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CATN=dtfname
Optional parameter. Identifies the ddname of the Catalog. Specify up to 8 alphanumeric characters. The default is
CAICATL.

DSN=
Optional parameter. Data set name provides the key for generic or direct data set calls. Enter up to 44
alphanumeric characters.

DVC=
Optional parameter. Specifies a device class restriction to be placed on the data sets and generations to be
retrieved by data set type calls (SD, GD, DD, and NG). Specify one of the following:
D

for disk
T

for tape
F

for file independence (FI)
EEXIT=

Optional parameter. Determines whether a DYNEEXIT routine is to be generated. Specify either YES or NO. The
default is NO.

EROPT=
Optional parameter. Include it only if you want DYNACC to generate snap dumps on error. Otherwise omit it.
Specify D for snap dumps. The default is blank.

FLAT=
Optional parameter. Determines whether the generated program is to issue a request during initialization to
DYNACC to set the EARL flat file option. This option causes DYNACC to only return one extent or volume per
call, regardless of how many exist and can fit in DYNINFO. Enter either YES or NO. The default is NO.

FSQ=nnnn
Optional parameter. For a multi-file tape volume, for a direct volume (DV) call, specifies which data set version is
to be retrieved. Specify a 1- to 4-digit number.

GDG=xxxxxxxx
Optional parameter. Identifies the generation to retrieve, based on the operating system generation data set group
you specify here. Specify up to 8 alphanumeric characters.

GEN=nnn
Optional parameter. Specifies the DYNAM/D data set generation number to retrieve for a direct data set call (DD).
Enter a 1- to 3-digit number in the range 1-999. If omitted, the most current is assumed.

INFO=
Optional parameter. Determines whether descriptive material is generated. Specify either YES or NO; the default
is YES.

NCALLS=nnnnnn
Optional parameter. Specifies the maximum number of calls to make to DYNACC. Enter a 1- to 6-digit number in
the range 1-999999 (defaults to 999999).

NVBRS=nnnn
Optional parameter. Determines the maximum number of tape volumes for a single version which may be
accommodated in DYNINFO. Specify a 1- to 4-digit number in the range 1-9999 (defaults to 20).

PCOMM=
Optional parameter. Determines whether the generated program is to build the request to DYNACC from an
argument passed in a DYNPCOMM parameter list from DYNPRINT, or from the selection arguments passed to
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this macro. This is intended to assist in debugging user programs written to execute in the DYNPRINT execution
environment. Enter either YES or NO; the default is NO.

PSW=xxxxxxxx
Optional parameter. Specifies the password to be supplied to DYNACC. DYNACC only returns the data set
name for password-protected data sets unless you supply the appropriate password. Supply either the catalog or
the data set password, up to 8 alphanumeric characters.

REQ=
Optional parameter. Determines the basic type of retrieval to be performed by the generated program. Choose
only one of these values:
SD, GD, DD, SV, GV, DV, CC, or VC
If CC or VC are specified, a maximum of one call is made to DYNACC, after which the program will terminate.
For other types, additional calls will be constructed and executed to ensure that all volumes (for data set type
calls) or files (for volume type calls) for each data set or volume are retrieved.
For direct calls (Dx), the generated program terminates once the specified data set or volume has been
completely processed.
For sequential or generic calls (Sx or Gx), the program terminates when DYNACC indicates an end condition
exists.
In any case, the program terminates normally when the NCALLS counter decrements to zero.

SYSTEM=
Optional parameter. Determines for which operating system environment support is to be generated. Enter either
DOS or CMS. The default is DOS.

V=n
Optional parameter. Indicates which version of the parameter list is generated. It corresponds to the DYNAM
release.
For example:
7 For Dynam Release 7.0

VER=nnn
Optional parameter. Identifies the version number of the data set to retrieve for a direct data set call (DD). Specify
a 1- to 3-digit number in the range 1-255 If omitted, version one of the data set is assumed.

VOL=xxxxxx
Optional parameter. Specifies the volume serial number to retrieve for a direct (Dx) call, up to 6 alphanumeric
characters.

VSQ=nnnn
Optional parameter. For a multi-volume file version, for a direct data set (DD) call, specifies the volume sequence
number of the first volume to retrieve. As many subsequent volumes are retrieved as exist and can fit in
DYNINFO (see also the NVBRS parameter). Specify a 1- to 4-digit number.

DYNACC Version 2 Parameter List Contents

DYNINFO DYNINFOA INFO=NO

DYNINFO DC 0D'0' DYNACC PARAMETER LIST

**************************************************************

* 'DYNINFOA' MACRO V7.0                                      *

**************************************************************

* COPYRIGHT (C) COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.      *

* CA-Dynam CATALOG USER INTERFACE                            *

**************************************************************

 DYNSTAMP DC CL8'DYNINFO ' SENTINEL
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 DYNRQID  DC CL4'7.0'      VERSION

 DYNRQLEN DC PL4'6709' TOTAL LENGTH DYNINFO

**************************************************************

 DYNRQCD  DC    CL2' '              TYPE OF REQUEST

 DYNRQDSN DC    CL44' '             DATA SET NAME

 DYNRQPSW DC    CL8' '              CATALOG OR DATASET PASSWORD

 DYNRQVER DC    PL3'0'              VERSION NUMBER

 DYNRQGEN DC    PL2'0'              GENERATION NUMBER

 DYNRQGDG DC    CL8' '              GENERATION DATA GROUP ID

 DYNRQVOL DC    CL6' '              VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER

 DYNRQVSQ DC    PL2'0'              VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER

 DYNRQFSQ DC    PL2'0'              FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER

 DYNRQDVC DC    CL1' '              DEVICE CLASS

 DYNCBUFN DC    PL3'0'              NO OF CATALOG BUFFERS

 DYNCATNM DC    CL8' '              CATALOG FILE NAME

 DYNEROPT DC    CL1' '              ERR OPT D = DUMP

 DYNHDRLN EQU   *-DYNREQST          LENGTH REQUEST AREA

          ORG   DYNREQST

          DC    (DYNHDRLN)C' '      INITIALIZE TO SPACES

 ***************************************************************

 *        DYNACC RETURN AREA - OUTPUT VARIABLES                *

 ***************************************************************

 DYNRETRN EQU   *             DYNACC COMMUNICATION AREA

 DYNRTCOD DC    PL2'0'              RETURN CODE

 DYNERCOD DC    PL2'0'              ERROR CODE

 DYNERLOC DC    XL4'00'             DISPLACEMENT OF ERROR FIELD

 DYNRTLEN DC    PL4'0'              DYNINFO RETURN LENGTH

 DYNRECCT DC    PL4'0'              INPUT RECORD COUNTER

 DYNREQCT DC    PL4'0'              DYNACC REQUEST COUNTER

 DYNRQRES DC    CL26' '             RESERVED FOR DYNACC

 DYNAEEXT DC    AL4(0)              RESERVED FOR DYNACC

 DYNAAEXT DC    AL4(0)              RESERVED FOR DYNACC

 DYNREQLN EQU   *-DYNSTAMP   LENGTH DYNINFO HEADER SEGMENT

 ***************************************************************

 *        DYNWRKA -- DYNACC WORK AREA                          *

 ***************************************************************

 DYNWRKA  DC    (1024)XL1'00'

 DYNWRKLN EQU   *-DYNWRKA     LENGTH OF DYNACC WORK AREA

 ***************************************************************

*        DYNREC -- DYNINFO RECORD OUTPUT AREA                 *

***************************************************************

DYNREC   EQU   *             DYNINFO OUTPUT AREA

***************************************************************

*        DYNCCREC -- CATALOG CONTROL RECORD SEGMENT           *

***************************************************************

         ORG   DYNREC

DYNCCREC EQU   *             CATALOG CONTROL INFORMATION

DYCOWNID DC    CL16' '             CATALOG OWNER IDENT.

DYCVOL   DC    CL6' '              VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER

DYCCISZ  DC    PL3'0'              CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE

DYCLOWER DC    PL6'0'              LOWER EXTENT LIMIT

DYCUPPER DC    PL6'0'              UPPER EXTENT LIMIT

DYCNBYTS DC    PL6'0'              NUMBER OF BYTES IN THE CAT.
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DYCFSREM DC    PL6'0'              NUMBER OF FREE SPACE BYTES

DYCNDBRS DC    PL6'0'              NUMBER OF DATASET BASE RECS.

DYCNSKRS DC    PL6'0'              NUMBER OF SORT KEY RECORDS

DYCNVBRS DC    PL6'0'              NUMBER OF VOLUME BASE RECS.

DYCSTAT0 DC    CL8' '              STATUS FLAGS BYTE 0

DYCSTAT1 DC    CL8' '              STATUS FLAGS BYTE 1 - RESERVED

DYCLEVEL DC    CL2' '              CATALOG VERSION AND LEVEL

DYCCJOB  DC    CL8' '              CREATION JOB NAME

DYCCSTEP DC    CL8' '              CREATION STEP NAME

DYCCPROC DC    CL8' '              CREATION PROCEDURE NAME

DYCCCPU  DC    CL16' '             CREATION CPU ID SERIAL NUMBER

DYCCTOD  DC    PL4'0'              CREATION TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYCCDTE  DC    PL4'0'              CREATION SYSTEM DATE (00YYDDD+)

DYCCDAT  DC    CL8' '              CREATION SYSTEM DATE GREGORIAN

DYCCPART DC    CL3' '              CREATION PARTITION ID

DYCCVER  DC    CL2' '              CREATION ADAPTER VERSION

DYCCLVL  DC    CL2' '              CREATION ADAPTER LEVEL

DYCCCPUI DC    CL1' '              CREATION CPU ID CHARACTER

DYCCSYS  DC    CL8' '              CREATION OPERATING SYSTEM

DYCCDVTP DC    CL6' '              CREATION DEVICE TYPE

DYCCCUU  DC    CL3' '              CREATION DEVICE ADDRESS

DYCBJOB  DC    CL8' '              BACKUP JOB NAME

DYCBSTEP DC    CL8' '              BACKUP STEP NAME

DYCBPROC DC    CL8' '              BACKUP PROCEDURE NAME

DYCBCPU  DC    CL16' '             BACKUP CPU ID SERIAL NUMBER

DYCBTOD  DC    PL4'0'              BACKUP TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYCBDTE  DC    PL4'0'              BACKUP SYSTEM DATE (00YYDDD+)

DYCBDAT  DC    CL8' '              BACKUP SYSTEM DATE GREGORIAN

DYCBPART DC    CL3' '              BACKUP PARTITION ID

DYCBVER  DC    CL2' '              BACKUP ADAPTER VERSION

DYCBLVL  DC    CL2' '              BACKUP ADAPTER LEVEL

DYCBCPUI DC    CL1' '              BACKUP CPU ID CHARACTER

DYCBSYS  DC    CL8' '              BACKUP OPERATING SYSTEM

DYNCCRLN EQU   *-DYNCCREC    LENGTH CATALOG CONTROL SEGMENT

***************************************************************

*        DYNVCREC -- VAULT CONTROL RECORD SEGMENT             *

***************************************************************

         ORG   DYNREC

DYNVCREC EQU   *             VAULT CONTROL INFORMATION

DVCENTS  DC    PL4'0'              NUMBER OF VAULT ENTRIES IN ARRAY

DVCENTRY EQU   *                   VAULT CONTROL ENTRY

DVCVAULT DC    CL1' '              VAULT IDENTIFICATION

DVCDESC  DC    CL100' '            VAULT DESCRIPTION

DVCSTAT0 DC    CL8' '              VAULT STATUS BYTE 0

DVCSTAT1 DC    CL8' '              VAULT STATUS BYTE 1

DVCENTLN EQU   *-DVCENTRY    LENGTH VAULT CONTROL ENTRY

         ORG   DVCENTRY+(26*DVCENTLN) ROOM FOR MAXIMUM VCRS

DYNVCRLN EQU   *-DYNVCREC    LENGTH VAULT CONTROL SEGMENT

***************************************************************

*        DYNDBREC -- DATASET BASE RECORD SEGMENT              *

***************************************************************

         ORG   DYNREC

DYNDBREC EQU   *             DATA SET INFORMATION
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DYNDSN   DC    CL44' '             DATA SET NAME

DYNDSORG DC    CL4' '              DATASET ORGANIZATION

DYNRECFM DC    CL3' '              RECORD FORMAT

DYNBLKSZ DC    PL3'0'              BLOCK SIZE

DYNLRECL DC    PL3'0'              LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

DYNKEYLN DC    PL3'0'              KEY LENGTH

DYNRKP   DC    PL3'0'              RELATIVE KEY POSITION

DYNBUFNO DC    PL2'0'              NUMBER OF BUFFERS

DYNBFTEK DC    CL1' '              BUFFER TECHNIQUE

DYNBTFKS EQU   C'S'                    SINGLE BUFFERED

DYNBTFKD EQU   C'D'                    DOUBLE BUFFERED

DYNBTFKE EQU   C'E'                    EXCHANGE BUFFERING

DYNBTFKA EQU   C'A'                    VARIABLE SPANNED RECORDS

DYNBTFKR EQU   C'R'                    BDAM VBS

DYNBFALN DC    CL1' '              BUFFER ALIGNMENT

DYNBFALF EQU   C'F'                    FULLWORD ALIGNMENT

DYNBFALD EQU   C'D'                    DOUBLEWORD ALIGNMENT

DYNDEVCL DC    CL5' '              DEVICE CLASS

DYN00000 DC    XL7'00'             RESERVED

DYNOPTS  DS    0CL120              DEFAULT OPTIONS

DYNOPTT  DC    CL40' '             DEFAULT TAPE OPTIONS

DYNOPTTA EQU   C'A'                    MODIFY DDNAME IN PROGRAM

DYNOPTTD EQU   C'D'                    DROP LABEL AT CLOSE

DYNOPTTH EQU   C'H'                    HOLD DEVICE ASSIGN

DYNOPTTR EQU   C'R'                    RELEASE WORK TAPE

DYNOPTTU EQU   C'U'                    UNLOAD AT CLOSE

DYNOPTTW EQU   C'W'                    REWIND AT CLOSE

DYNOPTD  DC    CL40' '            DEFAULT DISK OPTIONS

DYNOPTDA EQU   C'A'                    ALIGN ON CYLINDER BOUNDARY

DYNOPTDB EQU   C'B'                    BYPASS AVR

DYNOPTDC EQU   C'C'                    CATALOG DATASET AT CLOSE

DYNOPTDD EQU   C'D'                    DELETE AT CLOSE FOR INPUT

DYNOPTDE EQU   C'E'                    ENQUEUE DATASET AT OPEN

DYNOPTDI EQU   C'I'                    PRINT INFO MESSAGES ON SYSLST

DYNOPTDK EQU   C'K'                    KEEP FILE AT CLOSE

DYNOPTDL EQU   C'L'                    LOCK DATASET - READ ONLY

DYNOPTDM EQU   C'M'                    PRINT INFO MESSAGES ON SYSLOG

DYNOPTDN EQU   C'N'                    DO NOT TRUNCATE AT CLOSE

DYNOPTDO EQU   C'O'                    USE OLD EXTENTS

DYNOPTDP EQU   C'P'                    PROHIBIT DYNAMIC LUB ALLOCATION

DYNOPTDR EQU   C'R'                    ALLOW RECOVERY DURING ALLOCATION

DYNOPTDS EQU   C'S'                    SORTIN=SORTOUT

DYNOPTDT EQU   C'T'                    TRUNCATE AT CLOSE

DYNOPTDW EQU   C'W'                    DELETE SORTWORK FILES AT CLOSE

DYNOPTDX EQU   C'X'                    UNCONDITIONAL DELETE AT CLOSE

DYNOPTFI DC    CL40' '             DEFAULT FI OPTIONS

DYNPOPT0 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 0

DYNPOPT1 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYNPOPT2 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYNPOPT3 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 3

DYNPOPT4 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 4

DYNPOPT5 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 5

DYNDOPT0 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 0
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DYNDOPT1 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYNDOPT2 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYNDOPT3 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 3 - RESERVED

DYNTOPT0 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 0

DYNTOPT1 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYNTOPT2 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYNTOPT3 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 3 - RESERVED

DYNEXDTE DC    PL4'0'              EXPIRY DATE (00YYDDD)

DYNVAULT DC    CL1' '              VAULT IDENTIFICATION

DYNREELS DC    CL2' '              SPECIFIED REEL SIZE

DYNMODE  DC    CL2' '              SPECIFIED MODE SET

DYNMODE2 DC    CL4' '              SPECIFIED MODE SET

DYNRETN  DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF DAYS RETENTION

DYNNOACC DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF NOACC DAYS

DYNCYC   DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF CYCLES RETENTION

DYNACYC  DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF PER-END-CYCLES RETENTION

DYNPED   DC    CL8' '              CURRENT PERIOD ENDING DATE FOR DSN

DYNAUTOS DC    PL3'0'              CURRENT MF=AUTO SEQUENCE COUNT

DYNGENID DC    CL2' '              PRESENT GENERATION VALUE FOR DSN

DYNOWNID DC    CL2' '              OWNER ID CODE FOR DSN

DYNSYSID DC    CL2' '              SYSTEM ID CODE FOR DSN

DYNUSRID DC    CL2' '              USER ID CODE FOR DSN

DYNNOPNS DC    PL6'0'              TOTAL NUMBER OF OPENS

DYNSTAT0 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 1

DYNSTAT1 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 2

DYNSTAT2 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 3

DYNSTAT3 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 4

DYNPASSW DC    CL8' '              DATASET PASSWORD

DYNFILSQ DC    PL2'0'              SPECIFIED FILSEQ NUMBER FOR DSN

DYNVLTS  DC    CL1' '              VAULT INDICATOR FOR THIS DATA SET

DYNVLTSV EQU   C'V'                    VAULT SUPPORT

DYNVLTSN EQU   C'N'                    NO VAULT SUPPORT

DYNWRKS  DC    CL1' '              WORK INDICATOR FOR THIS DATA SET

DYNWRKSW EQU   C'W'                    WORK DATASET

DYNWRKSN EQU   C'N'                    NOT A WORK DATASET

DYNLCKS  DC    CL1' '              LOCK INDICATOR

DYNLCKSL EQU   C'L'                    LOCKED FOR OUTPUT

DYNLCKSN EQU   C'N'                    DATASET NOT LOCKED

DYNPACRC EQU   *             PRIMARY ALLOCATION CONTROL SEGMENT

DYNSNO   DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF ALLOCATION TRIES

DYNVOL   DC    CL6' '              SPECIFIED VOLSER

DYNBEG   DC    PL6'0'              PRIMARY ALLOCATION START

DYNSIZ   DC    PL6'0'              PRIMARY ALLOCATION AMOUNT

DYNALLOC DC    CL3' '              UNIT OF ALLOCATION

DYNLUB   DC    CL6' '              LOGICAL UNIT OVERRIDE IF SPECIFIED

DYNSACRC EQU   *             SECONDARY ALLOCATION CONTROL SEGMENT

DYNSVOL  DC    CL6' '              SPECIFIED VOLSER

DYNSBEG  DC    PL6'0'              SECONDARY ALLOCATION START

DYNSEC   DC    PL6'0'              SECONDARY ALLOCATION AMOUNT

DYNSALLC DC    CL3' '              UNIT OF ALLOCATION

DYNSLUB  DC    CL6' '              LOGICAL UNIT OVERRIDE IF SPECIFIED

DYNACRLN EQU   *-DYNPACRC    LENGTH ACR SEGMENT

DYNDDTE  DC    PL4'0'              DEFINITION DATE (JULIAN)
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DYNDDAT  DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYNDTOD  DC    PL4'0'              DEFINITION TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYNDJOB  DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION JOB NAME

DYNDPROC DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION PROC NAME

DYNDCPUD DC    CL16' '             DEFINITION CPU-ID

DYNDSYS  DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION OPERATING SYSTEM

DYNDSTP  DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION STEP NAME

DYNDPART DC    CL2' '              DEFINITION PARTITION

DYNDCPU  DC    CL8' '              DEFINITION CPU ID

DYNDCPUA DC    CL1' '              DEFINITION CPU ID (FROM CPUPROF)

DYNMDTE  DC    PL4'0'              MANUAL UPD DATE (JULIAN)

DYNMDAT  DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYNMTOD  DC    PL4'0'              MANUAL UPD TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYNMJOB  DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD JOB NAME

DYNMSTP  DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD STEP NAME

DYNMPROC DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD PROC NAME

DYNMCPUD DC    CL16' '             MANUAL UPD CPU-ID

DYNMSYS  DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD OPERATING SYSTEM

DYNMPART DC    CL2' '              MANUAL UPD PARTITION

DYNMCPU  DC    CL8' '              MANUAL UPD CPU ID

DYNMCPUA DC    CL1' '              MANUAL UPD CPU ID (FROM CPUPROF)

DYNMCDE  DC    CL1' '              MANUAL UPD FUNCTION CODE

DYNCOM   DC    CL100' '            COMMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THIS DATASET

DYNOIMSG DC    CL70' '             OPEN INPUT MESSAGE

DYNOIRTC DC    CL1' '              OPEN INPUT ROUTING CODE

DYNOOMSG DC    CL70' '             OPEN OUTPUT MESSAGE

DYNOORTC DC    CL1' '              OPEN OUTPUT ROUTING CODE

DYNCIMSG DC    CL70' '             CLOSE INPUT MESSAGE

DYNCIRTC DC    CL1' '              CLOSE INPUT ROUTING CODE

DYNCOMSG DC    CL70' '             CLOSE OUTPUT MESSAGE

DYNCORTC DC    CL1' '              CLOSE OUTPUT ROUTING CODE

DYNPRIOR DC    CL44' '             PRIOR FILE NAME

DYNFOLOW DC    CL44' '             SUBSEQUENT FILE NAME

DYNFIRST DC    CL44' '             NAME OF 1ST FILE IN MULTI-FILE SET

DYNVROT  DC    CL100' '            SPECIFIED VAULT ROTATION

DYNDBRLN EQU   *-DYNDBREC    LENGTH DATASET BASE RECORD SEGMENT

***************************************************************

*        DYNGBREC -- GENERATION / VERSION BASE RECORD SEGMENT *

***************************************************************

DYNGBREC EQU   *             VERSION INFORMATION

DYGDSORG DC    CL4' '              DATASET ORGANIZATION THIS VERSION

DYGRECFM DC    CL3' '              RECORD FORMAT THIS VERSION

DYGBLKSZ DC    PL3'0'              BLOCKSIZE FOR THIS VERSION

DYGLRECL DC    PL3'0'              LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH THIS VERSION

DYGKEYLN DC    PL3'0'              KEY LENGTH THIS VERSION

DYGRKP   DC    PL3'0'              RELATIVE KEY POSITION THIS VERSION

DYGBUFNO DC    PL2'0'              NUMBER OF BUFFERS

DYGBFTEK DC    CL1' '              BUFFER TECHNIQUE

DYGBFALN DC    CL1' '              BUFFER ALIGNMENT

DYGPOPT0 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 0

DYGPOPT1 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYGPOPT2 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYGPOPT3 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 3
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DYGPOPT4 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 4

DYGPOPT5 DC    CL8' '              PROCESSING OPTIONS BYTE 5

DYGDOPT0 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 0

DYGDOPT1 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYGDOPT2 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYGDOPT3 DC    CL8' '              DISK OPTIONS BYTE 3 - RESERVED

DYGTOPT0 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 0

DYGTOPT1 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 1

DYGTOPT2 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 2

DYGTOPT3 DC    CL8' '              TAPE OPTIONS BYTE 3 - RESERVED

DYGREELS DC    CL2' '              SPECIFIED REEL SIZE

DYGEXDTE DC    PL4'0'              EXPIRATION DATE (JULIAN)

DYGEDATE DC    CL8' '              EXPIRATION DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYGRETN  DC    PL3'0'              NUMBER OF DAYS RETENTION

DYGVAULT DC    CL1' '              VAULT LOCATION THIS VERSION

DYGPED   DC    CL8' '              PERIOD ENDING DATE THIS VERSION

DYGGENID DC    CL2' '              GENERATION ID FOR THIS VERSION

DYGGDGID DC    CL8' '              OS GDG ID FOR THIS VERSION

DYGOWNID DC    CL2' '              OWNER ID CODE FOR DSN

DYGSYSID DC    CL2' '              SYSTEM ID CODE FOR DSN

DYGUSRID DC    CL2' '              USER ID CODE FOR DSN

DYGSTAT0 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 1

DYGSTAT1 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 2

DYGSTAT2 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 3

DYGSTAT3 DC    CL8' '              DATASET STATUS FLAG 4

DYGVOLS  DC    PL2'0'              NUMBER OF VOLUMES THIS VERSION

DYGEXTS  EQU   DYGVOLS             NUMBER OF EXTENTS THIS VERSION

DYGFILSQ DC    PL2'0'              ACTUAL FILSEQ NUMBER THIS VERSION

DYGCONV  DC    XL2'00'             USED FOR CONVERSIONS

DYGIOPNS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF INPUT OPENS THIS VERSION

DYGOERRS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS

DYGIERRS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF READ ERRORS

DYGBLKS  DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF BLOCKS THIS VERSION (TAPE)

DYGNTRKS EQU   DYGBLKS             NUMBER OF TRACKS THIS VERSION (DISK)

DYGMODE  DC    CL2' '              MODE SET

DYGMODE2 DC    CL4' '              MODE SET

DYGCDTE  DC    PL4'0'              CREATION DATE (JULIAN)

DYGCDAT  DC    CL8' '              CREATION DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYGCTIM  DC    PL4'0'              CREATION TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYGCJOB  DC    CL8' '              CREATION JOB NAME

DYGCPROC DC    CL8' '              CREATION PROCEDURE NAME

DYGCCPUD DC    CL16' '             CREATION CPU-ID

DYGCSYS  DC    CL8' '              CREATION OPERATING SYSTEM

DYGCSTP  DC    CL8' '              CREATION STEP NAME

DYGCPART DC    CL2' '              CREATION PARTITION

DYGCCPU  DC    CL8' '              CREATION CPU-ID

DYGCCPUA DC    CL1' '              CREATION CPU ID (FROM CPUPROF)

DYGCDVCL DC    CL5' '              CREATION DEVICE CLASS

DYGCCUU  DC    CL3' '              CREATION DEVICE ADDRESS

DYGADTE  DC    PL4'0'              LAST ACCESS DATE (JULIAN)

DYGADAT  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYGATIM  DC    PL4'0'              LAST ACCESS TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYGAJOB  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS JOB NAME
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DYGAPROC DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS PROCEDURE NAME

DYGACPUD DC    CL16' '             LAST ACCESS CPU-ID

DYGASYS  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS OPERATING SYSTEM

DYGACUU  DC    CL3' '              LAST ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS

DYGASTP  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS STEP NAME

DYGAPART DC    CL2' '              LAST ACCESS PARTITION

DYGACPU  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS CPU-ID

DYGACPUA DC    CL1' '              LAST ACCESS CPU ID (FROM CPUPROF)

DYGMDTE  DC    PL4'0'              LAST MANUAL UPD DATE (JULIAN)

DYGMDAT  DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPD DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYGMTIM  DC    PL4'0'              LAST MANUAL UPD TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYGMJOB  DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPD JOB NAME

DYGMPROC DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPD PROCEDURE NAME

DYGMCPUD DC    CL16' '             LAST MANUAL UPD CPU-ID

DYGMSYS  DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPD OPERATING SYSTEM

DYGMCDE  DC    CL1' '              LAST MANUAL UPDATE FUNCTION CODE

DYGMSTP  DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPDATE STEP NAME

DYGMPART DC    CL2' '              LAST MANUAL UPDATE PARTITION

DYGMCPU  DC    CL8' '              LAST MANUAL UPDATE CPU-ID

DYGMCPUA DC    CL1' '              LAST MANUAL UPDATE CPU ID (CPUPROF)

DYGBLKID DC    CL8' '              BLOCK ID - CARTRIDGE TAPE POSITION

DYGBLKPR DC    PL2'0'              CARTRIDGE PHYSICAL REFERENCE

DYGBLKLR DC    PL5'0'              CARTRIDGE LOGICAL REFERENCE

DYGNVOL  DC    PL2'0'              NUMBER VOLUMES/EXTENTS RETURNED

DYNGBRLN EQU   *-DYNGBREC    LENGTH GENERATION RECORD SEGMENT

***************************************************************

*        DYNVBREC -- VOLUME / EXTENT BASE RECORD SEGMENT      *

***************************************************************

DYNVBREC EQU   *             EXTENT/VOLUME INFORMATION

DYVCDVTP DC    CL6' '              DEVICE TYPE

DYVVOL   DC    CL6' '              VOLUME SERIAL OF THIS EXTENT/VOLUME

DYVEINFO EQU   *             SPECIFIC DISK INFO

DYVSEQ   DC    PL2'0'              EXTENT SEQUENCE NUMBER  (DISK)

         DC    XL4'00'             RESERVED

DYNEXTLN EQU   *-DYNVBREC    LENGTH DISK ENTRY SEGMENT

         ORG   DYVEINFO

DYVTINFO EQU   *             SPECIFIC TAPE INFO

DYVOWNID DC    CL2' '              OWNER OF THIS VOLUME

DYVVAULT DC    CL1' '              VAULT LOCATION OF THIS VOLUME

DYVSLOT  DC    PL3'0'              VAULT SLOT OF THIS VOLUME

DYVREELS DC    CL2' '              REEL SIZE OF THIS VOLUME

DYVMODE  DC    CL2' '              MODESET OF THIS VOLUME

DYVMODE2 DC    CL4' '              MODESET OF THIS VOLUME

DYVSTAT  DC    CL1' '              CURRENT STATUS OF VOLUME

DYVSTATC EQU   C'C'                    ACTIVE VERSION

DYVSTATD EQU   C'D'                    MANUALLY DELETED

DYVSTATL EQU   C'L'                    CREATED WHEN LOCKED

DYVSTATM EQU   C'M'                    MANUALLY CATALOGGED

DYVSTATO EQU   C'O'                    OPENED NOT CLOSED

DYVSTATS EQU   C'S'                    SCRATCH

DYVSTATT EQU   C'T'                    CREATED BY $TEST JOB

DYVSTAT0 DC    CL8' '              VOLUME STATUS BYTE 0

DYVSTAT1 DC    CL8' '              VOLUME STATUS BYTE 1
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DYVVOLSQ DC    PL3'0'              VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER

DYVNFILE DC    PL2'0'              NUMBER OF ACTIVE FILES ON VOLUME

DYVOOPNS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF OUTPUT OPENS ON VOLUME

DYVIOPNS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF INPUT OPENS ON VOLUME

DYVOERRS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF WRITE ERRORS ON VOLUME

DYVIERRS DC    PL5'0'              NUMBER OF READ ERRORS ON VOLUME

DYVDINIT DC    PL4'0'              DATE VOL FIRST INITIALIZED (JULIAN)

DYVDRINT DC    PL4'0'              DATE VOL LAST INITIALIZED (JULIAN)

DYVDTSCR DC    CL8' '              DATE VOL LAST SCRATCHED (GREGORIAN)

DYVDSCR  DC    PL4'0'              DATE VOL LAST SCRATCHED (JULIAN)

DYVDCLN  DC    PL4'0'              DATE VOL LAST CLEANED (JULIAN)

DYVRSCR  DC    CL1' '              REASON CODE FOR LAST SCRATCH

DYVRSCRB EQU   C' '                   SCRATCHED ONLINE

DYVRSCRD EQU   C'D'                   DATASET DELETED

DYVRSCRM EQU   C'M'                   MANUALLY SCRATCHED

DYVRSCRO EQU   C'O'                   OPENED BUT NOT CLOSED

DYVRSCRS EQU   C'S'                   DYNCAT SCRATCH FUNCTION

DYVRSCRT EQU   C'T'                   CREATED BY $TEST JOB

DYVRSCRW EQU   C'W'                WORK TAPE RELEASED

DYVADTE  DC    PL4'0'              LAST ACCESS DATE (JULIAN)

DYVADAT  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS DATE (GREGORIAN)

DYVATIM  DC    PL4'0'              LAST ACCESS TIME (0HHMMSS)

DYVAJOB  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS JOB NAME

DYVASTP  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS STEP NAME

DYVAPART DC    CL2' '              LAST ACCESS PARTITION

DYVACPU  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS CPU-ID

DYVACPUA DC    CL1' '              LAST ACCESS CPU ID (FROM CPUPROF)

DYVAPROC DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS PROCEDURE NAME

DYVACPUD DC    CL16' '             LAST ACCESS CPU-ID (PRINTABLE)

DYVASYS  DC    CL8' '              LAST ACCESS OPERATING SYSTEM

DYVACUU  DC    CL3' '              LAST ACCESS DEVICE ADDRESS

DYVTCLN  DC    PL3'0'              THRESHOLD COUNT FOR CLEAN

DYVEXOWN DC    CL1' '              ID OF OTHER TAPE MGR

DYVBLKID DC    CL8' '              BLOCK ID - CARTRIDGE TAPE POSITION

DYVBLKPR DC    PL2'0'              CARTRIDGE PHYSICAL REFERENCE

DYVBLKLR DC    PL5'0'              CARTRIDGE LOGICAL REFERENCE

DYNVBRLN EQU   *-DYNVBREC    LENGTH TAPE ENTRY SEGMENT

DYNCOMLN EQU   *-DYNSTAMP    LENGTH BASIC DYNINFO

         DC    (6709-DYNCOMLN)X'00'     ROOM FOR MORE VBRS

DYNINFLN EQU   *-DYNSTAMP    TOTAL LENGTH OF DYNINFO

DYNNVBRS EQU   (6709-DYNCOMLN)/DYNVBRLN+1     NUMBER VBRS FIT

***************************************************************

*        END OF DYNINFO DSECT                                 *

***************************************************************

RXDYNACC
RXDYNACC is a callable REXX/EXEC2 function which will perform DYNACC catalog calls. Parameters are passed to the
function using variable names defined in the DYNINFOA control section. The parameters which may be defined before
invoking RXDYNACC are:

DYNSTAMP
DYNINFO header
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DYNRQID
DYNINFO release identifier

DYNRQLEN
DYNINFO request length

DYNRQCD
DYNINFO request code

DYNRQDSN
DYNINFO data set name

DYNRQPSW
DYNINFO catalog or data set password

DYNRQVER
DYNINFO data set version number

DYNRQGEN
DYNINFO data set generation number

DYNRGGDG
DYNINFO data set generation group ID

DYNRQVOL
DYNINFO volume serial number

DYNRQFSQ
DYNINFO volume sequence number

DYNRQDVC
DYNINFO device class

DYNCBUFN
DYNINFO number of catalog buffers

DYNCATNM
DYNINFO catalog ddname

DYNEROPT
DYNINFO error option

DYNDIAG
Special variable for collecting diagnostic traces of RXDYNACC execution.

NOTE
All variables (except DYNDIAG) were previously described in this article. Allowable DYNDIAG values
are YES and NO (if omitted, NO is the default).

The only field which must be specified is DYNRQCD. DYNRQCD defines the type of catalog call to be performed. The
following examples display how a variable is assigned and how the function is called.

Examples:

REXX:    DYNRQCD = 'CC'

         CALL RXDYNACC

EXEC2:   &DYNRQCD. = CC

         &COMMAND. RXDYNACC

RXDYNACC will be loaded as a nucleus extension with attributes SERVICE and ENDCMD. At the end of the command
the RXDYNACC nucleus extension will be dropped. Variables passed to RXDYNACC are fetched using the EXECCOMM
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interface. Variables which are returned by RXDYNACC are set using the EXECCOMM interface. The returned variables
are those named in the DYNINFOA control section. The variables returned are dependent upon the type of call. As an
example, records described by the DYNDBREC (the data set base record segment) will not be set after a 'CC' or 'VC' type
call. The following examples display how a particular field would be displayed after a call to RXDYNACC:

Examples:

REXX:    DYNRQCD = 'GD'

         DYNRQDSN = 'PAY'

         CALL RXDYNACC

         SAY 'DSN = ' DYNDSN

EXEC2:   &DYNRQCD. = GD

         &DYNRQDSN. = PAY

         &COMMAND. RXDYNACC

         &TYPE. DSN = &DYNDSN.

In instances where multiple records of the same type are returned (it is possible to have multiple vault control record
segments, DYNCVREC, and multiple volume record segments, DYNVBREC, returned by RXDYNACC), RXDYNACC will
set compound variable names for the field names. If a particular RXDYNACC call resulted in 2 volumes being returned,
then the following variables would be defined upon return:

DYVVOL
The volser of the first volume

DYVVOL.0
The number of volumes returned

DYVVOL.1
The volser of the first volume (same as DYVVOL)

DYVVOL.2
The volser of the second volume

The compound variable names will be defined for all fields defined within the DYNVBREC or DYNCVREC as in the above
example. Fields defined in the DYNINFOA control section, with the assembler mnemonic 'EQU *', will not be defined by
RXDYNACC.

RXDYNACC always returns a code of 0. The actual DYNACC return code (as previously described) is set in a special
variable named DYNACCRC. Besides the DYNACC return codes there are additional return codes set by RXDYNACC.
These are as follows:

DYNACCRC Return Codes:

901
CMS DMSFREE/DMSFRET call error

902
CMS NUCEXT call error

903
Internal NUCX logical error

904
CMS EXECCOMM error (required variable not defined or not invoked from proper environment)

905
CMS ESTATE error (attempting to load nucleus extension)
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906
CMS RDBUF error (attempting to load nucleus extension)

907
System Adapter not available

When RXDYNACC is invoked the CADYNAMT TXTLIB and CAILIB TXTLIB must currently be accessible and GLOBALed.
In addition, the Dynam/T catalog must be LINKed and ACCESSed, and the appropriate FILEDEF for CAICATL must
be defined. This may be done by executing the DYNLINK EXEC. To properly release all storage, the last call issued to
RXDYNACC must have a DYNRQCD of 'RC'.

RXCAPACK and RXCAUNPK
Certain fields of the DYNINFOA control section are defined as packed decimal fields. These fields are not displayable
using the REXX SAY function of the EXEC2 &TYPE. or &PRINT. function. Two additional REXX/EXEC2 functions are
provided for the conversion of packed decimal data: RXCAPACK and RXCAUNPK.

RXCAPACK
RXCAPACK is a callable REXX/EXEC2 function which will convert character data to packed decimal format. RXCAPACK
will be loaded as a nucleus extension with attributes SERVICE and ENDCMD. At the end of the command the
RXCAPACK nucleus extension will be dropped. Variables passed to RXCAPACK are fetched using the EXECCOMM
interface. Variables that are returned by RXCAPACK are set using the EXECCOMM interface. The variable names are as
follows:

PACKNAME
The NAME of the field to be converted. Any variable name up to 16 characters in length may be specified.

PACKLEN
The length of the requested output. This field must be a numeric value between 1 and 16.

PACKDAIG
May be specified as YES or NO to request diagnostic traces of RXCAPACK execution.

PACKDATA
The converted data returned by RXCAPACK

PACKRC
The return code set by RXCAPACK as follows.

PACKRC Return Codes:

0
No errors

901
CMS DMSFREE/DMSFRET call error

902
CMS NUCEXT call error

903
Internal NUCX logical error

904
CMS EXECCOMM error (required variable not defined or not invoked from proper environment)

905
CMS ESTATE error (attempting to load nucleus extension)
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906
CMS RDBUF error (attempting to load nucleus extension)

907
System Adapter not available

Examples:

The following examples display the use of RXCAPACK to convert a field from character to packed decimal:

REXX:    INDATA  =  8000

         PACKNAME = 'INDATA'

         PACKLEN = 4

         CALL RXCAPACK

         DYNRQLEN = PACKDATA

EXEC2:   &INDATA. = 8000

         &PACKNAME. = INDATA

         &PACKLEN. = 4

         &COMMAND. RXCAPACK

         &DYNRQLEN. = &PACKDATA.

Note that the PACKNAME is assigned the NAME of the field to be converted and not its value.

RXCAUNPK
RXCAUNPK is a callable REXX/EXEC2 function which will convert packed decimal data to character format. RXCAUNPK
will be loaded as a nucleus extension with attributes SERVICE and ENDCMD. At the end of the command the
RXCAUNPK nucleus extension will be dropped. Variables passed to RXCAUNPK are fetched using the EXECCOMM
interface. Variables returned by RXCAUNPK are set using the EXECCOMM interface. The variable names are as follows:

UNPKNAME
The NAME of the field to be converted. Any variable name up to 16 characters in length may be specified.

UNPKLEN
The length of the requested output. This field must be a numeric value between 1 and 16.

UNPKDAIG
May be specified as YES or NO to request diagnostic traces of RXCAUNPK execution.

UNPKDATA
The converted data returned by RXCAUNPK.

UNPKRC
The return code set by RXCAUNPK as follows.

UNPKRC Return Codes:

0
no errors

901
CMS DMSFREE/DMSFRET call error

902
CMS NUCEXT call error

903
Internal NUCX logical error
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904
CMS EXECCOMM error (required variable not defined or not invoked from proper environment)

905
CMS ESTATE error (attempting to load nucleus extension)

906
CMS RDBUF error (attempting to load nucleus extension)

907
System Adapter not available

Examples:

The following examples display the use of RXCAUNPK to convert a field from character to packed decimal:

REXX:    UNPKNAME = 'INDATA'

         UNPKLEN = 4

         CALL RXCAUNPK

         OUTDATA = UNPKDATA

EXEC2:   &UNPKNAME. = INDATA

         &UNPKLEN. = 4

         &COMMAND. RXCAUNPK

         &OUTDATA. = &UNPKDATA.

Note that the UNPKNAME is assigned the NAME of the field to be converted and not its value.

Both RXCAPACK and RXCAUNPK are generalized functions that do not require the presence of Dynam/T. The only
time that the system adapter be required is if the diagnostic trace option (PACKDIAG = 'YES' or UNPKDIAG = 'YES') is
specified.

Due to REXX interpretive execution and linkage overhead, the DYNACC REXX interface should not be used to run
repetitive, exhaustive reports which scan the entire Dynam/T catalog. For such reports the assembler DYNACC interface
should be used.

Sample EXECs that use the RXDYNACC Interface

/* THE FOLLOWING USES THE DYNACC REXX INTERFACE TO PERFORM   */

/* A SIMILAR FUNCTION TO THE DYNCAT STATUS COMMAND           */

   ADDRESS "" "GLOBAL TXTLIB CADYNAMT CAILIB"

   ADDRESS "" "EXEC DYNLINK"

/* INITIALIZE VARIABLES BEFORE CALL TO DYNACC REXX INTERFACE */

   DYNDIAG='NO'

   DYNRQCD = 'CC'

   CALL RXDYNACC

   IF DYNACCRC = 0 THEN DO

        SAY 'CAICATL:    VOLUME =' DYCVOL

        SAY 'OWNERID            =' DYCOWNID

/* CONVERT PACKED DATA FIELDS OF DYNINFOA USING RXCAUNPK     */

/* INITIALIZE VARIABLES BEFORE CALL TO RXCAUNPK              */

        UNPKNAME = 'DYCNDBRS'

        UNPKLEN = 6

        CALL RXCAUNPK

        SAY 'NUMBER OF DATASETS =' UNPKDATA

        UNPKNAME = 'DYCNVBRS'
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        UNPKLEN = 6

        CALL RXCAUNPK

        SAY 'NUMBER OF VOLUMES  =' UNPKDATA

        UNPKNAME = 'DYCNSKRS'

        UNPKLEN = 6

        CALL RXCAUNPK

        SAY 'NUMBER OF SORT KEYS=' UNPKDATA

        UNPKNAME = 'DYCNBYTS'

        UNPKLEN = 7

        CALL RXCAUNPK

        NBYTES = UNPKDATA

        UNPKNAME = 'DYCFSREM'

        UNPKLEN = 7

        CALL RXCAUNPK

        NFREE  = UNPKDATA

        SAY 'NUMBER OF BYTES    = ' NBYTES  ' NUMBER FREE =' NFREE

        SAY 'LAST BACKED UP ON   ' DYCBDAT ' BY ' DYCBJOB ' ON ' DYCBSYS

   END

/* MAKE SURE WE PERFORM A RESET FUNCTION TO FREE ALL STORAGE */

   DYNRQCD = 'RC'

   CALL RXDYNACC

/* THE FOLLOWING USES THE DYNACC REXX INTERFACE TO PERFORM   */

/* A GENERIC DSN LOOKUP FOR ALL DATASETS WITH PREFIX 'JOE.'  */

   ADDRESS "" "GLOBAL TXTLIB CADYNAMT CAILIB"

   ADDRESS "" "EXEC DYNLINK"

/* INITIALIZE VARIABLES BEFORE CALL TO DYNACC REXX INTERFACE */

   DYNDIAG='NO'

   DYNRQCD = 'GD'

   DYNRQDSN = 'JOE.'

   DYNACCRC = 0

   DO  WHILE DYNACCRC < 16

       CALL RXDYNACC

       IF   LEFT(DYNRQDSN,4) NOT = 'JOE.'

            THEN EXIT

       ELSE DO

            SAY 'DSN=' DYNDSN 'NUM OF VOLS=' DYVVOL.0

            DO  I = 1 TO DYVVOL.0 BY 1

                SAY 'VOLUME=' DYVVOL.I

            END

       END

   END

   DYNRQCD = 'RC'

   CALL RXDYNACC

Troubleshooting
This section contains information about:

• Identifying and resolving problems
• Contacting Broadcom Support
• Receiving a new version of a product and ongoing maintenance
• Requesting product enhancements
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Diagnostic Procedures

Refer to the flowchart below for a summary of the procedures you should follow if you have a problem with a Broadcom
software product. Each of these procedures is detailed on the following pages.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data

In the table below, refer to the letter (A-E) you selected in STEP 1 of the Troubleshooting Checklist and use the listed
utilities and procedures to gather as much diagnostic information as possible.

A. Installation with Activator
Refer to the Activator Reference Guide.

B. User-initiated functions
Check the user and service machine console logs, and the applicable CADYNAMT USERPROF, CADYNAMT
SYSPROF, catalog entries and CP directory entry for the affected user ID.

C. System or Operator functions
Check the service machine console logs, the CADYNAMT SYSPROF, and the CP directory entry for service
machine. If the problem is applicable to a specific user ID, the information for user-initiated functions should be
investigated. If the problem is with a specific command, reissue the command with the DIAG option. If the problem
is with the DOS interface, issue the operator DT TRACE command.

D. Dynam/T Abends
Check the Taskman generated dump, the CMS tape dump of the service machine's A-disk, and the information
mentioned for System or Operator functions.

E. Dynam/T catalog errors
Check the console logs of function performed, and the DYNCAT backups of the Dynam/T catalog and the audit
file. If it is not possible to obtain DYNCAT backups of the system data sets at the time of problem, DDR backups
of these data sets should be obtained (at time of error).

Executing CAISERV

The CAISERV diagnostic facility provided on all VM product installation tapes simplifies problem reporting. It produces a
Problem Report Form (PRF) for you to fill out and send in with all problem documentation.

CAISERV also produces a short report on every Broadcom VM product you have installed in-house. This information
should be readily available when you call Broadcom's Technical Services Group and should be sent to aid Broadcom's
programming support staff to help solve your problem.

Invoke CAISERV by entering the following command from CMS:

CAISERV

NOTE
CAISERV must be executed from the CMS user ID (CAIMAINT) that contains the TEST and PRODUCTION
systems for all of your Dynam/T products.

Product Status Display

When CAISERV completes, it generates a product status report as a CMS file called FILE SYSPRINT. CAISERV
generates a report for every Dynam/T product you have installed in-house. In most instances, this report includes the
product release number, genlevel, and installation options. Once you have this information, you can call Broadcom. This is
a sample Dynam/T report:

CA-DYNAM/T CMS 

VM=3. GENLEVEL=925y423

DYNAM AUDIT=YES AUDNAME=CAIAUDT AUDTMNT=YES BUFSP= BUFNO=4

CATNAME=CAICATL CICS=UPDATE DATE=MMDD DEFTYPE=FI ENQTRY1=1

ENQTRY5=255 ENQWAIT=5 RECOVER=YES SVC1=255
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VM=3. GENLEVEL=925TC23

DYNAMT ACCEPT=YES ALARM=NO ALTER=NO AUDIT=YES AUTCATD=NO

AUTCVER= AUTOCAT=NO AUTOSCR=NO AVRLCK=YES CATCHK=YES

CLSHOOK=CLEXTEST CMSUSER= DENSITY= DTVOL=DYNAMT FLT=YES LBLHOOK=

LOGINFO=YES MODON= MSGHOOK= MULTCPU=YES NOTIFY=YES OPENH=8

OPNHOOK=OPEXTEST OWNCHK=YES OWNID= PROHIBT=NO PROTECT=NO

REELSIZ= REPORT=NEW RERUN=NO RETAIN= REUSE=NO RPLHOOK=

SECURE=NO SID= STOP=NO TESTJOB=$TEST TLMS=NO UID= VAULT=A

VOLSER=ANY WORKRET=2

Interpreting Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events prior to the error condition?
2. What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new version of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new version of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives, and so forth) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

Accessing the Online Customer Support System

support.broadcom.com is an online product support and service system available on the Internet from Broadcom. It
contains an extensive Knowledge Base that allows you to retrieve many types of product-related information with a single
search. SupportConnect provides full product downloads and also allows you to submit enhancement ideas for your
licensed products.

The best features of Broadcom's prior online support systems are fully integrated into SupportConnect. These include:

• Solution downloads
• Technical Support issue management
• License key downloads
• Virus signature downloads
• Product-specific FAQs
• Product documentation downloads
• Newsgroup open forums
• E-News newsletters

Requirements for Using Broadcom Support

With a current release of a browser and without logging in, you have access to a considerable amount of information
on the website. This includes access to FAQs, published solutions (for channel products only), compatibilities, virus
signatures, news, Broadcom communities information, and support services, and to perform general Knowledge Base
searches.

For full access to all the services related to your licensed products, including published solutions, license keys,
newsgroups, Hyper Subscriptions, product and documentation downloads, issue management, and feature requests,
you must log in. These areas require that you are a registered SupportConnect user. You can convert your Webtrack or
eSupport login and password to a SupportConnect account; just click on Convert Existing Account when you first access
SupportConnect.
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Contacting Broadcom Support

For further technical assistance with this product, Customer Support is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. You
can obtain a complete list of Broadcom locations and phone numbers by product through SupportConnect at the Support
Services link.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the following information ready before contacting Broadcom
Support:

• All the diagnostic information described in "Collecting Diagnostic Data."
• Product name, version number, operating system and genlevel.
• Product name and version number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Release level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem. Use the following to determine the

severity of the problem:
• a "system down" or inoperative condition
• a suspected high-impact condition associated with the product
• a question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product
• a question concerning general product utilization or implementation

Product Releases and Maintenance

New users of Dynam/T are provided with a distribution tape containing the current release of the system. Customers are
requested to operate only under currently supported releases of Dynam/T.

Customers with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing Dynam/T maintenance. When a new release of
the system is available, a notice is sent to all current Dynam/T customers.

Requesting Enhancements

Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
You can use either of two methods to request enhancements:

• Contact your Account Manager who will initiate the request for you.
• Enter your request through our website at http:/support.broadcom.com, the Broadcom web-based, interactive support

system.

Dynam/T Catalog DASD Requirements
Dynam/T requires permanent disk space for the catalog files. If Dynam/T audit trail support is to be used, disk space must
also be allocated to the audit data set.

NOTE
The audit data setshould be located on a separate physical disk than the catalog in case of a hardware failure.

Use the worksheet in this article to estimate the size of the Dynam/T system data sets.

Calculating Catalog Data Set Sizes
Enter the approximate values as indicated on each line and perform the calculations below:

Number of data sets (tape and disk) to be controlled = _______ =A
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Number of tape volumes to be controlled = _______ =B

Total number of generations of all controlled data sets = _______ =C

Number of sort key records to be defined = _______ =D

Substitute estimated values for A, B, C and D in the following equation for the Dynam/T catalog:

(A / 1.2) + (B / 5) + (C / 2) + (D / 16) + 100 = ______ = NBLKS

'NBLKS' is the total number of control intervals, or blocks, which the CAICATL catalog will require, if the default control
interval length is used (1024 for Dynam/T). The respective control interval sizes were chosen to minimize the number of I/
O operations necessary when updating the catalog, keep data transfer time to a minimum and best utilize disk storage. If
desired, this value can be modified by the user by specifying a CISIZE parameter on the DYNCAT INITIAL or RESTORE
functions when a new catalog is created (Dynam/T only). The several record types stored in the catalog are variable-
length records ranging in size from 56 to 288 bytes. Each block may contain various types of records. For CKD-type disk
devices, the track capacity of each device in blocks is as follows:

Disk Device NBLKS/TRACK (CI=1024)
2314 6
3330 11
3340 7
3350 15
3375 25
3380 31
3390 31
9345 31

Substitute the appropriate track capacity and the calculated number of control intervals (BLOCKS) in the following
equation to determine the required catalog size.

(NBLKS) / (TRK-CAP) = NUMBER OF TRACKS REQUIRED

For FBA disk devices, the calculation is simpler. FBA devices use physical blocks of an arbitrary length of 512 bytes. To
determine the number of blocks required for the catalog on FBA devices substitute NBLKS in the following equation:

(NBLKS) * 2 = NUMBER OF FBA BLOCKS REQUIRED

When the catalog or audit data sets are to reside on an FBA device, a minimum allocation of 500 blocks is required.

Because the catalog structure is indexed and self-reorganizing, there is no penalty for overallocating. Too small a
catalog may result in jobs or tasks being canceled if it becomes full. Too large a catalog may always be reduced in size if
necessary.

When initializing the catalog, enter an accurate estimate of the numbers of data sets, volumes, and sort keys on the
DYNCAT INITIAL, or RESTORE REORG command to allow the correct amount of index area to be reserved. Once the
catalog has been backed up, these values will be maintained in the control record and need not be specified on later
RESTORE REORG runs.

For a new user, the following table may be used as a rough guide to the size of the catalog initially. As the number of data
sets and volumes under the control of the system increases, the catalog will have to be enlarged.
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Estimated DASD Requirements For New Users

The estimates given below represent an average installation with a fairly even mix of data set types. The best way to
estimate an appropriate size for the catalog is to review the report produced by the STATUS command of DYNCAT
periodically and adjust the size of the catalog accordingly.

DASD Type Requirement

2314 CKD 8 cylinders

3310 FBA 1760 blocks

3330 CKD 5 cylinders

3340 CKD 11 cylinders

3350 CKD 3 cylinders

3370 FBA 1760 blocks

3375 CKD 4 cylinders

3380 CKD 3 cylinders

3390 CKD 3 cylinders

9345 CKD 3 cylinders

9332 FBA 1760 blocks

9335 FBA 1760 blocks

9336 FBA 1760 blocks

Calculating the Audit Data Set Size
If Dynam/T audit trail support is generated, Dynam/T requires the allocation of permanent DASD space for the audit data
set. The size of the audit data set is entirely dependent upon the characteristics of the particular installation. The mix of
jobs, number of tapes and data sets processed daily, number and nature of manual updates, and length of time between
backups of the audit data set all affect the size of the audit data set. The best method of determining an appropriate
allocation is to establish an area the size of the catalog data set for the audit data set, then review the file status reports
produced whenever the backup is performed for a representative period. This information may then be used to determine
the actual space required.

Placement of the Catalog and Audit Data Sets
The catalog and audit data sets are highly active system files which will be accessed whenever a data set is opened
or closed. The activity to these files is of the same order as the activity to the other system files. Performance will be
optimized if the catalog and audit data sets are placed on the fastest DASD devices available (fixed-head if possible) on
separate devices. Placement on a DASD device with other highly active files, especially files used by a teleprocessing
system, is discouraged. The amount of I/O required during OPEN/CLOSE processing is not great, but when running the
batch utilities (scratch function, reporting functions) significant degradation may occur.

NOTE
The Dynam/T Catalog and Audit data sets should be placed on different physical disks. If a hardware error
should occur, the Audit data set can then be used to recover.
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Catalog and Audit Data Set Extent Information
The Dynam/T catalog data set is referred to by the ddname 'CAICATL', while the Dynam/T audit data set (if used) is
referred to by the ddname 'CAIAUDT'. These data sets must be accessible as necessary on an attached disk, or minidisk,
and the appropriate FILEDEFs must be issued in CMS before any catalog access can occur.

When the catalog or audit data sets are to reside on an FBA device, the beginning block number (PBN) for each extent
must be evenly divisible by eight.

The locations of the catalog and audit data sets are saved when they are accessed for the first time following
Dynam/T initialization to provide for faster access. This information is preserved in a CMS FILEDEF control block,
(ddname=CASASAVC), and its presence indicates whether or not catalog management initialization is required. Only one
file of each type may be used in a particular system, and it must not be moved except through the use of the appropriate
DYNCAT, and AUDTUTIL functions. The Dynam/T system must be reinitialized to reflect the new catalog locations. Any
CMS user who utilizes any catalog management utility program must clear all CMS FILEDEFs (or re-IPL CMS) in order to
terminate accesses to the 'old' catalogs. When catalog management initialization is reinvoked for the 'new' catalogs, the
necessary new information will be saved for subsequent use in a new CMSCB CMS control block.
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Using
 Dynam/T is a comprehensive tape library management system and a very powerful tool for the operation and control
of your data processing facility. Tape drive allocation and usage is governed by Dynam/T as a result of user commands
and attempts to process a tape data set or tape volume. Consequently, whenever either an input or output tape is
required, the VM operator simply needs to mount the requested tape on any available tape drive. Dynam/T locates the
tape and attaches the tape drive to the user who required the specified tape. When processing of the tape data set is
complete, Dynam/T releases the tape drive, thus making the drive available again to any user.

There are two ways to execute Dynam/T: by going through a menu system and selecting tasks and options or by
entering Dynam/T commands and specifying the options you want.

You can use the menu system with or without II. Both ways eventually bring you to the Dynam/T Primary Menu from which
you can access your tape library, perform tape processing tasks, and set up your own user profile.

This section details each of the Dynam/T functions that are available to the general user, the Dynam/T user profile, and
the commands that are available to general users.

 

 

Starting Dynam/T As a User
Before accessing the Dynam/T online screens, check with your system administrator for proper authorization.

To start the online Dynam/T screens, type CADYNAMT and press ENTER. The Primary Menu (DYNT-0000) is displayed.

To begin an II session, type CAI. The screen displays a menu of all the Broadcom products on your system. Products
which have been installed and are available will be preceded by a number. Products which have not been installed, and
are not available are marked as 'Unavailable'. Select Dynam/T from the menu and press ENTER. The Dynam/T Primary
Menu, DYNT-0000, is displayed.

 DYNT-0000                Primary Menu                              CA Dynam/T

 ===>

Enter the number of your selection and press the ENTER key:

1 User Tape Library

2 Tape Processing

3 Administration

4 Operations

PF1=Help        2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=            8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

1. User Tape Library
This selection displays your tape library. From the Tape Library screen you can request details on a tape, or you can
mount or scratch a tape.

2. Tape Processing
The Tape Processing selection lets you mount a tape, process a tape data set, and request a status display of a tape
or tape drive.

3. Administration
The Administration selection lets the system administrator create and maintain the Dynam/T system profile, and allows
the user to create and maintain a user profile. Only authorized users can access a system profile. The system profile is
discussed in detail in The Dynam/T System Profile.
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4. Operations
The Operations selection is used by the system operator to perform all of the Dynam/T operator functions. Only
authorized users can access the operator functions. This menu item is discussed in detail in Operators.

Tailoring Your User Profile
Designing a user profile is one of the first tasks you will want to address when using Dynam/T for the first time. After you
have set up your user profile, you can always go back into it and make changes where necessary.

A Dynam/T user profile lets you select options to determine how Dynam/T will function while processing your information.
You can set processing options which are applicable only to your own CMS environment. The options available to you are
described on the following pages.

To create or modify your user profile, select the Administration option from the Dynam/T Primary Menu. The
Administration Menu is displayed:

 DYNT-3000          Administration Function Selection               CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Enter the number of your selection and press the ENTER key:

1 User Profile Maintenance

2 System Profile Display

PF1=Help        2=           3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=            8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

Select User Profile Maintenance to view your Dynam/T user profile. This screen is displayed:

 DYNT-3100                 User Profile Maintenance                 CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 User profile filemode: __

 Service: ________ VM/SP userid of CA-DYNAM/T service machine

 Autodet: __       Enter 1 to detach identical virtual address

 Imsg:    __       Enter 1 to display informational messages

 Omsg:    __       Enter 1 to display operational messages

 Writesl: __       Enter 1 to write standard labels

 ACS  :   __       Enter 1 to allow use of ACS drives

 LMS  :   __       Enter 1 to allow use of LMS drives

 Enter CP LINK commands below:

 Options:   1 Add    2 Delete

 Opt    Userid    Vaddr1  Vaddr2  Mode  Password

 ---  ----------  ------  ------  ----  --------

  _   USER1        201     201     RR   SECRET

 PF1=Help       2=Save       3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward   8=Forward    9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor
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Setting The User Profile Filemode

The User Profile Filemode field allows you to specify the disk on which to store your user profile (CADYNAMT
USERPROF). Specify the access letter of the desired disk. If this field is left blank, Dynam/T searches all disks which are
accessed for a CADYNAMT USERPROF file. If the file is not found, Dynam/T will store your new profile on the first read/
write disk accessed (usually your A-disk).

Specifying The Service Machine

The Service field allows you to specify the VM userid of the Dynam/T service machine. This is the userid of the virtual
machine in which Dynam/T is active. The default is DYNAMCMS. Check with the system administrator or Dynam/T
operator at your site to determine the name of the Dynam/T service machine.

Setting Options

The next six options may be enabled by entering a '1' next to it. Space over the '1', or leave the field blank, to disable the
option.

The Autodet option indicates how Dynam/T will process a request to attach a tape device with a virtual device address
that is the same as an existing tape device address. If enabled, Dynam/T will detach the existing tape device before
processing the OPEN request. Since the detach is performed by the service machine, the mounted tape volume is not
unloaded by the DETACH command. If AUTODET is disabled, the OPEN request is terminated with an appropriate error
message and return code. The default is disabled.

If enabled, the Imsg option indicates that informational messages about the request being processed are to be sent to the
requesting user's virtual machine. If disabled, only error messages are sent to the user's console. Disabled is the default.

If enabled, the Omsg option indicates that operational messages concerning requests issued by this userid are to be sent
to the user's console, as well as to the tape operator. This allows a user to follow the status of a request throughout its
processing. Disabled is the default.

The Writesl option specifies the default value for the WRITESL option (to write standard labels) of the DYNOPEN
command. If tapes are normally processed as unlabeled, (that is, a CMS standard label OPEN is not performed), this
option may be used to convert tape data sets to standard labeled files without having to specify WRITESL on every
DYNOPEN command. Disabled is the default.

The ACS option indicates that DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests can be satisfied by a STK Automated Cartridge
Subsystem drive.

The LMS option indicates that DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests can be satisfied by a Memorex Library Management
System drive.

CP LINK Commands

The CP LINK commands specified in the profile are executed when you begin a new Dynam/T session. These
commands allow you to indicate the disks to access automatically upon logging on.

To add a CP LINK command, type a '1' in the Opt column of the CP LINK command area. This creates a new entry line.
Enter the minidisk userid, virtual addresses, access mode and password, if any, on this line. Press ENTER when you are
done.

To delete a CP LINK command, type a '2' in the Opt column next to the command and press ENTER.

Saving Changes

If you have made changes to your user profile, be sure to save the new profile. You can save your user profile by pressing
PF2 or by entering SAVE on the command line.
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If you don't want to save the changes you have made, simply press PF3 or PF4 to exit from the User Profile Maintenance
screen.

Accessing Your Tape Library
The User Tape Library option of the Primary Menu gives you access to your tape library. It is worth noting at this point that
a tape library is made up of tapes which contain files that are grouped into logical units called data sets. Data sets are
made up of one or more files and may extend across several tape volumes. A tape volume is one physical tape. You can
have multiple tape volumes in one data set. This may help your understanding of how your tape library functions.

From the Tape Library screen, you can do the following:

• request details on a tape - At this point, in addition to viewing details on a tape, you may select one of these options:
– add a data set
– mount a tape
– scratch a data set

• mount a tape
• scratch a tape

The Tape Library screen lists information for each of the volumes in your tape library. The list can be sorted and scrolled
using the PF keys indicated at the bottom of the screen. PF10 sorts the list by creation date and PF9 sorts the list by
volume serial number (VOLSER).

The following screen is displayed when you select the User Tape Library option from the Dynam/T Primary Menu:

 DYNT-1000                        Tape Library                      CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Options:   1 Detail    2 Mount     3 Scratch

Opt Volser  Owner    Created   Expires    Description

 --- ------ -------- --------  --------  -------------------------------------

  _  JB0001 STEVEB   11/12/03  12/31/04  DYNAM/D 193 C-disk Backup

  _  JB0021 STEVEB    9/30/03  12/31/04  5.2 OS Adapter Listings

  _  JB0051 STEVEB    5/20/03  12/31/04  Various and Sundry Things

.cp10

Viewing Tape Information

At the Tape Library screen, if you want to see more details on a particular tape, type a 1 in the option column (Opt) next to
the desired tape and press PF2. This will display the Tape Volume Information screen (DYNT-1100):

 DYNT-1100                  Tape Volume Information                 CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Volser: JB0051      Owner: STEVEB       Density: 1600

 Creation    Date: 30 May 2002    Time: 12:00         Drive: 590

 Last Access Date: 30 May 2003    Time: 12:00         Drive: 491

 Expiration  Date: 31 Dec 2004

Options:   1 Add line   2 Mount   3 Scratch

Opt   File   Created   Expires    Data Set Name Suffix

 ---   ----   --------  --------  --------------------------------------------

  _    0001   05/30/03  12/31/04  FILE.001

               A-Disk backup. TAPE DUMP format.

_    0002   05/30/90  12/31/99  FILE.002

               B-Disk backup. TAPE DUMP format.
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PF1=Help        2=Execute    3=End        4=Return     5=Refresh    6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward    8=Forward    9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

This screen shows the density of the tape, the last access date, and the files that are on the tape. From this screen you
can add a data set, mount a tape, or scratch a data set.

Adding A Data Set

You can add a data set to the volume by typing a 1 in the Opt column next to the last data set on the tape and pressing
PF2. You can only add an entry at the end of the list of data sets.

Scratching A Data Set

You can scratch a data set from the Tape Volume Information screen. To do this, type a '3' in the Opt column of the data
set to be scratched and press PF2.

Usage Notes:

• Options 1 and 3 of the Tape Volume Information screen invoke the DYNTAPE Command.
• Option 2 of the Tape Volume Information screen invokes the DYNMOUNT Command - Users.

Mounting A Tape

You can mount a tape from either the Tape Library screen (DYNT-1000) or the Tape Volume Information screen
(DYNT-1100). From either screen, type a 2 in the Opt column next to the tape to be mounted and press PF2.

Scratching A Tape

You can scratch a tape from the Tape Library screen (DYNT-1000). Type a 3 in the Opt column of the tape volume to be
scratched and press PF2. This prompt appears to confirm the scratch:

 DYNT-1300                       Scratch Tape                       CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 Press PF2 to scratch tape "JB0051" or PF3 to Cancel.

           Volser: JB0051

Owner: STEVEB

Creation Date: 30 May 2003           Expiration Date: 31 Dec 2004

Description:

PF1=Help       2=Scratch     3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=           8=            9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

Press PF2 to scratch the specified tape, or press PF3 to cancel the scratch and return to the previous screen.

The Scratch Tape screen invokes the DYNTAPE command. For more information, see DYNTAPE Command.

Performing Tape Processing
The Tape Processing option of the Dynam/T Primary Menu is used to process tape volumes or data sets, and to request a
volume or tape drive status display. Select option 2 from the Primary Menu to display the following menu:

 DYNT-2000             Tape Processing Function Selection           CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Enter the number of your selection and press the ENTER key:

1 Process a Tape Volume
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2 Process a Tape Data Set

3 Display Request Status

4 Display Tape Drive Status

From the Tape Processing Function Selection screen, you can do the following:

• process a tape volume
• process a tape data set
• display the status of a request - From here you can view even further details of a request or cancel a request.
• display the status of tape drives

These tasks allow you to mount or detach your tape volumes, and to open or close your tape data sets. With these tasks
you can also view the status of your mount and open requests, and check the status of the tape drives. These tasks are
described on the following pages.

Processing A Tape Volume

To request processing of a tape volume, select the Process A Tape Volume option (1) from the Tape Processing Menu
(DYNT-2000). The Tape Volume Request Processing screen is displayed:

 DYNT-2100                Tape Volume Request Processing            CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

                                              Required fields are highlighted.

 Volser: ________    Volume serial number or SCRATCH.

 Device: ____        vdev (180-187 or 288-28F) or TAP0-TAPF.

 In/Out: ________    Type of processing. Enter INPUT or OUTPUT

                     Default is OUTPUT for SCRATCH & INPUT for others.

Expire: ___________ Expiration date for SCRATCH tape.

 DSN:    ____________________________________________  Data Set Name.

Wait:   __          Time to wait for service. Blank or 0 = NOWait.

 Queue:  _           1 Queue the request for later processing.

NOACS:   _           1 do not use STK ACS drive for mount.

NOLMS:   _           1 do not use Memorex LMS drive for mount.

Action: _           1 Cancel

                     2 Mount

                     3 Detach

PF1=Help        2=Execute    3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=            8=           9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

"Process a tape volume" can mean setting up a tape for input (read-only) or output (read/write) and then having it
mounted, or it can simply mean detaching a tape that is already mounted. In either case, you must first identify the tape
you want processed and enter other information that the system needs so that it can handle your request.

Entering Your Request

Each of the fields displayed on the screen are described below. If a value is not specified, the system default for that field
is assumed.

Volser
is the volume serial number. Specify SCRATCH for a scratch tape.

Device
specifies the address of the device on which the request is to be processed.
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In/Out
indicates input or output processing.

Expire
is the expiration date for a scratch tape.

DSN
is the data set name. This can be up to 44 characters long.

Wait
specifies the time (in minutes) to wait for service.

Queue
indicates whether you want to queue your request for later processing (1) or attempt to process the request
immediately (0). If omitted, the system functions according to how it was generated.

Cancelling A Request

To cancel the request, enter a 1 in the Action field and press PF2. This causes a DYNCANCL command to be issued. For
more information, see DYNCANCL Command - Users.

Mounting A Tape

To mount the tape specified on the Tape Volume Request Processing screen, enter a 2 in the Action field and press PF2.
This causes a DYNMOUNT command to be issued. For more information, see DYNMOUNT Command - Users.

Detaching A Tape

To detach the specified tape device on the Tape Volume Request Processing screen, enter a 3 in the Action field and
press PF2. This causes a DYNCANCL command to be issued.

Processing A Tape Data Set

If you want a data set to be made available for input or output, you would request that it be opened. If you no longer need
the data set, you would request that it be closed. To request that a data set be opened or closed, select the Process a
Tape Data Set option of the Tape Processing Menu (DYNT-2000). This screen is displayed:

 DYNT-2200             Tape Data Set Request Processing             CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

DDNAME: ________       DSN: _________________________________________________

 In/Out: ______         Expiration Date: ___________

Tape Drive Allocation Options:

 VADDR:   ____    Density: ____    Length: __     SYSxxx:  ___   Mount: _

Data set Version Selection Options:

 Version: _____   Volser:  ______  Volseq: _____  Fileseq: _____

Processing Options:

 Blksize: _____   Command: _____      Filedef: _    Foreign: _    Queue: _

 Lrecl:   _____   Step:    ________   Writesl: _    Detach:  _    Wait:  _

 Recfm:   ___     Job:     ________   Catalog: _    Autocat: _    EOV:   _

 NOACS:   ___     1 do not use STK ACS drive for mount.

 NOLMS:   ___     1 do not use Memorex LMS drive for mount.

                       Action: _   1 Cancel

                                   2 Open

                                   3 Close

PF1=Help       2=Execute     3=End        4=Return     5=           6=ComHelp
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 PF7=           8=            9=          10=          11=          12=Cursor

Entering Your Request

Following are descriptions of the fields that may be filled in to clarify your request to process a data set. DDNAME is
required. All other fields are optional.

DDNAME
specifies a one- to eight- character ddname (VSE/MVS) or file name (VM) by which the file is referred to in the
program. The ddname may be alphanumeric, but the first character must be an alphabetic or national character.

General Options

DSN
is the data set name as it exists in the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL). The data set name can be up to 44
characters long.

In/Out
specifies the type of processing to be done, input or output.

Expiration Date
is the expiration date of the file.

Tape Drive Allocation Options

VADDR
is the virtual address of the tape drive.

Density
is the density of the tape. Specify 800, 1600, or 6250. For 3480/3490 cartridges, specify CART or 38K. Densities
for 8809 tape devices are specified as follows:
30

High speed, short gap
50

Low speed, long gap
60

Low speed, short gap
90

High speed, long gap
Additional 3480/3490 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Length

is the required tape length for an output data set. Specify XS, S, MS, M, ML, or L.
SYSxxx

indicates the system or programmer logical unit that is to be associated with the device on which the data set
resides. The logical unit will be assigned to the correct tape device.
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Mount
indicates whether or not normal automatic volume recognition (AVR) processing is to be performed. Enter a '1' to
enable AVR processing, or leave blank to disable AVR.

Data Set Version Selection Options

Version
specifies a particular version of the data set to be accessed. This is used for input processing only.

Volser
indicates the volume serial number of a specific version or volume of a data set with which to begin processing for
input.

Volseq
indicates the volume sequence number (when requesting a specific volume of a multi-volume data set) with which
to begin processing for input.

Fileseq
indicates the file sequence number (when requesting a specific data set of a multi-data set volume).

Processing Options

Blksize
specifies the logical block size of the file. Enter a 1- to 5-digit number in the range 1-32760.

Command
specifies the processing operation to be performed when the data set is closed. Enter any one of the following
commands:
Rew or (RWD)

Rewind the tape to load point
NORew

Do not rewind the tape to load point
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape
Filedef

indicates whether or not FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands are to be issued for this data set. Enter a '1' if you
do not want FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands to be generated.
Note that if WAIT 0 is specified, or if WAIT time expires before the tape volume is mounted, no FILEDEF or
LABELDEF will be created.

Foreign
indicates whether or not the data set being opened is controlled by Dynam/T. A '1' indicates that the data set is
not controlled by Dynam/T and a search of the catalog is bypassed.

Queue
indicates whether or not to queue the processing request. Enter a '1' to queue the request for later processing or
a '2' to bypass request queuing. If omitted, the system functions according to the setting of the AUTOQUE system
option, and the availability of FREE tape drives.

Lrecl
is the logical record length. Enter a 1- to 5-digit number in the range 1-32760.

Step
is the step name to be inserted in the catalog information for this data set. Enter a 1- to 8-character name.
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Writesl
indicates whether or not standard label processing is to be performed at the time the command is issued, instead
of at OPEN/CLOSE. Enter a '1' to enable this option or a '2' to disable it.

Detach
specifies whether or not the tape device is to be automatically detached when closed. Enter a '1' to detach the
tape device or a '2' to keep the device attached.

Wait
is the number of minutes to wait for the tape to be mounted, if it isn't currently mounted.

Recfm
is the record format for the data set. Enter one of the following:
F FBA V VBA U FA FBS VA VBS FB FSA VB VSA FS FSBA VS VSBA

Job
is the job name to be inserted in the catalog information for this data set. Enter a 1- to 8-character name.

Catalog
specifies whether or not the data set is to be marked as closed in the catalog when this request is processed.
Enter a '1' to mark the data set as closed.

Autocat
indicates whether or not to catalog the data set if it is not already cataloged. Enter a '1' to catalog the data set.

EOV
indicates whether or not end-of-volume processing should be simulated. Enter a '1' to enable end-of-volume
processing or a '2' to prevent EOV processing from occurring.

Cancelling The Request

To cancel the request, enter a 1 in the Action field and press PF2. This causes the DYNCANCL command to be issued.
For more information, see DYNCANCL Command - Users.

Opening A Data Set

To open the data set specified on the Tape Data Set Request Processing screen, enter a 2 in the Action field and press
PF2. This causes the DYNOPEN command to be issued. For more information, see DYNOPEN Command - Users.

Closing A Data Set

To close the data set specified on the Tape Data Set Request Processing screen, enter a 3 in the Action field and press
PF2. This causes the DYNCLOSE command to be issued. For more information, see DYNCLOSE Command - Users.

Viewing The Status Of Your Requests

The Display Request Status option of the Tape Processing Menu (DYNT-2000) enables you to see whether your mount or
open request is complete, pending, queued, or reserved. Select option 3 to display this screen:

 DYNT-2300                       Request Status                     CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Options:  1 Detail   2 Cancel

Opt   Type  Status   Time   DDname    Data Set Name

 ---  -----  ------  ------  -------  ----------------------------------------

  _   Mount  Wait    09:10   BACKUP1   A-Disk Dump

  _   Open   Queued  10:23   TEST001   Test Tape

PF1=Help       2=Execute     3=End         4=Return     5=Refresh   6=ComHelp
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 PF7=Backward   8=Forward     9=STime      10=SDdname   11=         12=Cursor

Reading The Screen

Opt

is the Option column. Enter a 1 to see more detail or 2 to cancel the request.

Type

is the type of request.

Status

is the status of the request. Possible status codes are listed below:

Comp
complete

Wait
waiting for a drive to become free or for the specified tape to be mounted.

Queued
on the request queue

Rsrvd
reserved

NOTE
Both "Wait" and "Queued" requests cannot complete until some event occurs. In either case, it is out of
the "user's" control.

Time

is the time the request was issued.

DDname

is the ddname of the data set.

Data Set

Name

is the name of the data set or, if status is Rsrvd, the real address (Raddr).

Cancelling A Request

Type a 2 in the Opt column of the request to be canceled.

Sorting The List

The list of requests can be sorted by time or by ddname.

• Press PF9 to sort by time.
• Press PF10 to sort by ddname.

Viewing Details Of A Mount Request

At the Request Status screen, you can view details of your mount request by typing a 1 in the Opt column of the mount
request and pressing ENTER. This will display the Tape Volume Mount Details screen (DYNT-2310).
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 DYNT-2310                Tape Volume Mount Details                 CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

 Volser: JB0021      Volume serial number or SCRATCH.

DDNAME: ________    DDNAME specified at the DYNMOUNT command.

 DSN:    A-Disk Dump

RADDR   ________    Real tape drive address.

 VADDR   ________    Virtual tape drive address.

 Action: _           1 Cancel

                     2 Detach

PF1=Help        2=Execute    3=End       4=Return      5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=            8=           9=         10=           11=          12=Cursor

Reading The Screen

Volser

is the volume serial number of the tape that is currently mounted.

DDNAME

is the DDNAME that was specified on the DYNMOUNT command.

DSN

is the name of the data set.

RADDR

is the real address of the tape drive.

VADDR

is the virtual address of the tape drive.

Action

is the action column. Enter a 1 to cancel the request or 2 to simply detach the file.

Viewing Details Of An Open Request

At the Request Status screen, you can view the details of your open request by typing a 1 in the Opt column of the open
request and pressing ENTER. This will display the Open Tape Data Set Details screen (DYNT-2320).

 DYNT-2320                Open Tape Data Set Details                CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

DDNAME: TEST1           DSN: Test Tape

 In/Out: OUTPUT          Expiration Date: 87123

Tape Drive Allocation Options:

 VADDR:   181    Density: ____     Length: MS      SYSxxx: ______   Mount: _

Data Set Version Selection Options:

 Version: _____  Volser: ______    Volseq: _____   Fileseq: _____

Processing Options:

 Blksize: _____   Command: _____      Filedef: _    Foreign: _    Queue: _

 Lrecl:   _____   Step:    ________   Writesl: _    Detach:  _    Wait:  _

 Recfm:   ___     Job:     ________   Catalog: _    Autocat: _    EOV:   _

Action: _   1 Cancel
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                                   2 Close

PF1=Help        2=Execute    3=End       4=Return      5=           6=ComHelp

 PF7=            8=           9=         10=           11=          12=Cursor

See the online help for an explanation of the fields on this screen.

Checking Tape Drive Status

You can check whether a tape drive is available, at load point, or offline by selecting option 4 from the Tape Processing
Menu (DYNT-2000). This displays the Tape Drive Status screen (DYNT-2400):

 DYNT-2400                     Tape Drive Status                    CA-Dynam/T

 ===>

Raddr  Volser  User ID  Vaddr  Status    Time Att  Data Set Name

 -----  ------  -------  -----  ------    --------  ---------------------

  580   123456                  LP/F                SYSTEM.DATA

  581           STEVEB   181              12:30:14

  582   654321  DYNAMCMS 181              09:42:40  DYNAM.BACKUP.TAPE

PF1=Help        2=           3=End       4=Return      5=Refresh    6=ComHelp

 PF7=Backward    8=Forward    9=STime    10=SRaddr     11=SUser     12=Cursor

The Tape Drive Status screen causes the DYNSTAT command to be invoked. For more information, see DYNSTAT
Command - Users.

Reading The Screen

Raddr

is the real address of the tape drive.

Volser

is the volume serial number of the tape on the drive.

User ID

is the user ID that requested the tape.

Vaddr

is the virtual address of the tape drive.

Status

is the current status of the tape drive. Possible status codes are listed below:

NOT_RDY

not ready

NOT_AVBL

free, but an error sensing drive, or 7-track device

LP/W

at load point with a write ring

LP/F

at load point, but file protected

NLPW
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not at load point with a write ring

NLPF

not at load point and file protected

OFFLINE

varied offline

BUSY

free, but Dynam/T can't access it

FREE_AVRLOCKed

tape drive is free on this cpu but locked in the lock file

Time Att

is the time the drive was attached.

Data Set Name

is the name of the tape data set.

Sorting The List

This list can be sorted by user ID, real address, or time.

• Press PF11 to sort by user ID.
• Press PF10 to sort by real tape drive address.
• Press PF9 to sort by time.

User Command Reference
This section describes each of the Dynam/T user commands. The last page lists possible return codes for the commands.
For more information about an error, consult the Messages.

The following chart summarizes when to utilize each of the User Commands.

To Use the command
request
MOUNT processing for a tape or data set
OPEN processing for a tape or data set
CLOSE processing and update of catalog

 
DYNMOUNT
DYNOPEN
DYNCLOSE

cancel outstanding OPEN or MOUNT requests DYNCANCL
detach a tape device DYNDET
manipulate a subpool of volumes within the catalog DYNTAPE
obtain label information for an in-use volume in order to build the
corresponding FILEDEFs and LABELDEFs

DYNTAPE

display
the current Dynam/T operator
the current Dynam/T tape operator
the status of your open data sets
a list of your requests waiting to be processed
a list of drives reserved by your userid

 
QUERY OPERATOR
QUERY TAPEOPER
QUERY OPEN
QUERY QUEUE
QUERY RESERVE
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User Profile
The Dynam/T user profile allows the individual CMS user to establish particular Dynam/T processing options, applicable
to the user's own CMS environment. Any number of user profiles may exist, but only the first one detected in the CMS
search order is used. The user profile is a CMS card-image file (RECFM F LRECL 80) and must have a CMS fileid of
'CADYNAMT USERPROF'. Only positions one to 72 are examined, and user profile commands may be specified in any
order.

The following page lists the commands and options that may be specified in the user profile.

SERVICE xxxxxxxx

This option is used to define the VM userid of the Dynam service machine. This is the userid of the virtual machine in
which Dynam/T is active. All requests for tape processing are communicated to the specified virtual machine via the
Virtual Machine Communications Facility (VMCF). The service machine processes the request and communicates the
status back to the requesting machine. The default service machine userid is assumed to be DYNAMCMS if not specified
in a user profile or explicitly specified by the SERVICE option.

SET ACS »ON|OFFº

This option specifies if DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests can be satisfied by an STK 4400 Automatic Cartridge
Subsystem drive. If SET ACS OFF is specified, DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests will only complete if a drive that
is not controlled by ACS is available, and the required tape can be mounted on that drive. If SET ACS ON is specified,
it may be overriden on DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands by specifying the NOACS option. SET ACS ON is the
default.

SET AUTODET  »ON|OFFº

This option specifies how Dynam/T is to process a request to attach a tape device with a virtual device address that is the
same as an existing tape device address. If an open request specifies a virtual address which is already defined in the
virtual machine as a tape device and SET AUTODET OFF is specified, the open request is terminated with an appropriate
error message and return code. If SET AUTODET ON is specified, the existing tape device is detached by the service
machine before processing the open request. Since the detach is performed by the service machine (not the user's virtual
machine), the mounted tape volume (if any) is not unloaded by the DETACH command. SET AUTODET OFF is the
default.

SET IMSG  »ON|OFFº

This option specifies if informational messages are to be issued to the requesting user's virtual console. If SET IMSG ON
is specified, the Dynam/T service machine issues informational messages about the request being processed. If SET
IMSG OFF is specified, only error messages appear on the user's console. SET IMSG OFF is the default.

SET LMS »ON|OFFº

This option specifies if DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests can be satisfied by a Memorex Library Management
Software drive. If SET LMS OFF is specified, DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT requests will only complete if a drive that is not
controlled by LMS is available and the required tape can be mounted on that drive. If SET LMS ON is specified, it may be
overriden on DYNOPEN and DYNMOUNT commands by specifying the NOLMS option. SET LMS ON is the default.

SET OMSG  »ON|OFFº
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This option specifies if messages sent to the tape operator regarding requests issued by this userid are to appear on
the user's virtual console. If SET OMSG ON is specified, all messages issued to the tape operator userid are echoed
to the requesting userid as informational messages. This allows a user to see the status of the request throughout its
processing. SET OMSG OFF is the default.

SET WRITESL  »ON|OFFº

This option specifies the default value for the WRITESL option of the DYNOPEN command. If tapes are normally
processed as unlabeled (that is, a CMS standard label open is not performed), this option may be used to convert tape
data sets to standard labeled files without having to specify WRITESL on every DYNOPEN command. If SET WRITESL
ON is specified, it may be overridden on DYNOPEN commands by specifying the NOWSL option. SET WRITESL OFF is
the default.

CP LINK

This special user profile command is a standard CP LINK command which may be automatically executed when
performing automatic volume recognition (AVR) for a Dynam/D-controlled disk data set. This profile command is specified
in exact CP syntax. Refer to the IBM VM/SP CP General User Command Reference, for full details of command syntax.

Tape Mounting Commands
This section discusses three commands used by Dynam/T users for creating and maintaining tapes. These commands
include:

• DYNOPEN
• DYNMOUNT
• DYNTAPE

There are two different Dynam/T commands that users can issue to access tape volumes. These commands, DYNOPEN
and DYNMOUNT are both used to attach a tape to a userid, but the tapes are maintained in the catalog in very different
ways.

The DYNOPEN command is used to create and request tapes based on data set name. Once a tape is cataloged as
belonging to a data set, any user can access the tape by simply knowing the data set name. Of course, internal and
external security can be implemented to prevent all users from accessing all tapes. For additional information on internal
security, see System Programmers. For additional information on external security, see Administrating.

The DYNMOUNT command is used to create and request tapes from a user's personal tape library. The request is based
on the userid of the requestor issuing the command and the data set name, rather than the data set name only. Dynam/T
differentiates between tapes created via the DYNOPEN and the DYNMOUNT commands. With DYNOPEN only the data
set name is associated with the volser. With DYNMOUNT the userid as well as the data set name is associated with the
volser.

The DYNTAPE command allows the user to report on and manipulate their own personal libraries in the Dynam/T catalog.
Only tapes created by DYNMOUNT can be processed via the DYNTAPE command. Tapes created by DYNOPEN must be
processed by the DYNCAT and DYNT utilities. For additional information on the DYNCAT and DYNT utilities, see Utilities .

Tapes created by DYNOPEN cannot be accessed by the DYNMOUNT command and tapes created by the DYNMOUNT
command cannot be accessed by the DYNOPEN command.

DYNCANCL Command - Users
The DYNCANCL command may be used by the general user to cancel an outstanding tape mount request in the service
machine.
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Command Syntax:

DYNCANCL   | ddname  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

           | options:  [SERvice userid]

           |           [DIAG          ]

           |           [NODET         ]

ddname
is the ddname for which the tape request is outstanding. The specified ddname must exactly match the ddname
specified on the DYNOPEN request which is to be canceled.
When cancelling a DYNMOUNT request, you must specify the volume serial number of the requested volume, or
SCRATCHn, where n is the relative number of your scratch request.

Options:

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

NODET
is used to cancel a completed OPEN or MOUNT request, but leave the tape drive attached to the requesting
userid. If omitted, the tape drive associated with the canceled request is detached from the user.

Example:

DYNCANCL PAYMAST (SERVICE DYNTEST

Usage Notes:

• This command may be issued as a normal CMS command or it may be sent to the service machine using the CP
Special Message Facility (SMSG).

• issued the original DYNOPEN command. A Dynam/T operator can cancel a request issued by another user.
• If the WAIT option was specified in the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command, DYNCANCL may be entered, without

any parameters, to cancel the request currently being processed.

DYNCLOSE Command - Users
The DYNCLOSE command is used to perform close processing and update the catalog and audit trail data sets.

Command Syntax:

DYNCLOSE  |  ddname  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

          |  options:  [tapecmd       ]

          |            [JOB jobname   ]

          |            [STEP stepname ]

          |            [SERvice userid]

          |            [DIAG          ]

          |            [EJECT         ]

ddname
specifies a one to eight character ddname by which the file is referred to in the program. It may consist of
alphanumeric characters, but the first character must be an alphabetic or national character.
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Options:

If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

tapecmd
specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is closed.
Rew

Rewind the tape to load point
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape
Detach

Detach drive from user
NODET

Do not detach drive from user
REL

Release a work tape
JOB jobname

specifies a job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not specified,
a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
specifies a stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a value of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine, and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

EJECT
specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem when volume is dismounted from the drive.
This option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Example:

DYNCLOSE PAYMAST (SERVICE DYNTEST

Usage Note:

The DYNCLOSE user command must be issued from the same virtual machine as the DYNOPEN request. If it is not, an
error message will be displayed.

DYNDET Command - Users
The DYNDET command detaches a tape device from the virtual machine. Only the tape operator may detach a tape
device from another user.
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This command does not unload the tape volume and, consequently, is an extremely convenient method of passing tape
files to another user.

Command Syntax:

        |     {VADDR vdev}

DYNDET  |     {RADDR rdev}  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

        |     {TAPn      }

        |

        |    options:  [SERvice userid]

        |              [DIAG          ]

        |              [tapecmd       ]

        |              [EJECT         ]

• VADDR vdev
• RADDR rdev
• TAPn

is the tape device to be detached. VADDR indicates that the address specified is the virtual device address, while
RADDR indicates that the address is the real device address.
When TAPn is specified, if n is 0-7, it represents a virtual address of 180-187 respectively. If n is 8-F, it represents a
virtual address of 288-28F respectively. Note that TAP0 and TAP5-TAPF are only valid on releases of VM/SP 5.0 and
above, with or without HPO.

Options:

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

tapecmd
specifies operations to be performed:
Rew

rewind the tape to load point.
NORew

do not rewind the tape.
RWD

rewind the tape to load point.
RUn

rewind and unload the tape.
Unl

rewind and unload the tape.
EJECT

specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem or Library Management Software ATL when
volume is dismounted from the drive. This option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.
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DYNMOUNT Command - Users
The DYNMOUNT command is used to request processing for tape volumes. It sends a request to the Dynam/T service
machine which processes it and returns. The Dynam/T service machine locates the necessary volume, issues the
MOUNT message, and performs integrity and security performs integrity and security checking. If the requested volume
and a tape drive are available from the system, they are attached to the CMS user. If the request cannot be satisfied, an
error message or return code results.

Command Syntax:

          |  {SCRATCH}  [DSN data-set-name  ]

DYNMOUNT  |  {volid  }  [DSN qual1 qual2 .. ]  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

          |             [DSN 'data set name']

          |             [DSN ?              ]

          |

          |  options: [TAPn      ] [Output]  [BLKSIZE nnnnn]

          |           [SYSxxx    ] [Input ]  [BLOCK nnnnn  ]

          |           [VADDR vdev]

          |           [RADDR rdev]

          |           [EJECT     ]

          |

          |           [WAit [nn]]   [DET  ]  [NOFile]  [FOReign]

          |           [NOWait   ]  [NODET]

          |

          |           [DENsity den] [PREVDSN dsn] [LENgth len]  [FILE nnn]  [NOMSg]

          |

          |           [STAck]  [SErvice userid]  [tapecmd]  [JOB jobname]

          |

          |           [STEP stepname]  [RECFM a]  [LRECL nnnnn]

          |

          |           [EXDTE yyddd   ]  [DIAG] [FIDDNAME ddname] [LIMcancl]

          |           [EXDTE yyyyddd ]

          |

          |           [QUEue  ]  [RETain] [ ACS ] [ LMS ]

          |           [NOQueue]           [NOACS] [NOLMS]

volid
is the volume serial number (1-6 alphanumeric characters). This parameter may be used to request a specific
version or volume of a data set with which to begin processing for input.

SCRATCH
is any valid DYNAM/T scratch tape.

DSN
is an optional parameter that specifies the data set name suffix as it appears in the CAICATL catalog. For
DYNMOUNT requests a DSN is created which consists of the VM userid appended with the user-specified DSN.
If a user specified DSN is not provided for the DYNMOUNT OUTPUT command, the appended DSN will be the
current date and time. If a DYNMOUNT INPUT command is issued, the DSN specified by the user should be the
appended DSN (without the VM userid prefix). Note that the DSN is an optional parameter for the DYNMOUNT
command.
If the data set name is specified as a single token, (up to 44 characters) with no imbedded blanks, it will be
accepted "as is".
If the data set name is specified as several tokens, separated by blanks, an OS-qualified data set name will be
created. Note that tokens longer than 8 characters in length will be truncated.
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If the data set name is enclosed in single quotes, any characters (up to 44 characters) may be specified, including
imbedded blanks and quotation marks.
Finally, a question mark (?) may be specified to prompt the user for the data set name.

Options:

If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

TAPn
specifies the desired tape drive address for tape data sets. n may be 0 through F. Values of 0 to 7 represent
virtual addresses of 180 to 187, while values of 8 to F indicate virtual addresses of 288 to 28F. If TAP is specified
without n, TAP defaults to TAP1. Note that TAP0 and TAP5-TAPF are only valid on releases of VM/SP 5.0 and
above, with or without HPO.

VADDR vdev
specifies the desired virtual device address. The form, VADDR vdev, must be used to process tape files on
devices other than 180 to 187 and 288 to 28F.

RADDR rdev
is used to specify a real tape device address. It may be used when reserving or releasing (RSV or RLS options) a
real tape device or when opening a data set on a reserved device.

SYSxxx
(CMS/DOS only) indicates the system or programmer logical unit that is to be associated with the device on which
the data set resides. The logical unit will be assigned to the correct tape device.

EJECT
specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem or Library Management Software ATL when
volume is dismounted from the drive. This option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Output or Input
specifies whether the tape is to be used for input or output processing. The default is output processing.

BLKSIZE | BLOCK
is the logical block size of the file. These fields are identical to the BLOCK|BLKSIZE fields in the FILEDEF
command and have the same syntax.

WAit [nn] | NOWait
WAit indicates that if the desired data set is not on any currently attached drive, DYNMOUNT is to wait until it is
mounted or nn minutes have elapsed. If the nn parameter is omitted, the program will wait indefinitely (this is the
default). If nn is set to 0, or if NOWAIT is specified, Dynam/T does not perform any check to see if the volume
is mounted; instead, the open request is submitted to the Dynam/T service machine and control is returned
immediately to the user. A CP MSG will inform the user when the service machine has completed processing of
the request.

NOTE
TIMER REAL must be in effect for WAIT nn requests.

DET | NODET
indicates whether or not the tape device is to be automatically detached from the virtual machine when a
DYNCLOSE command is issued. If not specified, the tape device will be automatically detached if the tape volume
is unloaded. In all other cases, the tape device remains attached to the virtual machine.

NOFile
specifies that CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands are not to be issued for this data set. This option is
useful when opening a tape data set if CMS standard label processing is not going to be used for the tape. The
use of CMS free storage for retaining label information is avoided.

FOReign
specifies that the tape data set being mounted is to be processed as an uncontrolled data set by Dynam/T.
Normally, the Dynam/T catalog is searched to determine if a data set is to be processed as a controlled file. This
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option may be used to bypass the search of the catalog and to force the data set to be uncontrolled. If the data set
is being open for output, a non-Dynam/T tape must be used.

DENsity den
is the tape density where den is 800, 1600, or 6250. If the DEN parameter is omitted, the tape is written at the
current density setting. Specify 38K or CART for 3480/3490 cartridges. Densities for 8809 tape devices are
specified as follows:
30

High speed, short gap
50

Low speed, long gap
60

Low speed, short gap
90

High speed, long gap
Additional 3480/3490 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
PREVDSN dsn

Use the PREVDSN 'dsn' parameter to specify that a dataset is to be part of a multi-file unchained set. The dataset
specified on the PREVDSN parameter must be the last file on the tape. The dataset currently being opened will
be placed on the tape after the file specified by the PREVDSN parameter.
Additional 3490E densities can be specified as follows:
00E

Buffered write mode without dataion.
08E

Buffered write mode with dataion.
20E

Unbuffered write mode without dataion.
28E

Unbuffered write mode with dataion.
Additional 3590 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
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Additional 3590H densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Additional 3592 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Additional STK device densities can be specified as follows:
STK1

StorageTek 9840 and 9840B devices.
STK2

StorageTek 9840C device.
STK3

StorageTek 9940 device.
STK4

StorageTek 9940B device.
LEN len

specifies that a specific tape length is required for an output data set. The possible operands are XS, S, MS, M,
ML, and L.

FILE nnn
is the file sequence number (1-3 numeric characters). FILE may be used to request a specific data set of a multi-
data set tape volume.

NOMSg
indicates that DYNMOUNT should not issue messages to the user's console. The user must take responsibility for
processing return codes.

STAck
indicates that DYNMOUNT should stack the data set name, volser and density derived for the tape in the user's
console stack for later processing.

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

tapecmd
specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is detached.
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Rew
Rewind the tape to load point

NORew
Do not rewind the tape to load point

RWD
Rewind the tape to load point

RUn
Rewind and unload the tape

Unl
Rewind and unload the tape

REL
Release a work tape

DET
Issue a CP DETACH command

NODET
Do not issue a CP DETACH command

JOB jobname
specifies a job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not specified,
a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
specifies a stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a stepname of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.

RECFM
is the record format of the file. This field is identical to the RECFM field in the FILEDEF command and has the
same syntax.

LRECL
is the logical record length of the file. This field is identical to the LRECL field in the FILEDEF command and has
the same syntax.

EXDTE
is the expiration date of the file. If specified as yyddd, this field is identical to the EXDTE field in the CMS
LABELDEF command and has the same syntax. If yyyyddd is specified, yyyy is the actual year of expiration and
ddd is the julian date of expiration within the year.

DIAG
This option enables the Dynam/T trace routine for requests.

FIDDNAME
specifies a ddname for the filedef. The filedef defaults to the VOLID. Use this option if you want to create a
FILEDEF, (when using the WAIT option), that differs from the VOLID.

LIMcancl
If 'wait nn' is specified and the timer in the user machine expires, the request is automatically canceled.

QUEue | NOQueue
QUEue specifies that the DYNMOUNT request should be placed on the request queue. The DYNMOUNT is
not processed until the request is unstacked. NOQueue specifies that the DYNMOUNT request should bypass
the request queue, even if automatic queuing is enabled. This option is ignored if the user is not enabled for
NOQueue.

RETain
specifies that the created generation is to remain active in the catalog.
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ACS | NOACS
indicates whether or not the DYNMOUNT request can be satisfied by an Automatic Cartridge Subsystem drive.

LMS | NOLMS
indicates whether or not the DYNMOUNT request can be satisfied by a Library Management Software drive.

Example:

DYNMOUNT SCRATCH (TAP4 NOWAIT

Usage Notes:

• The WRITESL option causes standard IBM tape labels to be written to the allocated tape volume in the Dynam service
machine. This option causes the appropriate tape drive to be temporarily detached from the user's virtual machine
even if the NODET option has been specified.

• A FILEDEF and LABELDEF will be created, when a tape drive and volume are finally attached to the requesting
userid, only if the WAIT or WAIT nn option has been used.

• If the WAIT or WAITnn option is used then the user's CMS machine will be placed in a wait state until the service
machine has processed the request. If the user wishes to exit from this state, the command DYNEXIT or DYNCANCL
may be issued. DYNEXIT will exit the wait state, but leave the command pending on the service machine. DYNCANCL
will exit the wait state and cancel the pending request on the service machine.

• A successful DYNMOUNT command will result in a tape volume attached to the requesting user, positioned at load
point. No tape positioning will be attempted for DYNMOUNT commands, even if the second or subsequent logical file
is requested. It is the user's responsibility to position the tape volume once it has been attached.

• Before the second or subsequent logical file may be requested on a DYNMOUNT command, it must first be added
using the DYNTAPE ADD command. Only the first DYNMOUNT request for a scratch volume will result in a data set
being automatically created in a catalog.

• The ddname specified on the DYNMOUNT command must match the ddname or DCB information used by the
application.

DYNOPEN Command - Users
The DYNOPEN command is used to request processing for tape and disk data sets. It sends a request to the Dynam
service machine which processes it and returns. The DYNOPEN is the functional equivalent of allocation and open
processing in the batch environment. The necessary resources are located, MOUNT messages are issued if necessary,
and integrity and security checking are performed. If the requested resource is available from the system, it is attached to
the CMS user and the appropriate CMS commands (FILEDEF, ASSGN, DLBL, and/or LABELDEF) are issued internally. If
the request cannot be satisfied, an error message or return code results.

In addition to the keyword parameters and options supported by the DYNOPEN command, some of the keyword
parameters associated with the CMS FILEDEF, ASSGN, DLBL, and/or LABELDEF commands may be specified in
DYNOPEN. These are used to build the appropriate CMS control blocks when the DYNOPEN command is processed.

Command Syntax:

         |                {DSN data-set-name  }

DYNOPEN  |   [ ddname ]   {DSN qual1 qual2 .. }  [ ( options [ ) ]] 

         |                {DSN 'data set name'}

         |                {DSN ?              }

         |

         |   options:  [TAPn      ] [Output]  [BLKSIZE nnnnn]

         |             [SYSxxx    ] [Input ]  [BLOCK nnnnn  ]

         |             [VADDR vdev]

         |             [RADDR rdev]
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         |             [EJECT     ]

         |

         |             [DISK]   [WAit [nn]]   [DET  ]  [Writesl]

         |                      [NOWait   ]  [NODET]  [NOWSl  ]

         |             [RSV]  [GENid nn]  [NOFile] [FOReign]

         |             [RLS]  [G# nn   ]

         |

         |             [VOLID volid] [VER nnnnn] [VOLSEQ volseq]

         |

         |             [AUTOCat] [DENsity den] [PREVDSN dsn]  [LENgth len] [CATALOG]

         |

         |             [FILE nnn] [NOMSg] [NOMount] [STAck]

         |

         |             [SErvice userid] [tapecmd] [JOB jobname]

         |

         |             [STEP stepname] [RECFM a] [LRECL nnnnn]

         |

         |             [EXDTE yyddd  ]  [LINKs]   [DIAG]   [LIMcancl]

         |             [EXDTE yyyyddd]

         |

         |             [QUEue  ]  [EOV  ] [Retain [nn]]   [ ACS ]  [ LMS ]

         |             [NOQueue]  [NOEOV]                [NOACS]  [NOLMS]

ddname
specifies a one to eight character ddname (VM/MVS) or file name (VSE) by which the file is referred to in the
program. It may consist of alphanumeric characters, but the first character must be an alphabetic or national
character. This field should be omitted if the options, RSV or RLS, are used.

DSN
specifies the one to 44 character data set name as it exists in the CAICATL catalog. If the data set name is
specified as a single token, with no imbedded blanks, it will be accepted "as is".
If the data set name is specified as several tokens, separated by blanks, an OS-qualified data set name will be
created. Note that tokens longer than 8 characters in length will be truncated.
If the data set name is enclosed in single quotes, any characters may be specified, including imbedded blanks
and quotation marks.
Finally, a question mark (?) may be specified to prompt the user for the data set name.

Options:

If conflicting options are specified, the last one entered takes effect.

TAPn
specifies the desired tape drive address for tape data sets. n may be 0 through F. Values of 0 to 7 represent
virtual addresses of 180 to 187, while values of 8 to F indicate virtual addresses of 288 to 28F. If TAP is specified
without n, and a FILEDEF exists for the specified ddname, the existing TAPn device is used. If no previous TAP
specification exists, TAP defaults to TAP1. Note that TAP0 and TAP5-TAPF are only valid for releases of VM/SP
5.0 and above, with or without HPO.

VADDR vdev
specifies the desired virtual device address. The form, VADDR vdev, must be used to process tape files on
devices other than 180 to 187 and 288 to 28F.

RADDR rdev
is used to specify a real tape device address. It may be used when reserving or releasing (RSV or RLS options) a
real tape device or when opening a data set on a reserved device.
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SYSxxx
(CMS/DOS only) indicates the system or programmer logical unit that is to be associated with the device on which
the data set resides. The logical unit will be assigned to the correct tape device.

EJECT
specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem or Library Management Software ATL when
volume is dismounted from the drive. This option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Output or Input
specifies whether the tape is to be used for input or output processing. Default is output processing.

BLKSIZE | BLOCK
is the logical block size of the file. These fields are identical to the BLOCK|BLKSIZE fields in the FILEDEF
command and have the same syntax.

DISK
specifies that the data set being opened is a disk data set. The Dynam catalog must specify a DASD device type
for the version being opened.

WAit [nn] | NOWait
indicates that if the desired data set is not on any currently attached drive, DYNOPEN is to wait until it is mounted
or until nn minutes have elapsed. If the nn parameter is omitted, the program will wait indefinitely (this is the
default). If nn is set to 0, or if NOWAIT is specified, Dynam/T does not perform any check to see if the volume
is mounted; instead, the open request is submitted to the Dynam/T service machine and control is returned
immediately to the user. A CP MSG will inform the user when the service machine has completed processing of
the request.

NOTE
TIMER REAL must be in effect for WAIT nn requests.

DET | NODET
indicates whether or not the tape device is to be automatically detached from the virtual machine when a
DYNCLOSE command is issued. If not specified, the tape device will be automatically detached if the tape volume
is unloaded. In all other cases, the tape device remains attached to the virtual machine.

Writesl
indicates that standard label processing is to be performed at the time the command is issued, instead of at open/
close time. This option is useful for programs and CMS commands that treat tape data sets as unlabeled.

NOWSl
specifies that any Writesl option in effect from a user profile is to be overridden for this data set.

RSV
This option may be used to request that a specific real device be reserved for the requesting userid. The option
is specified on a DYNOPEN command but no data set open is performed. If the real device specified with the
'RADDR' option is available, it is reserved so that it may not be used for another user. A following DYNOPEN
command should be issued specifying the same real device address to actually perform the data set open. If
it is later determined that a reserved device is not required, it is the user's responsibility to issue a DYNOPEN
command with the 'RLS' option to release the device so that it may be used by others.

RLS
This option is used to release a real tape device which was previously reserved by the use of the 'RSV' option.
The specified device is made available for use by other users. It is not necessary to use the RLS option if a data
set is opened on the reserved device, as the reserve will be automatically released when a close is issued for the
data set.

GENid nn | G# nn
specifies the absolute generation number of an input Dynam/D generation data set. It may be used to request
a specific version of the data set by the absolute generation number instead of requesting a relative version
number. This option is ignored if specified for a tape data set and is mutually exclusive with the option, VER.
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NOFile
specifies that CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands are not to be issued for this data set. This option is
useful when opening a tape data set if CMS standard label processing is not going to be used for the tape. The
use of CMS free storage for retaining label information is avoided.

FOReign
specifies that the tape data set being opened is to be processed as an uncontrolled data set by Dynam/T.
Normally, the Dynam/T catalog is searched to determine if a data set is to be processed as a controlled file. This
option may be used to bypass the search of the catalog and to force the data set to be uncontrolled. If the data set
is being open for output, a non-Dynam/T tape must be used.

VOLID volid
is the volume serial number (1-6 alphanumeric characters). VOLID may be used to request a specific version or
volume of a data set with which to begin processing for input.

VER nnnnn
(input only) indicates that a particular version of the data set is to be accessed. The current version is version 0.
The previous or 'father' version is version 1, etc.

VOLSEQ volseq
is the volume sequence number (1-4 numeric characters). VOLSEQ may be used to request a specific volume
of a multi-volume data set with which to be begin processing for input. Note that CMS access methods do not
support volume switching.

AUTOCat
indicates that the data set is to be entered in the CAICATL catalog if it is not already there.

DENsity den
is the tape density where den is 800, 1600, or 6250. If the DEN parameter is omitted, the tape is written at the
current density setting. Specify 38K or CART for 3480/3490 cartridges. Densities for 8809 tape devices are
specified as follows:
30

High speed, short gap
50

Low speed, long gap
60

Low speed, short gap
90

High speed, long gap
Additional 3480/3490 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
PREVDSN dsn

Use the PREVDSN 'dsn' parameter to specify that a dataset is to be part of a multi-file unchained set. The dataset
specified on the PREVDSN parameter must be the last file on the tape. The dataset currently being opened will
be placed on the tape after the file specified by the PREVDSN parameter.
Additional 3490E densities can be specified as follows:
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00E
Buffered write mode without dataion.

08E
Buffered write mode with dataion.

20E
Unbuffered write mode without dataion.

28E
Unbuffered write mode with dataion.

Additional 3590 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Additional 3590H densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Additional 3592 densities can be specified as follows:
00

Buffered write mode without dataion
08

Buffered write mode with dataion
20

Unbuffered write mode without dataion
28

Unbuffered write mode with dataion
Additional STK device densities can be specified as follows:
STK1

StorageTek 9840 and 9840B devices.
STK2

StorageTek 9840C device.
STK3

StorageTek 9940 device.
STK4

StorageTek 9940B device.
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LEN len
specifies that a specific tape length is required for an output data set. The possible operands are XS, S, MS, M,
ML, and L.

CATALOG
indicates that the data set is to be marked as closed in the CAICATL catalog when the DYNOPEN command is
processed. Normally, a DYNCLOSE command is necessary to mark a data set as closed.

FILE nnn
is the file sequence number (1-3 numeric characters). FILE may be used to request a specific data set of a multi-
data set tape volume.

NOMSg
indicates that DYNOPEN should not issue messages to the user's console. The user must take responsibility for
processing return codes.

NOMount
indicates that normal automatic volume recognition (AVR) processing is to be performed. If the requested
tape volume is not mounted on any AVR'ed tape drive, no mount request is issued. The DYNOPEN command
terminates with a message and return code.

STAck
indicates that DYNOPEN should stack the data set name, volser and density derived for the tape in the user's
console stack for later processing.

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

tapecmd
specifies operations to be performed when a tape data set is closed.
Rew

Rewind the tape to load point
NORew

Do not rewind the tape to load point
RWD

Rewind the tape to load point
RUn

Rewind and unload the tape
Unl

Rewind and unload the tape
REL

Release a work tape
DET

Issue a CP DETACH command
NODET

Do not issue a CP DETACH command
JOB jobname

specifies the job name to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If JOB is not
specified, a job name equal to the user's userid is assumed.

STEP stepname
specifies the stepname to be inserted in the appropriate catalog information for this data set. If STEP is not
specified, a stepname of 'DYNAMCMS' is assumed.
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RECFM
is the record format of the file. This field is identical to the RECFM field in the FILEDEF command and has the
same syntax.

LRECL
is the logical record length of the file. This field is identical to the LRECL field in the FILEDEF command and has
the same syntax.

EXDTE
is the expiration date of the file. If specified as yyddd, this field is identical to the EXDTE field in the CMS
LABELDEF command and has the same syntax. If yyyyddd is specified, yyyy is the actual year of expiration and
ddd is the julian date of expiration within the year.

LINks
is applicable to disk data sets only and specifies that all CP LINK and CMS ACCESS commands and responses
are to be displayed at the requesting machine virtual console when AVR is being performed for a disk data set,
and a CP LINK command is executed from the user profile. Normally, these messages are suppressed, and this
option is useful for locating errors in LINK commands placed in the Dynam/T user profile. When specified, any
CP or CMS error messages resulting from the execution of the LINK command will appear on the virtual machine
console.

DIAG
This option enables the Dynam/T trace routine for requests.

LIMcancl
If 'WAIT nn' is specified and the timer in the user machine expires, then the request is automatically canceled.

QUEue | NOQueue
QUEUE specifies that the DYNOPEN request should be placed on the request queue. No OPEN processing
is performed until the request is unstacked. NOQueue specifies that the DYNOPEN request should bypass
the request queue, even if automatic queuing is enabled. This option is ignored if the user is not enabled for
NOQueue.

EOV
EOV causes the simulation of end-of-volume for the prior tape volume and requests that a new volume be
mounted. This option is only valid on the second and subsequent DYNOPEN commands for the same DDNAME.
When using the EOV option on a second or subsequent DYNOPEN, options specified on the initial DYNOPEN
are not carried forward and should be respecified.
Note that this option may not be used on the first DYNOPEN or when an intervening DYNCLOSE command has
been issued.
Thus to get several volumes linked together as a multi-volume data set, the commands issued would be the
following:
DYNOPEN ddname dsn ... (options

  .

tape processing commands

  .

DYNOPEN ddname (EOV options

  .

tape processing commands

  .

DYNCLOSE ddname

NOEOV
NOEOV forces the file to a single volume. If the EOV option is later attempted, or if the tape is processed using
OS simulation, then when an end-of-volume is encountered, an error message will be produced.
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RETAIN [nn]
specifies that the data set is to be retained for 'nn' number of days, or permanently if nn is not specified. This
overrides the default retention for the data set.

ACS | NOACS
indicates that the DYNOPEN request can be satisfied by an Automatic Cartridge Subsystem drive.

LMS | NOLMS
indicates that the DYNOPEN request can be satisfied by a Library Management Software drive.

Example:

DYNOPEN OUTMOVE DSN MASTER.FILE (NOWSL LIMCAN

Usage Notes:

• The WRITESL option causes standard IBM tape labels to be written to the allocated tape volume in the Dynam service
machine. This option causes the appropriate tape drive to be temporarily detached from the user's virtual machine
even if the NODET option has been specified.

• A FILEDEF and LABELDEF will be created, when a tape drive and volume are finally attached to the requesting
userid, only if the WAIT or WAIT nn option has been used.

• If the WAIT or WAITnn option is used then user's CMS machine will be placed in a wait state until the service machine
has processed the request. If the user wishes to exit from this state, the command DYNEXIT or DYNCANCL may be
issued. DYNEXIT will exit the wait state, but leave the command pending on the service machine. DYNCANCL will exit
the wait state and cancel the pending request on the service machine.

• The EOV option should only be used with applications that do not use OS simulation, such as the CMS Movefile
command and the OS PUT and GET macros.

• The ddname specified on the DYNOPEN command must match the ddname or DCB information used by the
application.

DYNSTAT Command - Users
The DYNSTAT command requests a status report of one or all Dynam/T tape drives from the Dynam/T service machine.
DYNSTAT may be issued by any user.

Command Syntax:

DYNSTAT  |   [rdev] ( [ DIAG ]  [ SERvice userid [ ) ]] 

rdev
is the real address of a drive to be queried.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DYNTAPE Command
The DYNTAPE commands allow users to manipulate their own subpool of tape volumes within the Dynam/T catalog.
These user-owned tape volumes are initially created using the DYNMOUNT command. Once created, the catalog entries
are manipulated using the DYNTAPE commands. The DYNTAPE commands send a request to the Dynam/T service
machine to obtain information about a user-owned tape volume in the catalog. The service machine sends a print file
containing the result of the request back to the requesting userid.
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Command Syntax:

         |  {     [Volser=volid       ]                                 }

         |  {List [Dsn='data set name']                                 }

         |  {     [FIleseq=fileseqno  ]                                 }

         |  {     [Userid=userid      ]                                 }

         |  {     [DIAG               ]                                 }

         |  {                                                           }

         |  {DELete  Volser=volid {Dsn='data set name'}  [Userid=user]  }

         |  {                     {FIleseq=fileseqno  }  [DIAG       ]  }

         |  {                                                           }

         |  {SCRatch  Volser=volid  [Userid=userid]                     }

         |  {                       [DIAG         ]                     }

         |  {                                                           }

         |  {ALter Volser=volid {Dsn='data set name'}  [NEWDsn='dsn'  ] }

DYNTAPE  |  {                   {FIleseq=fileseqno  }  [CReate=date   ] }

         |  {                                          [EXpire=date   ] }

         |  {                                          [COmment='text'] }

         |  {                                          [Userid=userid ] }

         |  {                                          [DIAG          ] }

         |  {                                                           }

         |  {ADd  Volser=volid  [FIleseq=fileseqno     ]                }

         |  {                   [NEWDsn='data set name']                }

         |  {                   [CReate=date           ]                }

         |  {                   [EXpire=date           ]                }

         |  {                   [COmment='text'        ]                }

         |  {                   [Userid=userid         ]                }

         |  {                   [DIAG                  ]                }

         |

         |   TRansfer  Volser=volid  NEWUser=userid  [Userid=userid]

         |                                           [DIAG         ]

         |

         |

         |  [(SERvice userid)]

         |

         |   EJECT

List
generates a report containing information regarding a specific tape volume or all tape volumes controlled by
a user. A report may be generated in either data set name or volid sequence. If the first option after the LIST
command is USERID, the report is produced in data set name order. If the first option is VOLSER, the report is
produced in volid sequence.

DELete
indicates to the service machine that the user wants to delete a specific file from the specified user-owned
volume. If this results in the last file being deleted, the volume is returned to scratch status.

SCRatch
indicates to the service machine that all files on the specified user-owned volume are to be deleted and the
volume is to be returned to scratch status.
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ALTER
indicates to the service machine that the user wants to change the characteristics of a specific file on the specified
volume. The characteristics which may be changed include, the creation and expiration dates, and, the file's data
set name and comments.

ADD
indicates to the service machine that the user wants to add a file to an already owned tape volume. This
command will not result in a tape mount being generated, but will alter the catalog entries for the specified
volume.

TRansfer
indicates to the service machine that the owner of the specified tape volume wishes to transfer the ownership to
another userid.

Options:

Volser=volid
is the volume serial number, from 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters. A generic volid, using a trailing * to signify wild
card characters, may be specified for the LIST command.

Dsn='data set name'
is the file's data set name suffix. The data set name for files on a user-owned volume consists of the prefix (the
owner's CMS userid) and the suffix (the owner specified data set name). When manipulating or requesting a
user-owned volume (using the DYNTAPE or DYNMOUNT commands) only the data set name suffix should be
specified. The data set name suffix may be a maximum of 43 characters less the length of your CMS userid. The
data set name suffix must be enclosed in apostrophes. If the data set name contains an apostrophe, specify it as
two consecutive apostrophes. A generic DSN, using a trailing * to signify wild card characters, may be specified
for the LIST command.

NEWDsn='data set name'
is the added or altered file's data set name suffix. If omitted from the ADD command, the added data set name
suffix will consist of the current date and time, in the format mm/dd/yy.hh.mm.ss. The data set name for files on
a user-owned volume consists of the prefix (the owner's CMS userid) and the suffix (the owner specified data set
name). When manipulating or requesting a user-owned volume (using the DYNTAPE or DYNMOUNT commands)
only the data set name suffix should be specified. The data set name suffix may be a maximum of 43 characters
less the length of your CMS userid. The data set name suffix must be enclosed in apostrophes. If the data set
name contains an apostrophe, specify it as two consecutive apostrophes.

FIleseq=fileseqno
is the file's logical sequence on the volume, a numeric value from 1 to 9999. If omitted from the ADD command,
the file sequence number defaults to the next available logical file sequence. The FILESEQ specified may or may
not have any relationship to the actual physical file sequence number of the file. The DYNMOUNT commands will
NOT attempt to use the specified FILESEQ to position the tape volume.

Userid=userid
is the 1- to 8-alphanumeric character userid of the user who owns the volume. If omitted, the default is the userid
that issued the request. A generic userid (using a trailing * to signify wild card characters) may be specified on the
LIST command. Only a designated Dynam/T operator may specify a userid other than their own.

NEWUser=userid
is the 1- to 8-alphanumeric character userid of the user who is to receive ownership of the transferred volume.

CReate=date
is the added or altered file's creation date. The date must be in Julian date format, yyddd, where yy is the year
and ddd is the date from 001 to 366. If omitted from the ADD command, the CREATE date will default to the
current system date.
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EXpire=date
is the added or altered file's expiration date. The date must be in Julian date format, yyddd, where yy is the year
and ddd is the date from 001 to 366. If omitted from the ADD command, Dynam/T will take the current system
date, add the default system retention period in order to determine the default EXPIRE date.

COmment='text'
is the added or altered file's comment. This field may contain any information and may be used at the user's
discretion. Associated with each data set name is one comment. If the data set has more than one version,
then the same comment will be associated with each version. The comment text may be a maximum of
100 characters, enclosed in apostrophes. If the comment is to contain an apostrophe, then specify it as two
consecutive apostrophes.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.

Option:

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine. This option is necessary only if the service machine userid differs
from that specified in the Dynam/T user profile, CADYNAMT USERPROF, or from the default service machine
userid, DYNAMCMS.

Examples:

 1   DYNTAPE LIST

 2   DYNTAPE LIST USERID=CAIMAINT VOLUME=U*

 3   DYNTAPE LIST V=* U=D*

 4   DYNTAPE DELETE VOL=U00011 FILESEQ=2

 5   DYNTAPE DELETE VOL=U00011 DSN='A-DISK BACKUP'

 6   DYNTAPE DELETE FI=2 DSN='A-DISK BACKUP' VOL=U00011

 7   DYNTAPE SCRATCH VOL=U00012 USER=USER01

 8   DYNTAPE ALT VOL=U00013 FI=1 NEWDSN='MY FILES'

 9   DYNTAPE ALT V=U00013 D='OLD' NEWD='NEW' EX=99366 CO='PERM'

10   DYNTAPE ADD VOL=U00014 FI=7 NEWD='NEW DSN' COM='A LARGE FILE'

11   DYNTAPE ADD VOL=U00014 DIAG (SERVICE DYNTEST

12   DYNTAPE TRANS VOL=U00015 USER=USER01 NEWUSER=USER02

1. Results in a report in data set name sequence, for all files owned by the requesting user. The default, if no options are
specified, is DYNTAPE LIST USER=current user.

2. Results in a report, in data set name sequence, for all files owned by the user CAIMAINT, contained on the volumes
whose volid begins with the letter U. The USERID option, when used to specify a userid other then the current CMS
userid, may only be used by a designated Dynam/T operator.

3. Results in a report, in volume serial number sequence, for all files owned by userids which begin with the character
D. This command will be accepted only if it were issued by a Dynam/T operator. A report produced in volume serial
number sequence must interrogate all volumes in the Dynam/T catalog, and will take longer for the service machine to
process then any report produced in data set name sequence.

4. Results in a request to delete file sequence 2 from the user-owned volume, U00011. If volume U00011 is not currently
owned by the requesting userid, an error message is produced. If the specified volid is owned by the requesting user,
but does exist on the volume, an error message is produced. Either the FILESEQ or DSN options must be specified,
but not both, must be specified in order to determine which file on the volume is to be deleted. Any file sequence
may be deleted from the user-owned volume, in any order. Once a file is deleted from the volume, the remaining files
continue to have their same logical file sequence.

5. This is similar to example 4 except that the file to be deleted is located by DSN instead of FILESEQ. Only the first file
of the specified data set name, on the named volume, will be deleted. Each DYNTAPE DELETE command will result in
the deletion of only one file from the named volume.
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6. This example presents redundant information to the DYNTAPE DELETE command. In this example, the specified
volume is checked for the presence of the specified file sequence. In addition, if the file sequence does not pertain to
the named data set, an error message is produced.

7. Requests a deletion of all user files from the user-owned volume U00012. If volume U00012 is not currently owned by
the userid USER01, an error message is produced.

8. Alters logical file 1 on the user-owned volume U00013. If volume U00013 is not currently owned by the requesting
user, an error message is produced. Note that the specified file will be renamed to have a data set name suffix of MY
FILES.

9. This example is similar to example 8 except that the file to be altered is located by DSN instead of FILESEQ. Only the
first file of the specified data set name on the named volume will be altered. Each DYNTAPE ALTER command will
result in the alteration of only one file from the name volume.

10. Results in a request to add logical file sequence 7 to the user-owned volume U00014. If volume U00014 is not
currently owned by the requesting userid, an error message is produced. If the specified volid is owned by the
requesting user, but the specified file sequence already exists on the volume, an error message is produced. In this
example, there need not be a file sequence 6 already on the tape volume. Files may be added to the volume in any
sequence; logical file 6 may be added after logical file 7 has been added.

11. Results in a request to a logical file sequence to user-owned volume U00014. If volume U00014 is not currently owned
by the requesting userid, an error message is produced. The file sequence used to add the file will be one greater than
the highest logical file sequence already existing on the volume. The data set name suffix created will be the current
date and time in the format 'dd/mm/yy.hh.mm.ss'. The command will be executed in the DYNTEST service machine,
and traces of the DYNTAPE program execution will be produced.

12. Results in an alteration of all files on volume U00015, such that the ownership of the files (and hence the entire
volume) will be transferred to userid USER02. The data set name suffix will remain the same for all the files, but the
prefix will change to USER02.

13. EJECT
specifies to EJECT volume from the Automated Cartridge Subsystem when volume is dismounted from the drive. This
option is automatic if the FOREIGN option is used for the dataset.

Usage Notes:

• All command keywords and parameters may be separated by an equal sign (=) or by a blank. Thus USER=JOE is
equivalent to USER JOE.

• Print files created by the DYNTAPE line commands will be transferred to the requesting user's virtual reader, in USER
HOLD status. The name of the file will be 'CADYNAMT REPORT'.

• If the DIAG option is specified, an additional print file will be created. This print file is transferred to the requesting
user's virtual reader in USER HOLD status. The name of the file will be 'DYNTAPE DIAG'.

• The disposition of the DYNTAPE command will be indicated by the print file produced. The following are the warning or
error messages which may be produced by DYNTAPE processing:

COMMAND COMPLETE

INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

'xxxxxxxxx' IS AN INVALID COMMMAND/PARAMETER

DYNAM/T IS DISABLED

DYNAM/T IS BEING DRAINED

OPERATOR FILE I/O ERROR

INCLUDE FILE I/O ERROR

EXCLUDE FILE I/O ERROR

UNAUTHORIZED REQUEST

ERROR IN CALL TO SYSTEM ADAPTER RC=nnnn

INVALID DYNPARMS LEVEL

INVALID DTPARMS LEVEL

catname ERROR FC=mmmm RC=nnnn/nnnn AT OFFSET=xxxx
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INTERNAL ERROR AT OFFSET=xxxx

USERID/NEWUSER IS MISSING OR INVALID

VOLSER IS MISSING OR INVALID

DSN/NEWDSN IS MISSING OR INVALID

SPECIFIED CREATE DATE IS INVALID

SPECIFIED EXPIRE DATE IS INVALID

FILESEQ IS MISSING OR INVALID

SPECIFIED COMMENT IS INVALID

NO RECORDS FOUND

CANNOT SPECIFY DSN IS USERID GENERIC

USER IS NOT OWNER OF VOLUME/FILE

FILESEQ ALREADY EXISTS

INVALID VOLSER/FILE STATUS

DSN TRUCATED DURING RENAME

INCOMPLETE VOLSER TRANSFER

COMMAND INPUT TRUNCATED

WAITING FOR ENQUEUE ON catname

ENQUEUE FAILURE ON catname

RENAME IGNORED: NEWDSN = OLDDSN

DYNTAPE Report Examples

The following reports are the result of two DYNTAPE LIST requests. The first is the output from a DYNTAPE LIST
USER=userid command. The second is the output from a DYNTAPE LIST VOLSER=volid command.

 DYNTAPE LIST USER=DYNAMTST

 CA            DYNTAPE REPORT                  PAGE       1

 CA-DYNAM/T VM 3.0 9112TC300                            01 SEP 2004 13:56:41

DATA SET NAME - FILE=5

 COMMENT - THIS IS A COMMENT ON FILE=5

 VOLSER - M00004 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91338 EXPIRE - 92351  FILE - 0005

DATA SET NAME - TEST

 COMMENT -

 VOLSER - M00005 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91338 EXPIRE - 92340  FILE - 0001

DATA SET NAME - THIS IS A LONG DATA SET NAME FOR TEST

 COMMENT -

 VOLSER - M00004 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91337 EXPIRE - 92341  FILE - 0001

DATA SET NAME - THIS IS ANOTHER ONE

 COMMENT -

 VOLSER - M00004 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91339 EXPIRE - 92365  FILE - 0003

DATA SET NAME - THIS IS THE FOURTH FILE

 COMMENT -

 VOLSER - M00004 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91337 EXPIRE - 92337  FILE - 0004

DATA SET NAME - THIS IS THE SECOUND FILE

 COMMENT - THIS FILE EXPIRES ON DEC 25TH

 VOLSER - M00004 OWNER - DYNAMTST CREATE - 91339 EXPIRE - 92359  FILE - 0002

COMMAND COMPLETE

 DYNTAPE LIST VOL=* USER=DYNAMTST

 CA            DYNTAPE REPORT                  PAGE       1

 CA-DYNAM/T VM 3.0 9112TC300                            01 SEP 2004 14:15:45
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VOLSER - M00004               OWNER - DYNAMTST         DENSITY - NONE

 CREATION    DATE -  91337   TIME - 091048   EXPIRE - 92341   DRIVE - 0181

 LAST ACCESS DATE -  91337   TIME - 091048                    DRIVE - 0181

 DATA SET NAME - THIS IS A LONG DATA SET NAME FOR TEST           FILE - 0001

 COMMENT -

VOLSER - M00004               OWNER - DYNAMTST         DENSITY - NONE

 CREATION    DATE -  91338   TIME - 102501   EXPIRE - 92359   DRIVE - 0181

 LAST ACCESS DATE -  91338   TIME - 102501                    DRIVE - 0181

 DATA SET NAME - THIS IS THE SECOND FILE                         FILE - 0002

 COMMENT - THIS FILE EXPIRES ON DEC 25TH

VOLSER - M00004               OWNER - DYNAMTST         DENSITY - NONE

 CREATION    DATE -  91337   TIME - 103818   EXPIRE - 92365   DRIVE - 0181

 LAST ACCESS DATE -  91337   TIME - 103818                    DRIVE - 0181

 DATA SET NAME - THIS IS ANOTHER ONE                             FILE - 0003

 COMMENT -

VOLSER - M00004               OWNER - DYNAMTST         DENSITY - NONE

 CREATION    DATE -  91338   TIME - 192231   EXPIRE - 92337   DRIVE - 0181

 LAST ACCESS DATE -  91338   TIME - 192231                    DRIVE - 0181

 DATA SET NAME - THIS IS THE FOURTH FILE                         FILE - 0004

 COMMENT -

VOLSER - M00005               OWNER - DYNAMTST         DENSITY - NONE

 CREATION    DATE -  91338   TIME - 180751   EXPIRE - 92340   DRIVE - 0587

 LAST ACCESS DATE -  91338   TIME - 180920                    DRIVE - 0181

 DATA SET NAME - TEST                                            FILE - 0001

 COMMENT -

COMMAND COMPLETE

DYNTFDEF Command
The DYNTFDEF command sends a request to the Dynam/T service machine to obtain label information for an in-use tape
volume, in order to build the corresponding FILEDEFs and LABELDEFs in the requestor's virtual machine. This command
may be used when a prior DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command was issued with the NOWAIT option.

Command Syntax:

DYNTFDEF  |  ddname  [ ( options ]

          |  options:  [NOMSg          ]

          |            [SERvice userid ]

          |            [DIAG           ]

          |            [FIDDNAME ddname]

ddname
is the 1- to 8-character ddname which was originally specified in the DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command.

NOMSg
indicates that DYNTFDEF should not issue messages to the user's console. The user must take responsibility for
processing return codes.

SERvice userid
is the userid of the Dynam/T service machine and is necessary only if the service machine userid differs from that
specified in the user profile or from the default, DYNAMCMS, if no user profile exists.

DIAG
enables the Dynam/T trace routine for this request.
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FIDDNAME
specifies a ddname of the FILEDEF. The FILEDEF defaults to the volume serial number (for DYNMOUNT
requests) or the ddname (for DYNOPEN requests). Use this option to create a FILEDEF which differs from the
volume serial number or the ddname.

Usage Notes:

• A prior request for the specified ddname must still be active in the Dynam/T service machine. The DYNTFDEF
command may not be issued after the specified ddname has been DYNCLOSEd.

• The DYNTFDEF command may not be issued as an SMSG command, nor may it be issued on behalf of another
userid.

QUERY Command - Users
The QUERY command may be used either to determine the VM userid of the current Dynam/T tape operator or Dynam/T
operators, if any, or to determine the status of open requests for the issuing userid.

This command must be processed by the Dynam/T service machine and consequently, must be sent using the CP SMSG
facility.

Command Syntax:

       |   {OPERator}

       |   {TAPEOper}

Query  |   {OPEN    }

       |   {Queue   }

       |   {Reserve }

OPERATOR
requests the VM userid(s) of the current Dynam/T operator(s).

TAPEOPER
requests the VM userid of the current Dynam/T tape operator.

OPEN
requests the status of the user's open data sets, and all outstanding open requests for that user. Note that only
the Dynam/T tape operator may request this information for other users.

QUEUE
displays the user requests which are currently queued in the request stack.

RESERVE
displays which tape drives are reserved by this user.

Usage Note:

If any other Dynam/T products, such as Dynam/B, are sharing the service machine, you must specify prefix the Dynam/
T QUERY command with the characters DT. For example to query the Dynam/T operators, issue the command DT Q
OPER.

User Command Return Codes
00

Processing successful (no errors).

04

Dynam/T is not generated into the System Adapter.
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24

Unrecognized command argument.

28

Unrecognized command option.

32

Invalid data set name.

36

Invalid ddname.

40

Invalid device address specified.

44

Invalid keyword parameter specified.

48

VMCF message rejected by service machine.

52

VMCF data transfer error.

56

System Adapter not available on accessed disk.

60

Volume not mounted (when NOMOUNT option specified).

64

Dynam/T not active in service machine.

68

Dynam/T control table not found in service machine.

72

TDCB not found in service machine (for DYNCLOSE commands).

76

Insufficient storage.

80

Device attach error.

84

Request canceled.

88

Device not available (using the RSV option).

92
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Unauthorized request.

96

Device detach error.

100

DDNAME already in use (for DYNOPEN commands).

104

DASD DSN not in catalog (using the DISK option).

108

DASD version not in catalog (using the DISK option).

112

DASD volser not found (using the DISK option).

116

DASD data set not found in VTOC (using the DISK option).

120

Request cannot currently be canceled (DYNCANCL command).

124

TDCB not found for cancel (DYNCANCL command).

128

Requested function is currently disabled.

132

Dynam/T is currently quiesced.

136

Generic Dynam/B tape returned.

140

Requested tape volume is already OPENed.

144

Request has been queued for later processing.

148

'WAIT nn' time limit expired.

152

System INCLUDE file I/O error.

156

System EXCLUDE file I/O error.

160

System OPERATOR file I/O error.
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168

System service wait limit expired.

172

Error message passed to user.

176

Unknown return code received from service machine.

180

Invalid DYNRQA PLIST format (mixed modules).

Glossary

Abend

Abnormal ending. An early termination of a program due to an error.

active tape

A tape volume currently being used to store backed up or archived files whose retention period has not elapsed.

AMF data set

Automatic multi-file data set. Automatic generation of multi-file data set names.

AUDIT facility

Dynam/T service which reviews and examines the activities of the DYNAMT system. Its purpose is to test data security
and data integrity procedures.

Automatic Volume Recognition

(AVR) Provides for automatic assignment of mounted tape by searching for the volume serial number requested in
DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT command.

AVR

See Automatic Volume Recognition.

Dynam/B

A software system designed to operate with, and enhance, the standard facilities of the VM environment. Dynam/B is a
complete minidisk backup and file archival system.

Dynam/D

The disk management software package from Computer Assocates. Provides catalog, disk pool and enhanced VTOC
management. Dynam/D is only available for VSE users.

Dynam/FI

The file independence software package from Broadcom. Provides flexibility and independence for device types and files.
Dynam/FI is only available for VSE users.

Dynam/T

A software system designed to operate with, and enhance, the standard facilities of the VM environment. Dynam/T is a
comprehensive tape library management facility.

Dynam/T catalog

Disk file which stores file attributes and information necessary for processing those files controlled by Dynam/T.
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Sort

The Sort/Merge utility system from Broadcom. Can arrange files in a single data stream with logical record selection and
manipulation.

SRAM

The sort facility from Broadcom, capable of executing from within a program.

Catalog Management

Component performing all catalog and archive staging data set operations.

CMS

Conversational Monitor System. A conversational operating system designed to run under CP. CMS is a component of
VM.

Control block

A storage area that a program uses to hold control information.

CP

Control Program. A component of VM which controls the resources of the real machine.

CPU (Central Processing Unit)

The "brain" of the computer, consisting of three basic parts:

• The control unit -- interprets instructions and issues the appropriate commands to the other two parts as well as to
other computer system devices.

• The arithmetic/logic unit -- performs all the necessary arithmetical and logical manipulations on data supplied to the
system.

• The storage (main memory) unit -- holds instructions and data required for use in the system temporarily and acts as
the common link to all parts of the system.

cuu

Channel and unit address. Tape device real address. Can be up to 3 digits.

Default

A value or action automatically supplied by the computer system unless you fy some other alternative.

DSN(Data Set Name)

A term or phrase that is the entire, fully-qualified name of a file.

DYNCAT

A utility program from Broadcom used to create, maintain, and report on the Dynam/T Catalog.

DYNCANCL

A command used to cancel an outstanding tape mount request.

DYNCLOSE

A command used to perform close processing, update the catalog and audit trail data sets.

DYNDET

A command used to detach a tape device from a virtual machine.

DYNMOUNT

A command used to request processing for tape volumes.
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DYNOPEN

A command used to request processing for tape and disk data sets.

DYNSTAT

A command used to request the status of one or all Dynam/T tape drives.

DYNTAPE

A command that allows the user to report on and manipulate their own subpool of tape volumes created via the
DYNMOUNT command within the Dynam/T catalog.

DYNTFDEF

A command used to obtain label information for an in-use tape volume.

EDR

Early drive release for tapes.

EOV

End-Of-Volume.

general user

Any user who is not designated as a Dynam/T operator or tape operator, and is not excluded from access to the system.

generic quantity

A character (generally asterisk) used to replace a group of common characters when requesting a list of similarly named
files. The qualifier may be used to specify a filename, filetype and/or filemode.

guest system

An operating system (such as VSE or VM) running under VM.

IPL

Initial Program Load.

IUCV

IBM's Inter-User Communication Vehicle. Used by Dynam/T for communications between DYNAMT on VM and VSE.

Julian Date

A five-digit number in the format yyddd, where yy is the year and ddd is the relative day of the year from 001 to 366. (For
example, 97306 is November 1, 1997.)

Multi-volume

Indicates that a data set spans more than one tape volume.

Online

A method of immediately processing information at the time of data entry. Usually, the results are displayed on the screen.

operator

Userid that can issue privileged Dynam/T commands.

Profiles

A list of options/commands and their defaults. Users may change the defaultsto meet their needs.

rdev
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Channel and unit address. Tape device real address. Can be up to 4 digits.

retention period

The number of days specified for protecting a tape volume of archived or backed up files. During this time period, the
volume cannot be scratched or overwritten.

Return code

Information which is returned to the calling program from the program or routine it called to perform a particular function.
The information that is returned will then be used by the calling program.

Scratch tape

A tape that may be recycled for future use. Once a tape volume's retention period has elapsed, the tape becomes
'scratched'. Dynam/T will then allow new information to be written onto the volume.

Screen ID

A set of numbers or letters which identify an online product screen.

service machine

A special CMS virtual machine which executes tasks (or runs products) from a disconnected state.

simulation

Selecting files/minidisks for simulated processing instead of real processing, in order to project the outcome of real
processing or test changes.

System Adapter

The System Adapter provides cross product interfaces, as well as providing interfaces to the Taskman, CP and CMS for
operating system services. The System Adapter provides for system-independent operation of Catalog Management and
the various utility programs in all environments from VSE to VM to MVS.

System Administrator

The individual responsible for maintaining the Dynam/T system. The System Administrator is responsible for running the
DYNCAT function, AUDIT utility, and generating necessary system reports.

system profile

A CMS file which allows your installation to tailor the use of Dynam/T.

T-disk

A temporary minidisk.

tape data set

A group of logically related records stored together on tape and given a unique name.

tape operator

The one userid (other than the Dynam/T service machine) that can respond to outstanding Dynam/T messages.

tape volumes

Magnetic tapes for storing information.

Task

A basic unit of work to be done by the computer.

Taskman
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Component providing a powerful and flexible multi-tasking environment in a standard CMS virtual machine. Taskman is
ultimately responsible for all task dispatching, and initial interrupt handling. Taskman is a component common to several
Dynam/T products.

Taskman operator

Operator controlling the operation and use of the Dynam service machine and Taskman only.

user profile

A CMS file which allows you to tailor Dynam/T to your individual requirements. The user profile controls the automatic
backup of your CMS minidisk(s).

vdev

Channel and unit address. Tape device virtual address. Can be up to 4 digits.

virtual machine

A functional equivalent of a real machine.

VM

Virtual Machine. A program product which controls virtual machines.

VMCF

IBM's Virtual Machine Communication Facility.

Volser

Volume serial number. An alphabetic and/or numeric code assigned to each tape or disk volume.

work data set

Tape data set used temporarily when extra or intermediate storage is needed for the processing of a job.
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Messages
While using Dynam/T for z/VM you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the function’s or task’s status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

This section lists all numbered messages Dynam/T can generate, explains the possible causes of each message, and
tells you how to respond to that message.

CAD Messages
The Catalog Management subsystem is used for a variety of internal system functions as well as maintaining the data
set catalogs, CAICATL and DYNBCAT. Auditing support also uses Catalog Management for some functions and may
issue Catalog Management return codes. These consist of two bytes, a master return code, and a specific error code.
Supplemental information may also be present, depending upon the particular message, but the first 2 bytes (hex) are
most important. For example, each of the messages below has the same return code, X'080C', expressed in slightly
different forms.

CADC100E ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTC=080C FC=003

CADC203E CATALOG ERROR OCCURRED. F/C=020A R/C=080C0000

CADT040W UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE CAICATL **** RTC=080C

CADT049S FATAL CAM ERROR, 08/0C0000 020A (DTOPENTR/11C)

CALR804E CAJCACC2 SCHD IO ERR CD 080C

The master return code 08 indicates that the error was experienced by the logical processing component. The specific
error code 0C indicates a storage insufficiency (not enough main storage was available to satisfy a request during
processing). Since main storage may become exhausted at any time if the virtual machine size parameter is not correct,
the error may be reflected by any component, resulting in different messages. The return code will always be the same for
the same Catalog Management failure.

CAD Messages

Catalog Management return codes fall into two categories. If the master return code is X'08', the error occurred in the
logical component. If it is X'0C', the error occurred in the physical component.

The return codes and their meanings are provided in the following table. If no User Action is indicated, the problem is
most likely the result of storage corruption or a logic error. Collect appropriate documentation and contact Broadcom.
The term 'catalog', as used below, applies to CAICATL, CAIAUDT, and DYNBCAT.

R/C Internal Meaning Likely Cause/User Action
'0804' INVALID ADDRESS OF CACB  
'0808' INVALID FUNCTION CODE  
'080C' NO FREE STORAGE AVAILABLE Insufficient free storage available to

process request. Run function in a larger
region.
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'080C' NO FREE STORAGE AVAILABLE Insufficient free storage available to
process request. Run function in a larger
virtual machine.

'0810' INVALID ADDRESS OF DSN  
'0814' INVALID ADDRESS OF VOLSER  
'0818' INVALID ADDRESS OF RBA  
'081C' INVALID ADDRESS OF NEXTPL  
'0820' INVALID ADDRESS OF BUFFER  
'0824' INVALID BUFFER LENGTH  
'0828' INVALID KEY LENGTH  
'082C' INVALID LRECL  
'0830' INVALID VOLUME SEQ. NO.  
'0834' INVALID FILE SEQUENCE NO.  
'0838' INVALID VERSION NUMBER  
'083C' INVALID VAULT IDENTIFIER  
'0840' INVALID CPL OPTIONS  
'0844' INVALID CPL/FUNCT COMB.  
'0848' INVALID COMB. TABLE  
'084C' NO CATALOG TO ACCESS Possible user error. Check the DYNLINK

EXEC and VTOC.
'0850' ENQUEUE FAILED DYNCAT DYNCAT DEQUEUE function required.
'0854' NO RECORD FOUND AT RBA Possible catalog corruption. Check

SHARE option for catalog; run BACKUP
immediately.

'0858' NO PREVIOUS GET OR ADD  
'085C' LOGICAL END-OF-FILE Record expected, but not found. Check

catalog SHARE option; run BACKUP
immediately.

'0860' INVALID RECORD ID Catalog has possibly been corrupted or not
initialized. Check catalog
SHARE option; run BACKUP immediately.

'0864' NO SPACE TO ADD RECORD Catalog is full. Run BACKUP, enlarge
extents and run RESTORE.

'0868' A LINK ALREADY EXISTS  
'086C' DUPLICATE RECORD Possible catalog corruption. Check catalog

SHARE option; run BACKUP immediately.
'0870' INVALID DATASET NAME  
'0874' BUFFER TOO SHORT FOR REC. Possible catalog corruption. Check catalog

SHARE option; run BACKUP immediately.
'0878' GENERATION GAP  
'087C' ERROR DURING OBTAIN FUNCT.  
'0880' INVALID DATASET INDEX REC.  
'0884' PREMATURE END-OF-CHAIN  
'0888' FILE SEQ. NOT FOUND Possible user error. Run SCRATCH.
'088C' NO MATCHING VOLUME FOUND  
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'0890' INVALID VOLUME INDEX REC.  
'0894' PREMATURE END-OF-CHAIN  
'0898' AUDIT ERROR OCCURRED  
'089C' AUDIT EXIT GAVE BAD RTNCD  
'08A0' INVALID CATALOG CNTRL REC. User error likely. Check release level of

system, assure that catalog has been
initialized, and display catalog RBA 0. This
return code will result if the logical unit used
for the catalog is inadvertently assigned to
the disk after the catalog has been initially
located.

'08A4' RBA OUTSIDE FORMAT Verify that there was not a concurrent
update/delete of this record. This error may
occur if the record was deleted or updated
while
simultaneously attempting to display.

'08A8' SAVER ERROR Error during attempt to add to or access
nucleus free storage. Indicates
insufficient availability.

'08AC' INVALID INDEX RBA  
'08B0' INVALID INDEX DISP  

Shown below are return codes issued by the Physical Access component:

R/C Internal Meaning Likely Cause/User Action
'0C00' REAL PHYSICAL I/O ERRORS

OCCURED. CHECK THE DATASET AND
PACK FOR ERRORS. RESTORE FILES.

 

'0C04' INVALID ADDRESS OF RBA  
'0C08' INVALID ADDRESS OF BUF1  
'0C0C' INVALID ADDRESS OF BUF2  
'0C10' INVALID ADDRESS OF CAB  
'0C14' INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS  
'0C18' INVALID DEVICE TYPE  
'0C1C' INVALID  
'0C20' INVALID EXTENT FOR CATALOG Probable user error. Check the DYNLINK

EXEC and VTOC. This return code will
result if the logical unit used to access the
catalog is inadvertently assigned UA or if
the FILEDEF is missing.

'0C24' SIZE  
'0C28' CI  
'0C2C' RBA IS OUTSIDE EXTENT  
'0C34' NO FREE STORAGE AVAILABLE  
'0C38' INVALID FUNCTION CODE  
'0C30' INVALID ADDR OF EXIT LIST  
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NOTE
If code is not listed here, contact Broadcom Support.

Catalog Format and Initialization Return Codes

If the following return codes are displayed while trying to format or initialize a catalog, see the corresponding message to
determine what action should be taken to correct the error.

R/C Internal Meaning Likely Cause/User Action
911 DEVICE ADDRESS OMITTED CADS916E
912 VOLUME LABEL OMITTED CADS917E
913 EXCESSIVE POSITIONAL PARAMETERS

SPECIFIED
CADS919E

914 INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED CADS918E
915 INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS CADS920E
916 SPECIFIED CADS921E
917 INVALID VOLUME SERIAL CADS922E
918 SPECIFIED CADS923E
919 DEVICE X'nnn' IS NOT ATTACHED CADS924E
920 DEVICE 'nnn' IS NOT A DISK CADS925E
921 DISK X'nnn' IS READ-ONLY CADS927E
922 DISK 'nnn' IS ACCESSED AS CMS CADS928E
923 DISK CADS929E
924 DIAGNOSE IO ERROR CADS930E
925 INVALID EXTENT INFORMATION CADS931E
926 SPECIFIED CADS933E
927 OVERLAP ON UNEXPIRED FILE CADS934E
928 'xxxxxxxx' CADS935E'0C30'
929 NO AVAILIABLE FILE LABEL CADS926E
930 RECORDS CADS932E

 

System Adapter Return Codes

The return codes used by the System Adapter consist of a single hex byte, passed in Register 15 to the calling
component. Each Adapter function issues its own return codes, which are grouped below by the System Adapter function.

 

AR Intercept Return Codes

'00'

Command successfully processed.

18

Command successfully processed no response required.
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1C

command not processed.

ASSIGN Return Codes

'00'

Assignment successful.

18

Mount pending on unit, not assigned.

1C

Mount pending on unit, was assigned.

20

System error - no JIBS available.

24

Already assigned elsewhere.

DATE Return Codes

'00'

Function successful.

18

System requires DCADMM/YY format.

1C

Invalid origin field.

20

Invalid Gregorian date.

ENQUEUE/DEQUEUE Return Codes

'00'

Enqueue request successful.

18

Resource already in use.

1C
Redundant, already owned.

20
Resource not found.

24
Possible deadlock condition.

26
Lock error, unsuccessful ENQ/DEQ.
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FREE/FRET Return Codes

'00'

FREE/FRET request was successful.

'0C'

FREE/FRET request aborted, no storage.

GETAREA/FREEAREA Return Codes

'00'

GETAREA/FREEAREA request was successful.

'0C'

GETAREA/FREEAREA aborted, no storage - GETAREA.

GETVCE Return Codes

'00'

Request successful.

18

Device does not exist.

1C

Device not supported.

20

Device not operational.

LABEL Return Codes

'00'

Function successful.

'04'

Label not found.

'08'

No more labels for file.

'0C'

Label information truncated.

10

Inconsistent request.

14

No space available for label.

18

GETVIS exhausted.
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1C

I/O error.

LOCATE Return Codes

'00'

Request successful

18

Module was not found.

IUCV Return Codes (Returned in parameter IUCVCODE)

'00'

IUCV request sucessful.

'04'

Entry parameters invalid.

'08'

Sub-function parameters invalid.

12

Auto-initialization (task) failed.

16

Auto-connection (path) failed.

00
Path in recovery (severed).

32/36
Invalid path id.

50
VM id or path not found.

20

Function illogical.

24

IUCV external interrupt generated failure (external event).

28

IUCV detected error (IUCV parameters invalid).

32

IUCV message queue (stack) full.

36

Message requested but not pending.

40
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Duplicate message receptor - request terminated.

45

IUCV request rejected. IUCV not initialized.

SAVER Return Codes

'00'

Request successful.

18

Invalid PLIST supplied by user.

1C

PLIST length inconsistent with data.

20

Data name not found.

24

Logical EOF.

SIOCS Return Codes

'00'

Request successful.

18

Unit exception has occurred.

1c

Unit check has occurred.

20

Device not operational.

24

Device owned by a partition.

GETUNIT Return Codes

'00'

Request successful.

18

Invalid logical unit.

VTOC Return Codes

'00'

Function successful.
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18

Invalid request.

1C

I/O error accessing VTOC.

20

Standard VOL1 not found.

24

Format-4 record not found.

28

Data set not found.

2C

End of VTOC reached.

30

No room in VTOC.

34

Invalid VTOC share option.

38

VTOC open failure.

GETCATLG Return Codes

'00'

Data set located (R1=CACB ADDR).

18

No label found for data set.

1C

No extents specified in label.

20

No/invalid logical unit in label.

24

No/invalid LUB assignment.

28

No/invalid VOLSER in label.

Dynam/T Return Codes

'00'

Processing successful (no errors).
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04

Dynam/T has not been generated into the System Adapter Modules.

24

Unrecognized command argument.

28

Unrecognized command option.

32

Invalid data set name.

36

Invalid ddname.

40

Invalid device address specified.

44

Invalid keyword parameter specified.

48

VMCF message rejected by service machine.

52

VMCF data transfer error.

56

System Adapter not available on accessed disk.

60

Volume not mounted (when NOMOUNT option specified).

64

Dynam/T not active in service machine.

68

Dynam/T control table not found in service machine.

72

TDCB not found in service machine (for DYNCLOSE commands).

76

Insufficient storage.

80

Device attach error.

84

Request canceled.

88
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Device not available (using the RSV option).

92

Unauthorized request.

96

Device detach error.

100

DDNAME already in use (for DYNOPEN commands).

104

DASD DSN not in catalog (using the DISK option).

108

DASD version not in catalog (using the DISK option).

112

DASD volser not found (using the DISK option).

116

DASD data set not found in VTOC (using the DISK option).

120

Request cannot currently be canceled (DYNCANCL command).

124

TDCB not found for cancel (DYNCANCL command).

128

Request function is currently disabled.

132

Dynam/T is currently quiesced.

136

Generic Dynam/B tape returned.

140

Requested tape volume is already OPENed.

144

Request has been queued for later processing.

148

'WAIT nn' time limit expired.

152

System INCLUDE file I/O error.

156

System EXCLUDE file I/O error.
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160

System OPERATOR file I/O error.

168

System service wait limit expired.

172

Error message passed to user.

176

Unknown return code received for service machine.

180

Invalid DYNRQA PLIST format (mixed modules).

184

Open or Mount request still pending completion.

CADA
CADA messages are related to auditing and associated utilities.

CADA000E
ERROR IN AUDTUTIL COMMAND. MESSAGE NUMBER IS nnnn.

Reason:

The utility program command parser has found an error in the command being processed.

Action:

Correct the error in the command and resubmit.

CADA100E
ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTC=nn FC=nn

Reason:

An unexpected return code has been issued by the Catalog Management component. The function code and return codes
are Catalog Management codes, and indicate a problem in access of the catalog or audit files.

Action:

Inspect the return code for 'normal' conditions such as insufficient storage. If the problem does not appear to be of this
nature, document the problem and contact Broadcom. For more information, see CAD Messages.

CADA101E
INVALID AUDIT TRAIL FILE FORMAT. PLEASE INITIALIZE.

Reason:

The audit trail file must be initialized before it can be processed, or else the system cannot access the audit trail file.

Action:
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Execute the AUDTUTIL program with the DATASET INITIALIZE function to initialize the audit file.

CADA102I
AUDIT TRAIL FILE IS nn PERCENT FULL

Reason:

This message is issued when the file becomes 10, 20, 30, and 40% full.

Action:

No action required.

CADA103W
AUDIT TRAIL FILE IS nn PERCENT FULL. PLEASE BACKUP.

Reason:

This message is issued when the file becomes 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90% full.

Action:

Execute the AUDTUTIL program with the BACKUP function to save the contents of the audit file onto tape; the file will be
cleared automatically.

CADA104E
AUDIT TRAIL DATASET ON LAST CONTROL INTERVAL. RUN BACKUP IMMEDIATELY.

Reason:

Audit trail logging will cease when this track becomes full.

Action:

Execute the AUDTUTIL program with the BACKUP function immediately. (See message CADA103W.)

CADA105W
AUDIT TRAIL FILE IS FULL. LOGGING STOPPED.

Reason:

All audit trail logging has stopped.

Action:

Execute the AUDTUTIL program with the BACKUP function immediately. (See message CADA104E.)

CADA106I
AUDTUTIL WILL BE CANCELED DUE TO 'E' LEVEL ERROR

Reason:

An AUDTUTIL command terminated with an 'E' level diagnostic error.

Action:
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Correct the error in the command and resubmit.

CADA107I
AUDTUTIL WILL BE CANCELED DUE TO OPERATOR REQUEST

Reason:

Operator entered 'CANCEL' as reply to an AUDTUTIL message.

Action:

No action required.

CADA108D
ENTER AUDTUTIL COMMAND

Reason:

The utility program has been executed from the console and is ready to read command statements from there.

Action:

Enter the utility program command statement.

CADA110I
AUDIT TRAIL PROCESSING IS COMPLETE

Reason:

The AUDTUTIL program has completed its processing.

Action:

No action required.

CADA111E
ERRORS HAVE BEEN FOUND DURING AUDIT TRAIL PROCESSING

Reason:

Errors were encountered during the execution of the AUDTUTIL program.

Action:

Correct errors found and resubmit job.

CADA112E
FUNCTION SUPPRESSED DUE TO ERRORS ON PREVIOUS CONTROL CARDS

Reason:

The current function has been suppressed due to error(s) encountered on previous command statements. The audit utility
stops processing when an error occurs and then flushes the remainder of the SYSIN file.

Action:
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Correct the indicated error(s) and resubmit the job.

CADA113E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR AUDIT TRAIL UTILITY EXECUTION

Reason:

The AUDTUTIL utility program requires a size of approximately 100K.

Action:

Increase the virtual machine size.

CADA114E
INVALID OR MISSING LABEL INFORMATION FOR THE AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF for DDNAME CAIAUDT is missing.

Action:

Verify that the DYNLINK EXEC has a CP LINK command, an ACCESS command, and a FILEDEF command for the audit
trail data set.

CADA115E
DISK ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET RC=nnnn CSW=nnnn

Reason:

The audit trail file wasn't initialized. It cannot be processed.

Action:

Use the DATASET INITIALIZE function of the AUDTUTIL program. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA116W
AUDIT TRAIL FILE IS EMPTY

Reason:

You are attempting to generate a report from an empty audit trail file.

Action:

Wait until audit information is logged before generating an audit report.

CADA117E
INVALID TAPE LOGICAL UNIT - xxxxxx

Reason:

The FILEDEF for DDNAME DYNHIST or DYNOLD is missing.

Action:
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Correct the condition and reexecute the command.

CADA118E
INVALID TAPE FORMAT - BAD TAPE RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

The AUDTUTIL program found invalid tape records while attempting to read the tape created by the BACKUP command.

Action:

Ensure that the correct input tape file is being processed.

CADA119I
AUDIT TRAIL DATASET IS BEING LOCKED

Reason:

The user has 'locked' the audit trail file. (See the DATASET and BACKUP commands of AUDTUTIL.)

Action:

No action required.

CADA120I
AUDIT TRAIL DATASET LOCK HAS BEEN RELEASED

Reason:

The 'lock' on the audit file has been released. (See message CADA119I).

Action:

No action required.

CADA121I
AUDIT LOGGING IS BEING STOPPED

Reason:

Audit recording has been stopped.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADA122I
AUDIT LOGGING HAS BEEN RESTARTED

Reason:

If audit logging was stopped because the audit data set was filling up, the BACKUP function restarts audit trail logging.

Action:

No action required.
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CADA123E
REPORT COMMAND NOT GIVEN - INVALID COMMAND SEQUENCE

Reason:

A SELECT, INPUT, TITLE, or GENERATE command was given without a prior REPORT command.

Action:

Insert a REPORT command and resubmit.

CADA124E
FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS PACKAGE

Reason:

The function requested in the utility command is not supported for the systems currently installed.

Action:

Review the documentation for the products currently installed and active in this system. Correct the command, and
resubmit.

CADA125E
ERROR WHILE READING AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET - RC=nnnn

Reason:

An error has occurred while reading the audit trail data set. The most likely cause is either an I/O error, or the overwriting
of the audit data set by another file.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error by looking at the VTOC listings and EREP reports for the DASD volume. If the cause of
the error cannot be determined, contact Broadcom for assistance. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA126I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET 'UNCONDITIONALLY' RELEASED

Reason:

The data set UNLOCK function has been used to force the dequeue of the audit data set.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADA127E
PHASE 'xxxxxxxx' NOT FOUND

Reason:

The audit trail utility has attempted to load the named module but it was not found on any accessed disk.

Action:
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Review the Dynam installation LOAD MAPS to assure that no errors occurred. If necessary, reinstall the product
beginning with the original distribution tape.

CADA128E
ERROR OCCURRED WRITING RECORD TO HISTORY TAPE - RC=nnnn

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while writing a record to the backup tape.

Action:

Rerun the backup using another tape volume and/or tape drive. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA129E
NO CA Dynam PRODUCTS INSTALLED, CANNOT CONTINUE

Reason:

The audit component requires at least one Dynam product to be installed in order to function.

Action:

Review documentation for the products which should be installed and determine why they are not.

CADA130E
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE RELEASING THE AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while the enqueue/dequeue record for the audit data set was being dequeued.

Action:

The audit data set must be unlocked and reinitialized.

CADA131E
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE OPENING THE AUDIT TRAIL HISTORY TAPE FOR xxxxxxxx -- RC=nnnn

Reason:

An error was encountered while the audit history tape was being opened. It could have been an I/O or a logical open error.

Action:

Verify the FILEDEF DD statements and command parameters for the audit history tape data set. If the error persists, use
another tape and/or tape drive. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA132E
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE CLOSING THE AUDIT TRAIL HISTORY TAPE FOR 'xxxxxxxx' -- RC=nnnn

Reason:

An error was encountered while the audit history tape was being closed. It could have been an I/O or a logical close error.

Action:
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Verify the FILEDEF DD statements and command parameters for the audit history tape data set. If the error persists, use
another tape and/or tape drive. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA133E
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE READING THE AUDIT TRAIL HISTORY TAPE RC=nnnn

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while reading the audit trail history tape.

Action:

Clean the tape and drive and try again. If the problem persists, the tape may be irrecoverably damaged. See CAD
Messages for more information.

CADA150E
UNEXPECTED END OF DATA ON INPUT FILE. (CONTINUATION CARD EXPECTED)

Reason:

The AUDTUTIL program expected to encounter a continuation statement and instead encountered an end-of-file
condition.

Action:

Recheck the commands submitted to the AUDTUTIL program and ensure all required commands and operands are
supplied.

CADA151E
TOO MANY CONTINUATION STATEMENTS

Reason:

A maximum of seven (7) continuation statements are allowed by AUDTUTIL.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA152E
UNRECOGNIZABLE COMMAND

Reason:

AUDTUTIL found an invalid command.

Action:

See the AUDTUTIL command descriptions in Using.

CADA153E
REQUIRED OPERAND(S) OMITTED

Reason:
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A required operand has been omitted for the command being processed.

Action:

See the specific command description in the documentation.

CADA154E
INVALID KEYWORD OPERAND

Reason:

There is an invalid keyword specified for the command being processed.

Action:

See the specific command description in the documentation.

CADA155E
UNRECOGNIZABLE KEYWORD OPERAND

Reason:

There is an unrecognizable keyword operand.

Action:

Correct the command error and resubmit.

CADA156E
TOO MANY POSITIONAL OPERANDS

Reason:

There are too many operands on the command being processed.

Action:

See the specific command description in the documentation.

CADA157E
TOO MANY REPEATS OF KEYWORD OPERAND

Reason:

There are too many repeats of a keyword operand.

Action:

Correct the command error and resubmit.

CADA158E
TOO MANY SUBOPERANDS

Reason:

Too many suboperands were supplied in a list enclosed in parentheses.
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Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA159E
SYNTAX ERROR - UNPAIRED PARENTHESES

Reason:

A parenthesis is missing for the command processed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA160E
SYNTAX ERROR - UNPAIRED APOSTROPHES

Reason:

An apostrophe is missing for the command processed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA161E
SYNTAX ERROR - INVALID SEPARATOR

Reason:

There is an invalid separator for the command processed. (Blanks must be used.)

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA162E
INVALID NUMERIC VALUE

Reason:

AUDTUTIL did not find a numeric value for the operand processed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA163E
VALUE TOO LONG - TRUNCATED

Reason:

A supplied character string or keyword is too long and has been truncated.

Action:
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Correct and resubmit.

CADA164E
VALUE IS TOO LONG

Reason:

A supplied character string or keyword is too long. Truncation is not performed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA165E
INVALID OR UNRECOGNIZABLE VALUE

Reason:

A supplied keyword is not valid.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA166E
STRING MUST BE IN APOSTROPHES

Reason:

The string is not enclosed in apostrophes, but should be.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA167E
STRING MUST NOT BE IN APOSTROPHES

Reason:

The string is in apostrophes, but should not be.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA200I
AUDIT TRAIL INITIALIZATION HAS BEGUN

Reason:

The DATASET INITIALIZE function of AUDTUTIL has started.

Action:

No action required.
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CADA201I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET INITIALIZATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

Information can now be logged to the audit trail data set.

Action:

No action required.

CADA202E
DISK FORMAT ERROR FOUND DURING DATA SET INITIALIZATION. (DISK MAY NOT BE PROPERLY INITIALIZED)

Reason:

Unrecoverable disk I/O errors have occurred during data set initialization.

Action:

Check for hardware DASD problems.

CADA203E
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET INITIALIZATION TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

The DATASET INITIALIZE command has failed. The exact nature of the error encountered will have been indicated in a
previous error message.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA204I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET STATUS REPORT FOLLOWS

Reason:

The DATASET function has been executed.

Action:

No action required.

CADA205I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET STATUS ALTERATION BEGINNING

Reason:

The DATASET LOCK or UNLOCK function of AUDTUTIL has been started.

Action:

No action required.
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CADA206I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET STATUS ALTERATION IS COMPLETE.

Reason:

The DATASET LOCK or UNLOCK function of AUDTUTIL has completed successfully.

Action:

No action required.

CADA207W
DISK FORMAT ERROR FOUND DURING DATA SET STATUS ALTERATION. (DISK MAY NOT BE PROPERLY
INITIALIZED)

Reason:

An unexpected disk error has occurred. The disk may not be properly initialized.

Action:

Verify formatting of the disk area on which the data set lies.

CADA208E
DATA SET PROCESSING TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

The DATASET LOCK or UNLOCK function was terminated due to an error. The exact nature of the error condition will
have been indicated in a previous error message.

Action:

Correct and resubmit immediately. Audit trail support will cause jobs to be placed in a controlled loop until the data set is
unlocked.

CADA209E
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET 'DEQUEUE' ERROR - RC=nnnn

Reason:

An internal error has been encountered in processing the audit trail data set.

Action:

Collect documentation and contact Broadcom for assistance. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA300E
GENERATE COMMAND NOT GIVEN

Reason:

AUDTUTIL did not find a GENERATE command. This command is required in order to generate a report.

Action:

Insert GENERATE command into the SYSIN data.
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CADA301W
NO FIELDS COMMAND(S) GIVEN

Reason:

AUDTUTIL found no FIELDS command(s) and a user-defined report was specified.

Action:

Insert necessary FIELDS command into the SYSIN data.

CADA302W
NO RECORDS SELECTED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

AUDTUTIL found no records to be selected for the specified REPORT function.

Action:

No action required.

CADA303E
REPORT NAME 'xxxxxxxx' IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The report specified is not a valid predefined report.

Action:

Specify a valid report name or provide user-defined report specifications.

CADA304E
FIELD NAME 'xxxxxxxx' IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

Either the specified field name is not valid, or a syntax error has occurred in the FIELDS statement.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADA305E
RECORD CLASS 'xxxxxxxx' IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

The specified record-selection class, specified on the SELECT command, is invalid.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.
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CADA306W
REPORT LINES ARE TOO LONG - TRUNCATING

Reason:

Fields specified via the FIELDS command overflow print column 121.

Action:

No action required. The report is truncated at column 121.

CADA307W
TOO MANY REPORT TITLE LINES DEFINED

Reason:

A maximum of seven (7) titles (both page and field) may be defined.

Action:

No action required. Extra title lines are ignored.

CADA308W
TITLE LINES ARE TOO LONG - TRUNCATING

Reason:

Title lines exceed 121 characters.

Action:

No action required. The execution continues, but lines are truncated.

CADA309W
TITLE LINES PRECEDE LINE BEGIN - TRUNCATING

Reason:

Field titles were specified with a position of '-nn', which would place the title before print column 1.

Action:

No action required. The execution proceeds.

CADA310E
REPORT FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED FOR 'xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

The report function requested is not supported for the product name.

Action:

Review documentation for the product, correct the input command, and resubmit.
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CADA400I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET BACKUP IS BEGINNING

Reason:

The BACKUP function has begun.

Action:

No action required.

CADA401I
AUDIT TRAIL BACKUP HISTORY TAPE HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY CREATED

Reason:

The audit trail BACKUP to tape is complete. Further BACKUP processing remains to be done. Even if the job cancels
(due to a disk error, for example), the history tape is valid and current once this message is issued.

Action:

No action required.

CADA402I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET IS BEING RESET TO CLEARED STATUS

Reason:

The BACKUP function has begun to clear the audit trail data set.

Action:

No action required.

CADA403I
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET BACKUP HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Reason:

All BACKUP processing has successfully completed.

Action:

No action required.

CADA404E
DISK FORMAT ERROR FOUND DURING DATA SET CLEAR OPERATION - RC=nnnn CSW=nnnn

Reason:

An unexpected disk error has occurred. The disk may not be properly initialized.

Action:

Verify formatting of the disk area on which the data set lies. See CAD Messages for more information.
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CADA405E
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET BACKUP TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

An error has occurred during the BACKUP function. The nature of the error will have been explained in a previous error
message.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

Caution The audit trail data set may be left in a LOCKED status. The data set should be UNLOCKED immediately so that
normal processing may continue.

CADA406E
DISP=KEEP AND ADD FUNCTION ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

The ADD function was used with DISP=KEEP. It is not allowed.

Action:

Correct the command error and resubmit.

CADA407E
ERROR WRITING AUDIT TRAIL BACKUP ENTRY --RC=nnnn

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while writing the backup tape.

Action:

Use another tape and/or tape drive. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA408D
AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET RESERVED BY ANOTHER PARTITION

Reason:

The audit trail is currently enqueued from another virtual machine or system. Processing cannot continue until it is freed.

Action:

If the problem persists, check if another program is using the audit trail.

If no such program is running, the audit trail data set may be permanently enqueued due to an abend of another user. In
this case the data set unlock command may be used to force dequeue.

You can reply RETRY to this message to retry accessing the audit data set.

Respond RELEASE after verifying that the data set may be unlocked in order to unlock the data set.

CADA409E
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE UPDATING AUDIT TRAIL CONTROL RECORD
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Reason:

An I/O error occurred while the audit trail control record was being updated.

Action:

If the problem persists, reinitialize the audit trail.

CADA410I
AUDIT TRAIL HISTORY TAPE NOT CREATED -- NO ENTRIES WERE FOUND IN THE AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET

Reason:

The BACKUP function has been attempted, but there are no entries to be backed up.

Action:

Wait until there are entries before attempting the BACKUP function.

CADA411E
NUMBER ENTRIES BACKED UP (nnnnnnnn) DOESN'T MATCH NUMBER IN AUDIT TRAIL DATA SET

Reason:

The number of entries written to the backup tape does not match the number of entries known to be in the Catalog. This
indicates a probable I/O error reading the audit data set.

Action:

If the error persists, move the audit data set to another extent.

CADA500E
INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFIED ON CATALOG PARAMETER CARD

Reason:

The catalog command contains one or more invalid parameters.

Action:

Correct the catalog command and resubmit.

CADA501I
CATALOG RECOVERY BEGINNING, USING DATE = xxxxxxxx, TIME = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Recovery of the Catalog is beginning. The date and time shown represent the point from which recovery is being
performed.

Action:

No action required. Informational only.

CADA504I
CATALOG RECOVERY HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY
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Reason:

Catalog recovery has successfully completed.

Action:

No action required. Informational only.

CADA505E
CATALOG RECOVERY HAS TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

An error has occurred during catalog recovery. The function is terminated.

Action:

See the previous message issued for the cause of the error. Correct the error and resubmit.

CADA506E
RE=nnnn VAL2=nnnn VAL3=nnnn VAL4=nnnn

Reason:

Catalog recovery has terminated with errors.

Action:

Press the ENTER/EOB key to continue.

CADA600E
ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTC=nnnn FC=nnnn

Reason:

An internal error has been detected. The message issued previous to this one documents the cause of the error. This
message documents the internal function and return codes.

Action:

No action required. Informational. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADA601E
SUFFICIENT STORAGE IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

There is insufficient storage available.

Action:

Review the virtual machine size and make necessary corrections to provide more if the problem recurs.

CADA602E
AUDIT FILE NOT DEFINED
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Reason:

The audit data set is not accessible.

Action:

Either generate AUDIT=NO, or take steps to make the audit dataset accessible and initialize it.

CADA603E
AUDIT FILE UNAVAILABLE DUE TO PRIOR ENQUEUE

Reason:

The audit file is enqueued from another virtual machine or system.

Action:

Check if the audit data set is in use by another task. If it is not, the catalog lockout may be freed by use of the AUDTUTIL
data set unlock function.

CADA604E
AUDIT FILE IS FULL

Reason:

The audit data set is full.

Action:

Backup and clear the audit data set. You may have to increase its size.

CADA605E
PHYSICAL I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED CSW xxxx

Reason:

A physical I/O error has occurred during audit access. The integrity of the audit data set may be in doubt.

Action:

Backup and initialize the audit data set as soon as possible.

CADA606E
SEQUENTIAL END-OF-FILE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA607E
INVALID FUNCTION
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Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA608E
INVALID BUFFER ADDRESS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA609E
INVALID BUFFER LENGTH

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA610E
EXCEED CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA611E
INVALID SHARE OPTIONS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.
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CADA612E
AUDIT FILE NOT INITIALIZED

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA613E
RECORD TRUNCATED

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA614E
NO STORAGE FOR FUNCTION

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA615E
ENQUEUE ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA616E
DEQUEUE ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.
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Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA617E
SAVER ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA618E
GETAREA ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA619E
FREEAREA ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA620E
OBTAIN ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADA621E
MESSAGE ERROR
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Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect appropriate documentation, and contact Broadcom for assistance in resolving the problem.

CADC
CADC errors refer to problems with a catalog. These problems include catalog format and initialization.

 

 

CADC001I
WAITING FOR CATALOG ENQUEUE. DDNAME=ddname OWNER=(cpuid,job|vmid,step|cms command)

Reason:

The task has requested access to the Catalog or CAIAUDIT file, but it is currently in use from another partition or system.

Action:

If the Catalog is enqueued for batch processing, the situation is normal. The access request will be retried until the
Catalog is dequeued. If the Catalog is not enqueued for batch processing, the access request will be repeated every 5
seconds, up to 255 times. The requesting task waits. If unsuccessful, the CADC005D message will be issued. Jobs which
require the Catalog may not be run while the Catalog is being backed up.

If no such job is running, or if the job which enqueued the Catalog has cancelled, it is likely that a catalog lockout condition
exists. To free the Catalog, proceed as follows:

If data set is from and DDNAME= (default) Use this command
CA DYNBARCH

DYNBCAT
CAICATL
CAIAUDT

BDYNUTL ARCDEQ
BDYNUTL DEQUEUE
DYNCAT DEQUEUE
AUDTUTIL DATASET UNLOCK

Top Secret
for VM

CAISAFE
CAISAFS
CAISAFL

CASECAT DEQUEUE

Scheduler CAIJMST
CAIJTRK
CAITSTG
CAIJDCM

FORCEDEQ (see the Scheduler
JobManagement Systems Programmer
Guide)

Scheduler Job
Management with
DRIVER

CAIJDRV FORCEDEQ (see the Scheduler
JobManagement Systems Programmer
Guide)

DRIVER alone CAIJDRV -FORCEDEQ (see the Scheduler
JobManagement Systems Programmer
Guide)
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CADC002I
CATALOG ENQUEUE OBTAINED. PROCESSING CONTINUES. DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

The task has obtained access to the Catalog or CAIAUDIT file.

Action:

None.

CADC003I
ENQUEUED FOR BATCH PROCESSING. DDNAME=ddname.

Reason:

The Catalog or CAIAUDIT file has been enqueued for processing from a batch program. It remains enqueued, not
allowing access by other partitions or systems until the batch processing is complete. The Catalog is enqueued in this
fashion by the BACKUP and other functions. SCRATCH functions.

The batch program which owns the Catalog continues. Any other program attempting to use the Catalog will be placed in
a wait state until the batch program enqueue is released.

Action:

None.

CADC004I
CATALOG DEQUEUED. DDNAME=ddname.

Reason:

The Catalog file has been dequeued from batch processing. Any other programs awaiting catalog availability will proceed.

Action:

None.

CADC005D
ENQUEUE FAILURE DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

Catalog Management has retried accessing the Catalog, but has not been able to obtain enqueue. The Catalog is owned
by the task noted in the CADC001 message. The system will wait for an operator response.

Action:

Investigate the cause of the enqueue failure. If the task that owns the Catalog is performing a batch catalog utility function,
such as BACKUP or DEFINE, the failure may be normal. In this event, the function which owns the Catalog should be
allowed to complete.

RETRY
Retry the ENQUEUE process

EOB
Retry the ENQUEUE process
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STOP
Issue a CP SLEEP command and press Enter to continue

CANCEL
Cancel the function requesting the Catalog

If the task which owns the Catalog appears to have canceled with the Catalog enqueued, or is in an unending loop or wait,
see the table shown under message CADC001I and proceed accordingly.

CADC006W
WRAP-AROUND HAS OCCURRED DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

All of the reserved continuous free space in the Catalog has been used. Processing will continue, but performance will
be degraded as Catalog Management will be searching for available free space records, as required. When all of the
available free space is used, the task abends.

Action:

Perform BACKUP/RESTORE REORG at the earliest opportunity to collect all free space records at the end of the
Catalog. If you receive the message for the HELP file, you may choose to delete and allocate it with a larger space
specification. The adapter needs to be recycled if the HELP file is deleted and reallocated.

NOTE
If you should receive the message for the CAISAFS file, either initialize the file (and rerun CASESESN if
applicable) or increase the extents.

Increase the allocation for the Catalog at the earliest opportunity and perform BACKUP/RESTORE REORG to make use
of the larger capacity.

CADC007W
RESERVED INDEX AREA FULL

Reason:

The pre-allocated index extension area in the Catalog has been filled.

Action:

Perform BACKUP/RESTORE REORG and increase the index area Catalog size at the earliest opportunity.

CADC008I
AUTOMATIC CLOSE SUCCESSFUL DDNAME=xxxxxxx

Reason:

The task that owned the catalog-managed file identified by DDNAME= has abended, but the Catalog was successfully
closed during the recovery process.

Action:

None.

CADC009I
AUTOMATIC CLOSE FAILED DDNAME=xxxxxxx
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Reason:

The task that owned the catalog-managed file identified by DDNAME= has abended. An attempt was made to dequeue
the Catalog during recovery but it failed. This could be a result of some situations (such as insufficient storage) that cannot
be directly dealt with.

Action:

None. However, if the CADC005D message should appear later, it might then be necessary to run the DYNCAT
DEQUEUE function. If this message occurs frequently, contact Broadcom Support.

CADC010W
CAJRNL2 OPERATION FAILED

Reason:

The journal file could not be located.

Action:

Reinitialize the journal and run the catalog backup.

CADC020E
RECOVERY CAN NOT BE PERFORMED AGAINST A REORGANIZED CATALOG.

Reason:

Physical recovery depends on the RBA addresses of the control intervals not changing from those recorded in the journal
file. A reorganizing restore changes these RBAs.

Action:

Rerun the restore without the reorganize option, and then rerun recovery.

CADC022E
JOURNAL RECORDS NOT BEING PROCESSED IN DATE/TIME SEQUENCE.

Reason:

Journal records must be processed in ascending date/time sequence. The likely cause of this is multiple journal tape files
being read out of sequence. The Catalog is not in a usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything
that depends on the Catalog this situation must be resolved.

Action:

Ensure that the journal tape files are processed in sequence. If this does not solve the problem contact Broadcom
Support.

CADC023E
ONLY PHYSICAL TYPE JOURNAL RECORDS CAN BE PROCESSED.

Reason:

Only journal records produced by the physical journal feature of Catalog Management can be processed. The Catalog
may not be in a usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the Catalog this
situation must be resolved.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

CADC024E
CCR RECORD NOT FOUND AT RBA ZERO.

Reason:

The Catalog control record could not be located at RBA zero of the Catalog. The Catalog is not in a usable state after this
message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the Catalog, this situation must be resolved.

Action:

Ensure the prior non-reorganizing restore completed successfully. If this is the case re-run both the restore and recovery,
otherwise contact Broadcom Support.

CADC025E
JOURNAL OUT OF SYNC WITH CATALOG.

Reason:

The Catalog start of session record was not preceded by a beginning sync point record. The Catalog may not be in a
usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the Catalog, this situation must be
resolved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

CADC026E
CACNPHY0 ERROR. PPLECD=x'eeeeeeee' R0=x'rrrr' DISP=x'dddd'

Reason:

An error occurred in the Catalog Management I/O module. The error code is 'eeeeeeee'. The register zero value at the
time of the error is 'rrrr'. The error occurred at displacement 'dddd' in program CACUJCR0. The Catalog may not be in
a usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the Catalog, this situation must be
resolved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

CADC028E
AUDIT/E ERROR. ATPLRTCD=x'eeeeeeee' R0=x'rrrr' DISP=x'dddd'

Reason:

An error occurred in the journal management I/O module. The error code is 'eeeeeeee'. The register zero value at the time
of the error is 'rrrr'. The error occurred at displacement 'dddd' in program CACUJRC0. The Catalog may not be in a usable
state after this message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the Catalog, this situation must be resolved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.
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CADC029I
JOURNAL TAPE VOLUME vvvvvv 1ST RECORD DATE dddddd TIME tttttttt

Reason:

This message is issued for the 1st record on each journal backup tape read. The tape volume vvvvvv, the journal records
creation date dddddd, and time tttttttt is displayed.

Action:

None.

CADC030E
1st AUDIT RECORD TIMESTAMP SHOULD PRECEDE LAST BACKUP TIMESTAMP. REPLY GO/CANCEL.

Reason:

The message indicates that the backup was done prior to the initialization of the journal data set.

Action:

Reply GO if this is an acceptable condition, otherwise reply CANCEL.

CADC031E
SYNCPOINT RECORD SEQUENCE ERROR. DISP=x'dddd' REASON=x'rr'

Reason:

A journal syncpoint sequence error has occurred. This error occurred at displacement dddd in CACUJCR0. The reason
code is rr.

x'01' - The syncpoint record is a unknown type.

x'02' - The ending syncpoint record is missing.

x'03' - A beginning syncpoint record was expected.

x'04' - An ending syncpoint record was expected.

The Catalog may not be in a usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything that depends on the
Catalog, this situation must be resolved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

CADC032E
SYNCPOINT FLUSH RECORD ENCOUNTERED. REMAINDER OF JOURNAL RECORDS WILL BE IGNORED.

Reason:

The syncpoint flush record is created when the Catalog application determines that the data set and the journal are no
longer in sync. All journal records that follow the syncpoint flush record will be ignored.

The Catalog Management may not be in a usable state after this message is issued. Before running anything that
depends on the Catalog, this situation must be resolved.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.
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CADC100E
ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTC=nnnn FCN=nnnn

Reason:

An unexpected return code has been issued by the Catalog Management service. The function code and return codes are
Catalog Management codes, and indicate a problem in accessing the Catalog or CAIAUDIT files.

Action:

Inspect the return code for 'normal' conditions such as insufficient storage. See 'CAD Messages' later in this section for
more information. If the problem does not appear to be of this nature, document the problem and contact Broadcom
Support.

CADC101E
SUFFICIENT STORAGE IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR FUNCTION

Reason:

There is not enough storage for the function.

Action:

Review the partition size and system GETVIS storage available and make necessary corrections to provide more if the
problem recurs.

CADC102E
NO LABEL INFORMATION FOR ddname DATA SETINVALID LABEL INFORMATION FOR ddname DATA SETNO
FORMAT 1 RECORD FOUND FOR ddnameSYSNNN LOGICAL UNIT UNSUPPORTED DEVICESYSNNN LOGICAL
UNIT NOT ASSIGNED

Reason:

The Catalog could not be accessed for the reason noted in the message.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC for correct links and FILEDEFs. Then reexecute. Correct the error and retry the job.

CADC103E
CATALOG IS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO PRIOR ENQUEUE

Reason:

The Catalog is enqueued from another partition or system.

Action:

Check if the Catalog is legitimately in use by another task. If it is not, see the table shown under message CADC001I and
proceed accordingly.

CADC104E
CATALOG IS FULL

Reason:
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The Catalog is full.

Action:

Back up the Catalog, reallocate the data set to make it larger, and RESTORE/REORG it. Back up the Catalog and
RESTORE/REORG it to a larger extent. The situation may be temporarily eased by running the DYNCAT SCRATCH
function.

CADC105E
PHYSICAL I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED CSW xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A physical I/O error has occurred during Catalog access. The integrity of the Catalog is in doubt.

Action:

Check the integrity of the Catalog by running the DYNCAT BACKUP function. If necessary, the Catalog may have to be
rebuilt.

CADC106E
INVALID ADDRESS OF RELATIVE BYTE ADDRESS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC107E
INVALID ADDRESS OF NEXT PARAMETER LIST

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC108E
INVALID BUFFER ADDRESS SPECIFIED

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.
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CADC109E
INVALID BUFFER LENGTH

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC110E
INVALID KEY LENGTH

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC111E
INVALID RECORD SIZE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC112E
INVALID VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC113E
INVALID FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.
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Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC114E
INVALID VERSION NUMBER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC115E
INVALID VAULT IDENTIFIER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC116E
INVALID CATALOG OPTIONS SPECIFIED

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC117E
INVALID CATALOG FUNCTION COMBINATIONS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC118E
INVALID CATALOG COMBINATION TABLE
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Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC119E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC120E
INVALID ADDRESS OF CACB

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC121E
NO RECORD FOUND AT SPECIFIED ADDRESS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC122E
INVALID GET NEXT NO PREVIOUS GET OR ADD

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.
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CADC123E
LOGICAL END-OF-FILE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC124E
INVALID RECORD IDENTIFIER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC125E
INVALID ADDRESS OF DATA SET NAME

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC126E
A LINK TO THIS RECORD ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC127E
DUPLICATE RECORD

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.
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Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC128E
INVALID DATA SET NAME

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC129E
BUFFER IS TOO SHORT FOR THIS RECORD

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC130E
GENERATION GAP

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC131E
ERROR DURING OBTAIN FUNCTION

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC132E
INVALID DATA SET INDEX RECORD
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Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC133E
PREMATURE END-OF-CHAIN

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC134E
SPECIFIED FILE SEQUENCE IS NOT FOUND

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC135E
NO MATCHING VOLUME FOUND

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC136E
INVALID VOLUME INDEX RECORD

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.
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CADC137E
PREMATURE END-OF-CHAIN

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC138E
BAD RETURN CODE FROM AUDIT EXIT

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC139E
INVALID ADDRESS OF VOLUME SERIAL

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC140E
INVALID ADDRESS OF BUF1

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC141E
INVALID ADDRESS OF BUF2

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.
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Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC142E
INVALID ADDRESS OF CAB

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC143E
INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS FOR ddname

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC144E
INVALID DEVICE TYPE FOR ddname

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC145E
INVALID CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE FOR ddname

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC146E
INVALID EXTENT LIMITS FOR ddname
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Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC147E
RECORD IS OUTSIDE EXTENT FOR ddname

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC148E
NO FREE STORAGE AVAILABLE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC149E
INVALID FUNCTION CODE

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC150E
INVALID ADDRESS OF EXIT LIST

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.
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CADC151E
INVALID ADDRESS OF WORKAREA

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC152E
INVALID ADDRESS OF CATALOG PARAMETER LIST

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC153E
INVALID CATALOG CONTROL RECORD

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC154E
RBA OUTSIDE FORMAT

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC155E
SAVER ERROR

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.
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Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC156E
INVALID INDEX RBA

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC157E
INVALID INDEX DISPLACEMENT

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC158E
INVALID INDEX NUMBER

Reason:

An internal error is detected. The text indicates the specific error found. Another message will indicate the actual function
experiencing the error. The function will terminate.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC198E
ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTC=nnnn FCN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An unexpected return code has been issued by the Catalog Management service. The function code and return codes are
Catalog Management codes, and indicate a problem in accessing the Catalog or CAIAUDIT files.

Action:

Inspect the return code for 'normal' conditions such as insufficient storage. See CAD Messages for more information. If
the problem does not appear to be of this nature, document the problem and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC199E
UNEXPECTED ERROR-SEND DUMP TO CA
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Reason:

An unexpected internal error is detected. The function terminates with a dump.

Action:

Send dump, JCL, and console log to Broadcom.

CADC201E
INVALID RECORD ID. ID EXPECTED=xxx, ID ENCOUNTERED=xxx

Reason:

During the Catalog backup function, an invalid catalog record ID was encountered. The type of record expected at the
location and the type of record found is indicated. The integrity of the Catalog is suspect.

Action:

When the backup has completed, rebuild the Catalog. The error condition may be cleared by:

• Performing a RESTORE REORG function using the backup tape created, or
• Restoring the previous backup tape and performing catalog recovery using the CAIAUDIT data set.

If the RESTORE REORG function is used, any information contained in the Catalog record in error will be lost.

CADC202I
DSN=data-set-name, VERSION=nnnnnn, VOLSER=xxxxxx, RBA=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

During CAIAUDIT recovery, an error was found with the component records of the data set, version, and volume noted.
The information is provided to aid in verifying the accuracy of the Catalog information about the data set. The CAIAUDIT
recovery proceeds.

Action:

Check the accuracy of the information for the specified data set.

CADC203E
CATALOG ERROR OCCURRED. F/C=nnnn R/C=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

During CAIAUDIT recovery, a physical error was detected. The CAIAUDIT recovery proceeds.

Action:

Recover the Catalog. Either the backup tape just created may be used to perform a RESTORE REORG function, or a
previous backup tape may be used in conjunction with the CAIAUDIT Catalog recovery procedure. See 'CAD Messages'
in the "Codes" section for more information.

CADC204E
UNRECOVERABLE CATALOG ERROR

Reason:

During the Catalog backup function, a severe error was encountered in the Catalog, CAICATL. The function is terminated.
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Action:

Recover the Catalog from a previous backup tape because the tape being created is incomplete and may not be used.

To recover the Catalog, restore the previous backup tape using the RESTORE function of DYNCAT, and bring it up-to-
date by using either:

• The CAIAUDIT recovery feature, or
• DYNCAT manual maintenance if the CAIAUDIT feature is not installed.

CADC205E
INVALID RECORD DISPLACEMENT. PLEASE RE-SPECIFY

Reason:

An invalid RBA was entered, most likely with non-hexadecimal digits, or too large a displacement.

Action:

Correct the input and reenter.

CADC206I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The CACNUTIL +nnnn command was issued. This message displays 16 bytes of data found in the Catalog at the
specified displacement.

Action:

None.

CADC207E
VERIFICATION ERROR

Reason:

There is an error in verification.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADC208E
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

There is an invalid command.

Action:

Correct the command and resubmit.
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CADC209W
COMMAND OUT OF SEQUENCE

Reason:

A REP= command was entered without a preceding +nnnn or VER= command to CACNUTIL.

Action:

Correct the command and resubmit.

CADC210W
DATASET NOT ACCESSIBLE

Reason:

The desired data set (Catalog or CAIAUDIT file) cannot be located. Verify that the DYNLINK EXEC has CPLINK,
ACCESS, and FILEDEF commands for the desired data set.

Action:

Correct the desired data set and resubmit.

CADC211I
xxx FOUND AT RBA=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A DSN= or VOL= command to display the RBA of the corresponding DBR or VBR was issued.

Action:

None.

CADC212D
ENTER CATALOG SHARE OPTION

Reason:

This is issued during RESTORE REORG if the Catalog share option is being changed from SHARE=YES or
SHARE=VSELOCK to something else.

Action:

Respond YES or NO or VSELOCK to set the desired share option.

CADC213E
AUDIT ERROR OCCURRED. F/C=nnn R/C=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This is issued by a DYNCAT function if an CAIAUDIT error occurs during processing. The CAIAUDIT function and return
codes are displayed.

Action:
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Review the CAIAUDIT return codes to determine if the error is 'normal', and if so, correct the condition. If not, collect
documentation and contact Broadcom Support. See 'CAD Messages' in the "Codes" section for more information.

CADC214E
INVALID MULTIFILE SET

Reason:

This is issued by the DYNCAT SCRATCH function if an incomplete multi-file set is encountered. The CADC202I message
will be issued to document the data set name and volume with the error.

Action:

Use the DYNCAT BACKUP function to validate the contents of the Catalog, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC215E
INVALID FUNCTION F/C=nnnnn

Reason:

There is an invalid function code in the CAIAUDIT record. This is an internal error.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC216E
INVALID REPLACE, RECORD id=nnnnn

Reason:

During an AUDIT CATALOG RECOVERY an internal request to replace a record has been issued, but the record ID can
not be found.

Action:

Collect as much appropriate documentation as possible, and contact Broadcom Support.

CADC301E
EXCESS CARDS

Reason:

There were more than 4096 bytes on a parameter statement. No more than 4096 bytes, including continuation statements
of a parameter statement, are accepted by the program.

Action:

Do not use more than 4096 bytes.

CADC302E
COL.1 OR 1-15 NOT BLANK

Reason:
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The operands begin in the wrong column. A common error is not leaving column 1 blank.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC303E
CARD CONTIN ERR

Reason:

Statement continuation rules have been violated. See the rules for the DYNDART utility program in the Dynam User
Guide.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC304E
STM DEFINER ERR

Reason:

The parameter statement operator (SORT, GET, GENERATE, EDIT) is missing or misspelled.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC305E
DUPLICATE xxxxxxxx CARD

Reason:

The statement definers appear more than once during an execution. They may appear only once. 'xxxxxxxx' specifies the
operator of the duplicate control statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC306E
NO GET CARD, SKIPPING TO /*

Reason:

Either there is no GET statement or a generic call may not have retrieved any record. At least one GET control statement
is required for the first batch.

Action:

The following statements up to the next '/*' are listed, but ignored. Processing continues with the next batch of statements.

CADC307E
SYNTAX ERR xxxxxxxx
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Reason:

A syntax error has been encountered in the xxxxxxxx control statement. There probably was a violation of the keyword
definition rules.

Action:

See the section on DYNDART in the Dynam User Guide. Correct error and resubmit.

CADC309E
ERR IN xxxxxxxx VALUE

Reason:

The xxxxxxxx keyword in the statement has a value which is either not in the allowed range or does not contain valid
characters. VOLSER and VOLSEQ are mutually exclusive, as are VERSION and GEN. VERSION and GDG are also
mutually exclusive.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC310E
xxxxxxxx KEYWORD REQUIRED

Reason:

There is a missing keyword (xxxxxxxx).

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC311E
xxxxxxxx SEQUENCE ERR

Reason:

The control field xxxxxxxx has an invalid or missing collating sequence specification. Only A (ascending) or D
(descending) is accepted.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC312E
TOO MANY CONTROL FIELDS

Reason:

More than 21 control fields have been specified in the SORT control statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.
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CADC313E
xxxxxxxx STM DELIMITER ERROR

Reason:

In the statement xxxxxxxx, an invalid delimiter was detected.

Action:

For valid delimiters, see the Dynam User Guide. Correct error and resubmit

CADC314E
xxxxxx keyword INVALID OR DUPLICATE KEYWORD

Reason:

An error has been detected on control statement xxxxxx with the keyword specified. This may be caused by a duplicate
keyword or if an invalid fieldname is specified as a control field on a SORT statement.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC315E
FLD OR VALUE IN ERROR-xxxxxxxx

Reason:

There is an error in the xxxxxxxx control statement. All keywords and values must be eight characters or less in length.
Data set names are a maximum of 44 characters.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

CADC316E
UNEXPECTED DYNACC RETURNCODE = nnn

Reason:

The internally called subroutine, DYNACC, gave an unexpected return code to DYNDART. The program cancels due to
operation exception.

Action:

Forward the resulting dump to Broadcom for analysis. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADC317E
UNEXPECTED DART RETURNCODE = nnn

Reason:

The internally called program, DART, gave an unexpected return code to DYNDART. The program continues.

Action:

If any problems result, contact Broadcom Support. See CAD Messages for more information.
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CADC318I
PASSWORD REQUIRED FOR DSN = dsn

Reason:

The displayed data set is password-protected.

Action:

Use a direct call (TYPE=DD) with the password supplied.

CADC319I
DEFAULT SORT SEQUENCE USED

Reason:

This message is displayed if the first valid statement was not a SORT statement.

Action:

None. The default will be used.

CADC320I
RECORDS RETRIEVED nnnnnnnn

Reason:

This message is displayed if the GENERATE statement is encountered.

Action:

None.

CADC321E
VERSION OR VOLUME MISSING

Reason:

For a direct call (TYPE=DD or DV), the version or volume called for does not exist.

Action:

Check the control statement and ensure that the proper version or volume was specified.

CADC322E
DSN OR VOLUME DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

For a direct call (TYPE=DD or DV), the data set or volume called for does not exist.

Action:

Check the control statement and ensure that the proper data set or volume was specified.
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CADC323E
PASSWORD INCORRECT

Reason:

For a direct call (TYPE=DD), the supplied password is incorrect.

Action:

Correct the password and resubmit the job.

CADC352W
RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

The record being displayed does not exist for this CPUID.

Action:

Check the CPUID to ensure it is correct, or add this record to the file.

CADC411D
REALLY RESTORE THE CATALOG?

Reason:

The RESTORE command has been submitted, and DYNCAT is verifying the function before starting.

Action:

Respond YES in order to restore the Catalog. Any other response will cause DYNCAT to abort the function.

CADC421D
REALLY INITIALIZE THE CATALOG?

Reason:

The INITIAL function has been requested, and DYNCAT is verifying that the files are to be initialized.

Action:

Respond YES if the Catalog is to be initialized. Any other response will abort the function.

CADC422I
CATALOG IS BEING INITIALIZED

Reason:

A response of YES was entered to message CADC421D.

Action:

None.
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CADC424I
DYNAM RESTORE

Reason:

The DYNCAT RESTORE function is in progress.

Action:

None.

CADC426I
DYNAM BACKUP

Reason:

The DYNCAT BACKUP function is in progress.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADC431E
INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

An invalid response was entered for message CADC411D or CADC421D.

Action:

Enter a valid response.

CADC500E
module ERROR: OFFSET=address : FUNCTION=name : FC=nnnnnnnn RC=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred in the named module. This message is often followed by an additional message
describing the error (such as CADC512W).

Action:

If additional messages are not provided, contact Broadcom Support.

CADC501W
OMS M:ACC DATA SET filename IS ACCESSIBLE,BUT CA Dynam/TLMS IS NOT ACTIVE ON OS SYSTEM

Reason:

The CAIMACC data set is accessible, but Dynam/TLMS is not active.

Action:

Activate Dynam/TLMS on your shared MVS system.
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CADC502D
OMS M:ACC DATA SET filename NOT ACCESSIBLE,LOGGING OPERATIONS TO OS SYSTEM
SUSPENDEDRECREATE THE OS TAPE VOLUME MASTER FILE WHEN CA Dynam/TLMS (CA-TLMSII) IS
ACTIVEENTER EOB/END/ENTER TO CONTINUE

Reason:

Logging cannot be performed to the CAIMACC data set. Logging is suspended, which means that the Dynam/TLMS
Catalog Volume Master File will not be synchronized. The Dynam/T Catalog will be correct.

Action:

Run the appropriate jobs to synchronize the VMF and the Dynam/T Catalog once Dynam/TLMS is operational.

CADC503E
NO LABEL INFORMATION FOR OMS M:ACC filename

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF is missing.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC504E
INVALID LABEL INFORMATION FOR OMS M:ACC filename

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF is missing.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC505E
NO FORMAT 1 RECORD FOUND OMS M:ACC filename

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF is missing.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC506E
IMPROPER ASSIGNMENT OMS M:ACC filename SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF is missing.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.
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CADC507E
INVALID FORMAT FOR OMS M:ACC filename SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:

The MQF is found, but the format is invalid.

Action:

Contact your Systems Programmer for assistance. It will probably be necessary to reinitialize the M:ACC MQF using the
proper Dynam/TLMS utility.

CADC508E
INVALID FULL CONDITION OMS M:ACC filename SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:

The MQF has remained full too long.

Action:

Contact your Systems Programmer for assistance. It will probably be necessary to reinitialize the M:ACC MQF using the
proper Dynam/TLMS utility and synchronize the Dynam/T Catalog to the VMF.

CADC509E
ENQUEUE FAILURE OMS M:ACC filename SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:

Dynam cannot obtain an enqueue on the MQF.

Action:

Contact your Systems Programmer for assistance. It will probably be necessary to reinitialize the M:ACC MQF using the
proper Dynam/TLMS utility, and synchronize the Dynam/T Catalog to the VMF.

CADC512W
XSYSTEM PATH pathid NOT ACCESSIBLELOGGING OPERATIONS TO PATH pathid
SUSPENDEDRESYNCHRONIZATION OF THE CORRESPONDING CATALOGS MAY BE REQUIREDENTER END/
EOB/ENTER TO CONTINUE

Reason:

The named pathid could not be updated with the information required to keep an associated tape management system
in synchronization. This message is often preceded by a message between CADC513W and CADC519W, describing the
exact nature of the problem.

Action:

Correct the problem as described in the preceding message, then execute the appropriate jobs to synchronize the tape
management systems.

CADC513W
NO LABEL INFORMATION FOR XSYSTEM PATH pathid
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Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF for the named pathid is missing.

Action:

Correct the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC514W
INVALID LABEL INFORMATION FOR XSYSTEM PATH pathid

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF for the named pathid is missing.

Action:

Correct the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC515W
NO FORMAT 1 RECORD FOUND FOR XSYSTEM PATH pathid

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the VTOC of the accessed disk does not contain the
DSN as specified in the FILEDEF command.

Action:

Ensure that the FILEDEF DSN correctly matches the VTOC entry. If there is no VTOC entry for the specified file then use
the CAICATDK utility program to create one.

CADC516W
IMPROPER ASSIGNMENT FOR XSYSTEM PATH pathid

Reason:

Either the disk referenced by the FILEDEF cannot be accessed or the FILEDEF for the named pathid is missing.

Action:

Correct the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADC517W
INVALID FORMAT ON XSYSTEM PATH pathid

Reason:

The specified pathid was located, but the format of the file is invalid.

Action:

Initialize the path using the DYNCAT MACC INITIAL DDNAME=pathid control statement.

CADC518W
INVALID FULL CONDITION ON XSYSTEM PATH pathid
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Reason:

The specified pathid could not be updated because of a file full condition. The current update is lost. The receiving system
has remained inactive for too long a period.

Action:

The RWAIT of the receiving system should be decreased.

CADC519W
ENQUEUE FAILURE ON XSYSTEM PATH pathid

Reason:

The specified pathid could not be updated because of a file enqueue condition. The current update is lost.

Action:

Dequeue the specified pathid using the DYNCAT MACC DEQUEUE DDNAME=pathid command

CADC520I
TRANSACTION FOR VOL=volser RECEIVED: PATH=pathid : NODE=nodeid STATUS=status

Reason:

A transaction for the specified volser has been read from the specified pathid. The node which sent the volume update
has changed the volume's status to that reported in the message. The status reported may be:

(INPUT) DSN=data set name
(OUTPUT) DSN=data set name
(MAINT) TYPE=ACTIVE
(MAINT) TYPE=SCRATCH

Action:

None, this is an informational message produced when the PATH LOG ON pathid RECEIVE command had been issued.

CADC521I
VERIFY RECEIVE: PATH=pathid1 : FOR=pathid2 : TIME=hh:mm:ssVERIFY SEND: PATH=pathid1 : FOR=pathid2 :
TIME=hh:mm:ss

Reason:

A special path verification record has been processed by this CPU. Normally if a path has been 'idle' for too long a period,
a verify transaction would be sent along this node's send path, specifying its receive path as the target. If the verify
transaction is then received, both paths have been verified as active, and both nodes are assumed to be communicating.

Action:

None, this is an informational message produced when the PATH LOG ON pathid VERIFY command had been issued.

CADC522E
VERIFY ERROR: SEND PATH=pathid1 : RECEIVE PATH=pathid2 : TIME SENT=hh:mm:ss

Reason:
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A special path verification record had previously been sent by this CPU, but it has not been received on the corresponding
path within the specified time limit. This indicates that an error exists in either of the two paths or communicating nodes.

Action:

Ensure that the nodes are active. If active, then check for a prior CADC500E message in the console log.

CADC523E
PLIST IN ERROR=address hex-data

Reason:

This message is produced after a CADC500E message and provides additional information regarding an XSYSTEM
function error.

Action:

None. This is produced when the PATH LOG ON pathid PLIST command is issued.

CADC524E
REGISTERS IN ERROR=register-savearea

Reason:

This message is produced after a CADC500E message and provides additional information regarding an XSYSTEM
function error.

Action:

None. This is produced when the PATH LOG ON pathid PLIST command is issued.

CADC525E
PATH pathid1 IS FULL: VRFY FOR: pathid2 COULD NOT BE SENT

Reason:

A special path verification record could not be sent on pathid1 because of a FILE FULL condition.

Action:

Ensure that the nodes are active. If active, then check for a prior CADC500E message in the console log.

CADC526E
STATUS CONFLICT DETECTED: VOL=volser : RECEIVE PATH=pathid RECEIVE DSN=data set name1 : CATALOG
DSN=data set name2

Reason:

A transaction for the specified volume was received on the specified pathid, but conflicts could not be updated in this
node's Dynam Catalog. The two tape volume catalogs require synchronization.

Action:

Execute the appropriate jobs to synchronize the tape management systems.
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CADC527I
PATH pathid PROCESSED: UPDATES=nn : CONFLICTS=nn : ERRORS=nn RC=retcode

Reason:

The specified path has been processed (emptied of any transactions). The total number of volume records read which
resulted in an update to this node's catalog, as well as the total number of detected conflicts and errors, are reported. The
return code is the current return code for this iteration of the path.

0
NO ERROR ENCOUNTERED.

4
VERIFY SENT ON CORRESPONDING SEND PATH.

8
VOLUME CONFLICT DETECTED.

12
A VERIFY ERROR WAS DETECTED ON THIS PATH.

24
SEND PATH IS FULL (VERIFY COULD NOT BE SENT).

28
AN INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR WAS DETECTED.

32
A SYSTEM ADAPTER ERROR OCCURRED.

36
NO STORAGE AVAILABLE.

Action:

None, this is an informational message produced when the PATH LOG ON pathid SUMMARY command is issued.

CADC530D
UNABLE TO OBTAIN ENQUEUE DDNAME=pathid : REPLY RETRY OR CANCEL

Reason:

The specified pathid could not be updated because of a file enqueue condition. The current update is still pending.

Action:

Dequeue the specified pathid using the DYNCAT MACC DEQUEUE DDNAME=pathid command and then reply RETRY.

CADC531I
XSYSTEM FILE pathid IS nn PERCENT FULL

Reason:

A record has been written to the specified XSYSTEM path to log a volume status change, causing the specified file
threshold to be reached.

Action:

If this message is produced several times, for increasing threshold limits, the corresponding system is not receiving.
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CADC539E
XSYSTEM (CATAXSS0) TASK TERMINATED AT OFFSET=address : reason

Reason:

An attempt was made to start the XSYSTEM task, but a serious error prevented task initialization. The reasons given may
be one of the following:

NO STORAGE AVAILABLE

ERROR PERFORMING OBTAIN

ERROR MANIPULATING DATE

XSYSTEM PATH TABLE NOT FOUND

A CORRESPONDING SEND PATH WAS NOT LOCATED

RECEIVE (TO) PATHS NOT DEFINED FOR THIS CPUID

XSYSTEM NODE TABLE NOT FOUND

ENQUEUE FAILURE ON CRITICAL RESOURCE

DTPARMS NOT LOCATED

CASAGENA NOT LOCATED

ERROR PERFORMING SAVER

ERROR IN WAIT PROCESSING

Action:

Correct the error and then re-initialize Dynam/T or issue the PATH RESTART command.

CADC540I
RECEIVE PATH=pathid (nodeid) ADDR=addressLAST EXEC=hh:mm:ss LAST REC=hh:mm:ssNUM REC=nn
ERRS=nn : RC=retcode : STATUS=status

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a PATH QUERY command and gives the status for a receive path controlled by this
CPU. The nodeid is the nodeid of the CPU sending transactions on this path. The return code is the highest return code
recorded for this path. The status will display whether the path is currently enabled, and whether any traces or logs are
pending for this path.

Action:

None.

CADC541I
SEND PATH=pathid STATUS=status

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a PATH QUERY command and gives the status for a send path controlled by this
CPU.

Action:

None.

CADC542E
SPECIFIED PATH(S) NOT DEFINED
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Reason:

This message is issued in response to a PATH QUERY pathid command for which a matching pathid (controlled by this
CPU) was not found.

Action:

Correct the pathid and reissue the command.

CADC543E
XSYSTEM (CATAXSS0) TASK ALREADY INITIATEDXSYSTEM (CATAXSS0) TASK NOT INITIATEDXSYSTEM
(CATAXSS0) TASK HAS ABENDED

Reason:

See the reason that corresponds with your message.

INITIATED
Message issued in response to a PATH RESTART command when there is already an XSYSTEM task present in
the system.

NOT INITIATED
Message issued in response to a PATH QUERY command where there are no receive paths controlled by this
CPU.

ABENDED
Message issued in response to a PATH command when a prior abend has occurred in the XSYSTEM task. The
XSYSTEM task is no longer present.

Action:

See the action that corresponds with your message.

INITIATED
None. Only one XSYSTEM task may be present in the service machine.

NOT INITIATED
None. This message indicates that there were no XSYSTEM paths with the 'TO' option specifying this CPUID.

ABENDED
Execute the PATH RESTART command.

CADC543I
XSYSTEM (CATAXSS0) TASK INITIATED

Reason:

This message is issued during XSYSTEM task startup. The name of the XSYSTEM task is CATAXSS0 (using the Task
Manager TCB Q command).

Action:

None.

CADC544I
RECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid) DISABLEDRECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid) ENABLED

Reason:
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This message is issued in response to a PATH ENABLE or PATH QUERY command for one or more RECEIVE pathids. A
separate message will appear for each RECEIVE pathid specified in the query.

Action:

None.

CADC545I
TRACE STARTED FOR RECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid)TRACE ENDED FOR RECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid)LOG
STARTED FOR RECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid)LOG ENDED FOR RECEIVE PATH pathid (nodeid)

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a PATH TRACE or PATH LOG command for one or more RECEIVE pathids. A
separate message will appear for each RECEIVE pathid specified in the query.

Action:

None.

CADC546I
CASAVMF0 (SEND PATH) TRACE STARTEDCASAVMF0 (SEND PATH) TRACE ENDED

Reason:

This message is issued in response to a PATH TRACE command for SEND paths. A separate message will appear for
each SEND pathid.

Action:

None.

CADC550I
ENTER TDYNSYNC COMMAND

Reason:

TDYNSYNC was executed through the system console.

Action:

Enter a TDYNSYNC command.

CADC551E
CATALOG ERROR DISP=DDDD F/C=FFFF R/C=RRRR

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while accessing the Catalog. The job is terminated with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.
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CADC552E
CA Dynam CONTROL PHASE CANNOT BE LOCATED

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam product control phase. The job will be terminated by a
dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
'CAD Messages' in the "Codes" section for more information.

CADC553E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE TO CONTINUE

Reason:

There is not enough storage for TDYNSYNC to continue. The job will be terminated.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC554E
TDYNSYNC CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID

Reason:

The operation code or a parameter on the control statement is invalid. If TDYNSYNC was executed through the system
console, you will be prompted to enter the next TDYNSYNC command; otherwise the job will be terminated.

Action:

Correct the control statement and reexecute the function.

CADC555E
ERROR OPENING DTFNAME R15=xx

Reason:

The OPEN failed for the specified DTFNAME. R15 contains the return code. The job will be terminated with a dump.

Action:

See the System Adapter return codes for further information/action. If a solution cannot be determined, then retain
the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error
persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See 'CAD
Messages' in the "Codes" section for more information.

CADC556E
VOLUME VOLSER, PROBLEM REASON=r
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Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while processing the volser contained in the message. The job will continue.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC557E
DYNAM/T CONTROL PHASE CAN'T BE LOCATED

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam/T product control phase. The job will terminate with a
dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC558E
XSYSTEM CONTROL PHASE CAN'T BE LOCATED

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam/T XSYSTEM control phase. The job will terminate with a
dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC559E
ERROR LOADING PHASE UTILSLT0 R15=xx. R15 CONTAINS THE RETURN CODE

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to load phase UTILSLT0. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC560E
UNEXPECTED ERROR UTILSLT0 R15=xx SSLERRCS=xx. R15 CONTAINS THE RETURN CODE.

Reason:
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SSLERRCS contains the specific return code as determined by UTILSLT0. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC561E
OBTAIN FUNCTION FAILED

Reason:

Unexpected error was returned by the system adapter OBTAIN function. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC562E
SRAM ERROR OCCURRED R15=xx. R15 CONTAINS THE RETURN CODE

Reason:

Unexpected error was returned by a SRAM function. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the Catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADC601I
CATALOG MANAGEMENT MODULES GENERATED.

Reason:

The Catalog Management facility modules have been properly generated.

Action:

None.

CADC611W
MINIDISK nnn NOT OS/DOS FORMAT.

Reason:

The minidisk noted has not been properly formatted.

Action:

Check that the minidisk is properly accessed.
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CADC612E
MINIDISK nnn NOT SAME AS DISK ACCESSED AS x.

Reason:

The minidisk specified is not accessed as the letter noted (x).

Action:

Check that the minidisk is properly accessed.

CADC613E
ERROR FROM 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx' COMMAND, RC=nn.

Reason:

The indicated command has ended in an error.

Action:

Check the return code and respond accordingly.

CADC614I
MINIDISK nnn NOT ACCESSIBLE. FORMAT REQUIRED.

Reason:

The minidisk noted cannot be accessed. It requires formatting.

Action:

Press PF5 to begin formatting the minidisk.

CADC615I
DATA SET NOT FOUND. ALLOCATION REQUIRED.

Reason:

The current data set cannot be found; it must be allocated.

Action:

Press PF6 to allocate the data set.

CADC616I
PLEASE PRESS THE ENTER KEY TO FORMAT nnn DISK.

Reason:

You must press Enter to begin formatting the minidisk.

Action:

Press Enter.
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CADC617I
MINIDISK nnn SUCCESSFULLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

The minidisk has been successfully formatted.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADC618E
MINIDISK nnn NOT ACCESSED READ/WRITE.

Reason:

The indicated minidisk cannot be accessed. It may require formatting.

Action:

Press PF5 to format the disk, or PF6 to allocate data sets.

CADC619I
PLEASE PRESS THE ENTER KEY TO PERFORM DATA SET ALLOCATION.

Reason:

You must press Enter to begin the data set allocation.

Action:

Press Enter.

CADC620I
DATA SET SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED.

Reason:

The current data set has been successfully allocated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADC621E
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO CP MESSAGE SYSTEM SERVICE, RC=nn.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.
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CADC622E
IUCV ERROR OCCURRED, RC=nn.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADC623E
UNSUPPORTED DEVICE TYPE 'xxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

The device type noted is not supported. It was either entered incorrectly or it is a new device type.

Action:

Check the value entered and correct. If the device type is valid, contact Broadcom.

CADC624E
UNKNOWN RESPONSE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADC625E
INSUFFICIENT FREE SPACE TO SATISFY ALLOCATION REQUEST.

Reason:

There is not enough free space on the OS or DOS formatted minidisk to allocate the data set.

Action:

Either enlarge the size of the minidisk, or change the data set allocation.

CADC626E
ALLOCATION NOT CONTAINED IN FREE SPACE.

Reason:

The data set allocation cannot be satisfied because there is not enough free space.

Action:

Change the starting track/block of the allocation or dynamically allocate the data set.
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CADC626I
ONE OR MORE PRODUCTS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Dynam/D, Dynam/T, Dynam/FI are not all activated.

Action:

Check to ensure that all products are properly installed.

CADC627E
DATA SET ALREADY EXISTS IN VTOC.

Reason:

The data set you are allocating already exists.

Action:

Check the data set. Either the data set name is incorrect, or this task has already been completed.

CADC627I
PRODUCT NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

Either Dynam/D, Dynam/T, Dynam/FI is not activated.

Action:

Check to ensure that the product is properly installed.

CADC640I
SYNCHRONIZATION WITH LMS STARTED

Reason:

The TDYNLMS program has been invoked.

Action:

None.

CADC643E
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The DYNAM/T Product Control Table that has been loaded does not have the Library Management Software defined.

Action:

Access the correct DYNAM/T Product Control Table.
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CADC645E
LMS ERROR VOLSER=volser IUCV=rc MSP=rc RDA=rc TLR=rc

Reason:

An unexpected error was returned by the Library Management Software service machine. Processing continues.

Action:

If the RC=96, ensure that the userid executing the command has the appropriate IUCV statements in the CP directory to
allow it to interface with the LMS service machine, and that the user has been authorized via LMS to interface to LMS.
Otherwise, retain the console log for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination.

CADC647E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE - TDYNLMS TERMINATED

Reason:

There is not enough storage for TDYNLMS to continue. The job will be terminated.

Action:

Increase the size of the virtual machine and re-execute TDYNLMS.

CADC649E
LMS SYNCHRONIZATION COMPLETE RC=rc

Reason:

The TDYNLMS program is ending.

Action:

None.

CADC660I
SYNCHRONIZATION WITH ACS STARTED

Reason:

The TDYNACS program has been invoked.

Action:

None.

CADC661E
DYNAM/T CONTROL PHASE CANNOT BE LOCATED

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam Product Control Table.

Action:

Retain the console log for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error persists, take a DYNCAT
BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other correction measures.
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CADC662E
DYNAM/T PRODUCT CONTROL TABLE NOT LOCATED

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam Product Control Table.

Action:

Retain the console log for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error persists, take a DYNCAT
BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other correction measures.

CADC663E
AUTOMATED CARTRIDGE SUBSYSTEM NOT DEFINED

Reason:

The DYNAM/T Product Control Table that has been loaded does not have the Automated Cartridge Subsystem.

Action:

Access the correct DYNAM/T Product Control Table.

CADC664E
ADAPTER OBTAIN FUNCTION FAILED

Reason:

Unexpected error was returned by the System Adapter Obtain function.

Action:

Retain the console log for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error persists, take a DYNCAT
BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other correction measures.

CADC665E
ACS ERROR VOLSER=volser RC=rc

Reason:

An unexpected error was returned by the Automated Cartridge Subsystem service machine. Processing continues.

Action:

Retain the console log for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination.

CADC666E
DYNAM/T CATALOG ERROR RC=rc

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while accessing the catalog.

Action:

Retain the console log for the Systems Programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error persists, take a DYNCAT
BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other correction measures.
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CADC667E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE - TDYNACS TERMINATED

Reason:

There is not enough storage for TDYNACS to continue. The job will be terminated.

Action:

Increase the size of the virtual machine and re-execute TDYNACS.

CADC669E
ACS SYNCHRONIZATION COMPLETE RC=rc

Reason:

The TDYNACS program is ending.

Action:

None.

CADC701E
UTILITY NAME OMITTED

Reason:

The DYNAMCMS EXEC was invoked, but a utility bame was not supplied.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the EXEC.

CADC702E
ONLY THE UTILITY NAME MAY BE ENTERED

Reason:

The DYNAMCMS exec was invoked with more than one parameter.

Action:

Correct the error and rerun the EXEC.

CADC703E
name is an invalid utility name for the DYNAMCMS EXEC

Reason:

The DYNAMCMS was invoked with a utility name that is not called from the DYNAMCMS EXEC.

Action:

Specify a valid utility name for the DYNAMCMS EXEC.
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CADC704E
name UTILITY MODULE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The utility name supplied is valid, but the module cannot be found.

Action:

Link to the appropriate disk where the product is installed and rerun the EXEC.

CADC705E
ERROR: name CANNOT BE EXECUTED IN AN XA-MODE

Reason:

The utility cannot be executed in XA-mode.

Action:

Execute the utility from 370 mode.

CADC731I
VOLUME xxxxxx CONTAINS A DDRDUMP OF xxxxxxxx DISK cuu

Reason:

The BDYNLIST REPORT VOLUME command was issued for an active volume that was used for DDR backup
processing.

Action:

None.

CADC732E
xxxxxx NOT MOUNTED ON TAPE DEVICE 181

Reason:

The wrong tape was mounted for the BDYNLIST REPORT VOLUME command with the REAL option or the RECLAIM
function of BDYNUTL.

Action:

Mount the correct tape and reenter the command.

CADC733I
ENTER COMMAND

Reason:

The BDYNLIST report utility has been invoked.

Action:

Enter any valid BDYNLIST report utility command.
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CADC734E
RESTRICTED COMMAND: OPERATOR PRIVILEGE IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The BDYNUTL catalog utility command, or a BDYNLIST report utility command, requiring privileged status was entered
from a virtual machine whose logon id is not defined as a Dynam/B operator.

Action:

If the virtual machine is to execute restricted functions, the CMS userid must be defined as a Dynam/B operator.

CADC735E
INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

A report utility command was entered with incorrect syntax.

Action:

Reissue the command using its correct format.

CADC736E
TAPE VOLUME NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

A report for a particular tape volume was requested that was not recorded in the Dynam/B catalog.

Action:

None.

CADC737E
NO RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

The report utility did not find any records that satisfied the parameters passed on the command line.

Action:

None.

CADC738E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

The BDYNUTL utility program was unable to obtain sufficient CMS free storage.

Action:

Define more storage for the virtual machine and reexecute BDYNUTL.
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CADC739E
TAPE VOLUME IS IN SCRATCH STATUS

Reason:

The volser parameter of the REPORT VOLUME command was that of a scratch tape. No files were backed up onto that
tape so no report is produced.

Action:

None.

CADC740E
NO FILES ON ACTIVE TAPE VOLUME

Reason:

The report utility recognized the tape as active but found no files backed up onto it.

Action:

None.

CADC741E
TAPE DRIVE NOT ATTACHED

Reason:

The RECLAIM function of BDYNUTL or the BDYNLIST REPORT VOLUME command with the REAL option was entered,
but no tape drive was attached to the virtual machine as device X'181'.

Action:

Mount the specified tape volume on drive X'181' and reissue the command.

CADC742E
TAPE I/O ERROR OCCURRED

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while reading the tape during BDYNUTL or BDYNLIST processing.

Action:

Rewind the tape and retry the command.

CADC743E
VOLSER volser IS ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCH

Reason:

The volume serial number used in the TAPEINIT command has already been allocated to another scratch tape.

Action:

Repeat the command using another volume serial number as the parameter.
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CADC744E
VOLSER volser ON DRIVE cuu ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCH

Reason:

The tape mounted on the drive has been previously initialized and is still in scratch status.

Action:

None.

CADC745E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE. UNABLE TO PERFORM SCRATCH

Reason:

The virtual machine is not large enough to run the scratch command.

Action:

This condition could cause a corrupted catalog. Run the command in a larger virtual machine until successfully completed.

CADC746E
NO RECORD OF TAPE VOLUME SERIAL volser IN CATALOG

Reason:

The DELETE command was entered. The tape was neither a scratch nor an active tape. The catalog is not updated.

Action:

None.

CADC747E
TAPE VOLUME volser ALREADY CATALOGED AS A SCRATCH TAPE

Reason:

The DELETE command was issued for a tape already in scratch status. The catalog is not updated.

Action:

None.

CADC748I
COMMAND CANCELLED

Reason:

If the user does not respond 'YES' when prompted ... 'REALLY INITIALIZE THE CATALOG'... or ...'REALLY RESTORE
THE CATALOG' the initialization or restoration of the catalog is terminated.

Action:

None.
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CADC749E
CATALOG IN READ-ONLY MODE. COMMAND CANCELLED

Reason:

All the utility commands require read/write access to the minidisk containing the system data set.

Action:

Return to CMS and access the minidisk read/write. Reiterate procedure.

CADC750E
CATALOG CAPACITY EXCEEDED. REISSUE COMMAND.

Reason:

During a CATINIT or a RESTORE REORG, the number of data sets or the number of volumes specifed was too large for
the size of the catalog. This may have produced a corrupted catalog.

Action:

Repeat the command using smaller parameters.

CADC751E
COMMAND REQUIRES INPUT FROM TERMINAL. UTILITY ABORTED.

Reason:

SYSIN must be defined as the terminal (the default) for the CATINIT asd RESTORE commands. The command is not
processed and control returns to CMS.

Action:

In the DYNAMCMS EXEC, specify a FILEDEF for SYSIN as TERM or delete the SYSIN FILEDEF entirely (the default is
the terminal). Invoke the EXEC and enter the command from the terminal.

CADC752E
DEVICE 181 IS NOT A VALID DEVICE TYPE. COMMAND CANCELLED.TAPE 181 NOT ATTACHED OR I/O ERROR
OCCURRED ON READ OR WRITE. COMMAND CANCELLED.

Reason:

BDYNUTL function which requires a tape drive must have the tape drive attached as X'181'. If Dynam/T is active, this
message will be produced if there is a non-tape device attached as X'181'. The second message is displayed if an input/
output error occurred on the tape or if the drive is not attached to the userid.

Action:

If Dynam/T is not active, then a tape drive must be attached as CUU X'181'. If Dynam/T is active, then the device currently
attached as CUU X'181' must be redefined or detached. For the second message, the tape drive must be attached as
CUU X'181' or another tape should be mounted on the drive if the tape is used for output.

CADC753E
data set IS NOT ACCESSED: UTILITY ENDED
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Reason:

All Utility commands require read/write access to the Dynam/B catalog (DYNBCAT), the Dynam/B archive staging data set
(DYNBARCH), and, if Dynam/T CMS is active, the dynt. catalog (CAICATL).

Action:

Issue the required CP LINK and CMS ACCESS commands.

CADC754E
literal IS AN INVALID UTILITY COMMAND

Reason:

The command entered from SYSIN was not recognized as a utility command. No processing took place.

Action:

Enter the correct command.

CADC755E
option IS AN INVALID VALUE FOR THE parameter PARAMETER

Reason:

The option specified for the DENSITY, VOLSER or FILES parameter of the BDYNUTL command is not valid.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC756E
NO VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE parameter PARAMETER FOR THE command COMMAND

Reason:

The indicated parameter, either VOLSER, DENSITY, FILES or USERID, is required for the entered command.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC757E
literal IS AN INVALID PARAMETER FOR THE command COMMAND

Reason:

The indicated parameter is not recognized as valid for the entered command.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC758E
NO parameter PARAMETER SPECIFIED FOR THE command COMMAND
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Reason:

An incorrect format of the specified command was issued.

Action:

Correct the error and reissue the command.

CADC760E
CACNDEQ0 MODULE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

BDYNUTL cannot locate a necessary service.

Action:

Reaccess the disk on which the Dynam/B services reside and reenter the command.

CADC761W
INVALID CADYNAMB SYSPROF PARM: literal : CARD IGNORED

Reason:

An incorrect LABEL, or ARCLIMIT statement was encountered in the Dynam/B system profile.

Action:

Correct the indicated statement in file CADYNAMB SYSPROF.

CADC762E
OPTION option IS NOT VALID UNLESS parameter HAS BEEN SPECIFIED

Reason:

The indicated option was specified without the corequisite parameter.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC763E
data set FATAL CAM ERROR: RC=nnnn: AT OFFSET=nnnn: PHASE phasename

Reason:

Catalog Management detected a non-recoverable error in the indicated data set (DYNBCAT, DYNBACRH, or CAICATL).

Action:

Perform the appropriate action as indicated by the return code. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADC764E
PERM I/O ERROR: OFFSET=nnnn: SENSE=nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

Reason:
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A non-recoverable error has occurred on the tape drive at address X'181'.

Action:

Rewind the tape volume and retry the command.

CADC765E
option1 AND option2 ARE CONFLICTING OPTIONS FOR THE command COMMAND

Reason:

The indicated options are mutually exclusive, but both were specified for the indicated command.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC766E
literal IS AN INVALID VALUE FOR THE option OPTION

Reason:

The value specified for the indicated option is invalid.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC768E
NO VALUE SPECIFIED FOR THE option OPTION OF THE command COMMAND

Reason:

The specified option is incomplete as it was entered without the required additional information.

Action:

Repeat the entire command.

CADC769D
ENTER BACKUP UTILITY COMMAND

Reason:

The utility program has been started with the terminal defined as SYSIN. The program waits for a response from the
terminal before proceeding.

Action:

Enter any backup utility command.

CADC770I
BACKUP UTILITY BEGIN

Reason:
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The utility program has been invoked.

Action:

None.

CADC771I
BACKUP UTILITY ENDED: HIGHEST RC=nn

Reason:

BDYNUTL has ended execution. The return code displayed in the message (RC=nn) is the highest return code issued by
any of the BDYNUTL routines and will be used by Broadcom Support in problem detirmination. This return code may not
be the same as the CMS return code.
The CMS return codes for BDYNUTL are as follows:

00
NO ERRORS ENCOUNTERED

04
A SYNTAX ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED IN ONE OF THE ENTERED COMMANDS, AND THE COMMAND
WAS NOT PROCESSED.

08
A WARNING MESSAGE WAS ISSUED BY ONE OF THE ENTERED COMMANDS BUT THE COMMAND
COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

12
AN ERROR WAS DETECTED IN ONE OF THE ENTERED COMMANDS. THE COMMAND WAS NOT
PROCESSED AND THE UTILITY IS TERMINATED.

24
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE: THE UTILITY IS TERMINATED.

28
ERROR ATTEMPTING TO ACCESS A REQUIRED Dynam/B SYSTEM DATA SET OR COMPONENT: THE
UTILITY IS TERMINATED.

32
A REQUEST WAS MADE TO Dynam/T FOR A TAPE, BUT Dynam/T IS NOT ACTIVE.

40
THE USERID IS NOT DEFINED AS A Dynam/B OPEATOR: THE UTILITY IS TERMINATED.

99
NO FILEDEFS DEFINED: THE UTILITY IS TERMINATED.

Action:

No action required. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADC772E
MISSING FILEDEF FOR DYNBARCH DATASET: UTILITY ENDEDMISSING FILEDEF FOR DYNBCAT CATALOG:
UTILITY ENDEDCMS RDBUF RC=xx FOR CADYNAMB SYSPROF: UTILITY ENDED

Reason:
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All Utility commands require FILEDEFs for the Dynam/B catalog (DYNBCAT), the Dynam/B archive staging data set
(DYNBARCH), and, if Dynam/T is active, the Dynam/T catalog (CAICATL). The second version of this message indicates
that a CMS RDBUF error occurred while reading the CADYNAMB SYSPROF.

Action:

Issue the required FILEDEFs. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADC773E
TAPE IS NOT CA Dynam/B BACKUP TAPE xxxxxx

Reason:

The wrong tape was mounted for the BDYNLIST REPORT VOLUME command with the REAL option or the RECLAIM
function of BDYNUTL.

Action:

Mount the correct tape and reenter the command.

CADC774E
CATALOG ERROR HAS OCCURRED. RETURN CODE = xxxx

Reason:

BDYNUTL BACKUP function did not find a valid catalog record.

Action:

Back up the catalog with the BACKUP RECOVER function.

CADC775I
PREVIOUS DSN = data set name

Reason:

An invalid record has been detected in the catalog. The last valid data set name is indicated in this message.

Action:

Restore the catalog using the BDYNUTL BACKUP RECOVER and RESTORE REORG functions.

CADC776E
CATALOG BACKUP TERMINATED

Reason:

Internal catalog pointers are incorrect and the function cannot continue.

Action:

Back up the catalog using the BACKUP RECOVER function.

CADC777E
ERROR ON DSN = dsn VERSION = version
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Reason:

BDYNUTL could not process a version of a data set.

Action:

None. The indicated version will be omitted in the next RESTORE REORG function.

CADC778E
ERROR ON INPUT

Reason:

An error has occurred reading input from SYSIN.

Action:

Ensure that the FILEDEF for SYSIN is correct and retry the command.

CADC779E
VOLUME LABEL ALREADY EXISTS ON TAPE

Reason:

The tape volume mounted on tape drive X'181' contains a valid VOL1 label. record.

Action:

Specify the NEW option on the TAPEINIT command.

CADC780E
DYNAM/T NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command requested Dynam/T support but Dynam/T is not available.

Action:

Do not specify an asterisk as the volser parameter of the TAPEINIT command. Instead, specify a valid volume serial
number for the tape.

CADC781D
ENTER VOLSER OF data set BACKUP TAPE

Reason:

The BDYNUTL ARCBACK, or BDYNUTL BACKUP command has been entered with a tape drive attached as X'181' (no
Dynam/T support). It will create a VOL1 label using the volser specified.

Action:

Enter a valid volume serial number that has not already been cataloged in the Dynam/B catalog.

CADC782E
INVALID VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER
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Reason:

The volume serial number entered was longer than six characters or contained invalid characters.

Action:

Specify a valid serial number.

CADC783A
MOUNT INPUT TAPE FOR CATALOG BACKUPMOUNT OUTPUT TAPE FOR ARCHIVE RESTORE

Reason:

A BDYNUTL function was executed (when Dynam/T is not available) which requires the specified tape to be mounted.

Action:

Mount a scratch tape for OUTPUT or mount the required tape for INPUT.

CADC784A
MOUNT volser FOR CATALOG RECLAIM

Reason:

The BDYNUTL RECLAIM command requires the specified volume to be mounted on the tape drive at address X'181'.

Action:

Mount the specified tape volume on the tape drive at address X'181'.

CADC785E
VOLSER volser ALREADY IN USE BY CADYNAMB CATALOG

Reason:

The volume serial number entered in response to message CADC781R is already allocated to the Dynam/B system.

Action:

Specify a volume serial number which is not known to Dynam/B.

CADC786D
HIT ENTER WHEN TAPE READY

Reason:

A BDYNUTL function was executed (when Dynam/T is not available) which has requested a mount to be performed, and
is now waiting for the requested tape volume to be mounted.

Action:

Press Enter when the tape volume is ready or enter CANCEL to cancel the request.

CADC787E
INCORRECT type TAPE MOUNTED
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Reason:

During a BDYNUTL ARCREST, RESTORE, or RECLAIM function, a tape was mounted which was not a valid backup or
reclaim tape or which was in the wrong sequence of a multiple tape volume backup of the Dynam/B catalog or Dynam/B
archive staging data set.

Action:

Mount the correct tape.

CADC788D
ENTER VERSION OF RESTORE: HIT (EOB) FOR MOST CURRENT

Reason:

For a BDYNUTL RESTORE, a tape drive was not previously attached at X'181' implying that Dynam/T support is required.
A response is required to determine which Dynam/T version of the Dynam/B catalog backup is to be used for the restore
function.

Action:

Specify the required version number, or ENTER for most recent.

CADC789E
INTERNAL ERROR IN module AT OFFSET=nnnn: COMMAND CANCELLED

Reason:

An internal logic error was detected during BDYNUTL execution.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADC791D
REALLY INITIAL THE CADYNAM/B CATALOG(DYNBCAT)?REALLY RESTORE THE CADYNAM/B ARCHIVE
STAGING DATASET (DYNBARCH)?

Reason:

A BDYNUTL function has been executed (ARCBACK, ARCINIT, CATINIT, or RESTORE) which will result in a
reinitialization of the Dynam/B system file, and BDYNUTL is verifying the function before starting.

Action:

Respond YES if the catalog or archive file is to be initialized. Any other response will abort the function.

CADC792E
RECLAIM TERMINATED: VOLSER volser NOT CATALOGUED

Reason:

The RECLAIM function has ended and the tape volume has been either cataloged (if the tape volume was not previously
catalogued and files were RECLAIMed) or not cataloged (if the tape volume was already present in the catalog, or if no
files were RECLAIMed).

Action:
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None.

CADC792I
RECLAIM NORMAL EOF: VOLSER volser CATALOGUED

Reason:

The RECLAIM function has ended and the tape volume has been either cataloged (if the tape volume was not previously
catalogued and files were RECLAIMed) or not cataloged (if the tape volume was already present in the catalog, or if no
files were RECLAIMed).

Action:

None.

CADC793I
nnnnnn OF mmmmmm BACKUP FILED RECLAIMED

Reason:

The RECLAIM function has ended and nnnnnn files were re-cataloged into the Dynam/B catalog from the mmmmmm
backup files which were found on the backup tape volume.

Action:

None.

CADC796W
type BACKUP CONTINUES: TAPE VOLSER NOT VERIFIED

Reason:

An attempt was made to verify that the volser mounted for an ARCBACK or BACKUP function was not already in use by
Dynam/B. However a Dynam/B catalog error occurred which precluded verification. This message will be preceded by the
CADC763E message.

Action:

None.

CADC797D
DIAG I/O ERROR FOR FUNCTION - function

Reason:

An I/O error was encountered while performing the READ or WRITE function.

Action:

Enter RETRY to execute the function again, IGNORE to ignore the error and continue, EOV to force an end-of-volume
and reexecute the function, or CANCEL to terminate the function.

CADC797E
VOLSER xxxxxx NOT SCRATCHED: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Reason:

The specified tape has not been scratched from the Dynam/T catalog. Possible reasons follow:

DATA SET IS PASSWORD PROTECTED
DATA SET IS DELETED OR SCRATCHED
DATA SET IS LOCKED FOR UPDATE
DATA SET IS MARKED FOR MULTI-FILE
GENERATION IS CREATED UNDER $TEST
GENERATION CONTAINS 0 VOLUMES
GENERATION IS CURRENTLY OPEN
GENERATION IS ALREADY SCRATCHED
VOL REC IS MARKED MULTI-FILE
VOLUME IS IN VAULT x
where x= the vault id where the volume is located

Action:

Correct the condition and retry, if necessary

CADC797I
TAPE VOLSER xxxxxx IS PART OF DSN xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message specifies the data set name of the tape volume.

Action:

None.

CADC798E
TAPE VOLSER xxxxxx IS NOT SCRATCHED FROM Dynam/T CATALOG

Reason:

The specified tape has not been scratched from the Dynam/T catalog due to a mismatch between the catalog and the
tape contents. This message occurs after message CADC797E.

Action:

Correct the condition and retry.

CADC799E
HISTORY FILE NOT FOUND

Reason:

The BDYNSTAT utility program cannot find the Dynam/B system history file, CADYNAMB STATFILE, on the accessed
disks.

Action:

Check the minidisk links and retry command.
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CADC799I
TAPE VOLSER xxxxxx IS SCRATCHED FROM Dynam/T CATALOG

Reason:

The specified tape volume has been scratched from the Dynam/T catalog.

Action:

None.

CADC800D
ENTER DYNCAT COMMAND

Reason:

The DYNCAT program has been initiated from the terminal and the program is requesting control statement input.

Action:

Enter a valid control statement.

CADC801E
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR HAS OCCURRED *SEE PRINTER*

Reason:

An error has been detected with a control statement.

Action:

From the printer listing, determine the error. Correct it and rerun the catalog function.

CADC802E
CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

One or more of the parameters in the control statement are not valid.

Action:

Correct the control statement and reexecute the function.

CADC803E
INSUFFICIENT AREA IN CATALOG FILE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

There is no more room in the Catalog to catalog additional files.

Action:

Use the BACKUP function to dump the Catalog to tape. Restore it to larger EXTENTs with the RESTORE REORG
function. Reexecute the function.
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CADC804E
DATA SET NAME ALREADY IN CATALOG, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The data set being cataloged already exists in the Catalog.

Action:

If the proper data set is already cataloged, this statement can be ignored. If the wrong data set name was specified in the
control statement, correct it and reexecute the function.

CADC805E
DATA SET NAME NOT IN CATALOG, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

An operation is being specified for a data set that does not exist in the Catalog.

Action:

Correct the control statement and reexecute the function.

CADC806E
SPECIFIED VERSION OR VOLUME SERIAL IS NOT FOUND

Reason:

The version number specified is not defined in the Catalog for this data set. If this message occurs during:

• DYNCAT ADD APPEND, you may be attempting to append a volume to an open/not closed version.
• DYNCAT DELETE, you may be trying to delete a volume which is a protected open/not closed version, or one which

has been previously deleted.

Action:

Correct the control statement and reexecute the function.

CADC807E
nnn PARAMETER IN CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The specified parameter in the control statement is invalid.

Action:

Correct the control statement and reexecute.

CADC808E
SYSTEM NUMBER INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The logical unit number (SYSnn), specified is invalid.

Action:
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Correct the statement and restart.

CADC809E
UNIT IS DEVICED DOWN, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The INT or INTR command has been issued to a tape drive which is currently VARYed offline.

Action:

Either issue the DVCUP online command to the tape drive in question and then rerun DYNCAT or specify a different tape
drive.

CADC810E
INVALID DEVICE TYPE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The cuu specified in the INT or INTR command is not the channel and unit number of a tape drive.

Action:

Correct the control statement and resubmit.

CADC811E
TAPE UNIT UNAVAILABLE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The channel and unit address specified in the INT or INTR command is not currently available for use in this partition.

Action:

Resubmit the command, specifying a different tape drive.

CADC812E
Dynam/T CONTROL PHASE NOT PRESENT

Reason:

CATAGENA, the Dynam/T control member, is not found in CAIUSRLB TXTLIB.

Action:

Contact the Systems Programmer for assistance. The control TXTLIB member must be assembled and added to
CAIUSRLB TXLIB.

CADC814E
volser ALREADY IN FILE AS 'data-set-name'volser ALREADY IN FILE AS EXTERNALLY OWNEDvolser ALREADY
IN FILE AS SCRATCH

Reason:
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The first form of the message is issued if an attempt is made to add or initialize a volume serial number which is already
associated with an active data set.

The second form is issued if an attempt is made to add a volume serial number which is already in the Catalog and is
owned by another product.

The third form is issued if an attempt is made to reinitialize a tape which is already in the file as a SCRATCH tape, that is,
potentially creating two physical volumes with the same number.

Action:

No response is permitted to the first and second forms of the message.

In response to the third message, verify the reel number to be added. If the volume is a scratch tape which is to be
reinitialized, reply 'ACCEPT'.

CADC815E
VOLUME NO xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The user is attempting to add a duplicate reel number, which is not allowed.

This message will also result if one and two are true, or three or four is true:

1. The INT function is being performed the mounted volume is already a controlled volume
2. The user has responded with something other than "ACCEPT" to a CADT010D or CADC814E message
3. The volume is externally owned

Action:

None. The statement is ignored.

CADC816E
PRIOR FILE (PF) NOT IN CATALOG, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The prior file name specified when cataloging a multi-file data set is not in the catalog file.

Action:

None.

CADC817E
PRIOR FILE (PF) IS NOT THE LAST FILE OF A MULTI-FILE VOLUME - STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The prior file name specified in a multi-file catalog statement is not the last one for the multi-file set. Multi-file sets must be
cataloged in sequence.

Action:

None.
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CADC818E
VOLUME xxxxxx NOT A SCRATCH TAPE OR NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

The volume serial number specified in the DELETE or INT(R) statement is not a scratch tape, or not in the catalog file, or
is externally owned.

Action:

None.

CADC819E
INVALID FUNCTION FOR MULTI-FILE VOLUME

Reason:

This operation is not valid for other than the first file of a multi-file volume or set of volumes.

Action:

None.

CADC820E
INVALID ADD APPEND STATEMENT

Reason:

You cannot add tape volumes to a disk version, or disk volumes to a tape version. The only valid options with APPEND
are DISK and VERSION.

Action:

Check the ADD statement. You must code 'DISK' if appending to a disk version or 'TAPE' is assumed. Check the version
in the Catalog to see what type it is. Correct the statement and resubmit.

CADC821I
cuu volser INITIALIZED

Reason:

The specified volume serial number has been initialized on the indicated tape drive.

Action:

None.

CADC822I
DYNCAT BEGIN

Reason:

The DYNCAT program has been executed from the console without a SYSIN FILEDEF.

Action:

None.
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CADC823I
DYNCAT END

Reason:

The DYNCAT program is ending.

Action:

None.

CADC824E
VAULT LOCATION NOT ALPHA, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The VAULT parameter of the DYNCAT control statement contains an invalid vault ID. Only the alphabetic characters A
through Z are valid.

Action:

Correct the parameter and rerun.

CADC825I
DATA SET HAS VAULT CONTROL DSN=data-set-name.

Reason:

A data set with vault control is being deleted.

Action:

None. The operation is completed; however, it is the user's responsibility to return the necessary volumes to the main tape
library (Vault A). Note that no TDYNVLT MOVEMENT reports will be produced.

CADC826I
VAULT-CONTROLLED DSN=data-set-name, VLT=vault

Reason:

A version with vault control in a vault other than "A" is being deleted.

Action:

None. The operation is completed; however, it is the user's responsibility to return the necessary volumes to the main tape
library (Vault A). Note that no TDYNVLT MOVEMENT reports will be produced.

CADC827E
INVALID FUNCTION FOR WORK DATA SET

Reason:

The object data set is a work data set, and the indicated function cannot be performed. A work data set is not allowed to
be defined with retention information (NGEN, RETAIN, PEDCYC).

Action:
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None. The statement is bypassed.

CADC828E
DATASET NAME DOES NOT CONFORM TO OS NAMING CONVENTIONS

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a data set name to the Catalog, but the data set name does not conform to VSAM or OS/
MVS naming conventions.

Action:

Correct the data set name and resubmit.

CADC829E
INVALID DSN FOR MF=AUTO OR MF=RESET

Reason:

A DEFINE or ALTER function is being performed on an AMF data set, but the required three asterisks (***) were not found
in the DSN. The statement is bypassed.

Action:

Supply the DSN with the three asterisks in the correct positions.

CADC830E
INVALID DSN OR EXTOWNER

Reason:

The DSN in an ADD statement for an externally owned volume must be less than or equal to 17 characters. EXTOWNER
may only be 0-9, A-Z, and must be a valid NODEID as defined by the XSYSTEM macro. No ADD options may be used
when defining an externally owned volume.

Action:

Correct the DSN and rerun the DYNCAT command.

CADC831E
VOLUME STATUS INVALID FOR SCRATCH

Reason:

The SCR function is being performed on a tape that is an active data set. This function can be performed only on tapes in
L, T, D, O, or S status.

Action:

None.

CADC832E
FUNCTION INVALID - DATA SET LOCKED

Reason:
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An ALTER function is being performed, and either the data set is locked for output or version one is locked for input.

Action:

In order to perform the ALTER function, the data set must first be unlocked.

CADC833E
DATA SET NOT MF=AUTO DSN

Reason:

The ALTER function is being performed with an MF parameter, but this data set name was not cataloged as MF=AUTO.

Action:

Correct the data set name or delete and recatalog it with MF=AUTO.

CADC834E
OVERFLOW ON MF=AUTO DATA SET

Reason:

An ALTER 'DSN', MF=NEW statement is being processed, but the maximum number of data sets already exists for this
AMF set of DSNs.

Action:

Manual maintenance must be performed to remove some of the AMF data sets from the catalog file.

CADC835E
VOLSER xxxxxx INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The volume serial number for this INT or INTR function is not valid because either it

• Does not contain at least one character greater than zero,
• Contains special characters, or
• If the installation option was chosen, is not numeric.

Action:

Correct the volume serial number and reprocess the command.

CADC836E
PHYSICAL I/O ERROR OCCURRED CSW=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred. The CSW status is displayed.

Action:

None.
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CADC837E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

Insufficient storage has been reserved for the processing of the command.

Action:

Reexecute the command, reserving additional space in the virtual machine.

CADC838E
CATALOG IS FULL

Reason:

The Catalog is full.

Action:

Either the DYNCAT SCRATCH function or, for temporary relief, the DYNCAT BACKUP and RESTORE REORG may be
run to free additional areas in the Catalog.

If the problem persists, the catalog extents must be enlarged and the Catalog must be backed up, reinitialized, and
restored to enlarge it.

CADC839E
ADDING OUT OF SEQUENCE FOR A MULTI-FILE DATASET

Reason:

An ADD command which would result in a file being added out of sequence has been entered for a member of a multi-file
data set. ADD commands must be processed in order by file sequence for multi-file data sets.

Action:

Correct the sequence of the ADD commands and resubmit.

CADC840E
PASSWORD IS INVALID OR MISSING, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

An attempt has been made to process a password-protected data set, but the password submitted is either incorrect or
has been omitted.

Action:

Provide the correct password and resubmit.

CADC841E
DSN IS NOT DEFINED AS A TAPE DATASET

Reason:
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An attempt has been made to process a data set which exists in the Catalog as a non-tape data set using the Dynam/T
tape data set utility. The data set is not eligible for processing.

Action:

Correct the command error and resubmit.

CADC842E
INVALID UNIT STATUSFILE PROTECTINTR REQ'DDRIVE IS NOT READYSEVEN TRACK TAPE

Reason:

An error has been detected while attempting to access the tape drive. The message text indicates the specific cause of
error.

Action:

Correct the condition which caused the error, or select another tape drive and resubmit the command.

CADC842E 1
INVALID UNIT STATUSFILE PROTECTINTR REQ'DDRIVE IS NOT READYSEVEN TRACK TAPE

Reason:

An error has been detected while attempting to access the tape drive. The message text indicates the specific cause of
the error.

Action:

Correct the condition which caused the error, or select another tape drive and resubmit the command.

CADC843E
cuu INVALID DENSITY

Reason:

Either the tape drive indicated is not capable of writing the desired density, or the specified density is not valid.

Action:

Choose another tape drive or another density.

CADC844E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE FROM CATALOG

Reason:

An internal Catalog Management error has been detected.

Action:

Collect as much documentation as possible. If the problem persists, it may be cleared by IPLing the system and
performing a DYNCAT BACKUP and RESTORE REORG on the Catalog.
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CADC845E
volser IS NOT IN THE CATALOG AS data-set-name.

Reason:

The indicated volume serial number is not in the Catalog as the indicated DSN. The error was detected during the scratch
function.

Action:

Review the data set name and volume serial number listings. Perform manual maintenance to correct the problem or
correct the control statement and resubmit.

CADC846E
GENID IS MISSING FOR OS GDG DATA SET

Reason:

The OS GDG data sets require GENID.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC847E
NO AMF DATA SET OR VERSIONS TO RENAME, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

This is from the RENAME request. The data set name is not in the Catalog. There is no data set or version in the Catalog
to rename. To use the MF=RESET function, there must be at least one automatic multi-file (AMF) data set. The statement
is bypassed.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC848E
INVALID LOGICAL UNIT SPECIFIED

Reason:

There is an invalid logical unit specified. The logical unit specified must be in the range SYS000-SYS254.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC849E
INVALID OPTION CODE SPECIFIED

Reason:

TAPEOPT or DISKOPT contains an invalid value.

Action:
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Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC850E
INVALID RANGE SPECIFIED

Reason:

A numeric value specified in a parameter is invalid. Most likely the BLKSZ, LRECL or NEXTGEN value is invalid. For
BLKSZ or LRECL, 1 to 32767 is valid; for NEXTGEN, 1 to 99 is valid.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC851E
MISSING A REQUIRED PARAMETER

Reason:

A required parameter is missing. The ALLOC parameter requires at least a primary allocation amount to be specified. An
absolute extent (PRIME, etc.) also requires secondary allocation to be specified.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC852E
DELETION NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

The requested deletion was not performed.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC853E
INVALID NGEN SPECIFIED

Reason:

An invalid NGEN was specified. The NGEN parameter may be only 1-98 for disk data sets and 1-255 for tape data sets.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC854E
NUMBER OF SECONDARY ALLOCATIONS CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH AN ABSOLUTE EXTENT

Reason:

You cannot specify the number of secondary allocations with an absolute extent.

Action:
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Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC855E
EXTENT TYPE OR NUMBER IS NOT VALID FOR THIS DATASET

Reason:

The extent type or number is not valid for this data set.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC856E
GENERATION IS STILL ACTIVE, ALTER NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

Disk data set generation alteration cannot be performed if the ALTER would result in duplication of generation numbers in
the VTOC.

Action:

Use DYNUTIL to delete the conflicting version from disk, and use the DYNCAT DELETE function to delete the conflicting
catalog version.

CADC857E
INVALID GDSID SPECIFIED

Reason:

There is an invalid GDSID. Valid disk generation data sets range from 1-99.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC858E
SKNAME ALREADY IN CATALOGUE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The SKNAME is already in the Catalog.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC859E
SKNAME IS NOT IN CATALOGUE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The SKNAME is not in the Catalog.

Action:
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Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC860E
FIELDS PARAMETER IS INCORRECT, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The FIELDS parameter is not correct.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC861E
NO FIELDS PARAMETER GIVEN, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The FIELDS parameter is required for SKNAME.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC862E
RECFM MUST HAVE A VALUE OF V OR F FOR A SORT KEY DEFINITION

Reason:

Use V or F for RECFM for sort key definition.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC863E
CANNOT ALTER FORMAT WITHOUT SPECIFYING FIELDS PARAMETER

Reason:

FIELDS parameter was not specified.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC864E
NO DEFAULT FORMAT OR SPECIFIC FORMAT WAS SPECIFIED

Reason:

No specific or default format was specified.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.
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CADC865E
NO SORTING SEQUENCE SPECIFIED

Reason:

Sort sequence is required.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC866E
A FIELD LENGTH IN FIELDS PARAMETER IS INVALID

Reason:

A field length in FIELDS parameter is invalid.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC867E
RELEASE CAN ONLY BE SPECIFIED FOR A WORK DATASET

Reason:

RELEASE can only be specified for a work data set.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC868E
FIELDS CAN ONLY BE SPECIFIED WHEN DEFINING OR ALTERING A SORT KEY RECORD

Reason:

FIELDS can only be specified when defining or altering a sort key record.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC869E
MUST SPECIFY EXTENT SEQUENCE NUMBER

Reason:

You did not specify an extent sequence number.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.
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CADC871E
GDSID MUST BE SPECIFIED

Reason:

You did not specify GDSID.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC872
INVALID VAULT SLOT NUMBER SPECIFIED

Reason:

The first slot number is greater than or equal to the second slot number.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC873
VAULT SLOT NUMBER ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

An attempt has been made to define a slot number which already exists.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC874
VAULT SLOT NUMBER NOT FOUND

Reason:

An attempt has been made to delete a slot number which does not exist.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC875
CANNOT SPECIFY SLOTS FOR VAULT A

Reason:

You cannot specify slots for vault A.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.
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CADC876
INVALID PARAMETERS FOR A MF DSN

Reason:

AUTOSCR, ROTATE and NOLABEL are invalid TAPEOPT parameters for a multi-file data set.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC877
INVALID VOLUME STATUS FOR SCRATCH-YES/NO PARAMETER

Reason:

The ALTER command for a volser was issued with the SCRATCH operand, and the volser either was not in scratch status
or was active and connected to a data set.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC878
MACC ERROR HAS OCCURRED - FUNCTION=xxxx RTC=nnn

Reason:

An unexpected error was received while accessing the CAIMACC communication file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support. For more information, see CAD Messages.

CADC879I
NO SUBSTITUTIONS ARE MADE FOR PARTITION- OR CPU-INDEPENDENT DSNS

Reason:

A data set name was coded with CPU- or partition-independent characters.

Action:

None.

CADC881E
VERSION IS IN A PERMANENT VAULT - MUST SPECIFY PERMVLT=YES TO DELETE

Reason:

An attempt to delete a version with PERM=YES specified.

Action:

To delete the version, specify PERMVLT=YES on the DELETE command.
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CADC882E
ADDING VERSION OUT OF SEQUENCE

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a version to a data set which would leave a gap in the version number sequence.

Action:

Correct the input and resubmit.

CADC883W
SYSTEM ADAPTER ERROR OCCURRED FN=........,R/C=nnnnnnnn

Reason:

A Dyncat DELETE with the PURGE operand returned an error from a SYSTEM ADAPTER function.

Action:

Note the function name and return codes. Contact Broadcom Technical Support with this information for further
assistance.

CADC884W
UNABLE TO DELETE DISK FILE DSN=dsn

Reason:

A Dyncat DELETE with the PURGE operand was unable to delete a version from a disk volume. This message will follow
the CADC883W message above.

Action:

Check the function name and return codes from the CADC883W message which proceeds it. Contact Broadcom if more
information is needed.

CADC885W
DISK FILE NOT FOUND, VOL=volser,DSN=dsn

Reason:

A Dyncat DELETE with the PURGE operand was unable to locate and scratch a file on disk. The catalog version records
pointed to a disk volume as the location of the actual disk file but the VTOC scratch function was unable to find it.

Action:

Run a VTOC report to see if the file is on that disk pack. This could happen if a file has been scratched from a disk volume
BEFORE a Dyncat DELETE with PURGE has been run or if a file has been moved by a utility program that did not update
the catalog with the new location.

CADC899E
INVALID ERROR MESSAGE NUMBER

Reason:

There is an internal error.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Support.

CADC900E
option IS AN INVALID DELETE OPTION FOR VOLUME volser WHICH IS CURRENTLY IN status STATUS

Reason:

The option specified for the DELETE command is not valid for this volume. For example, this occurs when you specify the
DUPLEX option for a volume in SINGLE status.

Action:

Confirm the status of the volume by running a BDYNLIST report, then reissue the DELETE command with the proper
option(s).

CADC901W
'DELETE' volser IS SPECIFIED WITHOUT 'ALL' OPTION WHILE Dynam/T IS AVAILABLE

Reason:

'ALL' must be specified on the DELETE command when Dynam/T is available to ensure that the Dynam/B and Dynam/T
catalogs remain in synchronization.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

CADC902D
ENTER 'YES' TO CONTINUE, OR 'NO' TO CANCEL FURTHER PROCESSING

Reason:

Dynam/B has encountered Dynam/B and Dynam/T catalogs which are out of synchronization.

Action:

Respond to the message.

CADI

CADI001E
INVALID SELECTION "xxxxx"

Reason:

You entered a number to select a menu choice, but a choice with that number does not exist on this menu.

Action:

Make a selection that corresponds to one of the choices on the displayed menu.
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CADI003E
PLEASE ENTER REQUIRED INFORMATION

Reason:

A response to one of the fields on this screen is required. The cursor remains positioned on the field where you must enter
information.

Action:

Enter a value in field where the cursor is positioned, or press PF3 to exit from this screen.

CADI004E
INVALID DATA

Reason:

You entered an invalid value (xxxxx) in one of the fields on a screen. Perhaps you entered a numeric value where an
alphanumeric value is required, or you entered alphabetic data in a field that allows only hexadecimal data.

Action:

Correct the value in error. After the error message is displayed, the cursor remains positioned on the invalid value; just
type over it.

CADI005E
VALUE OUT OF RANGE

Reason:

You entered a value that is not in the list of acceptable values for the specified field. The cursor is positioned on the invalid
value.

Action:

Enter a valid value.

CADI006E
VALUE NOT IN LIST

Reason:

You entered a value for one of the fields on this screen that is not included in the list of valid values. Depending on the
field, this list may be predefined or established at installation time. The cursor is positioned on the invalid data.

Action:

Enter a valid value for this field. If this field is optional you can leave it blank to indicate you want to use the default value.

CADI007E
PLEASE ENTER REQUIRED INFORMATION, OR PRESS ENTER FOR DEFAULTS

Reason:

Additional information must be specified.
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Action:

The required fields are highlighted. Enter the necessary data, or press the ENTER key to redisplay the default values.

CADI011E
VIRTUAL MACHINE "xxxxxxxx" NOT LOGGED on

Reason:

Before you can run this Dynam/T product, the userid xxxxxxxx must be logged on or AUTOLOGed by an operator.

Action:

Contact the appropriate data center personnel.

CADI012E
INVALID USERID "xxxxxxxx"

Reason:

An internal error issued by a VMCF routine.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI013E
VMCF ERROR R/C=nn, Func=xxxxxxxx, VM Id=xxxxxxxx, User Data=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error has occurred in the virtual machine communications facility. One of the following return codes is passed from
VMCF:

1
Invalid virtual buffer address or length.

2
Invalid function code.

3
Protocol violation.

4
Source virtual machine not authorized.

5
User not available or did not respond within the time limit. (Default: 30 seconds)

6
Protection violation.

7
SENDX data too large.

8
Duplicate message.

9
Target virtual machine in QUIESCE status.
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10
Message limit exceeded.

11
REPLY canceled.

12
Message not found.

13
Synchronization error.

14
CANCEL too late.

15
Paging I/O error.

16
Incorrect length.

17
Destructive overlap.

18
User not authorized for PRIORITY messages.

19
Data transfer error.

20
CANCEL: busy.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CADI014E
NO RESPONSE FROM VMCF TARGET, R/C=nn, VM Id=nnnnnnnn, User Data=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

There is no response from the target virtual machine. One of the following return codes is passed from VMCF:

1
Invalid virtual buffer address or length.

2
Invalid function code.

3
Protocol violation.

4
Source virtual machine not authorized.

5
User not available or did not respond within the time limit. (Default: 30 seconds)

6
Protection violation.
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7
SENDX data too large.

8
Duplicate message.

9
Target virtual machine in QUIESCE status.

10
Message limit exceeded.

11
REPLY canceled.

12
Message not found.

13
Synchronization error.

14
CANCEL too late.

15
Paging I/O error.

16
Incorrect length.

17
Destructive overlap.

18
User not authorized for PRIORITY messages.

19
Data transfer error.

20
CANCEL: busy.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CADI015I
THE FASTPATH INSTALLATION/REFRESH HAS BEEN COMPLETED

Reason:

The Fastpath task has completed successfully.

Action:

No action required, informational message.

CADI016I
THE FASTPATH HAS BEEN ABORTED IN 'xxxxxxxx' - PRESS PF3 TO EXIT

Reason:
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An error occurred while performing the installation task specified.

Action:

Press PF3 to exit the FASTPATH task. Execute the indicated task manually to determine the error.

CADI101E
INVALID PARAMETER

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI102E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

Your virtual machine does not have enough storage to run this Dynam/T product.

Action:

Increase your virtual storage.

CADI103E
INVALID HEXADECIMAL NUMBER

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI104E
INVALID WHOLE NUMBER

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI105E
NO FIELD FOUND FOR VARIABLE

Reason:

Internal error.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI106E
INVALID CALL

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI107E
INVALID PANEL DEFINITION

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI108E
READ ERROR OCCURRED

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADI999E
PANEL_MSG: Message=xxxxx, File=xxxxxxxx. EXECIO error RC=nnnn

Reason:

Internal error. The system tried to issue an error message not found in the message file, or the message file could not be
found. One of the following return codes is passed from the CMS EXECIO command:

1
Truncated.

2
EOF before specified number of lines were read.

3
Count ran out without successful pattern match.

3
NUCEXT initialization failed.
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24
Bad PLIST.

41
Insufficient free storage to load EXECIO.

1nn
100 + return code from I/O operation.

1nnn
2000 + return code from EXECCOMM operation.

x1nnn
1000 + return code from CP command, x is 1, 2, or 3.

Action:

Contact Broadcom.

CADS
CADS errors indicate problems with a catalog, including format and initialization problems.

CADS001E
MAIN ADAPTER LOAD FAILURE

Reason:

During system initialization in the service machine, an error occurred while loading the System Adapter modules into
storage. A CMS error message precedes this message describing the cause of the error.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and correct the condition. The system must be re-initialized before it may be used.

CADS002I
MAIN SYSTEM ADAPTER LOADED AT xxxxxx

Reason:

The System Adapter components were loaded, at the storage address noted.

Action:

No action required.

CADS003I
ADAPTER SEGMENT LOCATED AT xxxxxx

Reason:

The System Adapter shared segment was found in the system at the segment address noted.

Action:

No action required.
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CADS025I
CA-IUCV SUPPORT INITIALIZATION SUCCESSFUL

Reason:

IUCV Support is initialized and active.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADS026E
CA-IUCV SUPPORT INITIALIZATION FAILED, ERROR CODE nn

Reason:

IUCV=YES has been specified in the DYNAM macro, but IUCV Support could not initialize.

Action:

The remaining System Adapter components are allowed to initialize. Check the VM Directory for this DOS/VSE machine
and ensure that it has IUCV authorization, as the lack of authorization is probably the cause. If the authorization is
present, contact Broadcom for an explanation of the error code.

CADS028E
CATASTROPHIC IUCV FAILURE - IUCV HAS BEEN DISABLED

Reason:

The IUCV interrupt processor has detected a severe error. IUCV communications are immediately terminated. Storage
corruption has most likely occurred.

Action:

Produce a dump of storage and contact Broadcom.

CADS028S
EXTERNAL LOCK MANAGER ERROR. CROSS SYSTEM LOCKING DISABLED

Reason:

A critical failure of the LOCK Manager has been detected, or the LOCK file has been corrupted. This could happen if an
UNLOCK command was issued from another CPU for resources held by this CPU.

Action:

Call Broadcom.

CADS029S
EXTERNAL LOCK MANAGER INITIALIZATION FAILED. RC=nn

Reason:

External LOCK Manager initialization failed. The return codes are:
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'01'
Format 1 DSCB is not found on specified unit. This is an error in the FILEDEF statement for the CAILOCK DSN or
disk.

'02'
RESERVE/RELEASE failure. A failure was detected in preparing to read or write the LOCK file. Probable cause is
an invalid CP DIRECTORY entry for the minidisk. The LOCK file is defined ON. MWV and NO alternate paths are
prerequisite before DASD defined as minidisks can be shared on different physical CPUs.

'03'
I/O error on LOCKFILE. Check device for READY status. Also a possible device failure.

'04'
CAICMS SYSPROF not found. The LOCK initialization program was unable to locate the CAICMS SYSPROF.
Ensure it is available in the CMS search order.

'05'
Command or keyword error in DLF. Check the DLF command for correctness.

'06'
Number of sharing CPUs is exceeded. The number of CPUs in the LOCKFILE header has been exhausted. Use
the UNLOCK SYSID command to remove any unused or expired entries, or format the LOCK file.

'07'
Internal adapter call error. Critical failure of a neccessary Broadcom System Adapter function. Call Broadcom for
assistance.

'08'
Operator requested CANCEL. The operator has replied to the previous message with the CANCEL option
specified.

'09'
DLF unit specification error. The DLF unit or VOLID keyword does not agree with the unit/VOLID information
specified when the lock file was created using the CAICATDK utility. Either rerun the utility with the correct
information, or change the DLF information to agree with the formatted lock file.

10
DLF extent error. The DLF BLK/NBLK or CYL/NCYL keywords do not agree with the
actual extent information found for the lock file on DASD. This represents a definition error (CAICATDK or DLF)
or a possible mismatch in the DASD architecture (CKD or FBA). Correct the DLF, or run the CAICATDK utility to
format a new LOCK file.

11
Unsupported DLF device type. The DLF unit information specifies an invalid device. Check the keyword
parameter.

12
Indeterminate error. Probable storage corruption in the service machine. Initialization terminates.

Action:

Initialization continues with external LOCK functions disabled.

CADS030D
LOCKFILE ABOUT TO BE INITIALIZED. ENTER DELETE OR EOB TO CANCEL

Reason:

The LOCK file defined in the CAICMS SYSPROF has been located and requires formatting. Or FORMAT was specified in
the LOCK file specification command.
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Action:

A DELETE response will initiate complete recreation of the LOCK file as per the specification in the CAICMS SYSPROF.
An EOB response will disable the external LOCK functions, and initialization will continue.

WARNING: Any CPUs sharing this LOCK file will automatically lose any resources they may have LOCKed, when a
DELETE response is issued.

CADS031I
EXTERNAL LOCK MANAGER INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS

Reason:

The external LOCK Manager has been invoked for startup processing. Post-status messages will follow.

Action:

No action required.

CADS032I
EXTERNAL LOCK MANAGER INITIALIZATION SUCCESSFUL.

Reason:

The cross-system LOCKing feature is now ready for use.

Action:

No action required.

CADS034W
WAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED FOR LOCK: xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

The named resource has been held by another CPU in excess of the time limit. Probable causes are that the resource
belongs to a long running job, or that another system has failed while holding the LOCK.

Action:

Check other system resources for proper operation. If they are working properly, the named resource will be retained
when the current job completes.

CADS035W
LOCK FILE RESERVED BY ANOTHER SYSTEM

Reason:

The LOCK file is inaccessible due to a reserve by another CPU. The probable cause is a failure of another CPU.

Action:

Investigate the cause of the failure. If neccesary, re-IPL the failing system.
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CADS036I
RESOURCE OR LOCK FILE OBTAINED, PROCESSING CONTINUES

Reason:

The inaccessability reported in message CADS034 or CADS035 has been corrected. Recovery has been performed, and
processing continues normally.

Action:

No action required.

CADS200E
ERROR HAS OCCURRED RTN nnnnnnnn FCN nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS201E
xxxxxxxx FUNCTION DOES NOT EXIST IN LOADLIST

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS202E
xxxxxxxx FUNCTION IS NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.
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If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS203E
STORAGE MANAGEMENT FAILURE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS204E
MAIN ADAPTER IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS205E
SYSTEM LOADLIST IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS206E
END OF FILE ON SYSIN
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Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS207E
INVALID REQUEST OPENING A DATASET

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS208E
INVALID LOGICAL UNIT SPECIFIED FOR OPEN

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS209E
DISK DATASET OPEN FAILURE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:
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Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS210E
END OF FILE READING A TAPE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS211E
INVALID REQUEST WRITING TO A TAPE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS212E
INVALID REQUEST CLOSING A DATASET

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS213E
SRAM STORAGE INITIALIZATION ALREADY PERFORMED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS214E
SRAM STORAGE INITIALIZATION NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS215E
SRAM END OF FILE ON A GETR

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS216E
SRAM OPEN FAILURE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS217E
UNIT EXCEPTION HAS OCCURRED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS218E
UNIT CHECK HAS OCCURRED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS220E
DEVICE IS NOT OPERATIONAL

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS221E
MOUNT PENDING ON UNIT, NOT ASSIGNED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS222E
MOUNT PENDING ON UNIT, WAS ASSIGNED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS223E
SYSTEM ERROR - NO JIBS AVAILABLE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS224E
ALREADY ASSIGNED SOMEWHERE ELSE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS225E
INVALID LOGICAL UNIT GETUNIT FUNCTION

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS226E
SYSTEM REQUIRES DD/MM/YY FORMAT

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS227E
INVALID DATE SPECIFIED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS228E
DEVICE DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS229E
DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS230E
DEVICE NOT OPERATIONAL

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS231E
MODULE WAS NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS232E
RESOURCE ALREADY IN USE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS233E
RESOURCE ALREADY OWNED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS234E
RESOURCE NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS235E
POSSIBLE DEADLOCK CONDITION

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS236E
INVALID DEVICE, NOT A TAPE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS237E
FULL TAPE PUBSCAN COMPLETE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS238E
FATAL I/O ERROR ACCESSING DRIVE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS239E
NON-EXISTENT DEVICE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS240E
INVALID CHANNEL SCHEDULER FLAGS

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS241E
UNACCEPTABLE SENSE STATUS

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS242E
VOL 1 RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS243E
HDR 1 RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS244E
INVALID REQUEST

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS245E
I/O ERROR ACCESSING VTOC

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS246E
STANDARD VOL 1 NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS247E
FORMAT-4 RECORD NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS248E
DATASET NOT FOUND

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.
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CADS249E
END OF VTOC REACHED

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS250E
NO ROOM IN VTOC

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS251E
INVALID VTOC SHARE OPTION

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.

The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS252E
VTOC OPEN FAILURE

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered while processing a request which should complete normally. If one of this
message occurs, either a logic error in the system or corruption of the system's storage is indicated.
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The message is indicative of the cause of the error.

Action:

Collect the appropriate documentation and IPL to clear the condition.

If an IPL is ineffective, BACKUP and RESTORE REORG the catalog to clear any catalog errors which may be at fault.
Contact Broadcom if further assistance is needed.

CADS401I
System identification list updated.

Reason:

The SYSID list has been successfully updated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADS402E
Duplicate entry.

Reason:

You specified a duplicate system ID or CPU serial number.

Action:

Check the values and correct.

CADS403I
System adapter options updated.

Reason:

The System Adapter options have been successfully updated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADS404I
System adapter modules generated.

Reason:

The System Adapter modules have been properly generated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADS900I
CA OPERATOR COMMUNICATION FACILITY IS NOW ACTIVE. TARGET = userid
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Reason:

Broadcom operator communication has been established with the indicated userid.

Action:

No action required.

CADS901E
UNABLE TO FOLLOW SYSTEM SAVE AREA CHAIN TO LOCATE DMSINT

Reason:

CMS system save area chains are broken or do not originate from DMSINT.

Action:

Re-IPL CMS and re-invoke CAICOCF.

CADS902E
ERROR ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN CMS NUCLEUS STORAGE.

Reason:

Insufficient nucleus free storage is available to initialize CAICOCF.

Action:

Release nucleus storage if possible and re-submit.

CADS903E
UNABLE TO ACTIVATE THE CA OPERATOR COMMUNICATION FACILITY WITH EXEC ACTIVE.

Reason:

CAICOCF cannot be initialized from EXEC, EXEC2 or REXX.

Action:

Issue the command outside the EXEC environment.

CADS904E
UNABLE TO ACTIVATE THE CA OPERATOR COMMUNICATION FACILITY WITH CMSBATCH ACTIVE.

Reason:

CAICOCF cannot operate when CMSBATCH is active. CAICOCF is not designed to operate under CMSBATCH.

Action:

No action required.

CADS905E
ERROR ATTEMPTING TO RELEASE CMS NUCLEUS STORAGE.

Reason:
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An error occurred attempting to free the storage occupied by CAICOCF.

Action:

Re-IPL CMS to reset storage pointers.

CADS906E
EXCESSIVE PARAMETERS - COMMAND IGNORED

Reason:

Too many parameters were entered with the CAICOCF command.

Action:

Enter the command with the correct parameters.

CADS907I
CAIFLIH = xxxxxxxx, DMSITS = xxxxxxxx, ANCHOR = xxxxxxxx, GENLEVEL = xxxxxxxx, RELEASE = xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The CAICOCF command was invoked with the QUERY option.

Action:

No action required.

CADS908D
ENTER 44 CHARACTER CATALOG FILEID

Reason:

Prompts user to supply the file id for the format-1 label which will be created.

Action:

Supply the required file id, from one to 44 characters.

CADS909D
ENTER VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER FOR FILE dsn ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

A multi-volume catalog is being allocated and a volume sequence number is required.

Action:

Enter the volume sequence number. If this is the last volume, enter the keyword LAST.

CADS910D
ENTER START TRACK (AND NUMBER OF TRACKS) FOR FILE dsnENTER START BLOCK (AND NUMBER OF
BLOCKS) FOR FILE dsn

Reason:
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Prompts user for the extent start and size for the format one label being created.

Action:

Enter the appropriate information on one line, separated by one or more blank characters.

CADS911D
VOLUME SERIAL NOT EQUAL ON X'cuu'. REPLY 'YES' TO CONTINUE

Reason:

The volume serial parameter specified in the CAICATDK command does not match the volume serial number found on
the disk VOL1 label. A reponse other than YES causes immediate termination of the program.

Action:

Specify YES if the program is to continue. In this instance, the disk is formatted as if no VOL1 or VTOC existed.

CADS912D
ANY FILES ON X 'cuu' WILL BE DESTROYED. REPLY 'YES' TO CONTINUE

Reason:

To ensure that the correct device address was specified in the CAICATDK command. This message allows you to exit
from the program without destroying any files existing on the specified disk.

Action:

To format the disk, respond YES. Any other response causes an exit from the program without formatting the disk.

CADS913I
MINIDISK FORMAT TERMINATED BY USER

Reason:

When prompted by message CADS912W any response other than YES causes termination of the CAICATDK command.

Action:

No action required.

CADS914I
INITIALIZING......

Reason:

A disk is being formatted (no VTOC exists). This message only appears if messages are not suppressed and all
parameters are valid.

Action:

No action required.

CADS915I
nnnnn CYLINDERS READY FOR USE ON X'cuu'nnnnnnnn BLOCKS READY FOR USE ON X'cuu'
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Reason:

The CAICATDK command completed successfully after formatting the minidisk.

Action:

No action required.

CADS916E
DEVICE ADDRESS OMITTED

Reason:

The CAICATDK program was invoked with no parameters.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS917E
VOLUME LABEL OMITTED

Reason:

The CAICATDK format program was invoked without the correct parameters.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS918E
EXCESSIVE POSITIONAL PARAMETERS

Reason:

The CAICATDK program was invoked with more than the two positional parameters.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS919E
INVALID OPTION SPECIFIED

Reason:

An invalid option was specified for the format command. Valid commands are NOMSG, FULL and MULT.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS920E
INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS SPECIFIED

Reason:
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The device address parameter specified contains more than three characters or invalid characters.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS921E
INVALID VOLUME SERIAL SPECIFIED

Reason:

The volser parameter specified contains invalid characters.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS922E
DEVICE X'cuu' IS NOT ATTACHED

Reason:

The device specified by the cuu parameter of the CAICATDK command is not attached to the virtual machine.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADS923E
DEVICE 'cuu' IS NOT A DISK

Reason:

The cuu parameter specified for the CAICATDK command is not the address of a CKD or FBA disk device.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CADS924E
DISK X'cuu' IS READ-ONLY

Reason:

The CAICATDK program requires read/write access to the disk in question.

Action:

Obtain write access to the specified disk and resubmit.

CADS925E
DISK 'cuu' IS ACCESSED AS CMS DISK

Reason:

Disks formatted by the CAICATDK program are intended for use with DYNAM products which use OS or DOS disks.
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Action:

If the disk in question is the correct disk and is to be formatted, release the disk using the CMS RELEASE command, but
do not detach it. Repeat the command.

CADS926E
DIAGNOSE IO ERROR - RC=return code, SENSE=sense bytes, CSW=csw

Reason:

CP encountered an error while performing I/O.

Action:

Use the supplied status information to determine the cause of I/O failure.

CADS927E
INVALID EXTENT INFORMATION SPECIFIED.

Reason:

An incorrect response was entered to message CADS910I.

Action:

Enter the CAICATDK command again and respond with a valid numeric extent.

CADS928E
OVERLAP ON UNEXPIRED FILE 'fileid'

Reason:

The extent entered in reponse to message CADS910I exceeded the size of the disk or overlapped an existing file on the
disk.

Action:

Repeat the command and enter correct extent information when prompted.

CADS929I
NO AVAILABLE FILE LABEL RECORDS

Reason:

There is insufficient space in the VTOC to add format-1 labels.

Action:

Enlarge the VTOC, or allocate the file on a different disk.

CADS930I
DUPLICATE FILE IN VTOC

Reason:

The file id specified for the catalog has previously been allocated on the disk.
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Action:

Repeat the command, entering a different file id when prompted.

CADS931E
NO FORMAT 4 IN VTOC

Reason:

The record read from the format 4 slot on the disk was not a format 4 label. No formatting takes place.

Action:

No action required.

CADS932E
OVERLAP IN VTOC

Reason:

The starting extent supplied by the user would overwrite the volume label information. No formatting takes place.

Action:

Repeat the command, supplying a different starting extent.

CADS933E
EXTENT OUTSIDE MINIDISK SIZE

Reason:

The size of the extent supplied by the user exceeds the size of the minidisk.

Action:

Repeat the command, supplying correct extent information.

CADS934E
INVALID VOLUME SEQUENCE NUMBER SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The CAICATDK command was executed with the MULT option and the response to the volume sequence prompt was not
numeric or exceeded 256.

Action:

Repeat the command.

CADS935E
INVALID KEYWORD SPECIFIED - EXECUTION TERMINATED.

Reason:

The response to CAICATDK message CADS909I contained a keyword other than LAST.
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Action:

Repeat the command.

CADT
CADT errors refer to problems in the Dynam/T system.

CADT000I
-------user text-------

Reason:

A control statement was input to CASAUTIL when action log was specified.

Action:

None.

CADT001D
UNASSIGNED INPUT/OUTPUT TAPE dtfname SYSnnn

Reason:

An OPEN has been issued for a tape file (or unassigned DTFCP) that is not being controlled by Dynam/T. Either
the logical unit being used by this DTF is not assigned to a tape device, or end-of-volume has been reached for an
uncontrolled tape file. The system is requesting that the operator enter the address of the tape drive to be used.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

cuumm
enter the tape drive address to be used for the file, where mm is the optional density.

CANCEL
cancel the job.

STATUS
obtain a status report (on the console) of all tape drives.

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (use the CASTART command to restart the partition).

Note that any invalid response will result in this same message being issued again.
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CADT002D
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuu*NOT LD PNT* cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive address; however, that tape drive is not
eligible for use.

*INTERV-REQ*
The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is nonexistent, deviced down, or already assigned to another logical unit; or an I/O error occurred
while reading the VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multifile volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
There is a noncompatible tape drive/density.

Action:

Refer back to the prior message to which the response of cuu was originally entered. Respond to that message again.

Note that the operator may respond

• 'REWIND' and the system will rewind the tape. Even in this case, the original message will be reissued and must be
responded to once again. This response, of course, may be the same cuu to which the response of 'REWIND' was
entered in order to then use that tape.

• 'UNLOAD' to unload the tape
• 'REL' to release the logical unit assignment and allow another drive to be used.
• 'CANCEL' to cancel the job.
• 'DYNLUB' to release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.
• 'IGNORE' to exit Dynam/T processing. Since we are unable to read the volume label, we cannot control the tape. This

response is only valid for the *NOT LD PNT* message.

CADT002I
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuu*NOT LD PNT* cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive address; however, that tape drive is not
eligible for use.

*INTERV-REQ*
The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is nonexistent, deviced down, or already assigned to another logical unit; or an I/O error occurred
while reading the VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.
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*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multifile volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
There is a noncompatible tape drive/density.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT003W
VOLUME xxxxxx DYNAM/T CONTROLLED TAPE, MOUNT NON-DYNAM/T SCRATCH SYSnnn

Reason:

The file being created is not a Dynam/T controlled data set; however, the tape mounted on the assigned drive (assigned
through JCL or operator response) is a Dynam/T controlled volume. When the system cannot access the catalog files, no
controlled volume may be used for output. When the system has access to the catalog files, scratch tapes may be used
for uncontrolled output files unless such action is prevented due to installation options.

Action:

Mount an uncontrolled volume on the assigned drive. If the logical unit was assigned in response to the CADT001
message, then that message will be reissued. Respond with another cuu if desired.

If the installation option to protect scratch tapes from uncontrolled use was chosen, then any tape with a volume serial
number equal to one in the Catalog will be protected.

CADT004A
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name SYSnnn JOB=jobname VAULT=(v,sssss)

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

Mount the correct volume on an available tape drive.

CADT004D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name SYSnnn JOB=jobname VAULT=(v,sssss)

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

Mount the correct volume on an available tape drive and reply END/ENTER or respond with one of the following:

cuu
direct the system to a specific tape drive (only necessary to force override for this data set).

CANCEL
cancel the job.

STATUS
obtain a status report (on the console) of all tape drives.
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RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (use the CASTART command to restart the partition).

ALTER
erase the label record currently in use and reopen the file to access the next sequentially submitted label record
for this file.

RERUN
scratch Version 1 of this data set and reopen the file to access what was the Version 2 as Version 1 (not valid for
multifile data sets).

ACCEPT DSN=
'data-set-name'
[,VER=nnn|
,VOL=xxxxxx]

to reissue the OPEN and search for the indicated data set, version or volume instead of the one called for through
JCL (valid only if ACCEPT=YES has been generated; may be used to ACCEPT multifile data sets).

DYNLUB
release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.

PREV
reopen the file to access the next most current version (not valid for multifile data sets) Only valid if PREV=YES is
specified in the Dynam/T option record.

The responses ACCEPT, ALTER, RERUN and PREV are installation options, valid only if so indicated at installation time.
Any invalid response will result in this same message being reissued. The CADT004 MOUNT message will always be
issued for files that are assigned to tape drives at open time (not using AVR). This is so that any subsequent messages
(CADT005 or CADT006 or CADT002) immediately following may refer to the information in the MOUNT message. The
CADT004 MOUNT message with a volume serial number of six zeros (000000) indicates that the requested volume
or version of the data set does not exist. The MOUNT message is issued in this fashion so that one of the optional
responses may be used, if appropriate.

CADT004I
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name SYSnnn JOB=jobname VAULT=(v,sssss)

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT005D
WRONG TAPE: VOL=xxxxxx HDR 1='data set name' SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:
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The volume mounted on the assigned drive (through JCL or operator response) is not the correct requested volume. The
volume and HDR1 information shown is taken from the tape.

Action:

Mount the requested volume (as per the CADT004 MOUNT message) and reply EOB, or reply with one of the following:

cuu
direct the system to another tape drive (not valid if the logical unit was assigned at open time through JCL).

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (use the CASTART command to restart the partition).

ALTER
erase the label record currently in use and reopen the file in order to access the next sequentially submitted label
record.

CANCEL
cancel the job.

ACCEPT
accept this volume as input (it should not be used with multifile data sets; use ACCEPT DSN=dsn, VER=nnn with
message CADT004) instead.

RERUN
SCRATCH Version 1 of the indicated data set and reopen the file in order to access what was Version 2 as
Version 1.

NEWTAP
reissue the open (dismount the volume, mount the desired one, and respond NEWTAP).

REL
drop the assignment to this physical tape, and then have full AVRbe performed.

DYNLUB
release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.

PREV
reopen the file to access the next most current version (not valid for multifile data sets) Only valid if PREV=YES is
specified in the Dynam/T option record.

The responses PREV, RERUN, ALTER and ACCEPT are installation options and not valid unless selected at installation
time. Additionally, if allowed, the occurrence of these replies will always be reported on the EXCEPTION REPORT as well
as the AUDIT reports if that option is chosen.

CADT006W
DSN='dsn' IN CATALOG IS NOT A TAPE DATA SET

Reason:

The data set name specified on the TLBL exists in the Dynam Catalog as a disk or other type of data set. Dynam/T
requires unique data set names. The data set is treated as uncontrolled.

Action:

Refer the problem to the systems programmer for correction. The DYNCAT ALTER command may be used to change the
data set in the Catalog to TAPE if necessary.
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CADT007I
***** LABEL dtfname SYSnnn=cuu volser ssss *data-set-name*WORK dtfname SYSnnn=cuu volser ssss *data-
set-name*

Reason:

The indicated data set is being created on the named tape drive. If the data set is a work data set, then that will be
indicated with the word WORK replacing the word LABEL. 'ssss' is the volume sequence number.

Action:

None.

CADT008A
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobnameMOUNT
SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive.

CADT008D
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobnameMOUNT
SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive and reply EOB, or reply with one of the
following:

cuumm
direct the system to use a specific drive (invalid if logical unit was preassigned and necessary only to initialize a
scratch "on the fly" or override mode or owner).

STATUS
obtain a status report (on the console) of all tape drives.

CANCEL
cancel the job.

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (use the CASTART command to restart the partition).
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RUN
cuu|ALL
REW
cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control operation to the drive indicated or to all drives (valid for unassigned drives
owned by the partition issuing the message.

SCRTCH, nnn
cause Dynam/T to display nnn SCRATCH volumes on the console. The default is ten volumes.

DISK
cause Dynam/T to attempt to invoke Dynam/FI to change the DTF in the program from tape to disk (only valid if
the complete Dynam system ( Dynam/T, /D, and /FI) is installed and active, and only for a MOUNT request for
Volume 1 of a controlled tape data set.

DYNLUB
release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.

When AVR is performed for output files (any time the logical unit is not preassigned), the system will check all tapes at
load point with a file protect ring for the following:

• Is it currently set at desired recording mode (if requested)?
• Does data set owner match volume owner (if present)?
• Does catalog owner ID match VOL1 owner ID (if checking)?
• Does data set length match volume length (if specified)?

Any volumes that do not meet all required checks will be bypassed by the AVR routines. The operator may override some
of these specifications by directing the system to a specific tape drive by responding with a cuu or cuumm.

CADT008I
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobnameMOUNT
SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT008S
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobnameMOUNT
SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xxMODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname

Reason:

A Dynam/T-controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.
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Action:

Use the AR CASTART command to reactivate the partition after the requested tape is mounted.

CADT009D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx

Reason:

The system has been directed to use a specific tape (by operator response or JCL assign) and the tape mounted is not
a Dynam/T controlled volume. The volume mounted will be initialized as a controlled scratch tape with the volume serial
number resulting from this message.

Action:

If this volume serial number is correct, reply EOB. This will cause the tape to be initialized with that number.

A 1- to 6-character volume serial number may also be entered if the number displayed is not correct. In this case,
this message will be reissued with the operator-entered volume serial number for verification. If this message keeps
reappearing each time a reply of EOB is made, it is an indication that the volume serial number in the message is not
valid or that TAPEINT=NO is specified in the Dynam/T option record, in which case the only valid replies are CANCEL or
NEWTAP. The operator must reply with a valid volume serial number.

A response of CANCEL will cancel the job.

If the volume mounted is not the desired volume, dismount the volume, mount the correct volume and reply 'NEWTAP' to
verify the new volume.

CADT010D
VOLSER xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS data-set-nameVOLSER xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCHVOLSER
xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCH OWNER=xx

Reason:

If an attempt is made to use a tape which contains an active data set as a SCRATCH tape, the first form of this message
will be issued. No operator response is allowed, and if the drive was preassigned, the tape will be unloaded. A different
volume must be used.

The second message is issued if an attempt is made to initialize a tape 'on the fly,' and the serial number on the tape
matches one in the Catalog as a SCRATCH. This message will be issued as a warning that the potential exists for
initializing a duplicate volume serial number. This may legitimately occur if the tape has never been written by Dynam/T
before, but the serial number has been added to the Catalog manually, or if a tape has been used outside the system, so
that the internal Dynam/T ID has been lost. In this case, the operator may respond 'ACCEPT' to reinitialize the tape.

The third message is issued if the tape selected by the operator is a SCRATCH, but the tape OWNER does not match the
OWNER of the data set being opened. This message is issued to allow the operator to choose another tape, or respond
'ACCEPT' to reinitialize the tape to the OWNER of the data set.

Action:

Type 'ACCEPT' to initialize the tape (and change the owner if necessary), or select another tape. Note that this response
is only valid if the volume serial number in question is a tape in SCRATCH status.

Type EOB to cancel the job.
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CADT011W
cuumm INVALID DENSITY

Reason:

A response of cuumm as printed in the message was made to a CADT008 MOUNT SCRATCH message. The tape drive
(cuu) cannot write at the specified density (mm).

Action:

Respond to the MOUNT message again.

CADT012E
SYSLST/PCH ASSIGNED TO Dynam/T TAPE

Reason:

SYSPCH or SYSLST is being assigned to a drive on which a Dynam/T controlled tape is mounted. Dynam/T will not allow
you to write on a controlled tape. The job is canceled to protect the tape, and the logical unit is left unassigned.

Action:

Mount a non-Dynam/T tape and rerun the job.

CADT013W
xxxxx INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

The response indicated in the message (xxxxx) is invalid.

Action:

Respond to the original message again.

CADT014E
DSN=data-set-name SERIAL NO.=xxxxxx LOCKED

Reason:

The program is trying to open a volume which has been LOCKED by the DYNCAT LOCK function.

Action:

None. The file must be unlocked before it can be accessed. Dynam/T cancels the job.

CADT015I
cuu-pp-SYSnnn xcuu UA status volser file-id

Reason:

Status was requested by operator command. Each tape drive in the PUB table is listed with, if assigned, the owning
partition (pp) and first logical unit found in that partition assigned to the drive.

To the right (x) of the logical unit maybe one of the following:
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*
additional assignments to this drive

STD
stored standard assign

ALT
alternate assign

Tape drives not assigned will show the STATUS of the drive as:

AVRLOCK
tape drive has a lock issued against it

BUSY
tape drive is busy

DOWN
device is down

NOT CAP
tape drive is not capable of reading the tape

NOT RDY
tape drive is not ready

NOT AVBL
tape drive is not accessible

NOT AVRABLE
tape drive unavailable, not in AVRTABLE (CMS)

RDY LP/F
ready, load point, file protected

RDY LP/W
ready, load point, not file protected

RDY NLPF
ready, not load point, file protected

RDY NLPW
ready, not load point, not file protected

Action:

None.

CADT016E
SYSPCH/LST xxxxxx ACTIVE FILE DSN= data-set-name

Reason:

SYSLST or SYSPCH was assigned to an active Dynam/T volume.

Action:

The tape is unloaded, the logical unit is set to unassigned and the job is canceled in order to protect the tape. Rerun the
job with another volume mounted.
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CADT017D
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuuNOT LOAD PNT cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive; however, that tape drive is not eligible for
use.

*INTERV-REQ*
The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is nonexistent, deviced down, or already assigned to another logical unit, or an I/O error occurred
while reading the VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multifile volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
A noncompatible tape drive/density combination has been detected. The tape should be removed from the drive.

Action:

Refer back to the prior message to which the response of cuu was originally entered. Respond to that message again.

The operator may respond:

• 'REWIND' and the system will rewind the tape. Even in this case, the original message will be reissued and must be
responded to once again. This response, of course, may be the same cuu to which the response of 'REWIND' was
entered in order to then use that tape.

• 'UNLOAD' to unload the tape
• 'REL' to release the logical unit assignment and allow another drive to be used.
• 'CANCEL' to cancel the job.
• 'DYNLUB' to release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.
• 'IGNORE' to exit Dynam/T processing. This response is only valid for *NOT LD PNT* message.

CADT018W
NO ROOM AVAILABLE IN CATALOG, TAPE nnnnnn DSN = 'dsn' NOT CATALOGED *** NOTE ***

Reason:

There is no room left in the CAICATL file to catalog the named data set.

Action:

Inform the operations supervisor or systems programmer immediately. The file size must be increased, and the Dynam/
T catalogs must be restored to the larger extents before any additional versions may be cataloged. As a temporary
measure, the DYNCAT SCRATCH function may be run to free space immediately. Any volume for which this message
appears must be manually ADDed to the data set referenced when space is made available.

CADT019W
CATALOG IS FULL -- PERFORM REORGANIZATION *** WARNING ***

Reason:
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There is no more room left in the catalog file to accept any more tapes.

Action:

See the operator action for CADT018. The file must be enlarged before any additional volumes may be added.

CADT020A
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' SYSnnn

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multifile volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

Mount the correct tape on any available drive.

CADT020D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' SYSnnn

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multifile volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

Mount the correct tape on any available drive and reply EOB. Other acceptable replies are:

CANCEL
cancel the job.

cuu
specify the drive on which the tape is mounted.

STATUS
find an available tape drive.

STOP
stop the partition (put in wait state) Use the CASTART command to restart the partition.

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

CADT020I
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' SYSnnn

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multifile volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

None. Informational.
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CADT021E
TAPE xxxxxx ALREADY HAS FILE NO. xxx ON IT

Reason:

The program is attempting to write a file on a multifile volume, and that file already exists on that volume.

Action:

In order to recreate a file on a multifile volume, first delete that version of the file from the Catalog using the DYNCAT
DELETE VERSION command.

CADT022E
DSN = 'dsn' IS FILE NO. xxx, THERE ARE ONLY xxx FILES ON TAPE

Reason:

The program is trying to write a file on a multifile volume before the preceding file(s) have been written. This message also
appears trying to read a file that has not been created on this volume. The system cancels the job.

Action:

For an output tape, files on a multifile volume must be created in sequence. For an input tape, mount the correct volume
and resubmit.

CADT023I
DSN 'data-set-name' FILE NO. xxx BEING CREATED ON TAPE xxxxxx cuu.

Reason:

The data set is being created on tape.

Action:

None.

CADT024E
DSN = data-set-name CANNOT LOCATE PRIOR FILE

Reason:

The data set name that is the prior file for this data set could not be found in the Catalog. This should never occur.

Action:

The job is canceled. Contact Broadcom for assistance if the cause cannot be determined.

CADT025W
TAPE xxxxxx WRONG OUTPUT TAPE FOR DSN=data-set-name

Reason:

A program is trying to write other than file one on a multifile volume. Either the operator replied cuu to the mount message
CADT020 or the drive was preassigned, but the serial number of the tape mounted on that drive does not match the serial
number of the prior file in the multi-file volume set.
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Action:

The system rewinds and unloads the tape and scans the drives for the correct tape. If the correct tape is not found, the
system issues the mount message CADT020 again. Respond to CADT020.

If the tape is found, normal processing continues, and no response is needed.

CADT026W
VOLSER xxxxxx NOT FOUND IN CATALOG ** ERROR **

Reason:

The system was attempting to update a volume record at close but could not locate that record. Most likely, the DTF has
been corrupted.

Action:

Refer this problem to the systems programmer for correction. Contact Broadcom for assistance if needed.

CADT027W
DYNAM/T TAPE xxxxxx NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

The indicated volume is a Dynam/T controlled tape (as per the HDR1 record), but the serial number is not in the catalog
file. The tape is unloaded. Messages will also occur if catalog owner mismatch.

Action:

In order to use this tape, it must be reinitialized with DYNCAT in order to place the number in the catalog file.

CADT028I
RELEASED dtfname INPUT volser data-set-nameRELEASED dtfname OUTPUT volser data-set-name

Reason:

The indicated data set name was released at close as a result of the release option in the TLBL for this file. The indicated
volume serial number is in scratch status and can be used for output now.

Action:

None.

CADT029E
SYSnnn INVALID LUB FOR dtfname

Reason:

The logical unit for the named file is not acceptable to the system. This will generally be a LUB that is not valid for this
partition.

Action:

Inform the systems programmer of this occurrence.
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CADT031I
*CLOSED* filename SYSnnn=cuu volser dsn B=blks*EOV* filename SYSnnn=cuu volser dsn BLK=blks*TEST*
filename SYSnnn=cuu volser dsn BLK=blks*LOCKED* filename SYSnnn=cuu volser dsn BLK=blks

Reason:

A controlled output file has been closed and the Dynam/T catalog has been updated.

*CLOSED*
when the program closed the file.

*EOV*
at volume switch for output.

*TEST*
at close for $TEST jobs.

*LOCKED*
at close if the DSN was locked for output.

The data set is not updated for *TEST* and *LOCKED* -- only the volume record.

'blks' indicates the number of blocks written to the tape volume, available from the DTF.

Action:

None.

CADT032I
ASSIGNED filename SYSnnn=cuu volser volseq data-set-name

Reason:

Dynam/T has located the correct input file.

Action:

None.

CADT033E
DSN 'data-set-name' MISSING

Reason:

During automatic multifile processing, the data set name indicated in the message was found to be missing, probably
because it had already been deleted by the user with the DYNCAT DELETE function.

Action:

Dynam/T must be informed which AMF DSN to use next, through the ALT function of DYNCAT.

CADT034E
DSN 'data-set-name' MAXIMUM FILES EXIST

Reason:

It was found during AMF processing that no more data sets can be created because the maximum of 999 already exists.

Action:
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Manual maintenance must be performed to remove some of the AMF data sets from the catalog file.

CADT035E
DSN 'data-set-name' ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The named data set was to be created by AMF processing, but was found to already exist in the Catalog.

Action:

The named DSN must be removed from the catalog file with DYNCAT maintenance.

CADT036E
CATALOG FULL - CANNOT CREATE MF=AUTO DSN

Reason:

An automatic multifile DSN was opened as output, but no room is available in the catalog file to create a new data set
record.

Action:

The Dynam/T catalog file probably needs enlargement by use of the BACKUP and RESTORE/REORG function. A
temporary solution would be to run the SCRATCH function to clear some space until the files can be enlarged.

CADT037E
DSN 'data-set-name' MFV CTL RCD MISSING

Reason:

A multifile control record is missing. A user program may have overwritten the catalog file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT038W
NOT WORK dtfname INPUT/OUTPUT volser data-set-name

Reason:

A close has occurred for a controlled data set which is not a work data set, yet a 'RELEASE' ('R' or 04 OPTCODE) has
been specified on the TLBL.

Action:

None required, but you should review the JCL to assure that 'RELEASE' has been specified for the correct data set.

CADT039W
** OPENED OFF LD PT ** dtfname SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:
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An uncontrolled file has been opened for output with NOREWIND specified, and the logical unit is preassigned to a tape
which is not at load point. Dynam/T cannot validate the use of the tape without destroying the positioning, so a warning is
issued. The file is treated as uncontrolled. No audit information can be collected. The open proceeds.

Action:

Notify the systems programmer of this occurrence so that steps can be taken to bring the file under Dynam/T control.

CADT040E
*** UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE dtfname *** RTC=nnnn

Reason:

NOTIFY and SECURE option was selected in order to display this message when any of the Dynam files cannot be
accessed.

Action:

The job is canceled. Contact Broadcom for assistance if the cause cannot be determined.

CADT040W
*** UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE dtfname *** RTC=nnnn

Reason:

NOTIFY installation option was selected in order to display this message when any of the Dynam files cannot be
accessed.

Action:

Informational only. If the SECURITY option was selected, the job will be canceled. (POWER/VSE will never be canceled,
nor will jobname 'DYNAM/T'.) See CAD Messages for more information. The cause is most likely one of the following:

• The named file has not been initialized for use.
• The logical unit specified in the extent statement for the named file (SYS-number) is not assigned to the device upon

which the file resides.
• Label information for the named file cannot be located in any of the label areas.
• Insufficient partition GETVIS is available.

CADT041E
DYNAMIC ASSIGN ERROR, RC= nnnn

Reason:

An unexpected error was received from the ASSGN function.

Action:

The problem may be fixed by increasing the EXTENT value on the IPL SYS statement. If the problem persists, contact
Broadcom. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADT042E
INSUFFICIENT GETVIS STORAGE AVAILABLE TO PROCESS (xxxxxxxx)

Reason:
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Insufficient GETVIS storage is available to process the file. Dynam/T acquires storage dynamically from partition GETVIS.
The GETVIS request failed. The job is canceled. For documentation purposes, the Dynam module whose storage request
failed is noted in the message.

Action:

Rerun the job with a smaller size parameter on the execute card to provide more partition GETVIS.

CADT043E
UNRECOVERABLE ERROR OCCURRED -- FUNCTION=function R/C=rc

Reason:

An unexpected and unrecoverable error has occurred while processing a file. This message is issued by Dynam/T upon
exit from the function. The function may be one of: OPEN-01, EOV, JOBCNTRL, CLOSE-01, CLOSE-02, CLOSE-03,
SWAPPSW, or SAVER-CL. The job is canceled. The return code which indicates the nature of the error and the name of
the function which experienced the error are produced for documentation purposes.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and any dumps which are produced for the systems programmer to assist in error
resolution. If the problem recurs, contact the systems programmer for assistance. An IPL may clear the condition. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT044W
VOLUME xxxxxx IS OUTSIDE ALLOWABLE RANGE

Reason:

The volume serial number specified is outside the allowable range of numbers as established in the volser parameter of
the Dynam/T option record.

Action:

Select another volume serial number. If the range specified in the Dynam/T option record is in error, refer the problem to
the systems programmer for resolution.

CADT045D
VERIFY UNCONTROLLED USE OF VOLUME: volser, dtfname SYSnnn=cuu

Reason:

An uncontrolled tape file is being opened for output, and the tape on the specified drive is a Dynam/T scratch tape.

Action:

Remove the Dynam/T scratch tape and replace it with a non-Dynam/T scratch, and (EOB)/END/ENTER to verify the new
tape, or respond 'ACCEPT' to override Dynam/T and allow the controlled scratch tape to be used.

CADT047E
ERROR AT CLOSE/EOV dtfname SYSnnn=cuu volser data-set-name

Reason:

An error has been detected at CLOSE or End of Volume while attempting to update the catalog linkages for the named
output volser and data set. This results from an operator error during AVR or OPEN, most commonly from the tape having
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been physically moved from the drive during OPEN processing, and mounted on another drive, and the first drive having
been used by another volume.

Action:

Verify that the tapes referenced are accurate, and display the catalog for this data set and other concurrently created ones
to resolve the problem.

CADT048I
volser OWN=xx LEN=yy DENSITY=mm

Reason:

A response of 'SCRTCH' was entered to a CADT008 mount scratch message. Dynam/T lists ten scratch volumes from the
Catalog so that a scratch can be located. The owner code (xx) is indicated if the volume is owned. 'OWN=**' indicates no
owner. 'yy' is the length of the volume. '**' indicates no specified length. The CADT008 mount message is repeated.

Action:

None.

CADT049E
FATAL CAM ERROR, xx/xxxxxx xxxx (xxxxxxxx/xxxx)

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred while accessing the catalog. Catalog corruption may have occurred, but it is likely
that the error is inconsequential. Since the catalog file is blocked and highly organized, an event such as an operator
issuing a FLUSH command, or an emergency cancel, may have terminated Dynam processing before catalog update was
complete, resulting in one or more incomplete version records. The problem can be corrected by a BACKUP/RESTORE
REORG/SCRATCH run. Other possibilities include an out-of-storage condition during catalog processing (insufficient
available GETVIS), or even a catalog full condition while adding a new data set name or volume serial number inline. The
job is terminated with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT050D
CATALOG ENQUEUE FAILURE - FILE 'ddname'

Reason:

Request for catalog enqueue has failed. The catalog is in use by another task.

Action:

Awaits operator response.

STOP
cause the partition to be placed in a stopped state so that the catalog enqueue failure can be investigated and
a 'DEQUEUE' function run in another partition if necessary (Once the enqueue failure has been cleared, the
partition can be restarted by CASTART so that processing can continue).
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CANCEL
cancel the job.

(EOB/END/ENTER)
retry the catalog enqueue request.

CADT062I
SENSE COMMAND CUU=cuu SNS=xxxxxxx

Reason:

SENSE operator command has been issued for a tape drive. The current sense status is returned.

Action:

None.

CADT063E
CANNOT ACTIVATE HOOK - INSUFFICIENT GETVIS STORAGE

Reason:

A user exit was to be entered by Dynam/T, but sufficient GETVIS storage is not available for user exit processing.

Action:

Increase the amount of partition GETVIS which is available.

CADT064I
DSN='data-set-name' VER=nnn CREATE=mm/dd/yy VOL=volser SCRATCHED

Reason:

The Dynam/T automatic scratch function has scratched the noted version, and the tape has been returned to scratch
status.

Action:

None.

CADT065D
MOUNT VOLUME volser DSN='data-set-name' JOB=jobname FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open request requires that the noted tape be
mounted for output.

Action:

Mount the requested tape and EOB.

CADT066D
WRONG TAPE: VOL=volser HDR1='dsn' SYSnnn=cuu CLOSED CIRCUIT
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Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open MOUNT request has been satisfied with the
wrong tape.

Action:

Mount the requested tape and EOB.

CADT067W
INVALID RESPONSE, NOT SUPPORTED AT EOV

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT068W
INVALID RESPONSE, NOT SUPPORTED ON MULTIFILE VOLUMES

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT069W
INVALID RESPONSE, D/FI IS NOT ACTIVE OR FILE IS OUTPUT FROM CA-Sort

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) for restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT070W
INVALID RESPONSE, UNSUPPORTED DTF TYPE

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.
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CADT071W
INVALID RESPONSE, D/FI SWITCH SUPPORT NOT GENERATED

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT072W
INVALID RESPONSE, D/FI CATALOG SUPPORT NOT GENERATED

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT073W
INVALID RESPONSE, DSN NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT074W
INVALID RESPONSE, CATALOG NOT CODED 'FI'

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT075W
INVALID RESPONSE, 'NOFI' CODED ON DLBL OR TLBL

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.
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Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT076W
INVALID RESPONSE, FILE ALREADY OPEN

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT077W
INVALID RESPONSE, NOT SUPPORTED ON CA-Sort ALLOCATION

Reason:

A response of 'DISK' has been made to a MOUNT message, and the request to modify the open from tape to disk cannot
be honored. See the section on operator device switching in the Dynam/T for VSE User Guide (Dynam/FI) restrictions.

Action:

Either cancel the job, or continue with normal MOUNT processing. The file cannot be placed on disk.

CADT078E
LABEL ERROR OCCURRED dtfname F/C=nn R/C=nn

Reason:

An error return code has been received from the LABEL function of the System Adapter.

Action:

Find the cause of the error and correct.

CADT079E
NO LUBS AVAILABLE dtfname

Reason:

The operator has requested a switch from disk to tape, and there are no free LUBS available to assign to the tape unit.
The job will be canceled.

Action:

Rerun the job.

CADT079I
NO LUBS AVAILABLE dtfname

Reason:
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No free LUBS are available for dynamic LUB allocation.

Action:

None.

CADT080E
TOP SECRET SECURITY VIOLATION-JOB CANCELED

Reason:

Top Secret for VM is installed and active, and a request for OPEN of a data set has been issued which would violate
defined security restrictions. The program issuing the OPEN is not running from a job which is logged on as a Top Secret
for VM user authorized to access the file. The job will be canceled.

Action:

Either resubmit the job with an ID statement for an authorized user, or contact the Security Administrator.

CADT081W
LABEL FOR dtfname IS MISSING

Reason:

The indicated label cannot be found.

Action:

Include label and rerun the job.

CADT082E
DSN=data-set-name IS UNLABELED

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set marked as unlabeled is being opened and the DTF does not have FILABL=NO specified.

Action:

The job is canceled. Resolve the error and run the job again.

CADT083A
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname FOR
UNLABELED PROCESSING

MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname FOR
UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for unlabeled output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch
tape. The second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this
case, that drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive.
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CADT083D
MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname FOR
UNLABELED PROCESSING

MOUNT SCRATCH dtfname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE=xx SIZE=xx JOB=jobname FOR
UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for unlabeled output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch
tape. The second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the logical unit was previously assigned. In this
case, that drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive and reply EOB, or reply with one of the
following:

cuumm
direct the system to use a specific drive (Invalid if the logical unit was preassigned and necessary only to initialize
a scratch "on the fly" or override mode or owner).

STATUS
obtain a status report (on the console) of all tape drives.

CANCEL
cancel the job.

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (awaiting CASTART).

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

SCRTCH
cause Dynam/T to display ten SCRATCH volumes on the console.

DISK
cause Dynam/T to attempt to invoke Dynam/FI to change the DTF in the program from tape to disk (only valid if
the complete Dynam system ( Dynam/T, /D, and /FI) is installed and active, and only for a MOUNT request for
Volume 1 of a controlled tape data set. See the "Controlling File Independence" section of the Dynam/T for VSE
User Guide.

DYNLUB
to release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.

When AVR is performed for output files (any time the logical unit is not preassigned), the system will check all tapes at
load point with a file protect ring for the following:

• Is it currently set at desired recording mode (if requested)?
• Does data set owner match volume owner (if present)?
• Does catalog owner ID match VOL1 owner ID (if checking)?
• Does data set length match volume length (if specified)?
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Any volumes that do not meet all required checks will be bypassed by the AVR routines. The operator may override some
of these specifications by directing the system to a specific tape drive by responding with a cuu or cuumm.

CADT084D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx FOR UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

This message is issued whenever an unlabeled dsn (TAPEOPT=NOLABEL) is being opened for output to verify that the
volume is to be used for unlabeled processing.

Action:

EOB causes Dynam/T to use this tape. CANCEL cancels the job. If the volume mounted is not the desired volume,
dismount the volume, mount the correct volume and reply NEWTAP to verify the new volume.

CADT085D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx DSN=data-set-name SYSnnn MODE=xx JOB=jobname VAULT=(v,sssss) FOR
UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened for unlabeled input processing.

Note that AVR is not performed for unlabeled input tapes since no labels exist on the tape.

Action:

cuu or cuumm
force use of the specific unit.

CANCEL
cancel this job.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STOP
place the partition in a wait state (awaiting a CASTART).

ALTER
direct the system to erase the label record being used and reopen the file in order to access the next sequentially
submitted label record for this file.

RERUN
direct the system to scratch Version 1 of this data set and reopen the file in order to access what was Version 2 as
Version 1 (not valid for multifile).
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ACCEPT DSN=
'data-set-name'
(,VER=nnn|
,VOL=xxxxxx)

cause Dynam/T to reissue the OPEN and search for the indicated data set, version or volume instead of the one
called for through JCL (Valid only if ACCEPT=YES has been generated; may be used to ACCEPT multifile data
sets).

DYNLUB
release the logical unit assignment and dynamically allocate an available logical unit.

PREV
reopen the file to access the next most current version (not valid for multifile data sets) Only valid if PREV=YES is
specified in the Dynam/T option record.

CADT086D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx IS ON cuu FOR UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

This message is issued whenever an unlabeled dsn (TAPEOPT=NOLABEL) is being opened for input to verify that the
correct volume is mounted.

Action:

EOB causes Dynam/T to use this tape.

CANCEL cancels the job.

If the volume mounted is not the desired volume, dismount the volume, mount the correct volume and reply NEWTAP to
verify the new volume.

CADT087E
UNABLE TO CONTACT SERVER RTC=xx IUCVCODE=xx

Reason:

This message is issued whenever IUCV communication cannot be established.

Action:

None. Normal Dynam/T processing continues, but no dynamic ATTACHing or DETACHing of drives is performed.

CADT088D
UNABLE TO HONOR DISP=disp FOR DSN=data-set-name

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output and the DISP parameter on the TLBL cannot be honored.

Possible reasons are:

• DSN is multifile.
• Version 1 does not exist and DISP=OLD is specified.
• Version 1 was never closed or is unlabeled.

Action:
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A reply of CANCEL will cancel the job.

A reply of EOB will process as normal output (DISP=NEW processing).

CADT089D
DISP=MOD ENCOUNTERED dtfname SYSnnn DSN=data-set-name

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output and DISP=MOD is specified on the TLBL.

Action:

Reply with NEW to create a new file.

Reply with OLD to extend the existing file.

Reply with CANCEL to cancel the job.

CADT090I
xxxxxxxx or blanks (IF REPLY IS EOB)

Reason:

A reply has been made on the CMS machine. It is mirrored on the VSE machine for logging/audit trail purposes (CMS
Interface - VSE SLAVE MODE only).

Action:

None.

CADT091W
AUTOCAT REQUEST DENIED, DSN DOES NOT CONFORM TO VSAM NAMING CONVENTIONS, dtfname
PROCESSED UNCONTROLLED

Reason:

Dynam/T was instructed to automatically catalog a data set, but the data set name in the TLBL does not conform to VSAM
or OS/MVS naming conventions.

Action:

Dynam/T will process the DTF as uncontrolled. If automatic cataloging of the data set is required, correct the data set
name.

CADT092W
STATUS IS QUESTIONABLE FOR VOLUME=volume

Reason:

An attempt was made to use a scratch tape for output processing, but the data set name in its HDR1 label disagrees with
the last known data set name recorded in the Catalog for this volume.

Action:

Mount a different scratch tape.
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CADT093E
VOLUME SCRATCHED BEFORE EOV dtfname SYSnnn volume dsnVOLUME SCRATCHED BEFORE CLOSE
dtfname SYSnnn volume dsn

Reason:

The volume was scratched before updating Catalog linkages for the named output volser and data set. The job is
terminated with a dump.

Action:

Increase the number of hours in the Dynam/T option record DELETEH and OPENH parameters.

CADT094E
ATTACH FOR XSYSTEM RECEIVE FAILED R/C=xx

Reason:

The attach for the cross-system receive task failed. 'xx' is the return code.

Action:

None. Processing continues. If this problem persists, contact Broadcom.

CADT095I
ATTACH SUCCESSFUL FOR XSYSTEM RECEIVE TASK. LA=xxxxxx

Reason:

The cross-system receive task was successfully attached. 'xxxxxx' is the load address of the task.

Action:

None.

CADT100W
Dynam/T POST-INITIALIZATION ERROR F/C=nnnn R/C=nnnn

Reason:

Post-initialization has detected an error that is not serious enough to terminate processing. Consult the table below to
determine the possible effect on your system.

Action:

None or, if you determine the impact on your processing is serious enough, correct the error and re-IPL.

10
XSYSTEM function is not available. The System Adapter was unable to locate certain needed phases. Check
LIBDEFs at CASAUTIL execution.

11
XSYSTEM function; unable to locate phase CATXSSO. Check LIBDEFs at CASAUTIL execution.

12
XSYSTEM function; unable to attach subtask.
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13
IUCV function; unable to obtain system GETVIS storage for AVRTABLE.

14
IUCV function; phase CATAIUXA not found. Check LIBDEFs at CASAUTIL execution.

15
Unable to locate DTPOOL, the Dynam/T pool tape list. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define DTPOOL.

16
Unable to locate DTLOCK, the Dynam/T pool lock list. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define DTLOCK.

17
Unable to locate DTNODET, the Dynam/T pool node list. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define DTNODET.

18
Unable to locate DTDTFEX, the Dynam/T DTF exclusion list. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define
DTDTFEX.

19
Unable to locate DTLUBEX, the Dynam/T LUB exclusion list. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define
DTLUBEX.

20
Unable to locate DTNODE, the Dynam/T XSYSTEM node. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define DTNODE.

21
Unable to locate DTPATH, the Dynam/T XSYSTEM path. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define DTPATH.

The return codes are either internal Dynam/T return codes or from IBM functions. Contact Broadcom if the above actions
do not resolve the problem.

CADT101E
Dynam/T POST-INITIALIZATION FAILURE F/C=nnnn R/C=nnnn

Reason:

Post-initialization has detected a severe error and will prematurely terminate. The impact on processing varies depending
upon the error.

Action:

Correct the error and re-IPL.

0
Unable to locate Dynam/T Option Record. Check the CAICUI label in standard labels and LIBDEFs at CASAUTIL
execution.

1
Dynam/T product is not active. Check startup procedure, LIBDEFs, etc.

2
Unable to locate Dynam/T, the Dynam/T System Option Record. Run CACCDBU0 with parameters to define
DTOPTIONS.

3
System Adapter saver function involving Dynam/T control block 'DTPSTOR'. Probably lack of system GETVIS
storage.
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4,5,6
Problem with IBM phase $IJJTTOP. This will lead to difficulties with Dynam/T EOV processing. Contact Broadcom
for assistance.

The return codes are either internal Dynam/T return codes or from IBM functions. Contact Broadcom if the above actions
do not resolve the problem.

CADT102E
VOLUME=xxxxxx CONTAINS ACTIVE CA-ASM2 Backup and Restore/ARCHIVE DATA

Reason:

An attempt was made to write on an active ASM2/ARCHIVE tape.

Action:

Mount a nonactive ASM2/ARCHIVE tape.

CADT103E
GETVIS FAILURE - UNABLE TO SEND DYNCLOSE COMMAND

Reason:

An attempt to acquire GETVIS storage failed during DYNCLOSE processing

Action:

None. Dynamically attached tape drive may not be detached by the DYNVM interface.

CADT202W
CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The operation code in the control card is not valid.

Action:

Correct the control card and rerun the job.

CADT208W
SYSTEM NUMBER INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

The logical unit number (SYSnnn) specified is invalid. For the TDYNASN 'ASSGN' function, the logical unit must be a
programmer logical unit.

Action:

Correct the statement and restart.

CADT220I
NO MORE AVAILABLE DUMMY DEVICES
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Reason:

The // ASSGN SYSnnn DUMMY function of TDYNASN has been executed, and there are no available dummy devices
(7F0-7FF) to make the assignment.

Action:

None.

CADT226D
ENTER TDYNASN COMMAND

Reason:

TDYNASN is being executed from the console and, therefore, will read all commands from the console.

Action:

Enter any valid TDYNASN command or reply 'END' or 'EOB' to terminate TDYNASN.

CADT331E
TRACE NOT ACTIVATED. PARTITION ID OMITTED OR INVALID

Reason:

You must specify a partition ID as part of the CATRACE command.

Action:

Correct the command and then reissue the CATRACE.

CADT332E
TRACE NOT ACTIVATED. CUU SPECIFIED IS INVALID OR DOWN

Reason:

The device specified for cuu is in deviced-down status, or not a tape cuu, or unknown to the system.

Action:

Reenter the CATRACE command with a correct cuu.

CADT333E
UNABLE TO LOCATE/LOAD CATAPOFA

Reason:

The Dynam/T POWER POFFLOAD subtask phase could not be found or loaded.

Action:

Check the current LIBDEF to make sure the Dynam library is on the active chain.

CADT334E
UNABLE TO ATTACH SUBTASK CATAPOFA
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Reason:

A problem occurred trying to attach the Dynam/T POWER POFFLOAD processing subtask in the POWER partition.

Action:

None. The command is terminated. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT400D
ENTER COMMAND STRING

Reason:

The program TDYNUTL is being executed from the console typewriter or from SYSIPT without control statements.

Action:

Enter any valid TDYNUTL command. In order to terminate the program execution, enter EOB or a null response.

CADT403W
VOLUME SERIAL NUMBER NOT IN FILE

Reason:

A display function is being performed on a volume serial number, and there is no version record in the file for the data set
that matches the volume serial number.

Action:

None. Processing continues. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT404I
DATA SET NAME NOT IN FILE

Reason:

A display function is being performed on a volume serial number, and the data set name in the VBR does not appear in
the file.

Action:

None. Processing continues. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT405D
DISK DATASET

Reason:

A display function is being performed on a data set name which is in catalog as a disk data set.

Action:

Display any tape data set, or EOB.

CADT406I
SCRATCH TAPE
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Reason:

A display on volume serial number is being performed, and the specified volume is a scratch tape. This can be a normal
occurrence.

Action:

None. No error exists. The indicated volume is in scratch status.

CADT408I
ACTIVE - NODSN

Reason:

A display on a volume serial number is being performed and the specified volume is active but not attached to a data set.
This can be a normal occurrence.

Action:

None. No error exists. The indicated volume is not in scratch status.

CADT414W
INVALID COMMAND STRING

Reason:

TDYNUTL has detected an invalid command or an invalid parameter in the input.

Action:

Correct the invalid input card and resubmit.

CADT415W
DATA SET NAME NOT FOUND IN CATALOG FILE

Reason:

TDYNUTL is performing a display function and cannot locate the data set record for the specified volume serial number.

Action:

None. Processing continues. If this problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT420W
VERSION NOT IN FILE

Reason:

A 'PULL' card that specifies a 'VER =' parameter has been processed, but the specified version does not exist.

Action:

None. Processing continues. The parameter is ignored.

CADT425W
WRONG LENGTH RECORD ON SYSIN
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Reason:

TDYNUTL has detected an incorrect record length on SYSIN.

Action:

None. The record is not processed.

CADT430W
CATALOG PASSWORD IS MISSING OR INVALID

Reason:

The Catalog password is missing or invalid.

Action:

Correct the catalog password on the list password command and resubmit.

CADT500E
STORAGE ALLOCATION FAILURE

Reason:

The System Adapter GETAREA function was unable to obtain sufficient GETVIS storage for its I/O buffer(s).

Action:

Processing will terminate. Increase partition size or reduce SIZE= parameter on // EXEC statement if applicable.

CADT501D
ENTER NUMBER OF INPUT FILES

Reason:

The multiple input files UPSI bit is on (X'80'), and TDYNCOPY is requesting the number of input files to process.

Action:

Enter a one- or two-digit number (from 1-99) indicating the number of input files.

CADT502W
ENTRY IS NOT NUMERIC OR INVALID

Reason:

Previous response was invalid or not numeric.

Action:

None. The original message is reissued.

CADT503D
ENTER LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH

Reason:
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The reblocking function is indicated (UPSI X'04'), and TDYNCOPY is requesting the logical record length.

Action:

Enter a one- to five-digit number in the range 1 to 32767.

CADT504D
ENTER NEW BLOCKING FACTOR

Reason:

The reblocking function is indicated (UPSI X'04'), and TDYNCOPY is requesting a blocking factor to be applied to the new
record size. The new block size will be this factor times the record length.

Action:

Respond with a one- to four-digit number in the range 1 to 9999.

CADT505W
NEW BLOCKSIZE OF nnnnn BYTES IS TOO LARGE

Reason:

The calculated block size specified in the message is greater than 32767 bytes.

Action:

None. Messages CADT503 and CADT504 will be reissued.

CADT506I
NEW BLOCKSIZE IS nnnnn BYTES

Reason:

The new block size is indicated.

Action:

None.

CADT507I
TDYNCOPY END

Reason:

Program execution is completed.

Action:

None.

CADT508W
INCOMPATIBLE UPSI SETTINGS

Reason:
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Conflicting functions are indicated by the UPSI setting, such as UPSI X'48', multifile output and stacking.

Action:

None. The job is canceled.

CADT509I
BLOCK COUNT=nnnnnnn INPUT

Reason:

End-of-file has been detected, and the specified number of blocks were read from the input file.

Action:

None.

CADT510I
BLOCK COUNT=nnnnnnn OUTPUT

Reason:

An output file is being closed, and the specified number of blocks were written.

Action:

None.

CADT511I
CHECKPOINT RECORDS BYPASSED

Reason:

TDYNCOPY is either stacking or reblocking and encountered checkpoint records. They are ignored.

Action:

None.

CADT512W
INPUT BLOCKSIZE NOT MULTIPLE OF RECORD SIZE

Reason:

TDYNCOPY is performing the reblocking function and encountered an input block which is not evenly divisible by the
record size specified in response to message CADT503.

Action:

None. The job is canceled.

CADT514W
FILES=NN STATEMENT INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:
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The FILES=nn statement is invalid or missing.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT515W
LRECL=nnnnn STATEMENT INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

The LRECL=nnnnn statement is invalid or missing.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT516W
NRECS=nnnn STATEMENT INVALID OR MISSING

Reason:

The NRECS=nnnn statement is invalid or missing.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT517W
UIN=xxx INVALID, xxx MUST BE REW, RUN OR NOR

Reason:

The UIN specification is incorrect. It must be REW, RUN or NOR.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT518W
UOUT=xxx INVALID, xxx MUST BE REW, RUN OR NOR

Reason:

The UOUT specification is incorrect. It must be REW, RUN or NOR.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT519W
INVALID STATEMENT STARTING WITH ....

Reason:

There is an invalid statement.
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Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT520D
ENTER NUMBER OF TEST PATTERNS OR EOB

Reason:

You must enter the number of test patterns.

Action:

Respond with either one digit indicating the number of dummy labels to be printed in order to obtain correct alignment, or
EOB to continue processing if no test labels are desired.

CADT521W
INVALID OR NON-NUMERIC RESPONSE

Reason:

The previous reply was either not numeric or otherwise invalid.

Action:

None. The original request will be reissued.

CADT522D
ENTER STARTING NUMBER

Reason:

A starting number must be entered.

Action:

Respond with a one- to six-digit number indicating the first label to be printed, or enter EOJ.

CADT523D
ENTER ENDING NUMBER

Reason:

An ending number must be entered.

Action:

Respond with one- to six-digit number indicating the last label to be printed. A response of 'EOJ' is also permitted.

CADT524D
ENTER NUMBER OF LINES BETWEEN LABELS

Reason:

The number of lines between labels must be entered.
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Action:

Respond with a 1-digit number indicating the number of blank lines to be skipped between numbers. If you are unsure,
start with 5 and work from there, using the test pattern facility. Default value is 9. For the brown Dynam/T labels, this
number should be 9.

CADT525I
SET PRINTER FOR 8 LINES PER INCH

Reason:

This message is a reminder to print the labels at 8 LPI for easier readability.

Action:

None.

CADT526W
INVALID CONTROL STATEMENT

Reason:

An error has been detected while TDYNLBL was trying to process a command. If the program is executed from the
console, TDYNLBL will prompt the operator; if executed from batch, the job is canceled.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT527W
INVALID BEGIN OR END PARAMETER

Reason:

If the program is executed from the console, TDYNLBL will prompt the operator. If it is executed from batch, the job is
canceled.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT528W
INVALID TEST PARAMETER

Reason:

If the program is executed from the console, TDYNLBL will prompt the operator. If it is executed from batch, the job is
canceled.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT529W
INVALID SKIP PARAMETER
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Reason:

If the program is executed from the console, TDYNLBL will prompt the operator. If it is executed from batch, the job is
canceled.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT530W
INVALID DIGITS PARAMETER

Reason:

If the program is executed from the console, TDYNLBL will prompt the operator. If it is executed from batch, the job is
canceled.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT531D
ENTER LABEL PREFIX

Reason:

Label prefix must be entered.

Action:

Respond with a one- to six-character alphanumeric label prefix or EOB if no prefix is desired. 'EOJ' will end job.

CADT532D
ENTER NUMBER OF DIGITS

Reason:

The number of digits must be entered.

Action:

Respond with a 1-digit number (from 1 to 6) indicating the number of digits to be printed. Default is 6 minus length of
prefix.

CADT533D
INVALID PREFIX AND DIGITS COMBINATION

Reason:

The prefix length added to the digits value can't exceed a maximum label length of six.

Action:

Specify lengths for the prefix and digits that when added together do not exceed 6 digits.
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CADT534D
ENTER INCREMENT NUMBER

Reason:

An increment number can be entered.

Action:

Enter a one- to six-digit number; it will be added to each label number to determine the next label number to print. Or,
respond EOB to increment by one (the default value) for sequential numbering of labels.

CADT535D
ENTER LENGTH OF TEST PATTERN

Reason:

The number of characters on the test patterns can be entered.

Action:

Enter a number from one to six; this will be the number of characters printed on each test pattern. Or, respond EOB to
default to six characters.

CADT536E
TAPE I/O ERROR

Reason:

TDYNCOPY has received an I/O error trying to reposition the tape being copied.

Action:

Processing will continue but, depending on the tape position, may or may not complete successfully. Rerun the job with
an // OPTION PARTDUMP statement and contact Broadcom.

CADT537W
REBLOCKING HAS BEEN REQUESTED ON A NON FIXED FILE

Reason:

Reblocking has been requested for TDYNCOPY and the file is not a fixed or fixed blocked file

Action:

Processing will continue and TDYNCOPY will try to reblock the file. Successful completion will depend on the input
blocksize and the reblocking parameters submitted.

CADT550I
TDYNRST BEGIN

Reason:

The program TDYNRST is being executed.

Action:
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None.

CADT551D
ENTER TDYNRST PARAMETERS

Reason:

TDYNRST parameters must be entered.

Action:

Enter TDYNRST parameter to indicate which tape file is to be restarted and at what point. The following are valid
parameters:

• a 1- to 7-character DTFNAME
• a 1- to 6-character volume serial number
• a 1- to 4-character volume sequence number
• an 'I' for input
• an 'O' for output

CADT552W
PARAMETERS ARE INVALID

Reason:

The parameter entered was invalid.

Action:

Enter a valid parameter.

CADT553W
NO TLBL FOUND FOR *dtfname*

Reason:

No TLBL matching the dtfname provided in the parameter was found in the label area.

Action:

Verify that the dtfname entered corresponds exactly to the dtfname on the TLBL, and be sure that the TLBL was submitted
before the execution of TDYNRST in the JCL, or that it exists on the PARSTD or STDLABEL track.

CADT554W
DSN *data set name* NOT IN CATALOG FILE

Reason:

The data set name specified on the TLBL being processed does not match an entry in the data set name catalog.

Action:

Verify that the TLBL being processed contains a data set name under Dynam/T control.
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CADT555W
TAPE xxxxxx IS DN *data set name*

Reason:

The tape volume specified is an active member of the data set indicated and is not available for restart. To be available for
restart, a volume must be in 'OPEN' - NOT CLOSED' status.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume was specified.

CADT556E
UNEXPECTED LABEL ERROR HAS OCCURRED

Reason:

TDYNRST has received an error during a call to the IBM label interface.

Action:

Collect documentation and contact Broadcom.

CADT557W
DSN REQUESTED IS MULTI-FILE

Reason:

The data set specified on the TLBL being processed is a member of the multifile data set. Multifile data sets are not
eligible for restart using TDYNRST.

Action:

Verify that the correct dtfname was entered and that the data set specified is not multifile.

CADT558W
VOL xxxxxx NOT IN DN *data set name*

Reason:

For input files, the specified volume serial number is not a member of the data set indicated; for output files, the data set
name under which the volume was last opened does not match the current data set name.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume serial number is specified for the data set being restarted.

CADT559W
VOL xxxxxx IS NOT VOL SEQ NO ssss

Reason:

The volume serial number specified does not match the volume sequence number (ssss) specified.

Action:

Verify that the volume sequence number entered for the volume being restarted is correct.
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CADT560W
VOL xxxxxx IS IN STATUS x

Reason:

The volume specified is not in a valid status for TDYNRST; in order to be restarted, a volume must be in 'OPEN - NOT
CLOSED' status.

Action:

Verify that the correct volume was specified.

CADT561I
FILE xxxxxxx LABEL HAS BEEN UPDATED

Reason:

The TLBL for the file specified has been successfully updated.

Action:

None.

CADT562W
VOL xxxxxx NOT IN CATALOG FILE

Reason:

The volume specified is not in the serial number file.

Action:

Verify that the serial number entered is correct.

CADT563I
TDYNRST END

Reason:

TDYNRST program has ended.

Action:

None.

CADT564W
DN *data-set-name* IS LOCKED

Reason:

Data set being restarted is locked.

Action:

Verify the status of the data set being restarted.
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CADT565I
INPUT:

Reason:

TDYNRST has been executed with an UPSI 1 and will display each input card upon the console.

Action:

None.

CADT566E
Dynam/T IS NOT ACTIVE. JOB CANCELED.

Reason:

Dynam isn't active.

Action:

None.

CADT567E
DTF IS EXCLUDED FROM CONTROLLED PROCESSING

Reason:

Dynam/T maintains a list of dtfnames that are excluded from controlled processing. This feature is activated by coding a
DTDTFEX option record with the DTFNAMEs to exclude from Dynam/T processing.

Action:

None.

CADT570D
ENTER 'Y' FOR TDYNRST PARAMETERS

Reason:

A 'Y' for TDYNRST parameters must be entered.

Action:

Enter 'Y' for display of valid TDYNRST parameter format upon console; enter any other character or EOB/END to
continue.

CADT571I
VALID FORMAT FOR TDYNRST PARAMETERS:

Reason:

A response of 'Y' to message CADT570 was issued.

Action:

None.
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CADT572W
MIXED RECORD FORMATS NOT PERMITTED WITH STACKING

Reason:

You have requested TDYNCOPY to process multiple input tapes. These tapes are not all the same formats. For example,
one tape is fixed block and another is variable format.

Action:

When MODON 10 is not ON, TDYNCOPY will be canceled. With MODON 10 ON, this message is only a warning. See
TDYNCOPY section for more information.

CADT600I
TDYNVLT BEGIN

Reason:

TDYNVLT has begun.

Action:

None.

CADT602I
TDYNVLT CATALOG UPDATE BEGIN

Reason:

The Dynam Catalog update has begun.

Action:

None.

CADT603I
TDYNVLT CATALOG UPDATE ENDED

Reason:

The Dynam Catalog update has completed.

Action:

None.

CADT604I
TDYNVLT CATALOG DEQUEUED

Reason:

The Dynam Catalog is dequeued.

Action:

None.
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CADT605E
TDYNVLT NO STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR INITIALIZATION

Reason:

TDYNVLT cannot find enough partition GETVIS to process.

Action:

Increase partition GETVIS. Note that TDYNVLT should always run with a SIZE= parameter in the EXEC statement.

CADT606E
TDYNVLT UNEXP. ERROR

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred.

Action:

Get the output produced by TDYNVLT when the unexpected error occurred and contact Broadcom.

CADT607I
TDYNVLT REPORTS BEGIN

Reason:

Printing of the reports has been started.

Action:

None.

CADT608I
TDYNVLT REPORTS ENDED

Reason:

Printing of the reports has completed.

Action:

None.

CADT609I
TDYNVLT END

Reason:

This execution of TDYNVLT is complete.

Action:

None.
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CADT610E
TDYNVLT VBR NOT FOUND DSN=dsn VOL=volser VRS=version

Reason:

Volume base record in the Dynam Catalog cannot be found. There is catalog corruption. The volume is ignored and
TDYNVLT continues processing. This will also be reported in the TDYNVLT exception report.

Action:

Perform a DYNCAT BACKUP/RESTORE REORG sequence. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom.

CADT611E
TDYNVLT CATMAN ERROR OCCURRED FILE=WORK1 F/C=xxxx R/C=xxxxx

Reason:

An error was encountered while writing or reading the WORK1 TDYNVLT workfile. WORK1 uses Broadcom catalog
management to write and read.

Action:

Contact Broadcom. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADT612E
TDYNVLT CATALOG ERROR MOD=xx F/C=xxxx R/C=xxxx

Reason:

A Dynam Catalog error was encountered.

Action:

Contact Broadcom. See CAD Messages in the CIS Message Guide for more information.

CADT613E
CAIEXTR ERROR - FUNCTION=xxxx R/C=xxxx

Reason:

EXTRACT was specified and an error was encountered processing CAIEXTR.

Action:

Make sure the labels and assignments are in place for the CAIEXTR file.

CADT615I
ENTER TDYNVLT COMMAND

Reason:

TDYNVLT has been executed from the console, and control card input is accepted from there.

Action:

Enter the TDYNVLT control statements. When all control statements have been entered, enter (EOB|END|ENTER) to start
TDYNVLT processing. If no control statements are entered TDYNVLT will end without any processing.
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CADT616I
INVALID TDYNVLT COMMAND, STATEMENT BYPASSED.

Reason:

An invalid TDYNVLT control card has been encountered.

Action:

Correct the control card and rerun.

CADT617W
nnnnnnn BLOCKS DROPPED DUE TO BLOCKS LESS THAN 12 BYTES.

Reason:

TDYNCOPY has encountered blocks of less than 12 bytes in length which have not been copied to the output tape

Action:

If input tape contains valid data blocks less than 12 bytes long, TDYNCOPY cannot be used to copy dataset

CADT625E
CATALOG MANAGEMENT ERROR - type

Reason:

An error was detected during TDYNCLEN. See the reason that corresponds to the message type.

LOGIC ERROR SEE RET CODE
An unexpected return code has been issued by the Catalog Management component.

PHYSICAL I/O ERROR
A physical I/O error has occurred during Catalog access. The integrity of the Catalog is in doubt.

INVALID CPL ADDRESS
An internal error was detected during Catalog access.

NONZERO REG 15 FROM CAT MGT
An unexpected error has occurred during Catalog access.

Action:

See the action that corresponds to the message type.

LOGIC ERROR SEE RET CODE
Inspect the Catalog Management return code given in message CADT626E. If the problem is not clear, collect
appropriate documentation and contact Broadcom.

PHYSICAL I/O ERROR
Check the integrity of the Catalog by running the DYNCAT BACKUP command. If necessary, the Catalog may
have to be rebuilt.

INVALID CPL ADDRESS
Collect appropriate documentation and contact Broadcom.

NONZERO REG 15 FROM CAT MGT
Inspect the Catalog Management return code given in message CADT626E. If the problem is not clear, collect the
appropriate documentation and contact Broadcom.
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CADT626E
ADAPTER RET CODE IS nnnn. DISPLACEMENT IN TDYNCLEN IS nnnn.

Reason:

This message may be issued by the System Adapter or Catalog Management if an unexpected condition is encountered
while processing a request which should complete normally.

Action:

Inspect the return code and additional error messages, if present, for more information. Contact Broadcom for further
assistance if needed.

CADT627W
REQUIRED KEYWORD MISSING. (OPENS OR ERRORS)

Reason:

Required keyword is missing.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT628W
SPELLING ERROR ON CONTROL CARD

Reason:

There is a spelling error on a control card.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT629W
NUMERIC FIELD IS MORE THAN 3 DIGITS

Reason:

The numeric field is more than three digits.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT630W
THE "STATUS=" KEYWORD HAS INVALID OPERAND

Reason:

The STATUS= keyword has an invalid operand.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.
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CADT631W
NUMERIC FIELD HAS NON-NUMERIC DATA

Reason:

The numeric field has nonnumeric data.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADT650I
ENTER TDYNPULL COMMAND

Reason:

TDYNPULL was executed through the system console.

Action:

Enter a JCL statement. A null response is considered as the end of input.

CADT651E
CATALOG ERROR DISP=dddd F/C=ffff R/C=rrrr

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while accessing the Catalog. The job will be terminated with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT652E
DYNAM CONTROL PHASE CAN NOT BE LOCATED.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam product control phase. The job will be terminated with a
dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT653E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE AVAILABLE TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

There is not enough storage for TDYNPULL to continue. The job will be terminated.
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Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT654E
ERROR LOADING PHASE pppppppp R/C=xx.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to load a phase. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT655E
DYNAM/T CONTROL PHASE CAN'T BE LOCATED.

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while trying to access the Dynam/T product control phase. The job will terminate with a
dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT656E
OBTAIN FUNCTION FAILED.

Reason:

An unexpected error was returned by the System Adapter OBTAIN function. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:

Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT657E
AN ERROR OCCURRED ON A SRAM REQUEST=xx R/C=xx

Reason:

An unexpected error was returned by a SRAM function. The job will terminate with a dump.

Action:
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Retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the
error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures. See
CAD Messages for more information.

CADT658E
TDYNPULT PHASE CONTAINS INVALID DATA.

Reason:

The pull-table phase, TDYNPULT, contains invalid data.

Action:

Ensure that the pull table assembled correctly, otherwise retain the console log, SYSLST output, and dumps for the
systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file
before beginning any other error correction measures. See CAD Messages for more information.

CADT701E
INVALID OPTION 'option'

Reason:

The indicated option was specified on a DYNOPEN / DYNCLOSE / DYNATT / DYNDET command, and is either not a
recognized option, or is not valid as used in the command.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and enter the corrected command.

CADT702E
INVALID TAPE DEVICE SPECIFIED 'cuu'

Reason:

The indicated device address is invalid. A virtual device address may be specified in either the CMS form 'TAPn', or as a
valid three-character address. A real device address may only be specified as a three-character hexadecimal address.

Action:

Correct the error and retry the command.

CADT703E
INVALID PARAMETER 'parameter'

Reason:

The indicated parameter specified on the previous command is either not a recognized parameter or is not valid as used
in the command.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and enter the corrected command.
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CADT704E
INVALID DDNAME 'ddname'

Reason:

The DDNAME on the previous command is either invalid or omitted.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and enter the corrected command.

CADT705E
INVALID DATASET NAME.

Reason:

The data set name on the previous command is either invalid or omitted. Data set names must be entered using the same
rules as for the CMS FILEDEF command. For details, see the IBM manual CMS Command and Macro Reference.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and enter the corrected command.

CADT706E
INVALID PARAMETER 'parameter' IN THE OPTION 'option' FIELD.

Reason:

The indicated parameter is not valid for the specified option. Check to be sure that the parameter was entered correctly. If
so, see the command description for a list of valid parameters to this option.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and enter the corrected command.

CADT707E
'userid' IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

An attempt was made to communicate with the specified service machine, but communications failed. Most likely, the
system has not been initialized in the service machine.

Action:

Inform the system operator of the error and await its correction. Then enter the command again.

CADT708E
VMCF DATA TRANSFER ERROR - 'rtc'

Reason:

An error occurred while data was being transferred from one virtual machine to another via the VM Communications
Facility. The VMCF return code is reported to aid in error detection. For a list of data transfer error codes, see the IBM
Virtual Machine Facility Systems Programmer's Guide.
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Action:

Inform the system programmer of the error. It may be a temporary condition, so try the command again.

CADT709E
INVALID RETURN CODE RECEIVED 'rtc'

Reason:

An unknown return code was received from the Dynam service machine. This error should never occur.

Action:

Record the actual text of the message and contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT710E
DATASET NOT MOUNTED 'volume volser'

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command with the 'NOMOUNT' option was issued for an input dataset and required tape volume is not
mounted.

Action:

If the volume is required, issue the command without 'NOMOUNT' specified.

CADT711I
REQUEST SUBMITTED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command with the 'NOWAIT' option was issued and the open request has been communicated to the
service machine for processing.

Action:

Continue with your current activities. A message will be sent to you by the service machine when processing of the
request is complete.

CADT712E
DEVICE cuu ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued which specified the virtual device address contained in the message, but that virtual
device already exists in your machine. This message will not appear if 'AUTODET' is specified in your 'DYNAM PROFILE'
file, and the existing device is a tape.

Action:

Correct the condition and issue the command again. You may detach the existing device, change the requested virtual
device address to another address, or add 'AUTODET' to your profile.
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CADT713E
OPEN/CLOSE REQUEST FOR DDNAME 'xxxxxxxx' CANCELLED 'userid'

Reason:

A Dynam/T request has been canceled. If the request was canceled at the option of the tape operator, the message will
indicate 'BY TAPE OPERATOR'. Otherwise, this message will be preceded by a message which identifies the reason for
the cancellation.

Action:

Correct the cause of the cancellation or determine why the tape operator canceled the request, and issue the command
again.

CADT714E
ERROR OCCURRED ATTACHING DEVICE cuu

Reason:

An error occurred when the service machine attempted to attach a tape device to your machine with the specified virtual
device address. This error may occur when a tape open is requested for another virtual machine (USERID option of the
DYNOPEN command), and that machine already has a device defined with the specified virtual address. It may also occur
when a tape open is requested using the Special Message Facility, and the specified virtual device address already exists
in your machine.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error. Either detach the existing device or change requested virtual device address, and issue the
command again.

CADT715E
TAPE DEVICE cuu IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A request was made to reserve the specified real tape device (RSV option of the DYNOPEN command), but the device is
not available at the current time.

Action:

Wait until the device becomes available or select another device and reissue the command.

CADT716E
TAPE DATASET CONTROL BLOCK NOT FOUND AT CLOSE

Reason:

A DYNCLOSE command was issued but the TDCB could not be located for the specified ddname. Dynam maintains
information in the service machine about each open tape data set. This information is kept in a block of storage called the
Tape Dataset Control Block. This TDCB is located by the ddname specified on the open and close commands. If it cannot
be located at close, the tape version information in the catalog dataset cannot be updated.

Action:

Verify that the correct ddname was specified on the close command and that the close was issued from the same virtual
machine as the open. If Dynam was terminated and restarted in the service machine, the data set must be recreated.
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CADT717E
CANNOT DETACH VIRTUAL DEVICE cuu

Reason:

A DYNDET command specified a virtual device address that either does not exist or is not a tape device.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error and issue the command again.

CADT718E
UNAUTHORIZED REQUEST

Reason:

A restricted request was issued by an unauthorized userid.

Action:

Ensure the command was entered correctly. If it is a restricted command, it must be issued by the tape operator userid.

CADT719E
SPECIFIED WAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued with the 'WAIT nnn' option and the specified length of time to wait for the request to
complete has past.

Action:

Continue processing or reissue the command to obtain the desired data set.

CADT720E
xxxxx - INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

The response indicated in the message (xxxxx) is invalid.

Action:

Respond to the original message again.

CADT721I
ENTER DATASET NAME:

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued with the 'DSN ?' option.

Action:

Enter the desired data set name. The name must be entered just as it appears in the DYNAM catalog. Include the periods
for OS type names.
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CADT722E
'xxxxxxxx' IS AN INVALID COMMAND

Reason:

The Special Message Facility was used to send a request to the Dynam service machine, but the message did not contain
a valid command.

Action:

Correct the special message and issue it again.

CADT723I
COMMAND COMPLETE

Reason:

A request submitted to the service machine has completed successfully, but the requesting machine is not waiting for the
completion. This message is sent from the service machine using the CP Message Facility.

Action:

None. Informational message only.

CADT724E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO PROCESS xxxxxxxx REQUEST userid

Reason:

The service machine contained insufficient storage to process the request.

Action:

Inform the systems programmer of the error. The command may be successful later since storage is dynamically allocated
and released.

CADT725E
Dynam/T NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

A Dynam/T request was issued to a service machine that contains the Taskman product and some of the Dynam
components, but Dynam/T is not installed in that service machine.

Action:

Ensure that the request was issued to the correct service machine. If so, inform the systems programmer of the error.

CADT726E
VMCF COMMUNICATIONS ERROR - USER=userid REQUEST=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to communicate with a user virtual machine via the VM Communications Facility. This
message is issued to the tape operator by the service machine when an error occurs communicating with a userid which
has issued a request.
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Action:

Inform the specified userid that an error has occurred. He will not receive any communications from the service machine
about the failing request.

CADT727E
UNKNOWN RETURN CODE - 'rtc' USER=userid REQUEST=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An unknown return code was received (in the service machine) from Dynam/T. This error should not occur.

Action:

Record the actual text of the message and contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT728E
SYSTEM ADAPTER IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A Dynam command which requires the CMS System Adapter has been issued, but the Adapter module cannot be found
on any accessed disk. The file 'CASANUCC MODULE' must be available to use the specified command.

Action:

Obtain access to the CMS formatted disk which contains the required files and enter the command again.

CADT729E
INVALID CALL TO DYNEXIT MODULE

Reason:

The Dynam module DYNEXIT has been invoked either through the virtual machine console or by another CMS module.
This module is for the use of the System Adapter only.

Action:

Do not invoke the DYNEXIT module.

CADT730I
Dynam/T IS ACTIVE - VERSION=x.x GENLEVEL=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued when the system is initialized in the service machine. The version level and generation level are
reported.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT731E
Dynam/T REQUIRES VM CLASS B PRIVILEGE
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Reason:

During system initialization in the service machine, it was determined that the virtual machine does not have VM class
"B" command privileges. This privilege is required for Dynam/T to issue CP ATTACH and DETACH commands for tape
devices. The Dynam/T system will not be activated. Message CADT732E will follow this message.

Action:

Inform the systems programmer that the CP Directory must provide the service machine userid with class B command
privileges. It is suggested that class C privileges also be provided.

CADT732E
Dynam/T IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS MACHINE

Reason:

A serious error was detected during system initialization. The previous message will describe the actual error condition.
Dynam/T is not initialized for processing in the virtual machine.

Action:

Correct the cause of the error reported by the previous message and restart the system.

CADT733W
VM CLASS C PRIVILEGE IS NOT AVAILABLE IN THIS MACHINE

Reason:

During system initialization in the service machine, it was determined that the virtual machine does not have CP class C
privileges. Dynam/T cannot prevent tape volumes from being unloaded when the CP DETACH command is issued for a
tape drive, if this command class is not available to the service machine. The system will continue to operate, but AVR
processing will continuously cause mounted tape volumes to be unloaded.

Action:

To allow AVR processing to not unload tape volumes, inform the systems programmer that the service machine userid CP
Directory entry must be updated to include class C command privileges. After the directory is updated, the system must
be restarted to take advantage of the change.

CADT734E
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR DYNAM/T PROCESSING

Reason:

During system initialization in the service machine, there was not sufficient free storage to initialize Dynam/T for
processing. The initialization procedure will terminate, and Dynam/T will not be available in the virtual machine.

Action:

For details on the storage requirements of the system, see Dynam/T Catalog DASD Requirements. Increase the amount
of storage defined in the virtual machine and restart the system.

CADT735E
LOAD ERROR: TEXT = textname

Reason:
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During system initialization in the service machine, an error occurred while loading the specified text module into storage.
The initialization procedure will terminate, and Dynam/T will not be available in the virtual machine.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and correct the condition. The system must be re-initialized before it may be used.

CADT736I
TAPE OPERATOR USERID=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued during system initialization to report the VM userid that will be the Dynam/T tape operator. This
userid will receive all tape processing messages.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT737E
CANNOT DETACH DEVICE cuu

Reason:

A DYNDET command was issued for a device which cannot be detached by the Dynam service machine.

Action:

Ensure that the specified device address is the address of an attached tape device. Correct the command and re-issue.

CADT738I
TAPE OPERATOR CHANGED TO userid

Reason:

The TAPEOPER command was issued to change the VM userid of the Dynam/T tape operator.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT739I
(TYPE) id=userid REQ=request DDNAME=ddname VOLSER=volserCUU=raddr vaddr DSN=data set DATE=date
time STATUS=statusUSER/DDNAME NOT FOUNDLOCK MANAGER ERROR RC=xxUNLOCK COMMAND
IGNOREDNO OPEN DATA SETSNO REQUESTS QUEUEDNO DRIVES RESERVED

Reason:

The Dynam/T QUERY OPEN command was issued to obtain a list of open data sets and outstanding open requests. If no
open requests are outstanding and if there are no open data sets for a user, the message will appear as 'NO OPEN DATA
SETS'. If an open request has not been completed, 'raddr' will appear as 'NODVC' and the volume serial number will not
be displayed. The date and time fields in the message are the date/time that the open request was issued, or, if the open
is complete, the date/time when the indicated real device was attached to the user. If the query command was issued by a
general user, the userid field is not included in the message.

Action:
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None. Informational only.

CADT740E
DDNAME ddname ALREADY IN USE

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued which specifies a ddname that has been previously specified. There is either a data
set name already open using the ddname, or there is an outstanding open request for the ddname.

Action:

Issue the QUERY OPEN command to the Dynam service machine to determine where the ddname is in use. Correct the
condition and re-issue the DYNOPEN command.

CADT741W
REQUEST PURGED FOR USER userid DDNAME=ddname raddrMAXWAIT LIMIT EXCEEDEDDRIVE NO LONGER
ATTACHEDOPENWAIT LIMIT EXCEEDEDQUEWAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

An open request or opened TDCB (internal Dynam/T control block) was purged from the Dynam service machine. This
may be caused either by the maximum wait time limit for a task being exceeded, or the real tape device for an open data
set being manually detached from the specified VM userid. If caused by a tape device being detached, the real device
address is included in the message. If the maximum wait limit for a task is reached, the task is canceled, as well as the
outstanding tape operator response. This message is issued to the VM userid which opened the data set, or for which the
open request was issued. The tape operator will be notified of the canceled reply number by the Taskman.

Action:

Re-issue the request if necessary.

CADT742E
COMMAND INVALID AS SMSG REQUEST

Reason:

A Dynam/T command was issued to the Dynam service machine using the CP SMSG facility or the Operator
Communication Facility, but the command is not valid as an SMSG request. Information must be obtained from the user's
CMS machine before the requested command can be correctly executed.

Action:

Re-issue the command from the CMS environment using the supplied command module only.

CADT743E
DATA SET NAME NOT DEFINED DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

An open request was issued for a DASD data set but the data set name could not be found in the Dynam catalog.

Action:

Define the data set name in the catalog and recreate the DASD data set using the catalog definition.
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CADT744E
DASD VERSION OF DSN NOT FOUND DDNAME=ddname

Reason:

An open request was issued for a DASD data set but the specified version either does not exist or is a tape data set.

Action:

Specify the correct data set version number and re-issue the open request.

CADT745E
DASD VOLUME SERIAL volser NOT FOUND

Reason:

An open request was issued for a DASD data set but the volume containing the data set could not be located in the user's
virtual machine.

Action:

Issue any necessary CP LINK and CMS ACCESS commands to obtain access to the required DASD volume, or add a CP
LINK command for the required volume to the Dynam/T user profile (CMS file CADYNAMT USERPROF). Re-issue the
DYNOPEN command when the disk is available.

CADT746E
DASD DATASET NOT FOUND. DDNAME=ddname VOLSER=volser

Reason:

An open request was issued for a DASD data set but the data set could not be found on the DASD volume indicated by
the Dynam catalog.

Action:

Ensure that there are no duplicate DASD volumes accessed, or accessible via the Dynam/T user profile, with the same
volume serial number and that the data set was created using the same catalog definition. Correct the error and re-issue
the DYNOPEN command.

CADT747I
ACCESSED FILE=ddname VOLSER=volser MODE=x G#nn

Reason:

A DASD data set has been located and accessed through the Dynam catalog. The generation id is included only if the
data set is a Dynam/D generation data set.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT748E
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS SPECIFIED aaaaaaaa / bbbbbbbb

Reason:
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The previously entered Dynam command contained conflicting options. The two conflicting options are indicated by
'aaaaaaaa' and 'bbbbbbbb'.

Action:

Re-enter the corrected command using only one of the specified options.

CADT749E
MOUNT REQUEST FOR DDNAME xxx CANNOT CURRENTLY BE CANCELLED

Reason:

A DYNCANCL command was issued for a mount request that is currently being processed by the Dynam service
machine. The processing task may not be canceled at the current time.

Action:

Try the DYNCANCL command again in a few minutes. The task should be in a state which may be canceled shortly.

CADT750E
NO OUTSTANDING OPEN REQUEST FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

A DYNCANCL or DYNTFDEF command specified a ddname for which there is no outstanding request in the Dynam
service machine.

Action:

Verify that the ddname was specified correctly and that the original request was issued by the same userid as the
DYNCANCL or DYNTFDEF request.

CADT751E
REQUEST FOR DDNAME ddname CANCELLED BY USER userid

Reason:

A DYNCANCL command was issued by the indicated user to cancel a previously issued DYNOPEN request.

Action:

None. This is an informational message for the tape operator.

CADT752E
DATASET NAME NOT SUPPLIED

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued but a required data set name is not specified.

Action:

Re-issue the command specifying a data set name.
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CADT753I
FUNCTION HAS BEEN ENABLED

Reason:

A Dynam/T function has been enabled for communications in the service machine following either a DISABLE or
QUIESCE command.

Action:

None. This is an informational message to the userid which issued the ENABLE command.

CADT754E
FUNCTION IS NOT DISABLED

Reason:

The Dynam/T ENABLE command has been issued but there was no previous DISABLE or QUIESCE command
processed.

Action:

None. The system remains enabled for communications.

CADT755E
Dynam/T FUNCTION IS CURRENTLY DISABLED

Reason:

An attempt was made to communicate with Dynam/T in the service machine, but the system has been disabled. This
message also issued to the userid which issued the DISABLE command as an acknowledgment that the command was
accepted.

Action:

Wait until the system is again available and re-issue the request.

CADT756E
Dynam/T IS CURRENTLY QUIESCED

Reason:

A DYNOPEN command was issued to Dynam/T in the service machine, but the system is being drained. This message is
also sent to the userid which issued the QUIESCE command as an acknowledgment that the command was accepted.

Action:

DYNDET and DYNCLOSE commands may still be requested, but DYNOPEN commands will be rejected until the system
is enabled for processing.

CADT756I
Dynam/T IS NOT BEING QUIESCED

Reason:
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A DYNOPEN command was issued to Dynam/T in the service machine, but the system is being drained. This message is
also sent to the userid which issued the QUIESCE command as an acknowledgment that the command was accepted.

Action:

DYNDET and DYNCLOSE commands may still be requested, but DYNOPEN commands will be rejected until the system
is enabled for processing.

CADT757E
Dynam/T HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

The Dynam/T system was abnormally terminated during startup.

Action:

Processing may continue as normal in the user machine, but a DYNCLOSE command cannot be issued for the open data
set. If Dynam/T is restarted in the service machine and a DYNCLOSE command is issued for a data set that was open
before the termination, a CADT716E message will result. No harm will result from this condition for input data sets, but
output data sets will be left in open-not-closed status in the catalog.

CADT757I
Dynam/T HAS BEEN TERMINATED

Reason:

A TERMINATE command has been executed in the service machine. This message is sent to each userid which has
an open tape data set at the time the TERMINATE command is processed. The message is also sent to the user which
issued the command.

Action:

Processing may continue as normal in the user machine, but a DYNCLOSE command cannot be issued for the open data
set. If Dynam/T is restarted in the service machine and a DYNCLOSE command is issued for a data set that was open
before the termination, a CADT716E message will result. No harm will result from this condition for input data sets, but
output data sets will be left in open-not-closed status in the catalog.

CADT758E
INVALID VOLSER 'xxxxxx'

Reason:

The volser requested in the DYNMOUNT command is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid volser and reissue the command.

CADT759E
DYNMOUNT REQUEST FOR volser CANCELLED BY TAPE OPERATOR

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT request has been canceled by the tape operator.
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Action:

Determine why the tape operator canceled the request and reissue the command.

CADT760E
VOLUME volser ALREADY IN USE

Reason:

The volser requested in the DYNMOUNT command is already mounted for another request.

Action:

Correct the DYNMOUNT request and reissue the command.

CADT761E
DYNMOUNT REQUEST FOR volser CANCELLED BY USER userid

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT request has been canceled by the user in the message.

Action:

Correct the cause of the cancellation and reissue the request.

CADT762E
DYNMOUNT REQUEST FOR USER userid VOLSER volser HAS BEEN QUEUED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

The DYNMOUNT request has queued for later processing.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CADT763E
DYNOPEN REQUEST FOR USER userid DDNAME ddname HAS BEEN QUEUED FOR PROCESSING

Reason:

The DYNOPEN request has queued for later processing.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CADT764E
DYNMOUNT REQUEST FOR USER userid VOLSER volser CANCELLED: WAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

The requested tape was not mounted within the time limit specified in the Dynam/T SYSPROF.

Action:
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Verify that the volser is correct and reissue the DYNMOUNT command.

CADT765E
DYNOPEN REQUEST FOR USER userid DDNAME ddname CANCELLED: WAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

The requested tape was not mounted within the time limit specified in the Dynam/T SYSPROF to satisfy the DYNOPEN
request.

Action:

Verify that the volser is correct and reissue the command.

CADT766E
Dynam/T INCLUDE SYSTEM FILE ERROR

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred when reading the Dynam/T INCLUDE file.

Action:

Ensure that the disk which contains the Dynam/T INCLUDE file is properly accessed.

CADT767E
Dynam/T EXCLUDE SYSTEM FILE ERROR

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred when reading the Dynam/T EXCLUDE file.

Action:

Ensure that the disk which contains the Dynam/T EXCLUDE file is properly accessed.

CADT768E
Dynam/T OPERATOR SYSTEM FILE ERROR

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred when reading the Dynam/T OPERATOR file.

Action:

Ensure that the disk which contains the Dynam/T OPERATOR file is properly accessed.

CADT769E
TRACE STARTED FOR USERID=useridTRACE ENDED FOR USERID=useridTRACE CURRENTLY ACTIVE FOR
USERID=useridTRACE NOT CURRENTLY ACTIVE

Reason:

These messages are issued in response to a TRACE or a QUERY TRACE command.

Action:
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None. This is an informational message.

CADT771I
REQ FOR DDNAME=ddname WAITING ON CATALOGREQ FOR VOLUME=volser WAITING ON OPERATOR

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT or DYNOPEN request has not yet been satisfied.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

CADT772E
ERROR IN CALL TO SYSTEM ADAPTER: RC=rc

Reason:

An error has occurred during system adaptor initialization.

Action:

If CADT843I follows this message, see message CADT843I for additional information. If not, contact Broadcom for
assistance.

CADT773E
A-DISK NOT ACCESSIBLE

Reason:

The A-disk was not accessed as a read/write disk during system initialization and the Dynam/T INCLUDE, EXCLUDE and
OPERATOR files could not be created.

Action:

Access the proper disk with read/write access.

CADT774E
Dynam/T SYSPROF ERROR: RC=rc

Reason:

An error has occurred while processing the Dynam/T SYSPROF.

Action:

Correct the Dynam/T SYSPROF and restart the system.

CADT774W
Dynam/T SYSPROF ERROR: RC=rc RECORD=xxxx

Reason:

An error has occurred while processing the Dynam/T SYSPROF.

Action:
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Correct the Dynam/T SYSPROF and restart the system.

CADT776D
REALLY UNLOCK SYSTEM=cpuid? REPLY 'YES' TO CONTINUE

Reason:

A Dynam/T operator has entered the UNLOCK SYSTEM=cpuid command. The system requires verification before the
named system's resources will be unlocked in the CAILOCK file.

Action:

Reply YES to continue. Any other response results in message CADT739I UNLOCK COMMAND IGNORED.

CADT777I
PROCESSING FOR DDNAME ddname NOT COMPLETE

Reason:

A DYNTFDEF command has been issued for a request that is still pending completion.

Action:

Wait for the completion of the corresponding DYNOPEN or DYNMOUNT request, then reissue the DYNTFDEF command.

CADT778E
INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY FOR COMMAND

Reason:

The user does not have proper external security authorization to execute the command.

Action:

Contact your security administrator.

CADT779E
SECURITY INTERFACE ERROR OCCURRED

Reason:

Dynam/T has determined that an error occurred in the external security interface.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT780E
VIOLATION THRESHOLD EXCEEDED

Reason:

The external security product has indicated to Dynam/T that the security violation threshold has been exceeded.

Action:
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Contact your security administrator.

CADT801D
UNASSIGNED INPUT/OUTPUT TAPE -- userid dsn volser

Reason:

An OPEN has been issued for a tape file that is not being controlled by Dynam/T. The system is requesting that the
operator enter the address of the tape drive to be used.

Action:

Perform one of the following:

cuumm
enter the tape drive address to be used for the file, where mm is the optional density.

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

NOTE
Any invalid response will result in this same message being issued again.

CADT802D
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuu*NOT LD PNT* cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive address; however, that tape drive is not
eligible for use.

*INTERV-REQ*
The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is non-existent, or already in use by another userid, or an I/O error occurred while reading the
VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multi-file volume and the tape is not at load point.
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*NON COMPAT*
A non-compatible tape drive/density combination has been detected. The tape should be removed from the drive.

Action:

Refer back to the prior message to which the response of cuu was originally entered. Respond to that message again.

Note that the operator may respond

• 'REWIND' and the system will rewind the tape. Even in this case, the original message will be reissued and must be
responded to once again. This response, of course, may be the same cuu to which the response of 'REWIND' was
entered in order to then use that tape.

• 'UNLOAD' to unload the tape
• 'REL' to release the logical unit assignment and allow another drive to be used.

CADT802I
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILPRT volume cuu*NOT LD PNT* cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive address; however, that tape drive is not
eligible for use.

*INTERV-REQ*
The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is non-existent, or already in use by another userid, or an I/O error occurred while reading the
VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multi-file volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
A non-compatible tape drive/density combination has been detected. The tape should be removed from the drive.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT803W
VOL=xxxxxx DYNAM/T CONTROLLED TAPE, MOUNT NON-DYNAM/T SCRATCH userid ddname

Reason:

The file being created is not a Dynam/T controlled data set; however, the tape mounted on the assigned drive (assigned
through user request or operator response) is a Dynam/T controlled volume. When the system cannot access the catalog
files, no controlled volume may be used for output. When the system has access to the catalog files, scratch tapes may be
used for uncontrolled output files unless such action is prevented due to installation options.

Action:

Mount an uncontrolled volume on the assigned drive. If the tape device was assigned in response to the CADT801D
message, then that message will be reissued. Respond with another cuu if desired.
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If the installation option to protect scratch tapes from uncontrolled use was chosen, then any tape with a volume serial
number equal to one in the Catalog will be protected.

CADT804A
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name mode ddname userid

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

Mount the correct volume on an available tape drive.

CADT804D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name mode ddname userid

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

Mount the correct volume on an available tape drive and reply END/ENTER or respond with one of the following:

cuu
direct the system to a specific tape drive (only necessary to force override for this data set).

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

RERUN
direct the system to scratch Version 1 of this data set and reopen the file in order to access what was Version 2 as
Version 1 (not valid for multi-file).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

ACCEPT DSN=
'data-set-name'
(,VER=nnn or
,VOL=nnnnnn)

cause Dynam/T to reissue the OPEN and search for the indicated data set, version or volume instead of the one
called for on the request. (Valid only if ACCEPT=YES has been generated; may be used to ACCEPT multi-file
data sets).
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The responses ACCEPT and RERUN are installation options, valid only if so indicated at installation time. Any invalid
response will result in this same message being reissued. The CADT804 MOUNT message will always be issued for
files that are assigned to tape drives at open time (not using AVR). This is so that any subsequent messages (CADT805
or CADT806 or CADT802) immediately following may refer to the information in the MOUNT message. The CADT804
MOUNT message with a volume serial number of six zeros (000000) indicates that the requested volume or version of
the data set does not exist. The MOUNT message is issued in this fashion so that one of the optional responses may be
used, if appropriate.

CADT804I
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx data-set-name mode ddname userid

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened as input, but the system could not locate the above volume.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT805D
WRONG TAPE: VOL=nnnnnn HDR 1='data set name' cuu userid

Reason:

The volume mounted on the assigned drive (through user request or operator response) is not the correct requested
volume. The volume and HDR1 information shown is taken from the tape.

Action:

Mount the requested volume (as per the CADT804 MOUNT message) and reply EOB, or reply with one of the following:

cuu
direct the system to another tape drive (not valid if the tape unit was assigned by a specific request for the real
tape device address).

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

ACCEPT
force the system to accept this volume as input. (It should not be used with multi-file data sets; use ACCEPT
DSN=dsn, VER=nnn with message CADT804 instead).

RERUN
direct the system to SCRATCH Version 1 of the indicated data set and reopen the file in order to what was
Version 2 as Version 1.

NEWTAP
cause the open to be reissued. (Dismount the volume if it is not the desired one, mount the desired volume and
respond NEWTAP).

The responses RERUN and ACCEPT are installation options and not valid unless selected at installation time.
Additionally, if allowed, the occurrence of these replies will always be reported on the EXCEPTION REPORT as well as
the AUDIT reports if that option is chosen.

CADT806W
DSN='DSN' IN CATALOG IS NOT A TAPE DATA SET
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Reason:

The data set name specified on the open request exists in the Dynam catalog as a disk or other type of data set. Dynam/T
requires unique data set names. The data set is treated as uncontrolled.

Action:

Refer the problem to the systems programmer for correction. The DYNCAT ALTER command may be used to change the
data set in the catalog to TAPE, if necessary.

CADT807I
LABEL cuu userid volser ssss *data-set-name*WORK cuu userid volser ssss *data-set-name*(D/B) cuu userid
volser ssss *data-set-name*

Reason:

The indicated data set is being created on the named tape drive. If the data set is a work data set, then that will be
indicated by the word WORK instead of the word LABEL. If the data set is a Dynam/B data set, and Dynam/T located a
Dynam/B tape volume, then the word (D/B) will replace the word LABEL. 'ssss' is the volume sequence number.

Action:

None.

CADT808A
MOUNT SCRATCH userid ddname DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xxMOUNT SCRATCH userid
ddname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xx

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the user has requested a specific device. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive.

CADT808D
MOUNT SCRATCH userid ddname DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xxMOUNT SCRATCH userid
ddname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xx

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the user has requested a specific device. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive and reply EOB, or reply with one of the
following:

• cuumm
direct the system to use a specific drive (invalid if a user requested a specific real device and necessary only to
initialize a scratch "on the fly" or override mode or owner).

• STATUS
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obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).
• CANCEL

cancel the request and notify the requestor.
• RUN cuu|ALL
• REW cuu|ALL
• FSF cuu,nnn
• BSF cuu,nnn
• FSR cuu,nnn
• BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control operation to the drive indicated or to all drives (valid for unassigned drives, or for
drives owned by the partition issuing the message).

• SCRTCH
cause Dynam/T to display ten SCRATCH volumes on the

console.

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

When AVR is performed for output files (any time a specific device is not requested), the system will check all tapes at
load point with a file protect ring for the following:

• Is it currently set at desired recording mode (if requested)?
• Does data set owner match volume owner (if present)?
• Does catalog owner ID match VOL1 owner ID (if checking)?
• Does data set length match volume length (if specified)?

Any volumes that do not meet all required checks will be bypassed by the AVR routines. The operator may override some
of these specifications by directing the system to a specific tape drive by responding with a cuu or cuumm.

CADT808I
MOUNT SCRATCH userid ddname DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xxMOUNT SCRATCH userid
ddname ON cuu DSN=data-set-name OWNER=xx MODE= xx SIZE=xx

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being opened for output, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape. The
second format of this message (ON cuu) will be issued when the user has requested a specific device. In this case, that
tape drive must be used.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT809D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx

Reason:

The system is directed to use a specific tape (by operator response or user request) and the tape mounted is not a
Dynam/T controlled volume. The volume mounted will be initialized as a controlled scratch tape with the volume serial
number resulting from this message.

Action:
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If this volume serial number is correct, reply EOB. This will cause the tape to be initialized with that number.

A 1- to 6-character number may also be entered if the number displayed is not correct. In this case, this message will be
reissued with the operator-entered volume serial number for verification. If this message keeps reappearing each time a
reply of EOB is made, that is an indication the volume serial number in the message is not valid. The operator must reply
with a valid volume serial number.

A response of CANCEL will cancel the open request.

If the volume mounted is not the desired volume, dismount the volume, mount the correct volume, and reply 'NEWTAP' to
verify the new volume.

CADT810D
VOLSER xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS data set nameVOLSER xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCHVOLSER
xxxxxx ALREADY IN FILE AS SCRATCH OWNER=xx

Reason:

This message is issued in one of three forms. If an attempt is made to use as a SCRATCH tape a tape which contains an
active data set, the first form will be issued. No operator response is allowed, and if the drive was pre-assigned, the tape
will be unloaded. A different volume must be used.

If an attempt is made to initialize a tape 'on the fly' and the serial number on the tape matches one in the catalog as a
SCRATCH, this message warns that a potential exists for initializing a duplicate volume serial number. This can occur if
the tape has never been written by Dynam/T, but the serial number has been manually added to the catalog, or if a tape
has been used outside the system, so that the internal CADT ID has been lost. In this case, the operator may respond
'ACCEPT' to reinitialize the tape.

Finally, if the tape selected by the operator is a SCRATCH and one of the following conditions occur, the third form of the
message will be issued. The conditions are:

• The tape OWNER does not match the OWNER of the data set being opened.
• The tape length does not match the length of the tape requested for the data set.

This message is issued to allow the operator to choose another tape or respond 'ACCEPT' to reinitialize the tape to the
correct owner of the data set or allow use of tape if not the correct length.

Action:

Type 'ACCEPT' to initialize the tape (and change the owner if necessary), or select another tape. Note that this response
is only valid if the volume serial number in question is a tape in SCRATCH status.

Type EOB to scan all drives for a valid Dynam/T scratch tape.

CADT811E
cuumm INVALID DENSITY

Reason:

A response of cuumm, as printed in the message, was made to a CADT808 MOUNT SCRATCH message. The tape drive
(cuu) cannot write at the specified density (mm).

Action:

Respond to the MOUNT message again.
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CADT812D
REMOVE WRITE RING cuu userid

Reason:

An input data set is being opened but the volume has a file-protect ring in it.

Action:

Remove the write ring from the tape and remount the volume. Reply (EOB) to continue processing or CANCEL to cancel
the open request.

CADT813E
xxxxx INVALID RESPONSE

Reason:

The response indicated in the message (xxxxx) is invalid.

Action:

Respond to the original message again.

CADT814E
DSN=data set name SERIAL NO.=ssssss LOCKED User=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The user is trying to open a volume which has been LOCKED by the DYNCAT LOCK function.

Action:

None. The file must be unlocked before it can be accessed. Dynam/T cancels the open request.

CADT815I
cuu statuscuu status volser file-id

Reason:

Status was requested by operator command. Each tape drive in the system is listed with its current status. Tape drives
attached to a userid list the userid, virtual device address, date and time drive was last attached to user. If the drive is an
STK ACS or Memorex ATL drive, the ACS/ATL number is also listed.

Free tape drives will show the status of the drive as:

NOT CAP
tape drive is not capable of reading the tape.

NOT RDY
tape drive is not ready.

NOT AVBL
tape drive is not accessible.

RDY LP/F
ready, load point, file protected.

RDY LP/W
ready, load point, not file protected.
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RDY NLPF
ready, not load point, file protected.

RDY NLPW
ready, not load point, not file protected.

BUSY
tape drive is busy.

Action:

None. Informational only.

CADT816E
ERROR DETECTED AT CLOSE, WRITESL NOT PERFORMED DSN=data-set-name

Reason:

Forced standard labeled tape support was requested for an output data set, but it could not be provided at close. The tape
has been unloaded, placed back at load point, or detached from the userid before the close request was issued.

Action:

Determine why the tape is not positioned correctly, and recreate the data set.

CADT817D
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuuNOT LOAD PNT cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive; however, that tape drive is not eligible for
use.

• *INTERV-REQ*

The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is non-existent, or already in use by another userid, or an I/O error occurred while reading the
VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multi-file volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
A non-compatible tape drive/density combination has been detected. The tape should be removed from the drive.

Action:

Refer back to the prior message to which the response of cuu was originally entered. Respond to that message again.

The operator may respond:
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• 'REWIND' and the system will rewind the tape. Even in this case, the original message will be reissued and must be
responded to once again. This response, of course, may be the same cuu to which the response of 'REWIND' was
entered in order to then use that tape.

• 'UNLOAD' to unload the tape
• 'REL' to release the logical unit assignment and allow another drive to be used.

CADT817I
*INTERV-REQ* cuuUNAVAILABLE cuuFILE-PROTECT cuuNOT LOAD PNT cuu*NON COMPAT* cuu

Reason:

The response made to one of the system MOUNT messages was a tape drive; however, that tape drive is not eligible for
use.

• *INTERV-REQ*

The tape drive is not ready.

UNAVAILABLE
The tape drive is non-existent, or already in use by another userid, or an I/O error occurred while reading the
VOL1/HDR1 from the tape.

FILE-PROTECT
The tape is file-protected and this is an output file.

*NOT LD PNT*
This is not a multi-file volume and the tape is not at load point.

*NON COMPAT*
A non-compatible tape drive/density combination has been detected. The tape should be removed from the drive.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT818W
NO ROOM AVAILABLE IN CATALOG, TAPE nnnnnn DSN = 'dsn' NOT CATALOGED *** NOTE ***

Reason:

There is no room left in the CAICATL file to catalog the named data set.

Action:

Inform the operations supervisor or systems programmer immediately. The file size must be increased, and the Dynam/
T catalogs must be restored to the larger extents before any additional versions may be cataloged. As a temporary
measure, the DYNCAT SCRATCH function may be run to free space immediately. Any volume for which this message
appears must be manually ADDed to the data set referenced when space is made available.

CADT819W
CATALOG IS FULL -- PERFORM REORGANIZATION *** WARNING ***

Reason:

There is no more room left in the catalog file to accept any more tapes.

Action:
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See the operator action for CADT818. The file must be enlarged before any additional volumes may be added.

CADT820A
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' userid

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multi-file volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

Mount the correct tape on any available drive.

CADT820D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' userid

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multi-file volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

Mount the correct tape on any available drive and reply EOB. Other acceptable replies are:

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

cuu
specify the drive on which the tape is mounted.

STATUS
find an available tape drive.

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

CADT820I
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx FOR FILE NO. xxx DSN='data-set-name' userid

Reason:

A file other than file one on a multi-file volume is to be written, and the correct tape is not mounted.

Action:

None. Informational.
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CADT821E
TAPE xxxxxx ALREADY HAS FILE NO. xxx ON IT

Reason:

The user is attempting to write a file on a multi-file volume and that file already exists on that volume.

Action:

Type ACCEPT to write the file again OR type CANCEL to cancel the request.

NOTE
When ACCEPT is the response, any files following the one causing the message will be lost and must be
recreated.

CADT822E
DSN = 'dsn' IS FILE NO. xxx, THERE ARE ONLY xxx FILES ON TAPE

Reason:

The user is trying to write a file on a multi-file volume before the preceding file(s) have been written. This message also
appears trying to read a file that has not been created on this volume. The system cancels the request.

Action:

For an output tape, files on a multi-file volume must be created in sequence. For an input tape, mount the correct volume
and resubmit.

CADT823I
DSN 'data set name' FILE NO. xxx BEING CREATED ON TAPE xxxxxx cuu

Reason:

The data set is being created on tape.

Action:

None. This is for information only.

CADT824E
DSN = data set name CANNOT LOCATE PRIOR FILE

Reason:

The data set name that is the prior file for this data set could not be found in the catalog. This should never occur.

Action:

The request is canceled. Contact Broadcom for assistance if the cause cannot be determined.

CADT825E
TAPE xxxxxx WRONG OUTPUT TAPE FOR DSN=data set name

Reason:
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A program is trying to write other than file one on a multi-file volume. The operator replied cuu to the mount message
CADT820 or the drive was preassigned, but the serial number of the tape mounted on that drive does not match the serial
number of the prior file in the multi-file volume set.

Action:

The system rewinds and unloads the tape and scans the drives for the correct tape. If it is not found, the system issues
the mount message CADT820 again.

If the tape is found, normal processing continues.

CADT826E
VOLSER xxxxxx NOT FOUND IN CATALOG ** ERROR **

Reason:

The system was attempting to update a volume record at close but could not locate that record.

Action:

Refer this problem to the systems programmer for correction. Contact Broadcom for assistance if needed.

CADT827E
DYNAM/T TAPE xxxxxx NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

The indicated volume is a Dynam/T controlled tape (as per the HDR1 record), but the serial number is not the catalog file.
The tape is unloaded. Messages will also occur if catalog owner is mismatched.

Action:

In order to use this tape, it must be reinitialized with DYNCAT to place the number in the catalog file.

CADT828I
RELEASED userid OUTPUT/INPUT volser data-set-name

Reason:

The indicated data set name was released at close as a result of the release option for a work tape. The indicated volume
serial number is in scratch status and can be used for output now.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT829I
TAPE cuu RESERVED FOR USERID userid

Reason:

The indicated real tape device has been reserved for the use of the specified userid.

Action:

None. This is informational only.
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CADT830I
TAPE cuu RELEASED BY USERID userid

Reason:

The indicated real tape device which was previously reserved by the user has been released from use.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT831I
*CLOSED* userid cuu volser dsn*EOV* userid cuu volser dsn*TEST* userid cuu volser dsn*LOCKED* userid cuu
volser dsn

Reason:

A controlled output file has been closed and the Dynam/T catalog has been updated.

*CLOSED*
when a close request is issued

*EOV*
at volume switch for output

*TEST*
at close for $TEST jobs

*LOCKED*
at close if the DSN was locked for output

In the case of *TEST* and *LOCKED*, the data set is not updated -- only the volume record.

Action:

None.

CADT832I
ATTACHED userid cuu volser data set name

Reason:

This message is issued whenever Dynam/T located the correct input file.

Action:

None.

CADT833E
DSN 'data set name' MISSING

Reason:

During automatic multi-file processing, the data set name indicated in the message was found to be missing, probably
because it had already been deleted by the user with the DYNCAT DELETE function.

Action:

Dynam/T must be informed which AMF DSN to use next, through the ALT function of DYNCAT.
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CADT834E
DSN 'data set name' MAXIMUM FILES EXIST

Reason:

It was found during AMF processing that no more data sets can be created because the maximum 999 already exist.

Action:

Manual maintenance must be performed to remove some of the AMF data sets from the DN file.

CADT835E
DSN 'data set name' ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The named data set was to be created by AMF processing but was found to already exist in the catalog.

Action:

The named DSN must be removed from the catalog file with DYNCAT maintenance.

CADT836E
CATALOG FULL - CANNOT CREATE MF=AUTO DSN=data set name

Reason:

An automatic multi-file DSN was opened as output, but no room is available in the catalog file to create a new data set
record.

Action:

The Dynam/T catalog file probably needs enlargement by use of the BACKUP and RESTORE function. A temporary
solution would be to run the SCRATCH function to clear some space until the files can be enlarged.

CADT837E
DSN 'data set name' MFV CTL RCD MISSING

Reason:

A multi-file control record is missing. Some user program may have overwritten the catalog file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT838W
NOT WORK ddname INPUT/OUTPUT volser data set name

Reason:

A close has occurred for a controlled data set which is not a work data set, yet a 'RELEASE' option has been specified on
the request.

Action:
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None required; informational only. Review the commands to assure that 'RELEASE' has been specified for the correct
data set.

CADT839W
** OPENED OFF LD PT ** cuu

Reason:

An uncontrolled file has been opened for output with NOREWIND specified, and the assigned drive is not at load point.
Dynam/T cannot validate the use of the tape without destroying the positioning, so a warning is issued. The file is treated
as uncontrolled. No audit information can be collected. The open proceeds.

Action:

Notify the systems programmer of this occurrence so that steps can be taken to bring the file under Dynam/T control.

CADT840E
*** UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE:ddname *** RTC=nn nn

Reason:

NOTIFY installation option was selected in order to display this message when any of the Dynam files cannot be
accessed.

Action:

Informational only. If the SECURITY option was selected, the request will be canceled. For an explanation, see the
Catalog Management return codes. Most likely, the cause is one of the following:

• The named file has not been initialized for use.
• The filemode specified in the FILEDEF statement for the named file is not assigned to the device upon which the file

resides.
• A FILEDEF command has not been issued for the named file.

CADT840W
*** UNABLE TO ACCESS FILE:ddname *** RTC=nn nn

Reason:

NOTIFY installation option was selected in order to display this message when any of the Dynam files cannot be
accessed.

Action:

Informational only. If the SECURITY option was selected, the request will be canceled. For an explanation, see the
Catalog Management return codes. Most likely, the cause is one of the following:

• The named file has not been initialized for use.
• The filemode specified in the FILEDEF statement for the named file is not assigned to the device upon which the file

resides.
• A FILEDEF command has not been issued for the named file.

CADT841D
DEVICE cuu IS NOT A FREE TAPE DEVICE
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Reason:

The indicated device address was entered as a response to a Dynam/T message, but the device is either not a tape
device or the tape unit is not currently available for use.

Action:

Reply to the original message again.

CADT842I
cuu IS NOT A TAPE DEVICE OR NOT IN DTPOOL

Reason:

An operator tape drive status request has been issued and the named cuu is either not a tape device or the tape drive is
not defined in the DTPOOL macro.

Action:

Correct the DTPOOL error and restart the system.

CADT843I
CONNECTION WITH VSE GUEST MAY HAVE BEEN SEVERED

Reason:

An IUCV error has been detected attempting to communicate with a VSE guest running Dynam/T for VSE.

Action:

Determine if a VSE guest running Dynam/T for VSE, communicating with Dynam/T VM has been IPLed. If it has, this error
and the CADT772E message previously issued can be ignored. If not, retain the console logs and contact Broadcom for
assistance.

CADT844W
VOLUME nnnnnn IS OUTSIDE ALLOWABLE RANGE

Reason:

The volume serial number specified is outside the allowable range of numbers as established in the volser parameter of
the Dynam/T macro.

Action:

Select another volume serial number. If the range specified in the Dynam/T macro is in error, refer the problem to the
systems programmer for resolution.

CADT845D
VERIFY UNCONTROLLED USE OF VOLUME: nnnnnn, ddname userid cuu

Reason:

An uncontrolled tape file is being opened for output, and the tape on the specified drive is a Dynam/T scratch tape.

Action:
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Remove the Dynam/T scratch tape, and replace it with a non-Dynam/T scratch and (EOB)/END/ENTER to verify the new
tape. Or respond 'ACCEPT' to override Dynam/T and the controlled scratch tape to be used.

CADT847E
ERROR AT CLOSE/EOV userid cuu volser data set name

Reason:

An error has been detected at CLOSE or End of Volume while attempting to update the catalog linkages for the named
output volser and data set. This results from an operator error during AVR or OPEN, most commonly from the tape having
been physically moved from the drive during OPEN processing, and mounted on another drive, and the first drive having
been used by another volume.

Action:

Verify that the tapes referenced are accurate, and display the catalog for this data set and other concurrently created data
sets to resolve the problem.

CADT848I
nnnnnn OWN=xx yy

Reason:

A response of 'SCRTCH' was entered to a CADT808 mount scratch message. Dynam/T lists ten scratch volumes from the
Catalog so that a scratch can be located. The owner code (xx) is indicated if the volume is owned. 'OWN=**' indicates no
owner. 'yy' is the length of the volume. '**' indicates no specified length. The CADT808 mount message is repeated.

Action:

None.

CADT849E
FATAL CAM ERROR, xx/xxxxxx xxxx (xxxxxxxx/xxxx)

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred while accessing the catalog. Catalog corruption may have occurred, but it is likely
that the error is inconsequential. Since the catalog file is blocked and highly organized, an event such as an operator
issuing a FLUSH command, or an emergency cancel, may have terminated Dynam processing before catalog update was
complete, resulting in one or more incomplete version records. The problem can be corrected by a BACKUP/RESTORE
REORG/SCRATCH run. Other possibilities include an out-of-storage condition during catalog processing, or even a
catalog full condition while adding a new data set name or volume serial number inline. The request is terminated.

Action:

Retain the console log, printer output, and dumps for the systems programmer to aid in problem determination. If the error
persists, take a DYNCAT BACKUP of the catalog file before beginning any other error correction measures.

CADT850D
CATALOG ENQUEUE FAILURE - FILE 'ddname'

Reason:

Request for catalog enqueue has failed. The catalog is in use by another task.
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Action:

Awaits operator response.

CANCEL
cancel the request

(EOB/END/ENTER)
retry the catalog enqueue request

CADT861I
LMS INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:

Dynam/T has begun the initialization process with the Library Management Software service machine.

Action:

None.

CADT862I
mtc COMMAND CUU=cuu: command text

Reason:

An MTC operator command has been issued for a tape drive. The command text will give information about the command
status. If the SENSE command is issued, the current sense status is returned.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT863E
CANNOT ACTIVATE HOOK -- INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Reason:

No storage available at initialization time.

Action:

Increase storage size.

CADT864I
DSN='data set name' VER=nnn CREATE=mm/dd/yy VOL=volser SCRATCHED

Reason:

The Dynam/T automatic scratch function has scratched the noted version, and the tape has been returned to scratch
status.

Action:

None. Informational.
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CADT865A
MOUNT VOLUME volser DSN='data set name' USER=userid FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open request requires that the noted tape be
mounted for output.

Action:

Mount the requested tape.

CADT865D
MOUNT VOLUME volser DSN='data set name' USER=userid FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open request requires that the noted tape be
mounted for output.

Action:

Mount the requested tape and EOB.

CADT865I
MOUNT VOLUME volser DSN='data set name' USER=userid FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open request requires that the noted tape be
mounted for output.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT866D
WRONG TAPE: VOL=volser HDR1='dsn' cuu CLOSED CIRCUIT

Reason:

The data set has been specified for ROTATE support, and an output open MOUNT request has been satisfied with the
wrong tape.

Action:

Mount the requested tape and EOB.

CADT867I
LMS INITIALIZATION COMPLETED

Reason:

Dynam/T has completed the initialization process with the Library Management Software service machine.

Action:
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None.

CADT868E
DEVICE ATTACH FAILURE userid cuu ** RC=nnn **DEVICE DETACH FAILURE userid cuu ** RC=nnn **DEVICE
WAIT FAILURE userid cuu ** RC=nnn **

Reason:

An error occurred while attempting to attach, detach or detach/wait the noted tape device for the specified userid. The
value nnn is the return code for the ATTACH and DETACH commands. Possible return code values are documented in
the IBM z/VM CP Command and Utilities Reference.

Action:

Determine the cause of the error and correct the condition. If the open request was issued via the SMSG Facility or if the
request was issued by an alternate userid, check to see if the specified virtual address is already defined in the machine.
Correct the error and reissue the request.

CADT869E
ACS ___________ REQUEST - REPLY AREA TOO SMALL, INCREASE TO ________

Reason:

Not enough storage was allocated to allow the Automated Cartridge Subsystem server to process a request.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom.

CADT870E
ACS ___________ REQUEST - INVALID DATA IN REQUEST BLOCK AT OFFSET ______

Reason:

A request passed to the Automated Cartridge Subsystem server contained invalid parameter specifications.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom.

CADT871E
ACS ___________ REQUEST - UNRECOVERABLE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred on a request to the Automated Cartridge Subsystem server. The request could not be processed.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom.

CADT872E
ACS ___________ REQUEST - REQUEST FAILED, REASON CODE _______

Reason:
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An error occurred on a request to the Automated Cartridge Subsystem server. The request could not be processed. The
reason code is the error code returned by the Automated Cartridge Subsystem server.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom.

CADT873
NO CA/DYNAMT SCRATCH VOLUMES AVAILABLE IN AUTOMATED LIBRARY

Reason:

During AVR processing for a scratch volume, no suitable Dynam/T scratch volumes could be found in the STK 4400
Automated Cartridge Subsystem, Memorex, LMS, or IBM 3494/3495 Tape Library.

Action:

Add Dynam/T scratch volumes to the Tape Library.

CADT874I
_______ INITIALIZATION STARTED

Reason:

Dynam/T has begun the initialization process with the STK 4400 Host Software Component (ACS) or IBM 3494/3495 Tape
Library Server (IBM).

Action:

None.

CADT875I
_______ INITIALIZATION COMPLETED

Reason:

Dynam/T has completed the initialization process with the STK 4400 Host Software Component (ACS) or IBM 3494/3495
Tape Library Server (IBM).

Action:

None.

CADT876I
_______ INTERFACE HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED - WILL BE RE-ESTABLISHED WHEN AVAILABLE

Reason:

The interface between Dynam/T and the STK4400 Host Software Component (ACS) or IBM 3494/3495 Tape Library
Server (IBM) has become disabled due to an IUCV error or shutdown/abend of the Subsystem server.

Action:

None, the interface will be re-enabled when available.
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CADT877I
ACS ____ LSM __ ---- ______ SCRATCH VOLUMES

Reason:

A display of the number of scratch volumes contained in the Automated Cartridge Subsystem module. This reflects a
count based on the Subsystem catalog, not the Dynam/T scratch count. This message is given in response to a QUERY
SCRATCH command.

Action:

None.

CADT880I
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO _______ SERVER - WILL ESTABLISH CONNECTION WHEN POSSIBLE

Reason:

On initialization of Dynam/T, a connection to the STK 4400 (ACS) or IBM 3494/3495 (IBM) server could not be made.
Connection will be established when available.

Action:

None.

CADT881E
LMS ___________ REQUEST - REQUEST FAILED, REASON CODE _______

Reason:

An error occurred on a request to the Library Management Software server machine. The request could not be processed.
The reason code is the error code returned by the Library Management Software server machine.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT882E
LMS ________ REQUEST - UNCOVERABLE ERROR

Reason:

An error occurred on a request to the Library Management Software server machine. The request could not be processed.

Action:

Retain console logs and contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADT883A
MOUNT SCRATCH USER DDNAME DSN=data-set-name MODE REELSIZE

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being requested for a mount, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape.

Action:
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Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive.

CADT883D
MOUNT SCRATCH USER DDNAME DSN=data-set-name MODE REELSIZE

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being requested for a mount, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape.

Action:

Mount a controlled scratch tape, with file protect ring, on an available tape drive and reply EOB, or reply with one of the
following:

cuumm
direct the system to use a specific drive, where mm is the optional density.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

When AVR is performed for output files (any time the logical unit is not preassigned), the system will check all tapes at
load point with a file protect ring for the following:

• Is it currently set at desired recording mode (if requested)?
• Does data set owner match volume owner (if present)?
• Does catalog owner ID match VOL1 owner ID (if checking)?
• Does data set length match volume length (if specified)?

Any volumes that do not meet all required checks will be bypassed by the AVR routines. The operator may override some
of these specifications by directing the system to a specific tape drive by responding with a cuu or cuumm.

CADT883I
MOUNT SCRATCH USER DDNAME DSN=data-set-name MODE REELSIZE

Reason:

A Dynam/T controlled data set is being requested for a mount, but the system could not locate a controlled scratch tape.

Action:

None. Informational.
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CADT884D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx FOR UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

This message is issued whenever an unlabeled dsn (TAPEOPT=NOLABEL) is being opened for output to verify that the
volume is to be used for unlabeled processing.

Action:

EOB causes Dynam/T to use this tape. CANCEL cancels the request and notifies the requestor. If the volume mounted is
not the desired volume, dismount the volume, mount the correct volume and reply NEWTAP to verify the new volume.

CADT885D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx DSN=data-set-name MODE DDNAME USER=userid *UNLABELED*

Reason:

The data set in the mount message is being opened for unlabeled input processing.

Note that AVR is not performed for unlabeled input tapes since no labels exist on the tape.

Action:

Mount the correct volume on an available tape drive and reply with one of the following:

cuumm
direct the system to use a specific drive, where mm the optional density.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console).

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

ALTER
direct the system to erase the label record being used and reopen the file in order to access the next sequentially
submitted label record for this file.

RERUN
direct the system to scratch Version 1 of this data set and reopen the file in order to access what was Version 2 as
Version 1 (not valid for multi-file).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.
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ACCEPT DSN=
'data-set-name'
(,VER=nnn
|,VOL=xxxxxx)

cause Dynam/T to reissue the OPEN and search for the indicated data set, version or volume instead of the one
called for (valid only if ACCEPT=YES has been generated; may be used to ACCEPT multi-file data sets).

CADT886D
VERIFY VOLUME NO=xxxxxx IS ON cuu FOR UNLABELED PROCESSING

Reason:

This message is issued whenever an unlabeled dsn (TAPEOPT=NOLABEL) is being opened for input to verify that the
correct volume is mounted.

Action:

EOB causes Dynam/T to use this tape.

CANCEL cancels the request and notifies the requestor.

If the volume mounted is not the desired volume, dismount the volume, mount the correct volume and reply NEWTAP to
verify the new volume.

CADT887W
VOLUME xxxxxx NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

The volume requested in the DYNMOUNT command is not in the Dynam/T catalog.

Action:

Reissue the DYNMOUNT command specifying the correct volser.

CADT888A
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx USER=userid DSN=data-set-name FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT command has been issued, but AVR was unable to locate the requested volume on an available drive.

Action:

Mount the requested tape on an available drive.

CADT888D
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx USER=userid DSN=data-set-name FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT command has been issued, but AVR was unable to locate the requested volume on an available drive.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:
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cuumm
direct the system to a specific tape drive, where mm is the optional density.

STATUS
obtain a status report of all tape drives (on the console)

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor

RUN cuu|ALL
REW cuu|ALL
FSF cuu,nnn
BSF cuu,nnn
FSR cuu,nnn
BSR cuu,nnn

perform the indicated tape control to one or to all drives (valid if the drive is unknown or owned by the partition
issuing the message).

STACK
place the request on the request queue and notify the requestor.

CADT888I
MOUNT VOLUME xxxxxx USER=userid DSN=data-set-name FOR OUTPUT

Reason:

A DYNMOUNT command has been issued, but AVR was unable to locate the requested volume on an available drive.

Action:

None. Informational.

CADT889D
WRONG TAPE: VOL=xxxxxx HDR 1='xxxxxx'

Reason:

The volume mounted on the assigned drive (through user request or operator action) in response to a DYNMOUNT
request is not the requested volume. The volume and HDR1 information shown is taken from the tape.

Action:

Mount the requested volume (as per the CADT888 MOUNT message) and reply EOB, or reply with one of the following:

cuumm
direct the system to use a specific tape drive, where mm is the optional density.

CANCEL
cancel the request and notify the requestor.

ACCEPT
force the system to accept this volume as input. (It should not be used with multi-file data sets; use use ACCEPT
DSN=dsn, VER=nnn with message CADT888 instead).

RERUN
direct the system to SCRATCH Version 1 of the indicated data set and reopen the file in order to access what was
Version 2 as Version 1.
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NEWTAP
cause the open to be reissued (Dismount the volume if it is not the desired one, mount the desired volume and
respond NEWTAP).

CADT890W
DSN data-set-name IS INVALID FOR DYNMOUNT REQUEST

Reason:

The data set name is either too long, contains invalid characters, or the tape was not created by DYNMOUNT.

Action:

Reissue the DYNMOUNT request with a valid data-set-name.

CADT891W
USER userid NOT AUTHORIZED TO ACCESS VOLUME xxxxxx

Reason:

User has tried to mount a volume which is not owned by the requesting user.

Action:

Reissue the DYNMOUNT command with the correct volser.

CADT892W
INCORRECT DATA SET NAME SPECIFIED FOR VOLUME xxxxxx

Reason:

The specified dsn is not contained on the specified volser.

Action:

Reissue the DYNMOUNT command specifying the correct volser or dsn.

CADT893D
ERROR ON TAPE I/O AT LOCATION xxxxxxxx: CCW=nn CSW=nnREPLY: CANCEL/IGNORE/RETRY

Reason:

An error occurred at the specified location, while tape labels were being written.

Action:

Enter CANCEL to end the function, IGNORE to ignore the error and continue processing, or RETRY to start the function
again.

CADT894E
DRIVE cuu BYPASSED: ATTWAIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:
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The status of the specified drive could not be verified after the ATTACH was issued. The time limit specified by the
ATTWAIT command was exceeded.

Action:

Increase the time limit of the ATTWAIT command.

CADT895
DIAG ERR: MOD=module OFFSET=address RC=rc REPLY=CP replyLOGIC ERR: MOD=module OFFSET=address

Reason:

An unexpected CP reply was received in response to an internally issued CP command.

Action:

Contact Broadcom' support personnel.

CADT896W
STATUS IS QUESTIONABLE FOR VOLUME=xxxxxx

Reason:

The HDR1 dataset name on the volume does not match what Dynam/T has recorded for a dataset name. This is most
likely due to CA 1 having recently used the volume and status has not yet been reflected in the Dynam/T catalog.

Action:

Mount a new volume.

CADT897I
LMS INTERFACE HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED - WILL BE RE-ESTABLISHED WHEN AVAILABLE

Reason:

The interface between Dynam/T and the Memorex 5400 Automated Tape Library has become disabled due to an IUCV
error or shutdown/abend of the LMS server.

Action:

None, the interface will be re-enabled when available.

CADT898I
UNABLE TO CONNECT TO LMS SERVER - WILL ESTABLISH CONNECTION WHEN POSSIBLE

Reason:

On initialization of Dynam/T, a connection to the Library Management Software server machine could not be made.
Connection will be established when available.

Action:

None.
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CADT899E
IBM ________ REQUEST FAILED, RC=__ REASON __________

Reason:

An IBM 3494/3495 request failed with the specified return and reason codes. The request was not processed.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem from the DFSMS Removable Media Services Users Guide and Reference, using the
Return and Reason Code. Contact Broadcom if necessary.

CADT900
ENTER TDYNCONx COMMAND

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT901
CONTROL STATEMENT ERROR HAS OCCURRED *SEE PRINTER*

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT902
CONTROL STATEMENT INVALID, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT903
INSUFFICIENT AREA IN DN OR SN FILE, STATEMENT BYPASSED

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.
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CADT904
NO LABEL INFORMATION FOR IJSYSDN AND/OR IJSYSSN FILES

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT905
TDYNCONx BEGIN

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT906
TDYNCONx END FUNCTION xxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued by the conversion programs TDYNCONV and TDYNCON1.

Action:

For more information, contact Broadcom.

CADT911E
DSN MAY BE ADDED AFTER THE LAST DSN ONLY

Reason:

An attempt was made to add a data set in the middle of a tape that has multiple data sets. A new data set can be added
only at the end of the last data set on the tape.

Action:

Specify the last data set on the tape and retry the command.

CADT912E
YOU MUST SPECIFY EITHER 'INPUT' OR 'OUTPUT'

Reason:

The field contains a string which is neither INPUT nor OUTPUT.

Action:

Specify either INPUT or OUTPUT for the field.
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CADT913E
CMSDOS IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

CMSDOS was found to be inactive. CMSDOS must be active to use the field.

Action:

Either SET DOS ON, or do not use the field.

CADT914I
CREATING 'CADYNAMT USERPROF A'

Reason:

When editing the Dynam/T user profile, no default profile was found on any accessed disks, so one is created.

Action:

None. Informational message only.

CADT915I
USER PROFILE SAVED AS 'CADYNAMT USERPROF fm'

Reason:

The user profile was successfully saved onto the specified disk.

Action:

None. Informational message only.

CADT916I
CREATING 'CADYNAMT SYSPROF A'

Reason:

When editing the Dynam/T system profile, no default profile was found on any accessed disks, so one is created.

Action:

None. Informational message only.

CADT917I
SYSTEM PROFILE SAVED AS 'CADYNAMT SYSPROF fm'

Reason:

The system profile was successfully saved onto the specified disk.

Action:

None. Informational message only.
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CADT918E
COULD NOT WRITE PROFILE. RETURN CODE IS nnnnnnnn

Reason:

An attempt to save the user or system profile was not successful. The return code indicates the cause.

Action:

Consult the IBM System Product Editor Command and Macro Reference for an explanation of the return code.

CADT919E
FILE 'DYNT MODULE' NOT FOUND

Reason:

An attempt was made to access the DYNT transaction, but the module could not be located in the search path.

Action:

Make certain that the module is available for use and try again.

CADT920I
PRESS PF2 TO SCRATCH TAPE volser, OR PF3 TO CANCEL

Reason:

A scratch request has been made. This is a confirmation message.

Action:

Press PF2 to perform the scratch or PF3 to prevent the scratch.

CADT921I
PLEASE PRESS ENTER TO SCRATCH DSN data set name

Reason:

A scratch request has been made. This is a confirmation message.

Action:

Press ENTER to perform the scratch or an active PF key to prevent the scratch.

CADT922E
ATTACH REQUIRES A USERID AND A VADDR

Reason:

An attempt was made to attach a tape drive to a userid without specifying the user or the user's virtual device address.

Action:

Enter the required information into the proper field and attempt the operation again.
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CADT923E
FIELD MAY NOT BE MODIFIED

Reason:

An attempt was made to modify tape drive information for an active tape drive.

Action:

Modify the userid or vaddr fields ONLY if the device is free and you are attempting to attach it to a specific userid.

CADT924E
TAPE DEVICE cuu MUST BE OFFLINE FOR VARY ON

Reason:

An attempt was made to VARY ON a tape drive that is already online.

Action:

None. You may only VARY ON tape drives that are offline.

CADT925E
TAPE DEVICE cuu MUST BE FREE FOR VARY OFF

Reason:

An attempt was made to VARY OFF a tape drive that is either attached to a userid or already offline.

Action:

If the tape drive is attached to a userid, detach it, then VARY OFF. Otherwise, do nothing; you may only VARY OFF tape
drives that are online.

CADT926E
NON-QUEUED REQUEST MAY NOT BE UNSTACKED

Reason:

An attempt was made to unstack an item that is not queued.

Action:

None. You may only unstack queued items.

CADT927I
NO RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

No records were found.

Action:

None. This is informational only.
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CADT928I
DSN 'data set name' DELETED.

Reason:

The indicated data set name has been successfully deleted.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT929I
TAPE 'tape name' DELETED.

Reason:

The indicated tape has been successfully deleted.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT930I
REQUEST WAITING ON SERVICE MACHINE.

Reason:

The request is waiting in the service machine for processing.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT931E
INVALID REQUEST FORMAT RECEIVED - USER=userid

Reason:

The user command entered is not compatible with the current release of Dynam/T.

Action:

Make sure that the disk containing the user commands for the current release is properly accessed.

CADT932I
PRESS PF2 TO INITIATE YOUR REQUEST

Reason:

This message is issued in order to confirm your request.

Action:

Press PF2 to begin processing, or PF3 to cancel.
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CADT933I
REQUEST SENT TO SERVICE MACHINE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The request has been sent to the service machine indicated.

Action:

None. This is informational only.

CADT934I
FILE BEING CREATED, PRESS PF2 TO CONFIRM OR PF3 TO CANCEL

Reason:

The indicated file will be created when you press PF2.

Action:

Press PF2 to create the file, or PF3 to cancel the request.

CADT935I
AVR - NO TAPES IN DTPOOL

Reason:

There are no tapes available in the DTPOOL upon which to perform Automatic Volume Recognition.

Action:

Check the DTPOOL.

CADT936I
PLEASE PRESS ENTER TO SCRATCH TAPE VOLSER

Reason:

A scratch request has been made. This is a confirmation message.

Action:

Press ENTER to perform the scratch or an active PF key to prevent the scratch.

CADT936I 1
DYNLINK EXEC HAS BEEN SAVED ON THE xxx DISK AND YCLINK ON THE xxx.

Reason:

The DYNLINK and YCLINK EXECs have been saved properly on the disks indicated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.
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CADT937E
ERROR READING THE YCLINK EXEC FROM THE xxx DISK. RC=nnn

Reason:

The return code is from the CMS READ command.

Action:

Consult the appropriate CMS documentation for return code description.

CADT938E
ERROR LINKING OR ACCESSING THE xxx DISK OF xxxxxxxx. RC=nnn.

Reason:

The return code is from CP LINK or CMS ACCESS command.

Action:

Consult the appropriate CP or CMS documentation for return code description.

CADT939E
ERROR COPYING THE YCLINK EXEC TO THE xxx DISK. RC=nnn.

Reason:

The return code is from the CMS COPYFILE command.

Action:

Consult the appropriate CMS documentation for return code description.

CADT941I
PLEASE EXIT PANEL AND VERIFY PREVIOUS INSTALLATION STEPS.

Reason:

The current installation step has completed.

Action:

Press the PF3 or PF4 key to exit this screen.

CADT942I
PRESS PF3 TO EXIT SCREEN

Reason:

This step has completed.

Action:

Press the PF3 key to return to the previous screen.
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CADT943I
PLEASE WAIT . . .

Reason:

The modules are being generated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT944E
ERROR SAVING FILE 'filename filetype fm'. RC='nnnnnn'.

Reason:

The file indicated cannot be saved.

Action:

Check the return code and perform the appropriate action.

CADT945I
filename filetype fm SAVED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

The file has been saved on the indicated disk.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT946I
PLEASE MAKE ANY CHANGES YOU DESIRE AND PRESS PF2 TO SAVE THEM.

Reason:

The options on this screen may be changed.

Action:

Edit the screen as you wish, then press the PF2 key to save the changes.

CADT947I
ACTION CONFIRMED

Reason:

The function has been correctly performed and the task is flagged as COMPLETE.

Action:

No action required. Informational.
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CADT948E
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx NOT FOUND. PLEASE CORRECT BEFORE CONTINUING.

Reason:

The indicated file cannot be found.

Action:

Check the file name, correct and retry.

CADT949I
PLEASE CORRECT THE PROBLEM BEFORE CONTINUING.

Reason:

A problem has been encountered.

Action:

Correct the problem and continue.

CADT950I
DIRECTORY ENTRY FOR SERVICE MACHINE BUILT. FILEID=filename filetype fm.

Reason:

A CMS file which contains the directory entry for the Dynam/T service machine has been successfully created.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT951I
*** MODULE GENERATION COMPLETE ***

Reason:

The module has been successfully generated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT952I
*** PROFILE GENERATION COMPLETE ***

Reason:

The profile has been successfully generated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.
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CADT953I
*** SYSTEM PROFILE INFORMATION IS NOT AVAILABLE ***

Reason:

An attempt was made to generate the Dynam/T system profile, but the required information, from the prerequisite tasks,
could not be found.

Action:

Execute (or reexecute) the previous system profile tasks.

CADT954I
*** ERROR SAVING SYSTEM PROFILE. RC = 'nnnnnn' ***

Reason:

The system profile could not be saved.

Action:

Check the return code and perform the appropriate action.

CADT955I
*** ERROR - 'filename filetype fm' NOT FOUND ***

Reason:

The indicated file could not be found on the indicated disk.

Action:

Make sure the correct minidisk is accessed and continue.

CADT956I
*** CONTROL TABLE GENERATION COMPLETE ***

Reason:

The control table has been successfully generated.

Action:

No action required.

CADT957I
*** ERROR SAVING PRODUCT CONTROL TABLE. RC = 'nnnnnn' ***

Reason:

The product control table could not be generated.

Action:

Check the return code and perform the appropriate action.
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CADT958I
PLEASE PRESS ENTER TO START GENERATION OF DYNAM/T MODULES, OR CANCEL

Reason:

You must press the ENTER key to begin generating the Dynam/T modules.

Action:

Press the ENTER key.

CADT959I
DYNAM/T MODULES BEING GENERATED ON MINIDISK 'nnn'.

Reason:

The Dynam/T modules are being generated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT960E
ERROR SAVING DIRECTORY FILE 'filename filetype fm'. RC='nnnnnn'.

Reason:

The directory file for the Dynam/T service machine could not be saved.

Action:

Check that the appropriate CAIMAINT minidisk is accessed in read/write mode.

CADT961I
DIRECTORY ENTRY SAVED AS 'filename filetype fm'.

Reason:

The directory has been save under the filename indicated.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT962E
xxxxxxxxxxx DSN NOT AVAILABLE. PLEASE VERIFY DYNLINK EXEC.

Reason:

The indicated data set is not available.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC, correct and resubmit.
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CADT963I
DYNAM/T SYSTEM PROFILE BEING GENERATED ON MINIDISK 'nnn'.

Reason:

The Dynam/T system profile is being generated on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT964I
TASK MANAGER SYSTEM PROFILE SUCCESSFULLY BUILT.

Reason:

The system profile for Taskman has been successfully saved.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT965I
TASK MANAGER CP COMMAND FILE SUCCESSFULLY BUILT.

Reason:

The CP command file for Taskman has been successfully saved.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT966I
TASK MANAGER CMS COMMAND FILE SUCCESSFULLY BUILT.

Reason:

The CMS command file for Taskman has been successfully saved.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT967I
PLEASE PRESS THE PF2/14 KEY TO SEND FILES TO DYNAM/T SERVICE MACHINE.

Reason:

You must press the PF2 key to send the required files to the Dynam/T service machine.

Action:

Press the PF2 key to continue.
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CADT968I
FILES SENT TO USER ID 'xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

The required service machine startup files have been successfully sent to the indicated userid.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT969E
ERROR SENDING FILE 'filename filetype fm', RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The specified file, which is required for the initialization of the Dynam/T service machine, could not be sent to the service
machine's virtual reader.

Action:

Make sure the files are available and the CP directory entry for the service machine has been processed.

CADT970E
xxxxxxxxxxx CUU NOT AVAILABLE. PLEASE VERIFY DYNLINK EXEC.

Reason:

A CP LINK command could not be executed for the specified cuu.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADT971I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx INITIALIZATION COMPLETE.

Reason:

The initialization for the indicated function has completed.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT972E
UNABLE TO LINK TO 'xxxxxxxx'. RETURN CODE IS 'nnnnnn'.

Reason:

A link could not be established with the minidisk indicated.

Action:

Check the return code, and the DYNLINK EXEC.
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CADT973W
UNABLE TO VERIFY LINK TO 'xxxxxxxx'.

Reason:

The link could not be verified with the minidisk indicated.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADT974E
xxxxxxxx IS NOT A VALID LINK. RC = nnnn.

Reason:

The link established for the minidisk indicated is not valid.

Action:

Check the return code and the DYNLINK EXEC.

CADT975E
LINK COMMAND FOR CUU 'nnn' FOR DDNAME 'xxxxxxxx' IS MISSING.

Reason:

The CP LINK command is missing for the specified cuu and ddname.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC and correct the error.

CADT976E
ACCESS COMMAND FOR FILEMODE 'xx' FOR DDNAME 'xxxxxxxx' IS MISSING.

Reason:

The CP ACCESS command has not been specified for the noted filemode and ddname.

Action:

Check the DYNLINK EXEC and correct the error.

CADT977E
FILDEF FOR DDNAME 'xxxxxxxx' MUST BE SPECIFIED.

Reason:

A FILEDEF statement cannot be found for the DDNAME indicated, and one is required.

Action:

Specify a FILEDEF statement for the DDNAME.
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CADT978E
xxxxxxxxx UTILITY FAILED. RC=nnnn.

Reason:

The indicated utility program has encountered an error and failed.

Action:

Check the return code and perform the appropriate action.

CADT979I
SYSTEM PROFILE HAS BEEN UPDATED. MAKE SURE TO RE-GENERATE THE SYSPROF.

Reason:

The changes you have made to the system profile have been properly saved. Be sure to re-generate the Dynam/T system
profile before continuing.

Action:

Press the PF3 key to return to the previous screen.

CADT980I
PRODUCT CONTROL TABLE CHANGES HAVE BEEN SAVED. PRESS PF3 TO EXIT.

Reason:

The changes you have made to the product control table have been properly saved.

Action:

Press the PF3 key to return to the previous screen.

CADT981E
INVALID xxxxxxxx COMMAND.

Reason:

The command specified is not a valid Dynam/T command.

Action:

Consult the documentation for valid commands and syntax.

CADT982I
PLEASE PRESS ENTER TO GENERATE THE PRODUCT CONTROL TABLE.

Reason:

You must press the ENTER key to begin the product control table generation.

Action:

Press the ENTER key.
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CADT983E
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx MAY NOT HAVE BEEN PROPERLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

The minidisk on which the indicated data set resides has not been formatted correctly.

Action:

Check the minidisk and reformat, if necessary.

CADT984E
DUPLICATE TAPE DRIVE ADDRESS.

Reason:

You have specified the same tape drive address twice. The cursor will appear on the duplicate address.

Action:

Check the values and correct the problem.

CADT985I
PRODUCT CONTROL TABLE BEING GENERATED ON MINIDISK 'nnn'.

Reason:

The product control table is being generated on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT986E
INVALID VOLSER RANGE.

Reason:

The volume serial number range specified is not valid.

Action:

Enter a new volser and try again.

CADT987E
DUPLICATE xxxxxxx COMMAND 'xxxxxxxx'

Reason:

The command indicated has been specified twice, but it need only be entered once.

Action:

Check the command, correct and retry.
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CADT989W
AVR LOCKING (AVRLCK) FORCES MULTI-CPU ENVIRONMENT (MULTCPU=YES).

Reason:

You specified the AVRLCK option on the product control table. This message indicates that the MULTCPU option will be
changed to YES.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CADT996I
--------- user text --------

Reason:

An input data set is opened and the user has defined an open input message in the Dynam Catalog.

Action:

None.

CADT997I
--------- user text --------

Reason:

An output data set is opened and the user has defined an open output message in the Dynam Catalog.

Action:

None.

CADT998I
--------- user text --------

Reason:

An input data set is closed and the user has defined a close input message in the Dynam Catalog.

Action:

None.

CADT999I
--------- user text --------

Reason:

An output data set is closed and the user has defined a close output message in the Dynam Catalog.

Action:

None.
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CADU
CADU errors are associated with DYNPRINT and Earl.

CADU001E
DYNPRINT UNEXPECTED END OF INPUT ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

The input to the DYNPRINT command processor ended but the last command was not complete. This usually results from
ending the command stream with a keyword and no accompanying value.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU002E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING A VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The DYNPRINT command processor has just processed a keyword. This message usually results from putting two
keywords together without an intervening value.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU003E
DYNPRINT UNEXPECTED VALUE: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Whatever was input to the DYNPRINT command processor where the value was expected did not conform to the
requirements. This can happen as a result of using special characters in an unquoted value.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU004E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING COMMAND VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid or unrecognized value in the input to the DYNPRINT command processor followed a command keyword
other than ACCESS. Most often this is caused by specifying a report of the wrong category for the data source currently
accessed.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU005E
DYNPRINT EXTRANEOUS KEYWORD: xxxxxxxx
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Reason:

The DYNPRINT command processor has encountered a keyword which either is not supported for the report specified, or
has already been given in the current command.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU006E
DYNPRINT VALUE TOO LONG: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The value in the DYNPRINT command processor input is longer than the permitted maximum length for the current
keyword.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU007E
DYNPRINT SYNTAX ERRORS DETECTED - RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

This is issued by the DYNPRINT command processor at the end of the input if any error conditions have been detected.
The run is abended.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU008E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING START OF COMMAND - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The first word found in the DYNPRINT command processor input, or found after a successfully interpreted ACCESS
command, must be a keyword that initiates a new command. Any other word will cause this message to be issued.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU009I
DYNPRINT DETECTED NO SYNTAX ERRORS

Reason:

This is issued by the DYNPRINT command processor at the end of input if no errors have been found. It indicates that
execution is proceeding.

Action:

None.
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CADU010E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING ACCESS VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

The value in the DYNPRINT command processor input following the ACCESS keyword is not the name of a data source
supported by DYNPRINT.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU011E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING VALID SELECT OPTION - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

One of the values following the SELECT keyword in the DYNPRINT command processor input is not valid for the report
currently requested. See the individual report descriptions for the accepted SELECT options.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU012E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING NUMERIC VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A non-numeric value was encountered in the DYNPRINT command processor input as the value for a keyword requiring a
numeric value.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU013E
DYNPRINT ENCOUNTERED KEYWORDS NOT ALLOWED FOR THISREPORT CLASS -

Reason:

The complete command has been processed by the DYNPRINT command processor, but it contained a keyword(s)
invalid for the current report class. This message is always accompanied by an informational message listing the
keywords not allowed for the current report class.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU014E
DYNPRINT ENCOUNTERED MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE KEYWORDS:VER/GEN/GDG

Reason:

Only one of these three keywords is allowed in any one command.
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Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU015I
VOL, FSQ, AND/OR MAXFILES

Reason:

This is issued with message CADU013E for DSN-based Catalog reports. These keywords are never allowed for this
report class.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU016I
DSN, VSQ, VER, GEN, GDG, MAXVERS, MAXVOLS, AND/OR DVC

Reason:

This is issued with message CADU013E for volser-based Catalog reports. These keywords are never allowed for this
report class.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU017I
GENERIC DSN (DSN WITH *)

Reason:

This is issued with message CADU013E for volser-based reports, whether using the Catalog or the VTOCs as a data
source. Generic DSN access is not allowed for either of these report classes.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU018I
DSN, FSQ, VSQ, VER, GDG, GEN, PSW, MAXFILES, MAXVERS,MAXVOLS, DVC, CATNM, AND/OR CBUFN

Reason:

This is issued with message CADU013E for VTOC-based reports. None of these keywords are allowed for this report
class.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU019E
DYNPRINT MORE THAN ONE SELECT OPTION WITH MAXLINES NOT SUPPORTED
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Reason:

The DYNPRINT command processor may issue this message if you use MAXLINES with more than one SELECT option.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU020E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING VALID DVC VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Whatever immediately followed the keyword DVC in the DYNPRINT command processor input stream is not one of the
allowed values for this keyword. Valid values are listed in the general DYNPRINT description.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU021E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING VALID BANNER VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Whatever immediately followed the keyword BANNER in the DYNPRINT command processor input stream is not one of
the allowed values for this keyword. Valid values are listed in the general DYNPRINT description.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU022E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING VALID EDITEST VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Whatever immediately followed the keyword EDITEST in the DYNPRINT command processor input stream is not one of
the allowed values for this keyword. Valid values are listed in the general DYNPRINT description.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.

CADU023E
DYNPRINT EXPECTING VALID EROPT VALUE - ENCOUNTERED: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Whatever immediately followed the keyword EROPT in the DYNPRINT command processor input stream is not one of the
allowed values for this keyword. The valid values are listed in the general DYNPRINT description.

Action:

Correct input and resubmit.
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CADU050R
ENTER DYNPRINT INPUT:

Reason:

This message is issued by the DYNPRINT command processor when DYNPRINT is being run from an operator console
and is expecting further input control statements.

Action:

Enter another statement or a continuation of the current statement. If your command stream is complete, enter EOB to
close input processing and initiate report processing.

CADU060E
DYNPRINT NORMAL TERMINATION

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT runtime manager DYNPLOAD at the end of a run in which no errors have occurred.

Action:

None.

CADU061E
ERROR OCCURRED LOADING DYNPLOAD - RETURN CODE xxxxxxxxERROR CODE xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT root phase at start of processing if an error occurs loading the runtime manager DYNPLOAD.

Action:

Check that DYNPLOAD is available in a library in the search chain. If necessary, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU062E
SYSTEM ADAPTER FUNCTION xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT runtime manager DYNPLOAD after a critical error involving the System Adapter, as part of the
diagnostic procedure. Indicates which Adapter function had been invoked.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU063E
UTILITY ADAPTER FUNCTION xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT runtime manager DYNPLOAD after a critical error involving the Utility Adapter, as part of the
diagnostic procedure. Indicates which Adapter function had been invoked.

Action:
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Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU064E
CSECT: xxxxxxxx OFFSET: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT runtime manager DYNPLOAD after a critical error, as part of the diagnostic procedure.
Localizes the point where the error was detected.

Action:

Report this information to Broadcom when calling in for assistance.

CADU065E
ABNORMAL TERMINATION - RETURN CODE = xxxx ERROR CODE = xxxx

Reason:

Issued by the DYNPRINT runtime manager DYNPLOAD after a critical error, as part of the diagnostic procedure.
Documents the return and error codes encountered.

Action:

Use this information in any attempt to diagnose and fix the problem. The return and error codes for many functions are
documented in the Dynam manual. Report this information to Broadcom when calling in for assistance.

CADU101E
S.A. DYNPARM ERROR RC xxxxxxxx DYNREAD RC xxxxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases if the installation options phase generated by the DYNAM option record cannot be located.
Perhaps Dynam has not been started up.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU102E
DYNACC CATALOG POINTER MISSING RC xxxx EC xxxxEROFFS xxxxxx

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases after getting return code 14 back from DYNACC. Further data access for the current major
item (file-id or volser) is aborted, but processing for the report continues. The interrupted pointer chains result from an
abend occurring while a Catalog update is in progress. This is usually not a cause for concern as the version being
cataloged is probably invalid as a result of the abend.

Action:

To determine which files are affected, rerun the report using the same DYNPRINT command, but adding the option
EROPT=D. This provides detailed information in the form of snap dumps. Then you can:
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• correct a Catalog entry, using the DYNCAT commands ALTER and/or ADD
• delete a Catalog entry, using the DYNCAT DELETE command
• delete all erroneous Catalog entries by running DYNCAT BACKUP and RESTORE REORG.

If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance. Be sure you have the snap dumps produced by the EROPT=D option
available when you call.

CADU107E
S.A. DATEPROC ERROR FN nn RC nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases if an invocation of the System Adapter Date Processor function was unsuccessful. In the
case of a custom report, reread the information in the PLIST copybook to be sure the reported function code is valid.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU109E
S.A. DDPARMS ERROR RC nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases if the Dynam/D installation options phase created by the DYNAMD option record could not
be found. Perhaps Dynam/D is not installed.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU110E
S.A. DASDCALC ERROR RC nnnnnnnn SFRC nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases if an invocation of the System Adapter DASD Calculations function returned a nonzero code.
If the problem is with a subfunction invoked by DASDCALC, the code in SFRC is what the subfunction returned.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU111E
S.A. OBTAIN ERROR RC nnnnnnnn

Reason:

Issued by Earl report phases if an invocation of the System Adapter OBTAIN function returned a nonzero code.

Action:

Try to diagnose and fix the problem. If necessary contact Broadcom for assistance.
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CADU201E
DYNINFO DYNRQLEN BELOW MINIMUM

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, using a DYNINFO PLIST with
too small a length in the field DYNRQLEN. The minimum length is documented in the portion of the manual relating to
DYNACC.

Action:

Correct the length in the Earl source. If a standard DYNPRINT report was being run, contact Broadcom for further
assistance.

CADU202E
DYNACC/DYNINFO VERSION MISMATCH

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, using a DYNINFO PLIST with the
wrong version stamp for the DYNACC Service Module that was initially loaded. Can normally not occur unless the version
stamp field in DYNINFO (DYNRQID) has been altered by the calling program.

Action:

Check the calling Earl source for possible errors. If a standard DYNPRINT report was being run, contact Broadcom for
further assistance.

CADU203E
DYNINFO SENTINEL NOT FOUND

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, using a DYNINFO PLIST in which the
first eight bytes are not equal to the string "DYNINFO". Can normally not occur unless this field in DYNINFO (DYNSTAMP)
has been altered by the calling program.

Action:

Check the calling Earl source for possible errors. Take note of the instructions in the Earl version of DYNINFO. If a
standard DYNPRINT report was being run, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU204E
PASSWORD IS INCORRECT

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, requesting information about a
password-protected file, and supplying the wrong password for the file.

Action:

Correct the password in the invoking DYNPRINT command or in the EARL source if not running under DYNPRINT.
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CADU205E
PHYSICAL I/O ERROR DURING CAT READ

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and a physical I/O error reading the
Catalog has occurred as a result.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. If necessary, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU206E
LOGICAL I/O ERROR DURING CAT READ

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and a logical I/O error reading the
Catalog has occurred as a result.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. If necessary, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU207E
CATALOG IS INACCESSIBLE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and DYNACC is unable to access
the Catalog. This is usually the result of a JCL problem. The DTFname used on the Catalog DLBL (and in the invoking
DYNINFO PLIST) must not have been used to refer to a different catalog file any time since the last system IPL.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. If necessary, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU208E
GETVIS DENIAL FOR BUFFERS

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and DYNACC has encountered a
short-on-storage condition when allocating buffers at Catalog OPEN time.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. Try running in a partition with a larger GETVIS segment, or
reducing the number of buffers requested by using the CBUFN parameter. If necessary, contact Broadcom for further
assistance.

CADU209E
CATALOG SAVER MEMORY MGMT ERROR

Reason:
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A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and a DYNACC invocation of Catalog
Management has encountered an error invoking the System Adapter SAVER function.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. If necessary, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU210E
DYNACC LOGICAL ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and an internal logic error has
occurred in DYNACC.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU211E
GETVIS DENIAL FOR DYNAMIC STORAGE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and DYNACC has encountered a
short-on-storage condition when allocating its dynamic working storage area.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. Try running in a partition with a larger GETVIS segment. If
necessary, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU212E
UNABLE TO LOCATE CACUDAXO PHASE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and the DYNACC relocatable
module was unable to load the DYNACC Service Module specified in the DYNINFO PLIST. This message is preceded by
CADU220E, which names the specific service module sought.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the documentation of message CADU220E. If issued by a standard DYNPRINT report
function, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU213E
SAVE AREA FAILURE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and at some level of internal
subroutine invocation DYNACC ran out of save areas.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.
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CADU214E
SYNTAX ERROR IN CALL TO DYNACC

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and a syntax error was detected
in the passed DYNINFO PLIST. Most often the result of an invalid value in a packed field in the DYNREQST portion of
DYNINFO. These fields must contain either a valid packed number or blanks. Can also result from passing blanks in
DYNRQLEN, or from an unrecognized request code in DYNRQCD.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. Check the calling Earl source for possible errors. If issued by
a standard DYNPRINT report function, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU220E
UNABLE TO LOCATE DYNACC SERVICE MODULE xxxxxxxxR/C= xxxxxxxx

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked DYNACC, the Catalog access module, and the DYNACC relocatable module
was unable to load the DYNACC Service Module specified in the DYNINFO PLIST.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the DYNACC documentation. Be sure the phase name in the message corresponds to the
service module you expect to be invoked. Check that the named phase is accessible in the active LIBDEF search chain. If
issued by a standard DYNPRINT report function, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU301E
SAVE AREA FAILURE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function through the DYNREAD interface, and there
weren't enough save areas for all levels of internal subroutine calling invoked by the function.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU302E
UNKNOWN ADAPTER FUNCTION

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function via the DYNREAD interface, and the Adapter
nucleus didn't recognize the requested function, even though it was accepted by DYNREAD dispatching.

Action:

Check that the Dynam libraries are available and correctly defined and accessed through job control statements. If the
problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.
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CADU303E
ADAPTER FUNCTION NOT INSTALLED

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function through the DYNREAD interface, and the Adapter
nucleus found that the function is not available.

Action:

Check that the Dynam and CIS libraries are available and correctly defined and accessed through job control statements.
If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU304E
ADAPTER STORAGE MANAGEMENT FAILURE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function through the DYNREAD interface, and the
requested function has encountered a short-on-storage condition when trying to allocate a dynamic work area.

Action:

Try running in a partition with a larger GETVIS segment. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU305E
MAIN ADAPTER NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function through the DYNREAD interface, and a failure
has occurred locating the Main System Adapter.

Action:

Check that the Dynam libraries are available and correctly defined and accessed through job control statements. Be sure
that DYNAM has been started up correctly. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU306E
ADAPTER SYSTEM LOADLIST NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked a System Adapter function through the DYNREAD interface, and the Main
Adapter nucleus was unable to locate its Load List.

Action:

Check that the Dynam libraries are available and correctly defined and accessed through job control statements. Be sure
that DYNAM has been started up correctly. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU401E
SRAM GOT UNKNOWN RETURN CODE

Reason:
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A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked the DYNREAD SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) interface for input
data retrieval, and SRAM has returned a code unknown to DYNREAD.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU402E
SAVE AREA FAILURE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked the DYNREAD SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) interface for input
data retrieval, and SRAM has encountered a save area failure.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU403E
ADAPTER STORAGE MANAGEMENT FAILURE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked the DYNREAD SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) interface for input
data retrieval, and SRAM has encountered a short-on-storage condition when trying to allocate buffers or dynamic
working storage.

Action:

Try running in a partition with a larger GETVIS segment. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU404E
SRAM ALREADY INITIALIZED

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked the DYNREAD SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) interface for input
data retrieval, and when DYNREAD attempted to initialize SRAM the request was rejected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU405E
SRAM NOT INITIALIZED

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked the DYNREAD SRAM (Sort Reentrant Access Method) interface for input
data retrieval, and SRAM returned a code indicating that it had not ever been initialized.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.
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CADU501E
VTOCINFO PLIST NOT FOUND OR INVALID

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, using no VTOCINFO PLIST or an
invalid one.

Action:

To diagnose the problem, see the VTOCAC documentation, including the instructions in the EARL version of VTOCINFO.
Check the Earl report source code for possible errors. If issued by a standard DYNPRINT report function, contact
Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU502E
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, and an internal logic error has occurred
in VTOCAC.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for assistance.

CADU503E
INVALID VTOC RECORD FORMAT TYPE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, and either 1) the record type requested
in the VTOCAC PLIST was out of the acceptable range or 2) a record was read from the VTOC with an out-of-range
record type. VTOCAC expects all VTOC records to have a type from 1 through 6.

Action:

Check the Earl report source code for possible errors. Dump the VTOC and check for possible corruption there. If the
problem persists, especially if the message is issued by a standard DYNPRINT report function, contact Broadcom for
further assistance.

CADU504E
INVALID VTOC RECORD LINK ADDRESS

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, and VTOCAC has encountered a link
pointer to an invalid location or one outside the VTOC extent.

Action:

Dump the VTOC and check for possible corruption there. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU505E
INSUFFICIENT SAVE AREAS
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Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, and there weren't enough save areas
available for all levels of invoked internal subroutines.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU506E
UNEXPECTED SYSTEM ADAPTER ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, which in turn has invoked a System
Adapter function; the latter has encountered an unexpected error in a basic internal function (codes in the range 1-20).

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU507E
UNEXPECTED FUNCTION ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, which in turn has invoked a System
Adapter function; the latter has encountered an unexpected error in a subsidiary function (codes higher than 20).

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU508E
UNEXPECTED DASDAVR ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, which in turn has invoked the System
Adapter DASDAVR function; the latter has returned an unexpected code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU509E
UNEXPECTED DYNLUB ERROR

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, which in turn has invoked the System
Adapter DYNLUB function; the latter has returned an unexpected code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.
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CADU510E
UNEXPECTED VTOC RETURN CODE

Reason:

A DYNPRINT Earl report phase has invoked VTOCAC, the VTOC access module, which in turn has invoked the System
Adapter IXVTOC function; the latter has returned an unexpected code.

Action:

Contact Broadcom for further assistance.

CADU900E
EARL PROGRAM CALLED ABORT

Reason:

DYNREAD was called by an Earl report phase with a function code of ABORT. DYNREAD interprets a function code of
SPACES as a request to retrieve and process the DYNPRINT default data access request block (DYNPRQST). If none is
present, DYNREAD sets a return code, sets the function code to ABORT, and returns. If the Earl program calls DYNREAD
again with a function of ABORT, this message will be issued.

Action:

Check the Earl source for possible errors. Compare with the source code in one of the standard reports to see how
they handle conditional retrieval of the DYNPRQST block. If issued by a standard DYNPRINT report function, contact
Broadcom for support.

CAH Messages
CAH messages are associated with the HELP utility.

CAHL001E
HELP INFORMATION NOT FOUND FOR PANEL "xxxxxxxxx"

Reason:

A help screen could not be found for product panel xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Ensure that the HELP screens were installed correctly and that you are linked to the correct disks.

If you cannot find a problem, contact Broadcom to verify that you have received the most current product tape.

CAHL002E
HELP INFORMATION NOT FOUND FOR MESSAGE "CAxxnnn"

Reason:

A help screen could not be found for the specified product message.

Action:

Ensure that the HELP screens were installed correctly and that you are linked to the correct disks.

If you cannot find a problem, contact Broadcom to verify that you have received the most current product tape.
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CAHL003E
INVALID SELECTION "nnn"

Reason:

You entered a number for a menu selection that does not exist on the displayed menu.

Action:

Enter the number of a selection found on this menu.

CAHL101E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED

Reason:

You must specify a valid function when installing HELP files. Functions are: LOAD and MERGE.

Action:

Supply either LOAD or MERGE.

CAHL102E
FILE NAME OMITTED

Reason:

You must supply a file name when trying to install help screens.

Action:

Supply the help file name.

CAHL103E
INVALID FUNCTION "xxxxxxxx"

Reason:

You specified an invalid function when installing help files. Valid functions are: LOAD and MERGE.

Action:

Specify a valid installation function.

CAHL104E
OPTION REPLACE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH MERGE FUNCTION

Reason:

When installing help screens for a particular product, you can either merge them into a database with existing screens or
replace all existing screens.

Action:

Specify either REPLACE or MERGE, but not both.
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CAHL105E
INVALID OPTION "xxxxxxxx"

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Services.

CAHL106E
INVALID PARAMETER "xxxxxxxx"

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Services.

CAHL107E
INVALID FILEMODE "xx"

Reason:

Internal error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Technical Services.

CAHL108E
OPTION SPLIT IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH MERGE FUNCTION

Reason:

When installing help screens for a particular product, you can either merge them into a database with existing screens, or
split the file into two (or more) files.

Action:

Specify either SPLIT or MERGE, but not both.

CAHL111E
FILE "xxxxxxxx" ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

You specified the LOAD function and the help file already exists.

Action:

Specify the REPLACE option to erase old files, or erase the files manually before trying to LOAD.
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CAHL112E
FILE "xxxxxxxx" DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

You specified the MERGE function and the help file does not already exist.

Action:

Use the LOAD function to create the help file.

CAHL113E
DISK "xx" IS READ/ONLY

Reason:

In order to execute the MERGE function, you must have read/write access to the disk with the existing help file.

Action:

Access the disk with the help file as read/write.

CAHL121E
ERROR OPENING FILE "xxxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to open file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS FSOPEN macro or STATE command:

1
File not found.

2
Parameter list error.

20
Invalid file identifier.

24
Invalid file mode.

28
File does not exist.

36
Disk not accessed.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CAHL122E
ERROR READING FILE "xxxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to read file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS FSREAD macro or STATE command:
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1
File not found.

2
Invalid buffer address.

3
Permanent I/O error.

5
Number of records to be read is negative, zero, or greater than 32,768 for an 800-byte formatted disk.

7
Invalid record format.

8
Incorrect record length: buffer size too small.

9
File open for output.

11
Number of records is greater than 1 (for a variable length file).

12
End-of-file, or record number greater than size of data set.

13
Variable-length file has invalid displacement in active file table.

14
Invalid character in filename.

15
Invalid character in filetype.

19
An I/O error occurred on an FBA device.

25
Insufficient free storage.

26
Requested item number is negative or exceeds capacity.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CAHL123E
ERROR WRITING FILE "xxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to write file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS FSWRITE macro or STATE command:

2
Invalid buffer address.

3
Permanent I/O error.
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4
First character of filemode is invalid or disk not accessed.

5
Second character of filemode is invalid.

6
Item number too large (greater than 65,535).

7
Attempt to skip over unwritten variable-length item.

8
Buffer size not specified.

9
File open for input.

10
Maximum number of files per minidisk reached.

11
Record format not F or V.

12
Attempt to write on a read-only disk.

13
Disk is full.

14
Number of bytes to be written is not evenly divisible by the number of records to be written.

15
Length of fixed-length item not the same as previous item.

16
Record format specified is not the same as file.

17
Variable-length item greater than 65,535 bytes.

18
Number of records greater than 1 (variable-length file).

19
Maximum number of data blocks per file reached.

20
Invalid character in filename.

21
Invalid character in filetype. Virtual storage capacity exceeded.

25
Insufficient free storage for file directory buffers.

26
Requested item number is negative or exceeds capacity.

27
Attempt to update variable-length record with one of different length.

Action:
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Correct the specified error.

CAHL124E
ERROR ERASING FILE "xxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to erase file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS FSERASE macro or STATE command:

24
Parameter list error.

28
File not found.

36
Disk not accessed.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CAHL125E
ERROR COPYING FILE "xxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to copy file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS COPYFILE or STATE command:

20
Invalid character in file ID.

24
Invalid parameter or option, conflicting options, same option specified twice, or incomplete file ID.

28
Input file not found, output file already exists, or file already active.

32
Input file not in packed format, specified record number not found, label not found.

36
Disk is not accessed, or accessed as read/only.

40
No translation or specification list entered, no records copied to output file.

88
Internal error.

256
Internal error.

Action:

Correct the specified error. If it is an internal error, contact Broadcom.
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CAHL126E
ERROR RENAMING FILE "xxxxxxxx", RC=nn

Reason:

An error identified by nn occurred while trying to rename file xxxxxxxx. One of the following return codes is passed from a
CMS RENAME or STATE command:

20
Invalid * in output file ID.

24
Invalid parameter or option, identical file IDs, same option specified twice, incomplete file ID.

28
Input file not found, output file already exists, or file already active.

36
Disk is not accessed, or accessed as read/only.

Action:

Correct the specified error.

CAHL127E
QUERY ERROR OCCURRED, RC=nn

Reason:

An error occurred while a CMS QUERY command was being processed. One of the following return codes is passed from
a CMS QUERY command:

13
NUCEXT failed.

24
Invalid parameter, option, or function, required option not specified or specified twice, conflicting options, bad
parameter list.

109
Virtual storage capacity exceeded.

256
Internal error in query routine.

Action:

Correct the specified error, or contact Broadcom if it is an internal error.

CAHL128I
HELP INFORMATION LOADED

Reason:

The HELP information has been successfully loaded.

Action:

No action required. Informational.
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CAHL129I
HELP INFORMATION BEING LOADED

Reason:

The HELP information files are being loaded.

Action:

No action required. Informational.

CASS Messages
Each time SRAM is called, the format of the call and the parameter table passed are checked for errors. If an error is
detected in the call, in the parameter table, or during processing of the call, SRAM terminates processing immediately.

If return codes have not been requested, an error message is printed, a partition dump is produced, and the program is
canceled. If the name of a return code table was passed at either the SRTOPEN or SRTROPN call, control is passed back
to the calling program with a return code of 4 or 16, and the error message number set in the table.

When return codes are not requested, messages is printed on the console if SYSLOG is assigned, and on SYSLST if
assigned to a printer. All messages have the following format:

CASSnnnf - xxxxx message text

The value for xxxxx contains either the word INIT to indicate that the error was encountered during SRAM initialization
processing, or the symbolic name specified in the SRAM parameter table referenced in the call.

Any message issued during initialization processing is not recoverable, and control cannot be returned to the calling
program, even if return codes were requested. The program is canceled. All other errors cause control to be returned to
the invoking program if the program has requested return-code processing.

SRAM cancels any program that requested return codes and issued another SRAM call after an error indication is
returned to the invoking program as a result of the previous call. When using return codes to allow termination under the
application program's control rather than by SRAM, always check the return code after every call and take appropriate
action if an error is indicated.

CASS000I
CA-SRAM DOS VERSION V.M GENERATION OPTIONS IN EFFECT

Reason:

Informational message issued by CAISSRM. Further messages follow, showing the generation options of SRAM currently
installed.

Action:

None.

CASS001I
GENLVL= nnnnSDnn

Reason:

Issued by SRAMCHEK, indicating the generation level ID of the tape currently installed as the phase name CAISSRM.
This ID will be requested by Broadcom Support to determine relevant PTFs to be applied.
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Action:

None.

CASS002I
USERID= xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

This shows the USERID operand of the CASRAM Macro. As an installation option, this could show the assembly date/
time.

Action:

None.

CASS003I
SYSTEM INSTR SET= nnn/nnnn

Reason:

Shows the instruction set, either 360 or 370/3400, which will be used by SRAM during execution. This is determined from
the value specified in the SYSTEM= parameter at installation time.

Action:

None.

CASS004I
EXCPVR= xxx

Reason:

Indicates whether SRAM is to attempt private CCW translation. If xxx is YES, SRAM will attempt to aid performance by
allowing EXCP V=R operation.

Action:

None.

CASS005I
OPSYS= xxx/xxx

Reason:

Shows the generic operating system class (specified in the OPSYS= operand of the CASRAM Macro) as DOS, DOS/VS
or DOS/VSE. This enables SRAM to determine which is in use.

Action:

None.

CASS006I
PFIX= xxx

Reason:
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The xxx is the operand of the PFIX= keyword in the CASRAM Macro. If page fixing will be allowed by SRAM in a DOS/
VS or DOS/VSE environment, YES will be the default; otherwise, xxx= NO indicates no prefixing will be attempted. For
better performance, it is desirable to allow page fixing to occur, as SRAM is then able to take full advantage of private
CCW translation for all I/O.

Action:

None.

CASS007I
DYNAM/D= xxx

Reason:

If SRAM is to call the interface to the Broadcom disk space management product Dynam/D for the truncation of work and
output files, xxx will indicate YES; otherwise, NO. If the Dynam/D interface is generated and Dynam/D is not active on the
system, every sort/merge execution will cancel with the IBM message, 'INVALID FILE TYPE'.

Action:

None.

CASS008I
STORAGE= nnnnK

Reason:

If a maximum limit has been placed on the amount of main storage SRAM is allowed to use, this value will be displayed as
nnnnK. If no limit has been set, 0000K will be displayed.

Action:

None.

CASS009I
EOJERR= xxx

Reason:

This message indicates whether SRAM is to force an EOJ if an error is detected.

Action:

None.

CASS013E
PHASE 'xxxxxxxx' IS NOT CA-SRAM SRAMCNFG

Reason:

SRAM expects a program cataloged as phase SRAMCNFG, which is specified in the CASRAM Macro operand at
installation time, in order to set up the corresponding execution environment. If the phase is neither cataloged nor a
correct phase, this message will display the error.

Action:
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Load the correct phase, called SRAMCNFG, to the core image library. If the rerun causes the same error, save all
documentation produced and call Broadcom Support.

CASS014E
THE PHASE 'SRAMCNFG' IS NOT OF CURRENT RELEASE V.M

Reason:

Although SRAMCNFG is cataloged, it is not the correct version.

Action:

Load phase SRAMCNFG with the correct Release V.M. If the rerun produces the same error, save all documentation
produced and call Broadcom Support.

CASS020I
SIGNON ... xxx nnnnnnnn CC = yyyyyyyy-zz

Reason:

An attempt was made by CASESESN to signon a user (nnnnnnnn). A return code (yyyyyyyy) for the requested function
(zz) denotes the success or failure of the signon. If the problem was determined by Catalog Management, then the return
code will consists of a Catalog Management return code as documented in the section entitled Codes in this manual.
Otherwise, the return code may be a Top Secret for VM for VSE signon return code.

Valid Function Return Codes are:

00
Open Catalog

04
Enqueue catalog

08
Dequeue catalog

0C
Start Browse

10
Get indexed record

14
Add indexed record

18
Delete indexed record

1C
Replace indexed record

Valid Signon Return Codes are:

00
Signon successful

04
No storage available

08
User profile record not found
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0C
Facility profile record not found

10
Signon attempt limit exceeded

14
User suspended

18
Facility unavailable

1C
Password missing or unmatching

20
User already logged on

24
Authorization profile not found

28
Core image authorization too large

2C
Max number of users exceeded

30
Top Secret storage management error

34
Catalog error

38
Catalog enqueue failed

3C
User not allowed to change password

40
New password required

44
Password change not allowed yet

48
Password already used.

Action:

Take corrective action based upon the return code. If this is unsuccessful or if failure indeterminable, contact Broadcom
Support.

CASS101E
xxxxx FILE NAME ERR

Reason:

The file name specified in bytes 1-5 of the SRAM parameter table must match the DTF name on the DLBL statement.

Action:

Check the parameter table and the JCL.
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CASS102E
xxxxx TABLE ALIGNMENT ERR

Reason:

The parameter table is not aligned on a fullword boundary.

Action:

Align the table on a fullword boundary. Make sure that the definition of the parameter table includes the keyword
ALIGNED when using PL/I, or SYNCHRONIZED when using COBOL.

CASS103E
xxxxx WRONG TABLE TYPE

Reason:

The sort parameter table cannot be recognized. This can occur if the table is defined incorrectly or has been overlaid or
moved during execution.

Action:

See the SRAM User Guide for correct parameter table definition, including examples.

CASS104E
nnnnn RCD LENGTH ERR

Reason:

The record length exceeds maximum record length of 4092 bytes or has not been specified.

Action:

Check the Record Length value in your parameter table. It should be the actual record length if fixed-length records are
being sorted, or the average record length for variable-length records. Remember to allow for the four-byte RDW when
defining variable-length records.

CASS105E
xxxxx KEYS DEFINITION ERR

Reason:

A syntax error has been detected in the key definition vector, possibly caused by missing opening and/or closing
parentheses, an invalid key type or sequence, or some other coding error.

Action:

See the SRAM User Guide, Guidelines For Specifying The Key Definition Vector.

CASS106E
xxxxx WORK ASSIGNMENT ERR

Reason:

The SRAM work file has not been assigned to a DASD device, either CKD or FBA, and is probably unassigned.

Action:
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Ensure that the logical unit in the table matches the JCL and that the proper assignments have been made.

CASS107E
xxxxx RE-OPEN ERR

Reason:

The sort parameter table at reopen time does not exactly match the one used to create the work file originally.

Action:

Make sure that all the table entries match.

CASS109E
xxxxx EXTENT LESS 3 TRCKS

Reason:

The extent provided for work file xxxxx is not at least 3 tracks (for CKD devices) or 150 blocks (for FBA devices) in size.

Action:

Increase the allocation in the EXTENT statements if any extent is less than the minimum size.

CASS201E
xxxxx OPEN CALL ERR

Reason:

An attempt has been made to open a work file that has already been opened.

Action:

Check for the same parameter table name associated with two (or more) different SRAM sorts. Check the user program
for logic error(s) that may have caused the situation.

CASS301E
xxxxx STORAGE TOO SMALL

Reason:

The storage value specified in the parameter table or in a SRTCORE call is below the absolute minimum. Each sort must
have at least 10K of storage to operate. In addition, if SRAM modules are not in the SVA, the first sort must be allocated
an additional 25K for module storage. Performance will probably improve if more storage than the minimum is specified.

Action:

Correct the program to specify a larger storage value.

CASS302E
xxxxx STORAGE NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

Storage specified in the parameter table or SRTCORE call is not available in the partition or in the storage parameter
specified in the SRAM macro.
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Check the program and macro parameters insuring that the available storage conforms to the storage requirements
specified in the SORTCORE.

Action:

Increase the partition size or the SIZE=nnnK value on the EXEC statement if under DOS/VS or DOS/VSE. Remember,
SIZE=AUTO must never be used.

CASS303E
INIT NO ROOM FOR SRAM MANAGER

Reason:

The size of the load area within the SRAM language interface linked to the application program is not large enough to
contain the nonreentrant loader and storage management program to be loaded. This condition should never occur.

Action:

Save all documentation produced and call Broadcom Support.

CASS304E
xxxxx NO OR INVALID SRTCORE CALL

Reason:

If xxxxx indicates INIT, there was insufficient storage available to load the SRAM error processing routine.

If xxxxx indicates a work file name, the cause of the error could be any of the following:

• A SRTCORE call was not issued for a PL/I or FORTRAN program.
• Only one parameter was pointed to in a SRTCORE call from a PL/I or FORTRAN program. Both the name of a storage

area within the program and a length must be specified when using SRAM from these languages.
• The area of storage specified in the SRTCORE call extends beyond the highest address available in the partition.

Action:

If xxxxx indicates INIT, increase the value specified in the SORTCORE call and recompile the program.

If xxxxx indicates a work file name, make sure that:

• A SORTCORE call was issued from a PL/I or FORTRAN program
• Both the name of a storage area within the program and the length is specified when using SRAM from these

languages. The length of this area should equal the sum of the storage requirements for all simultaneously active
sorts, plus a reserve of 3-5K.

• The area of storage specified in the call does not extend beyond the highest address in the partition.

CASS307E
INVALID STORAGE PARAMETER

Reason:

The storage parameter provided in 'SRTCORE' call is incorrect.

Action:

Check this parameter for any coding errors.
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CASS401E
xxxxx SRAM FILL CALL ERR

Reason:

An application program logic error has caused a FILL call to be issued either before the OPEN or after a call to SRTCLSE
or SRTGETR. This could also be issued if the work file has been allocated on a different device type than what the logical
unit in the parameter table had been assigned to. This can only occur with a disk space management product.

Action:

Check the application program for logic and/or coding errors.

CASS501E
xxxxx SRAM RETRIEVE CALL ERR

Reason:

An application program logic error has caused a call to SRTGETR to be issued before the OPEN or FILL call, or after the
close has been issued.

Action:

Check the application program for logic and/or coding errors.

CASS601E
xxxxx CALLED AFTER EOF

Reason:

A call to SRTGETR has been issued after SRAM presented an end-of-file condition.

Action:

After every retrieve call (SRTGETR call), the EOF indicator should be tested for the value '99'.

CASS602E
INIT ILLEGAL FIRST SRAM CALL

Reason:

The first call made to SRAM was not SRTCORE, SRTOPEN or SRTROPN.

Action:

Correct the program to issue one of these calls first.

CASS603E
INIT INVALID PHASE IDENTIFICATION

Reason:

The release level of one of the modules being dynamically loaded does not match the release level of the SRAMMNGR
module originally loaded. This should not occur unless libraries have been mixed in some fashion.

Action:
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Make sure that the Core Image Library contains all SRAM modules from the same version.

CASS605E
INIT PHASE NOT FOUND

Reason:

A phase load request for one of the SRAM phases has failed due to a 'PHASE NOT FOUND' condition.

Action:

Make sure the core image library containing the SRAM phases has been included in the library search order chain.

CASS606E
INIT PHASE NOT FOUND IN GENL MACRO

Reason:

A phase load request for one of the SRAM phases has failed because the phase was not found in the local directory list.
This should not occur unless the SRAMMNGR phase has been corrupted.

Action:

Check the user program for logic errors that may have caused the error. If the problem persists, save all the
documentation and call Broadcom.

CASS701E
xxxxx SRAM CLOSE CALL ERR

Reason:

A close call was issued before any records were retrieved by calling SRTGETR. This will be issued only if the application
was linked with interface modules from Release 5.1 or prior.

Action:

Relink the program to obtain a later version of the SRAM modules to correct the problem.

CASS801E
xxxxx CA-SRAM I/O ERR - FILL PHASECCB=xxxxxx,SEEK=xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

An I/O error has occurred during the fill phase. The associated CCB address and the last seek argument are displayed.
SRAM I/O errors are most often caused by hardware errors or by accidentally overlaying the SRAM work file with another
output file from the same program or from another partition.

Action:

Attempt to rerun the job using a different DASD volume if the problem points to a hardware error; otherwise, correct the
JCL.

CASS802E
xxxxx CA-SRAM I/O ERR - MERGE PHASECCB=xxxxxx,SEEK=xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:
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An I/O error has occurred during the merge phase. The associated CCB address and the last seek argument are
displayed. SRAM I/O errors are most often caused by hardware errors or by accidentally overlaying the SRAM work file
with another output file from the same program or from another partition.

Action:

Rerun the job using a different DASD volume if the problem points to a hardware error; otherwise, correct the JCL.

CASS803E
xxxxxx SRAM CAPACITY EXCEEDED CCB=xxxxxx,SEEK=xxxxxxxxxxxx

Reason:

Insufficient work space has been allocated for the file 'WORK1', or you have more than 15 extents defined.

Action:

Increase the size of the extents allocated to WORK1 and rerun the job.

CASS900E
CA-SRAM LAST CALLING ADDRESS xxxxxx,JOB=jjjjjjjj

Reason:

xxxxxx stands for the expected return address in hexadecimal notation and jjjjjjjj is the jobname. If the system DUMP or
PARTDUMP option is in effect, a main storage dump will follow the messages on SYSLST.

Action:

Save all the documentation produced and call Broadcom Support.

CAV Messages
CAV messages indicate that a Dynam/T product was not installed or cannot be accessed.

CAVM001E
Product not installed or accessed.

Reason:

The requested product is not installed on any disks you have accessed.

Action:

Contact your support personnel.

LMP Messages
LMP (License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. LMP uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report on activities
regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution software under
the control of Broadcom LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in the
CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP common enforcement software is automatically
invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a discrepancy
is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages that are
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designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

CADT790W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU.

Reason:

Dynam/T is not licensed to run on this CPU.Dynam/T operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom to get a Dynam/T LMP key for this CPU.

CADT791W
Dynam/T MUST BE LICENSED WITH ALMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION.

Reason:

Dynam/T is not licensed to run on this CPU. Dynam/T operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom to get a Dynam/T LMP key for this CPU.

CADT792W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OFCA AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

Reason:

Dynam/T is not licensed to run on this CPU. Dynam/T operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom to get a Dynam/T LMP key for this CPU.

CADT793W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWAREPRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION.

Reason:

Dynam/T is not licensed to run on this CPU. Dynam/T operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom to get a Dynam/T LMP key for this CPU.

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...
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Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:

Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
is the month the device was activate

dd
is the day the device was activate

dyyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE
This message can have many different causes and responses.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the LMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.Response

Action:

Review the LMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.
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Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:

Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.

Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK
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Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to theproduct's x'1FF' disk.

Action:

Ensure there is an x'1FF' minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine's x'1FF' disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine's x'1FF' disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR Dynam/T EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensingagreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

NOTE
For Dynam/T components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software will not cause a
component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement
and discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.
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Additional Documentation
Additional documentation related to Taskman System Programmers Guide and Dynam/T Installation.

The following documentation must be downloaded as separate PDFs:

• Taskman System Programmers Guide v3
• Dynam/T Tape Management for z/VM Installation Guide
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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